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Editor s Introduction

The present volume is an excellent and ingenious abridgment of the new fourth,

or 1961, edition of the author's internationally famous Psychology: The Funda-

mentals of Hitman Adjustment.

Good and wddely used university and college textbooks are one of the

energizing and guiding forces in the development of any modem academic field.

Dr. Munn's larger and very complete book in its various editions has done much
to form the basic structure of thought about the nature of psychology for many
members of the new generation of psychologists who have taken up the study

of this subject during the last fifteen years.

Dr. Munn is an experienced and gifted college teacher. In his own class work,

he has increasingly realized that for some courses his large Psychology is simply

too long for use in a short course. The present smaller, but academically sound

book necessarily omits topics treated in the more comprehensive volume, but it

has been produced to meet a specific and important pedagogical need.

When an American psychologist considers the history of textbooks in liis field,

he inevitably thinks first of William James's great book. The Principles of Psy-

chology, published in 1890. This work has 1,383 pages. There can be little

doubt that part of the amazing and enduring influence of The Principles is due

to the fact that James himself issued an abridgment of his monumental work in

1892. In his preface to this smaller volume of 478 pages, he begins with the

sentence, "In preparing the following abridgment of my larger work, the Princi-

ples of Psychology, my chief aim has been to make it more directly available for

class-room use." James's Briefer Course, as his condensed book came to be

known, has had a lasting effect on American psychology and it also has con-

tributed in no small way to the influence of James's thought on establishing the

boundaries of what we today call scientific psychology.

The present editor feels that there is a parallel between James's great, and for

its day comprehensive book, The Principles of Psychology and his Briefer Course,

and Dr. Munn's influential, accurate and up-to-date large book, Psychology: The

Fundamentals of Human Adjustment and his present briefer Introduction to

Psychology. In his condensed volume. Dr. Munn has not in any unsound way
attempted to prepare a popularization of scientific psychology. He has not

watered down the ideas of modern experimentally based psychology. The new
book is not, in an undignified way, "written down" to the student. The present

Introduction rather is as up-to-date, as scholarly, as insightful and as clearly

\\Titten as is the new fourth edition of Dr. Munn's large and famous textbook.

The smaller book just does not cover as many topics, and the subjects it does

cover are not all treated in as great detail as they are in the larger Psychology.

The new Introduction is thus specifically intended for what William James well

called a "briefer course."
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Great textbooks, such as those that Dr. Munn has produced, are works of

creative scholarship. As noted above, such books make a real contribution to

the development of psychology as a science and as a profession. Dr. Munn, in

the skill of his abridgment, has again made psychological history with the new

Introduction. He has produced a volume that will help to introduce serious

American university and college students, who cannot spare time to master his

longer book, to some of the most important and most widely accepted facts and

theories of modern scientific psychology.

In this briefer volume the student will learn that the scientific study of mental

life can give him a new stability, a new energy and a new understanding of

himself and of the social world of which he is a part.

Leonard Carmichael

Editor s Introduction



Preface

This abridgment of Fsychologij has the same basic aims as the larger book— to

pro\ide a survey of modern scientific psychology, to help students develop in-

sight into the nature of psychological processes, and to suggest how psychological

knowledge and procedures may be applied in the solution of personal and

social problems. I have also been guided by the view that a study of psychology

contributes to a well-rounded education.

The present book is designed especially for short courses. Most of the ma-

terial is taken from the larger edition, but this is edited so as to delete certain

physiological and experimental details for which there is insufficient time in a

briefer course, as usually taught. Grouping of chapters into parts, with intro-

ductions to each part, has been omitted so as to provide greater flexibility for

revision.

In order to make a completely meaningful abridgment it has also been neces-

sary to add new material, including new illustrations and a new chapter. Many
discussions have been revised and some topics to which two or more chapters

were formerly devoted are reduced to a single chapter. More specifically, this

Introduction compares with its predecessor in the following ways: Chapters 1 and

2 (What Is Psychology? and The Scientific Study of Behavior) are taken over

unchanged. Chapters .3 and 4 (The Human Organism, Development in the

Indi\idual) are omitted, although some of the material has been incorporated

elsewhere. Chapter 5 (Individual Differences) is retained without major

changes. Chapters 6 and 7 (Nature and Testing of Intelligence, Differences in

Intelligence) are modified to provide but one chapter on intelligence. Chapter 8

(Aptitudes) is used again. Chapters 9 and 10 (Personality— Nature and Assess-

ment, Personality— Origins and Outcomes ) are reduced to a single chapter on

personality. Likewise, Chapters II and 12 (The Motives of Animals and Men,

Personal-Social Motives) are replaced by a single chapter on motivation. Chap-

ter 13 ( Emotional Motivation ) is modified by dropping some physiological

details and taking account of the fact that there is now no earlier chapter on the

nervous system. Chapter 14 (Frustration and Conflict) is unchanged. Chapters

15, 16, and 17 (The Conditioned Response, Acquiring Skills, and Foundations of

Learning) are abridged and in part rewTitten so as to form a single chapter on

the learning process. Although some topics were omitted, this reduction was

achieved primarily by removing neurological material. Chapters 18 and 19

(Remembering and Forgetting, Thinking) are basically unaltered. A new chap-

ter (Knowing Our World) partially replaces Chapters 3 (The Human Organ-

ism), 20 (Vision), and 21 (Hearing and the Other Senses). In this new chapter our

emphasis is on the encoding and decoding of sensory messages. It is a straightfor-

ward discussion of stimuli, how they impinge upon the receptors, and how informa-
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tion is encoded in the nervous system and decoded by the cerebral cortex. Es-

sential anatomical details are included but most of the sensory material of

experimental psychology (color mixture, overtones, sensory adaptation, and

the like) are omitted. In short, emphasis is on how we see, hear, taste, and so

forth, rather than description of experience. Chapter 22 (Attending and Per-

ceiving) is retained except for some neurological details. Chapter 23 and 24

(Communication and Language, Social Behavior) are included without major

change. Chapter 25 (\\'orking Efficiently) is omitted.

In these ways, the Fourth Edition of Psychology reduces to the present sixteen

chapters. Although this Introduction has been designed to serve those who feel

that the earlier book is too large and detailed, or that it includes too much

physiological and sensory material, some will doubtless wish that the order of

the chapters were different or that the author had retained certain topics now

omitted. However, as arranged here, the course lends itself to almost any de-

sired sequence and anybody who feels the need to reintroduce certain topics

can of course do this in his lectures even though these are missing from the

present textbook.

Modifications correlating with those described above have also been made

in the references, glossary, appendix and accompanying manuals. The Student's

Manual retains exercises that the student may do on his own to contribute to his

understanding of the text and, like the earlier manual, it includes a wide variety

of correlated self-testing exercises and lists of the important terms from each

chapter.

This abridgment has of course benefited from the contributions of those who

helped me in various ways with Psychology (Fourth Edition). Thus I wish to

repeat the following acknowledgments: Dean E. Parker Johnson of Colby Col-

lege drew several sketches from which some of the present illustrations have

profited. The present treatment of statistics still owes much to the advice of

Dr. A. B. Shaklee of the University of Denver and Dr. David L. Russell, my
former colleague, now at Ohio University. Another colleague. Dr. Merle Mosko-

\\'itz, who has since moved to the University of Pittsburgh, helped in many ways.

Illustrations have come from sources too numerous to acknowledge here in

detail. Those from journals and photographic agencies are acknowledged where

used. Most of the photographs without acknowledgment were taken by Mr.

Stephen Merrill of Brunswick. The various drawings and graphs were done by

John Awtrey, Elmer Smith, Frank Nicholas, Lilli Mautner, Austin Stevens, and

the Hagstrom Company. I am greatly indebted, also, to Gale Parker and Amy
S. Weadock of the publisher's Educational Art Department, for their diligence

and good judgment in coordinating my desires with respect to illustrations and

the work of the above-mentioned artists and illustrators. They also obtained

many of the photographs.

Dr. Leonard Carmichael, in his capacity as editor of the Houghton Mifflin

Psychology Series, subjected the manuscript to his usual detailed criticism, with

a resulting improvement in its quality. I am also indebted to Richard N. Clark,

the Houghton Miffiin editor responsible for translating the manuscript into a

printed textbook. His sympathetic understanding of my educational aims and his

ability to transfer these to the printed pages are very much appreciated.

x/'/ Preface
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To the Student

Your experience and behavior have much in common with the experience and

behavior of other people. Even your problems of adjustment— the frustrations

to be overcome, the aspirations to be achieved, the emotions to be controlled, the

personal and interpersonal conflicts to be resolved— are shared by many others.

So look upon this as a book about yourself— not as a treatise on some hypothetical

human being. While studying it, continually ask yourself, "How does this apply to

me?" Remember, too, that the study of psychology can give you insight into the

conduct of other people. It should increase your understanding of why they

behave as they do and, through this understanding, improve your ability to

predict, perhaps even control, their behavior. Applications of psychology in the

home, in the classroom, in the professions, in business, in industry, in warfare, and

in the perpetuation of peace are focused primarily on the prediction and control

of human conduct.

Observe that each chapter has a summary which brings its contents to a

sharper focus. You may find it profitable to read this summary first, then reread

it after reading the chapter. This suggestion is in accordance with the principle

that ideas are most readily conveyed to others when you tell them what you are

going to tell them, tell them, then tell them \\'hat you have told them.

Students are often confused by a profusion of names and dates which serve to

identify the author's sources. My policy has been to mention very few names in

the body of the text, and then only the names of people who are historically im-

portant or especially identified with certain theories. Most of these names occur

in the first chapter, which is an historical introduction to psychology. Following

the custom in many present-day textbooks, quotations and passages dealing with

particular researches to which I ha\e referred are identified by a small number.

If you wish to identify the person \\'hose contribution is involved, turn to the

proper part of the appendix, the page number of which is given at the end of

each chapter just preceding the selected readings. On this page, or possibly its

continuation, locate the reference number. There you will find the author, the

source, and perhaps notes and other references. Do not try to memorize such in-

formation. These references and notes will be of use to you, however, if term

papers or other reports are required. Tliey \\-ill enable you to track do\\'n relevant

information.

This course \\ill add immeasurably to your vocabulary. All major psychological

terms are defined in the glossary. If you find a term the meaning of which is not

sufficiently clear from the definition in the text, or from its context, turn to the

glossary for help.

Information on how to study, brief exercises and experiments that you can do

yourself and which parallel each of the chapters of the textbook, as well as a large
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number and variety of self-testing exercises are presented in a Student's Manual

designed to accompany this book. The self-testing exercises should help you to

determine, after reading each chapter, how well you have grasped its contents.

Since the questions are designed like those you will need to answer on quizzes

and examinations, their use should give you training in how to handle the tests

which count toward your grade in the course. But you will find it most advan-

tageous in the long run if you work on your own and answer each item of a self-

testing series before looking at the answers, which are in the appendix of the

Manual.

You will observe that each chapter of the textbook ends with a list of books and

some notes about each. These books are relevant to one or more topics in the

chapter. They are, of course, not listed with the idea that students will necessarily

read them. Their inclusion is for the convenience of those who may wish to delve

more deeply into a topic or to get reference material for term papers or other

reports. The books listed are among the most recent in the respective areas.

Most have appeared within the last decade.

x/V To the Student
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What Is

Psychology?

The nature of science • The scope of psychology • The influence of evolution-

ary biology • The rise of child psychology • Concern for the individual

• Systems of psychology • General psychology • Summary

There are many false notions about psychology and psychologists. One of these is

the belief that psychologists can read your mind or estimate your character at a glance.

Another misconception is that they are authorities on such things as spiritualism, mental

telepathy and fortune-telling. Psychologists are, in fact, often called upon to explain

how a currently famous "mind reader" does his tricks or how a certain astrologer could

have predicted some historical event.

One often meets people who assert that they are themselves psychologists. Why?
Because they are "observers of human nature" and can "sum up people" at a glance.

One well-educated man known to the writer felt that he could tell whether or not a

person is narrow-minded by noting the distance between his eyes. Some claim that they

can discern dishonesty from shifty eyes, or from the inability of a person to look them

steadily in the eyes. Such claims come from an honest misunderstanding of what

psychology is and can do.

There are also many people without scientific training who make a dishonest living

out of a gullible public by setting themselves up as self-appointed psychologists. These

"psychoquacks" will study a person's head, his facial characteristics, the date of his

birth, or his handwriting and then, in accordance with their own particular theories,

tell him what his capacities are, the sort of person he should marry, or how he should

plan for his future.
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Members of this "psychological underworld" have been known to offer courses in

psychology by mail and to give a "doctor of psychology" degree for a price. There is, in

fact, no legitimate doctor of psychology degree. Psychologists have degrees like other

scientists, degrees granted by reputable universities.

Even apart from honest misconceptions and psychological racketeering, the terms

"psychology" and "psychological" are often used in a very loose way. One hears people

speaking about "the psychology of the French," "the psychology of the fraternity man,"

or "the psychology of the industrialist." One also hears of the "psychological moment"
to close a deal, or to make a proposal. These terms are used with little or no regard

for the actual nature of psychology.

Psychology is a science and the properly trained psychologist is a scientist, or at

least a practitioner who uses scientific methods and information resulting from scientific

investigation. But what is science?

THE NATURE OF SCIENCE

Science begins with observation. The im-

portance of such a start is suggested by the

following story from Francis Bacon, a leader

(1605) in the history of scientific investiga-

tion, i "

In the year of our Lord 1432, there arose

a grievous quarrel among the brethren over

the number of teeth in the mouth of a horse.

For 13 days the disputation raged without

ceasing. All the ancient books and chronicles

were fetched out, and wonderful and pon-

derous erudition, such as was never before

heard of in this region, was made manifest.

At the beginning of the 14th day, a youthful

friar of goodly bearing asked his learned su-

periors for permission to add a word, and
stiaightway, to the wonderment of the dispu-

tants, whose deep wisdom he sore vexed, he
beseeched them to unbend in a manner coarse

and unheard-of, and to look in the open
mouth of a horse and find answer to their

questionings. At this, their dignity being griev-

ously hurt, they waxed exceedingly wroth;

and, joining in a mighty uproar, they flew upon
him and smote him hip and thigh, and cast

him out forthwith. For, said they, surely Satan
hath tempted this bold neophyte to declare

unholy and unheard-of ways of finding truth

contrary to all the teachings of the fathers.

After many days more of grievous strife the

dove of peace sat on the assembly, and they

as one man, declaring the problem to be an

* These numbers designate references listed in

the Appendix and grouped by chapters.

everlasting mystery because of a grievous

dearth of historical and theological evidence

thereof, so ordered the same writ down.

The youthful friar of this story was enunciat-

ing the fundamental principle of all science;

namely, to seek the facts rather than depend

upon authority or upon sheer speculation.

The scientist does not, however, collect all

and sundry facts, even within the field of his

major interest. Like the disputants of Bacon's

story, he begins with questions. These are

questions which, to him, deal with issues of

importance. He then looks for relevant in-

formation. If appropriate data have not al-

ready been reported by other scientists, he

may carry out his own observations. These

may be focused upon objects or events which

occur nahirally, as in the case of a geologist ex-

amining rocks or a biologist studying the mi-

gration of birds. Wherever possible, however,

a scientist observes under controlled conditions.

He varies aspects of nature and records the

results. Early physicists, for example, varied

the frequency of vibrating strings and ob-

served that, as more vibrations per second

were produced, the pitch of the resulting sound

became higher. They were then able to formu-

late a general law governing the relationship

between frequency of vibration and pitch.

Without experimental observation this would

have been impossible.

In carrying out his observations, experimen-

tal or otherwise, the scientist is not trying to

prove something. He is impartial. He seeks

information and, if this upsets a pet theory,

4 What Is Psychology?



the theory must be discarded, or at least

modified to correspond with the facts.

Findings are not accepted by scientists un-

less they can be verified. This means that

others must be able to repeat the observations

and obtain the same results. The law of vi-

brating strings mentioned earlier was not ac-

cepted until others repeated the experiment

and observed the reported relationships.

Thus scientists look for information with

which to answer significant questions. Where
possible they experiment. This is because ex-

perimental information is most conducive to

the discovery of lawful relations and because

the results are verifiable. As scientific obser-

vation proceeds, many seemingly disparate

phenomena are found to be interrelated. In-

creasingly comprehensive formulations are

therefore developed. It is then possible to pre-

dict and even to produce events not previously

observed. Such formulations made possible

the first atomic explosion and the launching

of an earth satellite. Scientific prediction oc-

curs on a much less spectacular scale when-

ever a geneticist, mating animals with dif-

ferent characteristics, is able to say what the

offspring will be like with respect to these

characteristics. It is also evident when a psy-

chologist is able to say that the illumination

of a room must be increased by at least one

per cent before it will be experienced as

brighter or when he says that 95 per cent

of a group of flight candidates with a par-

ticular score on a battery of special tests will

learn to become pilots.

The rest of this chapter is designed to clear

up misconceptions about the nature of psy-

chology, to show how it became a science and

to indicate, in an introductory way, the pres-

ent scope of its investigations. The following

chapter considers in more detail the applica-

tion of scientific techniques to solution of psy-

chological problems.

THE SCOPE OF PSYCHOLOGY

Since psychological observations are focused

upon living organisms, psychology is a bio-

logical science. It is, in fact, one of several

biological sciences, each distinguished from

others through its concern with some special

aspect of living things. The distinguishing fea-

ture of psychology is that it observes and

attempts to understand the behavior of organ-

isms. It is concerned primarily with their re-

sponses to the world around them.

Man is not only a biological organism but

also a social one. His behavior is modified

by and in turn modifies the behavior of others.

Psychology is therefore a social as well as a

biological science. It must take account of the

fact that human babies are dependent upon

others for survival and that, during this de-

pendence, their ways of behaving, including

their language, are imposed upon them,

wholly or in part, by their elders. As a result,

they come to act less like little animals and

more like human beings. Psychology must

also consider collective behavior as when hu-

man beings act in groups of various kinds.

Since the behavior of human beings is

grounded both in biology and in social inter-

action, psychology is often referred to as a

hiosocial science. The appropriateness of this

designation becomes increasingly apparent as

psychologists penetrate the intricacies of hu-

man behavior.

The beginnings

The word psychology was actually derived_

from two Greek words, psyche (soul) and

Iniios (discourse). Psychology, or "mental phi-

losophy," was thus literally a study of the

soiJ. The term "soul" did not at first have

religious implications such as it has today.

For some it was an inner flame, for some
a form of motion, and for others a function

of bodily processes.

About 400 years ago mental philosophers

began to translate psyche as "mind" and psy-

chology was then defined as "a study of the

mind." This definition continued in use until

the present century. It was eventually replaced

by the definition of psychology as "the science

of behavior." How this happened will become
apparent as we proceed to sur\'ey events which

led to the rise of modem psychology.

Scientific roots

The emergence of psychology as a science

occurred less than a century ago. This event

was stimulated by certain achievements of phys-

icists and physiologists. Physicists discovered

the relation between aspects of the environment

The Scope of Psijchology 5



Wilhelm Wundt

The laboratory founded by Wundf in 1879 trained

mony of the early experimental psychologists, in-

cluding several who established similar laboratories

in this country.

(stimuli) and elementary experiences, or "sen-

sations." Sound sensations, for example, were

found to depend upon the frequency of sound

waves. At the same time, physiologists were

discovering the structure of the sense organs

and brain which, when stimulated, give rise

not only to sensations but also to various re-

flexes and other aspects of behavior. These

successes, especially with respect to sensation,

something very close to the interests of mental

phOosophers, suggested that psychology might

itself become an experimental science.

Although it is difficult to say exactly when
scientific psychology began, three German sci-

entists are usually credited with having an im-

portant part in its birth.

One of these, a physiologist named E. H.

Weber found that he could measure and thus

quantify certain aspects of sensory experience.

His studies led to an important formulation

known as Weber's Law. The general question

to which he sought an answer can be stated

quite simply. It was this: "How much must

intensities of stimulation differ before one can

notice the difference?" Take the lifting of small

weights, for example. Suppose that you lift

one weight, then a second weight. How
much heavier (or lighter) must the second be

before a difference is felt? After many experi-

ments, sometimes with the second weight equal

to, sometimes lighter than, and sometimes

heavier than the first weight, Weber was able

to formulate his law. He had discovered that

a just noticeable difference in weight is a con-

stant fraction of the first of the pair of weights

compared, i.e., that which serves as the stand-

ard in a series of judgments. In the case of

lifted weights, this fraction was 1/30. Thus,

if one lifts 30 ounces and then 31, the second

feels heavier. But if the second weight is

only 30.5, one cannot observe this difference

and both feel equally heavy. Suppose, how-

ever, that the standard weight is 90 ounces?

How much heavier must the second be if one

is to feel it as heavier? The answer is 93, or,

again, l/30th of the standard. This funda-

mental principle holds, with some limitations,

in vision and in other senses, although with the

particular fraction depending upon the sense

involved. With respect to illumination, for

instance, a just noticeable increase in bright-

ness requires 1/lOOth of the illumination with

which one begins.

The second scientist to play an important

role in early scientific psychology was a phy-

sicist named Fechner, who not only extended

Weber's procedures for measuring the relation

between external stimuli and sensory experi-

ence but also developed a more precise formu-

lation of experimental findings. In 1860

Fechner published the results of his work in a

highly influential book entitled Elements of

Psychophijsics.

The third of our scientists was a physiologist

and philosopher who, because he founded a

laboratory of psychology, is considered by many

to be the "father of scientific psychology." This

was Wilhelm Wundt.

The opening of Wundt's laboratory

The formal founding of psychology as an

6 What Is Psychology?



experimental science occurred in 1879 when

Wundt opened his psychological laboratory at

the University of Leipzig. He had seen the

fruitfulness of experimental methods in physics

and in physiolog>', where many of the prob-

lems dealt either with stimuli basic to hu-

man experience or with the underlying

biological structures and functions. What im-

pressed him especially was Weber's and

Fechner's success in formulating lawful rela-

tions between intensities of stimulation and

the corresponding experiences. Such findings

seemed to refute the widely held view that

mind could not be measured and hence that

psychology could never become a science. Now
it seemed apparent that mind, or conscious

experience, regarded by Wundt as synonymous

with it, could indeed be measured.

The nature of Wundtian psychology

Wundt at first adopted relevant apparatus

which physicists and physiologists had been

using. Very soon, however, investigators in

his laboratory were discovering new problems

and devising apparatus and procedures of their

own. The aim of the new science, as Wundt
envisaged it, was to analyze conscious experi-

ence much as the chemist analyzes matter into

its elements. Apparatus played a part in this

because it was needed to manipulate and meas-

ure the stimuli used to arouse experiences.

The really distinctive feature of Wundt's pro-

cedure, however, was its utilization of what

was called experimental introspection. Intro-

spection itself was of course not new. Any-

body who, so to speak, timis his thoughts in-

ward and examines or reflects upon his ex-

periences is introspecting. But those who made
observations in Wundt's laboratory were spe-

cially trained and they attempted to analyze

experience in process rather than reflecting

upon it after it had occurred. What they were

after was the nature of immediate experience

and, among other things, their training was

designed to facilitate such observation. Wundt
referred to the new science first as "physi-

ological psychology" and later as "experimental

psychology."

The major emphasis in Wundt's laboratory

was on sensations and more comprehensive

sensory experiences called perceptions. How-
ever, there were also attempts to measure emo-

tional feelings as well as images and ideas.

Observations were later extended to experi-

ences involved in motor reactions to stimuli.

Conscious aspects of thinking were also

studied. But Wundt was not content merely

to analyze and describe conscious experience.

He also wanted to know the underlying bio-

logical structures and functions.

Because of its preoccupation with the con-

scious aspects of human life, psychology was

at this time defined as "the science of con-

scious experience" and anything which did not

lend itself to investigation through experi-

mental introspection was thought to be out-

side its sphere of interest. Nevertheless, the

infant science soon outgrew such limitations.

Even within the general area which Wundt
first mapped out for scientific investigation

there was a broadening of scope. Attention

gradually shifted from descriptions of con-

scious experience to investigations focused upon

the use of sensory and perceptual processes

in the initiation and control of behavior. In-

deed, work in this area still goes on. Scientists

in various fields, and especially physiology and

neurology, share the psychologist's interest in

such processes. Moreover, the findings in this

and related areas of psychology have had great

practical significance in industry and the armed

services, where the design of equipment

which men are called upon to operate must

take into account their sensory and other ca-

pabilities.

New areas of investigation

While Wundt and his associates studied

conscious experience, others were opening up

new fields of investigation. A German phi-

losopher named Herman Ebbinghaus began

the experimental psychology of memory. He
attempted to answer such questions as: How
do we remember? What makes us forget?

What are the most efficient procedures for

memorizing? Such questions had always en-

gaged the attention of mental philosophers.

Now, instead of merely talking about them, or

depending upon what some authority like Aris-

totle had said, Ebbinghaus tried to answer

them experimentally. He memorized verses of

poetry and meaningless groupings of letters

called nonsense syllables (Figure 1.1) and he

did so under conditions designed to answer
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I.I A Memory Apparatus. This early appara-

tus (Ranschburg's) exposed one nonsense syllable at

a time. The rate of exposure was controlled elec-

trically with a specially constructed metronome.

his questions. One can see here an interesting

shift in emphasis. Instead of describing con-

scious experience, as Wundt had done, Eb-

binghaus was concerned with how well the

learner could repeat what he had memorized.

This was an emphasis upon behavior; more
specifically, language behavior.

The results of these investigations on mem-
ory were published in 1888. Some of Eb-

binghaus' questions were answered. Some re-

sults raised additional questions and various

extensions and modifications of the methods

developed by Ebbinghaus were soon being

used to answer these. In fact, this is another

area of psychology in which research con-

tinues, and with outcomes of practical as well

as scientific significance. Findings on memory
are of obvious value in education and they

comprise an important aspect of the area now
known as educational psychology

.

Learning. Research on memory was im-

portant in opening up the whole field of learn-

ing to experimental investigation. When we
memorize, we are usually learning verbal ma-

terial such as words, numbers, or other sym-

bols. Thus research on memory is largely

concerned with what has been called verbal

learning. Very soon after Ebbinghaus' pioneer

research in this more restricted area of learn-

ing there developed an interest in so-called

motor learning where, although verbal aspects

may be present, emphasis is on overt acts like

hitting a target or, at a more complicated

level, typing or playing a musical instrument.

As in the case of research on memory, per-

tinent questions which investigators attempted

to answer had to do with how learning occurs

and how one may increase its efficiency. The

outcomes of such research, which is more

vigorously pressed today than ever before, are

of obvious value in education and in various

other fields of everyday life. Industrial psy-

chologists, for example, often have as their

major responsibility the efficient training of

workers in the specific skills which modern

industry requires.

Individual differences. Another area of in-

vestigation, the results of which were to have

scientific as well as practical value, both in

education and elsewhere, was that dealing

with individual differences. Weber, Fechner,

Wundt, Ebbinghaus and tlieir fellow investi-

gators were concerned with the study of proc-

esses (sensation, perception, memory, learning)

and in discovering general principles pertain-

ing to these. They paid little or no attention

to the fact that there are individual differences

in sensitivity, in memory, and in learning

ability.

Individual differences had not completely

escaped observation. The early Greeks dis-

cussed such differences and Plato made much
of them in his Republic. They had also been

noted in astronomy. Many years before

Wundt's laboratory was opened, a noted as-

tronomer had discharged his assistant for per-

ceiving the transit of stars across the hair of

the telescope nearly a second later than he

himself perceived it. Another famous astron-

omer, seeing a reference to this earlier inci-

dent, decided to compare his own reports on

such transits with those of fellow astronomers.

There were marked differences, even among
these experts. Such a difference came to be

called the personal equation.

Although individual differences had been

observed and discussed by philosophers, as-

tronomers, and others, little of scientific im-

portance had come of it. While Wundt was

starting his laboratory at Leipzig, however, an

Englishman named Francis Galton began to

measure individual differences in bodily meas-

urements and, more or less incidentally, in such

psychological functions as sensitivity and
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imagery. His primary purpose was to trace

the hereditary origins of such differences.

These earHer observations of individual dif-

ferences, and especially Galton's, inspired J.

McKeen Cattell, an American student in

Wundt's laboratory, to undertake an extensive

study of individual differences as such. The

differences studied were in such things as

vision, hearing, memory, and speed of reaction

(Figure 1.2). The instruments and materials

used to measure such differences came to be

called mental tests. These were not intelli-

gence tests in the modern sense, but they fore-

shadowed present-day tests and especially the

aptitude tests now so widely used to select

persons for various occupations.

One outcome of these studies was the devel-

opment of statistical methods for analysis of

individual differences. Statistical analysis not

only revealed norms (such as averages) but

also the extent to which individuals differ

(variability) and relationships (correlations)

between differences in one area (say body

build) and in another (such as personality).

Intelligence tests of the kind in use today

were devised and first put to practical use early

in this century. The pioneer intelligence tester

was a French psychologist named Alfred Binet,

\\'ho used his tests to decide \\'hether or not a

child had sufficient mental development to

profit from normal schooling.

Observers and subjects. We have seen that

scientific psychology began by studying as-

pects of conscious experience and that, as new
investigators entered the field, its scope was

broadened to take in memory, the learning

process, and also individual differences. In the

course of these developments there was a

gradual shift of emphasis from descriptions of

conscious experience to observations of be-

havior. Those who studied memory and other

aspects of learning were concerned more with

what was done than with associated experi-

ences. Even the name gi\en to those who
ser\'ed in psychological experiments indicates

this shift. Wundt and his followers called the

person who introspected an observer, the

reason being that he observed his own experi-

ences and reported them to the investigator.

Later psychologists, and especially those who
were not so much concerned with con-

scious experience, were themselves the observ-

ers. They observed behavior. Those who

I .Z An Early Form of Chronoscope for Meas-

uring Reaction Time. This is the D'Arsonval

chronoscope. The subject was seatecj with the re-

sponse key In his hand. When the experimenter

struck the top of the table (or the subject's hand)

with his key, he gave the signal for response and

simultaneously opened on electrical circuit which

caused the chronoscope pointer to engage with a

clockwork device. It then swept the dial once per

second. As soon as the subject squeezed his key, o

circuit connected with a magnet was closed, thus

disengaging pointer and clockwork. Since the

experimenter's signal activated the pointer and the

subject's signal stopped it, the elapsed time, read

In 1/100 sec. units, gave the letter's speed of

reaction. (After Binet.)

memorized, learned the skills being studied,

and took mental tests were then referred to as

subjects. Today the term subject is in almost

universal use to represent an organism, human
or animal, studied by the psychologist.

THE INFLUENCE OF EVOLUTIONARY
BIOLOGY

The idea that man is the end product of

developments initiated in lower organisms and

that his structures as well as his behavior are

foreshadowed in the structures and behavior

of prehuman animals is ancient. It appears in

Greek philosophy. Several philosophers of the

eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries also

held this view. Thus the concept of evolution,

although popularly attributed to Darsvin, did

not in all respects originate with him.
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Darwin's contributions

Prevailing opinion in Darwin's day was
that each species had an independent creation.

The idea that one might have changed gradu-

ally into another was talked about, but there

was apparently insufficient supporting evi-

dence. In reality, there were many facts

which, if their significance had been realized,

would have made a strong case for evolution.

Some of these had been known for a long time.

Others were observed by Darwin himself.

Darwin's major contribution, however, was to

synthesize these facts; to show their relation

one to another. The result was a factual basis

for evolution. Darwin then formulated a theory

designed to explain evolution. This is the

theory of natural selection. It calls attention to

wide variations in the structures and reactions

of a given species. It makes a point of the

struggle for existence, a struggle which leads

to the survival of relatively few. It argues

that survivors in this struggle are the fittest,

those with variations which adapt them most
adequately to their environment. The poorly

adapted perish and have no offspring. Sur-

vivors pass their desirable characteristics to

offspring through heredity. The theory sup-

posed, moreover, that this process, carried on

over millions of years, led to the appearance

of such distinctly different organisms as, for

example, cats, monkeys, apes, and men.
DanA'in's theory of the survival of the fittest

through natural selection proved highly con-

troversial. The argument as to hotv evolution

occurred still goes on. Nevertheless, as we
shall observe shortiy, Darwin's views played an

important part in the development of psy-

chology as a science of behavior.

By demonstrating the factual basis of evo-

lution and by suggesting how organisms may
have evolved, Darwin took the evolutionary

concept out of the sphere of pure speculation

and placed it in the area of natural science.

Indeed, the publication in 1859 of his Origin

of Species was a major step in the history of

scientific biology.

In the course of his research, Darwin made
some historically important obser\'ations on

emotion. These were brought together in his

Expressions of Emotion in Man and Animal,

published in 1873. Darwin's main thesis, sup-

ported by an accumulation of evidence, is

DiscrimiMtion chamber

Entronce

Op«n door

Closed door

I .O An Early Form of Discrimination Appara-

tus. When a hungry animal enters the discrimina-

tion chamber, it is confronted by two stimulus pat-

terns (in this case, a white and a black circle). In

front of each pattern is an electric grid. Suppose

that the investigator decided to reward response

to white and to punish response to black. Now, if

the animal goes to the white area, it proceeds along

the side alley and back to the entrance where

a small food pellet has been placed. If the animal

goes toward the black, on the other hand, it re-

ceives a shock through the floor. Moreover, if it

continues, it does not have access to the food.

This means that it has to come back and correct

its response. On the next trial, the white area may
be on the left. It is alternated from right to left

in accordance with a chance sequence. This prob-

lem must be solved visually and not by going in

a particular direction.

that many human emotional reactions are

meaningless except when viewed as useless

carry-overs from our animal ancestors. During
intense rage, for example, men tend to bare

their canine teeth. This is for them a useless

reaction. Then why do they do it? Darwin
pointed out that when this occurs in animals, it

serves to frighten the object of rage and also

to bare the teeth for action. Although the

reaction is useless to us, we inherit it. much as

we do our useless appendix.

The study of animal behavior

By pointing out that man's psychological as
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well as structural characteristics evolved from

those of prehuman organisms, Darwin brought

psychological attention to animal behavior.

Psychologists as well as biologists began to in-

vestigate so-called "instincts." These are com-

plex unlearned behavior patterns. Examples

are: a spider spinning its web in a certain pat-

tern characteristic of the species, a wasp para-

lyzing a caterpUlar and depositing its eggs on

the animal, or a bird building a nest which

typifies its species. The question then arose as

to whether man himself has instincts. This is

still a controversial issue and we will discuss it

later in this book.

Out of an interest in animal behavior came
studies of sensory processes and learning ability

in animals. These began with such questions

as: At what level of evolution does conscious-

ness appear? How do the conscious experi-

ences of animals compare with those of man?
Do animals have anything resembling human
intelligence? Are they capable of reasoning?

The first attempts to answer such questions

used a procedure referred to today as anec-

dotal. Naturalists gathered stories about the

behavior of animals, usually pets of the in-

formants, and arranged these systematically in

such a way as to demonstrate the evolution of

intelligence. Such stories are, of course, unre-

liable. The owner of a pet, like the parent of a

child, is not the best judge of its intelligence.

Moreover, human beings have a tendency to

anthropomorphize, to humanize, or see human
traits in animals. This is well illustrated in an

ancient Chinese story.

Chuang Tzu and Hui Tzu were standing on

a bridge across the Hao River when Chuang
said, "Look how the minnows are shooting to

and fro! How joyful they are!"

"You are not a fish," said Hui. "How can

you know that the fishes are joyful?"

"You are not I," answered Chuang. "How
can you know I do not know about the joy of

the fishes? ... I know from my own joy of the

water."

Still another difficulty with anecdotes is that

the unscientific observer, in his effort to tell a

good story, often exaggerates. Science cannot

rely on such evidence. Its observations must
be systematic, they must be impartial, and they

must be verifiable. For these reasons, anec-

dotes were soon replaced by experimental in-

vestigations designed to answer specific ques-

tions about animal intelligence.

Does this animal sense the various aspects

of its environment, like colors and sounds?

Methods of answering such questions involved

a discrimination technique, a simple form of

which is shown in Figure 1.3. How does this

animal's intelligence compare with that of an-

other? This question was answered by using

tests of learning ability like those shown in

Figures 1.4 and 1.5. Here the comparison

was in terms of how many trials an animal

requires to leam and how many errors it

makes.

The problem of consciousness

The question of how to get inside the ani-

mal, so to speak, and study his conscious expe-

rience has never been solved. We can tell

whether or not an animal responds to aspects

of its environment like colors and sounds. We
do this by studying its discriminative behavior.

But we cannot answer such questions as what

animal consciousness is like, nor even whether

it exists. Therefore the question as to where

consciousness first appears in evolution cannot

be answered.

I .4 An Animal Maze. This was the first maze

used to study learning in white rats. A hungry rat

placed in the entrance received food when the

center was reached. In successive runs an animal

tended to reach the center more quickly and with

fewer entrances into blind alleys. Finally the path

was run without error from entrance fo center.

This maze, the prototype of many others, was used

by Small at Clark University in 1900.

Entrance
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I .O Monkey Solving a Problem. In order to reach food on the table, the monkey hod

to push the box into on appropriate position, mount it, and stretch, as illustrated. Apparently,

the animal "judged, from memory or otherwise, that a certain arrangement would help him and

set about making that arrangement." (After Hobhouse.)

Because of their preoccupation with con-

scious experience, Wundt and his students

were naturally interested in the consciousness

of animals. One of the latter was Titchener,-

who in 1903 indicated the nature of this prob-

lem by saying;

Only by looking inward can we gain a knowl-

edge of mental processes; only by looking in-

ward under standard conditions can we make
our knowledge scientific. Even when we are

examining a mind as if it were an object in

the outside world— when we are trying to un-

derstand the mental processes of a child or a

dog or an insect as shown by conduct and

action, the outsvard signs of mental processes

— we must always fall back upon experimental

introspection. For our own mind is our only

means of interpreting the mind of another or-

ganism; we cannot imagine processes in an-

other mind that we do not find in our own.

In a nutshell, anybody who undertakes to

describe animal consciousness is inferring it

from the animal's behavior and, whenever he

does so, he is inevitably anthropomorphizing,

that is, ascribing human characteristics to the

animal he observes.

Inability to discover anything about the con-

sciousness of animals handicapped another

group of psychologists who called themselves

"functionalists." Whereas Wundt and his fol-

lowers had been trying to describe conscious

experience, and of necessity only at the human
level, these psychologists thought that it

should be studied from the standpoint of how
it helps in adjustment. They argued that when
consciousness evolved, it perhaps had survival

value in the struggle for existence. In learning

a motor skill, they said, we are at first clearly

conscious of our activities. Then, as the habit

approaches perfection, consciousness recedes.

Eventually we may perform the habit without

any conscious attention to what we are doing.

However, the functionalist position was

weakened by the difficulty of studying con-

scious experience while one has his attention

on what he is trying to leam and by the im-

possibility, as indicated above, of knowing if

and when consciousness enters animal life.

Later functionalists, as we shall see, paid less

attention to conscious experience and came to

focus on the environmental and organic con-

ditions associated with efficient learning. Their

work on the learning process, both in animals

and human beings, laid a foundation for other

important developments in psychology. Like

the work of Ebbinghaus on memory and of

Cattell on individual differences, the study of

learning processes in animals and human be-

ings came to have great practical significance,

especially in education.
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Animals as tools

Although evolutionary biology turned the

attention of psychologists to animals and less-

ened their preoccupation with analysis of con-

scious experience, not all of their efforts, even

with animals, had evolutionary implications. It

became evident quite early that the structures

of other mammals are similar to our own in

basic details and that such subjects can be

valuable tools in investigating certain aspects

of behavior.

White rats and other animals have been

used to study the relation between brain

processes and behavior. We can operate on

their brains, either before or after they have

learned particular habits. Their brains can

also be stimulated electrically, or with drugs,

to discover the regions most intimately in-

volved in control of particular responses. Ex-

periments of this nature are impossible with

human beings. Indeed, before animals came
to play such an important role in physiological

psychology our information about the relation

between brain processes and behavior had to

come from post mortem operations, from

observing the behavior of people with acci-

dental brain injuries, or from studying those

who had undergone brain surgery to relieve

pathological conditions. Research on animals,

supplemented by whatever human data are

available, has shown that certain regions of the

brain have the same or similar functions in

both animals and men. These studies ha\e

also revealed differences bet\veen human and

animal brains, and between animal brains at

different levels of evolution. Such differences

are reflected in learning ability.

Animals have also been used to study the in-

fluence of glandular secretions on sexual and

other aspects of behavior. These studies, like

the neurological investigations already men-
tioned, are directly relevant to our understand-

ing of human behavior. They are perhaps even

more relevant than the neurological, since the

glandular secretions of animals serve the same
basic functions in them as in us, and are good
substitutes for our o\\'n secretions when these

are lacking or insufficient; in the case of dia-

betics, for example, patients are injected with

insulin from the pancreatic glands of animals,

or with synthetic insulin having the same chem-
ical structure as the secretions of these glands.

Research with animals has given us a great

deal of insight concerning the evolution of in-

telligence, the nature of the learning process,

and the psychological significance of our own
physiological structures. But it has done more

than this. Such research has suggested more

fruitful ways of studying human behavior and

opened up avenues of information once

thought to be available only through intro-

spection. We will see later that modem
theories of learning have grown out of work

with animals and that their hypotheses are

frequently tested through experiments on ani-

mals. Here the relative simplicity of animals is

helpful rather than otherwise. This is because

it is usually more fruitful to begin with simpler

organisms than to begin with those that are

infinitely complex, like human beings. A medi-

cal student begins by studying and operating

on simpler creatures like dogfish and cats. The
builder of skyscrapers begins with simpler

projects. Similarly, the investigator of learning

begins with the simplest forms of learning, and

these are found in lower animals. With them

the investigator cuts below the ideals, pur-

poses, attitudes, and culturally conditioned

complexities of human behavior in order to

learn what he can about the foundations

which we share with other organisms. He
feels that he will then be in a better position

to understand the added complexities of hu-

man behavior.

THE RISE OF CHILD PSYCHOLOGY

It is a curious thing that the scientific study

of child behavior is only of recent origin.

Philosophers had talked about the importance

of childhood in determining the nature of the

adult and poets had written about it.

The childhood shows the man.

As morning shows the day.

Milton in Paradise Regained

The child is father of the man.

Wordsworth, Mij Heart Leaps Up

Two parents, including Charles Darwin

(1877) published infant biographies. But the

first comprehensive study of child development

did not appear until 1882. This was Preyer's

The Mind of the Child. It, also, was written by
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a father and observation was limited to one

child. Although restricted in these ways, this

was a careful study dealing, for example, with

reflexes, sensory ability, emotional develop-

ment, and thought processes. It is, in fact, a

landmark in the history of child psychology.

Like anecdotes in animal psychology, child

biographies soon gave way to systematic ob-

servations. Experimental methods came to

have an important place in such studies and

these methods were often similar to those al-

ready found so fruitful in the investigation of

animal behavior. This is not surprising when
we consider that infants, like animals, are in-

capable of providing introspective data. Even

from children old enough to speak, introspec-

tive information is, to say the least, of very

limited value.

Evolutionary influences

One idea which played an important part in

evolutionary biology also gave an impetus to

child psychology. This was the concept of

recapitulation, which supposed that, in their

early growth, organisms exhibit, for a time, cer-

tain traits possessed by animals lower in the

evolutionary scale. Some structural evidence

for this came from the fact that human fetuses

ha\e stnictures resembling gill slits. These

later become a part of the ear. Likewise, each

human being has a tail which, except in rare

instances, disappears before birth.

Impressed by evidences for structural reca-

pitulation, some early child psychologists

looked for behavioral evidence. It was sug-

gested, for example, that "the child after birth

recapitulates and uses for a time various phases

of its prehuman ancestral behavior." Offered in

evidence were the monkey-like antics of chil-

dren and the tendency of many to walk on all

fours. One of the early leaders in child psy-

chology, G. Stanley Hall of Clark University,

even claimed that the cultural history of man's

behavior is mirrored in the activities of chil-

dren, and especially in play. He believed that

"The best index and guide to the stated ac-

tivities of adults in past ages is found in the

instinctive, untaught, and non-imitative plays

of children." But the recapitidation concept,

although it served for a time to focus psycho-

logical attention on children, received little

support from observations of child behavior.

Developmental schedules

When child psychology got under way there

soon developed an interest in such questions

as: What reactions are usual, or normal, or to

be expected at given age levels? Research de-

signed to answer such questions is often re-

ferred to as normative, a search for norms.

Intelligence tests such as those which origi-

nated in France (p. 84) were normative but
confined largely to memory and reasoning.

They were, of course, designed for school

children. They did not tell how a baby of

three or six months, or of two or four years

should be reacting. Nor did they deal, in any
direct way, with sensory, perceptual and motor

development.

The first extensive developmental schedules

designed to tell parents what children usually

do at various age levels from birth up grew out

of research conducted by Arnold Gesell (Fig-

ure 1.6) and his associates at Yale University.

Various test situations, involving response to

such objects as dangling rings, cubes, and mir-

rors were used at the early age levels. At later

ages the tests involved observations of lan-

guage and social behavior. Large numbers of

children were tested. Movies of their reactions

were made and analyzed frame by frame to

discover age changes in behavior. The chief

outcome of this research was a detailed cata-

logue of the responses to be expected at suc-

cessive age levels. Over and beyond its sci-

entific value, information like this is of obvious

value to pediatricians, educators, and par-

ents.

The influence of psychoanalysis

Like the poets quoted above, Sigmund
Freud (1856-1939) and later psychoanalysts

claimed that chOdhood experiences leave an

indelible impression on aduJt personality.

Freud emphasized experiences associated with

sexual development. Others stiessed the im-

portance of frustration and insecurity in child-

hood, with or without sexual overtones. Re-

gardless of such differences among them, these

men helped to turn the spotlight on childhood

and, more specifically on parent-child relation-

ships and other aspects of family life. This

approach supplemented and, as it were,

rounded out the approaches to child psychol-
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1.6 Dr. Arnold Gesell Test-

ing a Baby. The dome was de-

vised for one-way vision so that

observers could see the baby

without being seen themselves.

(Edmund B. Gerard.)

ogy that we have already considered. More-

over, the influence of chOdhood on adult per-

sonality became an interdisciplinary problem,

bringing about cooperative studies among psy-

chologists, sociologists, and anthropologists.

The latter were led to investigate how methods

of child rearing characteristic of different

cultures (such as Samoan, Hopi Indian,

and Eskimo) influence the personality of

adults.

CONCERN FOR THE INDIVIDUAL

Psychology, as we have considered it so far,

was especially concerned with what might be

called purely scientific or theoretical issues.

This was true despite the fact that many out-

comes were later applied in education and in

everyday life. Some psychologists even argued

that psychology should remain in the "ivory

tower." They felt it to be a science and not a

technology. These men emphasized the study

of such processes as vision, perception, learn-

ing, memory, and thinking. Their aim was to

discover the psychological characteristics of

men, animal species, or children. Even those

interested in individual differences concen-

trated on aspects that were more or less ab-

stract, like the range of differences, general

tendencies, relations between differences in one

trait and those in another, and the hereditar>-

bases of differences.

Individuals, as such, are unique and science

is customarily concerned with trends or general

principles. Nevertheless, because they dealt

with human beings, psychologists were soon

involved in problems of individual adjustment.

They then impinged on the educational sphere

more than ever. And they also became in-

volved in a province which had traditionaUy

been a medical one. The eventual outcome

was clinical psychology, involving the study

and correction of behavior problems.

Normal and abnormal people

When attention turned to individuals from

the standpoint of helping them solve their

problems the question arose as to the meaning

of normal and abnormal. Where to draw the

line between normality and abnormality is still

controversial and it will be discussed in the

chapter on personality. However, some people

deviate so far from the customary that there is

no question about their abnormality. These

are the psychotic, the neurotic, the feeble-

minded, and those who experience exceptional

trouble in adjusting to educational and other

aspects of their environment.

The psychotic. Psychoses are serious men-

tal illnesses. Those suffering from such illnesses

are known today as psychotic or, to use a

medico-legal term, "insane." Psychotics were

once thought to be "possessed of the devil"
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and were thrown into dungeons and mis-

treated in various ways to "drive the devil out

of them." During the last century and a half,

however, the attitude toward such people has

undergone a marked change. They are now
regarded as mentally 01 instead of "possessed"

and what were once "asylums" have become

mental hospitals. At first there was only

custodial care in such hospitals. Today there

is treatment designed to cure the patient so

that he can again take his place in society.

But this is not the place to trace historically

the development of humane treatment for the

psychotic. Any history of psychiatry or of

medical psychology teUs the story and it has

been summarized very interestingly and in de-

tail in recent textbooks of abnormal psychol-

ogy-

The scientific study of psychoses came about

as a result of the changed attitude toward

these disorders. As soon as the idea of demonic

possession was given up, and psychotics were

regarded as ill, medical men began to observe

psychotic behavior, to classify its varieties, and

to seek the real causes. They found that some

such disorders result from destruction of brain

tissue associated, for example, with untreated

syphilis and with the ravages of old age. Such

disorders are now classified as organic psy-

choses. Certain other psychoses appeared to

have no such organic basis, but to result from

deranged habits of thought. Because they

were due to abnormal functioning in what was

apparently a normal brain, these were called

functional psychoses.

The study and treatment of psychotics de-

veloped as an aspect of medicine. But psy-

chology, being a science of behavior, is

concerned with both the normal and abnormal.

In fact, the breakdown of a mechanism often

tells us a great deal about its nature. If one

discovers the causes of breakdown, moreover,

he may be able to repair the damage, or even

to prevent it. Prevention of behavior disorders

is, in fact, the chief function of a field of

psychology now known as mental hygiene.

The neurotic

Behavior disorders classified as neurotic

(sometimes as psycho-neurotic) are milder and

also much more frequent than psychoses. It

is seldom necessary to institutionalize neurotic

people. Moreover, their disorders are, so far as

we know, aE functional.

There are different kinds of neuroses and

we have all seen one or more examples in peo-

ple around us. Neurotics having a functional

disorder referred to, in general, as hysteria

may suddenly become blind or deaf, lose

feeling in their limbs, become paralyzed, or

forget who they are. Today, as we will see

in Chapter 9 , there are more specific names

for hysterical disorders. Other kinds of neurotic

behavior include unreasonable anxiety, com-

pulsions to commit certain acts, and preoccupa-

tion with bodily aches and pains. These are

also considered later. Hysteria has had such

historical significance, however, that we now
confine our attention to it.

One reason for calling hysteria a functional

disorder is that its symptoms can be produced

during hypnosis. The hypnotist merely tells

his subject that he is paralyzed, for example,

and the suggested symptom is thereby pro-

duced. Another reason is that such symptoms

as the above may disappear during hypnosis.

The hysterically blind see, the hysterically

anesthetic feel again, and the paralyzed limb

moves as suggested.

Although it had been practiced for cen-

turies, hypnosis first came to scientific attention

when something akin to it was used by Mesmer

in 1766 to remove neurotic symptoms. Mesmer

applied magnets to his patients and their symp-

toms forthwith disappeared. He discovered

later that magnets were not necessary; that

passes made with his hands, along with suit-

able suggestions, were sufiicient. His method,

known as "Mesmerism," soon came into ill re-

pute. There were various reasons for this, one

being Mesmer's claim that a sort of "animal

magnetism" passed from him to his patients.

In true hypnosis the patient is put into a

sleep-like trance. This procedure was, in

fact, first called "neurohypnology" meaning

nervous sleep. About a century ago, when

medical men were using hypnosis to produce

anesthesia many patients underwent painless

surgery (even amputation of a limb) while

hypnotized. But after anesthetics were dis-

covered, hypnosis was seldom used.

The use of hypnosis in studying hysterical

behavior was revived late in the last century

by a French neurologist named Charcot, who

believed that hysterics could alone be hypno-
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1./ Jean-Marie Charcot. In this lithoprint Charcot (1825-1893) is shown demonstrating

hypnosis before a class of doctors and medical students. (The Bettmann Archive.)

tized. Others did not share his view. They
reached the conclusion that any person can be

hypnotized provided he gives his consent and

follows closely the instructions of the hypnotist.

The latter view eventually prevailed. It appears

that Charcot's subjects were selected and hyp-

notized by his medical assistants and that, in

order to guarantee a good demonstration ( Fig-

ure 1.7) , they provided him with known hyster-

ics." Of chief importance in this connection,

however, is the fact that two men who were to

become leaders in the study of neurotic behav-

ior came under Charcot's influence. One of

these was Janet, who introduced the concept of

personality integration. He pointed out that

neurotics tend, as it were, to be divided within

themselves, whereas normal people represent an

internal unity; that is to say, are integrated. The
other man who came under Charcot's influence

at this time was a young Viennese neurologist

named Freud. Because of what he had wit-

nessed in Charcot's classes, Freud was induced

° See, in this connection, the recent biography
of Charcot by Georges Guillain. The English
translation, by Pierce Bailey, is ].-M. Charcot,

Hoeber, 19.59.

to use hypnosis in the treatment of neurotic

people.

Freud's hypnotized patients often recalled

events, desires, and fears which went unrecog-

nized in their waking life. They were not

aware of these prior to being hypnotized

and they did not remember them when
brought out of the trance. Nevertheless, these

unconscious residues of earlier experiences

were believed by Freud to account for neurotic

behavior.

The idea that behavior is influenced by

events of which we are not conscious was
revolutionary. Wundt had claimed that psy-

chology is the science of conscious experience.

Now Freud was saying that there is an im-

conscious realm which introspection cannot

reach and which, nevertheless, plays an im-

portant role in human life. In addition to this

revolutionary idea Freud introduced a new
t>'pe of psychotherapy to be called "psycho-

analysis." This made no use of hypnosis.

Hypnosis was dropped for several reasons, the

most important of which had to do with the

fact that a person does not usually remember
anything that happens while he is hypnotized.

During the trance he may recall disturbing
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Sigmund Freud

Although he is best known as the founder of

psychoanalysis, Freud began his academic career as

a neurologist.

past experiences and even have an emotional

upheaval while doing so. Recall of disturbing

experiences and release of "pent up emotion"

offers some relief to the patient. But Freud

felt that it would be much better if his patient

could recall and give vent to emotion while

fully aware of what he was doing. Under

these conditions he would be more likely to

remember what had happened and thus re-

ceive greater benefit from it. Therefore Freud

adopted his free-association technique in which

patients said everything which came to mind

while relaxing on a couch. They also talked

about their dreams and used these as points of

departure for free association. During many

sessions, sometimes over a period of years, the

patient's "unconscious" was, so to speak, emp-

tied out. The outcomes of this procedure were

studied and evaluated as a basis for under-

standing the patient's problems and suggesting

ways of adjusting to them.

While using his approach to neuroses, Freud

very soon reached the conclusion that these

disorders result from frustrated sexual desire,

or from anxieties associated with sexual func-

tions. He pointed out that we are taught from

early childhood not to talk about, or even

think of sex. Failure to observe these teach-

ings is followed by shame. Because we are

taught that sex is shameful, we repress ex-

periences and thoughts associated with it; in

other words, we put them "out of our mind.

As a consequence, Freud claimed, we even-

tually lose our awareness of them.

Freud's methods and theories have had a

marked influence upon psychology, medicine,

and various spheres of everyday life, even

including literature and art. It should not be

assumed, however, that all of Freud's ideas are

scientifically sound. He developed several

ideas about neurotic and normal personality

which, because they are based primarily upon

observations of abnormal people and appear

to rest upon insufficient proof, are without ade-

quate scientific demonstration. Many feel that

Freud overemphasized the influence of sex in

human life, and some of his fellow analysts

differed from him in this regard. He may be

credited, nevertheless, with having shown the

determining influence of urges unknown to the

individual and especially of urges derived from

childhood experiences. The latter suggestion,

as we have already seen, had a marked impact

on child psychology.

Although Freud was especially concerned

with understanding and helping neurotic peo-

ple, his observations and concepts have influ-

enced other areas of psychology. This, as we

will see in later chapters, is most apparent in

the study of motivation and personality. Many

commonly used terms in these areas, like un-

conscious motivation and repression, stem from

Freudian psychoanalysis.

The feebleminded

Intelligence tests, as we have seen, were first

used to keep mentally incompetent children out

of the French school system. Behind this there

is a long history which culminated not only

in the development of intelligence tests but

also in the establishment of psychological
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clinics to help the feebleminded and other

handicapped people.

Until fairly recent times, the feebleminded,

like the psychotic, were mistreated to "drive

the devil out of them." No more than custodial

care was provided, and that of the poorest

imaginable kind. Eventually they were given

better care and efforts were made to under-

stand the nature of their disorders and how
best to educate them.

The limited educability of feebleminded

children was revealed in a study which, at the

time, received its motivation from broad

philosophical issues. A philosopher named
John Locke (1632-1704) had claimed that

the human mind at birth is a tabtila rasa,

a blank sheet. This was a radical idea, for

Plato and others had assumed that certain

ideas are inborn; that is, present in the

human mind from the start. Locke's tabula

rasa concept meant that, rather than being

present at birth, ideas are derived from experi-

ence. The educational implication of this doc-

trine seemed clear. Anybody could be made
intelligent by presenting his senses with the

right ideas in sufficient number. This theory

induced Itard, a teacher of the deaf, to attempt

the education of a "savage" boy who had been

found living in the woods like an animal.

When discovered in 1798 the boy was be-

lieved to be around ten years old. He walked
on all fours, ate like an animal, and made
unintelligible sounds. Itard devised various

ways of bringing ideas to the bo>' and he kept

up his efforts for five years. During this time

there was some progress. The boy learned

sensory discriminations, to recognize some ob-

jects, to speak a few words, and to read and
write a little, although with poor understand-

ing. He also learned various motor skills.

But, despite such progress, Itard's pupil did

not rise above the level of feeblemindedness.

Was this because he was innately deficient?

Or was he normal at birth, but handicapped
by years of animal-like existence? These ques-

tions could not be answered. Thus the contro-

versy which started this investigation was not

resolved. Nevertheless, Itard had stirred up an

interest in the feebleminded and suggested

that, even if one cannot educate them into

normality, they can be educated to a degree.

One of Itard's followers, a man named
Seguin, devised methods of training the men-

tally handicapped and, when he came to the

United States in 1848, helped establish special

institutions for the care and training of the

feebleminded. Seguin's formboard, along with

others of which it was the prototype, is still

widely used to diagnose the mental ability of

feebleminded and illiterate individuals. (See

Figure 4.6, board with star, on p. 91.)

The first clinic for the study and treatment

of mental and other handicaps was opened

at the University of Pennsylvania in 1896

under Witmer's direction. Today psychological

clinics are found throughout the world. In

the United States alone there are now more

than 5,000 clinical psychologists. TTiese are

working in clinics for adults as well as children.

Many are in school systems, colleges, the

Veterans Administration, the Armed Services,

and mental hospitals and homes for the men-

tally retarded. Many work in close cooperation

with psychiatrists.

Psychiatrists and clinical psychologists

Psychiahists and clinical psychologists are

jointly concerned with insane and neurotic

people. The psychiatrist is a physician with

an M.D. who specializes in psychological prob-

lems and is also qualified to prescribe drugs

and other medical treatments. Some psychia-

trists are also psychoanalysts, receiving this

designation because they specialize in the

use of psychoanalytic procedures.

The clinical psychologist is usually a Ph.D.,

although some also have an M.D. His major

training and clinical experience is in psychol-

ogy, with emphasis on behavior disorders. He
may be accredited by a national or state board

in clinical psychology.

In dealing with severe cases of mental ill-

ness such as psychoses and some neuroses,

clinical ps\'chologists work in close relation

with psNchiatrists. Customarih', their function

here is to administer and evaluate psychologi-

cal tests, thus facilitating diagnosis. In cer-

tain circumstances they engage in psycho-

therapy with their clients or patients.

Less serious behavior disorders, including

problems of school or home adjustment, are

usually dealt with in a ps>'chological clinic.

Here the clinical ps>chologist, although he

works in close cooperation with medical doc-

tors, is himself responsible for nonmedical as-
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pects of diagnosis and therapy. If the dinical

psychologist suspects the presence of a psy-

chosis or of some glandular or other organic

disorder, he sends his client to a physician for

medical diagnosis. Medical doctors, when

they come across nonpsychotic behavior dis-

orders and problems of adjustment, refer

their patients to a clinical psychologist. More

serious disorders are referred to a psychiatrist.

Table 1.1. The Interests of Modern Psychologists

as Revealed by the Table of Contents of

Psychological Abstracts

General

Ttieory & Systems • Methods & Apparatus • New Tests •

Statistics • Reference Works • Organizations • History

& Biograpliy • Professional Problems of Psychology

Physiological Psychology

Nervous System

Receptive and Perceptual Processes

Vision • Audition

Response Processes

Complex Processes and Organizations

Learning & Memory • Thinking & Imagination • In-

telligence • Personality • Aesthetics

Developmental Psychology

Childhood & Adolescence • Maturity & Old Age

Social Psychology

Methods & Measurements • Cultures & Cultural Rela-

tions • Social Institutions • Language & Communica-
tion • Social Action

Clinical Psychology, Guidance, Counseling

Methodology, Techniques • Diagiiosis & Evaluation •

Treatment Methods • Child Guidance • Vocational

Guidance

Behavior Deviations

Mental Deficiencv • Behavior Problems • Speech Dis-

orders • Crime & Delinquency • Psychoses • Psycho-

neuroses • Psychosomatics • Clinical Neurology •

Physically Handicapped

Educational Psychology

School Learning • Interests, Attitudes & Habits • Spe-

cial Education • Educational Guidance • Educational
Measurement • Education Staff Personnel

Personnel Psychology

Selection & Placement • Labor-Management Relations

Industrial and Other Applications

Industry • Business & Commerce • Professions

The Psychological Abstracts publishes brief

digests of psychological articles which appear

in every country in the world.

The scope of present-day psychology may to

some extent be gauged from an examination

of Table l.I, which gives the classification of

psychological information utilized by Psycho-

logical Abstracts, a publication of the Ameri-

can Psychological Association. One can ob-

serve where phenomena already discussed

find their place in the overall picture- of psy-

chology today. Theory also finds a place, and

this wiU now receive our attention.

SYSTEMS OF PSYCHOLOGY

Science, as we have seen, is based on obser-

vation. A theory without verifiable evidence

from unprejudiced observation or experimen-

tation has no chance of scientific acceptance.

Thus the scientist needs facts. But when suf-

ficient facts have been uncovered, there is

need for classification and organization. What
is known must be integrated. Significant

relationships must be sought. Provisional

theories or predictions must be made. These

must in turn be tested by further observations.

The outcome of such observations leads to ac-

ceptance, rejection, or modification of the

theories which they were designed to test. In

this way scientists use what they know as a

springboard for advances into new territory.

As James B. Conant, a former President of

Harvard University puts it, "Science is an in-

terconnected series of concepts and conceptual

schemes that have developed as a result of ex-

perimentation and observation and are fruitful

of further experimentation and observations

. . . emphasis is on the word 'fruitful.' Science

is a speculative enterprise." ^

Until the present century, psychologists

were doing little more than asking questions

and collecting a sundry array of facts about

limited areas like sensory experience, indi-

vidual differences, animal intelligence, child

development, and normal and abnormal per-

sonality. In all of this effort there was no

general plan. There was not even a generally

accepted definition of what psychology is. Ob-

viously an integration of psychological knowl-

edge was needed, not only to pull the dis-

connected threads into a meaningful pattern,

but also to give direction to further research.

This need brought forth various "psycholo-

gies" or "schools of psychology." Although

none of these achieved universal acceptance

among psychologists, each served as a rallying

point for various groups and gave a certain
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degree of direction and meaning to their work.

In describing the origin and expanding

scope of psychology, we have already touched

upon two early schools (the structural and

functional) and upon factors which influ-

enced development of certain other schools.

Structuralists said that psychology should

focus upon conscious experience as revealed by

experimental introspection. They received their

inspiration from Wundt. The outcome of their

approach was a sort of mental chemistry. Con-

scious experience was analyzed and described

in terms of its makeup; that is, its structural el-

ements (sensations, images, feelings) much as

matter is analyzed and described by chemists

in terms of its basic structures. The structural

school dealt, in a sense, with the contents of

consciousness. One outcome, as we have seen,

was a unified body of knowledge about the

processes involved in knowing our world. Neu-
rological and other physiological structures and
functions which underlie these processes were
also of interest to structuralists.

Functionalists emphasized the functions

rather than the contents of consciousness.

As we pointed out earlier, they were more
interested in what consciousness does than

in what it is. Theirs was, in every sense, a

psychology of adjustment. In this the func-

tionalists were, as we have seen, greatly in-

fluenced by Darwin's ideas about the struggle

for existence and the survival of the fittest.

Introspection was used, but behavior (from the

standpoint of adjustment to the environment)

came into prominence. The scope of

psychology thus expanded to take in adjust-

ment as well as conscious experience.

Present-day psychology is broadly functional

in the sense that it studies adjustment of or-

ganisms to their environment. Since sensory

and perceptual processes are important aspects

of adjustment, these find a place in the func-

tional approach. Within this overall functional

trend, however, one finds the imprint of other

schools of psychology. The most influential of

these was Behaviorism.

Behaviorism

The leader of the behavioristic movement
was John B. Watson, who, from 1908 to 1920,

taught at The Johns Hopkins University. Wat-
son's training had been in the functional tradi-

John B. Watson

The principles of Behaviorism were first expounded

by Watson. He also did pioneer research on animal

and child psychology.

tion and he retained his broad functional

orientation. But he argued for what one might

call an "objective functionalism." Watson con-

tended that psychology should gi\e up study-

ing conscious experience, whether in terms of

its contents or its functions. He stressed the

point that introspective data are subjective;

that is, evident only to the experiencing indi-

vidual. He could not, of course, deny that

conscious experience exists. His argument was
merely that since this is private, it cannot be

studied scientifically. The fact that introspec-

tive reports were taken as descriptions of con-

scious experience did not impress him. Let us

see what lay behind this attitude.

Physicists studied phenomena which any

trained physicist could obser\'e, not just pri-

vatelv but in common with others of similar
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training. Likewise, a biologist studied other

organisms, or even his own organism, through

observations which other biologists could make
at the same time. Observations made under

such "social" circumstances are said to be ob-

jective. Psychologists, on the other hand, were

attempting to obtain scientific data by looking

inward. Watson wanted them to look outward,

as the natural scientists do and, even in the

case of man, to study him as an object in

nature. Observations of an objective psycholo-

gist would thus be restricted to overt responses,

to stimuli which arouse them, and to ob-

servable aspects of underlying physiological

mechanisms, like nerves, glands, and muscles.

This would be a "stimulus-response" psychol-

ogy-

In taking his stand that psychology should

be a science of behavior, Watson was also

Ivan Pavlov

Here Pavlov is shown as a medical student. It was

in his later years, after he had won the Nobel prize

for his work on gastric secretions, that Pavlov did

the pioneer research on conditioned reflexes.

influenced by several earlier developments.

Some of these have already been considered.

Many psychologists were, in fact, confining

their attention to behavior. Investigations of

memory, of individual differences, of child de-

velopment, and of learning in human and

animal subjects were as objective as any in

physics, biology, and the other sciences. These,

and many other psychological phenomena,

could be investigated without introspection and

without any reference to how the individuals

under observation felt about what was hap-

pening to them. In the case of animals, more-

over, one could have a science of behavior

even though there was no hope of obtaining

reports from the organisms themselves. In fact,

various physiologists were carrying out experi-

ments with animals and human beings which

did not involve introspection and which were

nevertheless of great interest to all psycholo-

gists.

The best example of our last point is the

work of two Russian investigators, Bechterev

and Pavlov, on conditioned reflexes. Bechterev

reported that the withdrawal of a limb from

electric shock could be conditioned so that

some previously ineffective stimulus aroused it.

Thus a person shocked on the foot withdrew

his foot. If a bell was rung, there was no

such withdrawal. But when the bell pre-

ceded the shock by a short interval and this

procedure was repeated, the bell by itself be-

came effective in producing withdrawal. In a

similar manner Pavlov had shown that a dog

salivates when food is placed in its mouth but

not when it is stimulated by the sound of a

metronome, a flash of light, or a scratch on the

skin. Through the procedure of presenting a

metronome sound, then food as shown in Fig-

ure 1.8, the dog was finally conditioned to

salivate when the sound started. Once the dog

had been conditioned to a given frequency,

another frequency was introduced. Having

been conditioned to salivate in response to a

beating metronome, the dog salivated to this

also. However, by giving food with one fre-

quency and withholding it when the other was

presented, Pavlov induced the dog to salivate

for one and not for the other. Then the differ-

ence was reduced. This was done, for instance,

by increasing the frequency of the no-food

stimulus. It was increased until the difference

between the two stimuli was so small that the
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I.O Chamber for Studying Conditioned Reflexes. Food was introduced into

the dog's mouth mechanically from the adjoining room. This stimulated secretion of

saliva, which was collected via one of the tubes illustrated. A beating metronome at first

produced no saliva. It was then started just before food entered the dog's mouth. This

pairing of sound and food continued until conditioned salivation occurred, i.e., until

the sound alone produced salivation. (After Razran.)

dog salivated for both, or salivated for neither.

In this way, without any reports from the dog,

it was possible to discover how small a differ-

ence the animal discriminates. If one wished to

do so, he could carry out psychophysical re-

search by comparable objective procedures.

Watson saw in the conditioned reflex a way
to circumvent introspective reports and thus

obtain objective data, not on experience, but

on the sensitivity of organisms to stimuli.

Sensitivity in this sense implied no more about

conscious experience than when we speak of

the sensitivity of a light meter, a galvanometer,

or a photographic film.

Enough has been said about the antecedents

of Behaviorism to show that its roots were in

the history of psychology itself and also in

biology. Some said that the new movement
was not psychology at all; that it was no more
than biology. There are at least two answers

to this criticism of behavioristic psychology:

( 1 ) Psychologists are interested in adjust-

ments of the whole organism to its environ-

ment, whereas biologists are preoccupied with

particular biological processes such as circula-

tion, digestion, and heredity. This distinction,

while correct in general, falls down when, as

often happens, biologists study overall adjust-

ments like the nest-building of birds and psy-

chologists study partial reactions like reflexes.

AH that can be said in favor of such a dis-

tinction is that, from the standpoint of the

relative emphasis given to part and whole re-

actions, psychologists are more concerned with

the latter.

(2) Psychologists study behavioral proc-

esses to which biologists, as such, give little or

no attention. One can see this by comparing a

biology and a psychology textbook. Generally

speaking, the concern of biologists is primarily

with unlearned (innate) processes; that of psy-

chologists with learned (acquired) processes.
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Biologists, for example, give no more than pass-

ing attention to such aspects of life as memory,
learning, problem solving, and individual dif-

ferences in intelligence and personality. They
are not especially concerned, as psychologists

are, with the development of behavior in chil-

dren, behavior of human beings in groups,

and psychological aspects of adjustment such

as fall within the province of clinical psy-

chology. Our point is not that the interests

of biologists and psychologists are foreign to

each other. Indeed, they frequently overlap.

It is merely that those who regarded behav-

ioristic psychology as nothing but biology were

incorrect.

Watson began a trend which has culminated

in the modem preoccupation of psychologists

with behavior, studied by methods as objec-

tive as those used in the natural and physical

sciences. It is interesting to note in this con-

nection that modern psychology, as frankly

objective as it is, leaves out very little that

has been derived from other approaches. In

fact, it embraces much that was formerly dealt

with from the standpoint of experience. Some
suggestion of this was given in the discussion

of conditioned reflexes, where we pointed out

that sensory processes (but not experiences)

can be studied objectively. The ability of an

objective psychology to encompass data which
were previously considered from a so-called

subjective standpoint can be further illustrated

in this way; Suppose that a colored signal

light is flashed. The objective investigator is

not interested in your experience— for that is

private, known only to you. He may be in-

terested, however, in the fact that you respond

to the light and that you, like himself, dis-

tinguish one color from other colors; for ex-

ample, by altering your response as the color

changes. You say "red" or "green," or you
press one button for red and another for green,

or you step on the brake for a red light and

on the accelerator for green. The investigator

of behavior is satisfied to demonstrate that an

organism distinguishes two lights, as above.

He believes that nothing is added to our

scientific understanding by saying that the

lights produced different conscious experiences.

Before leaving Behaviorism as a school, it is

well to make a distinction between behavior-

istic methodology, which is what we have

been discussing, and Watson's materialistic

philosophy, which did much to bring criti-

cism upon this movement. While arguing that

psychologists must restrict themselves to the

facts revealed in their observations and ex-

periments, Watson went considerably beyond
the observable facts himself. His theories went
beyond the facts in various areas, as will be-

come apparent in some later discussions. Es-

pecially disturbing to some, however, was his

claim that Behaviorism demanded a material-

istic philosophy. While many psychologists

accepted the concept of psychology as a nat-

ural science of behavior and, accordingly, its

objective methodology, they rejected as phi-

losophically naive the idea that because psy-

chologists must limit their observations to such

apparently material things as stimuli and nerv-

ous and muscular reactions, they are forced

into a materialistic philosophy. The present-

day psychologist with behavioristic leanings,

who is known merely as a psychologist, might

embrace any philosophical or religious view-

point. This is because behavioristic psychology

is for him a methodology, a means of dis-

covering information about behavior and in no

sense a concept of the nature of ultimate reality.

For practical purposes in carrying on his in-

vestigations, any scientist must treat what is

before him as if it were material, but he has

no more notion than anyone else as to what,

if anything, lies beyond the range of his senses,

even when these are amplified by such instru-

ments of science as microscopes, galvano-

meters, and electronic devices. As a scientist

he can neither affirm nor deny any particular

theory or doctrine of ultimate reality. Nor
should he be expected to do so, any more than

a physicist, a chemist, or a physiologist.

Objective psychologists, like individuals in

other sciences, actually vary a great deal from

one to the other with respect to their philo-

sophical or religious beliefs.

Gestalt psychology

This school developed in Germany around

1912 under the leadership of Wertheimer,

Koffka, and Kohler, all of whom came to this

country and continued their work here. Wolf-

gang Kohler has been the chief spokesman for

this group. Gestalt psychology is, in many re-

spects, a protest against certain aspects of both

structural and behavioristic psychology.
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The word "Gestalt" may be translated as

"form" or "configuration." Those who follow

Gestalt principles are, in fact, often referred to

as configurationalists. The term holistic is also

applied to certain configiirationally oriented

studies, the reason being that these emphasize

the whole person, or the whole situation in

which he adjusts. Those who hold this general

position disparage analytical or piecemeal in-

vestigations.

Gestalt psychologists argued that analytical

(molecular) procedures such as the struc-

turalists used are artificial and that what is re-

vealed does not represent the true nature of

conscious experience. Perception, for example,

was said to be more than the sum of sensa-

tions and other elements revealed by experi-

mental introspection. It was felt that one

should begin with the complex; that wholes

come first and parts have little or no meaning

except when considered with respect to their

place in the whole. Behaviorists were criti-

cized for their study of isolated behavior seg-

ments; such, for example, as conditioned re-

flexes. Pavlov and some behaviorists had ar-

gued that habits are chains of conditioned

reflexes, one reflex in the series serving as a

stimulus to set off the next. To configura-

tionalists, however, behavior is more than a

"bundle of reflexes."

Gestalt psychologists demonstrated that ani-

mals and men learn certain things which defy

a piecemeal analysis. In doing this they intro-

duced some new concepts to the areas of

psychology concerned with learning and

thinking. This influence becomes evident in

later discussions.

It is interesting to obsei^ve that Gestalt

psychologists studied animal and child behav-

ior as well as perceptual experience. One
should also note that some behavioristic psy-

chologists, without deserting their overall func-

tional and objective position, were led through

the influence of Gestalt psychology to study

and interpret behavior in accordance with con-

figurational principles. This school has also

had a marked impact on our conception of

how behavior develops and even of how the

brain functions.

There were of course other schools of ps\-

chology, but an introductory text is not the

place to discuss all of them. The most prom-
inent of those we have failed to discuss, as

Wolfgang Kohler

One of the founders of Gestalt Psychology who

later became a professor at Swarthmore College,

Wolfgang Kohler served as President of the Amer-

ican Psychological Association in 1959.

schools, is psychoanalysis. Under Freud's

leadership this was indeed a school, but psy-

choanalysts have separated into a variety of

groups so that now there are several psycho-

analytical schools. All are definitely holistic in

their general approach and all are concerned

with personality and with what moves us to

behave as we do, but beyond that they differ

markedly. As we have already pointed out,

psychoanalysts differ among themselves with

respect to the importance of sexual motivation.

Tliere are many other differences, not only in

concepts, but also in clinical procedures.

The major scientific contribution of psycho-

analysts has come from their introduction of

concepts which suggested new approaches to

the study of human behavior. Some of these,

as later discussions of motivation and per-

sonality will show, have been susceptible to
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verification through experimental studies with

children and adults, and even with white

rats.

Each of the schools changed psychology a

great deal— with respect to its scope, its

methods, and its theoretical orientations. Some
of them, after leaving an indelible imprint,

passed out of focus. Today these schools, inso-

far as they may be said to exist at all, are

more or less peripheral. The emphasis today

is on psychology. Rather than allowing them-

selves to be classified as Structuralists, Func-

tionalists, Behaviorists, or Configurationalists,

most students of behavior prefer to be known
merely as psychologists. With respect to over-

all methodology and fact there is, today, little

controversy among them. Their attitude is that

any approach which adds to our understanding

of human behavior is worth while. Where
scientific methods are used, the facts, once

verified, are of course beyond dispute. The
only possible argument is about our interpre-

tation of these, and this is where the so-called

"miniature systems" of psychology come into

the picture.

Miniature systems

Whereas schools of psychology attempted an

overall integration of psychological knowledge,

miniature systems have been much less am-
bitious. They have dealt with restricted areas

of psychological investigation.

Most of the current miniature systems focus

upon the learning process. Starting with cer-

tain well-established facts about learning, the

proponent of a particular theoretical approach

conceives of underlying or unifying principles

which offer the possibility of explaining these

facts. After formulating his theoretical ex-

planation, the investigator sees that, if his

theory is true, organisms tested under certain

conditions ought to yield such and such re-

sults. He or his associates then test the

theory by carrying out the projected experi-

ment. If the outcomes are as predicted, this

is of course a point in support of the theory.

If results are not as predicted, then the theory

must be discarded, or at least modified to take

the negative findings into consideration. One
such theory has given rise to many investi-

gations, some of which have supported it and

others not. The theory to which we refer is still

being modified as a result of research findings.

Through theories like this, even though they

may turn out to be incorrect or inadequate,

we obtain facts of relevance to our understand-

ing of behavior. We thus advance the frontiers

of knowledge.

It is important to remember, in the above

connection, that a scientific theory is useful

only if we can test it and that it stands or

falls or undergoes modification in terms of

relevant facts. There is a marked contrast be-

tween this approach and acceptance of a theory

because some great man propounded it, or

because, in thinking about the theory, it seems

reasonable to us.

We said that miniature systems are less am-
bitious than were the "schools" of psychology.

This is true with respect to their immediate

scope. However, it is possible that the final

outcome will be an all-embracing theory en-

abling us to understand and predict every

aspect of human behavior. Today, as we have

said, much theoretical discussion centers

around the nature of learning. The reason for

this is that almost everything that man does is

learned. Thus, if we understand the learning

process in its many details, we will also un-

derstand, to a very large extent, why man
behaves as he does.

The psychologist, instead of viewing man first

of all from the standpoint of his social, esthetic,

intellectual, or religious life, sees him primarily

as an object in nature. This point of view does

not deny or try to explain away man's highest

attributes, but rather aims to describe the sort

of creature that is capable of having the mod-
em man's intellectual, social and spiritual life.*

GENERAL PSYCHOLOGY

General psychology, the province of this

textbook, cuts across various fields and sys-

tems to give a survey of scientific psychology

as it exists today. Although diverse points of

view receive attention from time to time, and

different methods of investigation are dis-

cussed, our survey is largely factual.

There are various ways in which psychologi-

cal information can be organized. In this text

we have sometimes used the theme of de-

velopment, tracing the evolution of behavior

in different representative organisms and then
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its growth in the human individual from con-

ception until old age. Psychological knowl-

edge can also be dealt with in terms of major

psychological processes, like motivation, learn-

ing, and perceiving. In some sections we have

used this approach, presenting a survey of what

is known about such processes. Other informa-

tion has been organized around the theme of

individual differences, concentrating from this

standpoint upon differences in intelligence and

personality. Since social interaction plays an

important role in human life, two chapters are

devoted to it. One of these deals with col-

lective behavior and the other with language

and communication.

Although certain applications of psychology

are discussed in relation to development, sen-

sory processes, individual differences, collective

behavior and communication, a final section of

this text deals with what psychologists are do-

ing to improve human efiRciency in aspects of

everyday life.

Summary

Beginning its scientific career as an attempt

to analyze consciousness, psychology gradually

broadened its scope and, in doing so, became
a science of behavior.

Certain studies in physics and physiology

which had obvious relevance for psychology

led Wundt to start a separate science of psy-

chology. The source of data for this new
science was experimental introspection by
trained observers. Investigators in Wundt's

laboratory and others outside of it soon ex-

tended psychological observation to individual

differences, memory, and the learning process.

Animals and children began to play a part

in psychological research. Psychologists also

extended their investigations to abnormal peo-

ple — the psychotic, the neurotic, and the

feebleminded. Freud, a leader in the study

of neuroses, founded the school of psychology

known as psychoanalysis. By this time there

was much less emphasis upon consciousness

and the introspective method and more upon
behavior. In the course of these developments,

many general fields of psychology began to

emerge. For example: findings on memory, the

learning process, child behavior, individual

differences, and mental testing were of ob-

vious practical value to education, hence they

became the backbone of educational psychol-

ogy. The field of clinical psychology grew

out of work on child development, abnormal

behavior, and mental testing. Today there are

many other fields — usually of multiple origin

like those mentioned. Among these are indus-

trial psychology, vocational psychology, and

social psychology.

As psychological information accumulated

there were efforts to puU the threads together

— to integrate what was known and to plan

meaningful research for the future. Thus
several so-called "schools" or "systems" of psy-

chology arose. Psychoanalysis was such a sys-

tem, only it focused rather directly upon per-

sonality and behavior problems. Another

school, taking its origin from Wundt and his

interest in the structure of consciousness, was

known as structuralism. Functionalists en-

visaged their task as that of discovering how
consciousness facilitates adjustment. They
were influenced in this by Darwin's concept

of evolution. But consciousness proved so elu-

sive that investigators finally concentrated their

attention on the learning process without ref-

erence to its conscious aspects. Behaviorism,

which emphasized the objective as against the

subjective approach to psychological problems,

was influenced by functional studies of learn-

ing, by earlier work with animals and chil-

dren, and by the conditioned-response studies

of Russian investigators. Gestalt psychology,

dealing with aspects of experience as well as

behavior, emphasized the holistic as against

the extremely analytical approach of earlier

schools. Each of these systems integrated what

it could and pushed into new territory. Thus

each left an indelible mark upon modem
scientific psychology. The newer systems, re-

ferred to as "miniature" because of their rela-

tively narrow scope, grew out of the earlier

schools. These focus upon particular psy-

chological functions; for example, the learning

process.
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Psychology today is best defined as the

science of behavior. It emphasizes the objec-

tive approach so characteristic of the other

natural sciences. However, it is to some ex-

tent a social as well as a natural science. This

is because living organisms, and especially hu-

man beings, are influenced by the behavior

of those around them.

The next chapter takes us more deeply

into the methods used by psychologists in their

search for a scientific understanding of be-

havior.

( References and notes for this chapter appear on page 543 of the Appendix.

)
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The Scientific Study

of Behavior

Questions asked by psychologists • Sources of psychological information

• Experimental research • Psychological experiments • Statistical proce-

dures • Summary

Students often ask whether psychology is really a science. They know that astronomy,

geology, physics, chemistry and biology have traditionally been called sciences. As

compared with the subject matter of these sciences, however, psychological phenomena

seem so different, so intimately involved with oneself. Moreover, psychological problems

were so long dealt with philosophically rather than scientifically, that a genuine doubt

concerning the scientific status of psychology naturally arises. Even in colleges and

universities, psychology is sometimes classified with the humanities and sometimes with

the social sciences. Our earlier discussion indicated that psychology is a natural sci-

ence which has close ties with biology and with social sciences like sociology and

anthropology.

The scientific status of psychology comes from its use of scientific methods, some

aspects of which were considered briefly in the preceding chapter. The essence of a

scientific approach is admirably summarized by Warren Weaver, a recent president

of the American Association for the Advancement of Science. He says; "Scientists

have learned by experience that it pays to stop and think; that it is sensible to suspend

one's prejudices and try to find out what the relevant facts are; that trying to decide

what is relevant is of itself an illuminating procedure; that if the facts, as determined

under sensibly controlled conditions and by competent persons, run contrary to

tradition or hearsay or the position of arbitrary authority, then it is necessary to face
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and accept the story which is told by the facts; that logical precision in thinking is

very useful when one is dealing with the more quantitative aspects of experience; that

high standards of personal honesty, open-mindedness, focused vision, and love of truth

are a practical necessity if one is going to be successful in dealing with nature; that

curiosity is a worthy and a rewarding incentive; that nature is orderly and reasonable,

not capricious and mad, with the result that it is possible to attain greater and ever

greater understanding of the world about us." ^ Here we re-examine scientilic methods

but with special reference to the subject matter of psychology.

Whatever his specific field of interest may be, a psychological investigator is system-

atic in his approach. He begins by asking questions which, in view of what is

already known about behavior, appear significant to him. He not only asks questions;

he seeks answers to them. Instead of appealing to authorities or engaging in unbridled

speculation, he answers his questions by gathering relevant facts— by, as it were,

"going to the horse's mouth."

Facts may be obtained in various ways. Sometimes the investigator gets them from

field observations such as a naturalist makes. More often he gets his facts from carefully

arranged experimental situations. But even the field observer may introduce experi-

mental variations and, by so doing, obtain explanatory information not otherwise

available.

Although psychological research is basically similar to that in other sciences, the

complexities of behavior give rise to unique methodological problems. Behavior at the

adult human level is particularly complex and those who attempt to understand its

intricacies must surround their experiments with checks and balances (controls) having

no parallel in the research of other natural scientists. Some such controls are described

in this chapter.

We begin by referring to typical questions which psychologists ask. Sources of

relevant information are then described and psychological methods are illustrated by

reference to particular studies in which they have been used.

QUESTIONS ASKED BY
PSYCHOLOGISTS

An investigator's questions will, of course,

depend upon the area that is of interest to

him, his background, and the particular prob-

lem or problems confronting him. This is so

whether the problem is satisfaction of his curi-

osity about some aspect of behavior, the testing

of a particular hypothesis, or the solution of

some immediately practical issue. Thus ques-

tions may be theoretical (having to do with

fundamental principles) or they may be prac-

tical (designed to solve particular problems of

everyday life).

Theoretical questions

Questions of a theoretical nature are:

"What is it?" "How does it come about?"

"Why does it occur?" In psychology, "What"
questions are framed more specifically as fol-

lows: "What is thinking?" "What is percep-

tion?" "What is intelligence?" or "Upon what

sense is such and such behavior dependent?"

Typical "How" questions are: "How do we
learn?" "How do we hear?" and "How does

personality develop?" Sample "Why" ques-

tions are: "Why do we forget?" "Why do

some people learn faster than others?" or, in

the most general sense, "Why do we behave

like human beings?" Other representative

questions in psychology are: "Is reasoning es-

pecially dependent upon a particular region

of the brain?" "Is there any relation between

body build and personality?" "Are fast learn-

ers quick or slow forgetters?" "Do animals

think?"

In testing a given theory, the investigator
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first hypothesizes that, if this theory is cor-

rect, an experiment designed in a certain way
will have a particular outcome. His question

then is: "Will I obtain the predicted out-

come?" If his hypothesis is a relevant one

and if the outcome of the experiment is as

predicted, the theory receives a certain de-

gree of support.

Answers to theoretical questions may, and

often do, have practical significance. Prin-

ciples derived in answering such questions may
be applied to the solution of everyday prob-

lems. Thus, educational psychology applies

principles of learning, child guidance uses

principles derived from child psycholog\', and

industrial psychology employs principles de-

rived from sensory, physiological, and other

areas of experimental psychology.

Practical questions

Questions of a directly practical nature are;

"Why do some people have many more ac-

cidents than others?" "What makes a child

delinquent?" and "How may shorthand be

taught more efficiently?" Knowing the an-

swers to such questions puts us in a position,

for example, to reduce the frequency of acci-

dents, to prevent delinquency, and to reduce

the time and effort required in teaching short-

hand. The latter, and coundess other prob-

lems aimed at the solution of practical issues,

may be investigated just as scientifically as

any theoretical problem. Facts obtained in

such investigations, moreover, may enlighten

us concerning theoretical issues. A study on

the teaching of shorthand, for instance, may
throw additional light on principles or theories

of learning.

The developmental approach

In addition to classifying questions as theo-

retical or practical, we may consider them

from other standpoints. One such approach

is that of comparative psychology, so called

because it involves comparison of the beha%'ior

of organisms at different levels of evolution.

Here questions like these are asked: "How
does the learning of ants compare with that

of rats?" "At what level of evolution does

reasoning appear?" and "Is human learning

different in kind or only in degree from that

of other organisms?" This approach deals with

phylogeny, that is, with racial development,

hence it is referred to as phylogenetic. An-
other developmental approach is concerned

with the growth of behavior at different age

levels in a particular organism; that is, with

ontogeny or individual development. Rele-

vant questions here are: "How does memory
change as a function of increasing age?"

(Figure 2.1); "What is the relation between

age and learning ability?" and "How is adult

personality influenced by childhood experi-

ence?" As a matter of fact, the scope of the

ontogenetic approach may embrace not only

childhood and adolescence, but also adult-

hood, later maturity, and old age. Both the

phylogenetic and ontogenetic fields comprise

what is known broadly as developmental

psychology.

Developmental psychology focuses on

trends rather than processes as such. Never-

theless, investigators of psychological develop-

ment use methods which are fundamentally

the same as those used by other psychologists.

These may be naturalistic or experimental.

Using an experimental method, tests of learn-

ing ability may be given at various animal

levels (rat, dog, monkey), or at various age

levels (child, adolescent, senescent). Then,

after all of the data are in, changes in ability

from lower to higher organisms or from chOd-

hood to old age may be plotted.

Any psychological process may be studied

from the standpoint of its evolution in the

^ • I Growth of Memory with Age. The height

of the bar represents the average number of digits

repeated after hearing them once. Adult scores

range from 8-9. (Data from Terman and Merrill.)
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animal kingdom or its development in the

individual and there are decided advantages

to be gained from such investigations. The
value of normative studies of child develop-

ment were mentioned earlier. Apart from

such obviously practical outcomes of the de-

velopmental approach there is also the possi-

bility that knowing how we got to be what
we are will put us in a better position to under-

stand ourselves.

The clinical viewpoint

Clinical psychology is another approach,

with its own questions. Clinical psychologists,

as mentioned earlier, are concerned with the

prevention, diagnosis, and treatment of behav-

ior disorders in particular persons. They want
to know what is wrong with an individual

and what to do about it. The question, "What
is wrong with Mary Smith?" may be answered,

in part, by giving her certain psychological

tests. If he is to help her solve her problems,

however, the psychologist may need to know
the basis of her present difficulties. Perhaps

she was overprotected as a child. Perhaps,

on the other hand, she was neglected. Per-

haps the nature of her home life produced a

feeling of insecurity. Perhaps she had insuf-

ficient contact with other children of her owni

age. Perhaps her parents expected more of

her than she could accomplish. Information

about such possibilities must come from an

examination of Mary's past and a reconstruc-

tion, so to speak, of her life history. Knowing
how she got to be what she is can aid the

clinical psychologist both in diagnosing her dif-

ficulties and in helping her achieve a better

adjustment. Here we also observe the prac-

tical value of a clinical approach which is at

the same time developmental.

We have seen that the pursuit of psycho-

logical facts is systematic rather than hap-
hazard. It is guided by relevant questions.

Some are practical, having to do with human
adjustment. Others are theoretical, involving

queries about processes which underlie be-

havior. The pursuit is also systematic in that

it focuses upon a particular process, or the

development of that process. Moreover, one
may be concerned with principles or with clini-

cal problems, those relating to the adjustment

of a particular person.

SOURCES OF PSYCHOLOGICAL
INFORMATION

Where we look for information and how
we obtain it is to a considerable extent de-

pendent upon the questions to be answered

or the issues to be settled. If these are about

conscious experience, we must ask people to

describe what they experience. As subjective

as this is, even when done under experimental

conditions, it is our only source of information

on such phenomena as feelings, dreams, and

past experiences. Because this information

comes through speech (verbal behavior), we
say that it is derived from verbal reports. Ver-

balization is also an important source of clinical

information. The client describes his fears, his

feelings, and his delusions. The psychoanalyst

uses verbal information. He listens to what the

patient says while free-associating, or while

describing his dreams.

The case history

In reconstructing the individual's past,

clinical psychologists obtain a case history or

biography. This is derived from interviews

with the individual himself, his parents, his

teachers, and various other associates who may
be able to provide significant information.

Public records (school grades, juvenile court

appearances, etc.) may also provide important

information. Biographical information is often

gathered by social workers who have had
special training for the task. When finally

assembled, the case history includes informa-

tion about early training, parental attitudes,

social status in school and community, and
what has been obtained from talking with and

testing the individual. The ultimate aim of

such a study is, as we have said, to reveal

sources of trouble and to suggest ways of

correcting them. Figure 2.2 shows what may
be involved in a case history.

-

information on child behavior

A child psychologist may want to know,
for instance, how children at different age

levels express anger. Anger might be elicited

under experimental conditions, but this ap-

proach is not used with children. Apart from

undesirable effects that an experimental study
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2.. A A Case History. Tommy, a ten-year-old, is

caught in the act of stealing from his teacher's

handbag. Fortunately, he lives in a community that

has an excellent Child Guidance Clinic staffed by

a psychiatrist, a clinical psychologist, and a social

worker. The school principal talks with Tommy's

mother, who thinks at first that there must be some

mistake, that it couldn't have been her child. She

learns that it was indeed her Tommy, and then

she consents, not only to have him go to the Clinic,

but also to go there herself for help. The psychol-

ogist (top) gives Tommy several tests including pic-

tures about which he is to make up stories. The

test results, including Tommy's drawings and what

he has to say about his relations with other children,

show him to be filled with hostility toward his

family, his teacher, other children, and the world

in general. His stealing is a hostile act directed at

the teacher. It is discovered that he has also

stolen from his mother. In addition, hostility comes

out in therapy sessions with the psychiatrist (center).

In one of these, while shooting rubber darts at a

target. Tommy misses and hits the psychiatrist in the

head. This particular hostile episode is precipitated

by the asking of a question he did not like. While

Tommy has frequent sessions of ploy therapy with

the psychiatrist, his mother (bottom) is interviewed

by the social worker. These interviews reveal that

the home environment is largely responsible for the

hostile streak in Tommy's personality. His mother

has always been dominated by her mother (who

lives with them and interferes constantly). Her own

hostility toward her mother is directed toward her

husband. She dominates him and uses Tommy to this

end. Among other things. Tommy is a victim of

motherly overprotection. Tommy develops a strong

attachment for the psychiatrist who helps him

better understand his motives. His mother is also

led to see how her hostility toward her mother and

her husband, her overprotective treatment of

Tommy, and the family tensions engendered by these

features of Tommy's home life hove led him to

"act out" his hostility by such antisocial behavior

as stealing. Tommy's parents, with help from the

clinic, undertake to change the home environment.

In the process Tommy goes off to camp. The prob-

lem is not solved, but a good start toward its solu-

tion has been mode. (Based upon the film "Angry

Boy," sponsored by the Michigan Department of

Mental Health and distributed by the International

Film Bureau, Inc.)
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of this kind might have on the children them-
selves, it is more important for practical pur-

poses to study anger as it normally occurs.

One way of doing this is to train mothers so

that they can make objective reports on anger

observed by them. The mothers may be
trained to make an inventory of anger out-

bursts and to check off, on a list of possible

reactions, how their children expressed this

emotion. The data derived from many such

reports are collated and analyzed statistically.

Much information on emotion and other proc-

esses in children has been gathered in this

way. Parents have likewise reported on the

methods used to pacify their angry offspring

as well as the success of these methods.

Such information is of course valuable to other

parents. Similar methods have also been used
to obtain information on, for example: when
the first word was spoken and what it was. the

size and nature of the vocabulary at different

age levels, the age at which words were first

grouped into phrases or sentences, the age at

which unaided walking first appeared, the

nature and prevalence of fears (as for ani-

mals or strangers), and the age when affection,

sympathy, and other social reactions emerged.
Naturalistic observation is our only source of

this information. If such studies are system-

atically and objectively carried out, the data
derived from them are of great scientific and
practical value.

Suppose, on the other hand, that we wish to

know about the social behavior of children.

We may arrange play sessions under standard

conditions and have trained observers rate or

otherwise estimate the sociability of each
child. The child may be rated, for example,
in such categories as; (1) plays by self,

(2) merely looks on, (3) joins group but
does not play, (4) plays in group but does
not cooperate, (5) cooperates with others in

joint enterprises. Variations of this general

approach are used to study adult as well as

child behavior.

Observations of adult interaction

Information on social behavior is obtained

by arranging experimental situations, perhaps

along the lines just described, or by observing

interaction as it occurs naturally in audiences,

crowds, or other groups.

Behavior of large groups must be studied

as it naturally occurs. Experimental studies

of social interaction must almost inevitably

involve small groups. Sometimes the intro-

duction of experimental techniques, even with

small groups, may distort what we want to

study. This is especially true when adults can

discern that they are under observation.

Outcomes of social investigation may be
quantitative or merely descriptive. Quantita-

tive data have to do with quantities, such as

the number of people involved, the time con-

sumed in achieving some result, or actual per-

formance scores. For example; we may
study experimentally the influence of a co-

working group on individual performance of

some task. The scores may represent how
much work was done, how many errors were
made, or how many solutions were achieved.

Such scores are compared for ( 1 ) alone and

(2) group conditions. When naturalistic ob-

servation is our only source of data, the in-

formation is usually nonquantitative. It

involves general descriptions such as; the peo-

ple became silent, they screamed, they

applauded, or they rushed toward the scene

of the disaster.

Information on animal behavior

This information, like that on social interac-

tion in groups of human beings, may come
from naturalistic or experimental observations.

Information about the social, sexual, and other

reactions of free-ranging animals is purely

naturalistic. The observer arranges a blind

so that the animals will not be disturbed by
his presence. He then describes and, where
possible, photographs their activities. Movies

and tape recordings are especially helpful, be-

cause the behavior can then be studied at

leisure, both by the original observer and

others. Much information of this kind is

available on a wide range of animals from

insects to gorillas. Sometimes, as illustrated

in Figure 2.3, individuals are marked so that

the investigator can identify them, thus note

individual reactions.

Naturalistic and experimental observation

Experimental investigations with animals

are similar, in general, to those carried out
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2..^ Studying Social Be-

havior in Penguins. Rings are

placed on the flippers of those

whose individual behavior in the

group is to be studied in detail.

Separate ringed birds are iden-

tified by the numbers painted on

the rings. Note, for example,

that the bird in the foreground

center is No. 16. These numbers

can be read even at a great

distance by use of binoculars.

(From V/. J. L. Sladen: The

Pygoscelid Penguins. Falkland

Islands Dependencies. Survey

Scientific Reports, 17, London:

H. M. Stationary OfRce, 1957.)

with children or human adults. One differ-

ence, of course, is that we can obtain no

verbal information from animals. Another is

that we often have a greater control over

their heredity and environment than in the

case of human subjects. Still another differ-

ence is that we can operate on animals to dis-

cover the neural or physiological bases of

some aspect of behavior whereas such opera-

tions would not be done on human beings

except for medical reasons."

Although naturalistic observation is often

the only source of information on certain as-

pects of animal and human behavior, it has

marked shortcomings. It tells us what is hap-

pening but provides little or no information

on why or how the beha\"ior in question oc-

curs. Answers to these questions must come
from experimental in\estigation.

" Where operations on animals are carried out

for experimental purposes, they are done under
anesthesia so as to prevent possible suffering to

the subject. The American Psychological Associa-

tion has a committee on precautions in animal

experimentation and has formulated definite rules

about the care and use of animals for experimental

purposes.

Observation of the blind. Take, for ex-

ample, the well-known fact that blind people

ha\'e remarkable ability to perceive silent

obstacles before making contact with them.

Anybody can obser\e for himself how a

blind man, in approaching an obstacle, slows

down before reaching it and detours so as to

avoid a collision. But how does he perceive

the presence of the obstacle? That is not

evident. The blind themselves, although they

may agree with one theory or another, have

no sure knowledge of how they do it. Indeed,

there have been many theories, the most

prevalent of which was that the blind have

an unusual sensitivity of the facial skin and

nerves which enables them to perceive pres-

sure changes as an obstacle is approached.

For example, one blind subject said that he

felt the nearness of the object on his forehead.

He was subscribing to the above theory, the

theor>' of so-called "facial vision."

A relatively simple series of experiments

with blind and blindfolded seeing subjects

settled this issue once and for all.'* It demon-

strated, in the first place, that seeing subjects

who are blindfolded can also avoid obstacles,

although not as accurately as the blind. In
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^.4 Control Experiments to Test the Use of Touch and Hearing. A. Notice that the sub-

ject's head and shoulders are covered and that he wears gauntlets. B. A constant 1000 cycle tone

stimulates the ears. Now, as shown in picture C, the subject walks into the screen. (From Supa,

Cotzin, and Dallenbach, 3.)

the second place, it showed that covering the

skin with felt, as in Figure 2.4 (A), thus remov-

ing the possibihty of "facial vision," did not

seriously interfere with perception of obstacles.

Although this research discredited the afore-

mentioned theory, it still left unanswered the

question, "How do they do it?"

Earlier research with bats ^ had demon-
strated that they emit vibrations of higher

frequency than our ear can pick up, and that

these vibrations, reflected back (radar-fash-

ion ) from obstacles, enable them to fly in the

dark without hitting anything. This suggested

that blind people might use reflected sound

to avoid obstacles. Subjects were therefore

tested with their ears blocked, or while wear-

ing headphones, the latter emitting a hum
which would prevent response to echoes

(Figure 2.4, B). Under both of these condi-

tions there was a dramatic change in behavior.

Blind subjects who had approached a parti-

tion confidently, and had avoided it, now were

hesitant. Moreover, they no longer perceived

the partition before colliding with it (Figure

2.4. C).

Thus it became apparent that hearing and

not skin sensitivity is responsible for obstacle

avoidance in the blind. This was further

borne out by the observation that blind-deaf

subjects are unable to perceive obstacles from

a distance. A later experiment demonstrated,

moreover, that high-pitched sounds reflected

from obstacles pro\ide the important cues for

avoidance in hearing subjects. These sounds

come from footsteps, breathing, and sources

in the environment.

Thus a series of experiments, supplement-

ing what naturalistic observation could indi-

cate, disproved a widely held theory and

also provided the correct answer to the ques-

tion, "How do the blind perceive obstacles?"

This knowledge can be used to provide better

mediods of training the blind.

A fish experiment. The advantage of ex-

perimental procedure supplementing the natu-

ralistic may be illustrated in many ways.

Howexer, one more illustration will suffice.

This is taken from fish behavior." The
male three-spined stickleback (Figure 2.5)

exhibits in the mating season a complicated

behavior pattern during which he constructs

a nest and then induces the female to enter

and deposit her eggs. This mating pattern,

alike in all these fish, has been described in

detail; but what aspect of the female is re-

sponsible for starting it? The answer was

obtained !jy introducing models which resem-

bled in various ways the configuration of a

female about to lay eggs. In this way it was

discovered that the male responds to the fe-

male's swollen abdomen. Models which look

like a fish but do not have this feature are

ineffective and a model which does not look

much like a fish but which has a swelling

in about the right place sets off the character-

istic mating behavior.

In these and in many other ways, the in-

troduction of experimental conditions may
reveal what would otherwise elude the ob-

server of behavior under field conditions.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH

Although other methods are often used by
psychologists, experimentation is of basic

importance. One reason is that it allows max-
imum control over the phenomena under in-

vestigation. Another reason is that it provides

ways of measuring the factors involved.

To say that we have control over phenom-
ena means that we can produce them when-
ever we wish and make them vary in such a

way as to force an answer to our questions.

How do the blind avoid obstacles? To
answer this question, as we have seen, the

blind are confronted with obstacles and their

behavior observed. Different kinds of obsta-

cles are used and these are placed in whatever
positions or at whatever distances the experi-

menter desires. The cues received by the

subject are also varied at will. A subject now
receives sound cues, now he does not.

Through controls of this nature an investiga-

tor observes the behavior whenever he wishes

to do so and he also has a means of discover-

ing the necessary conditions for its arousal.

.Z.O Mating Behavior in the Male Three-

Spined Stickleback. A model which faithfully

simulates a female but which does not have the

abdominal swelling is relatively ineffective. On
the other hand, a model which does not look much
like a stickleback, but which has a swelling in the

abdominal region, is quite effective in eliciting

courtship reactions. (From N. Tinbergen, Socio/ 6e-

hovior in Animals. Wiley, 1953, p. 27.)

Measurement

By saying that experimentation provides

for measurement of the factors involved we
mean that it allows us to specify the extent

or magnitude of these. In the case of the

blind, one may observe that, under specified

conditions, they either do or do not avoid an

obstacle. One may also make measurements
of greater precision than this. For example,

he can measure in inches how near the per-

son was to the obstacle before perceiving its

presence and how near he came before feel-

ing that contact was imminent. In a maze
situation (p. 11) the progress of learning

may be measured in terms of the number of

errors per trial, the number of seconds re-

quired to get from entrance to exit, or the

total distance traveled. The performance of

one subject may be compared with that of

another in terms of total errors or number of

correct responses. In a memory experiment

(p. 31) measurements may represent the

number of items recalled after a specified

interval. With a chronoscope (p. 9) the

individual's reaction time is measured in frac-

tions of a second. When tests are used, one
measure of success is the number of items

correctly answered.

The above are measures of response. But
the arousing circumstances in experimental

situations are also measurable. The intensits'

or the pitch of a sound which enables the

blind to avoid obstacles may be specified in

physical units. In the maze situation, not only

can we indicate the precise dimensions of the

apparatus, its illumination, and other sur-

rounding circumstances, but we can also, in

terms of how many hours the subject has been
without food, specify the degree of its hunger.

If we are studying the relation beb.veen

learning and hunger, measurements like these

are essential.

Many other measurements involved in ex-

perimental research will become apparent in

later discussions. It is sufficient at this point

to recognize that measurements of various

kinds are possible, and even necessary, and
that these may be either of the situation or

of the responses aroused by it.

Research in psychology is concerned largely

with manipulations of stimuli and measure-
ment of the resulting responses. It is well.
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therefore, to examine the concepts of stimulus

and response more closely than in our dis-

cussions so far.

Stimulus and response

Anything which initiates an organic activity

is referred to as a stimulus— the Latin word

for spur. This term is used very broadly,

however, referring sometimes to a precisely

specified and measured energy change (like

the wave length or intensity of light) and

sometimes to a general situation (like some-

one yelling that the theatre is on fire).° In

either instance, the "stimulus" is the anteced-

ent event; that which initiates an activity

(whether the activity is contraction of the

pupil of the eye, the subject's statement that

he sees red, or rushing toward the door of

the theatre ) . Any activity that is known to

be dependent upon the stimulus is said to be

a response to that stimulus.

In the most general sense, psychologists

deal with responses of organisms to stimula-

tion. This fact is usually represented by the

symbols S—>0—>R, where S represents stimuli;

O the organism; and R the organism's re-

sponse. Sometimes a formula like R = f (O.S)

is used, meaning that response is a joint func-

tion of the organism and stimulation

The psychological investigator varies stimuli

(as in the obstacle experiment with the blind)

and he varies conditions within the organism

(as when he studies the effect of different

degrees of hunger on learning). Usually he

is interested in measuring the effect of such

variations on the organism's behavior. Some-
times, as we have seen, the investigator ob-

serves a response and asks, "What is the

stimulus?" or "What stimuli are significant in

eliciting this response?" He knows the organ-

ism and he observes the response, but his

task now is to complete the psychological

equation by filling in the value of S. The
experiments with the blind, as well as those

with the stickleback, were of this nature.

* Nevertheless, even in the case of yelling, the

stimulus could, if necessary, be reduced to the

physical terms used in the measurement of energy.

It is indeed always true that when objects of every-

day life are called "stimuli," a careful study of

them will show that they involve measurable en-

ergy able to act physiologically upon sense organs.

Stimulation may be external to the organ-

ism or it may be internal. Since both kinds

of stimulation are of great importance in

psychological research, we shall say something

about the nature of each.

External stimuli. These are those in the

external environment; those which impinge

upon the organism's external sense organs.

Light waves, sound waves, odorous sub-

stances, mechanical pressures, and tempera-

ture changes are of this nature. Such changes

are sometimes referred to as sensory stimuli.

Nevertheless, in order to have a stimulating

effect, ansthing external to the organism must

produce changes in its sense organs. That is

to say, light waves are not stimuli unless or

until they affect the eye. We often speak

more specifically of visual or auditory stim-

uli, thus naming the stimulus in terms of the

sense organ affected.

Spoken or written words are referred to as

verbal stimuli. The people around us who
affect our behavior are said to provide social

stimuli, thus differentiating this source of

stimulation from the nonsocial (or merely

physical) sources. In all such cases the actual

energy that acts on the sense organs is de-

scribable in the technical terminology of

physics and chemistry as indicated in the

preceding footnote.

Internal stimuli. Internal stimuli, those

originating within the organism, can seldom

be specified as clearly as the external, yet

these are of great importance for behavior.

Hence, in psychological research, internal

stimuli must often be controlled. A lowering

of blood sugar, such as an injection of insulin

may produce, is an internal stimulus if it

initiates some response, such as an increase

in stomach contractions, a depressed state,

or the eating of candy. The glands of internal

secretion pour out hormones which have

stimulating effects on the organism. Chemical

and electrical activities within a given nerve

fibre may arouse activity in neighboring

nerve fibres, or within muscles and glands.

When they do this, they also are serving as

internal stimuli.

Activities within the brain set off other

specific brain activities. When you "think of

something" and this influences the way you

act, the sequence of events is as follows; The
activities of the brain which are going on
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while this thought is present serve to activate

other nervous and muscular processes. These,

in turn, arouse further reactions. Thus we
can say that brain activities (or indeed any

organic activities) may act as stimuli for sub-

sequent response. Such events occur when,

for example, you suddenly realize that you

have lost your pocketbook, you think of the

places you have been, and you return to look

for it. The nature of thought in such cases is

considered in Chapter 12.

Instructional sets

Quite often in psychological research it is

necessary to introduce a special kind of con-

trol which, while it involves variations in

internal stimuli, is usually referred to as con-

trol of attitude or set. The subject in a reac-

tion time experiment, for instance, may be

told to respond when the light is red and

not when it is green. These instructions pro-

duce an internal set which facilitates response

to red and inhibits response to green. Such

sets and their relationship to stimulation re-

ceive further consideration in subsequent

discussions.

Sometimes it is necessary to control set in

other ways. We may make the subject think

that he is taking a drug, say a capsule of

caffeine, whereas he is in reality taking a

capsule of water. ° Or we may cause him to

think that he is performing very poorly on a

test, even though his perforaiance is average.

Or we may induce him to think that one

type of response is being studied while we
are in reality studying another. Of course

the subject is eventually told that, for experi-

mental purposes, it had been necessary to

misinform him.

The reader may wonder why it is necessary

to "fool" the subject. This sort of control is

sometimes necessary because the subject's re-

sponse can be greatly influenced by internal

sets which he may himself assume. We try

to obviate these by providing a uniform set

as part of the experimental procedure.

" A doctor, just to please the patient who really

needs no medicine, may give him a tablet or pill

with no medicinal properties. This is called a

placebo. In the e.xperiment here described, the

capsule with water would be similarly designated.

Response. A response, as we have already

suggested, is any action brought about by
stimulation, either external or internal. Many
responses are clearly observable without the

use of instruments. These are referred to as

gross behavior, or as explicit or overt. They
may also be referred to as verbal or non-verbal.

Some responses are internal. These are, so

to speak "covered," hence we refer to them
as covert. They are also said to be implicit.

Physiological responses like heart palpitation

and changes in blood pressure and body
temperature, although measurable with in-

struments, are regarded as implicit. Activities

within the nervous system are also implicit.

These and other responses give rise to physio-

logical activities that are related to our per-

sonal thought processes and feelings which

we likewise refer to as implicit— although

they may, in a sense, be made explicit

through verbal reports from the subject.

Now that the meaning of stimulation and
response is clear, we are ready for a more
detailed study of psychological experiments.

PSYCHOLOGICAL EXPERIMENTS

The psychological investigator, in arranging

his experiments, must take cognizance of: (1)

the type of organism being studied, (2) what
the organism has already learned, (3) the

present condition of the organism, (4) the

stimuli operative in the experimental situation,

and (5) the responses to be measured.

The type of organism to be investigated

(whether animal or human, child or adult,

male or female) is decided before the experi-

ment begins.

What the subject has already learned

(skills or information relevant to the experi-

ment) is also considered before the experi-

ment begins. For certain purposes it is

necessary to choose subjects who have none

of the specific skUls and none of the informa-

tion utilized in the e.xperiment.

The present condition of the organism

(hungry, fatigued) is something which the

experimenter must either hold constant or

vary as the needs of his experiment demand.

Stimuli, we have seen, must also be varied

or held constant. Usually the stimuli to be

controlled are external, but the investigator

mav have to control internal stimuli as well.
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Finally, as indicated above, the experi-

menter must decide which responses he is go-

ing to measure. The nature of the questions

with which his research began will of course in-

fluence this decision. If he is interested in

speed of reaction, he measures reaction time,

using some sort of chronoscope to do so. He
may, however, want to know the emotional

reactions produced by certain situations. In

this case he studies a number of responses:

verbal reports of his subjects, their facial ex-

pressions, their heart activity, their breathing,

and so on. If the learning process is in-

vestigated, the responses studied will be cor-

rect reactions, errors, or any others represent-

ing the efficiency of performance.

The stimuli or organic conditions manipu-

lated by an experimenter are referred to as

independent variables. The measured re-

sponses of the subject, however, are said to

be the dependent variables.

The independent variable

This is so designated because it is the

variable manipulated by the experimenter in

accordance with the nature of the question

which his experiment is to answer. Except

where special statistical procedures are used,

there is only one independent variable in a

given experimental observation. The reason

why this must be so is perhaps obvious.

Suppose that the experimenter investigating

obstacle avoidance in the blind had stopped

up a subject's ears and also covered his head

and shoulders. Suppose, moreover, that the

subject now collided with obstacles placed

before him. How could the investigator

know which of the variables produced this

change in behavior? Of course he could not

know. Actually, one factor was studied at a

time. In this way, the variation which in-

terfered with obstacle avoidance was isolated.

Not every independent variable involves

manipulation of stimuli as in the experiment

described. The independent variable may be

the maturity, or sex, or physiological condition

of the organism. This is true if one is to

compare the learning, say, of children and

adults. Here the stimuli (learning tests) are

constant. What varies is age. Likewise, if

one is studying sex differences in some per-

formance, .iex is the independent variable. If

some organic condition, say hunger, is under

consideration, then the degree to which this

condition is present will be the independent

variable.

Even when an experiment is designed sta-

tistically so that more than one factor may
be varied at the same time, statistical analysis

eventually isolates the influence of each

factor. With statistical procedures, also, the

interdependent action of two or more varia-

bles, with the relative contribution of single

variables may be studied. But the details of

statistical experimental design are too com-

plicated for discussion outside of books on

advanced statistics.

Dependent variables

In addition to varying certain stimuli or

organic conditions (while holding other stim-

uli and organic conditions constant) the ex-

perimenter observes and measures his subjects'

responses. These are said to be dependent

variables because they depend upon (or pos-

sibly depend upon) the factor whose isolated

influence is under investigation. Sometimes

the investigator studies gross behavior, like

facial expressions or maze running; sometimes

he focuses upon physiological processes, like

heart action or blood pressure; sometimes he

confines his attention to verbal reports which

reveal feelings or perceptions; and sometimes

he is interested in all such dependent varia-

bles. This may well be true, for example, in

studies of emotion where gross behavior,

physiological changes, and feelings are aspects

of the overall pattern of response.

Control and experimental conditions

A control condition is the normal or natural

one. In the experiment on avoidance of ob-

stacles by the blind, for example, the control

situation is the one in which avoidance nor-

mally occurs. With this condition, stimula-

tion is not interfered with.

An experimental condition is one involving

the introduction of some modification designed

to answer the experimenter's question. In the

experiment just mentioned, one question was:

"Is hearing used in avoidance of obstacles?"

The experimental condition, accordingly, was

that in which the subject's ears were blocked.

Performance under this condition was then
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^.O A Movable Environ-

ment. The room and the chair

can be tilted to any desired posi-

tion. In this test, the room has

been tilted, and the subject has

been asked to adjust her chair

so that she is upright. Visual

cues make her think that she has

changed to the upright position

even though, as indicated by the

arrow, she has not done so.

When blindfolded, however, she

relies on the pull of gravity with-

out being confounded by the

visual environment. Then, as the

arrow shows, she adjusts her

chair to the upright position

almost exactly. (From Witkin,

H. A., "The Perception of the

Upright," Scientific American,

February, 1959, pp. 50, 52, 53.

Photos by David Linton.)



Z../ An Example of a Con-

trolled Environment. This ol-

factorium, as it is called, was

built at Cornell University to

produce a completely odor-free

environment which, for the sense

of smell, is comparable with a

darkroom for the study of visual

stimulation and a soundproof

room for the study of hearing.

After bathing, the subject enters

the anteroom of the olfactorium,

puts on on odorless plastic en-

velope, and enters the stimulus

chamber, which has automatic

air-purification and control ap-

paratus. From the outside, the

experimenter may stimulate his

subject by introducing the odors

to which sensitivity is to be deter-

mined. (From the kmeuzan

Journal of Psychology, July

1950, p. 434.)

compared with that under the control condi-

tion. If no differences in performance were

obser\'ed, one would have to conclude that

hearing was not a factor. Since the per-

formances under the control and experimental

conditions differed so decidedly, there was no

question but that hearing played a very im-

portant role in this behavior.

Experimental conditions in psychology are

frequently much more elaborate than in our

example. Sometimes, as illustrated in Figures

2.6 (p. 41), 2.7, and 2.8, the individual's envi-

ronment is altered drastically to study the effect

of this, or some aspect of it, upon his be-

havior. In such instances, highly complicated

apparatus is required to produce the desired

conditions.

Counterbalancing

In many psychological experiments it is

necessary to use a sequence of experimental

and control conditions which will nullify pro-

gressive effects, like those of practice and

fatigue. Take, for example, an experiment in

which the investigator wants to discover the

effect of a particular set on speed of reaction.

One set, let us say, is attend only to the

stimulus. The reaction key is pressed as

quickly as possible when the stimulus appears.

The other set requires no special attention

to the stimulus: the subject is told to attend

only to the act of pressing the response key.

The investigator of course uses the same stim-

ulus with both the stimulus and response sets.

He will also use the same chronoscope, the

same type of reaction key, and the same

general situation. That is to say, he will hold

these factors constant. But suppose that the

experimenter gave a number of tests (per-

haps 100) with the stimulus set, followed by

100 with the response set. If there should be

a progressive adaptation to the experimental

situation (a learning to adjust to it), he would

be stacking the cards in favor of better per-

formance under the response set. An improve-
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ment in the second 100 tests over the first

might then be due to learning and not to the

difference in set. Suppose on the other hand,

that the subject becomes fatigued during the

experiment. Then such a procedure as we
have described would be biased in favor of

the stimulus set. That is, quite apart from

the influence of set, our subject might do

better on the first 100 tests because he is less

tired than during the last 100 tests. It is

quite obvious, therefore, that experiments of

this nature require a sequence of tests which

equate, rule out the effects of, or, in a word,

control such factors as learning and fatigue.

Such control may be achieved by using a

counterbalanced order such as stimulus set

(50 tests), response set (100 tests), and

stimulus set (50 tests). This is often referred

to as an a i> fc a sequence. Measurements

obtained in the a series are added and

averaged; likewise, those obtained in the h

series. One can readily see that use of such

a counterbalanced sequence throws the effect

of progressive factors like learning and fatigue

equally upon each of the two variables (re-

sponse set and stimulus set). The outcome,

in this instance, is then influenced only by

the difference in set.

Controlling set

We mentioned earlier, with respect to con-

trol of internal stimuli, that the subject's set

must often be manipulated by the investigator

in such a way as to mislead the subject.

The need for such control is notable in re-

search on the psychological effects of drugs.

A drug experiment. Several years ago a

well-known investigator in the field of

pharmaceutical chemistry gave a lecture before

a scientific gathering in which he described

the increased psychological efficiency produced

by a highly publicized drug. His experiment

was, in essence, as follows: Students were

injected on some days with the drug. This

was the experimental condition. On other

days there was no injection. This, of course,

was the control condition. On the experi-

mental and control days, which were alter-

nated in accordance with a more or less

randomized sequence, several tests were ad-

ministered. The average performance on such

tests was decidedly higher for experimental

than for control conditions, hence the alleged

potency of the drug in increasing efficiency.

But it was quite obvious to many scientists

in the audience that the investigator had failed

to conti-ol a very important factor— the atti-

tude of his subjects. The apparently bene-

ficial results of the drug could have resulted

from (1) its suggested potency, (2) the ex-

pectation of beneficial effects, and (3) in-

creased effort while taking the tests, because

of such suggestion and expectancy. In view

of our earlier discussion, it is obvious that

the experimenter should have counteracted

such possible attitudes by using a placebo on

contiol days. That is to say, he should have

^.tj An Anechoic Chamber.

This provides an environment in

which echoes are negligible.

Thus auditory phenomena can

be studied under conditions al-

most completely under the con-

trol of the experimenter. In this

instance the noise characteristics

of a General Electric transmitter

are being studied. (Courtesy

Bolt, Beranck, Newman, Inc.)



Z..7 An Experiment on Smoking. Here one sees certain features of the pipe and how
they provided the necessary controls. Warm moist air was drawn through the hole as described

in the text. (After Hull.)

given an injection every day; of the drug on

e.xperimental days and of sterile water on

control days. This should have been done
in such a way as to prevent the subjects from

knowing when they were getting the drug
and when they were not. Under these condi-

tions, providing that other necessary controls

were also involved, the effect of the drug, if

any, would have been revealed.

An experiment on smoking. The ingenuity

which psychologists must sometimes use to

control set is illustrated by an experiment de-

signed to discover tlie effect of tobacco smoke
on a variety of psychological reactions.®

If the subject should feel that smoking is

harmful, he might put forth less than normal
effort, even without realizing that he is doing

so. Another subject might want to show that

smoking is not harmful, hence increase his

effort, with or without being aware of the

fact. It is clearly necessary, then, to prevent

the subject from knowing whether or not he
is smoking. This might at first appear im-

possible. Nonetheless it was accomplished,

using the pipe illustrated in Figure 2.9.

The experimental pipe and the control one
were identical in all respects except that the

former contained tobacco and the latter did

not. While the control pipe was being used,

the e.xperimenter himself smoked, so that

there was an odor of tobacco smoke in the

room. When the tobaccoless pipe was used,

the subject was drawing warm air through it.

Thus, during control sessions the subject

puffed at warm air and smelled the tobacco

smoke in the room. The illusion that tobacco

smoking occurred in both the control and the

experimental sessions was also aided by the

following controls: The subjects were always

blindfolded. The experimenter made as much
noise (scratching matches, knocking the pipe,

etc.) in tobaccoless as in tobacco sessions.

The pipe was placed in the subject's mouth,

held there while he puffed at it, and with-

drawn by the experimenter. The subject was
required to blow out the smoke without in-

haling. He was told not to swallow his saliva,

but to spit it out in a receptacle provided

for this purpose. Finally, when the subject

completed a session and the blindfold was
removed, he always saw the burnt-out ash

in the pipe that, presumably, he had been

smoking. Reports from subjects, after the ex-

periment had been completed, proved that

they were never suspicious of the fact that

they had sometimes been puffing on warm
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tobaccoless air. One subject actually went

through the motions of blowing smoke rings

while using the control pipe.

The outcome of this experiment is of inci-

dental concern to us here, since what we are

illustrating is experimental methodology.

Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that while

smoking did not significantly influence most

of the psychological processes studied, it did

produce a significant decrease in muscular

steadiness.

Experimental and control groups

In psychological experimentation it is some-

times necessary to use two or more groups,

one subjected to the control and others to

the experimental conditions. This is true

whenever responses to different conditions,

which cannot be used with the same subject,

are being compared.

Co-ttvin control. Suppose, for example, that

we want to know the influence of early train-

ing on some aspect of child behavior, like

urinating in the toilet. Some children must

be given the special training, while others are

left to their own resources. This means, of

course, that two groups are needed. Children

given special training constitute the experi-

mental group; those given no special train-

ing, the control group. It is a well-known

fact, though, that some children naturally

develop faster than others — that they mature

faster. The child's ability to withhold urina-

tion until on the toilet might develop anyhow,

apart from training. Even with training, this

habit might develop faster in some children

than in others. It is apparent, therefore, that

our experimental and control groups must be

equivalent with respect to the maturation or

growth factor. The most satisfactory way to

hold this factor constant is to use identical

twins, with one of each pair going to the

experimental and the other to the control

group. Psychologists call this the method of

co-twin control. Its effectiveness comes from

the fact that identical twins have the same
heredity and that maturation is largely under

the control of hereditary factors. Hence, apart

from the experimental condition, identical

t\vins develop at the same rate. With this

and other necessary controls accomplished,

the relative effects of toilet training and nat-

ural growth can be ascertained. An experi-

ment of this nature revealed that toilet train-

ing before a certain level of maturity has been

achieved is useless. Until attainment of this

level, which differs from one child to another,

the experimental children have no better

toilet performance than their twin controls.'

Split litters. In experiments with animals,

hereditary aspects are often controlled, at

least to some extent, by what is called the

split-litter technique. Assume that we need

three equivalent groups, one control and two

others, each of the latter receiving, let us say,

a different kind of training. The aim here

would be to compare the effectiveness of the

different kinds of training. Since rats often

have litters of a dozen or so, four from a

particular litter may go to the control group,

four from the same litter may go to the first

experimental group, and the remaining four

of this litter may go to the second experi-

mental group.

Other equivalent groups. In many experi-

ments with human subjects where equivalent

groups are needed, but where one does not

have access to identical twins, such groups

may be obtained in a variety of ways. In

learning experiments, for example, one may
give all potential subjects the same initial

learning test and, on the basis of their scores,

derive two or more groups with the same

average learning score. Similarly, groups may
be equated on the basis of age, intelligence,

or other factors considered important for the

particular experiment.

Sometimes equivalent groups are arranged

by assigning subjects to particular groups on

a random basis. This method is useful when
the groups are to be large, the reason being

that, in a large group, the effects of individual

differences tend to cancel each other. But

such assignment must be made with due

regard to statistical and other considerations

which cannot be dealt with in an elementary

discussion.

Matched groups. Investigators often use

the procedure of matching groups in all im-

portant respects. Suppose, for example, that

one wants to know the effect of a particular

form of psychotherapy on schizophrenic pa-

tients. It is not sufficient to take any group

of schizophrenics and give the therapy, for

some recover spontaneously and the recovery
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INDEPENDENT VARIABLE

Previous indulgence

Amount

Set

Scoring

RIB)

R(V)

R(P)

~^ Muscular steadiness

Feelings

Brain waves

^.IvJ Schema of a Typical Psychological Experiment. The Independent variable is that

which the experimenter manipulates (e.g., adding or subtracting it from the situation, or varying

its amount). Practice, alcohol, hunger, and visual stimulation are examples of such variables.

The block lines at the left represent constant factors. Thus, in an experiment to assess the effects

on reasoning of a certain amount of alcohol, such factors as the age, sex, intelligence, and

previous indulgence of the subjects would be held constant. Likewise, the amount of alcohol,

the test of reasoning, the time since drinking that it is administered, and methods of scoring

results would need to be the same for all subjects. Still another of many factors to be held

constant would be the attitude or set of the subjects. The alcohol should somehow be disguised

so that subjects did not know when they were getting it and when a non-alcoholic beverage

was being drunk. The R's refer to dependent variables, in this case, psychological changes

produced by alcohol. They are represented at the right in blue. R(B) refers to gross behavior

variables (like muscular steadiness, speed of reaction, motor coordination, and performance on

learning and reasoning tasks). R(P) represents internal physiological changes such as heart rate,

secretion of adrenalin, and brain waves. By R(V) we refer to what the subject soys in describing

his experiences such as feelings of clumsiness, nervousness, or exhilaration.

rate may depend upon (vary with) such
things as sex, age, education, and the type
and duration of the illness. It is customary,

therefore, to arrange two equivalent groups

by matching subjects. A female schizophrenic

of a certain age, educational level, and dura-

tion of the illness will be matched with an-

other in these, and perhaps other, respects.

Then one of the pair will be assigned to the

experimental (therapy) and the other to the

control (no therapy) group. A male schizo-

phrenic might be matched, similarly, with an-

other male schizophrenic and each assigned

to a different group. After two sufficiently

large groups, equivalent with respect to sex,

and matched subject with subject are obtained,

one group is given therapy and the other not.

Should there be a significantly greater num-

ber of recoveries or improvements in the

therapy group, this would then be attributed

to the therapy. It could not be attributed

to spontaneous recovery or to other nonex-

perimental conditions.

Much more could be said about the sorts

of control necessary in psychological research

but the foregoing is sufiicient to reveal some
of the problems involved. Many features of

psychological experimentation are presented

schematically in Figure 2.10.

STATISTICAL PROCEDURES

Statistics is an application of mathematics

which facilitates the design of experiments

and the analysis and evaluation of results. In

several places we have referred to the use of
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statistics in psychological research. In discuss-

ing the origins of scientific psychology, we
told how statistical analysis became an im-

portant aid in the study of individual differ-

ences. More will be said about this when
current work on individual differences in intel-

ligence, aptitude, and personality is surveyed.

Statistics in experimental research

Attention has already been called to the use

of statistical procedures in designing experi-

ments. One may recall, for example, our

reference to the use of statistics in cases

where more than one independent variable is

to be used and in selecting groups on a truly

random basis.

After an experiment has been done, statisti-

cal analysis of the results is often necessary.

This is almost certainly true when many meas-

urements have been obtained under experi-

mental and control conditions, whether on the

same subject or on groups of subjects. It is

then necessary to obtain a statistical measure

which represents the results obtained under

each condition. There are several possible

measures, but the one most frequently used is

the average, or mean. This is obtained by add-

ing the various measurements and dividing the

total by the number of measurements involved.

The reliability of differences

When the means have been calculated for,

respectively, the experimental and control

conditions, the next thing to ascertain is

whether a difference exists. There may be no

difference, in which case the experimental

condition has obviously had no influence. If

there is a difference, it may be in favor of

either the experimental or the control condi-

tion. The question which then arises, and one

which also must be answered by statistical

analysis, is whether this difference is a reliable

one. One must ask, "What is the probabilit}'

that a repetition of the experiment would re-

veal no difference?" In deciding such issues

the investigator may get into some rather in-

volved statistics which need not concern a

beginner in psychology. However, the statis-

tical appendix (p. .537) contains some intro-

ductory information on how the reliability of

differences mav be calculated.

Appropriate statistical analysis may indi-

cate that a difference in the direction found

would occur by chance less than once in

1,000. If this were so, the experimenter

would be correct 999 times in 1,000 in assum-

ing that he had obtained a real (not merely

a chance) difference between responses in the

control and in the experimental conditions.

This would of course indicate a very high

degree of reliability. Usually a difference is

regarded as statistically insignificant unless

the level of confidnce is at least 5 per cent,

i.e., unless the chances are at least 95 in 100

that it has been experimentally produced. To
the student this may appear to be an overly

cautious attitude, but scientists must be rea-

sonably sure that findings on which they base

their conchisions are reliable.

R-R relationships

In the last analysis, all psychological re-

search deals with S—>0—>R (stimulus-organism-

response) relationships. As indicated in our

earlier discussion, it focuses on responses

elicited by internal and external stimuli. Quite

often, however, an investigator is interested

not so much in what stimuli produce particular

responses but in how one response is related

to another response. In one study with

adolescent boys, for example, the investigator

was interested in discovering a possible rela-

tionship between a boy's physical strength

(as measured by a test of strength) and social

prestige (as represented by measures of social

acceptance among other boys ) . In studying

responses indicative of strength on the one

hand and those which make for acceptance

by the peer group on the other, this investi-

gator was looking for a possible response-

response, or R-R, relationship. He did, in fact,

obtain results indicative of such a relationship."*

The discovery of R-R relationships calls for

not only measurement of the respecti\e re-

sponses but also a detailed statistical analysis

of such measurements. The statistical pro-

cedure is that of correlation and the outcome

is some index of the degree of relationship

between the measurements. One such index

is called the coefficient of correlation. How
some such indices are calculated is demon-

strated in the statistical appendix.

When experiments and statistical calcula-
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tions have revealed that there is a high

correlation between, let us say, response X
and response Y, we can predict X from Y
or Y from X. We make such predictions

whenever we select students or workers on

the basis of standardized tests. In Chapter 5,

some previously mentioned data are presented

which show that, of those candidates for pilot

training who made above a certain score on

a battery of aptitude tests, approximately

95 per cent became pilots. The data also

show that, of those who made below a certain

score, only 20 per cent became pilots. On

the basis of such R-R relationships, those

charged with selection of pilot trainees during

the second world war could, in terms of test re-

sponses alone, predict the effectiveness of

responses in the training situation. They did,

in fact, select a large group with the'knowledge

that a predictable percentage would pass the

course. 8 This illustrates one of many practical

outcomes of the investigation of R-R relation-

ships. Other R-R relationships are revealed in

later discussions dealing with individual differ-

ences in intelligence, aptitude, and personality.

Sunimary

The ultimate aim of psychology is to dis-

cover the stimulating and organic conditions

of which psychological processes are func-

tions; that is, the S —> O —> R (stimulus, or-

ganism, response) functions. Investigation

begins with the asking of rele\ant questions.

These may be theoretical, or practical, or both.

An objective and systematic procedure calcu-

lated to force an answer to the questions is

arranged. Sometimes the investigator's in-

terest is in how a particular psychological proc-

ess evolved in the animal series (phylogenetic

approach) or how it develops from earlier to

later age levels in the same species (onto-

genetic approach). Both of these approaches

comprise what is known generally as develop-

mental psychology. Comparison of one species

with another, whether or not developmental

trends are sought, is comparative psychology.

When questions have reference to the problems

of an individual— how he got that way and

what to do about it— we have an example

of the clinical approach. It is here that case

histories become important.

Sometimes we want to observe behavior

which either could not be produced in the

laboratory or which would be distorted if

produced there (interactions in free ranging

animals, in crowds, and in children at play).

Naturalistic methods are then used, perhaps

including movies and tape recordings for later

analysis. Quite often, however, experimental

procedures are introduced into a naturalistic

setting to discover facts not otherwise available

(avoidance of obstacles by the blind, repro-

ductive behavior in the stickleback). Because

it proNJdes maximum control over the variables

involved in behavior, experimental procedure

is more widely used than any other. Its major

aspects involve control of stimuli and the or-

ganism and measurement of responses. The
stimuli to be controlled may be external (light,

sound, odor) or internal (blood sugar, drugs).

Among the internal factors are instructional

sets (attitudes, as in the drug and smoking

experiments). The responses measured may
be gross overt behavior (motor coordination,

errors of adjustment), physiological (blood

pressure, pulse rate), or verbal (descriptions

of feelings or perceptions )

.

In a typical experiment the investigator,

either directly or indirectly (through statistical

procedures), isolates the influence of one fac-

tor at a time, keeping all others constant.

This is what experimental control means. The
isolated factor (a stimulating or organic condi-

tion varied by the investigator) is referred to

as the independent variable. The measured

responses subsequent to the introduction of

this variable are the dependent variables.

What the investigator seeks is to discover

whether or not, and if so, to what extent,

such responses depend upon the independent

variable.
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Special note has been made of procedures

for holding certain factors constant while an-

other is varied. Among these are counter-

balancing, inducing appropriate sets, and ob-

taining comparable control and experimental

groups through co-tvvin control, split litters,

and other matching procedures.

Statistical procedures play an important part

in designing experiments, in comparing the re-

sults obtained under experimental and con-

trolled conditions, in determining the reliability

of such differences, and in discovering R-R re-

lationships, as between test performance and

performance in an actual life situation.

( References and notes for this chapter are on page 54.3 of the Appendix.
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Individual

Differences

The scientific study of individual differences • Statistical analysis of individual

differences • The distribution of individual differences • The status of the in-

dividual • Correlation • How individual differences originate • Heredity

• Environment • Heredity and environment • Experiments with heredity and

environment — heredity constant • Experiments with heredity and environment

— environment constant • Summary

One of the most obvious things about human beings is that they differ. They differ

in size, shape, appearance, speed of reaction and innumerable other aspects of behavior.

But individual differences are by no means confined to the human level. We find them

in all organisms. They are most obvious in human beings because we know these so

well and observe them so closely.

Although all ants, or fish, or rats look alike to the casual obser\'er, any student of

animal behavior soon observes that his ant, fish or rat subjects differ markedly from

each other, and in behavior as well as structure. Some are active and others sluggish,

some learn quickly and others slowly, some remember well and others forget. Indeed

there are gradations of activity level, learning ability and other characteristics, sometimes

over a wide range. The farmer is also aware of differences among his sheep, his cows,

and his hens— although he is likely to be impressed especially with differences of

practical interest to him, such as how these animals differ in wool clip, milk production

01 egg output.

Among human beings the most obvious differences are in such bodily characteristics

as height, weight, color, and facial appearance. These impress the observer almost

immediately. Differences in behavior are much less evident. We may observe that a
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person's handshake, his accent, or his general conduct is different from that of others

we know, but it is not until we have had closer acquaintance with him that we appreciate

in how many ways his behavior marks him off from other people. Even then, many

differentiating features of behavior escape us. We observe only what is on the surface —
and perhaps then only what the individual wants us to observe. Much that is hidden,

whether intentionally or otherwise, becomes evident only if we can study the individual

as psychologists do, using tests and measurements designed to reveal psychological

differences. This is especially true when differences in ability to perform certain kinds

of work, scholastic or otherwise, are at issue. Many differentiating aspects of his own
behavior, including his abilities, may not be known to the individual himself. Thus he

may ask to be tested or observed so that he can learn for himself how much he is alike

or different from others. He may, for example, want to know whether or not he is fitted

for a particular line of work. On the other hand, the individual may be asked by a

prospective employer to take various tests, the aim being to observe whether he has

characteristics required in a particular job.

Differences in ability have been recognized since ancient times and it has been rather

generally conceded that the ideal society would be one in which, among other things,

each person contributed in accordance with his abihties. Only in recent times, however,

have individual differences in ability received much attention from scientists. One may
recall, in this connection, our earlier discussion of Cattell's pioneer work on individual

differences in sensory, motor, and other abilities and Binet's development of mental tests

designed for the proper grade placement of school children.

The First World War led to an upsurge of interest in the detection and utilization of

individual differences— especially in intelligence. This was due to the need to select

men, in terms of their level of intelligence, for oEBcer training and various military

specialties. Research on individual differences thereafter continued apace and reached

another peak during the Second World War, when many specific abilities as well as

intelligence were under investigation and especially those needed to fly aircraft and

handle other complicated military equipment.

Rather obviously there are larger individual differences in some abilities than in

others. Most of us can learn such relatively simple skills as driving a nail or cutting with

scissors. In acquiring such skills, we do not differ much, one from the other. But when
highly complex skills are called for, the difference between the least and the most

skilled is very large. In fact the person with maximum skill may be many times as

skillful as the one with minimum skill. Some skills are so complex that certain individuals

are unable to achieve them even to a minimal degree. This is especially true in the

case of skills requiring a high level of reasoning ability. The person skilled in atomic

physics, for instance, has left all but a few of his fellows far behind. This being the

case, it is not surprising that the United States and other countries are engaged in a

vigorous search for those with talents needed in national defense. In this "talent search,"

psychological tests are playing an important role.

Although our discussion has emphasized the existence of individual differences in

bodily characteristics and the less obvious differences in ability, there are other differ-

ences. Among these are differences in aspects of personality, in character, and in

attitudes. As later discussions will show, these are also of great interest to psychologists.
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THE SCIENTIFIC STUDY OF
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

It is one thing to observe individual dif-

ferences in a general way and quite another

to study them scientifically. The latter requires

measurement of individual characteristics, or

traits.

Measurement of individual characteristics

It has been said ^ that "Whatever exists at

all exists in some amount." This is as true

of psychological characteristics, including

talent, as it is of the various physical aspects of

our world.

The first task of the student of individual

differences is to discover how much each in-

dividual has of whatever is being investigated.

Only after this has been ascertained is it pos-

sible to discover the difference which exists

between one individual and others. Only after

this, moreover, can the study of individual

differences be put to practical use.

It is not sufficient for scientific purposes to

use general terms. Statements such that some-

one has "a lot of talent," "not much talent,"

or "a great deal of personality" may be cor-

rect, but a scientist must know more precisely

how much each trait is present. He needs

to quantify, which means that he needs to be

able to use numbers rather than adjectives to

represent what he observes.

Physical units. Measurements of traits like

height, weight, chest expansion, the shape of

the skull, and strength of grip are made in

physical units. Take strength of grip as meas-

ured by a dynamometer (Figure 3.1). The
individual measurement is in units of weight;

in this case, in kilograms. Theoretically the in-

dividual could score zero (no measurable

grip) or anything between this and 100 (the

strongest conceivable grip). Note that there

is not only a zero point, but that all units of

measurement are equal. The unit between 45

and 46, for example, is equivalent to that be-

tween 10 and 11. In view of the zero anchorage

and the equivalent units along this scale,

the person who registers 50 kOograms has twice

the strength of the individual who, under com-

parable conditions, registers only 25. Because

such scales allow us to say that one person

has twice (or half) the amount of something

O.I A Hand Dynamometer. The instrument is

adjustable for hands of different size. Note that the

scale is in kilograms and that it reads, in equal units,

from zero to 100.

possessed by the other, they are often referred

to as ratio scales.-

The existence of a zero point and equal units

of measurement from zero to 100 makes it

possible to measure the strength of different

individuals in absolute units. Here the amount

of a characteristic is measured in units of

weight. Linear units, which also begin at zero

and are equal one with another, are used to

measure such things as how far or how high

an individual jumps or how far he throws the

discus. Units of time, also scaled in absolute

units from zero up, give us such information

as how fast an individual reacts, how long it

takes him to solve a problem or how long he
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This diagram
is most likely to be found

) I. botany

) 2. ethnology

) 3. lepidopterology

) 4. neurology

Which of these three-dimensional figures can be made

by folding the pattern?

t >

( ) 1. ( ) 2. ( ) 3. ( ) 4.

^ d^ ^
yJ.Z. Items from a Science Aptitude Test. The

complete test, which varies in content from year to

year, is used in the Annual Science Talent Search to

select those who will receive Westinghouse scholar-

ships. In case they are needed, the answers appear

on page 490 (Courtesy Science Service.)

persists at a task before giving up.

Psychological units. All of the above is

fairly obvious, but calling it to mind provides

a background for discussing psychological

measurements in which physical units such as

weight, length, or duration are not applicable.

This is especially true with respect to traits

like intelligence, aptitude or talent, character,

and sociability. How can we specify the in-

telligence, scientific aptitude, or honesty of an

individual? We certainly cannot do it in

physical units, or in absolute units of any

kind. Except theoretically, there is no such

amount as zero intelligence, zero honesty, or

zero scientific talent.^ Nor is there a meas-

lu-able upper limit to such characteristics.

Moreover, at higher levels, it is increasingly

diflBcult for one person to surpass another.

At lower levels, it would be relatively easy for

this to occur. In short, there is no known
zero, there is no kno\\Ti upper limit, and in-

crements in which individuals might be said

to differ may vary along the scale. This does

not, however, leave us at an impasse as far

as measurement is concerned. As will be

clearer when the statistical analysis of in-

dividual differences is discussed later in this

chapter, we use a relative rather than an abso-

lute scale— and this works very well for our

puiposes. Instead of cardinal numbers, like the

one, two, three ... of physical scales, we use

ordinal numbers; those which represent orders

of magnitude, like first, second, third, and so

on. Thus the scales with which we measure

specific talents, aspects of character, and many
other traits are ordinal scales.*

Ordinal scales. As an example of ordinal

measurement let us consider the t\vo items in

Figure 3.2, which were taken from a test de-

signed to measure scientific aptitude. Each

individual is given many such items, which

have been especially selected to tap various

qualities which underlie scientific success. In

our example we have one item which gives

some indication of achievement in a special

field— neurology. There are items like this

from various fields of science. The person who
already knows a lot about many scientific

fields is one in whom the tester of scientific

talent is of course interested. But our other

item, representative of many in such tests,

does not depend so much upon what the in-

dividual has already learned. Its solution calls

for keen observation, for abOity to handle

spatial relations symbolically, and perhaps

other qualities. This is a very inadequate

sampling of aptitude tests, which are discussed

more fully in Chapter 5. What is of particular

interest to us now, however, is how such

tests indicate the amount or degree of a per-

son's aptitude, or whatever other trait is being

investigated.

Tested with others under comparable con-

ditions, the individual obtains a score based

upon the number of items answered correcdy

within the time limit. This score in itself is

interesting, but we need to know much more.

We need to know how it compares with other

scores. Where does it place this individual

with respect to the others? Is the score aver-

age? Is it above or below average? More
specificaOy, if the score is above or below

average, how far is it above or below? We may
consider the score in terms of rank. Is it in

the top tenth, or even the top hundredth?

Although there are more refined ways of in-
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dicating the value of a score on such tests,

it is clear that a test score in itself (unlike

kilograms on the dynamometer) is largely

meaningless. What counts is where it ranks

within the distribution of other scores. We
may say that, in such tests, the individual's

performance is rated in terms of how much it

differs from that of others."

Ordinal scales are not always tests, in the

above sense. There are, for example, a number

of social maturity scales with which individ-

uals are rated for various social activities.

Such scales are essentially checklists. A rater

checks the items which apply to the indi-

vidual and the score is the number of items

checked. This score, like those mentioned

above, is evaluated in terms of how the in-

dividual's rating compares with that of others

of his own age. In some instances, as was

pointed out in a previous discussion (p. 34),

the rater indicates the degree to which a par-

ticular characteristic is present. Instead of

saying that a child is or is not sociable, for

instance, the observer rates him on a five-point

scale: (1) plays by self, (2) merely looks on,

(3) joins group but does not play, (4) plays

in group but does not cooperate, (5) cooper-

ates in joint enterprises. There is no question

here of zero or maximum sociability. Nor is

there any idea that the difference between I

and 2 is equivalent to that between 4 and 3.

The numbers are merelv ordinal.

* Theoretically, at least, a test can be designed

so that its scores give equal increments. Thus tlie

selection of items and their weighting can be such

that the difference between a score of 50 and a

score of 60, for example, is equal to the difference

between the scores of 120 and 130. When a test

is constructed so that its increments are equal in

this way, it is referred to as an interval scale. It is

then somewhat analogous to the scale of a ther-

mometer, where zero must be arbitrarily set, but

where the successive units are equal. A test of

intelligence which yields smaller increments as ma-

turity approaches is, of course, not an inter\'al

scale. The advantage of an inter\al scale, as com-
pared with an ordinal one, is Uiat results obtained

with it lend themseKes to statistical analyses which

would not be justified in the case of the latter. For

more about tliis, see S. S. Stevens in the refer-

ence already given, or on pp. 2.57-261 of Boring,

Langfeld, and Weld's Foundations of Psychology.

Wiley, 1948.

Many other individual traits are measured

with ordinal scales and it is difficult to imagine

how we could measure these in any but ordinal

units.

Reliability of measurements

The rehabdity of any set of measurements

is judged in terms of consistency. Ma.ximum

consistency is found in measurements on a

physical scale. Take measurements of height,

for example. Such measurements are relatively

free of error or other sources of \ariation from

one measurement to another. Different persons

may measure your height, each without refer-

ence to what the other has found, and they

wOl get approximately the same number of

feet and inches. Measuring to fractions of an

inch will naturally lead to more variation, but

this is insignificant for practical purposes.

Where necessary, as in manufacture of pre-

cision equipment, measuring devices are re-

fined to give almost any desired level of relia-

bility. But we are concerned only with

measurement of human beings, where such

precision is needless.

Suppose that your height and that of many

others has been measured to the nearest inch.

How do we determine the reliability of the

measuring instrument? We may do it in vari-

ous ways, but one simple illustration will

suffice. This Olustration involves a statistical

technique known as correlation. The reader

may recall that correlation was referred to in

an earlier discussion (p. 47). A more de-

tailed consideration comes later in the present

chapter.

We have, then, the height of each individual

in the group. Now we repeat the measure-

ments, perhaps having a different person make

them. Then we place the first set of measure-

ments in rank order: Rank I to the person who
is, let us say, 6 feet 9 inches tall. Rank 2 to

the person who is next in height, and so on,

down to the person who is shortest. The sec-

ond set of measurements is similarly ranked.

If all individuals maintain the same rank in

both sets of measurements, we will have a

positive correlation, and a perfect one, between

the two sets of measurements. Application of a

correlation formula to our data will in this event

yield a reliability coefficient of 1.00, the highest

possible. However, some persons may have
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straightened up more and others less during

the second measurement. Moreover, the per-

son measuring height may have misread the

scale at times. Hence it is unlikely that the

correlation will be 1.00, especially if the above

variations cause some persons to change their

rank in the second series.

When used properly, physical scales yield

measurements which, like those in our ex-

ample, are highly reliable. We can depend

upon them both in measuring individuals and

in measuring the magnitude of individual dif-

ferences.

Many ordinal measurements also have high

reliability, although not as high as that typi-

cally found for physical measurements.

The reliability of ordinal measurements may

be determined in a manner comparable with

that described for measurements of height. A
test is administered to a large group and then,

perhaps after a day or so, it is repeated. The

sets of measurements obtained on these two

occasions are then correlated. If each individ-

ual maintains a comparable rank on the first

and second testing, even though his score

changes somewhat, a reliability coefficient of

1.00 will result.

Another method is to devise equivalent

forms of a test, give both forms to the same

individuals, and then correlate the scores ob-

tained with each form. If each individual had

the same rank position on the two tests, we
would again have a perfect correlation.

Our discussion of reliability has emphasized

tests. Quite frequently, however, individuals

are rated for a particular trait, as in the case

of sociability, which has already been men-

tioned. The reliability of such measures is

evaluated by correlating separate ratings. Two
or more persons rate each individual inde-

pendendy. The separate ratings are then cor-

related. A perfect correlation would signify

that individuals were given equivalent ratings

by each observer.

In reality, perfect correlations are seldom,

if ever, found for different administrations

or equivalent forms of the same test, or for

the ranks assigned to individuals by different

raters. The highest reliability coefficient ob-

tained with an inteUigence test is .98. It is

not uncommon to have reliabilities around

.90. Personality tests, as one might expect,

have much lower reliability than this. Never-

theless some have a sufiBciently high reha-

bility to justify their use in personality as-

sessment. This will be evident when we get

to Chapter 9.

Ratings vary a great deal in reliabOity, de-

pending upon the characteristics of the raters

and what is rated. For example: three raters

observed social behavior in children well

known to them and rated thirty traits, each

on a five-point scale. The lowest correlation

between one set of ratings and another was

.62; the highest was .82.5 j^ another in-

vestigation, where observers merely rated chil-

dren in terms of how active they were, re-

liability coefficients ranged from .92 to .98.*

Before closing this discussion it should be

recognized that reliability is dependent upon

much more than the nature of a measuring

device. Take the dynamometer, for example.

Even though it measures in physical units on a

ratio scale, it may yield results which are far

from reliable. Each individual must be in-

structed about what he is to do. Different

instructions will yield different results. More-

over, one individual may "give it all he has"

while another squeezes in a disinterested man-

ner. All such variations lower the dynamome-

ter's reliability as a measuring device. The

same is true for tests of any kind. It is for

this reason that psychological tests are pre-

ceded by standardized instructions and are

best administered by fully-trained experts.

These guarantee, so far as possible, that each

individual works at the test in a comparable

manner. With respect to scoring, there are

again standard instructions. If this were not

so, the performance of different individuals

might be evaluated in different ways rather

than on a comparable basis.

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

From our discussion so far it is apparent

that the investigator of individual differences

must know the degree to which each individual

has the trait studied and that, in order to

obtain such knowledge, he needs reliable meas-

uring devices, whether these are physical

instruments, tests, or rating scales. But after

individual measurements have been obtained,
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the investigator must analyze and interpret his

data. This requires statistical procedures.

Since the days of Cattell, Binet, Galton, and

other pioneers in the study of individual dif-

ferences, some of whom introduced statistical

procedures in the life sciences, there has been

a great expansion in the use of these tech-

niques. Indeed statistical analysis has become

highly specialized — so much so that investi-

gators normally achieve competence only after

years of study, usually at the graduate level.

In an introductory course, therefore, one need

not expect to attain anything beyond an un-

derstanding of a few basic statistical concepts.

It was necessary to introduce some statis-

tical ideas into the discussions of scientific

method and psychological measurement. In

Chapter 2 we mentioned use of the mean (or

average) to represent the central tendency of

a group and also to compare groups. In that

chapter we also pointed out that it is neces-

sary to determine the reliabilit>' of differences

between groups, and that this requires statis-

tical analysis. Our discussion of R— R (re-

sponse-response) laws in psychology intro-

duced another statistical concept, that of cor-

relation. This concept was used in the present

chapter to show how the reliability of meas-

urements may be discovered.

Now \\'e turn more directly to the statistical

analysis of differences between individual hu-

man beings and how these differences are in-

terrelated. The discussion remains on an ele-

mentary level and deals with statistical con-

cepts largely in verbal and graphic terms.

However, the student who would prefer to

delve a little more deeply and to work through

some elementary statistical problems will find

what he needs in the Statistical Appendix

(pp. 537-542). If he wishes to go still

further, the references cited there should

prove helpful.

THE DISTRIBUTION OF
INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES

How do individuals differ with respect to a

particular trait such as strength, speed of re-

action, or intelligence? Can we divide them

into the strong or weak, fast or slow, intel-

ligent or imintelligent? Obviously we cannot.

There are gradations from one extreme to the

other and no application of statistical pro-

cedures is required to convince us of this

point. But how are the observed variations

distributed? That is a question which cannot

be answered so easily.

The frequency distribution

We begin our analysis by making what is

called a frequency distribution. The procedure

is quite simple. Let us tabulate, for example,

the scores made by 100 students on a test of

memory span. Each score is the longest list

of simple words (like tree, box, ice, etc.)

which the individual recalled in correct order

after hearing them once. Here the scores are

arranged haphazardly as we might have re-

corded them.

45 5 5 4665765557654545
6 5 637676687676776666
78675576656765756764
86657657785656577667
7677666546565555769 5

Obser\e that the lowest score is 3 and the

highest 9. These and the scores between them

are next arranged in a vertical column as il-

lustrated in Figure 3.3. At the side of each

score a tally has been placed to represent each

occurrence of this score. Adding tallies gives

the frequency of each score. For example, a

memor\' span of 6 words was attained by 36

of the students. Its frequency is therefore 36.

After getting the frequency of each score,

we may represent the distribution graphicalK-,

also as in Figure 3.3. Distances to represent

scores are laid out along the horizontal axis,

known technically as the abscissa. Frequen-

cies are represented on the vertical axis, or

ordinate. Since there are 100 subjects in this

particular sample, our ordinate represents not

onl\' the number making each score, but also

the percentage. After marking above each

score the height necessary to represent its

frequency, we connect the points with straight

lines, as illustrated. The result is a frequency

polygon.

When there are man>- cases and scores co\-er

a wide range one may group the latter into

cla.ss intervals. Thus, if scores range from 8 to

55, we perhaps gather them into inter\'als as

follows: 8-11, 12-15, 16-19, and so on until

we get to 52-55. In making the frequency

disbibution we then obtain the frequency of
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^.^ A Frequency Distribution and Polygon. In all such curves, scores are represented as

distances along the abscissa. The height of the curves (ordinate) above each score indicates the

number of individuals making that score — that is, the score's frequency. As indicated in the text,

the scores in this example are for memory span.
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0.4 A Frequency Polygon and a Histogram. This shows how scores may be represented
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acteristics of the distribution. (From Anastosi, A., Difterenfial Psychology (3rd Ed.). Macmillan,

1958, p. 25. Used by permission of The Macmillan Company.)



each interval rather than the frequency of in-

dividual scores. Likewise, when a frequency

polygon is drawn, the class intervals rather

than individual scores are placed along the

abscissa. The ordinates are then class-interval

frequencies. A frequency polygon derived in

this way from the scores of 1000 college stu-

dents on a code-learning test is shown in

Figure 3.4. Superimposed on the same graph

is a histogram. Here the width of the column
represents the class interval; its height, the

frequency of that interval.

Sometimes a bar graph is used to represent

a frequency distribution. This is like a histo-

gram except that the columns, instead of being

joined, are separated. The tallies of Figure

3.3, if turned with the scores at their base,

constitute a simple bar graph. We can also

use bar graphs to represent grossly discon-

tinuous data, which should not be represented

by polygons or histograms. For example: in

representing how many individuals pass and

how many fail; how many vote Republican,

Democrat, or Socialist; or how many receive

each rating on some such device as the socia-

bility scale already referred to (p. 34),

where there are five abrupt steps with no

measurable gradations between them.

The normal probability curve

When there are many unselected cases as

in our code-learning example, a frequency

polygon often approaches the shape of a nor-

mal probability curve. The characteristics of

such a curve are produced by so many un-

observed factors that it is said to result from

chance. Sir Francis Galton, referred to earlier

as a pioneer in the scientific study of individual

differences, made a pinball machine to demon-

strate how many unknown factors, acting con-

jointly, produce a probabihty distribution. His

^,3 Normal Probability. A If everything operated in accordance with chance, tossing 20

pennies (rattling them up in a box and tossing them out on a table) 1000 times would yield the

normal probability curve shown in solid print. The number of heods from to 20 appears on the

abscissa, and the number of throws in which each number of heads appeared is represented on

the ordinate. The curve which appears in broken print is the result of an actual experiment.

Instead of the expected average of 10 heads, the average was actually 9.98. The mode is, of

course, 10 in both curves. B Galton's device to demonstrate a probability distribution. Shot is

released from above, pieces of shot hit the noils and each other, and finally arrange themselves in

the grooves below. (Courtesy Dr. E. O. Dodson and General Biological Supply House. Other

details of this device appear in the February 1958 issue of Turfox News.)
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O.O Variations from a Normal Distribution. In A there are two curves, each skewed in a

different direction, which means that there are more cases toward one end of the distribution than

in the center. B illustrates what we mean by a bimodal curve. Here there are two scores of rel-

atively high frequency rather than only one as in a normal curve. A curve like this suggests that

two groups, or types of individuals, are represented in the distribution, as shown in C.

device is illustrated in Figure 3.5 (B). Beside

this figure is a normal probability curve (A)

obtained by students who tossed twenty pennies

1000 times and recorded the number of heads

in each throw. Superimposed upon this curve

is a mathematically derived probability curve.

If the pennies had been tossed 10,000 times,

the two curves would almost have coincided.

Observe that scores pile up in the center

and that the most frequent score, referred to

by statisticians as the mode, is represented on

the abscissa as in the exact center of the

normal distribution. When the population

tested is very large, most psychological meas-

urements, and such biological factors as height

and weight, are distributed in approximate ac-

cordance with normal probability. The "chance"

factors here are, as we shall see, related to

differences in heredity and environment.

Variations from the normal curve

Divergences from the normal distribution

curve provide important information about the

makeup of the population tested. A skewed

distribution (Figure 3.6, A) shows at a glance

that more people make high (or low) scores

than make intermediate scores. Our figure

shows two curves, one skewed in each direc-

tion.

Sometimes, instead of approximating nor-

mality, or being skewed in one direction or the

other, a curve will be bimodal. That is to

say, instead of only one score with a rela-

tively high frequency, there will be two such

scores. These may be equally high as shown

in Figure 3.6 (B), or they may be high but

unequal.

Bimodal curves are especially evident when
there are two different groups in the popula-

tion tested— say, a skilled and an unskilled

group, or a group with a low level of educa-

tion and a group that is college trained. Thus

a distribution of intelligence test scores for sol-

diers with only a fourth-grade education and

those with a college education had two modes,

one at around 20 points and the other at

around 150."

When difi^erent groups in a bimodal distri-

bution are identified and separate curves

drawn, the result is similar to that illustrated

in Figure 3.6 (C), where it can be seen that

there are really two overlapping distributions.

Although we have emphasized bimodality,

it should be recognized that some distributions

have more than two modes. These are referred

to as multimodal.

When two or more groups (male-female,

for example) are given the same test, it is

customary to find overlapping. Sometimes, of

comse, the overlap is complete. The distribu-

tions of intelligence for men and women, for

example, are practically identical. A test of

strength with a dynamometer, on the other

hand, yields somewhat different distributions,

with much overlapping, but with boys ahead

of girls. In some tests, and especially those in-

volving linguistic skills, girls are ahead, but

there is considerable overlapping.

An example of overlapping male and female

distributions appears in Figure 3.7. The test

required completion of partially-given sen-
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tences. Observe that women made higher

modal scores than men. The female average

was also higher than the male average.

When overlapping exists, whether or not the

modes or means of the two distributions differ,

it is well to remember that a certain proportion

of one group exceeds the mode or mean of the

other. Some women are stronger, for example,

than the average man and some men have

better verbal skills than the average woman.

Variability as revealed by a distribution

curve

Frequency distributions also give us informa-

tion about the extent of individual differences.

The overall spread (highest minus lowest

score) is the range. But another index of

variability (see Statistical Appendix) repre-

sents the degree to which scores are clustered

around the central tendency (mean or mode).

If scores are piled up at the center of the

distribution, with very little spread in either

direction, it is evident that differences in

what is represented are not large. If there

is a wide spread, on the other hand, one

can see that differences within the group

are relatively large. Two distributions, one

with a large and the other with a rela-

tively small spread of scores are shown in

Figure 3.8. In statistical terminology we would

O./ Overlapping Distributions for Men and

Women College Students on a Sentence-

Completion Test. The average female score was

30, the average male score 26. The latter score

was exceeded by 70 per cent of the women.

Psychological tests do not usually reveal such a

large sex difference. (From Woodworth, and Mar-

quis, Psycho/ogy (5th ed.). Holt, 1947, p. 193.)
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O.O Distributions Differing In Variability.

Although the modes (and means) of the two distribu-

tions are identical, there is more spread (variability)

in the b distribution.

say that there is less variability in the a than

in the b group. Although our example shows

two groups with the same mean, it usually

happens that different groups differ in their

mean scores and also in their variability.

THE STATUS OF THE INDIVIDUAL

A mean or a measure of variability does not

tell us the status of a particular person. The

mean grade or the variability of your college

class, for example, would not tell us your

standing in the class. Knowing your score

and knowing the mean, however, we could

say whether your performance was higher or

lower than that represented by the latter. But

there are several other ways in which your

standing might be indicated, and more specif-

ically than in the example given. One of these

is, of course, to say how far your per-

formance deviates upward or downward from

the mean, or how much it deviates from the

maximum or minimum performance. This can

be done in terms of actual scores or in terms

of rank standing.

One method widely used to indicate the

rank standing of an individual score utilizes

percentiles. Rank is then indicated in terms

of the percentage of the scores above or below

this score. Since there were 100 subjects in

our memory span experiment, we can give a

rough idea of the meaning of percentiles by

indicating that the person with a memory span
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of 9 had a higher span than 99 per cent of

the group. It was in the upper one-hundredth.
His percentile rank was therefore between 99
and 100. No more precise statement than this

would be warranted in the present case. How-
ever, when there are large numbers of scores

and percentiles are calculated for the whole
range of data, we can tell at a glance the

percentile standing of any particular score.

Suppose we find that an individual's score

is in the 90th percentile. This means that it

is equalled or exceeded by 10 per cent of the

scores.

Statisticians have worked out other ways to

indicate the status of an individual score and
some are superior to the observation merely
that the score is above or below the mean or

that it is equalled or e.xceeded by a certain

percentage of the group. One of these meth-
ods, as indicated in the Statistical Appendix

(pp. 537-542), evaluates a score in terms of:

(1) how far it deviates from the mean, and

(2) the spread (i.e., variability) of the dis-

tribution in which it occurs. The score thus

evaluated is known as a standard score. To
learn how standard scores are calculated see

the previously mentioned appendix. One will

also find there a figure which compares per-

centile and standard scores derived from a

norma] distribution.

CORRELATION

Individual differences in one ability are often

related to individual differences in other abOi-

ties. The reader may recall, in this connection,

our earlier discussion of R-R laws— those re-

lating one type of response to another. There
may, for instance, be a relation between per-

formance on an intelligence test and perform-

ance in school such that the higher the test

performance the higher the school grades. In

this event, analysis of the data with suitable

statistical techniques would reveal the presence
of a positive correlation between scores on the

intelligence test and school grades.

The correlations mentioned in our discus-

sion of test reliability were all positive. Quite

often, however, we correlate one set of scores

with another and find that there is no rela-

tionship. There is, for example, no relation be-

tween the height of the forehead and intelli-

gence or between motor dexterity and vocabu-

lary. In both of these instances we would say

that there is zero correlation.

Of course the correlation between two traits

may be anywhere between zero and 1.00, as

indicated in earlier discussions. Nevertheless,

some traits are related in such a way that a

high value in one goes with a low value in

the other. There may be a relation between
weight and speed of running, for example, such

that the heavier the runner the slower his

speed. In this event we would have a negative

correlation. Negative correlations might range

anywhere from zero to —1.00.

Note that, even though a relationship is

negative, a correlation does exist. Here is an

example. There is a correlation of .40 between

measurements of a personality trait known
as extraversion and measurements of another

personality trait known as doniinance . But sup-

pose we evaluate the same results in terms

of the opposite trait to dominance — that is,

stibmissiveness? Now we may obtain a corre-

lation of —.40. We can then say that extraverts

tend to be dominant or that extra\erts do not

tend to be submissive. In either case there is

a relationship.

Correlation techniques like those described

in the Statistical Appendix are used to answer

questions about many aspects of individual

differences. In addition to discovering the re-

liability of measurements and possible relations

between performances on one test and per-

formances on another, these techniques are

used to answer a variety of questions. For

example: Identical twins have identical her-

edity and fraternal tv^'ins do not. Is there,

then, a greater psychological similarity between

the former than between the latter? Other

things being equal, a significantly higher cor-

relation between the traits of identical twins

than between those of fraternal twins would

suggest the strong influence of heredity in

making people alike. Other relevant ques-

tions are: What is the correlation between in-

telligence and differences in economic status,

or educational opportunities, or differences in

the home environment? In each instance we
must measure the variables in question. In

the case of home environment, for instance,

different homes would have to be rated in

some way— perhaps in terms of the presence

of books and other enriching aspects.
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O./ Scatter Diagrams Showing Different Degrees of Correlation. In A is shown the

scattergram for the correlation between X and Y. It is interpreted as follows: Subject A made
one error on X and two errors on Y; so we represent him with a point at X one and Y two. We do

this with each subject. When the scores thus arranged slope toward the right as illustrated in A,

the correlation is a perfect positive one. The diagram shows at a glance that the higher a sub-

ject's score in X, the higher his score in Y. If we reverse the figures, assuming that A, who made
one error on X, made 6 on Y, and so on, we get the scattergram shown in B. This represents o

perfect negative correlation. That is to say, the fewer errors made in solving one problem, the

more there are in solving the other. In C the correlation, as one can judge from inspection, is

negative, but of doubtful magnitude. We know that it is negative because three of the cases

slope definitely to the left as in B. Calculation (see Appendix) shows that the correlation in C is

actually -.52.

The coefficient of correlation

The most commonly used measure of corre-

lation yields a coefficient of correlation other-

wise referred to as r. Calculation of r is dem-
onstrated in the Statistical Appendix. As a

further illustration of much that we have been

discussing, however, the graphs in Figure 3.9

have been drawn. These are known as scatter

diagrams. Comparable graphs are frequently

used to represent the degree of correlation

between two variables. The data represented

here are of course hypothetical. We assume

that subjects A, B, C, D, and E were each

required to solve three problems, X, Y, and Z.

Their errors were, let us say, those tabulated

at the right.

We see that subject A made only one error

before learning problem X, 2 before learning

problem Y, and 9 before learning problem Z.

One will note immediately that subject A made

Errors made in

Subjects learning three problems

X Y Z
A 1 2 9

B 2 3 6

C 3 4 3

D 4 5 8

E 5 6 4

the lowest number of errors in X and also

the lowest number in Y; that subject B made
the next to lowest number of errors in X, and

the next to lowest number of errors in Y; and so

on, down to subject E, who made the greatest

number of errors in both X and Y. The cor-

relation here is of course + 1.00.

Suppose, now, that we should have the

error scores for X (or Y) in reverse order—
that the person who made the smallest num-

ber of errors in X made the greatest number
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of errors in Y, the person who made the next

lowest number of errors in X made the next

to highest number in Y, and so on. Such

an arrangement would give us a perfect nega-

tive correlation; that is, a correlation of —1.00.

Our remaining example illustrates another cor-

relation. The exact correlation is not as evident

from the scatter diagram, as were those for r's

of 1.00 and —1.00. Actually, as calculated in

the Statistical Appendix, the coefficient here

is -.52.

Interpretation of r

Providing that statistical evaluation shows it

to be reliable— that is, dependable or unlikely

to disappear in repetitions of the experiment

— r is accepted as revealing or failing to re-

veal a relationship between the variables corre-

lated. The higher r is found to be, the greater

the relationship (positive or negative) between

the variables correlated.

But what does a reliable r of a certain mag-

nitude indicate concerning the degree of re-

lationship? Students frequently, and quite er-

roneously, think of r as indicating the per cent

of relationship between two variables. Now,
it is quite evident, from our simple scatter

plots of perfect correlations, that here we have

a 100 per cent relationship between X and Y.

But this holds only for an r of plus or minus

1.00.

According to one method of calculating the

dependence of X on Y, when the two are

correlated, even an r of .99 would indicate

only 88 per cent dependence. The per cent

of dependence drops rapidly, so that an r of

.50 indicates only 37 per cent dependence.**

From a somewhat different angle we may
ask, "With what degree of accuracy does a

certain r allow us to predict scores in Y from

scores in X?" One can see from our first scatter

diagram that, when r is 1.00, it is possible

to predict Y from an individual's X score. There

is no need to give him test Y. However, the

predictability of one score from another de-

creases rapidly as r becomes smaller. In Figure

3.10, for example, is a scatter diagram repre-

senting the midterm and final grades of 50

students in an introductory course in psychol-

ogy.* The correlation is .90, indicating a

high probabOity that final grades will be

closely equivalent in value to midterm grades.

Observe, however, the discrepancies between

O.IU A Scattergram of Midterm and Final

Grades. Variations in the position of the 50 dots,

each representing one student, are based upon

points mode on the tests. Our discussion is con-

cerned only with the letter grades and, more

specifically, with prediction of final grades from B

grades at midterm. (After Kimble, G. A., Principles

of General Psychology. Ronald, 1956, p. 47.)

midterm and final grades. Suppose we had

predicted that students who made B at the

midterm would get a B in the course. There

were 10 with midterm B's. But only seven of

these made a final B. Of the remaining three,

two went up to an A and one dropped to a C.

Our prediction would have erred, but of course

only by one grade in either direction. Gener-

ally speaking, prediction from this particular

set of data would have been about 75 per

cent accurate.

Does r signify a causal relationship?

The fact that variables are correlated does

not mean that one is the cause of the other.

They may both be dependent upon a third

factor. In growing children, for instance,

weight and intelligence are postively corre-

lated. But one would not conclude that

weight determines intelligence, or vice versa.
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Actually this correlation is spurious. It de-

pends upoii the fact that both weight and in-

telligence increase with a third variable, the

child's age. This is quite evident when we

correlate intelligence and weight in children

of the same age. When we do this the cor-

relation between weight and age becomes

negligible.

As another example we may take the cor-

relation between intelligence test scores and

college grades where the r is often found to

be as high as .60. This relationship means

that factors contributing to intelligence test

performance are also contributing to academic

performance. Linguistic versatility is certainly

involved in both kinds of performance. The

ability to concentrate attention on the task at

hand is also certainly involved. There are

doubtless many such overlapping skills.

Absence of a higher correlation between in-

telligence and college grades may result from

lack of sustained interest such as good scho-

lastic performance requires, preoccupation with

extracurricular activities, and possession of per-

sonality characteristics which are not measured

by an intelligence test but which are also im-

portant in academic success.

Thus a coefficient of correlation is not to be

taken at its face value. There are various

ways of interpreting it, both from the stand-

point of the actual magnitude of the relation-

ship and from the standpoint of what it means

in terms of possible causal or contributing in-

I
fluences.

HOW INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
ORIGINATE

Each of us undergoes a long process of de-

velopment which begins at fertilization and

continues until maturity. For many, psycho-

logical development continues until senescence.

Here we are not so much interested in the de-

velopmental process as we are in associated

conditions which make us differ.

At the time of fertilization and for some

weeks thereafter we are to all appearances

identical. As growth continues, however, dif-

ferences become increasingly apparent. When
examined even casually, newborn babies look

very different not only in size and se.xual char-

acteristics but in many other ways. Their be-

havior also differs. Some are more active than

others, some crv more, and some have better

appetites. As the weeks, months, and years

go by the characteristics in which individuals

differ become so numerous that it is difficult to

catalogue them.

Since we all have such a similar beginning,

it is interesting to ask what makes us so dif-

ferent as we grow older. One answer is that,

except in the case of identical twins, we have

different heredity. Another answer is that we

have different environments. There is, how-

ever, a constant interplay between hereditary

and environmental influences and our physical

and mental characteristics are complex resul-

tants of both factors.

Heredity is a constant factor, established at

the time of fertilization. The individual's en-

vironment, on the other hand, is continually

expanding. From the relatively simple chemi-

cal environment of the newly conceived or-

ganism we get, eventually, to the highly

complicated social environment of people,

books, schools, and so forth. It is interesting

to note, moreover, that although heredity is a

constant factor, its potentialities are realized at

different stages of growth and always in rela-

tion to present and past environmental condi-

tions.

The following discussions are designed to

answer such questions as: "What is heredity?"

"How does it produce individual differences?"

"What is meant by environment?" "What are

the different kinds of environmental influence?"

"In what ways are differences dependent upon

environment? How do heredity and environ-

ment interact to produce individual differ-

ences? How is it possible to differentiate their

respective influence?

HEREDITY

Each of us begins life as a single fertilized

cell smaller than the head of a pin. This

fertilized egg (ovum) has a nucleus sur-

rounded by cytoplasm, as shown in Figure

3.11. The determiners of heredity are complex

organizations of chemical materials within the

nucleus. More specifically, they are contained

in nuclear structures which, because they show

up when stained, are known as chromosomes,

or colored bodies."

Microscopic studies of human body cells

° Human beings were long thought to have forty-

eight chromosomes but recent obsen.ations suggest

that the correct figure is forty-si.\.
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A Human Ovum. The ovum comprises

the nucleus, cytoplasm, and surrounding membranes.

Cells shown on the outside belong to the mother, not

to the ovum. (After Arey.)

O. I Z. Human Chromosomes. This is o male

cell, as indicated by the Y chromosome which is

found only in moles. (After Evans and Swezy.)

show that chromosomes come in pairs. Fe-

males have twenty-three pairs. Males have
twenty-two pairs, plus two singles. One of

these, identified in Figure 3.12, is the Y chro-

mosome found only in males. Females have a

pair of X chromosomes while males have only

one. The X and Y are called se.x chromo-
somes because our sex depends upon whether
we get the XX or XY combination.

Sets of chromosomes from different persons

of the same sex look very much alike. Since

they are chromosomes characteristic of the

human race, we would expect this. But, ex-

cept in the case of identical twins, the similar-

looking chromosomes of different persons actu-

ally differ internally. These differences are

most pronounced in unrelated individuals.

Genes

All of our innumerable inherited characteris-

tics are represented in the forty-six chromo-

somes. Thus each chromosome must carry

many determiners. From this fact, and the

way in which inherited characteristics, singly

and in diverse combinations, are transmitted

from one generation to another, geneticists long

ago inferred that the chromosomes must be

differentiated internally. It was assumed, in

other words, that different regions of a chromo-

some determine different characteristics, like

eye color, skin texture, and so on. Some of

these regions were located and represented on

chromosome maps.

The hereditary factors hidden within the

chromosomes were called genes (which means
determiners). They were assumed to be

"packets of chemicals" strung along the chro-

mosome like beads on a thread or peas in a

pod. But nobody had yet seen anything that

might be identified as a gene.

Then geneticists discovered that the salivary

gland of the fruit fly contains exceptionally

large chromosomes which, when viewed mi-

croscopically, have dark and light bands

throughout their length (Figure 3.13, A). The
genes were thought to be in these bands.

Now the electron microscope reveals the sort

of detail shown in Figure 3.13 ( B ) , which

represents a piece of salivary gland chromo-

some magnified 26,000 times. Observers of

this, and even higher magnifications, believe

that "the discrete particles" they have seen are

genes. 1" One chemical constituent of genes"

has also been identified and referred to as an

"hereditary chemical." ^^

Action of the genes on cytoplasm changes

the shape and other characteristics of cells.

Genes, combined with internal environmental

conditions, change cells from their original

shape to form the great variety (muscle, bone,

nerve, and so on) which make up the response

" deo.\yribonucleic acid (DNA, for short)
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O.lo A Portion of a Salivary Gland

Chromosome. This is one of the giant chromosomes

of the fruit fly's salivary gland. A shows such a

chromosome under a high-powered microscope. B

is not a photograph, but an electron micrograph of

a very small portion of a salivary gland chromosome.

The differentiations, enlarged here 26,000 times, are

believed to be, or to contain, genes. (From Pease,

D. C, and R. F. Baker, 10, p. 9.)

mechanisms. Each gene may, in combinations

with other genes, produce a variety of char-

acteristics.

Multiplication of cells

When a fertilized ovum is about to divide,

its chromosomes (and genes) are dupHcated.

A complete set is subsequently passed on to

each resulting cell. Through this process of

chromosome duplication and cell division, all

except reproductive cells (to be discussed

in detail later) receive an identical inheritance.

Sometimes, instead of remaining together as

parts of a single organism, the cells separate

and form two or more identical organisms.

This is how identical twins (Figure 3.14)

originate." Siamese twins come from an in-

complete separation of identical cells. Identi-

cal quadruplets are obtained through separa-

tion at the four-celled stage.

In all subsequent divisions of cells, up to

the time of puberty, when reproductive cells

develop, the chromosomes are duplicated as

already described. This process will be

made more meaningful through careful study

of Figure 3.15, which shows diagrammati-

cally how a fertilized ovum is changed to

produce two cells, then four, eight, and so on.

Maturation of reproductive cells

At the time of puberty, cells set aside for

reproductive purposes undergo a kind of di-

vision different from that described. Instead

of the chromosomes being split and duplicated

just prior to cell division, one member of a pair

goes to each new cell. Thus, each cell has

only one-half of the chromosomes, twenty-three

instead of forty-six. The ovum gets only

one-half of the mother's chromosomes and the

sperm only one-half of the father's. Different

ova (or sperms) produced by the same in-

dividual receive different combinations of

chromosomes. Which twent>'-three of the forty-

six chromosomes shall go to a particular

ovum or sperm is determined by "chance."

" Fraternal twins develoj) from separate fer-

tilized ova, ratlier than from the cleavage of one
ovum. Tlius tlieir heredity is no more aUke than

that of children from the same parents but born

at different times.

O.I 4 Identical Twins and

How They Originated. A
fertilized ovum (left) divided

and, instead of staying together

as one organism, the two cells

separated to begin the develop-

ment of two identical individuals.

(From the film. Human Heredity,

produced and distributed by the

E. C. Brown Trust, Portland,

Oregon.)



chromosomes ore formed

O . I O Division of a Fertilized Ovum to Produce Two Cells. After the two-celled stage Is

reached, a similar process of division produces four cells then eight, and so on, until billions are

produced.

GRANDPARENTS

Paternal grandparents
Male Female

Maternal grandparents
Male Female

^1 Father's father

I I

Mother's father

(^ Father's mother

^P Mother's mother

Father's mother

Mother's father

[ I

Father's mother

Mother's mother

r) Father's father

rj) Mother's father

B Mother's mother

Father's fother

O. lO How Our Grandparents Contribute to Our Inheritance. Here we have, for purposes

of simplicity, assumed that only 6 instead of 46 chromosomes are involved. Observe that the

four grandparents may contribute different numbers and kinds of chromosomes to their grand-

children. Only two of many possible combinations are illustrated. At the time when sperms

are developed, the set of chromosomes coming from the potential father's parents is a "chance"

affair. Theoretically, they may be all from his mother or all from his father. Likewise, the contri-

butions of each parent of the potential mother are determined by "chance." One half of the

chromosomes must come from the mother's parents and one half from the father's, as indicated,

but how much each grandparent has actually contributed cannot, of course, be known.
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Fertilization re-establishes the fuU comple-

ment of chromosomes. Which sperm (which

set of twenty-thiee chromosomes from the

male) will unite with which ovum (which set

of twenty-three chromosomes from the female)

to produce the new individual is again a mat-

ter of "chance." The laws of inheritance are

laws relating to ( 1 ) the "chance" assortment

of chromosomes within ova and sperm, and

(2) the "chance" association of particular

sperms and ova at fertihzation.

Dming the production of sperms and ova

and the process of fertilization, the contri-

bution of each grandparent is also determined

in a "chance" fashion. This contribution is

illustrated in Figure 3.16 and discussed in the

legend.

ENVIRONMENT

The most obvious environmental influences

are those which act upon the organism from

without, and especially diose which operate

after birth has occurred. There exists, how-
ever, an internal environment which, at the

earlier stages of development, is more influen-

tial than the external environment.

The internal environment

The nucleus, with its chromosomes and their

genes, is surrounded by a jelly-like substance

known as cytoplasm. This substance was il-

lustrated in the picture of a human ovum with

which our discussion of heredity began. The
cytoplasm is often referred to as an intracel-

lular environment because the genes sur-

rounded by it are influenced by and in turn

influence its characteristics. In fact what the

organism becomes is determined by its cyto-

plasm as well as its heredity. In lower or-

ganisms one can sometimes change the

cytoplasm without altering the nucleus. What
then results is an organism different from that

which normally develops. ^-

After the interaction of genes and cytoplasm

has produced several cells (each with identi-

cal heredity) a new internal en\"ironment

comes into existence. The cells press one upon

die other. Some influence their neighbors

chemically and electrically. We thus have the

sort of intercellular environment represented

by Figure 3.17.

0,l/ Tlie Early Intercellular Environment of

a Cell. When several cells have developed, those

which surround a given cell (center) constitute its

intercellular environment.

Experimental embryologists have changed

the position of certain cells, with respect to

others, and these have developed characteris-

tics appropriate to their new location. This

ability of certain cells to substitute for others

is attributable to the possession of the same
hereditary factors by all cells. Nevertheless,

the actual structure of a cell depends upon

its relation to other cells. ^^ Developing in one

location, the cellular substance becomes brain

tissue; developing in another location, the same

substance becomes part of the visual mechan-

ism.

Later, when the endocrine glands develop

and pour their hormones into the blood

stream, still another intercellular influence is

produced.

Hormones are important for further devel-

opment of the entire organism. Indeed many
deformities evident at birth are the result of

overactive or underactive endocrine function-

ing. Other chemical characteristics of the

blood are also important for development.

We have discussed the internal environment

only as it influences early growth and produces

individual differences. However, one should

not overlook the continuing importance of the

internal environment of blood (with its hor-
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mones and other products ) . It continues to be

a major influence throughout life.

External environments

As the cells multiply and become trans-

formed to serve their respective functions, the

embryo itself emerges and becomes increas-

ingly complex. Then the growing organism is

surrounded by amniotic fluid and attached to

the mother by what becomes its umbilical cord.

Through the latter, nourishment is obtained

and waste products are excreted. This pre-

natal external environment is extremely impor-

tant, for normal development can proceed only

providing the liquid which surrounds the or-

ganism has the proper thermal and chemical

properties. Moreo\er, nourishment coming

from the mother's bloodstream must have

properties that are conduci\e to proper

growth.

After birth there is the broader external

environment with its immense variety of physi-

cal and social contacts. This is what we
customarily think of as the environment. One
part of it, our social environment, includes

language, customs, and many other aspects

of culture. Together, these comprise our social

heritage.

From the time of conception on, there is a

constant interplay of hereditary and environ-

mental influences. It is this interplay that we
shall now consider.

O.IO Polydactyly. The inheritance of six

fingers and six toes runs in certain families. Some-

times the extra finger is removecJ surgically. {Photo

courtesy of C. Nash Herndon.)

O. I Z Feeblemindedness. These inmates of a

home for the feebleminded are daughters of patients

who were at one time also in the same institution.

Because this variety of feeblemindedness runs in

families, it is assumed to be hereditary. Some

feeblemindedness (see p. 71 ) is environmentally

determined. (Survival of //le UnFittest, (Pamphlet)

Birthright, 1946, p. 11. Courtesy of the Human
Betterment Association of America, Inc., formerly

"Birthright.")

HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT

Some babies are born with physical and

psNxhoIogical abnormalities which depend al-

most entirely on defective heredity. Others

are born with similar abnormalities, but which
in their case are determined almost exclusively

b\' a defecti\e prenatal en\ironmcnt. A study

of such cases suggests the respecti\'e parts

played in prenatal de\elopnient by hereditary

factors and environmental conditions.

Hereditary abnormalities

These seldom occur in isolation. They crop

up here and there among related individuals.

These anomalies occur, too, in related persons

with different mothers, which would mean dif-

ferent prenatal environments. Some examples

of ratlrer obvious hereditary defects are the

"lobster claw," which appeared in a man and

both of his children; the absence of hands and

feet, which happened in a father and six out of

tsvelve of his children; and Polydactyly (Fig-

ure 3.18) which nnis in families.'^ Sucli

bodily changes, appearing suddenly and there-

after inheritable, are known as mutations. They
arc due to alterations in chromosomes or genes.

Many mutations occur spontaneously. However
the mutation rate is greatly accelerated by ra-
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diation, which also produces mutations not

otherwise found.

In addition to inherited bodily abnormalities

directly attributable to mutations, there are

numerous behavior disorders which appear re-

peatedly through generation after generation

of certain families. Among these is a nervous

affliction known as Huntington's chorea, and

certain kinds of feeblemindedness (Figure

3.19).

Environmentally produced abnormalities

Many abnormalities result from defective

prenatal environments. These are isolated oc-

currences. They appear in related individuals

no more often than in those who are unrelated.

In many instances, the environmental defect

is apparent. Here, for example, is a boy whose

arm is withered because the umbOical cord

twisted around it during the fetal period. Here

is a physically deformed organism whose pre-

natal quarters were too cramped, or who
maintained during the fetal period a position

not conducive to normal growth of certain

structures.

If the mother's blood stream does not sup-

ply enough calcium, abnormalities of the

skeleton appear. If her blood sugar is too high

as a result of diabetes, the pancreas of her fetus

may work excessively. This excessive function-

ing may continue at birth, reducing the blood

sugar of the infant so much that, unless special

treatment is given, it dies from insufficiency of

glycogen (i.e., from hypoglycemia).

Many cases of abnormal head and brain

development are believed to result from im-

proper prenatal conditions — perhaps chemical

inadequacies of the mother's blood. Head in-

juries at birth, either through prolonged pres-

sure on the head during a difficult labor or

from instrumental delivery, often result in spas-

tic paralysis, feeblemindedness, epilepsy, and

other defects. All defects produced in these

ways are, of course, environmental. Heredity

has nothing whatsoever to do with them.

Significance of the postnatal environment

The external environment after birth is ex-

tremely variable, and unrelated to the sort of

genes which the individual has. No two hu-

man beings even living in the same home and

going to the same school, have the same en-

vironment. Geographically and socially their

environment may seem the same. From the

standpoint of its effect on their development,

however, it may be quite different. Different

individuals within the same environment meet

different people and are influenced differently

by the same people. They develop different

interests and attitudes, and they identify

themselves with different groups— religious,

political, and recreational.

The fact that the postnatal environment is

so variable and its effects so unpredictable

makes it difficult for us to discover the relative

influence of heredity and environment on psy-

chological development after birth.

Every one of us, as we have said before, is

a product of both heredity and environment.

We could not develop without genes, and the

genes could have no effect without normal sur-

rounding tissues. But is the difference between

Mary Brown and Jane Smith due to a differ-

ence in their heredity, or in their environment?

Unless they are identical twins, with different

names, as in some cases to be mentioned

shortly, they have a different heredity; and

some of the difference between them is at-

tributable to this. They certainly have some-

what different environments, even if li\ing in

the same home. And part of the difference,

especially in psychological characteristics, is

attributable to this. The difference, therefore,

between two or more individuals is normally

attributable to both heredity and environment.

Which is more important in producing these

differences— heredity or environment? The

answer depends upon what traits are under

examination. Any difference in the appearance

and other physical characteristics of Mary

Brown and Jane Smith at birth is due primarily

to their different genes, for it is probable that

their environments before birth were similar.

Even after birth, the difference in their en-

vironments would produce only superficial dif-

ferences in physique. But how about traits

like intelligence? One may be much brighter

than the other. Here again, the difference in

their genes may be important, but we cannot

be as sure as in the case of physical traits.

The only scientific procedure that can be

used in studying the relative influence of

hereditary factors and environment on phy-

sique, intelligence, personality, or other charac-
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O.^U Identical Twins

Reared Apart. These twins, as

described in tlie text, were

reared apart for 23 years, one

in a rural and the other in an

urban environment. When tested

at 23 years, the difFerence in

their I.Q.'s was two points.

(From H. H. Newman. Reprinted

by special permission of The

Journal of Heredity.)

teristics is to hold either heredity or environ-

ment constant while the other is varied. The
possibility of carrying out such experiments

with human beings is limited. We cannot mate
persons of known heredity so as to control

the inheritance of their offspring as, for ex-

ample, we can mate mice or rats. Nor can we
subject human beings to a constant environ-

ment, because what appears to be the same
environment is not psychologically the same.

EXPERIMENTS WITH HEREDITY AND
ENVIRONMENT-HEREDITY CONSTANT

Nature has provided us with some help in

holding heredity constant by occasionally pro-

ducing identical twins. Normally, these are

reared together in the same home and, while

their environment is not psychologically the

same, it is more similar than in the case of

individuals not so intimately related. Generally

speaking, identical twins have very similar edu-

cational opportunities and in view of this and

their identical heredity, it is not surprising

that the average difference in their I.Q.'s (in-

teDigence quotients) is only around six points.

Fraternal twins differ in heredity but usually

have somewhat comparable educational op-

portunities. The average difference in their

I.Q.'s is around ten points.*^

Is the closer physical and psychological

similarity of identical twins due to their identi-

cal heredity, their similar environment, or both?

We cannot vary their environment, merely

to see what effect this will have. But again,

nature, or perhaps we should say society, has

come to our aid; for identical twins are

sometimes adopted into different homes and

localities.

Data have now been reported for at least

twenty-five pairs of separated identical twins.

In appearance and in other purely physical

characteristics the twins, when brought to-

gether again, are found to be very much alike.

Those in Figure 3.20. for example, were sepa-

rated at two months. Paul C, the twin on

the left, lived in a small town until thirteen,

in a larger town for two years, and finally

in a medium-sized city. He completed high

school at eighteen, after which he took some
business courses while working. His brother,

Paul O, lived for the most part in rural

environments, shifting from place to place

a great deal because his foster father, a tele-

graph operator, moved from one job to another.

This twin completed high school at the same
age as his brother. After less than one year in

college, where mathematics proved a stumbling

block, Paul O became an assistant postmaster.

When these twins were brought together

and tested at twenty-three, the I.Q. difference

was only two points. It should be noted, how-

ever, that they had a somewhat comparable

schooling. Among other twins, some of whom
differed more widely in educational opportu-

nity, the differences in I.Q. ranged up to

twenty-four points. It is interesting to observe,
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moreover, that there was a fairly high and

significant correlation (r of .79) between edu-

cational advantages (as estimated from school-

ing and other data) and the magnitude of the

difference in I.Q.'* This correlation suggests

that, even in persons of the same heredity,

differences in educational opportunity produce

significant differences in the abilities measured

by intelligence tests.

The average difference in I.Q. for identical

twins reared apart is around eight points. This

is about two points more than in those reared

together. In personality traits the separated

twins were sometimes very similar and some-

times very different. By and large, however,

there were larger differences in personality

than in I.Q.

We see, then, that identical heredity makes

individuals very much alike in physique, some-

what less alike in I.Q., and still less alike in

personality. With respect to I.Q. and personal-

ity the effect of environmental differences is

relatively large.

EXPERIMENTS WITH HEREDITY AND
ENVIRONMENT - ENVIRONMENT

CONSTANT

It is impossible to hold the environment of

two human beings strictly constant. We might

hold the environment constant geographically

and in almost every physical sense, even to

the extent of having the same parents, the

same home, the same school, and the same

teachers. But its effective constancy could

still not be guaranteed. Psychologically the

environment might still be very different for

one individual than for another. This is be-

cause human beings react selectively to the

varied details of their surroundings. In the

case of animals like mice and rats, on the

other hand, we can approximate environmental

constancy by rearing them in the same

cages, in the same general surroundings, and
with the same food and care. In view of the

simplicity of such environments and the sim-

plicity of the symbolic processes of these

animals, it is unlikely that uncontrolled differ-

ences in the psychological environment are in-

volved. Therefore, we can conduct experiments

on heredity with assurance that hereditary fac-

tors rather than environmental variations are

responsible for the resulting differences in be-

havior.

There have been many experiments on the

hereditary determination of behavior but we
will restrict our discussion to three examples —
a form of waltzing locomotion in mice, a ten-

dency toward audiogenic seizures in mice,

and maze-learning ability in rats.

Locomotion

Some mice have an inherent defect which

produces a whirling or waltzing type of loco-

motion, i' Let us take a female thus afflicted

and mate her with a mouse which runs

normaUy. We will need to suppose that both

the female waltzer and the male runner come
from stock that is pure with respect to the

traits under consideration.

It wiU be recalled that genes come in pairs.

Pure-bred runners have genes which we will

refer to as RR. Capitals are used because the

gene for running is dominant. If it appears

with a gene for waltzing, that is, the possessor

of this combination will run rather than waltz.

The ineffective gene is said to be recessive and

it is customarily referred to by use of a lower

case letter, in this instance r. Our female

waltzers, then, must have the gene combination

rr.

Every sperm of normal pure bred males has

an R gene and every ovum of pure bred

waltzing females an r gene. The combination

in all of their offspring must therefore be Rr.

For this reason we would predict that all

offspring will be runners, and this is what is

found. But suppose we now mate Rr with

Rr mice? Can the outcome again be predicted?

It can, for there are, as shown in Figure 3.21,

only two kinds of sperm (R, r) and two

kinds of ova (R, r). Chance combinations of

these at fertilization will result in one fourth of

the offspring having RR, one half Rr, and one

fourth rr. Moreover, because running is domi-

nant, we can predict that three fourths of the

offspring will be nmners and one fourth

waltzers, and our prediction is confirmed.

This supposes, of course, that large numbers

of individuals are involved. If only one litter

of four mice were concerned, one might or

might not obtain three runners and one

waltzer.

If dominance were not present, we would
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find one fourth runners, one fourth waltzers,

and one half with some sort of compromise

between waltzing and running. Many in-

herited traits, including skin color in human
beings, are dependent upon the combined

effects of genes which are neither dominant

nor recessive. Also, and this is true of skin

color, many traits are dependent upon more

than one gene pair. The waltzing example,

therefore, is a comparatively simple one.

Audiogenic seizures

These seizures are so named because they

are initiated by auditory stimulation. When
stimulated with an intense high-pitched sound,

O..^I Inheritance of Waltzing in Mice. This

is inheritance involving dominance of one trait, viz.,

normal locomotion. Observe that both waltzers are

doubly recessive for this trait. (Modified from Sin-

nott and Dunn.)

R r

^^V
^ ^^
VC. (JU"

some mice react much as if they were having

epileptic seizures. After running widely in a

circular path they fall to the floor (Figure

3.22) and go into convulsions. In one

species of mouse, such a seizure is frequently

followed by death. i^

The fact that some mice react to high-

pitched sounds by having a seizure and others

do not suggests that susceptibility may be in-

herited. Efforts to discover hereditary factors

have led to various results, depending upon tlie

strain of animals involved. In the common
house mouse, however, there is apparently a

dominant gene for audiogenic susceptibility.^''

The dominant is here referred to as As, the

recessive as as. If susceptibility were deter-

mined by As one would predict that a cross

between purebred reactors and nonreactors

would produce 100 per cent reactors. Actu-

ally the percentage of reactors in a group of

81 offspring of such a cross was 90. From a

cross between these hybrid reactors (with a

hypothetical As, as gene combination ) , one

would expect 75 per cent reactors and 25

per cent nonreactors. The respective percent-

ages actually found were 77 and 23; close

enough to those predicted to lend support to

the hypothesis that a single dominant gene is

largely responsible for susceptibility. However,

the discrepancies between predicted and actual

percentages, as well as other considerations

which need not concern us here, suggest that

the As gene is supplemented by other genes

in producing the above effects.

Maze-learning ability

One hundred and forty-two white rats

were each given nineteen trials in a maze.-"

The number of entrances into blind alleys

(errors) for each rat was recorded. The

smallest number was 5, and the greatest 214.

Rats making very few errors were designated

hrifiht, and those making many errors were

designated dull.

Keeping the environment (food, lighting,

caging, temperature, and so on) constant, the

experimenter bred the brightest rats in each

generation with each other. Likewise, he

bred the dullest with die dullest. After follow-

ing this procedure for seven generations, two

races of rats— a bright and a dull — were de-

veloped. The situation the investigator had at

the beginning and the one he had after seven



O.Z.Z. Mice of Sensitive Strain in Audiogenic Convulsions. Upon hearing a loud door-

bell, they go into convulsions. (Courtesy of Dr. Benson E. Ginsburg and Dorothea S. Miller, whose

research it illustrates. This is reported in Chapter 3 of Hooker, D., and C. Hare (Eds.), GeneWa
and fhe Inheritance of Integrated Neurological and Psychiatric Patterns. Williams and Wilkins,

1954. Photo by Wallace Kirkland, Life, © Time, Inc.)

generations of selective breeding are illustrated

in Figure 3.23.

At the beginning, the rats were distributed

so that most of them made scores in about

the middle of the two extremes. After seven

generations, however, there was a bimodal

distribution— a distribution in which many
rats (the bright) made low error scores, and
many other rats (the dull) made very high

error scores. Few animals had ability in the

middle of these extremes. Selective mating
was continued through the eighteenth gener-

ation, but without producing any greater dif-

ference than that indicated.

Bright and dull rats were then mated, with
the result illustrated in Figure 3.24. One can

see that mating bright and dull rats produced a

distribution much like that with which the ex-

periment began. There were now few bright

and few dull rats. Rats of intermediate ability

predominated.

In the same environment, therefore, marked
differences in learning ability were produced
by selective breeding, which means, of course,

selecting genes.

Complex traits like maze-learning ability are

— 1)1 — Unselected Sample
~ '"

. (N = 142) -

-19 -29 -39 -49 -64 -84 -114 -154 -194

Total Blind Alley Entrances in 19 Trials

'J.Z.tJ Inheritance of Maze-Learning Ability

in Rats. In the parent generation, 142 rots, the

number of errors made in 19 trials ranged from 5 to

214. The intermediate number of errors v/as mode

by around 12 per cent. Smaller percentages of rots

made the successively lower and successively higher

number of errors. The lower figure represents the

seventh generation in which the dull (large number

of errors) were mated with fhe dull, and the bright

(small number of errors) were mated with the bright.

It shows two races, a bright and a dull, with slight

overlapping near the center of the error range.

(From Tryon, R. C, 20, p. 113.)
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Bright (N = 85)-

-13 -17 -22 -32 -42 -56 -81 -121 -164 -195

^ Porental Group

-11^
F,-Progenyof BxD(N = 134)

3.24 The Effect of Mating Bright and Dull

Rats. Observe that the bright rats had error scores

ranging from 9 to around 80, while the dull rats had

error scores ranging from around 80 to around 200.

Very few rats had scores ranging from 40 to 100.

In a cross of bright and dull rats, however, most of

the rats had scores in this intermediate range. (From

Tryon, R. C, 20, p. 115.)

doubtless influenced by many genes. It has

been posited, in fact, that multiple genes,

each with two degrees of expression, deter-

mine the maze-learning ability of rats. One
gene, for example, may have the degrees of

expression A and a, another the degrees of ex-

pression B and b, still another C and c— and

so on for many relevant genes. It is assumed
that a rat with the AA gene combination is,

to this extent, brighter than the rat with the

aa combination. A rat with the Aa pair of

genes would then lie between the extremes.

No dominance is assumed to exist.

If we assume that many genes determine

maze-learning ability, and that each pair func-

tions as above, the relevant genes possessed by
the brightest possible rat would be AABBCC-
DDEE. . . . The dullest rat would have the

genes aabhccddee. ... A cross between such

rats would, in terms of probability, produce

many combinations. Such combinations as

AaBbCcDdEe . . . would occur with the

highest frequency and there would be grad-

ations toward the extremes of the distribution.

If inheritance of maze-learning ability were
determined in this way, we would expect that

crossings of bright with duU rats would
yield a normal distribution rather than the

separate classes of animals obtained when,
for example, single pairs of genes are involved.

That is, instead of having bright rats, dull rats,

and average rats (as we had runners and

waltzers) we would have a distribution with-

out breaks. This is, in fact, what was found

in the above study. The frequency polygon

representing errors, while it deviated from

a normal frequency curve in some respects, was

at least continuous and with the highest fre-

quencies in an intermediate position.

It is a far cry from rats in a maze to human
beings with their complex behavior mecha-

nisms and their highly complex environment.

Nevertheless there is every reason to believe

that heredity operates in men as it does in rats.

The number of chromosomes and genes is

different, to be sure, but there are dominant

and recessive genes and their random assort-

ment is like that described in our first example.

There are also genes whose effects blend, as

in the determination of skin color and perhaps

many structures which underlie differences in

behavior. Human intelligence is also influ-

enced by heredity, for we inherit our brain

structures and these play a key role in learning

and retention. The hereditary contribution to

individual differences in human intelligence is

no doubt determined by multiple genes com-

plexly assorted. Integrated with hereditary

complexity in this instance is environmental

complexity. The relative influence of heredity

and environment in determining differences in

intelligence is given further consideration in

the following chapter.
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Summary

Before individual differences can be studied

scientifically it is necessary to measure indi-

vidual traits. Some of these (like height,

weight, and speed of reaction) are measurable

in the absolute units (inches, pounds, seconds)

of a ratio scale. Scales of this nature begin

with zero and increase by equal increments.

They allow us to say, for example, that one

individual is twice as strong as another. But

many psychological traits do not lend them-

selves to such measurement. The individual's

score on an intelligence test or a rating scale

has no absolute value. One must evaluate it in

terms of what others do. When such measures

are used, the scores are interpreted from the

standpoint of their ordinal position, or rank.

For this reason, such scales are referred to as

ordinal. In general, the absolute measures of

a ratio scale are more consistent (reliable or

dependent) than the relative measures of an

ordinal scale. Nevertheless, many psychologi-

cal tests and rating scales are sufficiently re-

liable for measurement of individual differ-

ences. This is evident when we correlate two

administrations of a test, or the ratings of be-

havior by one observer with the ratings of the

same behavior by another observer.

After measurements have been made with

a reliable test, the next step is to see what they

reveal about individual differences. Here

statistical devices are indispensible. We may
begin by making a frequency distribution.

From this we observe the modal (most fre-

quent) score, the range (difference between

the highest and lowest score ) , and how
closely scores are bunched around the central

tendency ( mean or mode ) . A distribution may
be represented graphically by a frequency

polygon, a histogram, or a bar graph. When
there are many cases, the frequency polygon

may approximate a bell-shaped (normal

probability) curve. In such a curve, scores

pile up near the middle and have a decreas-

ing frequency from here in both directions.

Sometimes, however, scores are concentrated

toward one end of the distribution. Such

curves are said to be skewed. Some curves

have two modes (bimodal) or several modes

(multimodal). Distribution curves for differ-

ent groups given the same test may overlap

more or less. This is of course true when their

means are similar. There may be much over-

lapping, however, even when the means are

far apart. The average strength of males is

far greater than that of females, for instance,

yet some females are stronger than the average

male. There are also differences in variability.

Two groups can have the same mean, yet

differ in range and in other measures of

variability (see Statistical Appendix).

An individual's status is indicated with re-

spect to how much and in what direction his

score differs from the mean, its rank, or its

percentile standing. His score may, for ex-

ample, be at the 75th percentile, in which

case it is equalled or exceeded by 25 per cent

of the scores.

Differences in one variable may be related

to differences in another. This is indicated by

a scatter graph or by more refined statistical

calculations, one of which yields a coefficient

of correlation, or r. This coefficient may be

positive or negative. It may vary on the posi-

tive side from to 1.00 and on the negative

side from —1.00 to 0. The higher the correla-

tion (positive or negative) the higher the re-

lationship between the two variables. But r

is not a percentage. Nor does it necessarily

indicate causality.

The origins of individual differences are

found in heredity and environment. Biologi-

cal inheritance is determined by the chromo-

somes— more specifically by the genes ( chem-

ical determiners) within them.

Genes differ in certain respects from one

person to another and this variation is the

hereditary basis of individual differences. The

genes interact with their most immediate en-

vironment, the cytoplasm of the cell (intra-

cellular environment). As cells multiply, there

is an influence of cell on cell (intercellular en-

vironment). Endocrine glands, for example,

secrete hormones which influence the growth

of other cells. The entire developing organism

is surrounded by amniotic fluid, receives

nourishment from the mother's circulatory sys-

tem, and is subjected to various restrictions.

These are features of the prenatal external
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environment. Birth brings the individual into

contact with new stimulation, including the

social. It is through his social environment that

he comes into contact with the social heritage

— what has been transmitted culturally from

former generations. Every tiait is derived from

an interplay of heredity and environment, but

differences between individuals may be heredi-

tary, environmental, or both. Thus, differences

in eye color are hereditary, differences in social

attitudes are environmental, and differences in

intelligence are both hereditary and environ-

mental— except in identical twins, where they

are purely environmental.

It is only in animals that we can introduce

hereditary variations while holding the envi-

ronment constant. It has been a shown, by way
of example, that a certain form of abnormal

locomotion, a susceptibility to audiogenic

seizures, and maze-learning ability (brightness

and dullness) are inherited. Maze-learning

ability appears to depend upon the interaction

of multiple pairs of genes.

There is no doubt that major differences in

human intelligence (as the difference between

brightness and dullness) are attributable

largely to heredity. Evidence for this con-

clusion is presented in Chapter 4.

(References and notes for this chapter appear on page 543 of the Appendix.)
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Intelligence

The meaning of intelligence • Beginning of intelligence tests • The Stanford-

Binet tests • The Wechsler tests • Performance tests of intelligence • Group

tests • The search for factors in intelligence • The gifted child • Mental retarda-

tion • Individual differences in mental growth • The influence of unusual

environments • Are there racial differences in intelligence? • The relative

Influence of heredity and environment • Summary

When we say that one organism is more intelHgent than another, what do we mean?

Why, for example, do we regard chimpanzees as less intelligent than men and more

intelligent than rats? Why do we say that adults are more intelligent than children?

And why do we look upon Einstein as more intelligent than most other men? The

answer to such questions are given in this chapter.

In the last analysis, intelligence derives from ability to learn and to utilize what has

been learned in adjusting to new situations and solving new problems. The concept of

intelhgence owes much to early studies of animal learning. About a centur\' ago, follow-

ing publication of Darwin's Origin of Species, there was a flurry of interest in the

evolution of intelligence and many tests were devised to measure intelligence in animals

ranging from ants to chimpanzees. These were tests of learning ability. The general

procedure was to block a customary access to food or to introduce a disturbing element

from which escape was possible.

An intelligence test for earthworms utilized a T-shaped maze. A bright light could

be avoided by crawling along the stem of the T. When the animal reached the other

end, it was confronted with two alternatives. If it went to the left, let us say, it escaped
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the light and received no punishment. If it went to the right, however, it first made
contact with some sandpaper, then with a grid which ga^•e it an electric shock. At the

beginning, a worm was as likely to turn in one direction as in the other. But after a

certain number of trials, \\'hich differed from one worm to another, the right turn was

avoided or, if the worm \entured as far as the sandpaper on this side, it turned back

before reaching the electric grid. The number of trials required to reach a criterion

of three errorless trials was the measure of intelligence. In terms of this criterion, some

worms were much more intelligent than others.

Intelligence tests for rats require much more complicated learning tasks than those

for worms. While a simple T-maze re\-eals wide differences between one worm and

another, it reveals little or no difference between rats. This is because rat intelligence

is much more comple.x than that of worms. A simple T-maze hardly utilizes the rat's

learning capacity. What is needed for testing rat intelligence, then, is a much more

complicated maze, a maze with many blind alleys instead of only one. We have

already observed (pp. 75-76) that a complicated maze-learning task reveals a wide

range of differences between rats and can be used as a measure of their "brightness"

or "dullness." Rats also learn many other problems far too complex for worms. One
of these is a puzzle-box problem, requiring that a latch be lifted or a string pulled in

order to open the door giving access to food.

It is interesting to observe that, even at the human level, mazes are sometimes used

to measure intelligence. But these must be more complicated than those used with rats.

The ordinary rat maze, enlarged so that a man can walk through it, provides a poor

measure of human intelligence. Human subjects do no better than rats in learning such

a maze. This is also true when a small grooved replica of the maze is used and the

blindfolded subject traces through it with a pencil.

'

Why does the human subject do no better than a rat in such mazes? The chief

reason is that only the elementary aspects of human intelligence are tapped by such a

problem. It is somewhat comparable with using a worm maze to test a rat. Human
beings have acquired symbolic processes, including language, and the limits of their

learning ability can be tested only if the tests allow them to utilize these processes.

The infant learns the meaning of certain stimuli and acquires simple skills, but it has

very limited ability to think of things that are absent, to put two and two together, and

to reason and verbalize. Children are three years of age or older before these typically

human abilities develop. Thereafter, tests of human intelligence are too limited in

nature unless they provide a chance to use such abilities.

In answering our question about the maze, we must say, then, that a rat maze can

be learned with elementary learning processes. It allows little or no chance for figuring

out a solution or for regulating one act in terms of what is known to lie ahead. A blind

hit-or-miss approach, or letting "nature take its course," is just as effective as trying

to figure out the plan of the alleys or trying to verbalize what one should do, such as

"take the first turn to the left, then two right turns," and so on. If there is a plan, a

definite sequence that can be memorized, this approach is helpful. But there may be

many turns, in no regular sequence. Hence trying to memorize the turns may take more

time than to learn on a hit-or-miss basis.

If one wants a maze that really gives the human subject an advantage over any other

organism, he will use one comparable with that pictured in Figure 4.1. Here the subject

can use symbolic processes. He can look ahead and figure out the path to be followed.

He can avoid errors by anticipating the consequence of actions not yet taken, actions

represented symbolically; perhaps imagined, or verbalized in the form— "If I do that,

then I'll be blocked over here." Mazes like this are often used when the subjects to be
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4. I A Maze Problem. Attempt to trace through this moze from one opening to the other

without entering a blind alley. Trace with a hairpin or something else which leaves no mark.

(Courtesy International Telephone and Telegraph Company.)

tested are illiterate or for other reasons unable to follow complicated verbal instructions.

Puzzle bo.\es are also used in measuring human intelligence, but here again, they

are much more complicated than those used with animals and they give the individual

an opportunity to figure out the solution. One such puzzle box is shown in Figure 4.2.

Here the individual who waits before he acts, and figures out the various moves to be

made, does much better than the one who goes at it in a hit-or-miss manner. As in the

case of mazes, however, such problems are used most widely when the subjects are

illiterate or for other reasons unable to take the more widely used intelligence tests

which depend so much upon language.

4, Z. The Healy Puzzle Box. The box has holes

at the sides through which the small end of a button-

hook may be inserted. Application of the hook to

the rings, in the proper way and in the correct

sequence, releases the cords and allows the box to

be opened. After the individual has opened the

box, he may be given the more difficult task of

putting it together again as pictured. (Courtesy

C. H. Stoelting Co.)



We see, then, that the concept of intelligence is closely tied to learning ability.

Tests of animal intelligence and mazes and puzzle boxes like those adapted for use with

human subjects measure learning in process. The measure of intelligence is then the

rapidity or accuracy of learning. The more widely used tests of human intelligence also

place a premium on learning ability, but for the most part they measure learning accom-

plished before the test is taken. The basic idea is that, when indi\iduals have been

given comparable opportmiities to learn, those who know most and can apply their

knowledge best in answering the test items, are the most intelligent. We will obser\'e,

in this connection, that the items involved in intelligence tests utilize knowledge and

skills which, presumably, everybody tested has at least had an opportunity to learn.

THE MEANING OF INTELLIGENCE

Intelligence may be defined in various ways.

The most general definition stresses versatility

(or fle.xibility) of adjustment.- This has the

virtue of being applicable at all levels of evolu-

tion. Versatility at lower levels is evidenced

by the speed with which learning occurs. At

somewhat higher levels, it has developed to

the place where problems of greater com-

plexity can be learned. Higher still we find

symbohc processes beginning to play a role

in adjustment. Observational learning is evi-

dent as well as ability to recall and to reason.

These processes are most evident in human
beings, hence the tests which most clearly

measure differences in the versatility of hu-

man adjustment involve such complex symbolic

processes as recall, reasoning, understanding

of concepts, and linguistic skills. These proc-

esses are of major significance in human ad-

justment and tests built around them provide

our best measures of human intelligence. We
may say, therefore, that so far as human be-

ings are concerned, intelligence is versatility

in the use of symbolic processes.

Some psychologists define intelligence as

ability to carry on abstract thinking. This is

all right if we are considering only the human
level, but it implies that most animals have

no intelligence and it ignores the transition

from one level of animal life to another, a

transition revealed by animal experiments.

Some define intelligence as whatever it is

the intelligence tests measure. This is true,

presumably, but not very revealing. The

reader may ask— "Well, what is it that they

measure?" We could answer this by saying

that, in the most general sense, they measure

differences in versatility of adjustment; differ-

ences which, at the human level, are most

evident in the acquisition and use of sym-

bolic processes.

One should recognize that the tests meas-

ure differences in performance and not intelli-

gence directly. There is no way to measure

intelligence as we measure strength. This

point is raised because many students, when
asked to define intelligence, think of it as

some sort of power possessed by the indivi-

dual. What we are dealing with— vi'hat we
are measuring with intelligence tests— is a

function which, to recall an earlier discussion,

can usually be represented only in ordinal

terms. In fact it is more correct to speak of

one person as being more intelligent than an-

other than it is to say that one has a given

amount of intelligence. This will become in-

creasingly apparent as the tests themselves are

discussed.

Intelligence and the organism

It is well to think of intelligence, or versa-

tility, as a function of living organisms in

much the same sense that maneuverability is

a function of airplanes. One plane is more

maneuverable than another because it has

structures concerned with maneuverability

which are superior to those of the other. The

intelligence of organisms is likewise based

upon their structures; but it also depends upon

what happens to these structures during a

lifetime.

The structure of greatest importance is the

brain, for the brain that one is bom with has

much to do with how intelligent he can

become. Human adjustment is at a high sym-
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bolic level because man has a brain suffi-

ciently complex to acquire and use symbols.

The brain is relatively small at birth and its

size increases fourfold before maturity is at-

tained. No new cells are added, but the

growth of cells already present continues and

their interconnections become increasingly

comple.x. The growth of intelligence from

birth to maturity is doubtless related to these

developments. The growth of some brains is

arrested in early life and feeblemindedness

results.

The importance of stimulation

Another factor of importance for intelligent

behavior is what happens to the indi\idual,

or how his brain is used. One could inherit

a brain with high capacit\' for acquiring and

retaining symbolic and other skills, yet live

in a relatively nonstimulating, or impoverished

environment. The brain would continue to

grow, but the information fed into it would

be relatively meagre and, as a result, versatility

would be at a much lower level than it might

otherwise have been.

The blind, the deaf, and especially the

blind-deaf grow up to be feebleminded unless

steps are taken to circumvent their handicap

and bring information to their brains. The
deaf-blind Helen Keller would doubtless have

had a low order of intelligence were it not

for the fact that she was painstakingly taught,

through her sense of touch, to know a great

deal about the world, as well as acquire sym-

bols with which .she could communicate with

others.

The point that we have been making — that

intelligence is dependent upon learning ability

and that it cannot develop in an environ-

mental vacuum— may be further illustrated

by a hypothetical experiment.

A hypothetical experiment

Suppose that we separate identical t^vins

at birth and bring them up in environments

more widely diflFerent than in the cases of

the identical t^vins reared apart that we have

already discussed (pp. 72-73). One is reared,

let us say, by foster parents of very low intel-

ligence and in some isolated community with

extremely poor educational opportunities and

a general intellectual impoverishment. The
other is reared in the home of well-educated

foster parents, where it is read to, sent to good

schools, and given every opportunity to be

stimulated intellectually and to acquire knowl-

edge. ^ Being identical, these twins have

identical brains, to begin with, and the inherent

growth processes are the same in each.

We shall assume that, given average op-

portimities to learn, the intelligence of these

twins would be average, i.e., that they began

life with average brains. The only difference

between them would be the environmental

one already posited. Suppose now, that this

environmental difference continued until the

early teens and also that the intelligence of

the twins was then measured by tests like

those to be considered in this chapter.

There is no doubt whatever about the gen-

eral outcome of such an experiment. The twin

brought up in an impoverished intellectual

environment would be below the other in its

test performance, and below the level it might

have attained if reared under average condi-

tions. And the twin given superior oppor-

trmities would doubtless have a higher level

of performance than it would have attained

if reared under average conditions.

What might happen if the twins were now
brought together and given good opportuni-

ties in a comparable environment? Would
the one who was handicapped earlier, now
catch up with the other? That is a question

which we cannot answer with any degree of

assurance. The level of intelligence of this

twin would probably improve, but would it

improve as much as it might have improved

without the earlier environmental handicap?

There is a good possibility that it would not.

Early in life we learn how to learn, and

each accomplishment prepares the way for

others. There is a "snowball effect." Early

educational handicaps are not easily over-

come.

For our example we took two individuals

whose intelligence would normally ha\'e been

average. If we had taken children whose

brains were initially below average, the diver-

sity produced by the difference in environ-

ments would not have been as great as that

suggested. This is because the child given

exceptionally good opportunities could not

have responded normally to them. If, on the
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other hand, we had taken twins with far

better than average brains the difference

between them miglit lia\e been far greater

than that suggested. The twin in the intellec-

tually impoverished environment might ha\'e

broken through the environmental barriers to

some extent. But his brother would most

likely have made such excellent use of his

intellectually enriched environment as to base

greatly increased the difference in their intel-

ligence, especially as compared with the

difference existing had they been potentially

average. If our examples were far above

average moreo\er, the earh' handicap of the

environmentally impo\erished twin might to

a greater extent have been overcome when
better opportunities occurred. The difference

between the twins, if not eliminated, would
in this event at least have been narrowed

more than if they had possessed no better

than average brains.

This discussion has served to point up the

fact that our intelligence is a function of the

brain we are bom with, its growth to matu-

rity, and how it is modified by what happens

to us. Thus intelligence is not something we
are born with. It develops and, at every stage

of development, reflects the individual's inter-

action with his environment. At birth we may
have a capacity, a potentiality for intellectual

growth, but this cannot be realized except

through learning.

One of our leading child psychologists has

said that the growth of human intelligence

"depends pre-eminently upon the acquisition

of the verbal tools of problem solving." * It is

indeed ti'ue that differences in the versatilit>

of human beings are most evident with respect

to such tools. They are of major significance

in human adiustment and we shall now see

that tests built around tliem provide our best

measures of hinnan intelligence.

BEGINNING OF INTELLIGENCE
TESTS

In 1896 a French psychologist named Binet,

who had been studying psychological processes

in school children, suggested the creation of

special classes for those children who, because

of low intelligence, were unable to progress as

fast as others. Eight years later, Binet was
asked to serve on a commission formed for the

express purpose ot discovering which children

in the public schools had insufficient intelli-

gence to profit from the usual instruction. Ob-
\iously it would be impossible, without doing

an injustice to many children, to segregate them
on the basis of teachers' judgments: Teachers

would almost surely have prejudices and be

subjected to \'arious influences from parents

and others. They could not be relied upon
to make objective judgments. What was
needed was a set of objective tests, tests

which would measure the intelligence of all

children on a strictly comparable basis. Binet

felt that a graded series of psychological tests

could be de\ised which would indicate the

level or degree of each child's intelligence.

Development of the first "scale"

By experimenting with children who were
making average progress in school, Binet and

a collaborator named Simon discovered which
of many attention, memory, discrimination,

and other tests could be performed by average

individuals. They devised a scale comprising

thirty tests arranged from the simplest to the

most complex. By applying the scale to in-

dividuals known to be feebleminded, Binet

and Simon were able to obtain norms for

these. They found out, for example, how
many tests in the average scale could be done

by idiots and other individuals classified as

feebleminded.

By applying their intelligence test to school

children, Binet and Simon attempted to dis-

co\'er each child's mental development. If a

child of five did only the first nine tests in the

scale, the tests performed by a normal three-

year-old, it was obviously retarded about two

years. If a school child failed to go beyond

the first six tests, those passed by idiots, he

was designated an idiot. As Binet and Simon

put it, they wished "simply to show tliat it is

possible to determine in a precise and truly

scientific way the mental level of an intelli-

gence, to compare the level with a normal level,

and consequently to determine by how many
years a child is retarded." ^

The Revised Binet-Simon tests

There were many defects in their original

scale, hence Binet and Simon eventually de-

vised improved scales in which an attempt
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was made to eliminate all items which would
require special schooling for their performance.

Binet realized that, if the test were to meas-

ine ability to acquire, and not merely informa-

tion, it must use items which any normal
child, regardless of whether or not he had
received training in special fields of knowledge,
could be expected to perform. Moreover, the

items of the new scale were arranged into age

groupings.

The test items to be used at a particular

age level were not decided upon in an arbi-

trary fashion. They were tried out at different

age levels. For illustrative purposes, let us

consider the items at age five: weight dis-

crimination, copying a square, repeating a

sentence of ten syllables, counting four pen-

nies, and fitting together the halves of a

divided triangle. Each of these items was
included at this age level because the aver-

age five-year-old could do it.

More specifically, Binet and Simon pro-

ceeded somewhat as follows: An item was
regarded as adequate for testing five-year-

old intelligence if from about 60 to 75 per

cent of children at this age were able to per-

form it accurately, if less than about 60 per

cent of four-year-olds could do it correctly,

and if it was mastered by more than 75 per

cent of six-year-olds. Thus the item had to be
too difficult for the age level below and too

easy for the age level above, in order to be
included at the intermediate level.

The concept of mental age

In line with their arrangement of the scale

into age groupings, Binet and Simon devel-

oped the concept of mental age, or M.A. The
child who could do the five-year tests, but

who could not go on to the six-year level,

was credited with a mental age of five years.

The child of chronological age (C.A.) five

who achieved an M.A. of five was, of course,

regarded as having average or normal intel-

ligence. However, the child with an M.A.
of five might actually be ten years old (C.A.,

ten years). He would, of course, be ex-

tremely dull for his age. On the other hand,

a child with an M.A. of five and a C.A. of

three would be extremely bright. The con-

cept of M.A., therefore, indicated the level

of intelligence achieved, but it gave no indi-

cation of the brightness or dullness of the

individual concerned. A person is not re-

garded as bright unless we know that his

level of performance is better than the level

achieved by others of his own age. He is not

thought to be dull unless his performance is

below that of others of his own age.

The intelligence quotient

It was later suggested that an intelligence

quotient (I.Q.), derived by dividing C.A.

into M.A. and multiplying by 100 (to remove
decimal places ) , would be much more mean-

ingful than M.A. alone.'' Such a quotient

would show the rate with which M.A. was
increasing in relation to C.A. In a child of

average intelligence, whose M.A. equaled the

C.A., the I.Q. would be 100, regardless of

the actual age. A child of ten years whose
M.A. was found to be 10 would have an

I.Q. of 10/10 X 100, or 100. A child of ten

years whose M.A. was 5 would have an I.Q.

of 5/10 X 100, or 50. This child would be fifty

I.Q. points below average. However, a child

of ten years with an M.A. of 14 would have

an I.Q. of 140 (14/10 X 100) and this would

place him forty points above the average child

of his owii age.

Infant tests

The Binet-Simon tests extended down to

the three-year level, as we have seen. A
widely used American modification, to be

discussed presently, goes down to two years.

But there has been an insistent demand, espe-

cially from adoption agencies, for tests ex-

tending to the first few months of life. The
desire to test intelligence at early age levels

produced several baby tests beginning with

one developed at Yale in the early twenties by
Arnold Gesell. This and all later infant tests

are alike in emphasizing sensory and motor

development."

We must report, howe\'er, that infant tests

have failed to fulfill the hopes of those who
would like to predict later intelligence while

the individual is very young. One study after

another has shown that infant performance is

insignificantly correlated with that of later

childhood.^ What appears to be a bright

bab>' may turn out to be a%'erage or even

duU when tested years later.

Why ha%e infant tests failed to predict later
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intelligence? There are several possible rea-

sons, but two are especially important. One
reason is tliat infants are not very versatile

anyway and there is not much to test. That

is why all of the baby tests are alike, why
they are all concerned predominantly with

the same sensory and motor activities. The
second reason for the failure of infant tests

to predict later intelligence is that this dif-

fers significantly from infant intelligence. This

point is emphasized by Dr. Nancy Bayley

whose Berkeley Growth Study has in\'olved

repeated testing of the same individuals

from the age of two months into adult-

hood. She says that "It may be a mistake

to tr>- to call any infant behavior before 6

months more characteristically 'mental' than

motor. "
' Another psychologist who analyzed

the Berkeley data statistically found evidence

that three different functions were measured

at different age levels. Although the three

showed much overlapping, "sensory motor

alertness" predominated during the first two

years, "persistence" from the second to the

fourth year, and "manipulation of symbols"

thereafter. 1° The two reasons that we have

given are of course interrelated. The only in-

fant test that could be expected to predict later

performance would be one with a great deal of

symbolic content, but babies are not function-

ing at a symbolic level, at least sufficiently to

provide items which differentiate them.

The tests which we now are about to de-

scribe begin at the earlier age levels, with

several items that are predominantly sensory

and motor. Then, at successively higher age

levels, they increasingly use symbolic material.

THE STANFORD-BINET TESTS

These tests, so named because they were

devised by psychologists at Stanford Univer-

sity following lines laid down by Binet, have

appeared in three editions. The first Stan-

ford-Binet Intelligence Scale was devised in

1916 by Professor Lewis M. Terman. A more

extensive scale, with two forms, was later de-

veloped with the collaboration of Professor

Maud Merrill. This scale, which appeared in

1937, became the most extensively used de-

vice for testing the intelligence of chOdren

individually. It was translated into many
languages and adapted in other ways for use

throughout the civilized world. Most of the

I.Q.'s discussed in this chapter were derived by

using either the L or M form of the 1937 re-

vision. In 1960 a further revision appeared. ^^

The 1960 Stanford-Binet Scale

This revision incorporates the best items

from the L and M forms of the earlier test and

is thus designated the L-M form. By "best"

items is meant those which have current value

in differentiating various age groups. This was

determined by analyzing the results obtained

in administering the L and M forms to 4498

subjects ranging in age from 2^4 to 18 years.

One of the major bases for selection of any item

was an increase in the per cent passing it as

age (or mental age) increased.

Some typical materials for the L-M form

are pictured in Figure 4.3. As was the case

with earlier forms of this test, the items are

used in accordance with a carefully standard-

ized procedure. Very htde is left to the

tester's judgment. This is also true with re-

spect to scoring.

In the L-M form, there are both yearly and

half-yearly tests for ages two to five, with six

items at each level. Passing an item adds one

month of M.A. to the child's score. For years

5 to 14, however, there are six items at each

yearly level, \\ith each item carrying an M.A.

weight of t\\o months. There are also four

adult tests, ranging from average to very

superior. Here again, passing an item adds a

specified number of months to the individual's

M.A. score.

Although the exact details of mental tests

must be reserved for those qualified to ad-

minister them, an idea of the nature of items

at widely different age levels of the Stanford-

Binet Intelligence Scale may be gained by

examining the selection given.

Items Illustrating the 1960 Revision (L-M
Form) of the Stanford Binet Intelligence Scale

Year II

1. Three-hole form board. (Places fonns m
holes.)

2. Delayed response. (Finds toy animal

after it has been hidden.)

3. Identifying parts of the body. (Indicates

named parts on doll.)
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4. O Some of the Stanford-

Binet Test Materials. Subject

being tested is to name some of

these Items. Some are used in

more complex tests, as when one

is covered and the child is asked

to recall what it is. The strictly

verbal material used at higher

age levels and including the

vocabulary list is of course not

evident here. (Photo by A. M.

Love, Jr.)

4. Block-building; Tower. (Builds tower

from model after demonstration.

)

5. Picture \ocabulary. (Names common
objects while looking at pictures of

them.)

6. Word combinations. (Spontaneous word
combinations made by child during the

session are noted.)

Year XI
1. Memory for designs. (Draws certain de-

signs from memory.)
2. \'erbal absurdities. (Tells what is foolish

about gi\en statements.

)

3. Abstract words. (Tells what do we mean
by?)

4. Memory for sentences. (Repeats what
has been read.)

5. Problem situation. (Tells why people

acted as they did in a story situation

presented by the tester.)

6. Similarities. (Says in what way certain

groups of objects are alike.)

A\erage adult

1. Vocabulary. (Defines a specified num-
ber of words from a standard list.)

2. Ingenuity. (Solves a reasoning test.)

3. Difi-erences between abstract words.

(Pairs of words are given and the subject

tells how they differ in meaning.)

4. Arithmetical reasoning. (Standard arith-

metical problems are solved.

)

5. Pro\erbs. (Tells the meaning of given

proverbs.)

6. Orientation: Direction. (The subject tells

in what direction he would be going

after specified turns.)

The reader should note, in passing, that this

test utilizes language to a high degree. There

are \-ocabulary tests at various levels in addi-

tion to that of the average adult; and, at

every level, there are items involving the sub-

ject's understanding and use of words. It is

not surprising, therefore, that this is designated

a "verbal" test.

How a child is tested and scored

Those who administer the Stanford-Binet

Intelligence Scale are instructed to win the

child's confidence and attempt to overcome

any evident nervousness and timidity. One
way in which this may be accomplished \\ith

young children is to suggest that the tester

and the child are playing a game. The tester

also encourages the child by praising his per-

formance. Such encouragement is given,

whether the response is correct or incorrect.
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The child is never told, "That is wrong." He
is encouraged by such comments as, "That s

very good, now we'll try the next one."

After the child is at his ease, the test is

administered in accordance with established

procedure. If the child is judged to be below

normal (that is, mentally below others of

his age) the test begins with items well

below those designed for his actual C.A. level.

Should the child appear average, however,

the first items administered are those for chil-

dren one year below his C.A. Take a chOd

of nine years and two months, for example.

If he appears to be approximately normal,

he is given the items for year VIII. If he

passes the six items at this level, he is next

given those for year IX. Should he pass all

of these, the child is next given the items for

year X. Here, perhaps, he passes only four

of the six tests. At the next level, year XI,

he succeeds, shall we say, in doing two tests.

Let us suppose, furtheiTnore, that he does one

test at the XII year level and fails all at the

XIII year level. The test terminates at this

point. The child's M.A. is then calculated as

follows:

Year IX All tests passed 108 (basal age)

Year X Four tests passed 8

Year XI Two tests passed 4

Year XII One test passed 2

Year XIII All tests failed

122 months

His M.A. is thus 10 years and 2 months

(or 10-2). Observe that the child is credited

with all the months of mental age prior to

the highest level at which he passes all items.

This is called the basal age. In the present

example, it is nine years, or 108 months. The
child is then credited with an additional

two months for each item passed bet^veen

the basal age and the age level on which he

fails all items.

If this child's I.Q. were determined by the

conventional method (i.e., using the formula

M.A. /C.A. X 100), it would approximate 111.

With the 1960 revision, however, the conven-

tional I.Q. is replaced by a deviation I.Q.

In the present instance, this would have been

108.

Deviation I.Q.'s are standard scores. The
reader is already to some degree famOiar with

such scores. We discussed them in indicating

how the status of an individual score in a

group of scores may be evaluated (p. 62).

The standard score, it may be recalled, takes

into consideration both the deviation of the

individual score from the mean of the distri-

bution and also the standard deviation

(sigma) of the distribution. The Statistical

Appendix gives further details on the calcula-

tion of standard scores. A graphic representa-

tion of their meaning is also given.

On the basis of standardization, the mean
I.Q. for the 1960 revision of the Stanford-

Binet Intelligence Scale is 100 at each age

level. The sigma is 16. On this basis, tables

are provided from which, given a child's

M.A. score and his C.A., one can read off

his I.Q. We read from this table that the

above child, with a C.A. of nine years and

two months and an M.A. of 10-2, would be

credited with a deviation I.Q. of 108. In

most instances, the difference between con-

ventional and deviation I.Q.'s is smaller than

in our example. However, deviation I.Q.'s

are preferred because, like other standard

scores, they facilitate the statistical interpreta-

tion of test data.

The interpretation of Stanford-Binet I.Q.'s

Calculation of an I.Q. is not enough. The
tester needs to examine the test record closely,

making an inventory of the child's strong

and weak functions. For diagnostic purposes,

this analysis is often much more useful than

the mere determination of an I.Q. In fact

two individuals may have the same I.Q. and

>'et differ a great deal in their intellectual

abilities.

An I.Q., however it is measured or

scored, is not, and should not be construed

as, an index of native ability, or what has

often been referred to in popular parlance

as "raw intelligence." It is a comparative

index, showing how a particular child per-

forms as compared ^\'ith others of the same

chronological age. An I.Q. of 100 means only

that the child achieves the mean performance of

his age group. An I.Q. significantly lower

than 100 signifies that the child's performance

is correspondingly poorer than that of his

age group; an I.Q. significandy above 100,
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that his performance is correspondingly better

than that of his age group. This presupposes,

of course, that the children compared have

had basically similar opportunities to develop

their intellectual abilities. More will be said

about the comparative nature of I.Q.'s when
we discuss group differences and also the ques-

tion of whether these differences indicate any-

thing about native capacity.

It is customary to refer to levels of intelli-

gence in terms of I.Q. ranges, as indicated

in Table 4.1. But this is only a rough frame

of reference, for other things than I.Q.'s enter

into such designations as "idiot," "imbecile,"

and the like. The terms "gifted" and "genius"

are often used to categorize upper levels of test

performance. Terman spoke of individuals

with I.Q.'s higher than 1.30 as gifted. It is

sometimes said that those of 140 I.Q. and

above are at the "potential genius" level of

intelligence. But, here again, other factors

than I.Q. usually enter such considerations.

This will be e\'ident when the mentally gifted

are discussed.

Table 4.1. Levels of Intelligence in Terms of

Stonford-Blnet I.Q. Ranges

I.Q. Ran^c
Idiot Below 25

Imbecile 2,5-50

Moron 50-70
Borderline defective 70-80
Low noi-mal 80-90
Normal or average 90-110
High average 110-120
Superior 120-140
Very superior Above 140

The Stanford-Binet Scales are referred to

as individual tests because they must be ad-

ministered to one person at a time. In this

respect they differ from group tests, to be

considered later in this chapter. For reasons

already cited, these tests are also designated as

verbal. Exceptions to their predominantly

verbal nature are items calling for such per-

formances as placing forms in a form board

and stringing beads. But these are used only

at the early age levels. Those which use such

nonverbal items exclusively are known as

performance tests.

There are many individual tests, both ver-

bal and performance, but the tests that we
shall now consider are of particular interest

to us here as illustrating the use of percentiles

instead of M.A.'s and I.Q.'s. Moreover, one

of these tests, like the 1960 Stanford-Binet,

also uses a deviation I.Q.

THE WECHSLER TESTS

These tests, developed and standardized

under the direction of Dr. David Wechsler

of Bellevue Psychiatric Hospital, began with

a scale designed to test the intelligence of

adults. This, the Wechsler-Bellevue intelli-

gence scale, was recently superseded by an

improved test, the Wechsler Adult Intelligence

Scale (WAIS).^- A separately standardized

test known as the Wechsler Intelligence Scale

for Children (WISC) is similar to the adult

tests in that it has both verbal and perform-

ance items and yields separate scores for

these. '' This test is also similar to the adult

scales in that the items are arranged in order

of difficulty without reference to age. Thus,

although the scale covers the years from five

to fifteen, there are no five-year tests, six-year

tests, and so on. The child starts on the

simpler items of a series and goes to items

of increasing difficulty until his limit for that

series is reached. He then goes to other series.

His accomplishment is evaluated, not in M.A.
units, but in terms of how it compares with

that of others of his own age. One such

evaluation, as suggested above, uses the per-

centile standing of the individual with respect

to his age group. Another way in which the

individual score is evaluated is to note by
how many standard deviation units it exceeds

or falls below the average. If the reader

will examine the normal distribution cur\'e

(p. 5.39) in the Statistical Appendix he will

see how percentile and standard scores are

interrelated.

Performance on adult intelligence tests is

seldom evaluated in terms of I.Q. Percentiles

or standard scores are most frequently used.

The WISC uses the same method of interpre-

tation with children as with adults. Neverthe-

less it is possible to calculate deviation I.Q.'s

such as those used in the 1960 Revision

of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale (p.

88).
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A.A The Kohs Block Design Test as Used in

the Wechsler Scales. The subject is required to

arrange the blocks to match sample patterns of

which that illustrated is the most complex.

The verbal items in the Wechsler scales

test general information, comprehension,

arithmetic, memory, and vocabulary. Most of

them are similar, in essential respects, with

the verbal items in other tests, including the

Stanford-Binet. The performance items in-

clude such relatively complex tasks as arrang-

ing blocks to match a sample design (Figure

4.4) and placing pictures into a meaningful

sequence ( Figure 4.5 ) . These complex per-

formance items require a high level of percep-

tual and reasoning ability and they provide

a link between tests that are predominantly

verbal and those that are predominantly motor,

like certain simpler performance tests con-

sidered later in this chapter.

It is interesting to note that, when groups

of children are given both the WISC and

the Stanford-Binet, the correlations between
scores on the two tests range from .60 to .90.

The verbal scale of WISC correlates more
highly with Stanford-Binet scores than does

the performance scale. This is not surprising,

since the latter test places so much emphasis

upon \erbal skills.'""

PERFORMANCE TESTS OF
INTELLIGENCE

Stricty speaking, of course, all intelligence

tests are measures of performance. Never-

theless, the term performance is customarily

applied to tests which require a minimal un-

derstanding and use of language. They are

nonverbal in contrast with predominantly

verbal tests like the Stanford-Binet.

Our discussion of infant tests revealed that

these are wholly of a performance nature. One
will recall that the Stanford-Binet test at lower

age levels includes performance items and that

50 per cent of the items on the Wechsler

scales (WAIS and WISC) are likewise non-

verbal. There are, however, many single

performance tests for which age-norms are

available. Some of these are illustrated in

Figure 4.6. Batteries of such tests are some-

times incorporated into broader tests (like

the WAIS and WISC) and standardized as

a battery.

Performance tests may provide a measure

of fundamental psychological processes like

reasoning and perceiving relationships, yet

without depending upon particular cultural

or educational opportunities. They enable us

to estimate the inteOigence of individuals:

( 1 ) who are too young to have used a lan-

guage, as in the case of infant tests; (2) who
are illiterate through lack of educational op-

portunity or feeblemindedness; and (3) who
speak only a foreign tongue. They have been

used in numerous places where tests of the

Stanford-Binet variety would be useless.

The correlation of performance test scores

with scores on verbal tests like the Stanford-

Binet is, as one might expect, not as high

as the correlation between other verbal tests

and the Stanford-Binet. We indicated earlier,

for example, that the performance scale of

the WISC correlates about .60 with the Stan-

ford-Binet, whereas the verbal scale correlates
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4. O A Picture Arrangement Test. This is not one of the Wechsler-Bellevue items, but it is

similar to those in the picture arrangement section of that test. The subject is required to arrange

the items in the proper sequence. The correct sequence for these pictures is given on p. 490.

(Drawing by Alain, reproduced by permission. Copyright 1943 The New Yorker Magazine, Inc.)

about .90. Generally speaking, psychologists

prefer to use verbal tests when these are

applicable, but performance tests are useful

when, for the reasons given above, one en-

counters linguistic handicaps.

GROUP TESTS

AU of the tests which we have so far de-

scribed are referred to as individual tests be-

cause they involve the testing of one person

at a time. But the administration and scoring

of the individual tests is usually laborious and

time-consuming. Adminisbation of the Stan-

ford-Binet test is a case in point. It requires

a highly trained tester to spend one hour or

more with each individual. Added to this

time is that required for evaluating each re-

sponse, in relation to carefully standardized

and specified norms, calculating the M.A., and

4.0 Some Typical Performance Tests. These

ore used in the Pintner-Paterson Performance test.

A similar mannikin test (lower right) and profile test

(lower left) ore also used in the performance scales

of the WAIS and WISC. In these tests the parts are

presented in a scattered array and the individual

puts them together. The sections of the formboord,

the mare and fool picture, the ship picture, and the

picture completion test (upper right) ore removed

before the test begins and the child is required to

place them in their proper positions. Four of the

cubes ore tapped in a certain order and the child is

asked to imitate this. (Courtesy C. H. Stoelting Co.)



finding the I.Q. In many practical situations it

is necessary to test large numbers of individuals

quickly and without such highly specialized

personnel as most individual tests require for

their administration and scoring. It is then

that group tests are indispensable.

Applications of group tests

The need for group tests of intelligence was

especially pressing in 1917-1918 when
1,750,000 draftees were tested and more so

in the years from 1941-1945 when over

10,000,000 were tested.

Prior to 1917, psychologists had begun to

devise group tests of intelligence, but these

had not been published. When psychologists

were asked to investigate the inteDigence of

draftees, they formed a committee which con-

sidered all earlier intelligence tests and finally

developed two, a verbal and a nonverbal,

which could very quickly be administered to

large groups, and just as readily scored. These

were known, respectively, as the Army Alpha

and Army Beta tests.'''' Principles underlying

selection of items for the tests were similar

to those followed in the development of the

Stanford-Binet Test. That is to say, the items

were such as to measure those psychological

processes which are regarded as important

aspects of intelligence, the tests were intrin-

sically interesting, and their performance did

not require special schoohng. Administration

and scoring of the tests was quickly mastered,

hence a long period of training and practical

experience such as that required for adminis-

tration and scoring of tests like the Stanford-

Binet was not required. During the last war,

as a matter of fact, the somewhat comparable

Army General Classification Tests (AGCT)
were machine scored. A similar test, known as

the Armed Forces Qualification Test (AFQT),
has been used more recendy to screen recruits

for the Armed Services."'

The value of group intelligence tests became
so apparent, as a result of the army e.xperience,

that many other group tests, designed for

school and college use, soon appeared.

The most recently developed group tests,

the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, were

standardized on 136,000 children from

kindergarten through high school. ''' The chil-

dren were sampled so as to provide propor-

tional representation of the various socio-eco-

nomic levels in the United States. A few

items similar to those in this test appear in

Figure 4.7. It includes verbal and nonverbal

items. Scoring provides such information as

the individual's deviation I.Q. and his per-

centile rank.

Disadvantages of group tests

The chief disadvantage of group tests as

compared with individual tests is that those

who administer the former cannot be sure that

each individual is at his ease, that he is in a fit

condition to be taking the test at that time, that

he is tiying to do his best, or that he is follow-

ing instructions properly. 'With respect to the

last point, consider the following example: A
child with a Stanford-Binet I.Q. of over 130

took a group test and his I.Q. on this was 108.

I.Q.'s determined with different tests often

differ, but this was not the chief reason for the

discrepancy in this case. The teacher giving

the test had emphasized that the children must

be sure to blacken the space between the Hnes

which indicate the correct answers, as in

Figure 4.7 This child, an especially con-

scientious one, was observed to spend a lot of

time blackening the spaces, and even going

back to make sure that he had done a good

job. The result was wasted time, fewer items

marked than should have been marked in the

test's time limit, and an I.Q. which did not

represent the level of the child's intelligence.

'When obvious instances of improper following

of instructions are observed, as in the present

case, the I.Q. can be discounted. However,

when hundreds take a test at the same time,

there are bound to be some such uncontrolled

aspects as we have indicated. In short, while

they are indispensable in many practical situ-

ations, group tests cannot be as well conb^olled

as individual tests.

Group tests in education

When group intelligence tests are used in

school and college, they serve two main pur-

poses. In the first place, they may be used to

select those who will be admitted. The correla-

tion of about .60 between scores on such tests

and college marks suggests their predictive

value. In the second place, they may be used

for guidance purposes. Most students take such
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VERBAL BAHERY

VOCABULARY — Choose the word that has the same meaning or most nearly the

same meaning as the word in dork type at the beginning of the line.

benevolent A lordly B stingy C kindly D poor E evil

hyperbola A stupidity B horizon C criticism D position E curve

SENTENCE COMPLETION — Choose the word that will make the best, the truest, and

the most sensible complete sentence.

Adversity makes a man . . . , not rich.

A wealthy B joyous C holy D wicked E wise

Men are more apt to be mistaken in their generalizations than in

their particular . . .

A retractions B observations C intuitions D inferences E presumptions

C D E

A B C D E

ABODE

C D E

ANALOGIES — Find the word that goes with the third word in the same way as the

second word goes with the first word

harmony >- discord : : agreement >-

A dissonance B incongruity C antagonism D dissension E divergence

irrelevant >• extraneous : : pertinent >•

A congruous B constitutional C prerequisite D intrinsic E comprehensive

C D E

C D E

NON-VERBAL BATTERY

NUMBER SERIES — The numbers at the left are in a certain order. Find the number at

right that should come next.

159 53 51 17 15 5 A 3 B 6 C 9 D 12 E 13

64 16 48 12 36 9 A 274 B 6V4 C r/i D 27 E 81

FIGURE ANALOGIES — The first two drawings go together in a certain way. Find the

drawing at the right that goes with the third drawing in the same way that the second

goes with the first.

o-0::0 oocpog

A B C D E

ABC

A B C D

ABC

4-./ Items Illustrative of those in the Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests. These items

are not in the actual test but are used to illustrate its nature. (Courtesy Irving Lorge and Robert

Thorndike and Houghton MifTlin Company.)
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a test when they enter college, and then' scores

are filed away in the registrar's office or the

office of the dean. If a student made a very low

score on the test, he may have been asked to

take an individual test, perhaps the Wechsler

Adult Intelligence Scale, as a check on his

group test performance. In any event, if he

gets into scholastic difficulties, and a record of

test performance is available, it may be used in

counseling him concerning his special difficul-

ties. If the record shows low intelligence, he

may be asked to leave school or to change his

course to one more in keeping with his specific

aptitudes. If the record shows a high score on

the intelligence test, however, the personnel

assistant to the registrar or dean may investi-

gate his motives for being in college, his study

habits, or perhaps consult with him concerning

personal problems which might interfere with

his school work.

THE SEARCH FOR FACTORS IN

INTELLIGENCE

Versatility in intelligence-test performance

is obviously not a unitary process. We have

already suggested that intelligence tests meas-

ure memory, reasoning, and other processes.

But how many really different abilities are

measured? What, in other words, are the

primary abilities? Statistical analysis of test

performances offers a means of answering this

question.

Spearman, an eminent English psychologist

of the last generation, observed that when
different tests are intercorrelated, or parts of

tests correlated one with another, the correla-

tions are usually positive.** This suggested

that the different tests and test items are

measuring some common factor. This he

called general intelligence, or g. Spearman

claimed that many widely different skills dip,

as it were, into this common factor, g. Me-
chanical ability, musical ability, arithmetical

ability, spelling abilit>', and many other abili-

ties which show even a slight positi\e correla-

tion with each other do so, he said, because

they all require a certain amount of g. Accord-

ing to Spearman, each skill, in addition to g,

calls for specific abilities, or s's. Thus, in addi-

tion to requiring a certain large amount of g,

facility in mathematics would require specific

mathematical skills (or abilities), which might

be facility with numbers, ability to factor,

ability to multiply, and so forth. These would

be the s"s in mathematical performance.

Mechanical skill, according to this view, would

require a relatively small amount of g in addi-

tion to mechanical abilities, i's.

Certain other psychologists take exception

to the claim that there is a single general

intelligence factor. They claim that what
Spearman called g is analyzable into a num-
ber of subsidiary abilities or factors.

Thurstone, for example, gave large batteries

of tests, verbal and performance, to high school

and college students. All the students did

all the tests. The score on each test was

then correlated \\'ith the score on every other

test and a table of intercorrelations arranged.

Although most tests correlated somewhat

with each other, some tests correlated among
themselves much more highly than others. It

was assumed that any tests which correlated

highly with each other were to a high degree

measuring the same ability.

Following this line of reasoning, but using

statistical and other devices too complicated

for presentation here, Thurstone defined

seven primar>' abilities, or factors, involved in

the performance of a battery of sixty group

tests, both verbal and nonverbal. ^^ These

factors were number ability (N), word fluency

(W), verbal meaning (V), memory (M),

reasoning ( R ) , spatial relations ( S ) , and per-

ceptual speed ( P )

.

The value of measuring primary abilities

instead of a heterogeneous integration of such

abilities as in most intelligence tests is prob-

ably obvious. There are certain skills, like

mechanical skill, which have a low correlation

with scores on tests of "general intelligence,"

yet which might correlate highly with a par-

ticular primary factor (or group of primary

factors). A test of this factor (or group of

factors) might then be useful in selecting

those with mechanical skill. It might serve,

that is, as part of a battery of tests, some of

which measure more specific mechanical skills.

Some such tests are discussed in Chapter 5.

THE GIFTED CHILD

Gifted children were recognized long before

we had intelligence tests. Some of the geniuses

of history bear witness to this fact. Let us re-
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' view the childhood accomphshments of a few
of them.

John Stuart Mill, the great English philoso-

pher, logician, and economist began to study

Greek at three, read Plato at seven, studied

Latin, geometry, and algebra at eight, and at

twelve was studying phOosophy. At the age of

six years he began a history of Rome.-"

Charles Dickens, before the age of seven

was reading such books as The Vicar of

Wakefield, Don Quixote, and Rohinson Cru-

soe. He also wrote a tragedy before he was
seven. -1

At the age of eight, Goethe was preparing

for the university. During his tenth year he

wrote what are said to be "clever Latin essays."

At si.xteen he not only read five languages in

addition to German, but he was reading the

classics in them. He studied law, philosophy,

and literature. At twenty-three he published

his first important work. In adult life he ex-

celled in the writing of literature, but he was
also a scientist and statesman.-- Similar feats

could be cited for most of the three hundred

geniuses of historical importance whose ca-

reers have been studied by psychologists.

Many of our great present-day scientists and

writers also demonstrated their brightness at

an early age. Others failed to exhibit any great

chOdhood precocity. Even Einstein was no

infant prodigy. At nine, according to a biog-

rapher, Albert was an "amiable dreamer," and

everything he said was expressed only after

careful consideration. -^ The potential genius

of Einstein may at that time have been veiled

by his reticence. It is quite likely, on the

other hand, that intelligence tests, had the>'

been available in his childhood, would have

I
then revealed Einstein's very high level of

intelligence.

Table 4.2 cites the estimated I.Q.'s of

some famous persons. Estimations were based

I
upon various criteria, including comparison

' of their childhood accomplishments with those

of children of known I.Q. These individuals

undoubtedly inherited superior brains, but they

also (see footnote) enjoyed unusual opportu-

nities to learn.

We will now see how intelligence tests can

be used to discover potential geniuses and how
children so disco\'ered can be encouraged to

fulfill their evident promise of future accom-

plishment.

Table 4.2. Estimated I.Q.'s of Some Famous People*

Sir Francis Galton 200
John Stuart Mill 190
Johann W. von Goethe 185
Samuel Taylor Coleridge 175
Voltaire 170
Alexander Pope 160
William Pitt 160
Lord Tennvson 155
Sir Walter Scott 150
Mozart 150
Longfellow 150
Victor Hugo 150
Lord Byron 150
Thomas Jefferson 145

John Milton 145
Benjamin Frankhn 145
Disraeli 145
Francis Bacon 145
James Watt 140
Rubens 140
Alexander Dumas 140
Napoleon Bonaparte 135
Charles Darwin 135

John Calvin 135
Edmund Burke 135

Terman's gifted children

In 1921 Terman began a study of gifted

children that is still in progress. Over 1000

children with I.Q.'s ranging from 130 to 200

were located. An I.Q. this high is found in

only 2 per cent of the population (see Figure

4.8). The average I.Q. in Terman's group was

L50. Eighty of the children had I.Q.'s of 170

or higher. Most of these gifted individuals,

including some added later, have been inter-

\iewed at intervals over the \'ears.t Their

careers are also being studied to see whether

° Selected from Cox, C. M. The Early Mental
Traits of Tlirce Hundred Geniuses. Stanford

University Press, 1926. The childhood of a num-
ber of these has been reported in some detail by
McCurdy, who shows that each had an unusually

high degree of attention focused upon him as a

child. This attention, upon a "groundwork of

inherited ability," undoubtedly contributed to

their genius. ( See McCurdy, H. S. "The Child-

hood Pattern of Genius." /. Elisha Mitchell

Scientific Society, 73, No. 2, 19,57, pp. 448-462.

)

t They are often referred to as "Temiites"!
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4. The Gifted Are Relatively Few. This

graph based upon Wechsler I.Q.'s shows that only

about 2 per cent of the population is in the gifted

class. (Data from Wechsler, D., The Appraisal of

Adulf Intelligence, 4th ed. Williams and Wilkins,

1958, p. 42.)

the promise of youth is being fulfilled. The

most recent survey of the group was reported

in 1959.2-4

It is of interest to note, in the tirst place,

that the early level of intelligence was retained,

thus indicating the predictive value of the

initial I.Q.'s. When tested again at an average

age of 30 years, for example, the group's per-

formance was such as to place it in the upper

2 per cent of the population in intelligence. In

1951-52 an especially difficult Concept Mas-

tery Test designed to reach into "the strato-

sphere of adult intelligence" was given to over

1,000 of the original group. This indicated

that the intelligence of the gifted group at

that time was as much above the general

adult level as it was above the general child

level initially.

With respect to educational performance the

following facts are of particular interest; 70

per cent of the group graduated from col-

lege. Of these, about one-third received

honors. About two thirds of the college group

went to graduate school. Dr. Terman points

out that the educational record would have

been better but for the fact that man>' reached

college age during the depression. It is inter-

esting to observe that 40 per cent of the men
and 20 per cent of the women earned half or

more of their undergraduate expenses. Among

800 gifted males, there were 78 Ph.D. or

equivalent degrees, 48 medical degrees, and
85 law degrees. There were 74 college

teachers, 51 of them engaged in research in

the basic sciences or engineering. Over 100

were engineers, some of whom did applied

research. Attention is called to tlie fact that

"Nearly all of these numbers are from 10 to

20 or 30 times as large as would be found

for 800 men of corresponding age picked at

random in the general population, and are suf-

ficient answer to those who belittle the sig-

nificance of I.Q. differences." -^

In general, this group had more than eight

times its proportional share of positions in pro-

fessional fields. Moreover, a large proportion

of the men had distinguished war records.

One became director of a major laboratory

devoted to applications of atomic energy.

Another headed a major project for the Office

of Strategic Services (OSS). Still another was

co-director, during the war, of a large-scale

investigation of the physiological, biochemical

and psychological effects of semistarvation.

The number of books and articles written so

far by the men of Terman's group has been

prodigious. According to a 1954 report, these

men, at an average age of 40, had published 67

books (21 fiction), 1,400 scientific, technical,

and professional articles, over 200 short stories,

novelettes, and plays; and 236 miscellaneous

articles. In addition, journalists of the group

authored hundreds of news stories, columns,

and editorials. The group also wrote in-

numerable radio and T\^ scripts and received

150 patents for their inventions.

Altliough most of the gifted women became

housewives or entered nonprofessional fields

some achieved notable public distinction. For

example, one became a talented actress and

playwright and another a composer and a

concert pianist.

It is to be expected that such a large group

will include some failures. Quite a few did

well throvigh high school, but were not in-

terested in going to college. Some could not

afford to go. Others went to college but lost

interest. One girl purposely "flunked out" so

that she could do something more to her

liking.

The average physical and mental health,

character, personality, and marriage adjust-

ment of Terman's gifted group has remained at
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or above the average of the general population.

There is thus no ground for the commonly

held view that brightness is offset by poor

health and poor personal adjustment.

The "Quiz Kids"

A large number of children with amazing

erudition have been paraded before radio and

television audiences. What happens to these

child wonders? Do they "fizzle out" when
they grow up or do they become outstanding

adults? A follow-up study of children who
appeared three or four times on radio and TV
quiz programs reveals that they are still out-

standing. According to a report on ten girls

and four boys already in fulltime occupations,

their average salary was $5,000 a year. One
was making $20,000. The group included an

actress, a concert musician, an organic chemist,

a reporter, and a rewrite man. One of the

boys got his Ph.D. at 22 and, at last report,

was engaged in research. It is also reported

that these young geniuses are all healthy and

that they find life enjoyable. "They read a

wide selection of novels, they play chess, go to

concerts and the theatre, play music, dance,

golf, swim, ride, hike, and travel."
-'''

Education of the gifted

Children with exceptionally high intelligence

are often a problem to their parents, to their

teachers, and to their other associates, unless

sorted out and given opportunities to use their

abilities.

Teachers without special training are not

always good at recognizing superior intelli-

gence. Here is a case in point. A Negro girl

with an I.Q. of 200 was rated lower in in-

telligence by her teacher than a child whose

I.Q. turned out to be 100.

Inability of the teacher to recognize genius

in her pupils sometimes leads her to report as

"trouble-making" what, for the gifted child far

more advanced than she is in intelligence, is

only natural. According to the late Dr. Leta

Hollingworth, herself mentally gifted and a

leader in education for the gifted, "Too many
children of I.Q. 170 are being taught by
teachers of I.Q. 120." She illustrates some of

the difficulties by citing a conversation with a

10-year-old boy of I.Q. 165— a boy referred to

her as a school problem: without interest in

school, impudent, and a liar.

What seems to be your main problem in

school?

Several of them.

Name one.

Well, I will name the teachers. Oh, boy! It

is bad enough when the pupils make mis-

takes, but when the teachers make mistakes,

oh, boy!

Mention a few mistakes the teachers made.

For instance, I was sitting in 5A and the

teacher was teaching 5B. She was telling

those children that the Germans discovered

printing, that Gutenberg was the first dis-

coverer of it, mind you. After a few minutes

I couldn't stand it. I am not supposed to recite

in that class, you see, but I got up. I said,

"No; the Chinese invented, not discovered

printing, before the time of Gutenberg— while

the Germans were still barbarians."

Then the teacher said, "Sit dovm. You are

entirely too fresh." Later on, she gave me a

raking-over before the whole class. Oh, boy!

What teaching. . . .

"Ned, that teacher is foolish, but one of

the ver>' first things to learn in the world is to

suffer fools gladly." The child was so filled

with resentment that he heard only the word
"suffer."

"Yes, that's it. That's what I say! Make 'em

suffer. Roll a rock on 'em."

Before we finished the conversation, Ned
was straightened out on the subject of who was

to do the suffering. He agreed to do it him-

self,2'

In a language art class, this was the experi-

ence of a gifted ten-year-old, Paula: -*

Miss Jones was showing a colored pic-

ture. . . .

"What do you see?" she asked.

Some answered, "An Arab."

"Why do you think he is an Arab?"

"Because of his clothes."

"What about his skin and complexion?"

"It's dark," several children said.

"Yes, you can recognize an Arab by

his dark skin." Paula's hand went up but she

received no recognition.

"But Miss Jones, I saw an
"
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4-.V Gifted Grade School Children Do High School Work. These youngsters, whose I.Q.'s

average 166, are reading in a college library where they are enrolled in a special advanced

program in high school English, mathematics and science. They do most of their mature work in

private study. (Photo by Cravens, Life, © Time, Inc.)

Miss Jones, ignoring Paula's attempt to

comment, went on. "You can also tell he's an

Arab by his dirty clothes."

"But," Paula persisted, "All Arabs are not

dirty ... I saw. ..."

"Paula, will you speak when you are spoken

to. Now class, another way you can recog-

nize an Arab is by his straight black hair.

He. . . .

"

"But, Miss Jones," Paula interrupted, "I saw
blond Arabs when I was travelling in Syria

and the near East. They. ..."

"I told you to speak when you are spoken to.

You have interrupted me three times. This

time I am going to send you to the office."

One can readily see that children like this

might give up the struggle or get into many
difficulties, perhaps drift into delinquency,

imless treated by parents, teachers, and others

with due regard to their intelligence.

The highly gifted children in Figure 4.9 are

receiving special instruction in keeping with

their intelligence. Gifted children do not differ

in appearance from most children in school.

Without intelligence tests, many would not

have been thought as intelligent as they really

are.

MENTAL RETARDATION

Let us now turn to indi\iduals at the lower

end of the disbibution, those referred to as

retarded or feebleminded. Many of these start

their lives with a defective brain. They can

therefore get relatively little from even the

best of environments. In Figure 4.10, for ex-

ample, are three such extreme types of feeble-

mindedness.

The microcephalic has a very small brain.
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4, I \J Some Clinical Types of Feeblemindedness. Left: microcephalic (after

Center: hydrocephalic (after Tredgold). Right: mongolian (after Tredgold).

Wallin).

with the cerebrum very inadequately devel-

oped. This disorder occurs in both sexes.

The microcephalia's brain, instead of develop-

ing in the normal way until a complete cere-

brum is present, is diverted from the normal

course or stopped at an early stage. As yet

no one can say why this happens. The process

of brain development is so complex that some
slip-ups are perhaps to be expected. The dis-

order is apparently not inherited. Microce-

phalics are usually idiots (I.Q. below 25) and

little can be done to educate them.

Hydrocephalics have an unusually large

head, and usually with the peculiar inverted

pear shape of the individual of our illusti'a-

tion. Early in development, for some unknown
reason, the cerebrospinal fluid which fills the

cavities of the brain and spinal cord accumu-

lates in excess amounts, thus forcing the skull,

which is plastic at early ages, into the shape

indicated. This in itself would not be so serious

if the brain were not damaged in die process.

Brain cells are destroyed by pressure within

the cranium and the individual's intelligence

suffers accordingly. Quite frequently the head

is so large that the hydrocephalic is bedridden.

Depending upon the seriousness of the brain

damage, his intelligence may range from

idiocy to the moron level (50-70 I.Q.). In

some cases the excess fluid may be drained

off, but this is a temporary expedient. An

operation which diverts the excess fluid to a

place in the body where it can be absorbed

has apparently helped some cases.-"

Mongolianism, so named because of a super-

ficial resemblance to mongolian features, seems

to come from disturbed metabolism originating

in glandular defects. Post mortem examination

of mongolians has revealed pituitary and other

glandular deficiencies as well as retarded

brain development. The latter is perhaps a

reflection of disturbed metabolism in prenatal

life. Efforts to discover why some children

become mongolians have so far failed to re-

veal very much beyond the fact that this

disorder occurs most frequently among chil-

dren bom relatively late in the mother's re-

productive Iffe. This suggests that mothers

who are nearing the menopause may in certain

cases provide an inadequate prenatal en-

vironment for their offspring.'"'

Most mongolians are at the imbecile le\el

(I.Q. 25-50) but some are morons. Although

nothing can be done to correct their basic

deficiency, some of them may be taught to

carry out relatively simple tasks.

Feeblemindedness is sometimes caused by

underactivity of the thyroid gland (hypothy-

roidism). It results from a deficiency of

thyroxin, the hormone from the thyroid gland.

If this condition is present from birth and if

it is sufficiently severe, the individual has a
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disorder known as cretinism. The cretin is

characteristically dwarfed in appearance, over-

weight, pot-bellied and lethargic. His intelli-

gence usually does not go beyond the imbecile

level (I.Q. 50). But if this disorder is diag-

nosed sufficiently early and thyroxin is reg-

ularly administered, the child grows normally,

both mentally and physically, as suggested

by the case pictured in Figure 4.11. A
thyroid deficiency may be insufficient to pro-

duce the typical picture of cretinism or may
develop after infancy, yet stOl handicap the

individual mentally. Here is a case \^•hich il-

lustrates this fact. 31

It is the case of an allegedly feebleminded

boy, who, at the age of twelve, had a mental

age comparable to that of a child of eight.

The boy's intelligence quotient (I.Q.) — the

ratio of his performance to the average for

his actual age— was 67, as compared with

the norm of 100. When he took an in-

telligence test for the first time, he was
stunted in physical growth and had been

leading a very quiet life at home, where
there had been no systematic attempt, for

several years, to stimulate his mental de-

velopment. He was then taken to an expert

diagnostician who made practically all the

tests of metabolism known at that time to

medical science. The boy was prescribed a

special diet, given thyroid treatment, and at

the same time placed in the hands of a trained

teacher. Within two years he had grown
considerably more than could have been ex-

pected without medical treatment and the

soundness of his physical condition had vastly

improved. He was tested again, this time at

the age of fourteen, when his mental age

was twelve, and his intelligence quotient was
86. How much of his improvement was
ascribable to medical treatment is uncertain,

but the boy was able to meet new problem
situations which he had never solved before,

demonstrating that his mental development

was not the consequence of mechanical drill.

A possible interpretation of this case is that

the thyroid defect, perhaps through the

lethargy that goes with it, prevented the child

from learning as much as children of his age,

but of normal health, are able to learn. When

4, I I Cretinism Before and After Thyroid Treatment. The typical child is dwarfed,

pot-bellied, and idiotic. If treatment is administered early, the child grows normally both mentally

and physically. (Wide World Photos.)
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his defect was corrected, his moti\ation be-

came better. With a teacher provided to

guide his learning, he was able to come closer

to the performance norms for children having

normal health and opportunities to learn.

Another form of mental retardation with a

known cause and about which something can

be done is phemjlpijruvic feeblemindedness.

This mental retardation is a reflection of de-

fective biochemistry. Most proteins con-

tain an amino acid known as phemjhnanine.

The normal liver provides an enz\'me which

changes phenylananine to another substance

used by the body for energy. In cases of

phenylpyruvic feeblemindedness, however,

this important liver enzyme is missing or non-

effective. Consequendy phenylpyrmic acid

accumulates in the body and, among other

things, interferes with brain functioning. One
outstanding symptom is mental sluggishness.

This disorder, estimated to afflict more than

6,000 of our feebleminded, is diagnosed by

testing urine for the presence of phenylpyruvic

acid. Some success in correcting it is being

achieved by removing phenylananine from

the diet. This therapy, which is very difficult

to accomplish, has led to marked gains in

alertness and in mental test performance, es-

pecially when started at an early age.'^-

In most cases of feeblemindedness there is

no kno\\Ti cause and there are no general

physical abnormalities like those found in

cretinism and other clinical types of feeble-

mindedness. These cases, however, tend to

run in famOies and it is not uncommon to

have parents, children, and even grandchil-

dren in the same institution (see Figure 3.19,

p. 70. Where this occurs, the feebleminded-

ness is clearly inherited. What is inherited in

such cases is a defecti\'e brain or some bio-

chemical defect which interferes with normal

brain functions. Most of these individuals are

morons (I.Q. 50-70). The following example

is more or less typical of moron intelligence.

It also illustrates what may be accomplished

with appropriate educational procedures.^^

Donald Noname . . . was a young man of

twenty in an institution for the feeble-minded,

the Training School at Vineland, New Jersey.

Here Donald was being educated along the

lines in which he could most easily advance.

He was a handsome chap with a pleasant

face, an alert manner, and but little awk-

wardness. He was an excellent farm hand
and especially apt in handling farm machin-

ery. One of his teachers called him "the

finest industrial worker in the school." He
had learned to play the bass horn well in

the school band. His education in public

school had progressed to the level of the first

grade but there he stuck for four years. After

five years of good instruction at Vineland

with more personal attention than he would

ever have got in public school, he was still

at the first-grade level. At the age of fifteen

he did not do quite so well on intelligence

tests as the average ten-year-old, and, curi-

ously enough, in school work he was still back

below the seven-year level. He could not put

the words, girl, river and ball together into

a single unitary sentence. He could not de-

fine words like charity or justice. Given

money he could not make correct change.

Conversation with Donald soon broke dowai

the first impression of his intellectual compe-

tence. He had a poverty of ideas, a lack of

originalitN', a very limited stock of general

information, only a \ague comprehension of

abstract relationships.

At last report, Donald was working for a

family which took care of him, but expected

no intellectual brilliance from him.

If a child's I.Q. is lower than that of the

least successful children in the school system,

we can keep him from going through the

regular educational channels, where he will

fall farther and farther behind his schoolmates.

Many school systems provide so-called "oppor-

trmity classes" where special attention is given

the mentally backx^'ard child. He can go farther

this w'ay than in the regular classes— with-

out being made to feel inferior and without

detracting from the attention other children

should receive from the teacher. Moreover,

there can be an increasing emphasis, as the

child gets older, on practical things that he

can learn to do instead of increasing empha-

sis on symbolic activities that are beyond

him.

Those children who are too low mentally

to profit from any regular schooling are usually

placed in institutions where, with others of

their kind, they can be reasonably well ad-

justed.^^

Some of the higher-grade feebleminded.
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like Donald Noname, make useful citizens if

properly trained. Most institutions for the

feebleminded train their higher-grade inmates

to do useful work around the institution and,

in some instances, to work on farms or do

housework in homes where they are placed

and supervised.

INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES
IN MENTAL GROWTH

Generally speaking, children who are very

bright continue to be bright and children

who are very duU continue to be duU. But

what about the chOdren in between these ex-

tremes? Does their I.Q. remain constant? On
two tests given within a year or so of each

other, the I.Q. usually changes very little if

at all. That is to say, a child who has an

M.A. of 6 at si,\ years usually has an M.A.

of 7 at seven years, which gives him an I.Q.

of 100 at six and an I.Q. of 100 at seven. But

as the years between tests increase, the I.Q.

may undergo more or less change. In some

children, the I.Q. fluctuates without any evi-

dent upward or do\\'nward trend while in

others it gets larger or smaller with increasing

age. The cases in Figure 4.12 illustrate this

fact.

When changes in I.Q. do occur, we may
well ask what causes them. Some improve-

ments may be due to repeated tests, making

a child "test wise." Some fluctuations may re-

sult from the use of different tests at different

age levels. Some may be due to administra-

tion of a test by different testers at different

age levels. These may be factors when the

same children are tested repeatedly from in-

fancy until later childhood or adolescence.

However, they do not accoimt for all the

changes which occur. Two major longitudi-

nal' studies of mental growth are in progress,

one at the University of California at Berke-

ley 3= and the other at Antioch College in

Ohio.38 The first of these, known as the

Berkeley Groivth Study, has followed the de-

velopment of the same 61 individuals from

the age of two months on into adulthood.

At the last report the subjects of the study

were 25 years old. The other longitudinal

study, carried on at the Fels Institute for the

Study of Human Development at Antioch

College, has reported developmental informa-

tion on 200 individuals studied from the time

of birth until their twelfth year. The cases

in Figure 4.12 were from this study.

The findings of the Berkeley and Fels

studies are in substantial agreement. Some
children develop at a constant rate while

others either fluctuate inconsistently or in-

crease or decrease their rate of mental growth.

They show, also, that most children eventuaUy

reach a more or less constant rate of growth.

This means, of course, that their I.Q. be-

comes relatively constant. Note, for example,

the leveling off of growth rates in Figure

4.12. Dr. Nancy Ba\ley, director of the

Berkeley study, finds "a strong underlying

consistency or constancy. Some children

forge ahead and maintain relatively advanced

positions after five or six years of age. Others

grow slowly and lag behind. There is some

shifting of position, but the changes are

gradual over rather long inter\'als of time.

Within such intervals we can expect to obtain

fairly constant standard scores (I.Q.'s) ." ^'^

With respect to observed changes, she says,

"Slight irregularities may reflect temporary

conditions of motivation, health, or emotional

factors. The more constant shffts require

other explanations. Though they may result

from prolonged emotional or environmental

influences, they may also express inherent

tendencies to develop at given rates. I sus-

pect that each child is a law unto himself: in

some instances certain factors are more im-

portant, while in others, different factors play

the determining role." ^^ With respect to the

suggestion that each chfld is a law unto him-

self, it is interesting to note that the Fels

in\'estigators also stress the "highly idiosyn-

cratic nature"+ of I.Q. changes. These they

attribute to "complex environmental causes." ^^

It is quite evident, then, that we should not

take a specific I.Q. too literally, especially

when it is based upon a single test and, even

" This general procedure is contrasted with

cross-sectional studies which, instead of following

the same individuals from one age level to an-

other, test different groups at each age level.

f They mean by this that the changes obser\'ed

are peculiar to the given individual under study

and not characteristic of most individuals.
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more so, when this test is given in early child-

hood.

LIMITS OF MENTAL GROWTH

Mental growth continues until, and even

beyond, the time of physical maturity. But

when does it reach its upper limit? When
does the individual reach the point where he

is as versatile as he ever will be in acquiring

further skills and information? Does he ever

reach a stage where he cannot learn new
things as well as he once could? In other

words, does versatility undergo a decline? If

it does, at what age level does this occur?

It is with these and related questions that we
now concern ourselves.

The upper limit of mental growth varies

with individuals and is related to their gen-

eral level of intelligence. Generally speaking,

those with low intelligence reach their upper

limit quite early and those with high intel-

ligence reach theirs at a relatively advanced

age.

The general trend of mental growth, as

indicated in the Berkeley study, is represented

by the cune in Figure 4.13. This curve is

4, I \J Growth of Intelligence from Birth to

21 Years. This curve is based upon the Berkeley

Growth Study. The scores indicated are not raw

scores nor ore they based upon a single test. They

are derived from several tests in terms of standard

deviation units, with age 16 as the basis of com-

parison. Dr. Bayley regards this curve as "not too

far from probable trends of growth in intelligence."

(From Bayley, N., "On the Growth of Intelligence,"

American Psychologisf, 1955, 10, p. 811.)

based upon group a\erages, hence is much
smoother than any individual growth curve

could be. Individuals, as we have already

pointed out, may show a great deal of fluctua-

tion. Note that the slope of the curve is fairly

constant between about the third -year and

the early teens. This means that, on the aver-

age, mental growth increases by steady yearly

increments as chronological age increases. In

the teens, however, the average yearly incre-

ments of mental growth become relatively

small. By 21, the last age represented, these

increments become so small that the curve

tends to flatten out. The fact that it does not

quite do so, shows that mental growth is con-

tinuing, although at a very slow pace. A more

recent report for the same group showed

further increments up to the 25th year. A
point of particular interest about this curve is

that it is based upon a group of individuals

with higher than average intelligence. Their

mean 17-year Stanford-Binet I.Q. was 129.

A mental growth curve for a group of below

average intelligence would have flattened out

sooner.

Cross-sectional investigations have sampled

intelligence at age levels far beyond those yet

reached by the abo\'e study. One of the

most extensive of these, which covered the

span from 20 to 70 years, yielded the results

represented in Figure 4.14. Note that average

performance in all categories declined

markedly at the upper age levels. In general,

this investigation verifies the results of several

earlier studies using various intelligence

tests. «>

The decline in test performance at the up-

per age levels is more evident for some func-

tions than for others. Note, for example, that

number ability continues to improve until

middle life, a time when other functions have

greatly declined. Other studies show that

vocabulary remains at a high level through-

out the life span while new learning and rea-

soning both undergo a rapid decline. '^ Ob-

serve in the reasoning curve of our Olustration

that this ability begins to decline even in the

twenties.

What we have said about the changes in

test performance as old age approaches ap-

plies, of course, to groups. It sometimes hap-

pens that older persons demonstrate a high

degree of test ability. Such persons are rare.

What the experiment shows is not that the
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older person knows less as he reaches tlie

higher age levels, but that the readiness with

which he acquires further knowledge de-

creases. When the older adult competes with

younger ones and, as is often the case, reaches

a similar level of achievement, he usually

does so by putting forth a disproportionate

amount of effort. It takes him longer to ac-

quire further knowledge, and he tends to be

more handicapped than the younger person

in retaining and applying it.

THE INFLUENCE OF UNUSUAL
ENVIRONMENTS

Environmental conditions influence the

growth of intelligence in many ways, as pre-

vious discussions have indicated, including

those dealing with identical twins reared

apart. Here we examine some outcomes of

research on adverse and superior environ-

mental conditions.

Adverse environmental conditions

Information on the eSects of adverse en-

vironmental conditions comes from various

sources and, as we will see, is subject to differ-

ent interpretations depending upon one's dis-

position to favor an hereditarian or environ-

mental explanation. Interpretations differ

because the individuals involved differed both

in heredity and in environment.

Take, for example, the average I.Q. of

children isolated from normal educational

opportunities. Among these are children
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reared in isolated mountain communities, chil-

dren of gypsies, and children reared on house-

boats along the River Thames in England.

The average I.Q. of such children is usually

far below the national average. One interpre-

tation is that people who live in such condi-

tions have poor inherent capacity to begin

with and that their children accordingly in-

herit a low capacity. This argument may be

countered with the fact that the I.Q. of such

isolated children is not only low, but that it

declines with age. This suggests that, what-

ever the hereditary background may be,

continued residence in an educationally im-

poverished environment increases the child's

handicap in doing mental tests and that the

handicap becomes greater the older he gets.

A poor environment does not handicap very

much at lower age levels where test items are

relatively simple and not especially dependent

upon a formal education. At higher age

levels, where the tests are more complex and

more dependent upon what children usually

learn in classrooms, from books, and from in-

telligent conversation, there is a relatively

greater handicap. Thus the older child living

in educationally impoverished surroundings

falls farther and farther behind the group on

which the tests were standardized and widi

which his performance is compared in deter-

mining his I.Q. Thus his I.Q. declines the

longer he suffers such an educational handi-

cap. It is interesting to observ'e, in this con-

nection, that improved schooling in an isolated

mountain region raised the average I.Q. 10

points over a period of 10 years.*-

In line with what we have just said about

relatively isolated children, it is interesting to

observe that the average I.Q. of rural children

is usually below the average I.Q. of city chil-

dren, the difference averaging between 5 and

10 points. '^ This is sometimes interpreted to

mean that people who live in rural commu-
nities are somewhat lower in inherent abilit>'

than those who live in cities, the same argu-

ment as used in tlie case of children living in

isolated communities. On the other hand, it

can be shovvTi that, in general, the educational

opportunities of rural children are usually

somewhat inferior to those of city children.

This could well account for the small differ-

ence between rural and urban I.Q.'s. In any

event, one should recognize that these studies

are concerned with averages. Some of our

brightest college students come from rural

schools and some of our dullest from the most

advanced city schools.

Superior environmental conditions

That superior environmental conditions

favorably influence the I.Q. is evident from

identical twin studies. It is also suggested by

other studies in which heredity was not con-

trolled. The latter are, of course, subject to

hereditary as well as environmental interpreta-

tions.

Our first illustration is based upon research

which shows that a child's I.Q. tends to be

higher the higher the socio-economic status

of its parents. The average I.Q. of children

whose fathers are unskOled laborers is 95 as

contrasted with an average I.Q. of 125 for

children whose fathers are in the professions."*''

What is the explanation? Is it that people

who enter the professions are inherently more

capable and thus endow their children with

a better inherent capacity than is received

by the children of unskilled laborers? This

is a possible explanation and it doubtless, in

the long run, does account for at least some

of the difference in I.Q. But it is by no means

the whole explanation, for people with supe-

rior socio-economic status usually also have a

superior education and more money than

those lower in the scale. By and large, there-

fore, such parents provide their children

with a more intellectually stimulating environ-

ment than is common at the level of unskilled

labor. Compare, for example, the home en-

vironments pictured in Figure 4.15. Homes at

higher socio-economic levels are likely to have

more books, periodicals, newspapers, music,

and intelligent conversation than those at

lower levels. Moreover, many children at

higher socio-economic levels go to better

schools than those at lower le\els.

It is well to note, howe\-er, that there is

much hidden capacity among the lower socio-

economic groups. This is proved by the fact

that many children rise far above the level of

their parents. Such capacity can of course

best come to light in a society where educa-

tional and socio-economic opportunities de-

pend upon capability rather than wealth or

social prestige.

Other information on how environmental

conditions may influence the I.Q. comes from

7 06 Intelligence



4. I O A Comparison of Two Home Environments. Consider tine difFerent intellectual

stimulation provided by each of these homes. (Courtesy John Hancock Mutual Life Insurance Co.;

St. Louis Post-Dispatch, from Black Star.)

studies of foster children.''^ These are chil-

dren who, because their mothers are un-

married or because their parents have died

or cannot keep them, are placed with foster

parents. There are many related problems,

but we shall deal with only one of them.

This has to do with the effect, on the child's

I.Q., of the foster home in which he is reared.

One study demonsfrated that children in

foster homes rated as poor, average, and

good had average I.Q.'s, respectively, of 91,

103, and lll.^e But were these I.Q. dif-

ferences produced by the environmental dif-

ferences? There may be such a relation, but
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this is not the sole explanation. Agencies usu-

ally try to place the child in a home which

corresponds to, or which is better than, the

home he might have had with his tnje

mother. Thus there is possibly an hereditary

bias at the outset. That is to say, children

placed in better homes may have better

hereditary backgrounds to begin with. In

fact it has been shown in several studies

where the intelligence of the true parents was

known that the foster child's LQ. is more

closely related to the I.Q. of the true parents

than to the I.Q. of the foster parents. •" It

is therefore evident that both hereditar>- and

environmental factors must be considered in

accounting for the results of foster home
studies.

Except in the cases of identical twins

reared in different environments, there is al-

ways the possibilitv' that inherent differences

rather than, or in combination with, different

environmental conditions, are responsible for

observed I.Q. differences. The fact that

identical twins subjected to markedly differ-

ent educational opportunities differ in I.Q.

(pp. 72-73) demonstrates that inferior and

superior environments may, in themsehes,

influence the level of intelligence.

ARE THERE RACIAL DIFFERENCES
IN INTELLIGENCE?

Many investigations involving comparisons

of Negro-white and Indian-white test per-

formance have revealed differences in favor

of whites. Do such differences reflect inborn

differences in ability between the races? That

is a question to which we can give no definite

answer, and for reasons which will soon be

apparent.

Negro-white comparisons

The average I.Q. of northern Negroes" is

about 90; of southern Negroes, about 80. '^s

° A seemingly inescapable difficulty in all the.se

comparisons is the definition of "Negro." From a

genetic standpoint, a Negro is a person all of

whose chromosomes are from Negro ancestors,

yet many of the "Negroes" of tliese comparisons

may also have chromosomes from white ancestors.

The median Negro I.Q. in twenty-seven

studies was 86.""' The average white I.Q.,

as the reader knows, is approximately 100.

Somewhat comparable differences are found

for the Stanford-Binet Scale and other tests.

On the AGCT, for example, the average

score (not I.Q.) for Negroes is about 69 as

compared with 95 for whites.'''"

A recent large-scale sampling of intelligence

in terms of a standardized vocabulary also

yielded a lower average score for Negroes

than for whites, the respective scores being

approximately 8 and 11. ''i

Comparisons are less favorable to Negroes

when tests are largely verbal. At the pre-

school age, where measurement is primarily

with nonverbal tests, the average Negro score

may equal the average score for whites. Here

is an example based upon the Goodenough
Draw-a-Man Test. The child is asked to draw
a man and he can score as many as 51 points,

depending on the number of details included.

Since there are age norms, I.Q.'s may be de-

ri\'ed. The average white draw-a-man I.Q.

is 100. In an investigation in which this test

was given to Negro school children, the I.Q.

of southern Negroes averaged 79; that of

California Negroes 86."- But a comparison

of Negro and white preschool children in

New York City yielded no difference in Negro

and white I.Q.'s."'" A study of linguistic de-

%elopment in the same children favored the

whites, something about which we will have

more to say presently.

Although most studies of Negro-white

intelligence favor whites, a few additional

facts are worthy of attention. We mentioned

earlier (p. 97) the Negro girl with a Stan-

ford-Binet I.Q. of 200. A survey on upper

limits of Negro intelligence has revealed other

potential geniuses — 18 cases with I.Q.'s above

160, four of them over 180 and one over 200.

This indicates that some Negro children are

as bright as any white children. As one in-

vestigator has said, "Such high I.Q.'s could

not be obtained if native potential, environ-

mental stimulus potential, or motivation were

at a low level."
''"'

Consider, now, the fact that there are re-

gional differences in I.Q. We mentioned in

an earlier discussion that white I.Q.'s tend to

be lower in rural than in urban communities,

where educational opportunities are generally
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better. Part of the difference in I.Q. behveen

southern and northern Negroes may be due

to the fact that most of the latter hve in cities.

However, there are other possible reasons and

these are worth considering for the light they

throw on the general problem of trying to

discover native differences in intelligence.

One suggestion is that the Negroes who
migrate are, on the whole, the brighter ones.

If such a selective factor were present it could

very well account for the better test per-

formance of northern Negroes. There is

evidence that selective migration has not oc-

curred. However, there is another possible

explanation. This is the better economic

position and educational opportunity available

to northern Negroes. In support of this en-

vironmental interpretation is the fact that the

Negro I.Q. increases with the duration of

northern residence. In one investigation the

same children were studied from the time they

left the South until they had lived for several

years in Philadelphia. Their average I.Q.

continued to rise throughout the period of

observation. ''' This suggests that, whether

or not migrants to the North have higher

native ability than those who stay in the

South, the educational and other advantages

to be gained by Negroes from residence in

a northern city are definitely influential in

raising the I.Q.

Why does residence in the North increase

the level of the Negro I.Q.? One should keep

in mind that the Stanford-Binet. the Wechsler

Scales, and other tests involved in Negro-

white comparisons were standardized mainly

on white children given average or abo\'e-

average educational opportunities. They are

therefore biased in favor of white children

with such opportunities. But the longer a

Negro child resides in the North and has

improved educational opportunities, the

closer his background corresponds to that of

the white children on whom the tests were

standardized.

The relative disad\^antage of Negroes on

tests of verbal skill is worthy of closer atten-

tion. We pointed out, in discussing the

Draw-a-Man results, that Negro and white

preschool children did equally well on this

test, but that the white children were more

advanced in linguistic development. This

comparison was based on the length of sen-

tences used by the Negro and white children.

Why should Negro preschool children be be-

hind white children of the same age in this

respect? Is there a difference in intelligence

that is reflected in length of sentences and

not in the performance test? These questions

cannot be answered with any degree of cer-

tainty, but presumptive evidence favors an

environmental explanation. The investigators

call attention to the fact that Negro families

tend to be large, that one usually finds both

parents working, and that, as a result of this

situation, relatively little time is spent in play-

ing and conversing with the children in such

a fashion as to further their linguistic develop-

ment. Moreover, the Negro parent ma>' him-

self provide an inferior linguistic model for

the child, owing to his own educational de-

ficiencies. Since language plays such a basic

role in most of our thought processes, the

linguistic retardation of the Negro child

could in turn interfere with his overall intel-

lectual development. 5°

In comparing Negro and white perform-

ances on intelligence tests we have referred

to only a few of the many studies in this area.

These are representative, however, and they

show the difficulties involved in attempting

to reveal the presence or absence of nati\'e

differences. The following quotation from a

recent comprehensive study in this area ac-

cents the points already made and adds

others.

None of these studies teU us anything about

racial differences in native potential. ... in-

telligence tests do not in any sense tap native,

inherent capacities. In spite of a good deal

of research and a rather large body of litera-

ture, we know no more today than we did

forty years ago. In order to determine

whether or not such differences exist, it would

be necessary to equate Negro and white

groups on all aspects of environmental stimu-

lus potential that might be related to per-

formance on the measuring instrument. In

addition, and this is perhaps the crucial fac-

tor, motivation to de\-elop learning sets would

ha\e to be controlled. The children, white

and Negro would have to attend the same

schools for the same number of days a year

and come from the same or practically iden-

tical homes. The teachers and parents not
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only would have to assure an equally rich en-

vironment for the white and Negro children

but also would have to instill the same degree

of motivation to make use of this environ-

mental stimulus potential. None of the studies

reviewed achieved anything like this kind of

control. The factor that is most difficult to

deal with is probably that of motivation.

Negroes do not have the same expectations

of achievement as whites have, not even at

the same socio-economic level. They expect

to be restricted to certain occupations and to

be deprived of many cultural advantages that

are open to whites. It seems highly probable

that Negroes, therefore, are not even moti-

vated to make full use of such en%'ironmental

opportunities as are offered. Learning sets

may not be developed because they are pre-

sumed to have no real value for the indi-

vidual. Obviously, setting up an experiment

to control for motivational differences that are

a function of caste values would be a prodi-

gious undertaking.
^'^

Indian-white comparisons

In various studies comparing whites and

American Indians, the average Indian I.Q.

has been around 80 as compared with 100 for

whites. ^5 This difference is not at all sur-

prising in view of the socio-economic and cul-

tural differences which exist bet^veen t\'pical

reservation Indians and whites. Indeed,

everything in the above quotation about the

inadequacy of our tests to measure potential

ability in Negroes as compared with whites

applies equally well to Indians.

There has been much less research on

Indian than on Negro test performance.

Nevertheless we know that here, as in the case

of Negroes, improvements in socio-economic

and educational status raise the I.Q. For

example, the average I.Q. of Indian children

placed in good white foster homes was

shown in one study to be 102. "^ Moreover,

the oil-rich Osage Indians, with a superior

socio-economic and educational status, have

an average I.Q. which equals that of whites.""

However, such results are not clear-cut.

There may have been placement of brighter

Indian children in white foster homes. It may
be argued, moreover, tliat tlie Osage Indians

with high socio-economic status failed to do

as well on the tests as white people of com-

parable socio-economic status, whose I.Q.'s,

as we have seen, are generally above average.

Part of the Indian-white difference in I.Q.

may result from the fact that Indians, with

their different cultural background, place less

value on education and otlier aspects of our

culture. Motivational differences are also re-

\ea!ed in test administration. Indians are

prone to "take their time" while whites hurry

to achieve as much as possible within a time

limit.

The use of intelligence tests in racial com-

parisons has not been completely useless, de-

spite the inadequacies of the tests and our

consequent failure to reveal the presence or

absence of inborn differences. These studies

have revealed the wide range of individual

differences in all of the groups tested. They
have shown, in the case of Negro children,

that there is much more ability than was

hitherto expected and that, instead of depre-

ciating the mentality of a race, as such, we
should respect and utilize ability wherever we
find it. Finally, these racial comparisons sup-

plement other data which show that perform-

ance on intelligence tests is correlated with

various aspects of the individual's social en-

\ironment.

With the background provided by our dis-

cussions of environmental conditions and

racial differences, we are now ready to look

again at the respective roles of heredity and

environment in the development of indi\'idual

intelligence.

THE RELATIVE INFLUENCE OF
HEREDITY AND ENVIRONMENT

The individual's intelligence is a function

of both heredity and environment. He in-

herits his organism, with sense organs, brain,

and other sbuctures that are important in

acquiring intelligence. To the degree that

these are defective his intelligence will also

be defective, no matter how potentially

stimulating his environment may be. But

even a normal or superior organism does not

guarantee any given level of intelligence.

This depends upon the sort of environmental

stimulation the individual has had and upon

how he has used his opportunities. Thus, for

a particular individual, both heredity and en-
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vironment are important and it would be

diflScult, if not impossible, to say how much
each has contributed to his intelhgence. All

that we know direcdy is the level of his test

performance and, since this obviously utilizes

what he has learned (what has come from

his environment) there is no way to disen-

tangle the environmental and the hereditary

contributions. In this connection. Figure 4.16

is of interest. It represents test performance

(or intelligence) as a function of heredity

and environment.

Differences between individuals may result

from heredity, or environment, or both. Take

identical twins, for instance. The intelligence

of either is due to heredity and environment.

But one twin may, as we have seen, differ from

the other in intelligence, especially when
there are large environmental differences.

Since they have the same heredity, this dif-

ference must be purely environmental. If we
could hold the environment constant, as in

rats, and produce variations in intelligence

by selective breeding, these differences would

be purely hereditary. In most instances where

we study individual differences, both heredity

and environment differ and one cannot dis-

entangle their separate influences. We were

made well aware of this fact in discussing

differences related to cultural isolation, socio-

economic status, foster homes, and different

races. In each of these instances, although a

strong influence ot environmental opportimities

was indicated, the results were confounded by
the fact that heredity' was not controlled and,

in fact, could not be controlled.

Perhaps a few words should be said, in

this connection, about I.Q. differences among
children who have had "equal opportunities to

learn." Under these circumstances it is some-

times assumed that the difference in I.Q., if

significandy large, reflects a difference in in-

herent capacity. But "equal opportunities"

are impossible to specify. Even two children

in the same school, and perhaps from the

same home, may differ in opportunity. They
may have had a different health history.

Their motivation may differ. That is, one may
like school and the other not; one may take

school seriously and the other regard it with

disdain. The teacher may treat one child

kindly and the other harshly. The parents

may help and encourage one child more than

Heredity

4. IO Heredity and Environment. Both A
and B are represented as having the same environ-

mental opportunities but as differing in heredity. B

and C, on the other hand, ore shown as having the

same heredity but differing in environmental oppor-

tunities. (After Woodworth and Marquis.)

the other. How much difference in I.Q. such

variations might produce is not known, but

that they would produce some effect is al-

most certain. One cannot, therefore, assume
that differences in I.Q., even under seemingly

similar circumstances, are due to differences

in heredity and to these alone.

Although it is evident that an individual's

intelligence is due to both heredity and en-

vironment and that differences in intelligence

between one individual and another, except

in the case of identical twins, are also due
to both heredity and environment, one may
well ask "Which produces larger differences

in intelligence— heredit>' or environment?"

We must answer that, in the most general

terms, larger differences are produced by
variations in heredity' than by variations in

environment.

There are no experimental data on human
beings to support this view— because we can-

not hold environment strictly constant for

them— but the results of animal experiments

and inferences which may be drawn from the

evolution of intelligent behavior unqualifiedly

support it. An old saying, which is quite

to the point, is that "you can't make silk

purses out of sows' ears." What you ha\'e to

begin with (heredity) always places very

large limitations on what you can develop

from it by means at your disposal (environ-

ment). A rat in a human environment re-

sponds only to the grosser aspects of it. A
monkey is more responsive than a rat to what
a human environment has to offer. A chim-

panzee is still more responsive. But the most
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favorable human environment could never

make a genius out of a chimpanzee any more

than out of a monkey or a rat. The dif-

ferences in intelligence from one of these lev-

els to another are obviously ascribable to the

inherited makeup of the organisms in-

volved.

Likewise, a congenital idiot, whose idiocy

results from a defective inheritance, a defec-

tive prenatal environment, or defective bio-

chemistry (pp. 100-101), will also make
relatively little of the opportunities for de-

velopment offered by a human environment
— even the finest that one might provide.

His mental growth may be no more influenced

by the educational opportunities available

than would be that of a chimpanzee. On

the other hand, a child with superior endow-

ment may make the fullest use of the oppor-

tunities provided by his environment. He
may even get out of a nonstimulating educa-

tional environment, whereas the idiot could

not if he wanted to.

We say that the initially superior individual

may make the fullest use of his opportunities

because there are many instances, especially

at the upper school ages and in college, where

those of superior endowment do not do this.

Those of low initial ability could not, even

if they would, respond to these opportunities

in an effective way. Those of high ability, on

the other hand, can make good use of them if

thev are so inclined.

Summary

Intelligence is a function which may be

defined as versatility of adjustment. Its be-

gimiings are found in the learning ability of

lower animals. The ability to be modified by

what happens and to retain the modifications

are important features of intelligence at all

levels. Intelligence reaches its ultimate de-

velopment in the symbolic processes and

verbal skills of human adults.

One's intelligence is based upon the kind

of brain he is bom with, the growth of his

brain to maturity, and the way his brain has

been modified during his interaction with his

environment. Individuals with identical

brains at birth would attain different levels of

intelligence if subjected to widely different

educational environments, that is, if one were

reared in an enriched and the other in an

impoverished intellectual climate.

The first "scale" of intelligence was de-

vised by Binet and Simon. This had various

revisions, culminating in the widely used Stan-

ford-Binet Intelligence Scales. These have

themselves undergone three revisions. The
latest, an L-M form adapted from the L and

M forms of the 1937 revision and newly

evaluated, appeared in 1960. Instead of the

conventional I.Q., derived by dividing the

M.A. by the C.A. and multiplying by 100,

this uses a deviation I.Q. The deviation I.Q.

is a standard score. It is based upon the

deviation of the child's score from the mean
score of his age group. The test is so devised

that the mean I.Q. is 100. A lower than

average performance results in a lower I.Q.

than 100; a higher than average perform-

ance, in a higher I.Q. than 100. The meaning

of an I.Q., whether conventional or deviation,

is always relative to how well a child does in

comparison with others — that is to say, with

the standardization group on which the test

was developed.

Infant tests are of little value in predicting

the ultimate level of intelligence. This is be-

cause they do not (and cannot at this age level)

provide a measure of symbolic functions.

The Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale

and the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for

Children include motor and verbal tests.

They differ from the Stanford-Binet Test in

that items are arranged in order of difficulty

without reference to age.

Performance tests are especially useful

when the individual suffers from linguistic or

other handicaps which make verbal tests in-

applicable. Group tests (verbal or perform-

ance) can be given and scored by individuals

with little training, and they may be admin-
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istered to large numbers at a time. While not

as reliable as individual tests, these are espe-

cially useful when conditions preclude giving

the more reliable, but time-consuming, indi-

vidual tests.

Factor analysis is used to discover how
many primary abilities are involved in intel-

ligence-test performance. Spearman believed

that there is a general intelligence factor (g)

involved in all intelligence-test performances,

and in many other skills. According to this

view, there are also specific factors, or s's. A
widely accepted view today is that "general

intelligence" comprises several primary func-

tions (or factors). Among those already iden-

tified are: number ability, word fluency, verbal

meaning, memory, reasoning, spatial relations,

and perceptual speed.

The mentally gifted (I.Q.'s above 130)

comprise about 2 per cent of the population.

Intelligence tests can reveal gifted children

and our educational procedures can be

adapted to their special needs. With few

exceptions, these children become outstanding

adults and make important contributions to

civilization.

Mental retardation has various origins, en-

vironmental and organic. In some instances

(isolated mountain children, canal boat chil-

dren) it may be due, in part at least, to

inadequate educational opportunities. Blind-

ness and deafness, unless circumvented by

education through touch, can contribute to

mental retardation by restricting the environ-

mental input. Many of the feebleminded

(I.Q. to 70 and below) are born with organic

defects that are more or less obvious — small

brain (microcephalic), excess cerebrospinal

fluid (hydrocephalic), inadequate thyroid

secretion (cretin), or defective biochemistry

related to glandular and other defects (mon-

golianism, phenylpyruvic feeblemindedness).

Most of the feebleminded are at the moron

level (50-70 I.Q.) and have no obvious ab-

normalities other than defective intelligence.

Many of these can be educated to perform

the relatively simple tasks of everyday life.

The mentally gifted and retarded tend to

maintain their relative mental status through-

out the growth period and at the adult le\el.

but many individuals nearer the middle of

the distribution show considerable change in

I.Q. Some I.Q.'s increase with age, some de-

cline, some go up and down, and some remain

constant. Most individuals finally reach a

relatively constant rate of mental growth, their

M.A. keeping pace with their C.A. so as to

produce a fairly constant I.Q. A mental

growth curve plotted from group averages

suggests that intelligence (M.A.) increases

at a rather constant rate until the teens, then

increases more slowly. The upper limit of

mental growth (the level at which the indi-

vidual is as mentally versatile as he will ever

be) is dependent upon the individual, and

particularly on the general level of his intel-

ligence. The upper limit of mental growth

in the feebleminded is reached relatively

early. In the gifted it is reached relatively

late. Eventually there is a decline in mental

ability, but this comes earlier for some than

for others. It comes early for some aspects

of intelligence (new learning, reasoning) and

late for others (numerical and verbal ability).

The I.Q. is greatly influenced by environ-

mental conditions, both adverse and superior.

An adverse environment does not depress it

in early as much as in later years, when the

child gets increasingly out of step with chil-

dren who attend good schools and have in-

tellectually stimulating homes. Studies show-

ing that the I.Q. rises with the socio-economic

status of parents is subject to different inter-

pretations — those at higher levels may be in-

herently brighter, they give their children an

environment that is intellectually more stim-

ulating. Perhaps both of these factors are

invoh'ed. Foster home studies show that chil-

dren placed in homes rated as superior have

higher I.Q.'s. But there may be an hereditary

bias — children of superior parents being

placed in superior homes. Moreover, the

child's intelligence correlates more highly

with that of his real parents than with that

of his foster parents. There is no doubt that

superior educational opportunities are effec-

tive in raising the I.Q., but there is always

the possibilib.' (when heredity and environ-

ment are both varied) that some of the im-

provement depends specifically upon heredity.

Differences in the average I.Q.'s of Negroes

and whites, and of American Indians and

uhites, as commonly tested, are almost uni-

\ersally in favor of the white average.

There is much overlapping, however, with

many Negroes, for example, having higher
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I.Q.'s than average whites — l.Q.'s even at the

gifted level. But we ha\'e seen that racial

groups differ widely in educational and

other opportunities. To the degree that these

differences are narrowed, differences in I.Q.

become smaller. The intelligence tests in-

volved in racial comparisons were standard-

ized on white children in average schools

and with wide-open opportunities to advance

to any position in our society'. No group that

had been denied such educational and social

opportunities (Negro, Indian, or white) could

reasonably be expected to have as high an

average I.Q. as typical whites. Thus there is

no basis for concluding that the observed dif-

ferences in test performance come from in-

herent differences in the intelligence of the

races compared.

( References and notes for this chapter are on page 544 of the Appendix.

)
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Aptitudes

Nature and origin of aptitudes • Aptitude and general intelligence • Aptitude

and interests • Tests of special aptitudes • Batteries of factored tests • De-

veloping aptitude tests for particular jobs • Tests of artistic aptitudes • Voca-

tional guidance and selection • Summary

Aptitude is inferred from relative levels of achievement. If individuals given com-

parable opportunities to acquire a skill differ in the ease of acquiring it, or if they differ

in the level of proficiency attained, we say that they differ in their aptitude for that

particular work.

A student who takes to college work "like a duck to water," making good grades with

only reasonable effort, has a high degree of scholastic aptitude. On the other hand, a

student who fails to "make the grade" even though he works hard and gets good help

from his teachers has relatively little scholastic aptitude. And so it is in many spheres

of everyday life. One child profits from musical training while another, given the same

opportunities, makes little or no progress. One girl goes to business school in order to

become a stenographer. She progresses rapidly with her typing and shorthand and

graduates to a job which she carries out efficiently. Another progresses very slowly and,

if she graduates, is perhaps an inefficient stenographer. One college student who enters

training designed to equip him for life insurance underwriting readily leams the

requisite techniques and is soon selling respectable amounts of life insurance while

another fails the course, or passes it and has difficulty in meeting and talking with

people, so sells little insurance. In each instance we see a marked contrast between

persons with a high degree of aptitude and those with a low degree.

As one might expect from our discussion of individual differences, those with high
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aptitude for a particular t>'pe of activity and those with low aptitude are relatively few

in number. Most people have an intermediate degree of aptitude and, in a large un-

selected group, the distribution is likely to approximate a normal curve.

Aptitude is more or less specific. An individual may have a high degree of aptitude

for one line of work and not for certain others. He may do well in scholarship, account-

ing, or selling life insurance but have very litde aptitude for mechanical work. We
might make a mechanic out of him, but it would require unusual time and effort and,

at best, he might be a poor mechanic as compared with others we could have chosen.

There are, of course, people who have a wide range of aptitudes. Some good

scholars, for example, are also versatile in other directions. They may at the same time

be skilled mechanics, athletes, musicians, or carpenters. By contrast, there are people

who have a very narrow range of aptitudes. These can do only a few things well.

Before the coming of scientific psychology, aptitudes were assessed in a hit-or-miss

fashion. Advice to individuals about the vocation they should enter was based upon

intuition, upon hunches. Employers worked on a similar basis. They took in those

they thought might succeed and dropped them if they did not. The scientific method

of dealing with such problems is to study the requirements of the job, design tests which

measure individual differences in the abilities required, try out such tests to see how
accurately they predict success in the particular occupation, then use those with predic-

tive value as a basis for vocational advice and selection. Following this general

procedure, psychologists have devised and standardized aptitude tests for a wide variety

of occupations. Quite often the individual is given a battery of separate tests, each

measuring some ability relevant to a particular occupation. His performance is then

rated in terms of how closely it approximates the needed aptitude pattern.

As suggested above, there are two main general reasons for attempting to measure

aptitudes. One of these is to advise youth concerning the fields of activity in which

they are most likely or least likely to be successful. The other is to select those best

fitted for particular jobs, the aim being to select, before training, those who will most

likely succeed in a given occupation. When this aim is achieved, much time and effort

ordinarily expended with the potentially unsuccessful is saved. The first-mentioned

application of aptitude testing is thus in the interest of vocational guidance; the second

is in the interest of vocational selection. Although these aims are different, the tests

used may be identical. The difference lies in the reason for giving the tests and in the

uses to which they are put.

Before turning to a discussion of typical aptitude tests and how they are standardized

and used it is worth while to consider in more detail the nature and origin of aptitudes.

NATURE AND ORIGIN OF APTITUDES „ ,

constitutionally slow to react. Some of us are

Certain aspects of many aptitudes are in- perhaps naturally stronger than others, hence

bom. Some individuals have longer and more better fitted for jobs requiring heavy work,

dexterous hands than others. When it comes But inborn characteristics do not tell the whole

to such skills as typing, making watches, play- story. There is no doubt that earlier acqui-

ing the piano, and perhaps carrying out sitions, including interest in a certain line of

certain surgical procedures, these will have work, are also of great importance. You may
an advantage over those with short stubby have dexterous fingers, yet no interest at all

fingers and awkward hands— the so-called in becoming a watchmaker. If you do enter

"ham-handed." Some people, because of the such an occupation, a person with less innate

way they are constituted, can respond more ability but greater interest than yours, may
quickly than others. In certain kinds of work, well outdistance you.

these have an advantage over those who are Thus, in saying that one person has greater
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aptitude than another for some job, we
neither imply that the aptitude is inborn nor

that it is acquired. It is in all probabOity

dependent upon both our heredity and what
we have learned. In a practical situation we
have before us an individual whose aptitudes,

whatever their origin may have been, are al-

ready established. As a well-knowTi investiga-

tor of aptitudes said: '

We want the facts about a person's aptitudes

as they are at present: characteristics now
indicative of his future potentialities. Whether
he was born that way, or acquired certain

enduring dispositions in his early infancy, or

matured under circumstances which have radi-

cally altered his original capacities is, to be

sure, a question not only of great theoretical

interest, but of profound importance to society

at large; for the answer has a bearing on

public policy in regard to universal education,

the functions of the school, and eugenic legis-

lation. But it is of little practical moment to

the individual himself at a time when he has

ah-eady reached the stage of educational and
occupational planning. His potentialities at

that period of his development are quite cer-

tainly the products of interaction between con-

ditions both innnate and environmental. His

capacity for gaining manual skills, his intelli-

gence, his emotional makeup, his moral char-

acter, indeed all aspects of his personality,

are in varying degrees subject to limitations

that have been imposed by opportunities for

growth and exercise, as well as by his original

nature. No matter what his constitution may
at first have been, it has unfolded, taken shape,

been encouraged here and thwarted there, dur-

ing the impact of favorable or unfavorable

stimulation from the environments in which

he has developed. And so, when appraising

his aptitude, whether for leadership, for selling,

for research, for artistic design, we must take

him as he is— not as he might have been.

From what we have already said, it is per-

haps clear that aptitude and present ability

do not mean the same thing. You may have

no present ability to fly a plane, but you
may have a high degree of aptitude for fly-

ing— which means that your chances of being

a successful flyer are good, provided you re-

ceive the proper training. The chief value of

aptitude testing is, in fact, that it enables us

to pick out from those who do not yet have

the ability to perform certain skills those who,

with a reasonable amount of training, will be

most likely to acquire the skills in question and
acquire them to a desirable level of proficiency.

APTITUDE AND GENERAL
INTELLIGENCE

Performance on intelligence tests is some-

times indicative of aptitude for certain lines of

work. In fact the use of intelligence tests in

both world wars was for the purpose of select-

ing, from the millions drafted, those who would

be most likely to profit from specialized forms

of training. Selectees in World War II were

given an opportunity to train as pOots only

if they made higher than a certain score on

specially devised intelligence, aptitude, and
information tests.

High scores on good intelligence tests indi-

cate abOity to profit from academic training

or what is often caDed scholastic aptitude.

When such tests are used to pre-select college

students, for instance, the per cent of students

dropping out in their freshman year or later

is sharply reduced from that expected in a

less well-selected class. With personality and

interest tests added, there would be an even

greater reduction in the per cent of students

leaving college. There are of course always

some who drop out for other reasons than poor

scholastic aptitude.

Some widely used tests of scholastic apti-

tude involve two tvpes of items, one type

measuring linguistic ability, the other, quan-

titative ability. Items in the linguistic part of

the tests are very much like those in the verbal

tests of intelligence with which we are al-

ready acquainted, and especially Thurstone's

measures of word fluency (factor W) and

verbal meaning (factor V). Items dealing with

quantitative ability are like those used by

Thurstone to measure number abilits' (factor

N) and spatial relations (factor S).

Although scholastic aptitude tests often dif-

ferentiate verbal and number abilities, much
as Thurstone's tests do, their items tend to be

more complicated than his and more depend-

ent upon specialized experience with verbal

and numerical concepts. For example, the gen-

eral aptitude section of a test designed to
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select students tor graduate schools " involves

linguistic and quantitative items like the fol-

lowing: -

Andrew Jackson believed that wars were in-

evitable, and to him the length and irregularity

of our coast presented a that

called for a more than merely passive navy.

(A) defense (B) barrier (C) provocation

(D) vulnerability (E) dispute

A man traveling 100 mOes at r miles per hour

arrived at his destination 2 hours late. How
many miles an hour should he have traveled

to arrive on time?

50 -r
50r

(B)#^ iC)
'''-''

50r

50 -r

50-i-r

(e:
50r+ 1

50

The correct alternatives are given on page 490.

These are relatively simple items, designed

merely to indicate the nature of the test itself,

but they illustrate the sort of verbal and

quantitative ability measured by this and simi-

lar tests.

Verbal ability is especially important in

courses which require much reading and the

understanding of concepts expressed in words.

Quantitative ability, on the other hand, is re-

quired to a high degree in mathematics and

in science courses like physics and chemistry.

Tests of medical aptitude are used by many
universities to aid in the selection of students

planning to enter medicine. These are also

very much like intelligence tests. The chief

difference between such tests and tests of gen-

eral intelligence, howe\'er, is that the fomier

° This is the Graduate Record Examinations

Aptitude Test. It includes a general aptitude

test wliich, as described above, differentiates

verbal and quantitative abilities, and also a

compreliensive test in the specialized field in

which the student hopes to do graduate work.

The specialized test is of course more an achieve-

ment than an aptitude test, although it is evident

that acliievcmcnt in college courses can be used to

predict performance in the same areas at the

graduate school level.

place considerable emphasis on achievement in

a specialized subject matter. Thus the Medical

College Admissions Test measures verbal and

quantitative ability along the lines already de-

scribed, but it also contains specialized ma-

terial dealing with the fundamental principles

of science and with current social issues. Al-

though the items dealing with scientific ma-

terial involve conceptual thinking and other

processes of a general nature such as intelli-

gence tests measure, they also utilize specific

material available only to those who have

studied biology, physics, and chemistiy. Like-

wise, the items which test one's understanding

of modem society involve verbal reasoning and

other aspects of general intelligence but they

have reference to social issues which are evi-

dent only to the socially alert individual.

There are other aptitude tests designed to

select students for special academic and pro-

fessional fields, including teaching and law.

All of them are in many respects like intelli-

gence tests and there is usually a substantial

correlation between scores on these tests and

scores on tests of general intelligence.^

General intelligence is also related, but in

less obvious ways, to many other kinds of en-

deavor. There are certain jobs which cannot

be performed successfully by those whose in-

telligence is below a given level.

A suggestion of the limits of intelligence in

individuals employed in various kinds of ac-

tivity ranging from unskilled to professional

work is given by the data in Table 5.1. This

table is based on AGCT scores (p. 92). The

individuals tested were those selected for the

armed services, hence some professions, includ-

ing medicine and dentistry, are not included.

Only a few representative occupations arc

listed here. Note, moreover, that the scores

given are neither raw scores nor I.Q.'s, but

standard scores (see p. 62). Bookkeepers,

for example, had a mean standard score of

120. However, some bookkeepers had a score

as low as 70 and some as high as 157. Al-

though the standard scores decrease as one

goes from lawyer to miner, there is a wide

range of scores at every level. There is

thus much o\erlapping from one occupation to

another. Some miners, for example, make

higher scores than some lawyers and engi-

neers.*

One occupational use of AGCT scores is sug-
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Under 110
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OFFICER CANDIDATES

• I Predicting Success of Officer Candidates

from Their Grades on the AGCT Test. This chart

shows the per cent passing the officer training course

and receiving a commission. (After Boring.)

Table 5.1. Mean AGCT Scores and Range

of Scores for Various Civilian Occupations'

Occupation Mean standard Range of

score scores

Lawyer 127.6 96-157

Engineer 126.6 100-151

Teacher 122.8 76-155

Bookkeeper 120.0 70-157

Radio repairman 115.3 56-151

Salesman 115.1 60-153
Machinist 110.1 38-153

Mechanic 106.3 60-1.55

Plumber 102.7 56-139
General painter 98.3 38-147
Truck driver 96.2 16-149

Farmer 92.7 24-147
Miner 90.6 42-139

' Selected from a much more extensive table

in Harrell, T.W., and M.S. Harrell, "Army Gen-
eral Classification Test Scores for Cixilian Occu-
pations." Educational Psychol. Measurement,

1945, 5, 231-232.

gested by the following facts. More than 90

per cent of ofiRcer candidates who had an

.^GCT standard score of 140 and over ac-

tually became officers. As Figure 5.1 shows,

the percentage of successful candidates de-

creased as the test scores decreased. Of those

with scores under 110, only 50 per cent

passed the officer training course.

Generally speaking there is a minimum in-

telligence level required for success in certain

occupations, including those in the armed serv-

ices. If the individual's intelligence were

below the minimum for a given occupation,

he would be advised against entering that oc-

cupation. If it were above the minimum, we
would then measure other aptitudes relevant

to that occupation.

In selection of individuals for certain jobs,

a minimum intelligence score is sometimes set.

In the case of officer candidates a standard

.\GCT score of 110 was finally required. All

who failed to reach it were denied officer train-

ing. This spore was actually higher than the

minimum needed by officers, but it is custom-

ary in many occupations to set the critical

score at a higher le\'el than the minimum.

There is the danger, of course, that some are

on this basis prevented from entering an occu-

pation who might succeed despite their low

intelligence score. But what those concerned

with selection try to do is to set a score which,

as indicated by preliminary experimentation,

wiD give the highest percentage of potentially

successful individuals, without eliminating too

many who might succeed.

Intelligence is seldom the sole basis for

guidance and selection. Interests are very im-

portant, as also are specific aptitudes. We will

now consider the relation beb.veen aptitude

and interests, then take up the nature and

measurement of specific aptitudes.

APTITUDE AND INTERESTS

One of the best single indicators of possible

success in certain occupations is the way in

which the interests of candidates compare with

those of people who are successful in these

occupations. It is, of course, possible for a

person to be interested in something, like being

a salesman, yet have little or no aptitude for

it. Nevertheless, in choosing a group of sales-

men who would, as a group, be successful, the

interest inventories are very useful.
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One well-known and widely used \ocational

interest in\entory is Strong's \'ocational In-

terest Blank. In filling this out, a person in-

dicates his "like," "dislike," or "indifference"

(see Figure 5.2) for a wide range of occupa-

tions, amusements, school subjects, sports, and

undertakings. There are 400 items in all.

The responses are scored with keys designated

"Artist," "Psychologist," "Architect," and so

on. There are separate blanks and scoring

keys for men and women. The key for "Artist"

is based upon the predominant reactions of

successful artists to items in the interest blank.

Likewise, each of the various scoring ke\s for

both male and female occupations is based on

the predominating reactions of individuals in

those occupations. A sample report and its

analysis is showai in Figure 5.2.

Strong found that those who succeed as

real-estate salesmen, for example, have a pat-

tern of likes, dislikes, and indifferences which

differs from that of those successful in certain

other occupations. A person whose pattern of

interests closely coincides with that of success-

ful architects has a leaning, at least, in the

direction of being a good architect.^ The per-

son whose interests are represented in Figiuc

5.2 rates A for interest in architectiue. and

only C for interest in psychology. His interests

are thus predominantly like those of architects

and not much like those of psychologists. His

architectural leaning does not guarantee, of

course, that he will succeed in this occupation,

but it suggests the probability that he will like

the work and succeed in it better than in

other occupations where his interests do not

he.

Another widely used interest inventory is the

Kiider Preference Record, which comes in

three forms. ^ One of these, the vocational,

is scored for various interest patterns. Scores

are reported for outdoor, mechanical, compu-

tational, scientific, persuasive, artistic, literary,

musical, social service, and clerical interests.

Another form of the Preference Record gives

an inventory of interests in the personal area

— interest in group activities, in familiar rather

than new experiences, in working with ideas,

in avoiding conflict, and in directing and in-

fluencing others. A third form of the Pref-

erence Record, recently developed, scores the

subject's reactions in terms of particular occu-

pations (farmer, minister, accountant, and so

on). In this respect it is similar to the Strong

Vocational Interest Blank.

An interesting feature of the Kuder Record is

that it is self-scoring. In reacting to the many
items, arranged like those of Figure 5.3, the

subject punches a hole with the pin illustrated.

He punches a hole to the right of the activity

O..^ The Strong Vocational Interest Blank. Observe that one fills out the blank by

encircling the L if he likes, the D if he dislikes, or the I if he is indifFerent to the particular occu-

pation. If an answer sheet for machine scoring is used, he checks the L, I, or D in the appropriate

column. The report finally obtained grades the individual f^om C to A for each of many

occupations. (Courtesy Engineers Northwest.)

Sample from test

1 Actor (not movie)

2 Adverliser

3 Archilect

4 Army Oflicer L ,^
5 Arlisl (P> I

6 Asl

7 Alhlelic Di

8 A<

Answer sheet (Hankes)



Put your answers to these questions in column 0.

P. Visit an art gallery

Q. Browse in a library

R. Visit a museum

S. Collect autographs

T. Collect coins

U. Collect butterflies

O.O Items from the Kuder Preference Record. Of the alternatives P, Q, and R, this person

likes Q least and R most. He likes S most and U least of the alternatives S, T, and U. The pin-

prick is an automatic marking device, since the pricks fall into various patterns on a score sheet

below. (Courtesy Science Research Associates.)

30 40 50 iO 70

Percentiles

0.4 Profile Based on the Kuder Preference Record. Note that percentile ranks are

indicated and that both vocational and personal interests, as described In the text, are repre-

sented. (Courtesy Science Research Associates.)

that he likes least of the three, and to the left

of the activity that he hkes most. As the holes

are penetrated, the point punches underlying

score sheets containing a different pattern of

circles for each interest area. The number of

pimched circles on the sheet for "outdoor" is

then counted, then the number on the sheet

for "mechanical," and so on. The resulting

scores are finally translated, from a table, into

percentiles. These are plotted to form interest

profiles, of which Figure -5.4 is an example.

Observe that the student whose profile is re-

produced here is interested predominantly in

outdoor activities, work of a mechanical na-
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ture, and artistic pursuits. He also prefers

familiar (stable) to new situations and situa-

tions characterized by friendly relations rather

than those involving social conflict. These ex-

pressed interests, added to what the coun-

selor leams about the student's intelligence

and his aptitudes for specific activities, can

provide a valuable basis for vocational coun-

seling. In business and industry, the same in-

formation may be used in selecting persons

best fitted for particular lines of work.

TESTS OF SPECIAL APTITUDES

Tests of specific aptitudes fall into two

broad categories

—

pencil-and-paper tests of

the kind already familiar from our discussions

of intelligence tests and manipulatory tests in

which the individual handles the test materials

in certain ways.

Pencil-and-paper tests

Two pencil-and-paper items from tests de-

signed to measure aspects of mechanical ap-

titude are reproduced in Figure .5.5.

The first example is representative of items

in the Minnesota Paper Formboard." Here

the individual being tested is required to in-

dicate whether the pieces in the upper left-

hand comer, when fitted together, produce

A, B, or C. There are sixty-four problems

like this in the test, but most of them are

far more complicated. The ability being

tested is doubtless related to the spatial re-

lations factor in Thurstone's test (p. 94).

Our second example is much less like items

to be found in intelligence tests, the reason

being that it measures the sort of mechanical

understanding which is more closely depend-

ent upon actual experience with mechanical

principles, either in a physics course or in

everyday life. This item is like many in the

Bennett, Seashore, and Wesman Mechanical

Reasoning Test, a test widely used to select

persons fitted for a variety of mechanical oc-

cupations, including that of airplane pilot.**

For every such item, the examinee makes a

response requiring mechanical judgment. In

this instance he is asked, "If the driver turns

in the direction shown, which way will the

pulley at X turn?" He indicates his judgment

by marking A or B on the answer sheet.

As a third example of pencil-and-paper tests

we take an item designed to measure alpha-

betizing ability, a skill so important in clerical

and related occupations. ^ The person being

tested indicates in which file one should place

letters or other material relating to the named
individuals. There are, of course, many such

items and the speed and accuracy with which

the individual does the series determines his

Kuama, H. G.

Davidson, C H

^.D Pencil-and-Paper Tests of Specific Apti-

tudes. The Minnesota Paper Form Board has items

like A. This item is not from the actual test but

simulates those in the test. The examinee, as de-

scribed in the text, indicates which figure is com-

posed of the pieces in the upper left-hand corner.

B is from the Bennett, Seoshore, and Wesman

Mechanical Reasoning Test. With the driver moving

in the direction shown, will X move in the A or B

direction? Item C is from the alphabetizing subtest

of the Genera/ Clerical Test. After each name, of

which this sample has only two, the examinee gives

the number of the drawer in which the records

should be filed. Speed of filing is on important

aspect of this test. (The Psychological Corporation.)
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O.O The Minnesota Rate of Manipulation

Test. As described in the text, the examinee must

pick up, turn over, and replace the small cylindri-

cal blocks, being timed while he does so. (Courtesy

Dr. Kenneth Clark.)

Manipulatory tests

There are also many tests of a manipulatory

nature, but only three are illustrated here.

Two of them fall within the general area of

manual dexterity. This is versatile or skillful

use of the hands. The third example is rep-

resentative of tests which measure eye-hand

coordination

.

The test shown in Figure 5.6 is similar to

many manual dexterity tests. In this, the sub-

ject is required to pick up, turn over, and

replace small cylindrical blocks in four rows

of 15 holes each. His score is the time re-

quii-ed to complete this operation.^"

The item illustrated in Figure 5.7 is more
specifically a test of finger dexterity. ''^^ The
examinee is timed while he picks up pins with

the tweezers and inserts them into small holes,

places small collars over the pins, puts small

screws into threaded holes, and screws them
do\vn. It is in manipulating these items that

finger dexterity is especially in\olved.

Our third example (Figure 5.8) is a test

which, although it involves a certain degree

of hand and foot dexterity, is more concerned
with measuring the speed with which certain

complex eye-hand coordinations are carried

out.i- This test was developed for the selec-

tion of prospective pilots. It uses a simulated

cockpit with rudder bar and stick. The in-

dividual being tested sits with his hand grasp-

ing the stick and his feet on the rudder bar.

The panel before him has parallel sets of bulbs.

The three groups of 13 pairs each are used

in the test. In one row of each pair is a red

light which stays fixed when the lights come
on. As the stick is moved from the central

position to the left, green bulbs light up suc-

cessively to the left in the lower top row. As

it is moved to the right, they light up suc-

cessively to the right. The candidate's job

is to match a green light with the red, so that

one appears directly below the other. Like-

wise, by moving the stick forward or pulling

it back, he controls the lighting of green bulbs

in the central column, and must get a green

light opposite the red one. Similarly, the

rudder bar is manipulated with the right or

left foot to match red and green lights in the

bottom group. As soon as all three red lights

are matched with green ones by appropriate

manipulation of stick and rudder bar, the red

lights shift to new positions. Then the pro-

cedure just described is repeated. This con-

tinues until 40 settings of three red lights each

ha\'e been matched.

There are many tests of specific aptitudes,

both pencil-and-paper tests and those involving

manipulation. Howe\'er, the examples given

are more or less typical. Many such tests.

O./ Small Parts Dexterity Test. The exam-

inee is timed while he assembles the parts in the

appropriate holes. (The Psychological Corpora-

tion.)



O . O The School of Avia-

tion Medicine Complex Co-

ordinator. The red light goes

on In each of three sets (upper,

lower, and central). By ap-

propriate manipulations of the

stick and rudder bar, the ex-

aminee must light the green

bulbs opposite the red ones.

(Air Force Photo.)

rather than measuring each a different apti-

tude, are measuring the same aptitude. We
now turn our attention to this problem.

The search for aptitude factors

It is perhaps obvious tliat all of tfie aptitude

tests already described have certain underly-

ing similarities. In fact, performances on most

of them are positively correlated one with the

other.

To some extent, all these tests tap aspects

of intelligence. This is pardy because a certain

degree of intelligence is necessary to under-

stand and follow instructions. Beyond this,

some aptitude tests call for a certain degree

of verbal skill— for example, the alphabetizing

test previously described. We have already

learned that verbal skills are important aspects

of human intelligence, as, also, are perceptual

and numerical skills. Thus, to the extent that

perceptual and numerical skiOs are called for

in aptitude tests, we can expect to find that

scores on intelligence tests and scores on ap-

titude tests are correlated. Likewise, practi-

cally all tests, whether of intelligence or special

aptitudes, are timed. We allow the individual

only a specified time in which to do the test, or

we ascertain how long it takes him to do a

specified number of items, or to assemble a cer-

tain number of bolts and screws, or turn over

and replace a specified sequence of blocks, or

complete the series of coordinations of the com-

plex coordinator. Since time is an aspect of all

such tests, we would expect some of the corre-

lation between them to depend upon speed.

Because test performances tend to be posi-

tively correlated, psychologists have sought to

discover the essential components of a wide
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range of tests. We saw, in an earlier discus-

sion (p. 94) that intelligence, rather than

being unitary, involves various subsidiary

abilities. These were referred to as factors

in intelligence. One will recall that seven fac-

tors were identified as contributing to so-called

"general intelligence," viz., number ability,

word fluency, verbal meaning, memory, reas-

oning, spatial relations, and perceptual speed.

In discussing these, we called attention to the

value of measuring identifiable abilities as

contrasted with measuring a heterogeneous in-

tegration, as in the usual intelligence test. We
said that there are certain skills (e.g., me-

chanical) which correlate in a negligible way
or not at all with scores on tests of general

intelligence, yet which might correlate signif-

icantly with a particular primary factor or

group of such factors. TTius, if spatial relations

and perceptual speed were correlated with

mechanical skill, we could use tests of these

factors, rather than a general intelligence test,

in attempting to predict success in mechanical

work. This would naturally save much time

and energy, for most of what is in a test of

general intelligence would, for our purposes,

be wasted.

The success of Thurstone and others in

factoring intelligence suggested the value of

applying similar techniques in the field of ap-

titude testing. Before factored tests were avail-

able, it was customary for psychologists to as-

semble a group of tests which appeared ap-

propriate for the task at hand. But there was
no way of knowing whether several of these

tests were measuring the same thing; or, in

fact, whether this combination measured every

needed aptitude. Examination of the results of

such tests showed that many were indeed

wasteful.

The general procedure used to identify ap-

titude factors is as follows; A variety of apti-

tude tests is assembled and these are admin-

istered to a large group of individuals com-

parable with those for which the tests were
designed; for example, aviation candidates, if

the tests are intended for selection of pilots.

Performance on each test is then correlated

with performance on every other test. The re-

sulting r's are then arranged in tables which
show at a glance to what degree each test is

correlated with other tests. Such a table of

intercorrelations wiU show that there are de-

grees of correlation. Some tests correlate to

a high degree and others to a lesser de-

gree. Some correlate negligibly or not at all

with each other. Tests which yield high

intercorrelations are of special interest. Per-

haps they are all measuring the same aptitude.

Several such tests, let us say, all appear to

involve speed of reaction to a high degree.

This suggests that they may be measuring a

speed factor. Factor analysis (the details of

which are too complicated for discussion here)

may show that all such tests are indeed meas-

uring speed and little else, or it may show
that, although they are measuring speed to

some degree, all are measuring one or more
other variables. Tests shown by such an analy-

sis to be measuring speed of reaction and little

else may then be used as relatively "pure"

tests of a speed factor.

The two aptitude batteries now described

are representative of several based upon factor

analysis.

BATTERIES OF FACTORED TESTS

As our first example of a factored test bat-

tery we take the Differential Aptitude Test,

or DAT. 13 Performance on the DAT is used

in many high schools to supplement what is

known about the student's I.Q., his educational

record, and his interests. Its various subtests

measure the following factors, some of which
are also measured by Thurstone's factored tests

of intelligence; verbal reasoning, numerical

ability, abstract reasoning, clerical speed and

accuracy, and language usage. The latter dif-

ferentiates betAveen spelling and understanding

of good sentence structure. Another score is

sometimes derived from the sum of the scores

for verbal reasoning and numerical ability

(VR + NA). This is an indicator of scholastic

aptitude.

After a student has taken the DAT, the

counselor may construct test profiles like those

shown in Figure 5.9 and use these to advise

concerning school and vocational goals. Ob-
serve that bars show the percentile rank for

each factor and that these are anchored on

the line representing the 50th percentile. The
first profile in our illustration is that of a ninth

grader, referred to here as William Swan.

William's abilities seemed high, yet he was en-

tered in a four-year terminal agricultural

course. When he was called into the office and

given the DAT his abilities were found to be
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O.y Counseling with the DAT. Test profiles (see samples above which ore discussed in

the text) are used to advise individuals concerning their academic and vocational aims. Some-

times a score which sums the verbal and numerical scores is also used. See the last column on

these profiles. (The Psychological Corporation.)

average or better in everything but spelling.

The following analysis of William's situation is

from the counselor's report.'*

On the basis of the Differential Aptitude

Test scores, substantiated by the teachers'

reports that William had become the first-

ranking student in the agricultural depart-

ment, the counselor invited the boy in for a

conference. William's plans for the future, the

DAT results, and his work in the agriculture

course were discussed in detail. William ex-

pressed dissatisfaction with the agricultural

program since he felt that he wanted "to learn

more.

"

In a subsequent interview, the requirements

for schools offering degree courses in agricul-

ture were explored. After he had acquired

this information, William felt that he would

like to attend a college which grants degrees.

However, he doubted that he would be able

to secure the necessary funds.
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At the counselor's request William's father

came for an interview. College entrance re-

quirements and costs as well as William's po-

tentialities for success in college were discussed.

The father showed understanding of these

topics and made it clear that he would be

able to provide sufficient funds for the boy's

education. The counselor also discussed the

possibility of scholarship assistance if William

continued to cam superior grades.

On the basis of the assembled information

and the boy's ov^m determination, as well as

that of his family, arrangements were made for

William to transfer to the college preparatory

course. In his first year in high school William

has done honors work, receiving five grades

of E.xcellent and three of Good.

The second profile in our illustration is that of

an eleventh-grade pupil referred to as Grace

Spring. Her problem was that she was failing

in the commercial program and wanted to dis-

cuss the possibOity of changing to something

else. She had a good Kiider Preference Rec-

ord (pp. 120-121), which showed that her

choice of program "was in line with her in-

terests as she recognized them." But "neither

her program nor her interests matched her

abilities very well." One will observe from her

DAT profile that Grace was well above

average in only two things, space relations

and mechanical reasoning. These relatively

high scores compared with her "poor-to-mid-

dling scores in the aptitudes pertinent to cleri-

cal or secretarial work, warranted some effort

aimed at arousing new interests and altering

her plans." The counselor's report,^" already

quoted in part, continues:

The result of the counseling sessions was
that Grace requested transfer to the dress-

making course in the Vocational School. This

request was honored, with good results in

both achievement and attitude. She is doing

good work in the shop courses and average

work in the remainder of her classes. Her
attendance has improved, and she now ex-

pects to qualify for a regular high school

diploma.

A single I.Q. rating for this girl — or even

a verbal-and-numerical or verbal-and-non\er-

bal comparison— would not have been suffi-

ciently diagnostic. The aptitude basis for her

plan to enter the dressmaking course could
not have been adequately appraised. A deci-

sion based in part on analysis of her Differen-

tial Aptitude Test profile made good sense to

her and to her counselor.

These Olustrations give a good idea of how
DAT profiles are used in counseling students.

But suppose that a person is looking for a

position with prospects of success and he ap-

proaches the United States Employment Serv-

ice (USES)? In this event, he will take a

battery of tests i^ which are quite different

from the DAT. The test battery used by the

USES includes an intelligence test and fac-

tored items like verbal and perceptual ability,

but it also includes tests more directly oriented

toward specific occupational skills. There are,

for example, tests of manual dexterity, precision

of movement, and speed of coordinated reac-

tions. The battery has fifteen subtests de-

signed to measure "10 aptitudes which, in

varying degrees and combinations contribute

to occupational success." Different aptitude

patterns are required in different occupations.

Here are a few examples;

Pattern GV— intelligence and verbal ability.

Certain critical scores are set for such occu-

pations as creative writing and journalism.

Pattern GN— intelligence and numerical

ability. Critical scores are set for such occu-

pations as accounting.

Pattern GNSF— intelligence, numerical

abilit}', spatial abilit\-, and finger dexterity.

Critical scores are set for metal machining and
mechanical repairing.

Pattern NSM — numerical ability, spatial

ability, and manual dexterity. Critical scores

are set for heavy metal structural work,

plumbing, and wood construction.

After an individual has taken the test bat-

tery, his test profile is compared with the

minimum scores required in twenty different

occupations. Thus, if his scores equal or ex-

ceed those that make up the GNSF pattern,

he may be advised to obtain appropriate train-

ing and take up some occupation involving

mechanical repair work. But test scores are

not the sole basis for such decisions. The
counselor also takes into consideration the in-

dividual's interests, his personality, his pre-
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In which of these round jais will the

liquid press hsider OD the bottom?

High Group

Low Group

O. IW Item Validity. Both test items look good. They have "face validity." Moreover, they

are about equal in difficulty, being answered correctly by 56 per cent to 58 per cent of those

to whom they were administered. But observe that the group rated high in mechanical com-

prehension did not do much better on Item 1 than the group rated low in mechanical compre-

hension. Item 2, however, clearly differentiated the high and low groups, hence it was judged

a valid item for selecting those with mechanical comprehension. (From The Jest Service Bulletin,

No. 51, copyright 1941, The Psychological Corporation.)

vious work experience, and other relevant fac-

tors not covered by the test battery.

These e.xamples show the nature of general

aptitude batteries and also how the outcomes

of test administration may be used in voca-

tional guidance and in selecting people best

fitted for certain occupations. But the reader

may well ask: "On what basis are test items

selected?" "How does the psychologist know
which separate abilities and ability patterns

are required in a particular occupation?" "How
does one find the minimal intelligence, the

minimal finger dexterity, or the minimal rea-

soning ability, singly or in combination, which

a particular occupation requires?" The follow-

ing discussion is designed to answer such ques-

tions.

DEVELOPING APTITUDE TESTS
FOR PARTICULAR JOBS

Although there are many tests of specific

aptitude, factored or otherwise, the particu-

lar pattern relevant to a specified occupation

must be determined by experimentation, hi

the Second World War, the Army Air Force

psychologists did not have ready-made tests

for selection of pilots, bombardiers, and navi-

gators. It was necessary to devise suitable tests.

Psychologists in the Bureau of Aeronautics

of the Navy Department also had to de-

velop their own tests. The U.S. Employment

Service, confronted with selection problems in

still other areas, devised the test batteries

already described.

Psychologists in business and industry can

sometimes use tests already available, but for

most jobs there are no ready-made aptitude

batteries. Thus, in selecting people for par-

ticular jobs, the psychologist may have to adapt

tests already in use, combine these into suit-

able batteries, or perhaps devise completely

new tests. In any event, he must ascertain

experimentally whether use of the tests im-

proves selection sufiBciently to justify the time

and expense involved in administering, scoring,

and evaluating them. An item, or combination

of items, may look reasonable, yet contribute

little or nothing to the selection process. Com-

pare, for example, the two test items in

Figure .5.10. On the face of it, we might

judge either to be a good test of mechanical

coniprehensicn. Nevertheless one differenti-

ates those with good and those with poor

mechanical comprehension and the other does

not.

How do we know that one item measures

mechanical comprehension and that the other
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does not? In the example given, the score

on the total test of mechanical comprehension

was used to select a high and a low group.

Each item was then evaluated in terms of

how well it alone differentiated these groups.

An item which does not differentiate is worth-

less. It does not "pull its weight in differen-

tiating people in the desired way," ^'' hence

it is dropped from the test. Each part of a

well-standardized test is subjected to an item

analysis of the sort described.

But, one may ask, how do you know that

the test as a whole is really related to me-

chanical skill? One cannot know at the outset.

A test may be internally consistent— i.e., all

items in it may differentiate— yet the test may
not measure what it purports to measure. Many
tests have been developed to predict success in

particular fields and then it has been found

that they do not predict. This is the problem

of validity which was mentioned in earlier dis-

cussions of statistics and R-R laws (pp. 47-

48) and to which we will turn shortly.

Actually, the development of an aptitude

test or battery requires a series of steps of

which the determination of validity is the

final one. These steps are as follows:

(1) Analysis of the job for which the tests

are to be used; (2) tentative selection and

arrangement of items which appear to meas-

ure the psychological processes disclosed by the

job analysis to be important for that job;

(3) development of a standardized method
of administration and scoring; (4) administra-

tion of the tests to a large and representative

group of individuals from the population on

which they are finally to be used; and (5) an-

alysis of results to discover whether the tests are

good predictors of success in the occupation

for which they are designed, i.e., whether

they are valid.

Job analysis. Regardless of whether an ap-

titude test is devised for vocational guidance

or for vocational selection, the first thing that

the psychologist usually does before designing

it is to make a detailed analysis of the psy-

chological processes required in successful

performance of the job in question. Before de-

signing certain tests of flying aptitude, psy-

chologists went aloft with experienced pilots,

bombardiers, and navigators. While aloft, they

observed the pilot, bombardier, or navigator's

performances. Some of them went through the

training process themselves, paying particular

attention to the kinds of abilities they were

called upon to use. After gathering relevant

information on the requirements of the job in

this and other ways, they were then ready

to design batteries of aptitude tests for pilots,

bombardiers, and navigators. Similarly, psy-

chologists have gone into industry and ob-

served skilled performance or learned the per-

formance themselves.

Tentative selection of test items. After a

job analysis has been completed and some in-

sight into the nature of the processes required

has been gained, the psychologist then selects

tests from those already available or devises

tests to measure these processes. Suppose a

certain level of intelligence seems important,

then he may try out one or more of the many
intelligence tests available. Suppose that calm-

ness under conditions of stress is one of the re-

quirements, then he may try out some of the

devices used in the laboratory to record phys-

iological changes in emotion. Suppose that

hand-steadiness is involved, then he may try

out a test of hand-steadiness. Suppose that

ability to react quickly to a stimulus seems

important, then he may test speed of reaction

with a chronoscope. Suppose that a certain

kind of finger dexterity seems to play an

important role, then he may try out certain

tests of finger dexterity. If certain personality

traits seem to be important, then he may try

out one or more of the personality tests already

available. If the individual's interest in the

occupation, or in a group of occupations, seems

to be important, then he may try out one of

the avaOable occupational interest question-

naires. And if the individual's past experience,

his social obligations, and similar biographical

data appear to be important, then the psy-

chologist may try out biographical in\'entories

already available. He also may have to devise

tests that are entirely new.

After tests have been selected from those

available, or special tests have been devised,

the next move is to try them out and see how
well they work in practice.

Development of a .standardized procedure

for administration and scoring. We have al-

ready (p. 56) indicated how important it is

that psychological tests be gi%en and

scored in the same way for e\ery individual

tested. An\one who uses a micrometer in a
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novel fashion or who reads off the measure-

ments in some manner of his own choosing

might just as well not use an accurate meas-

uring device at all. Not only would his own
readings differ from time to time, but they

would certainly not agree with those taken

by somebody who knows how to use a microm-

eter. Likewise, in the attempt to measure

anything, a standardized procedure must be

used. Usually, in preparing any sort of psy-

chological test, it is necessary to try it out on

a few individuals to see the best procedure

to follow, how best to score it, and so on. If

it is a pencil-and-paper test, requiring answers

to questions, one has to do some preliminary

testing with it to weed out ambiguous ques-

tions, and those which do not differentiate

between the possession or nonpossession of the

qualities which the test is intended to measure.

Administration to a large representative

group. Because a test seems to measure the

processes which a job analysis suggests are

important for a particular job, and because it is

standardized in administration and scoring, one

cannot assume that it is necessarily a good test.

One must check to see whether it really does

select the kinds of individuals needed.

During the First World War some psychol-

ogists decided, on the basis of a crude job

analysis, that a pilot needs, above all else, to

be a quick reactor and to be able to "keep

his head" under conditions of stress. So they

and the military authorities of the countries

concerned decided, quite arbitrarily, that any

candidate for pilot training who failed to reach

a specified speed of simple reaction, and who
changed his breathing and his hand-tremor

more than a certain amount when a shot was

fired unexpectedly, or an ice-cold cloth slapped

unexpectedly on his head, could not be a good

prospect for pilot training. This proposition

seemed so reasonable (it had such "face valid-

ity") that several Allied countries used these

tests to pre-select pilots. Hundreds of prospec-

tive pilots were told that their reactions were

too slow or their emotional reactions too un-

stable for them to succeed as pilots. Then

some investigators checked up to see whether

there was actually any correlation between

simple reaction time and tremor on the one

hand and skill as a pilot on the other. They
found the correlations negligible. This being

the case, as many good pilots were being

eliminated as poor ones and as many poor

ones were being selected as good ones. Those
in charge of selecting pilot material would have

been just as well off without using these reac-

tion time or tremor tests.'*

Tests must be evaluated by trying them

out on a group representative of a particular

occupation. There are several technical con-

siderations in selection of this group, for it

must be representative of a normal popula-

tion, and so on— but we must waive this dis-

cussion in an introductory course.

In devising selection tests for pilots, the psy-

chologists in the Army Air Forces and Bureau

of Aeronautics of the Navy Department gave

their tentatively selected tests to thousands of

prospective pilots and then allowed these in-

dividuals to enter training, regardless of scores

made on the tests. In this way they could de-

termine what would have happened had they

eliminated those scoring below certain possible

critical scores.

Evaluation of test results. To evaluate test

results in terms of actual performance in an

occupation, that is, to determine their val-

idity, one must have criteria, indices or stand-

ards of success. In the case of pilots, the cri-

teria might be ground-school grades, time

taken to reach the solo, passing or failing,

success in combat— number of planes shot

down, and so on.

In the case of workers in a certain occupa-

tion, the criterion might be how quickly the

requisite skills are learned, the average daily

output, how many accidents the individual

has, or how long he stays on the job before

being fired or quitting to get another job. In

the case of life insurance salesmen, the criterion

might be how much insurance is sold. One
must decide beforehand, of course, which of

these things he wishes to predict by use of his

test. The test might predict one criterion bet-

ter than another. Different test batteries

might be needed for different criteria.

One method widely used to determine the

relation between the test results and the cri-

terion has already been described. It is that of

correlating one with the other. A high positive

correlation indicates that success on the test

and success in terms of the criterion selected

go together.

One criterion in which those who had to

.select pilots were particularly interested was
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Total Number 904

Pilot Rating 1

0.1 I Per Cent Eliminated from Primary Pilot Training. This covers each pilot rating in

fifteen pilot classes totaling 153,000 coses. The overall elimination rate was approximately

25 percent. (19.)

that of passing and failing the course. Any-

body who entered training and failed to

become a pilot was, of course, wasting his own
time, wasting the time of his instructors, wast-

ing government money, and wasting equipment

There was thus a determined effort to elim-

inate such waste by selecting a group most of

whom would pass.

When such an arbitrary all-or-none criterion

as pass-fail is used, the usual correlation

techniques discussed earlier will not work.

Other techniques must be used. Neverthe-

less, we can illustrate the selective value of the

tests by graphical means. In Figure 5.11, we
have the pass-fail data for approximately

153,000 young men who took a battery of

selection tests and then entered pilot training.'^

The battery of tests included several like those

already discussed in preceding pages, includ-

ing the SAM complex coordinator.

The candidates' aptitude rating, in terms of

overall test scores, is given at the base of the

graph. The highest aptitude rating is 9, and

the lowest is 1. About 80 per cent of those

who made the lowest aptitude rating failed.

In short, job analysis indicated which traits

play an important role in aviation. Tests

were assembled which appeared to measure

such traits. These were tried out to determine

their validity. Those with little or no predic-

tive value were discarded. Finally there

emerged a test battery each item of which

was valid.

There was, at the time, no factor analysis

of the large number of tests involved. But

such factor analysis has now demonstrated that

relatively few factors are being measured by

a large group of tests like those used in select-

ing pOots. Most of the overall performance

on thirty-one tests requiring movement reac-

tions could be accounted for by three factors

designed, respectively, as Fine Control Sensi-

tivitij (the "ability to make fine, highly con-

trolled adjustments at some critical stage of

performance,") Multiple Limb Coordination.

and Response Orientation ("rapid directional

discrimination and orientation of movement

patterns").20 Fine Control Sensitivity is meas-

ured to a relatively high degree by eight dif-

ferent tests, including the complex coordina-

tor; Multiple Limb Coordination by six tests

also including the complex coordinator; and
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Response Orientation by eight different tests.

It is thus apparent that the same goal could

be accomphshed with a relatively small num-

ber of tests, each test in the battery being one

which, to the highest degree, measures a par-

ticular factor. This is pointed out not to criti-

cize the work of World War 11 aviation psy-

chologists, for their job had to be done with

all speed, but to illustrate again the value of

factored as compared with hit-or-miss aptitude

batteries.

TESTS OF ARTISTIC APTITUDES

Our discussion has centered upon scholastic,

professional, and vocational aptitudes. But

psychologists have also devised tests designed

to predict success in music and in the graphic

arts.

Musical aptitudes

Musical aptitude tests, of which there are

O.I.Z A Portion of the Musical Talent Pro-

files of Two Individuals. These two people difFer

markedly in musical ability. A Is an unmusical per-

son. His percentiles for various items in the test ore

all below average. B, the musically talented man,

on the other hand, is well above the overage in

everything. His pitch discrimination score, for ex-

ample, is in the 97th percentile. (After Seashore.)

Pitchp 1
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Time m
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Memory m
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now several, are on phonograph disks. The
subject sits, listens, and attempts to discrimi-

nate. In taking the Seashore Tests of Musical

Talent, for example, he is tested for pitch

discrimination, intensity discrimination, dis-

crimination of rhythm, discrimination of timbre,

time discrimination, and tonal memory. In-

structions for the pitch discrimination tests are

as follows: -'

You will hear two tones which differ in

pitch. You are to judge whether the second

is higher or lower than the first. If the second

is higher, record H; if lower, record L.

Tlie individual then listens and reacts to pairs

of tones, the second tone of each pair following

the first by a very short interval. Other tests

in the series are performed in a fashion some-

what similar to that described.

Actual scores on each test are converted into

percentile scores. An idea of how the test dif-

ferentiates extremes of musical talent is given

by the musical talent profiles in Figure .5.12.

It is conceivable that a person might score

high on such a test as the above, yet, because

of poor finger dexterity, make a poor pianist or

violinist. No matter what his dexterity, how-

ever, he could hardly hope to be successful in

any aspect of musical performance without at

least reasonably good pitch, intensity and time

discrimination.

The Seashore Test of Musical Talent and

others of its kind are widely used in schools

to aid in selecting the most musically gifted.

A teacher of psychology who gives the test

to his classes sometimes comes across a student

who, although he has never had any musical

training, scores e.xceptionally high on the test.

In schools which use musical aptitude tests,

such individuals may be discovered early and

encouraged to take up some musical pursuit.

On the other hand, those children who have

little aptitude for music can be discouraged

from attempting to become highly proficient

musical performers.

Graphic art

There are several tests in this general area.

Some, of which the Meier Art Judgment

Test -- is an example, ask the individual to

judge the artistic merit of pictures. This test
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O. I O Item from the Meier Test of Art Judgment. Compare the two pictures. Note that

they differ with respect to the position of the pottery. Which is better, i.e., more pleasing, artistic,

or satisfying? Then loolc on page 490. (Courtesy Dr. Norman C. Meier.)

uses many pairs of art reproductions, as in

Figure 5.13. One of each pair is an ac-

knowledged art masterpiece. The picture with

it has been changed so as to violate some im-

portant principle of art. With each pair is a

statement which tells how the pictures differ.

The two pictures in Figure 5.13, for instance,

differ in one detail— the position of the piece

of pottery. One indicates in each case which

picture of the pair is a better work of art. The
correct picture is that which has been judged

by experts to be the better one. Total scores

on this test are correlated with art grades and

rated artistic ability.-^

Another type of test designed to measure ap-

titude for graphic art is the Honi Art Aptitude

Inventon,'.-^ This differs from tests like the

above in that, instead of asking the individual

to judge the merits of art products, it requires

him to create sketches of his own. In one part

of the test, there are outline drawings of fa-

miliar objects. In another part there are ab-

stract compositions based upon given materials.

The remaining part comprises a series of

rectangles in each of which a few lines are

given. Using these lines as a "starter" the ex-

aminee draws a complete sketch. A rectangle

like those of this test is shown in Figure 5.14.

Also shown is one student's sketch based upon

the lines given.

Since no particular art production which an

examinee may draw is right or wrong, scoring

must be done by judges. These are guided

in their judgment, howe\'er by sample sketches

and by instructions regarding the things to look

for and how to score them. Research \\'ith

this test indicates that scoring, despite its sub-

jectivib,', is fairly reliable and that there is a

positi\'e correlation between test scores and in-

structor's ratings of performance in art classes.

These examples are illustrative of what apti-

tude psychologists in the field of art are doing,

but tests of artistic aptitude have not been as

widely used and evaluated as have our best

tests of scholastic and vocational aptitude.

After reviewing the various tests of artistic

aptitude, a well-known authority on ps\-cho-

logical testing has this to say: "The available

tests are few in number and technically crude.

At the same time, several ingenious devices

and promising approaches have been devel-

oped which warrant further exploration. -^
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VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE AND
SELECTION

Although we have already made se\eral

references to the use of tests in guidance and
selection, there is more that needs to be said.

This is because vocational guidance is a much
more precarious procedure than vocational se-

lection, and what is a poor test for one pur-

pose may have value for the other.

When an individual comes to the vocational

counselor for guidance concerning a vocation,

he may be given one or a number of the

tests mentioned in this chapter, or other tests

not mentioned here. After comparing his score

with that of others on whom the tests have

been validated, the vocational counselor may
then be able to offer such advice as: "You
have sufficiently high intelligence to do well in

any of these fields, but this is the field that

seems to interest you most. It is a field which
requires a high degree of mechanical aptitude

and the test shows that you are not handi-

capped there. The chances are that, if you
apply yourself, you wiO succeed in that field."

On the other hand he might have to say,

"Your responses on some of these tests (intelli-

gence) do not offer much hope of your being

successful in getting an M.D. degree, but these

other tests (mechanical aptitude) show that

you have exceptional ability along mechanical

lines, that you have a high probability of suc-

cess in some industry where mechanical talent

like yours is required." There are, of course,

some who have little aptitude for anything,

and others who have aptitude for a wide variety

of vocations.

The vocational counselor does not tell an

individual that he will or wOl not succeed in

a gi\en line of work. There are many other

things which contribute to success or failure

besides those measured by tests. The avail-

ability of training and of work in various oc-

cupations also has to be considered. Sometimes
there are very few jobs available along the

line of one's predominant aptitudes. What
the vocational counselor attempts to do, how-
ever, is to deal with possibilities and probabili-

ties as they relate to the individual's tested

aptitudes. Unless correlations between test re-

sults and actual performance are very high,

any definite predictions about what individuals

wiD do are precarious.

In the case of vocational selection, on the

other hand, predictions can be made with

greater certainty than in the case of individual

guidance. The psychologist can say with a

high degree of assurance, for example, that if

individuals who fall in the lowest aptitude

rating (Figure 5.11) are admitted to flight

training, only about 20 per cent of them will

become pilots, and if those in the uppermost

rating are admitted, over 90 per cent of them
will become pilots. If John Doe's score alone

is involved one can say merely that he will

probably pass, or fail, or that the chances

are 90 in 100 that he will pass or 10 in 100

that he will fail. Observe that some in the

lowest aptitude rating do succeed, and John

Doe might be one of them. Observe, too,

that some in the highest aptitude rating do fail,

and John Doe might be one of these.

It is well to observe, finally, that even the

best aptitude test used for selection purposes

eliminates some individuals who, if admitted

O.I4 Item from the Horn

Art Aptitude Inventory. Certain

lines are given as illustrated, and

these must be used in a com-

plete sketch as, for example,

that shown at the right. (From

Horn, C. A., and L. F. Smith,

24, p. 351.)
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to the occupation in question, would have

succeeded. We do not know who these peo-

ple are unless we give everyone a chance, but

if we do give everyone a chance we waste

time, money, equipment, and manpower in

attempting to train a group of whom many
vdll fail. In order to avoid this wastage, we
sacrifice a few who might have succeeded.

What the user of selective tests does is to deter-

mine which critical score (the score below

which individuals are not admitted to the occu-

pation) will eliminate the greatest number of

potential failures while at the same time elimi-

nating as few as possible of the potentially

successful.

How high the critical score may be set de-

pends too, upon how many individuals are

needed and how many are available. Setting

an aptitude rating of 9 as the standard for

admittance to pilot training would eliminate

all failures except a few, but very few individ-

uals make an aptitude rating of 9. If only a few

pilots were needed and the source of supply

were large, such a rating might serve one's

purposes. But if the number of pilots needed

were high and there were only a limited

number of candidates, one would have to lower

his standard to a level where a sufficiently

large number could be admitted.

Summary

Aptitude is the capacity to leam readily and

achieve a high level of skill in some specific

area, such as scholarship, mechanics, or art.

An aptitude test is designed to measure a

sample of performance and, upon the basis of

this, to predict possible future success. Some
tests of special aptitudes are of the pencil-

and-paper variety whOe others require actual

manipulation of test materials. Many jobs

require a certain group of aptitudes— or ap-

titude factors. Factor analysis has demon-

strated that many tests in current use are

measuring a relatively small group of aptitude

factors. Identification of these makes it possible

to arrange test batteries which measure a set

of relatively pure aptitude factors. Such bat-

teries provide profiles showing an individual's

relative standing with respect to each factor.

These profiles, compared with profiles repre-

senting factors required for particular lines of

work, facilitate matching of men with jobs.

Aptitudes are not necessarily inborn, al-

though some (musical, manual dexterity) may
depend to a certain extent upon inborn char-

acteristics. General intelligence is a more im-

portant aspect of some aptitudes (scholastic)

than others (mechanical). Some occupations

require certain intelligence factors (numeri-

cal, verbal) more than others. For most occupa-

tions one can specify a minimal intelligence

level. Interests are always relevant, since the

individual is more likely to succeed in occu-

pations which interest him than in those

which do not.

Aptitude tests for use in vocational guidance

or selection must be standardized and eval-

uated for particular occupations. An important

feature of the standardization procedure is to

determine the relation between test perform-

ance and criteria of success in an occupation.

These may be pass-fail criteria, grades, how
long it takes to learn the job, or some measure

of success— like work output. An aptitude

test is said to be valid to the extent that it

enables the investigator to predict such out-

comes.

A certain degree of success has been

achieved in measuring aptitudes for music and

the graphic arts, but much more needs to be

done in these areas.

(References and notes for this chapter are on page 546 of the Appendix.)
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Motivation

Needs and drives • Homeostasis • Hunger • Thirst • The sex drive and mating •

Maternal motivation • Some stimulation drives • Personal-social motives •

Common social motives • Motives varying with the culture • Personal motives

• Life goals • Levels of aspiration • Functional autonomy Force of habit

• Unconscious motivation • Incentives and effort • Interests and attitudes •

Summary

This chapter is concerned with what is sometimes referred to as "the dynamics of

behavior." Dynamics, a term taken over from the physical sciences, refers to the

energies or forces which produce motion in physical bodies. The appropriateness of

this term, as applied to the motivation of behavior, can be seen from the fact that our

concern here is with what mo\es the organism to do what it does. We are concerned

not so much with what the organism does, nor with how it accomplishes what it does,

but with why it acts as it does. This interest, as will soon be apparent, leads us to infer

the presence of internal energizers or driving forces which activate the organism and

influence its responsiveness to external stimuli.

In terms of its derivation, the word motivate means to move, to activate. In this

general sense, anything that initiates acti\-ity, whether external or internal, is motivating.

In psychology, however, the terms motivation and motive refer to activation from within

the organism. Thus motivated behavior is internally activated, or at least modified b>-,

internal conditions. A motive, therefore, is some internal activator or modifier.

The general significance of what is meant by motivation can be made plain by

reference to the activity of a puppet. The puppet is a static mechanism, incapable

of initiating its own activity. It moves only when its strings are manipulated. Its
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movements are forced upon it. It is completely under external control. Moreover,

every movement is predictable from a knowledge of how the puppet is constructed

and the forces applied to it. In view of these facts we say that the puppet is without

motivation. We attribute no motives to it.

Contrast with this the behavior of living organisms. The simpler organisms act

in many respects like puppets. They exhibit forced movements, known as tropisms,

in which the whole body is turned toward or away from certain stimulating situations.

Thus the cockroach runs from the light and a moth is attracted to it.. Moreover, all

organisms with a nervous system exhibit partial reactions— reflexes— which are

equally puppet-like. In us, for example, there is a reflex pupillary' response to changes

in illumination, a reflex kick of the foot (knee jerk) when the patellar tendon is struck,

and a reflex gagging when the doctor applies a spatula to the back of our tongue. We
have, in fact, many such reflexes.

Because they are puppet-like, neither tropisms nor reflexes are said to be motivated.

In other respects than in their tropistic and reflex behavior, on the other hand, all

animals have a certain degree of autonomy. They are, that is to say, self-regulating.

This is so for a number of reasons, as we will now see.

All animals undergo internal physiological changes related to the necessities of

life— changes associated with such needs as for liquid, nourishment, and elimination.

Through their effects on the nervous system, these physiological changes initiate

relevant activities such as drinking, eating, and eliminating. They also influence re-

ceptivity to certain kinds of stimulation. The odor of food, for example, is especially

attractive to the hungry organism.

It is customary to refer to the necessities of life as physiological needs and to the

related conditions which motivate behavior as physiological drives. There are, however,

some inborn drives which have no direct relation to the maintenance of life. The

sexual urge, for example, need not be satisfied in order that the individual may survive.

It does, of course, have significance from the standpoint of perpetuating the race.

There are some other drives which, although important for survival, and perhaps

more or less instrumental in satisfying physiological needs (like the need for food)

are of a quite different order from hunger itself. Organisms are so constituted, for

example, that they are especially responsive to changes in their environment. Instead of

responding passively, they actively explore and examine their surroundings.

Other inborn drives which have no direct relation to physiological needs, are those

involved in emotional motivation. A frightened organism may run away or, if cornered,

attack an aggressor. The organism that has experienced painful stimulation may become

anxious and, as a result, avoid certain situations when avoidance is possible. These

and other emotions have much to do with our own responses to the world about us.

Still another reason why organisms are different from puppets is that they learn.

Their nervous system is modified by what happens to them. They learn where and how
to satisfy their needs and they act accordingly. They do not merely wait for some-

thing to happen. Human beings also develop attitudes, interests, aspirations, and life

goals. They pursue their long-range goals despite environmental distractions and

frustrations. Indeed persistence in a given direction is one of the clearest signs of mo-

tivated behavior. The man of Henley's Invictus who says, 'T am the master of my fate:/

I am the captain of my soul. . .
." is a "self-starter" and shows persistence of a high

order. The fact that he thinks himself master of his own fate, whether or not this is

ultimately so, is itself motivating and it may have a very significant influence upon his

conduct.

At birth and for some time thereafter we are completely dominated by physiological
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motives. We sleep most of the time, but wake and take in nourishment when hungry,

protest noisily against irritating or painful stimuli, and eliminate waste products as

they accumulate. These primitive motives, which we share with other animals, are

represented in Freudian terminology by the general term id. According to Freud, the

id is "the oldest of mental provinces," which "contains everything that is inherited, that

is present at birth, that is fixed in the constitution," including the drives "which origi-

nate in the somatic organization." ^

Animals and human infants are almost completely dominated by their physiological

motives. Although we retain such motives, their expression undergoes considerable

change as we grow older. Animals satisfy them directly, as soon as they arise. When
hungry they seek food where they have learned to find it and they usually rend, and

tear, and guzzle without reference to the needs of others or rules of conduct. At ap-

propriate times and seasons they seek mates, and again they are dominated completely

by the exigencies of the moment. As excretory needs arise, they satisfy them im-

mediately, wherever they happen to be. When animals are frustrated by others, they

often fight and kill.

Human beings, on the other hand, learn to behave in ways decreed only in part

by their biological heritage and the immediate situation. Beginning soon after birth,

they reality-test and, as a result, develop a self, an ego. Some animals below man
perhaps also develop an ego on this basis, but the id retains a major place in their

motivation. Human beings also take on the ways of others, even to the extent of ac-

quiring moral principles; in short, a conscience, or superego. They are increasingly

modified by customs, ti'aditions, and man-made laws. Consequently, even though human
beings have the same physiological needs as other animals, they come to behave more

like men and women than like animals. In Freudian terms, the ego and superego

assume dominance over the id.

In this transformation of animal into human nature, a significant role is played by

social influences, and especially those dependent upon one's culture. The life of all

human societies is organized around the problem of satisfying physiological needs.

All agricultural activities are in one way or another linked with the need for food.

Many of the most rigid social customs have to do with regulation of sexual activities.

There are definite customs for the control of excretory needs. Various measures to

protect the individual from injury have been instituted. There are prescribed ways

of settling disputes so that angry men are restrained from attacking their fellows.

NEEDS AND DRIVES Some physiological needs give rise to inner

conditions which appear to drive the organism

Physiological needs are such necessities of to activit\'. This activity persists until the

life as food, water, warmth, and sleep. We need is satisfied or until weakness or death

have them because of the way we are made, occurs. Take, for example, a rat deprived of

They come with our biological heritage, which food for twenty-four hours or so. It becomes
is to say that they are inborn, or innate, excessively active. If it is given access to a

These needs are in sharp contrast with the device like that in Figure 6.1, it enters the

personal-social needs to be considered later, drum and runs. Revolutions of the drum,

for the latter are dependent upon personal read from a counter, indicate the distance

experience and are influenced by social con- run.

tacts, including the cultural ones which com- In one investigation, rats were put on a

prise our social heritage. Personal-social needs diet which reduced their weight. These

are, as we say, "acquired" rather than innate. animals were given access to the revolving
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O. I A Revolving-Drum Apparatus for Study-

ing Activity. The rat lives in the cage at the

right of the apparatus. When it runs in the revolv-

ing drum at the left, the revolutions in either di-

rection ore recorded by the cyclometer. There is a

sliding door, not seen in the figure, by means of

which the rat may be made to remain in the re-

volving drum or prevented from entering it. A
sliding tray under the apparatus collects the debris.

(Courtesy George H. Wahmann Mfg. Co.)

drum one hour daily. Observe, in Figure

6.2, that the resulting activity was a function

of the loss of body weight, and, presumably,

of the degree of hunger and thirst. The cor-

relation between the per cent of normal body
weight and the number of revolutions of the

drum was -.99, an extremely high relationship.

-

Another investigation which used the same
method, but one in which the normal body
weight was gradually restored, showed a grad-

ual decrease in activity level as the rats ap-

proached their normal weight. ^ It is important

to note that these activity changes occurred in

an environment that was as constant in lighting,

temperature, and other charact^istics as the

investigators could make it. The internal

conditions responsible for .such obviously

driven behavior are said to be phijsiolop.ical

drives. In the present instance, we speak

more specifically of a hunger drive.

Here are some further examples. A rat in

heat is very active. In a re\ol\ing driun, it

may run the equivalent of fifteen or more
mOes in a day. On days when the rat is not

in heat, even though external conditions are

the same, it runs very little. * We say, in

this case, that a sex drive is responsible for

the excessive activity.

Now let us examine a quite different ac-

tivity, nest-building. If strips of paper are

available and the temperature falls, the rat

actively engages in nest-building and the in-

tensity of such activity (as determined by the

pieces of material used) increases as a function

of the drop in temperature. As the tempera-

ture rises, however, nest-building declines and,

when the temperature is normal, stops al-

together.'' Here is an externally stimulated

drive, but one which depends upon the need

to maintain a normal body temperature. This

is commonly called a nest-building drive.

although one might just as appropriately call

it a temperature drive.

We mentioned the temperatru^e drive

chiefly to set the stage for discussing another

in which, regardless of the external tempera-

ture, the rat becomes excessively active in

building nests. This is a rat that has just

recently given birth to a litter. Some condi-

tion associated with having given birth drives

her to build nests, in which she puts the

young, even though, under other conditions,

she would build no nests at all.*' The fact

that she persists in this activity even when
the temperature is veiy high, is evidence

enough of some inner condition which has the

characteristic of a drive. We speak, in this

case, of the maternal drive.

The concept of drives is a useful one for

purposes of discourse, but the actual condi-

tion which impels the organism — what is

sometimes referred to as the drive state—
is often difficult or impossible to specify.

A large amount of research on motivation is

aimed at discovering what hunger is, physio-

logically. Similar research is focused upon

thirst, sex, and other inborn drives. Interest-

ingly enough, however, when we are able to

specify the precise biochemical and neural

basis of hunger, thirst, and other drives, we
will have no further need for the general

term, drive. The specified condition will be

cited to account for food-seeking, drinking,

mating, and so forth. Progress in this direc-
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HOMEOSTASIS

100 95 90 85 80 75 70 65

Per Cent Estimated Normal Body Weight

O. Z. Activity as a Function of Weight Reduc-

tion. Observe that as the per cent of normal body

weight decreases the activity level (number of revo-

lutions per hour) increases. (From Mosl<owitz, M. J.,

"Running-Wheel Activity of the White Rot as a

Function of Combined Food and Water Deprivation,"

Journal of Comparative and Physiological Psychol-

ogy, 1959,52, p. 624.)

tion is being made, and we shall learn some

of the details presently. But much is yet to be

discovered and the concept of drive is still a

useful one.

As we have seen, a physiological drive is

named in terms of (1) the sort of deprivation

which gives rise to it, (2) the physiological

processes involved, insofar as these are knowni,

and (3) the culminating activity, i.e., that

which alleviates the need or which is rele-

vant to such alleviation. In the case of hun-

ger, for instance, the drive is aroused by

depriving the animal of food, or at least cut-

ting down on its rations. Among various

known conditions which underlie hunger are

stomach contractions. The appropriate cul-

minating activity— that which satisfies the or-

ganism's need— is eating.

It is possible to regard the physiologicalK'

driven organism as in a state of physiological

disequilibrium. Then the culminating act,

such as getting food, is thought of as com-

pensatory— as restoring equilibrium.

The tendency of motivated behavior to

maintain a balanced condition within the

organism is called homeostasis. As one

physiologist put it, "The living being is an

agency of such sort that each disturbing in-

fluence induces by itself the calling forth of

compensatory activity to neutralize or repair

the disturbance." ' He had in mind such

compensatory activities as the following: res-

toration of injured tissues by white blood cells;

the maintenance of a constant body tempera-

ture by sweating, slowing down of activity,

and seeking the shade; and the maintenance

of a normal carbon dioxide level in the blood

by faster and deeper breathing when the air

is deficient in oxygen. It is interesting to ob-

serve, in the latter connection, that Indians

living in the Peruvian Andes at a height of

10.000 to 11,000 feet "have tremendous

chests that allow them to take in enough

oxygen for the heavy work they do. '

'^

The concept of homeostasis is relevant to

certain physiological drives, but not to others.

The tension built up when one wants to re-

lieve his bladder is dissipated quickly when

urination occurs. The dro\vning person's

struggles cease when he is rescued and can

breathe again. Similarly, rest and sleep re-

vive the fatigued organism. In certain other

instances there are difficulties with a homeo-

static interpretation, especially if considered

from a purely physiological standpoint. As the

following statement by an outstanding investi-

gator of sex behavior indicates, it is difficult

even to see how copulation could be considered

an example of homeostatic response.

The individual deprived of sexual outiet

does not perish, regardless of the length of

time involved. No genuine tissue or biological

needs are generated by sexual abstinence. It

used to be believed that prolonged sexual in-

activity in adulthood resulted in progressive

accumulation of secretions within the accessory

sex glands, and that nerve impulses from these

distended receptacles gave rise to sexual
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urges. Modem evidence negates this hypothe-

sis. Work in my own laboratory has shown
that male animals which ha\e been surgically

deprived of the glands in question continue

to display unmistakable signs of sexual arousal

and potency. Furthermore, homologous
structures in the female are undeveloped,

and yet, if we are to believe Professor Kinsey

and other experts, sexual motivation is not ex-

clusively a masculine prerogative.^

Since the concept of homeostasis was first

propounded, however, some psychologists

have come to use it as synonymous with com-

pensatory behavior of any kind.^'^ It might

then be said that the psychological tension

associated with sexual desire, even on a purely

symbolic level, as when the person is pre-

occupied with thoughts of sex, is relieved by
se.xual activity. Later we will observe further use

of the homeostatic concept in relation to the

maintenance of self-esteem by so-called "ego-

defensive" or "ego-compensatory" activities.

This use of the term homeostasis divorces it

almost completely from its original physiologi-

cal meaning, as described above.

HUNGER

When deprived of food for a long time,

human beings report aching or gnawing ex-

periences known as hunger pangs. These are

correlated with muscular spasms of the

stomach walls. This may be shown by using

subjects who have been trained to swallow a

small balloon with rubber tubing attached.

The balloon is inflated in the stomach and
the rubber tube then connected to a kymo-
graph recording mechanism (Figure 6.3)

so that each spasm of the stomach muscles

causes a mark to be made on the smoked
drum. In addition, the subject is told to press

on a key whenever he feels hunger pangs. A
mark is thereby made on the drum just below
the record of stomach activity. The subject's

abdominal breathing is also recorded, so that

the investigator may decide whether the

spasms represented in the record are due to

stomach or to abdominal movements. The
record shows that hunger pangs coincide with

stomach contractions, but are unrelated to

movements of the abdominal muscles.

Hunger and blood chemistry

Various lines of evidence suggest that hun-

ger pangs and stomach contractions both de-

pend upon blood chemistry. In the first

place, the stomach may be removed, or nerves

between it and the brain severed, yet with-

out destroying the hunger drive. '^ In the

second place, if the blood sugar level is

lowered by injections of insulin (the hormone
given diabetics to control carbohydrate

O.O The Relation Between Hunger Pangs and Stomach Contractions. Observe that

the peaks in the upper record ore quite independent of abdominal breathing. They are produced

by spasms of the stomach itself, and are correlated with signals given by the subject when he

experiences hunger pangs. (After Cannon.)



metabolism), stomach contractions and hun-

ger pangs are induced. When dextrose, which

raises the blood sugar level, is given, these

contractions and hunger pangs cease.'- In

the third place, if blood from a starved dog

is injected into a normal dog, the stomach of

the injected animal shows the kind of contrac-

tions found in hunger. Injection of blood from

a well-fed animal, on the other hand, stops

the stomach contractions.'-'

The fact that injection of blood from a

starving dog into a normal one elicits stomach

contractions suggests that lowering of nutrient

reserves releases specific chemical activators

(hormones) into the blood stream and that

these, through their effect upon the nervous

system, are responsible for both the stomach

contractions and the hunger pangs. '^

Other physiological aspects of hunger

Food may be placed in the stomach di-

recdy via a fistula, which is a long tube at-

tached at its lower end to the inside of the

stomach. When milk (20 milliliters) is in-

jected in this way, the hungry rat acts as if

its hunger is reduced.'-' The rate at which it

presses a bar to get food (see Figure 10.2)

drops significantly. If a stomach balloon like

that of Figure 6.3 is inflated with an equal

amount of liquid, the rate of responding is

also reduced, but not as much as when milk

enters the stomach. Thus milk in the stomach

and stomach distension both reduce the hunger

drive, but milk is more effective.

Is the rat "fooled" by stomach inflation? Ap-

parently not, for this is ineffective as a "re-

ward" in learning situations. Rats were

trained in a T-shaped maze to turn in one

direction or the other at the upper end of

the T. If they turned in the proper direction,

14 cc of milk was injected into the stomach

as they entered the goal box. They learned

this habit. By contiast, a comparable group

of rats subjected to a 14 cc inflation of a

stomach balloon learned to avoid the side

which produced such distension of their

stomach. Distension of the stomach was

therefore a deterrent rather than an incen-

tive."-'

Why did food and stomach distension

have such diametrically opposed effects? The
answer may be that inflating a balloon in the

stomach produces nausea, which would re-

duce hunger and hence the rate of response

in the bar-pressing situation and also act as a

deterrent in a situation where it could be

avoided.'"

Other investigations have compared the

relative effectiveness of milk taken by mouth

and milk injected into the stomach via a

fistula. One comparison used bar-pressing;

the other used learning to make the appro-

priate turn in a T-maze.

Under certain conditions, the details of

which need not concern us here, a hungry

rat's rate of responding in a bar-pressing situa-

tion remains relatively constant. Since an

increase in the amount of food received de-

creases the rate of response, the latter is taken

as an indication that the drive has been re-

duced. In the comparison of interest to us

here, a given amount of salt solution was in-

jected into the stomach as a control and the

efi^ect of this was compared with that of an

equal amount of milk injected into the

stomach, With salt solution, the rate of re-

sponse dropped to about 12 per minute, with

milk to about 7 per minute. Thus milk re-

duced the hunger drive more than salt solu-

tion. Milk in the mouth, however, was even

more effective. It reduced the rate of re-

sponding to about 5 per minute.'^

The finding that milk given by mouth

has a greater effect than milk placed direcdy

into the stomach is supported by results with

the T-maze, for the mOk-by-mouth subjects

learned the habit much faster than those

given stomach injections of an equal amount

of milk.'»

The preceding results are of considerable

interest. On a long-time basis, of course, the

need for food can be satisfied only by food.

But it takes time for food to be digested, to

change the constitution of the blood, and to al-

leviate the need, i.e., restore equilibrium. If all

of this were necessary in order to reduce the

hunger drive and to stop the rat's eating, the

effects would be too long delayed, and the

animal would over-eat. Moreover, hunger re-

duction on such a homeostatic basis would

come too late to serve as a reward in learning,

as when the rat in the T-maze learned to go

in the direction where milk was obtained.

What is of special interest, therefore, is the

fact that milk in the mouth and milk in the
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stomach reduced the hunger drive almost im-

mediately. Apparently there is something

about the taste, smell, or feel of food which

itself rewards a hungry animal. Even the in-

jection of milk into the stomach via a fistula

appears to reduce the hunger drive almost

immediately rather than after a long enough

period for the physiological need to be alle-

viated.

Experiments on semistarvation

An e.xcellent opportunity for scientific re-

search on hunger occurred during the last

World War when thirty-two conscientious

objectors volunteered to serve as subjects in

experiments involving semistarvation. Sci-

entists at the University of Minnesota -"

studied these men for three months under

normal conditions. Each man was then sys-

tematically dieted for a period of six months,

during which his weight was reduced by ap-

proximately 25 per cent. A three-month

period of rehabilitation was then instituted.

The experimenters investigated many as-

pects of health, general physiology and psy-

chology. Large individual differences ap-

peared. Among the outstanding psycho-

logical effects were feelings of weakness,

hunger pangs, irritability, loss of interest in

sex, and unusual interest in cook books and

food illustrations. The hunger drive became

all-important. While there was no reduction

in general intelligence as measured by tests,

the general intellectual life of the subjects

was channelized by their need for food. It

is reported, for example, that "The intensive

preoccupation with food made it difficult for

the men to concentrate upon the tasks they

had intellectually decided they would work

on. If a man tried to study, he soon found

himself daydreaming about food. He would

think about food he had eaten in the past;

he would muse about opportunities he had

missed to eat a certain food when he was at

this or that place. Often he would daydream

by the hour about the next meal, which was

not very far away.-' The men wrote notes

to themselves as reminders of things to be

done. There was general apathy. Poor man-

ners appeared, such as eating noisily and

licking plates. Some men showed a deteriora-

tion of ethical control; as, for example, by

buying food or, in one case, stealing it.

"Most of them felt that the starvation had

coarsened rather than refined them, and they

marvelled at how thin their moral and social

\'eneers seemed to be." --

Thus we see how hunger tensions may
subvert an individual's higher motives and in-

tellectual activities. The outcomes of this

research are of practical as well as theoretical

value, for they give understanding and pro-

vide guidance for those who ha\e the task

of rehabilitating the world's semistarved pop-

ulations.

THIRST

When deprived of water over a period of

hours, an organism becomes excessively ac-

tive. This is true even when all other needs

are satisfied. If water becomes available,

drinking terminates the activit>'.

What provides the drive behind water

consumption? According to a well-known

theory, the drive comes from dryness of the

mucous lining of the mouth and throat.--*

When the organism is deprived of water over

a period of se\'eral hours, the mouth and

throat indeed become dry, thus reflecting de-

hydration of body tissues in general.

When water is placed in the stomach di-

rectly via fistula, a period of several min-

utes must elapse before the thirst experience

ceases. This suggests that the water, in order

to be effective in removing thirst, must get

into the tissues sufficiently to remove the dry-

ness of mouth and tliroat. On the other hand,

merely wetting the mouth temporarily removes

the thirst experience.

Dogs subjected to different degrees of

water deficit drink an amount of water di-

rectly proportional to the known deficit.--*

But such an accurate "estimation" by the dog

of its need for water is hard to explain in

terms of dryness of the mouth and throat

alone. The first mouthful \\'ould wet the

mouth and throat, removing the condition

which might otherwise provide a dog with a

guide to the amount needed.

As in the case of hunger, some unkno\Mi

condition or conditions, aroused by a state of

deficit, must regulate both thirst and water

consumption. The most important single con-

dition appears to be cellular dehydration.
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— Spoyed

0.4 Activity Level as Measured with a Revolving Drum. Each succeeding dot in the

curve represents a day. Observe that the normal rot has a peak level of activity every fourth

day. The age range is from 59 to 129 days. At the right, drown to the some scale, is shown the

drop in activity level that occurred when a normal rat was spayed. The record began at 117

days and ended at 177 days. A revolving drum was shown in Figure 6.1. (Arranged from Rich-

ter and others.)

THE SEX DRIVE AND MATING

The physiological bases of sexual motiva-

tdon are well known, largely through research

on animals. This has shown that there are cer-

tain basic similarities in the sexual motivation

of human beings and other organisms; but it

has also revealed important differences.

The sex drive

Hormones secreted by the gonads, the

testes in males and the ovaries in females,

are responsible for sexual motivation. The
male sex hormones (androgens) come from the

testes. Castration cuts these off at their source.

When this occurs prior to puberty there is no

sex drive.

The ovarian hormones are known as estro-

gens. When the ovaries are removed prior

to puberty, the typical female characteristics,

including periodic heat, fail to appear.

If mature female rats are placed in cages

with revolving drums attached, as illustrated

in Figure 6.1 (p. 140), they spend a great

deal of time running. Every fourth or fifth day,

activity reaches a peak and, as we said

earlier, it is not unusual for the animal to

run the equivalent of fifteen or more miles.

This periodic activity, with relatively inactive

days followed by a day of great activity,

begins at around the time of puberty and

ceases at the menopause. It is on the day of

greatest activity that the female is especially

receptive to mating. Its own activities at this

time (see p. 140) are such as to excite sexual

activity in the male. If the ovaries are re-

moved before the time of puberty, however,

such behavior never develops. Activity is

greatly reduced, there is no cycle, and mat-

ing fails to occur.-''

When a mature female rat is spayed, her

activit)' drops to a low level, as illustrated in

Figure 6.4. The acti\ity cycle is obliter-

ated; and sexual behavior ceases. This situa-
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tion may be remedied by ovarian grafts or

by periodic injections of ovarian hormones.-*'

It is thus apparent that estrogenic hormones

activate the female rat and provide a high

level of sexual motivation. In human fe-

males the same hormones are present, and

their production becomes greatly accelerated

at puberty. They account in large measure

for the development of breasts and other as-

pects of the typically female physique, but

their effect on sexual motivation is problem-

atical. They may affect feminine interests in

subde ways, and make them more susceptible

to male advances. There is, however, no ob-

vious emergence of sexual motivation such as

animals characteristically exhibit.

One possible explanation of this difference

between animal and human motivation is

that purely physiological motivation has been

suppressed in the latter by cultural influences,

which of course play no part in animal be-

havior. Fear of pregnancy, of disease, and of

breaking the taboos are prominent among

such restraining influences.

Research with animals, as well as clinical

observations on human beings, have demon-

strated that se.xual motivation, while most in-

timately related to functions of the gonads,

is also influenced by other endocrine glands.

The pituitary and adrenal glands are implicated.

The pituitary gland plays a key role. Inade-

quate functioning of its anterior lobe (Fig-

ure 9.4, p. 240) disturbs the functioning of

the gonads and other glands. One hormone

from the anterior pituitary (ACTH) stimulates

the adrenal cortex, which produces cortisone.

Sometimes the adrenal cortex is itself defec-

tive. It puts out no cortisone, or insufficient

amounts of it. When there is inadequate cor-

tisone, for whatever reason, one of the effects

is loss of sexual desire. This may, however,

be but a reflection of the general disturbance

of bodily metabolism in individuals thus af-

fected. General vigor, as well as sexual desire,

may be restored by administration of ACTH,
or cortisone.-^

When removal of either male or female

gonads occurs in mature human beings, there

may be little influence upon further sexual

activity. Continuance of se.xual motivation

under these conditions is probably due to

retention of interests and habits which, while

they originally developed under the influence

of the gonads, are no longer dependent upon

secretions from these glands. It is interesting

to observe, in this connection, that men and

women whose gonads have degenerated dur-

ing middle or late life (the menopause in

women) usually continue to participate in

sexual activities. Kinsey reports that women
who have gone through the menopause often

increase their sexual activity, perhaps because

they no longer fear pregnancy.-^ In those

cases where a decline in sexual vigor does

occur, it can now be revived through injection

of hormones, estrogenic for women, and

androgenic for men.-"

The human sex drive varies considerably

both in its intensity from one individual to

another and in the directions in which satis-

faction may occur. Repressive influences

(such as ideas that sex is evil, or dirty) some-

times lead to absence of sex interests and

inability to engage in sexual activity, despite

the fact that the individual is structurally

normal. Frigidity (in women) and impotence

(in men) represent this low tide in sexual

drive. At the other extremes are nympho-

mania (in women) and satyriasis (in men).

Individuals thus affected, because of excessive

glandular secretions or excessive social stim-

ulation involving sex, have an unusually strong

sex drive.'"' Kinsey 's studies, based upon

questionnaire data, suggest that there is a

very large variation in frequency of male

sexual outlet. His tables indicate a variation

of from to over 29 outlets per week.^'

Variations in the direction of the sex drive

often begin to develop in childhood. Just as

hungry organisms continue to seek out that

which satisfies their hunger, so do they seek

a repetition of those acts which ha\'e in the

past resulted in sexual satisfaction. It often

happens that a child whose sex urge has

already made its appearance stimulates itself

sexually, is stimulated sexually by another

member of the same sex, or receives sexual

stimulation from some object or situation. The

satisfaction obtained from such stimulation

may lead the individual to seek a repetition

of it. Continued into adulthood, unusual direc-

tions of sexual satisfaction may prevent the

kinds of sexual release sanctioned by society.

The individual is then regarded by the group

(and often by himself) as abnormal or per-

verted. Similar "perversions" often occur in
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animals (and especially in the higher ones),

but they are more frequent and more varied in

Mating

The physiological needs of many organ-

isms are satisfied in ways characteristic of

the species, ways which individuals do not

have to learn. Thus one male rat mates in

approximately the same manner as any other,

but in a different manner from dogs, cats,

or monkeys. Moreover, it mates in the same

stereotyped way— that is, in the same posi-

tion and with the same sequence and pattern

of movements— whether it has observed other

rats mate or whether it has been reared en-

tirely by itself. The female rat also has a

stereotyped unlearned mating pattern.^^

Such complicated patterns of behavior,

which are universal in the species and which

do not have to be learned, are called in-

stincts. Both male and female rats may thus

be said to have a mating instinct.

Mating in monkeys is less stereotyped than

in lower mammals like the rat, dog and cat.

When the level of the higher apes is reached,

it is doubtful whether a mating instinct, as

defined above, any longer exists. The chim-

panzee, like the rat, has a strong sex drive,

and it of course has reflexes, like erection

and ejaculation, which play a part in the act

of mating and which are unlearned. But a

universal stereotyped mating pattern is absent.

The pattern which finally emerges must be

learned by the individual animal. It is thus a

habit rather than an instinct.

Studies carried out with chimpanzees ob-

served from an early age until adulthood,

show that mating develops in an exploratory,

trial-and-error manner out of play behavior.

In one study, five sexually naive adolescent

females were paired with an equal number
of sexually naive adolescent males.^^ The
chimpanzees lived together as youngsters, but

prior to puberty they were segregated by
sexes. Then they were brought together

again, and in all possible pairings. This oc-

curred at least one year after the females

had menstruated, and at a time when they

were in the period of greatest sexual recep-

tivity. There were over 100 observations of

such pairings. Normally there would have

been at least 200 matings. Among these in-

experienced chimpanzees, however, there were

no copulations at all. Nevertheless, a great deal

of activity occurred. This included individual

and mutual grooming (picking at each other's

skin), aggressive acts, play-fighting, wrestling,

playful slapping, and playing tag. Although no

mating occurred, "there was a great deal of so-

cial behavior, including most of the constituent

acts which enter into the mating pattern."

These observations are in complete agreement

with others made on chimpanzees. The pattern

of behavior which finally develops, including

the position used, difi^ers from one animal to

another, and even in the same animal from

time to time.

Human beings also learn to mate. Such

learning is based on hearsay, observation, and

trial-and-error, as well as direct instruction.

The varieties of human sexual behavior found

in different cultures have been described by

anthropologists. ^'' In many respects, the pat-

tern most commonly adopted is culturally

rather than biologically determined. Volumes

have been written on the varieties of sexual

behavior in our own society, as revealed by

interviews and clinical reports. Books have

been written for the sexual education of

newlyweds. If we possessed a mating instinct

there would be little or no variety to mating

behavior and we would not need books

or other sources of information on how to

mate.

It is apparent that man has an unlearned

sex drive and unlearned se.xual responses of

the reflex variety, but we may question

whether he has a mating instinct in any strict

sense of the term.

MATERNAL MOTIVATION

What has been said about a sex instinct

applies equally well to maternal behavior.

The rat mother, when she gives birth to a

litter, exhibits a clear-cut behavior pattern

even more complicated than the sexual pat-

tern. She licks the newborn, bites off the

umbilical cord, eats the placenta, builds a

nest out of any available debris, retrieves the

young, places them in the nest one by one,

and then crouches over tliem. Prolactin, a

hormone from the anterior pituitary gland,

plays an important role in motivating such
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O,^ Maternal Behavior in a Chimpanzee.

Maternal behavior at all approaching that of human

beings does not appear until the primate level of

evolution is reached. In chimpanzees, one of the

higher apes, much of the maternal behavior re-

sembles that of human beings. (Lilo Hess, The

Three Lions, Inc.)

behavior. This hormone stimulates even

virgin rats to retrieve and care for young

rats.^*'

The maternal drive is present in aU rats

that have given birth to a litter. So, also, is

the stereotyped pattern involved in care of

the young. This is essentially the same

whether the litter is the rat's first or whether

there have been earlier litters. It is essentially

the same, moreover, whether or not a rat has

had opportunities to observe maternal be-

havior in other rats. For these reasons we are

justified in regarding the behavior as un-

learned and in speaking of the rat's maternal

instinct.

As the primate level is approached, mater-

nal behavior not only becomes more "human"

(Figure 6.5) but also increasingly variable.

In human beings, neither the maternal drive

nor maternal behavior itself is clearly inborn.

Prolactin is secreted by the anterior pituitary

gland as in the rat, and other physiological

conditions associated with birth are quite

similar to those found in the rat, but the

results of these are unpredictable.

The problem of human maternal motiva-

tion and maternal behavior has various as-

pects which should be kept clearly "in mind.

There is a great difference between wanting

to ha\'e children before they are born and

wanting to keep them and care for them

afterwards. Another aspect of the problem

is how the child is cared for. Does this care

involve an inborn behavior pattern, as in ani-

mals like the rat?

The desire for children is by no means uni-

\'ersal. Many women, e\'en after they are

pregnant, wish, for various reasons, that they

were not. Some want children only because

their husbands do, others because they want

sometliing to occupy their time, and still

otliers because they think that a woman
should have children. These are only three

of the many reasons, apart from mother love

as such, which women give for having chil-

dren.''"

Many women who say they do not desire

children nevertheless display mother love

after the child has arrived. However, there

are mans- possible reasons for this other than,

or in addition to, the physiological motives.

According to one study there is a close re-

lation between maternal interests and early

preoccupation with dolls and babies. Here,

for e.xample, are the data for two women,

the first rated as "highly maternal" and the

second as relatively "nonmaternal."

(1) As a young chOd, her favorite game
was taking care of dolls, dressing them, put-

ting them to bed. She played with dolls

until age fourteen or fifteen. She used to

make visits among her mother's friends to

take care of their babies. When she thought

of being a mother, she hoped to have six chil-

dren, and have them as soon as possible.

"When she saw a pretty baby on the street, she

had a strong urge to take it in her arms and

hug it. She was a "baby-carriage peeker"

before, as after, marriage. In her relations

with men she was always maternal; much
more, she said, than they liked.

Actually, she had four children and is now
pregnant with her fifth. She had a nurse for
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her first child and was miserable, she said,

because she couldn't take full care of it. She
hated the hospital rule of not having the

baby in her room. She fed all her children

at the breast, and with ease. She had a

copious supply of milk.

Her husband stated that she really spoiled

the children; that every so often she fought

against this tendency and became severe, to

protect them from her spoiling. But the chil-

dren "see through it."

(2) Never played any "maternal" games in

childhood, nor played a maternal role to an-

other child. She had very little interest in

doUs and stopped playing with them when
about age si.x. When she saw a pretty baby
on the street, she was not at all interested.

As an adolescent, she never indulged in the

fantasy of being a mother and having chil-

dren. She was ambitious to get married, but

never thought about having children. As a

mother she has felt quite incompetent. She

took her children off the breast after two

weeks, because she didn't like it; she felt like

a cow, she said. She still hates the physical

care of children, though she is a dutiful

mother and rather affectionate. She never was
maternal towards men. Her interests have al-

ways been feminine, and she has been quite

popular with men.^^

What about the pattern of human mater-

nal behavior? There is no universal pattern,

unless it be that of feeding the child on the

breast when such feeding is possible. Except

for this, the pattern differs widely. The way
in which children are handled is an aspect of

maternal behavior which varies from one cul-

ture to another. Actually, there is so much to

maternal care besides the nursing pattern, all of

it apparently learned, that it is doubtful

whether one is justified in speaking of a ma-
ternal instinct in human beings. The fact is

that human mothers, even with their observa-

tions of their own parents and others to help

them, are often so ignorant of how a child

should be cared for that they must receive

special instruction through books or by at-

tendance at clinics.

In this chapter we have mentioned a num-
ber of inborn physiological needs, some clearly

homeostatic and all directly or indirectly in-

volved in survival of the individual or his race.

Among these are the need for food, water,

oxygen, elimination of waste products, sleep,

warmth, activity and, particularly of racial

significance, the need for reproductive and ma-
ternal activity. In addition to such obviously

physiological needs there appear to be others

which, while also inborn, have less urgency for

the individual or the race and lack any clearly

discernible drive states. These needs, or more
particularly the drives assumes to be associated

with them, are referred to by some as non-

homeostatic, which is hardly a good designa-

tion because some of the other drives are also

nonhomeostatic, at least in a physiological

sense. For want of a better term, we will call

these stimulation drives.

SOME STIMULATION DRIVES

What we have elected to call "stimulation

drives" are based upon an alleged "need for

affection," a "need for stimulation," and a

"need to explore and manipulate." All three

are alike in that they imply a reaching out

for various kinds of external stimulation.

Is there a need for affection?

It has been claimed that infants need to

feel the warmth of the mother's body, to be

cuddled, fondled, and petted and that failure

to satisfy this need has dire consequences both

for physical and psychological develop-

ment. •''' Influenced by this viewpoint, a prom-

inent anthropologist declared in a public lec-

ture that babies should remain in bed with

the mother after birth instead of being removed

to a nursery because the latter procedure robs

them of the need to feel the mother's warmth
and to be hugged and fondled by her.'*"

It has been claimed, in fact, that when the

infant's own mother is not available, a substi-

tute mother should be provided to cuddle it.

Some institutions use volunteers to "mother"

children in the above wavs for gi%en periods

daily."

It is a well-known fact that institutional

children who receive only perfunctory atten-

tion are often retarded physically and emo-

tionally. Moreover, to those with our cultural

background, it seems only humane that babies

should receive loving attention from those
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O.O A Mother Machine.

As described in the text, this

sponge-rubber and terry-cloth

figure is warmed with on electric

bulb. The infant monkey (of

course more mature than human

infants) clings to it as though it

were alive. (From Harlow, H. F.,

"The Nature of Love," American

Psychohgisf, 1958, 13, p. 679.)

charged with their care, and receive such

attention whether or not there is an inborn

need for it. Nevertheless, the existence of such

a need has seriously been questioned, and

on several grounds.

Infants who fail to receive affectionate at-

tention are also usually denied a great deal of

general stimulation as well as opportunities

to explore and interact with aspects of their

environment. The babies most affected in one

institutional study "experienced not only rela-

tive social isolation but virtual stimulus starva-

tion in their toyless, walled-in cubicles." *-

The writers from whom this quotation is

taken point to the fact that recent experi-

ments on stimulus deprivation in adults seri-

ously disturbed even these. We are to con-

sider such experiments later in this chapter.

Another criticism of the conclusion that

infants need mothering of the kind described

comes from those who have studied infant

care in other societies than our own. In some

societies there is a quite routine caring for

infant needs and almost complete absence of

the fondling and other endearments that our

babies normally receive, yet without evident

bad effects upon bodily development and per-

sonality."''''

One may well ask whether an infant per-

ceives the warmth of its mother's body, the

fondling, the rocking, and other aspects of

motherly attention. What is more to the

point, of course, is the question as to whether

it perceives the lack of such— or has a drive

to seek it. Since the infant cannot commu-
nicate, such questions must remain without

an answer. Somewhat relevant to the first

question, however, are certain experiments

with infant monkeys given a "mother machine"

to love.'*-' These infants gave the usual infant-

to-mother reactions even though the mothers

of the experiment were synthetic (Figure

6.6). The most acceptable mother substi-

tute was a block of wood surrounded by
sponge rubber, sheathed in terry cloth, and

with an electric bulb inside to provide warmth.

This was more effective than a wire-mesh

substitute which, even though it provided
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milk and warmth, lacked softness and cuddli-

ness. In times of stress, the baby monkeys
ran and clung to their substitute mothers much
as monkeys normally do to their real mothers.

Does this mean that infant monkeys, and per-

haps human infants as well, need soft cuddly

contacts? One cannot say. It is one thing to

need these and quite another to prefer them
to other contacts that are available.

From the foregoing it should be apparent

that the question of a need for affection (or

related stimulation) cannot be answered on

the basis of evidence at present available.

One would have to do an experiment in which

comparable groups were reared, one with

mother love (real or synthetic) and the other

without it, but with both groups recei\ing

normal stimulation in other respects. It is

doubtful, because of humane considerations,

whether any experiment of this nature would
be undertaken with human infants.

The need for stimulation

The above discussion made passing refer-

ence to an apparent need for stimulation, say-

ing that deprivation of this, rather than lack

of affection as such, might be responsible for

the retardation sometimes found in institu-

tionally reared children. Some experimental

evidence for such a need comes from a stvidy

in which college students lived in an environ-

ment as devoid of variable external stimulation

as the investigator could make it. The details

of the experimental environment are pictiued

in Figru'e 6.7 and described in the legend.

What was especially lacking was change in

external stimulation. Since variation in exter-

nal stimulation is an important basis of gen-

eral alertness, probably because it activates

an alerting mechanism in the brain, the sub-

jects at first slept a great deal of the time.

Later, to quote the investigators,

they slept less, became bored, and appeared

eager for stimulation. They would sing,

whistle, talk to themselves, tap the cuffs to-

gether, or explore the cubicle with them. This

boredom seemed to be partly due to deteriora-

tion of the capacity to think systematically and

productively. . . . The subjects also became
very restless, displaying constant random move-

ment, and they described the restlessness as

unpleasant. Hence it was difficult to keep
the subjects for more than two or three days,

despite the fact that the pay ($20 for a 24-

hour day) was more than double what they

could normaffy earn. . . .

The subjects reported that they were unable

to concentrate on any topic for long while

in the cubicle. Those who tried to review

their studies or solve self-initiated intellec-

tual problems found it difficult to do so. As

a result they lapsed into day-dreaming, aban-

doned attempts at organized thinking, and let

their thoughts wander. There were also re-

ports of "blank" periods, during which they

seemed unable to think of anything at alL^^

The subjects had hallucinations and dream-

like experiences and their performance on

items from intelligence tests was inferior to

that under control conditions. It is claimed

that "both the changes in intelligence-test

performance and the hallucinatory activity,

induced merely by limiting the variability' of

sensory input, provide direct evidence of a

kind of dependence on the environment that

has not been previously recognized." •'"

Investigators at the National Bureau of

Mental Health have also been stud\'ing the

effects of isolation, but with a situation some-

what different from that described. They im-

mersed naked subjects in a tank of slowly

flowing water, the temperatine of which was
kept at a point which made it feel neither

hot nor cold. Only the top of the head was
above water level. The subjects wore a light-

proof helmet which enabled them to breathe

through a tube. In addition to being in dark-

ness, in a medium of constant temperature,

and in a suspended position, the individuals

were also subjected to reduced stimulation

in other respects. The sound level was low.

A subject could hear only his own breathing,

the lapping of the water and some faint water

sounds from the piping. Subjects reported

the environment to be the most even and

monotonous that they had ever experienced.

It is reported that, after an hour or two in

the tank, "a tension develops which can best

be called a 'stimulus-action' hunger; hidden

methods of self-stimulation develop; twitch-

ing muscles, slow swimming movements
(which cause sensations as the water flows

by the skin ) , stroking one finger with another,
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etc." Continued subjection to this environ-

ment eventually brought such effects as in-

tense concentration on some aspect of the

situation (such as the mask), reveries and

fantasies, and visual hallucinations.^"

Exploration and manipulation

The exploratory and manipulatory behavior

so evident in many organisms is perhaps com-

parable with what Freud has called reality

testing (p. 250). It is undoubtedly related

to the "need for stimulation." As we have

seen (p. 150), the term "stimulus starvation'

has been used in this connection. One investi-

gator speaks of "perceptual curiosity," ^* another

of "motivation to know one's environment." *"

Most of the relevant research has been done

on rats, monkeys, and chimpanzees.

In experiments on "perceptual curiosity"

in rats, the investigator gave his subjects an

opportunity to approach and explore such

objects as painted and unpainted cubes. ^°

Two of the findings are of special interest.

One of these is that an increase in the number
and complexity of the stimulus objects in-

creases the amount of exploratory behavior.

The other finding is that exploratory behavior

declines as the period of exposure to the

objects increases. The rats begin to "lose

interest" after one minute. It is as though

their exploratory drive is being satiated. Other

investigators, stud\'ing exploratory and manip-

ulatory behavior in different situations, have

also observed a satiation effect.

That the exploratory drive can motivate

learning is shown by an experiment in which

O,/ Environmental Restriction. The subiect is lying on a foam rubber bed, wears

translucent goggles which prevent seeing of any details, has on gloves which permit free movement

of joints but limit tactual perception, and has his head in a foam rubber pillow containing ear-

phones. This pillow is not shown here, it having been removed so that EEC's could be recorded

from the device pictured. A constant hum from fans, an air-conditioner, and an amplifier leading

to the earphones masl<s all other sounds. A microphone near the subject's mouth (removed for

the picture) is used in reporting experiences. Subjects leave the booth only to eat and go to the

toilet. (From the Bell System Science Series Film, "Gofeways to the Mind.")



O.O Visual Exploration. Each time the monkey made a correct discrimination (pressing

panel of proper color rather than that paired with it) the door opened and he could explore with

his eyes for 30 seconds. (From Butler, R. A., and H. F. Harlow, "Persistence of Visual Exploration

in Monkeys." Journal of Comparafive and Physiological Psychology, 1954, 47, 259.)

rats learned to choose the white rather than

the black arm (others the black rather than

the white arm) of a T maze even though

their choice brought nothing beyond the

opportunity to explore some additional maze
pathways. °i In other experiments mice

learned to press the bar of a box, their only

reward being the onset of a dim light."'- Rats

learned to step on a small platform which "re-

warded" them with such forms of stimulation

as its movement and a clicking sound. •'''

Monkeys are notorious for their curiosity,

hence it should not surprise us to leam that

several studies have been focused upon their

exploratory and manipulatory behavior.

They have learned to discriminate between
pairs of colors with no reward other than an

opportunity to look out of a small \\indow

(Figure 6.8) and visually explore the en-

vironment. s* When the monkey pushes

against a panel containing the "correct" color,

the window opens and he may look through

it for thirty seconds before a screen drops.

The "correct" color is of course sometimes on

the right and sometimes on the left, so that

a different panel has to be pressed from time

to time, and in a chance sequence. When
the "incorrect" panel is pressed, the window
fails to open.

In another experiment, monkeys learned a

similar discrimination with no other reward

than the sound of other monkeys heard

through a microphone. A correct response

brought this sound and an incorrect one failed

to bring it. Monkeys have also solved mechan-

ical puzzles with no rev^'ard beyond satisfaction

of their manipulatory drive. ^-^

Chimpanzees engage in a large amount
of exploratory and manipulative behavior.

Grooming (picking each other's hair and skin),

is illustrative of this. In a situation in which
various objects are presented, "The initial ap-

proach of the animal to the new object is

usually tentative— it gives a quick poke and
then quickly withdraws. After the chimp has

satisfied itself that the object is not dangerous,

it begins to explore and investigate it more
thoroughly. The more heterogeneous or

variegated the object, the more attention it

gets." The results obtained by presenting

various objects to the animal indicate that

"An object that moves, or one that produces

an effect when touched, such as ringing a beU,

elicits longer and more detailed manipulations

than one which does not move or produce

an effect." •''''' Interest in a particular object

is soon satiated, but the introduction of new
objects induces the animal to engage in further

explorator>' activity.^"

The exploratory and manipulatory behavior

observed in monkeys and chimpanzees is even

more evident in human beings and it obvi-

ously plays an important role in the learning

process, and in what we have already referred

to as "reality testing." As one investigator °*

has said.
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The human organism expends considerable

energy just finding out about the world in

which he lives. He explores, he tries things

out, or is just curious about things. This kind

of behavior is, of course, especially noticeable

in children, but it is equally marked in adults

who find tliemselves in a new situation. It

would almost seem as though there is a posi-

tive motivation to know one's environment.

Persons usually try to find out what they

can and cannot do in the environment in

which they live. This represents a kind of

exploration of themselves which is essentially

similar to the exploration of the environment.

Taken together we can say that the human
being attempts to know what exists in the

world around him and to know what his

possibilities of action are in that world.

There is no doubt that much of the explora-

tory and manipulatory behavior of human
beings, especially beyond the infant stage,

is learned. However, the above experiments

with rats, monkeys, and chimpanzees as well

as observations of the exploratory-manipula-

tory behavior of human infants give support

to the view that such behavior is rooted in

the biological nature of the organism.

Although men and animals have the same

basic drives, there is an important biological

difference between them in the nature of the

behavior that is instrumental in alleviating

these drives. Most animals do not need to

acquire appropriate habits — the necessary be-

havior patterns are built into them, in tlie

form of instincts. Human beings, on the other

hand, begin their lives as helpless creatures

completely dependent upon others. Independ-

ence comes to them only as they learn from

others how to take care of themselves.

PERSONAL-SOCIAL MOTIVES

Our discussion so far has largely dealt with

motives which are part of our biological heri-

tage, hence inborn and universal. Their ex-

istence is deteiTnined by our animal ancestry

and not by an>thing that has happened to us

as individuals. Infants, as we have seen, ex-

press these motives directly, without reference

to social niceties. Adults, on the other hand,

are restrained to some degree by a more fully

developed ego and superego. It is in these

respects that personal experience plays a role

in the regulation of physiological drives.

We now turn to motives which most of us

acquire during our lifetimes, largely through

individual experience involving other people.

It is because of this personal and social origin

that acquired motives are often referred to as

personal-social.

Some motives are acquired by every human
being who is normal. They are rooted in the

need of all human infants for help from others.

These motives are acquired in the family as well

as in broader social groups. One of them is the

strong desire of human beings to associate with

others of their kind.

In addition to motives acquired by all nor-

mal human beings there are others found only

in particular cultures. In this connection we
wOl have something to say about the achieve-

ment motive which is so prevalent and strong

in our own culture, yet relatively absent from

certain other cultures.

Some acquired motives are more individual-

istic, more personal, than any already referred

to. These are motives which an individual may
or may not acquire, depending upon experi-

ences peculiar to himself. /Drug addictions fall

into this category. So, also, do persiMial aiins,

such as to become a nurse, a doctor, or a

banker. Interests likewise have an individual-

istic basis. One person is interested in^golf,

another in tennis. Attitudes, including preju-

dices, may be common to a particular culture,

or to a given group within a larger cultural

setting, but they may also be quite personal

in the above sense.

It is evident, from what we have just been

saying, that what follows is concerned almost

exclusively with human motivation, and adult

motivation at that. But how is the motivation

of adult human beings related to the physiolog-

ical motivation dealt with in the preceding

pages? This is not an easy question to answer.

Infants, it is true, are physiologically motivated

in the ways already described. Their entire

behavior, initially, is "drive-impelled" in a

physiological sense, and obviously so. As the

Freudians would say, they are all id. But how
about adult behavior?

Some psychologists, exemplified by Freud,

believe that adult behavior is also physiologi-

cally motivated- -although in more subtle and

refined ways than-hr animals and human in-

fants. Freud, as we kniow, emphasized sexual
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motivation, but others have stressed the influ-

ence of hunger, saying that, whatever personal-

social motives a man may acquire, he undeni-

ably "lives by bread alone." It can be argued,

however, that sex, hunger, and other physio-

logical motives have a significant motivational

influence upon adult human behavior only when
they are not routinely satisfied. Man lives by

bread alone, that is, only when bread is lack-

ing or scarce.5^ The t>Tpical adult in our

society satisfies his physiological needs as they

arrse'^^ without ha\'ing experienced severe de-

privation. It has been pointed out that "cul-

ture itself is an adaptive tool, one of whose
main functions is to make the physiological

emergencies come less and less often." ''" But

it is man's physiological motivation which, in

the first place, leads him to set up safeguards

against emergencies referred to. Moreover,

when such emergencies do occur, as in war
and famine, the most civilized human beings

soon revert to animal-like behavior. ''^ In some
present-day societies, almost every act is hun-

ger-motivated. Take, for example, the Siriono

Indians of eastern Bolivia. These naked sav-

ages, with an elementary culture including

makeshift shelters and almost no agriculture,

are dominated by the need for food, of which
there is seldom enough. They have intense

anxiety about food and, like the semistarved

men mentioned earlier (p. 144), their fantasies

and dreams are concerned with eating. Quar-

reling and aggressive acts are usually related

to food. The married men often have sexual

relations with other women, who are paid for

their services with food. The wives get angry

about this, not because their husbands are

unfaithful, but because they squander food

needed by their family. Once the aged and

infirm are unable to contribute their share of

food, they are abandoned or killed. The pres-

tige of a man in this society is also related to

food. "If a man is a good hunter, his status is

apt to be high; if he is a poor provider, it is

apt to be low." ^-

Suppose that all physiological drives are

satisfied as they arise, i.e., that there are no

emergencies or other frustrating circumstances.

Are we then without motivation related to

physiological needs? Obviously not, for any-

body can conceive of the possibility that emer-

gencies may at some time arise. Even though

he is not now hungry, the individual may be

anxious to guard against future hunger. Con^

sequently he may save food, or money with

which he can buy it. He may also act to ob-

tain security in other areas relating to physio-

logical need, as when he makes financial prep-

arations for the time when he will marry. The
need for money is not a physiological one, but

it is nevertheless related to physiological needs

when the motivation to obtain it is the desire

to secure the satisfaction of these in the future.

Some investigators speak of physiological needs

as primary and those related to securing their

satisfaction at some future time as secondary.

Thus, while hunger is a primary drive, the

hoarding of food or of money with which to

buy it is a secondary drive. Such secondary

drives often depend either upon earlier frus-

tration or on what the individual has learned

from his parents and others about the necessity

for anticipating future needs. ''^

It is quite evident, then, that personal-

social motives may be linked to physiological

needs and that those which are indirectly

linked are secondary in the above-mentioned

sense. We do not mean, however, that all

human motivation is, in this sense, physiologi-

cally grounded. Some personal-social motives

appear to have no present physiological ties,

except the neurological basis that is common
to all learned activities. This is true in spite of

the fact that these motives may have had some

connection with physiological need-states in

early childhood. Allport looks upon

adult motives as infinitely varied, and as self-

sustaining, contemporary systems, growing out

of antecedent systems, but functionally inde-

pendent of them. Just as a child gradually

repudiates his dependence on his parents, de-

velops a will of his own, becomes self-active

and self-determining, and outlives his parents,

so it is with motives. Each motive has a defi-

nite point of origin which may possibly lie in

the organic tensions of infancy. Chronologically

speaking, all adult purposes can be traced back

to these seed-forms in infancy, but as the in-

dividual matures the tie is broken. WTiatever

bond remains is historical, not functional.''^

The idea that many adult motives have broken

their physiological ties is considered more fullv

later in the present chapter.

Our statement about personal-social motives

has served to indicate their general nature,

their origins in individual experience in a social

Aa\
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context, and the connections of at least some of

them with physiological motives discussed

earlier. Some such relationships are described

in the following pages.

We begin our more detailed consideration of

personal-social motives by focusing upon those

acquired by all normal human beings.

COMMON SOCIAL MOTIVES

The social motives found in most, if not

all, normal human beings are well exemplified

by desire to associate with others. All or-

ganisms that are long dependent upon others

for survival become gready distinbed \\hen

isolated.

The motive to keep in contact with others

is called gregariousness. It is so nearly uni-

versal in human beings that some have thought

it inborn. However, certain influences asso-

ciated with infantile helplessness could easily

cause every individual to acquire it.

Through the learning process, stimuli and

activities associated with the satisfaction of

needs acquire increasing potency to arouse

motivated behavior. To an infant, the mother

is at first merely a means of satisfying basic

needs. But long before she has outlived her

usefulness in this respect, the infant's mother

becomes a cherished object of its surroundings.

Likewise any others who are closely associated

with satisfying its needs develop an attractive-

ness in their own right. That is, apart from

the role that they play in the satisfaction of

needs. Most of our physiological needs are

normally satisfied in association with other hu-

man beings. As one grows older, his group

contacts broaden. For example, he plays with

others and almost all of his recreational activi-

ties occur in a social setting.

Thus there is no necessity for supposing that

our strong desire for human associations is in-

born. It seems much more reasonable to sup-

pose that gregariousness is learned. It is

learned by all, because all go through a period

of helplessness and dependence upon others.

Indeed, a term has been coined to represent

these "common modes of learned response that

are the products of original nature and com-

monly shared environment." '''' The term is

coenotrope. It is derived from two Greek

words which mean "common habit."

There \\ould be no point in attempting to

list all of the coenotropes.''" In addition to

gregariousness, two good candidates for such

a list would be; (1) the tendency to imitate,

which most human beings learn because they

find it to their advantage to do so, and (2)

the tendency to appeal to stronger individuals

than ourselves or to superhuman agencies when
our own resources fail. These motives also

have their beginnings in human helplessness

and in the necessity in early years of being

cared for by others.

Common social motives are of course fos-

tered by literature as well as by face-to-face

contacts of many kinds.

MOTIVES VARYING WITH
THE CULTURE

Many motives, rather than being universal,

are limited to our more restricted cultural

group. In our society, for example, most of us

develop a very strong urge to assert ourseKes,

to achieve, or to get recognition in some shape

or form. This has been called the achievement,

self-assertive or mastcnj motive. It is expressed

in leadership, in self-display, and in a wide

range of competitive activities. Moreover, this

motive may derive, in part, from the sort of

independence-training to which children in

our culhue are subjected.'"'"

Variations in achievement motivation

What is of especial interest to us here is the

fact that the motive to achieve, or to assert

oneself, is absent in certain societies. Among
the Arapesh of New Guinea, self-assertion

is so rare as to be regarded as abnormal."''

Self-assertiveness is rare among the Arapesh

and certain other groups because it is frowned

upon by the adults and discouraged. In our

owii society self-assertiveness is a strong motive

because from very early childhood it is en-

couraged. We want our children to excel and

we set an example of self-assertiveness which

they cannot fail to observe, and find advantages

in copying.

Our restless urge to achieve is interestingly

contrasted with the passivity of certain other

cultures in the following report of a conversa-

tion between an Indian and a missionary bent
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on improving the Indian's social and financial

status.*"'

Miasionarij: Brother, why don't yon go to the

big city and get a job in a factory?

Indian: Suppose I get a job, what then?

M: If you get a job, you will get money and

vou can have manv things.

/: What then?

M: Well, if you do your work well, you will

be promoted, become a foreman, and have

more money.

I: What then?

M; Oh, then you may become the superin-

tendent of the factory if you work hard enough.
/. What then?

M: If you study all about the business and

work harder, you may become the manager
of the whole business.

I: Suppose I become the manager, how
would that benefit me?
M: If you are an able manager, you can

start a business of your own and have more
money than ever.

I: What then?

A/: Oh, eventually, you will have so much
money that you won't need to work at all.

/; That, paleface, is what I'm doing now.

Why go to so much trouble to gain what I

already have? The white man has the restless

sea within his bosom, but the Indian dreams

with the stars and looks on.

Aggressiveness

Another motive that is prevalent in many
societies, including our own, but which is ex-

tremely rare in some, is aggressiveness. The
motive is most typically aroused by frustration,

by hindrance with the satisfaction of needs,

physiological or acquired, but it is suppressed

or fostered, depending upon the group norms.

The Arapesh of New Guinea are a peaceful

people who discourage displays of anger and

aggression. Tlie Mundugumor, on the other

hand, foster aggressiveness, even from the time

of infancy. Take the feeding situation, for

example. It is one where the child must keep

sucking or forego his meal. In this situation.

Children . . . develop a very definite pmposixe

fighting attitude, holding on firmly to the nip-

ple and sucking mOk as rapidly and vigorously

as possible. They frequently choke from swal-

lowing too fast; the choking angers the mother
and infuriates the child, thus further turning

the suckling situation into one characterized by
anger and struggle rather than by affection

and reassurance.'"

As he becomes older, the Mundugumor male

is trained in a manner calculated to fit him for

survival in battle. In this training, modes of

fighting have a large place. We see the same
sort of parallel between the Zuiii and Comanche
Indians. The Zufii, a pastoral people, e.xpressed

their peacefulness even in their long flowing

robes. Tlie Comanches, on the other hand,

were noted for their pugnacity. Comanche
males were taught to be fighters and they

dressed and equipped themselves in a manner
suggesting aggressiveness.

Aggressiveness was once thought to be uni-

versal, inborn, and ineradicable. Its alleged

innateness was often quoted in support of

those who believed war to be inevitable. To-

day we realize that man is by nature neither

warlike nor peaceful. It is true that he has

certain physiological needs which demand sat-

isfaction. But if he can satisfy these without

hindrance, and he has not been conditioned

toward pugnacity by his group, his behavior

is characterized by peacefulness. On the other

hand, actual or anticipated frustration of basic

needs arouses anger and, quite frequently, ag-

gression directed toward the persons or situa-

tions responsible. One must not overlook the

additional fact that each of us is bom into a

situation where certain culture patterns, in-

cluding traditional antipathies, already exist.

These may mold us into aggressive or peaceful

individuals, regardless of whether satisfaction

of our needs is thwarted or threatened with

frustration.

PERSONAL MOTIVES

Many motives are much more personal than

those already mentioned. They are, so to

speak, variations on the universal or cultmal

theme. Thus, while all normal men are gre-

garious, their gregariousness is expressed in in-

dividual ways. Some are satisfied to limit their

contacts to family and neighborhood while

others crave attendance at clubs or partici-

pation in larger social groups. Some are pas-
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sive in group situations and others active.

Some lead and others follow. By the same
token, the self-assertive members of our civili-

zation assert themselves in a variety of ways,

some in bodily contacts and some through the

spoken or written word. Most men seek recog-

nition in limited ways and others are satisfied

only with national or world-wide recognition.

Specific goals also differ. Whether their

basic aim is to achieve recognition or merely

to achieve security, some men want to be

doctors, others lawyers or engineers. Still more
individualistic are such motives as the desire

to collect stamps, coins or antiques. More in-

dividualistic still is the desire to marry a par-

ticular person or fill a particular position.

Although such personal motives may at

times be traced back to physiological drives

and cultural influences, the roots are usually

devious and widespread. It often happens that

two or more competent psychologists start

from the same point and arrive at quite dif-

ferent conclusions concerning the motivation

for particular cravings, desires, or ambitions.

The problem of what motivates people to act

as they do is also complicated by the fact

that motives are strengthened or weakened b\'

outcomes. Quite often we get what we want
only to find that it is no longer as appealing

as it once was. Sometimes we work toward

a limited goal and, after reaching it, acquire

many wants that were not present before and

which require additional efforts. Sometimes,

too, motives undergo radical changes — we
are converted to new ideals and change our

goals accordingly. The following quotation ''^

provides a good illustration of some of these

complexities of human motivation:

A man of great wealth finds that his ruthless

business practices have made him an object of

hatred and scorn in his country. He grows

old, gets religion, and begins to worry about

his soul. He needs social approval, and he

needs it desperately. On the advice of his

friends he hires an eminent public relations

expert, who advises our millionaire to become
a great philanthropist— to give large sums of

money to churches, universities, research foun-

dations, hospitals, libraries, etc. This is done,

and gradually the name that was anathema

to the public becomes highly respected. But

the millionaire continues to give money to the

support and expansion of these many insti-

tutions. Why?
The ans\\'er . . . might be that this behavior

is still an attempt to satisfy the "basic" need

that was assumed to be initially responsible

for his philanthropic gestures or else that

through habitual money giving, this behavior

has become a "drive." [But] this behavior may
be due to new needs or demands not neces-

sarily related to the earlier needs or demands.

Our millionaire, in giving money to public in-

stitutions, has met theologians, scientists, phi-

losophers, writers, doctors— people whom he

had not known on intimate terms before. He
may ha\e become interested in new concepts;

he has been exposed to new ideas, talked

with men of strange enthusiasms. All this

could very well have altered his cognitive

structure, his range of appreciations, and even

his personality structure in such ways as to in-

voke new needs and demands.'

LIFE GOALS

When we consider motives like the desire

to become a doctor, a sailor, a lawyer, a banker,

a merchant, or a teacher, the roots spread

in so many directions that it is all but impos-

sible to follow them. Every individual's life

goal, even when it is shared with others, has

somewhat different origins. One may wish to

be a doctor because he sees it as a good way
to make a living; because his childhood

curiosity about bodily functions was never sat-

isfied; because, in his play activities as a boy,

he obtained satisfaction out of doctoring other

children with the aid of the toy doctor's kit

which somebody gave him; because religious

teachings have imbued him with the idea of

serving his fellow men and he sees the doctor

as a servant of mankind; becau.se his pals are

going to be doctors; or perhaps for any one

of a hundred other reasons. Sometimes a com-

bination of influences like those mentioned un-

derlies one's selection of a life goal.

It is often apparent, when we investigate

a person's life history, that his many different

° From Theories and Probletns of Social Psychol-

ogy by Krech and Crutclifield. Copyright, 1948.

Courtesy of McGraw-Hill Book Co.
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activities have a common theme— are similarly

motivated. Sometimes the motive is a desire

for recognition, and sometimes it is a desire

merely to become self-dependent. The so-

called "will to power" is often suggested as the

connecting thread.

While personal histories differ in details,

most of them suggest that a predominant mo-
tive is established in childhood, largely through

the influence of social contacts. As the in-

dividual gets older, one activity after another

may be taken up while others, which no longer

,

contribute to satisfaction of the predominant
' motive, or which contribute less than the new
activity, are dropped.

It quite frequently happens that frustration

early in childhood creates a strong desire

for recognition, for mastery or for self-assertion.

The aggression of men like Hitler has been

attributed to early frustration. Adler has

claimed that the frustrations of childhood

create in most of us a "will to power." At

least it is clear that, if an individual has some

predominant motive, like a desire for recogni-

tion, it is a "thread" which runs through man>'

different activities.

LEVELS OF ASPIRATION

In choosing life goals and in undertaking

everyday activities, iijdi\^iduals differ widely

in their level of aspiration — that is to say, in

their expectations of accomplishment or in the

demands which they make upon themselves.

One individual, let us say, aspires to become
a cab driver; another a doctor. Some expect

to attain a salary of twenty thousand dollars

per year while others expect to attain only

five thousand dollars. Likewise, if you ask

indi\iduals how accurately or how quickly they

can perform a particular task, some will set

for themsehes a high level of accomplishment

and others a much lower le\'el.

General observation shows that one's le\el

of aspiration is usually modified from time to

time in terms of his success or failure in at-

taining his goals. Students who aspire to be

physicians, but find the premedical require-

ments beyond them, eventually lower their

level of aspiration. Some then aspire to be

salesmen for pharmaceutical manufacturers.

One student, known to the writer, aspired

successively to becoming a physician, a den-

tist, and a mortician. The latter occupations

are, of course, worth while and necessary, but

for one who first aspires to become a physician,

they represent a lowered level of aspiration.

One value of aptitude testing, considered in

Chapter 5, is that it facilitates the setting of

a level of aspiration which is in keeping

with possibilities of attainment. Some of the

unhappiest people in the world are college stu-

dents who, because of insufficient intelligence,

consistendy fail to meet the standards required,

or have exceptional difficulty in meeting these

standards. The same individuals would be far

happier if their parents had ascertained

earlier in their lives the things that they might

be expected to accomplish successfully or with-

out abnormal strain. Some of them would then

have been encouraged to develop goals along

these rather tlian along educational lines.

Many an unhappy student might, under these

circumstances, have been a happy mechanic

or clerk instead.

Some individuals enter academic work with

the goal of getting a B.A. and then entering

a nonacademic field. Finding themselves suc-

dessful beyond their original anticipation,

however, they often go ahead to the Ph.D.

degree and become teachers themselves. Thus,

while faOure tends to lower the level of as-

piration, success tends to raise it.

Laboratory investigations on levels of aspira-

tion deal with this concept in a more limited

sense than that already described. Subjects

are asked to indicate what level of performance

they will undertake to achieve on some such

task as solving puzzles, placing pegs in holes,

tracing through mazes, or shooting a steel ball

along a groove as illustrated and described

in Figure 6.9. They then perform the task one

or more times. After this, they are told their

actual performance and asked to state their

level of aspiration for a further performance

of the task. This is continued for a number of

trials. Sometimes an individual is not told

his actual accomplishment, but is given a

fictitious score which he believes to be his

own. Sometimes he is told that others have

accomplished a particular score on the task.

This is to test the significance of social influ-

ences. Finally, the differences between levels

of aspiration and levels of actual achievement

are determined. The experimenter then calcu-

lates how success or failure in meeting the
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Table 6.1 Summary of Frequency of Re-

ported Shifts in Level of Aspiration Produced

by Each of Three Types of Incidents *

Type of incident

Complete fi-ustration

Frustration followed

by goal-attainment 15

Simple goal-attainment 3

Frequency of each shift

in level of aspiration

Loivering None Rise

66 36 33

15 95

121

O.y A Level of Aspiration Board The sub-

ject tells the investigator what score he expects to

make as he projects the ball up the groove. By

repeating the procedures for a series of trials the

experimenter is able to study how success or failure

influences the verbalized expectancies (or aspira-

tions) of the subject concerning his future perfor-

mances. (From Rotter, J. B., Socio/ Learning and

Clinical Psychology. Prentice-Hall, 1954, p. 129.)

designated level influences the level of aspira-

tion.

The results of these investigations are not

easily summarized. In general, the level of as-

piration stays pretty close to actual perform-

ance, but there is a tendency for it to remain

above rather than below actual performance.

There is a tendency, too, for the individual

to raise his goal after success more than to

lower it after failure. The influence of social

factors is suggested by the observation that

individuals tend to raise their level of aspira-

tion when told that average performance, es-

pecially of a group regarded as inferior, i.s

above their own."-

Such findings as these are often closely

duplicated in everyday life. This has been re-

vealed by a study in which college students

reported on incidents in their own lives. Each

student wrote a description of three well-re-

membered incidents in his life — one involving

frustration which prc\'cnted him from reach-

ing a goal, one involving achievement of the

goal following frustration, and one involving

attainment of a goal without appreciable frus-

tration. In each instance involving frustration.

this was to have been brought about b>' an-

other person and the goal achieved was to ha\'e

involved other persons. After the frustrating

incidents had been reported, the students were

asked to tell the effect of the incident on their

level of aspiration. The chief results are sum-

marized in Table 6.1. It is clearly evident

that complete frustration led about twice as

many students to lower as to raise their lex'el

of aspiration.'^'* Success in goal attainment led

a very large proportion to raise their level of

aspiration.

Levels of aspiration are influenced by the

person's attitudes toward himself and by his

estimate of his group status. He gains or loses

self-esteem as he succeeds or fails to reach

his goals and, if the group is directly involved,

so as to be a "witness" to his achieve-

ments, he feels that he has gained or lost

status, or "face." Such self-attitudes have been

called ego-involvements. A concept of self, with

related ego-involvements, probably precedes

the setting of levels of aspiration. "The level

of aspiration does not seem to appear clearly

until the child has formed some conception

of his 'self— until he has developed a sense

of 'pride' which he feels must be main-

tained."
"^

FUNCTIONAL AUTONOMY

In an earlier discussion (p. 155) we referred

to the fact that some motives developed in

" From Child, I. L., and J. W. M. Whiting,

"Determinants of Level of .Aspiration: Evidence

from Everyday Life," /. Abnormal ir Soc. Psy-

chol, 1949, 44, 308.
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relation to physiological needs appear to func-

tion without such a linkage in adult life. To
quote Allport again, the bond that remains

in adult life is "historical, not functional." This

concept has also been applied by Allport and

others to the persistence of habits even though

the motives which originally led to their ac-

quisition are no longer operative. It appears,

at times, that habits have themselves acquired

the status of drives.""' Some possible examples

of functional autonomy are persistence of sex-

ual behavior after the menopause, when es-

trogens are no longer present; persistence of a

vocational activity after the individual has

made his fortune and achieved distinction; and
"living to eat" instead of eating to live. Still an-

other possible example would be the persistent

giving of the philanthropist whose donations

were at first initiated by the desire to achiexe

desirable group status.

In most instances of apparent functional

autonomy there is, as in the case of the hypo-

thetical philanthropist, a possibility that new
motives have supplanted the original ones.

Even the man who has made a fortiuie and

achieved the utmost distinction may feel that

he must keep working so as not to be re-

garded as a "has been," a "quitter," or one

of the "idle rich."

In such instances as \A'e have just cited,

habits are autonomous from the standpoint of

the original motives, but they are not alto-

gether without extraneous motixation.

Perhaps a good example of functional au-

tonomy is to be found in the case of some
gifted people who are alleged to "demand
the exercise of their talents, e\'en when no

other reward lies ahead."
""

FORCE OF HABIT

In cases of functional autonomy, as we have

seen, the habit is freed from at least its original

motivation. Force of habit, on the other hand,

is persistence of a particular way of satisfying

a given motive. For example, if we satisfy

the hunger drive by eating foods prepared in a

certain way, there is often resistance to eating

foods prepared in some other wa>'. Likewise,

if an older person's need for rest and recreation

is customarily satisfied by sitting quietly at

home, perhaps reading, he ma\' resist the sug-

gestion that he go to a movie or to a bridge

party. In other words, habit forces us "into

a rut." This phenomenon is often referred to

as "force of habit," as though habits once

formed act somewhat as drives, impelling us

to continue the accustomed ways instead of

taking up new ways of satisfying our motives.

The social significance of this tendency for

habits once formed to persist is indicated in

the following quotation from William James,

one of the greatest early American psycholo-

gists.^"

Habit is the enormous fly-wheel of society,

its most precious conservative agent. It alone

keeps us all within the bounds of ordinance,

and saves the children of fortune from the

envious uprisings of the poor. It alone pre-

vents the hardest and most repulsive walks

of life from being deserted by those brought

up to tread therein. It keeps the fisherman and
the deck hand at sea through the winter; it

holds the miner in his darkness, and nails the

countiyman to his log cabin and his lonely

farm through all the months of snow; it pro-

tects us from in\asion by the natives of the

desert and the frozen zone. It dooms us to

fight out the battle of life upon the lines of

our nurture or our early choice, and to make
the best of a pursuit that disagrees, because

there is no other for which we are fitted, and
it is too late to begin again. It keeps differ-

ent social strata from mixing. Already at the

age of twenty-five, you see the professional

mannerism settling down on the young com-

mercial ti'aveler, on the young doctor, on the

young minister, on the young counselor-at-Iaw.

You see the little lines of cleavage running

through the character, the tricks of thought,

the prejudices, the ways of the "shop," in a

word, from which the man can by and by no
more escape than his coat-sleeve can suddenly

fall into a new set of folds.

James may have exaggerated somewhat the

permanency of habitual modes of behavior,

for people often do change their prejudices

and, during war or other emergencies, their

ways of living. However, there is strong

resistance to change. Anyone who wishes to

change the behavior of an adult must take into

consideration his tendency to persist in his

well-formed habits.
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Region of contact with outer world

O. I U Schema Representing Freud's Concept

of the Unconscious. This shows Freud's concept

of the relation of the id, ego, and superego and

illustrates that he conceived of the id as completely

unconscious and the ego and superego as partially

so. The blue portion (unconscious) represents every-

thing in our mental malce-up of which we are never

aware — what can never be verbalized. Any-

thing represented by the gray area (preconscious)

may come into awareness — may be recalled. The

white region represents everything of which we are

aware at any given time. The student should not,

however, take this as a representation of any

physical structure, like the brain. Rather, it deals

with functional relationships, and even then only in

terms of analogy. The basic model is on iceberg

with most of its mass always below the surface.

(After Healy, Bronner, Bowers.)

UNCONSCIOUS MOTIVATION

The fact that individuals are not always

aware of their motives, or of why they do what

they do, is well recognized. Freud (see Figure

6.10) regarded the id as unconscious and the

ego and superego as partially so.

Phobias

Some of the best examples of unconscious

motivation come from the study of phobias,

which are abnormal fears of particular objects

or situations.

A Midwestern English professor had, as long

as he could remember, an intense fear of going

more than a few blocks from his home. This

fear was so strong that he had always lived

in the same house and within a narrowly

circumscribed area. He did not know the basis

for his fear. During the course of psycho-

analysis he recalled that, as a child of three,

he wandered from his mother over to the

railroad tracks. A train coming into the sta-

tion rushed by and he was scalded by the

steam. Although he failed to remember the

incident untO adulthood, the fear aroused by

it had motivated him to stay near his home.

The professor's book, entitled The Locomotive

God, gives an account of the effect of this

incident on his subsequent conduct.'''

A girl had a fear of running water which

was so strong that it required the combined

efforts of several members of her household

to bathe her. Even when she went to school,

the sound of a drinking fountain frightened

her. While riding on the train, she lowered

the curtain so that she would not see streams

over which the train passed. The girl, even

at the age of twenty, did not know why she

acted in this way. However, when she was

twenty an aunt whom she had not seen for

thirteen years came to visit the girl. The

aunt's first words on again meeting her were,

"I have never told." This led the girl to recall

an accident which she experienced at the age

of seven years while walking in the woods

with her aunt. The child had promised her

mother, when she left, that she would be strictly

obedient. However, she ran off from the aunt

and, when found, was wedged among the

rocks of a small stream into which she had

fallen. A small waterfall was pouring down
on her head and she was screaming with

terror. Her aunt dried the child's clothes and

promised that she would never tell the mother

of her disobedience.''-'

Hypnosis

Post-hypnotic suggestion provides another

good example of unconscious motivation. The

subject is hypnotized and told that when he

wakes up he will remember nothing of what

happened. He is also told that, upon waking.
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he will peifoim a certain act. After he is

awake, the subject feels a compulsion to cany

out the act suggested, but he does not know

why. For example, a girl (S) in a psychology

class was hypnotized. Tests demonstrated that

she was in a deep trance. Then the hypnotist

(H) said, "After I have counted to ten, you

will wake up. You will return to your seat and

be wide awake. When I scratch my head dur-

ing the course of the lecture, you \\ill get up

from your seat and go to my office, where you

will find a laboratory coat hanging behind the

door. You will bring the coat here, into the

classroom, and put it on me. I may not want to

put it on, but you must get it on me." H then

said, "One-two-three— you are waking up—
four-five— you are becoming wider awake—
six-seven-eight— you are getting wide awake
— nine— you are almost awake— ten — you

are awake." S opened her eyes, looked a little

embarrassed, and returned to her seat. When
asked, she said that she remembered nothing

that had happened from the time she felt her

eyes getting tired until she woke up. H con-
' tinued with the lecture and, several minutes

later, scratched his head. The subject sat still,

but looked a little uneasy. However, the lecture

was continued. A minute or so later, S, with

a great deal of hesitation, left the room. Shortly

she returned with the laboratory coat. She

said to H, "You had better put this on." H
said that he didn't need it. S insisted, saying,

"It is rather cold in here and this will keep

you warm." H insisted that he did not need

it; that the room wasn't cold enough to put

it on. S now became very insistent. She tried

to get H's arm in the sleeve, insisting, now,

that chalk might get on his clothes if he didn't

put on his coat. After a few minutes, S began

to plead with H to put on the coat. This he

finally did. S then seemed greatly relieved

and returned to her seat.

When asked why she had done what she

did, S said that .she didn't know. She said

that the idea occurred to her when the instruc-

tor scratched his head, but, realizing how silly

it was, she decided not to do it. Finally,

she could not resist. S said she knew she

would feel better if the impulse were followed.

Under the influence of hypnosis, patients

have been told that cigarettes will nauseate

them, that they will dislike the taste of alcohol,

or that they will concentrate better on their

studies. The suggested effects are experienced,

for varying lengths of time, but the patient

usually does not know why he is nauseated

by the cigarette, dislikes alcohol, or is so

much better able to concentrate on his

studies."^"

Unconscious attitudes

Seldom are we a\\'are of the basis for our

particular interests, attitudes, and aspirations.

The gentlemen u'ho prefer blondes may have

had pleasant experiences in childhood while

playing with blondes or while being handled

by blondes. Favorite heroines may have been

pictured as blondes. There are many possible

bases of such preferences.

Dislikes may be unconsciously motivated.

Thomas Bro\\Ti ° put it this way,

I do not love thee, Doctor Fell,

The reason why I cannot tell;

But tliis alone I know full well.

I do not love thee, Doctor Fell.

A psychologist *" reports on the unconscious

motivation underlying his dislike for a person:

I met a man named Snyder, and for some

peculiar reason felt constantly suspicious of

him. ... I could find no definite reason for

disliking him, until one day it occurred to me
that a number of years previously I had read

a story in which a person named Sn\-der was

a thoroughgoing villain. Having thought of

this explanation, all my ill feeling departed and

the real Mr. Snyder became a very good friend

of mine.

Even slips of the tongue, forgetting of ap-

pointments, and other simple acts of every-

day life are traced to motives of which the

individual may not be aware at the moment.

Thus, the bored hostess, after an insufferable

evening, said, not what she intended (but

what she meant) : "Well, goodbye, I'm so sorry

" He apparently got the idea from Martial, a

Latin writer of tlie first centuPi' a.d. who said, "I

do not Io\'e thee, Sabidiu.s, nor can I say why; this

only I can say, I do not love thee." (From Bart-

lett's Familiar Quotations.)
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you came." Likewise, the deb at a dance,

much interested in a certain young gentleman,

intended to ask him when he was going to

dance with her, but instead asked, "When are

you going to marry me?" What led a radio

announcer in introducing a singer to refer to

her as a "charming young sinner" and another

to refer to a certain person as "a bottle-

scarred veteran"? There is no good reason for

supposing that all such lapses are uncon-

sciously motivated — some may be purelv ac-

cidental— but there is no doubt that man\
have such motivation. '*-

INCENTIVES AND EFFORT

Incentives are the objects or goals toward
which motivated beha\'ior is directed. In a

sense we may regard them as inducements to

act. In experiments on animal learning, we
offer the animal food, se.x, water, a means
of escape from punishment, a means of re-

turning to familiar surroundings, or perhaps

an opportunity to return to the young. Food,
sex, water, and opportunities to return to a

more desirable situation are inducements to

effort— in other words, incentives. It is per-

haps obvious that these are incentives only if

the animal is suitably motivated. For instance,

to an animal whose stomach is full, food is

often no incentive at all.

Incentives such as we have mentioned are

also effective, under suitable physiological and
external circumstances, in arousing human ac-

tion. In the home, classroom, and industiy,

however, the incentives used are indirectly, if

at all, related to basic physiological drives.

Money may satisfy the hunger drive by
making possible the purchase of food. Its in-

centive value then rests upon satisfaction of

hiuiger. On the other hand, people who are

not hungry, and who do not need additional

money in order to satisfy hunger, are still in-

duced by money to put forth much effort in

the performance of various tasks. In some in-

stances they are motivated, not by hunger,

but by a knowledge of the fact that money
will buy clothes which enhance their attiac-

tiveness to the opposite sex. In other instances

money has incentive value because it provides

a means of gaining prestige, and thus satis-

fying social motives such as self-assertion

and the desire for recognition. This by no

means exhausts the motives, physiological, so-

cial, or personal, which money may tap.

The fact that piece work and bonuses induce

workers to put forth increased effort is well

known. Introducing such wage incentives

often increases the output even pf highly

skilled workers. "^-^ However, interests and at-

titudes aroused in workers toward their jobs,

toward the management, and toward each
other are often as significant as material in-

centives.'^^

An experiment carried out at the Haw-
thorne Works of the Western Electric Com-
pany over a number of years seemed to show
that increased pay, shorter hours of work,

improved lighting and ventilation, rest pauses,

and refreshment periods were inducing girls

to increase their output of electric relays.

Each time a new incentive was introduced,

production went up. However, when the girls

were returned to the original working condi-

tions, their output not only failed to drop to

former levels, but it continued to improve.

The conclusion finally forced upon the investi-

gators was that the girls were motivated not

so much b>' external incentives as by in-

creased morale related to the fact that they

were selected for the experiment and that the

company was apparently interested in them as

individuals rather than as mere cogs in the

industrial machine. Moreover, common inter-

ests and attitudes relating to their experiment

gave the girls an esprit de corps which went
beyond that usualb' found in industrial situa-

tions.

Capitalizing on the findings of this experi-

ment, the company introduced an interview

system whereby each employee could air his

criticisms to, and talk about personal prob-

lems with, a person who would listen and

report to the management, but without di-

vulging names. Better morale was thereby in-

troduced because the workers felt that the

management was interested in them as per-

sons.'"'

INTERESTS AND ATTITUDES

Interests and attitudes are learned predis-

positions to react in certain ways to aspects

of our environment. A hungry animal is more
receptive to food than to other aspects of its

environment. Similarlv, the student interested
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in science may be more receptive to physics

than he is to Enghsh hteratiire; the person

who has a negati\'e attitude toward the Demo-
cratic Party is thereby more likely to see the

platform of this party in an unfavorable light

and the platform of the Republican Part>'

in a favorable light. Interests and attitudes

thus provide further illustration of the fact that,

instead of responding indiscriminately to everv'

stimulus which impinges upon our nervous

system, we react selecti\ely— we exhibit per-

sonal autonomy or self-regulation.

Interests

Both interests and attitudes predispose the

organism to react in certain ways, both are

learned, and both may be tinged with feeling

and emotion. Interests, however, are always

positively directed. We are interested in a

person, an occupation, a hobby, or a book.

The individual usually likes the things in which

he is interested. We would not say that he
\vas interested in something for which he had
an aversion. Moreover, interests are usually

ac_ti\e rather than passi\e. We seek to do the

things which interest us.

An interest is accompanied by pleasant feel-

ing andlay a dynamic tendency to seek the ob-

ject or do something with it . . . interest in

the movies means that one enjoys attending

them and does so. . . . A measurement of

one's interests is also a measurement of what
one will do, other things being equal. ... As

one does not long continue to like what one

cannot do, it is also to be expected that a

measurement of one's interests is approxi-

mately a measurement of \\'hat one can do.^'^

The reader may recall that two wideh' used

interest inventories were described (pp. 120-

121) in an earlier chapter concerned with in-

terests in relation to aptitudes.

Interests may be acquired in early child-

hood or later. Some change a great deal with

age and some are maintained throughout life.

They are usually developed in relation to, and
remain allied to, more basic motives. In satis-

fying his need for activity, or perhaps his

curiosity, or both, a child may, for example,

play with toy trains, go to the railroad sta-

tion to watch the trains coming and going, read

about trains, and so on. This interest in tiains.

perhaps begun with a train trip, receipt of a toy

train, or the like, may be retained through

the years until, in adulthood, the individual

finds his career in some aspect of railroading.

On the other hand, through fortuitous cir-

cumstances, such as receiving a gift of some-

thing more enticing than toy trains, moving
to a new locality, and being preoccupied with

school, the boy's interest in traias may be-

come secondary, or even disappear. He may
turn his attention elsewhere.

Attitudes

Whereas interests are always positive in di-

rection, attitudes may be positively or nega-

tively directed. Our attitude toward a political

part)', a person, a race, a nation, a book, or a

movie may, if we ha\'e any attitude at all, be

favorable or unfax'orable. Interests are directed

toward specific objects and persons, while at-

titudes tend to be broader in scope, being di-

rected among other things, toward races, na-

tions, institutions, groups, and general ideas

and issues. Moreover, attitudes are more
passive than interests. We are more likely to

have attitudes and do nothing about them
than we are to have interests and do nothing

about them. Nevertheless, when we are called

upon to make decisions, to act, and to express

opinions, our attitudes determine the outcome

just as strongly as do our interests. As a mat-

ter of fact, attitudes are usualK^ defined as

determininfi tendencies.

Prejudices

Attitudes toward races, nations, ideas, in-

stitutions, and the like, are sometimes referred

to as prejudices, because such attitudes lead

us to prejudge an issue. Thus, if we are preju-

diced against a person who is accused of a

crime, we are likeh' to regard him as giiOt>',

regardless of the evidence; or, if we examine

the evidence, we do so with partialit>', giving

more weight to the damaging than to the

exonerating evidence. We can also be preju-

diced in favor of some individual or thing.

Thus, our country can do no wrong, our chil-

dren are the most beautiful and best-behaved,

and our school is beyond criticism, at least

from an outsider. \\Tien the word "prejudice"

is used \\'ithout qualification, however, it cus-
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tomarily refers to a negati\'e attitude.

Like many attitudes, prejudices begin in

childhood. They are usually taken over from
parents and others through verbal contacts

rather than from personal experience. Some
may be purely verbal, at least initially. A
case in point is the small boy whose mother
told the psychologist that he hated colored

people. When interviewed, the child made it

evident that his mother had warned him
about colored people. He said: "I don't like

colored people. I just like people who are

black and white." The thought processes of

highly prejudiced children and adults have

been compared with the thought processes of

the relatively unprejudiced. Among other

things, it has been found that racial, religious,

and other forms of prejudice are related to

mental "rigidity" rather than "flexibility." By
rigidity is meant a tendency to hold to one's

views regardless of the evidence.'*' This is ex-

emplified by a person who told the writer,

"I don't care what the research shows, I have
a feeling in the pit of my stomach that this

race is innately inferior to our own."

Investigating attitudes

Suppose that the reader is asked to state

his attitude toward some moot issue, such as

whether fraternities are a good thing for the

campus, whether the honor s>stem should

be adopted, or whether the consumption of

alcohol by students should be made illegal.

If such a statement is to be given openly, in

the presence of his peers, any person may ex-

press his sincere opinion or he may suppress it.

If he expresses any opinion at all it may be

what he thinks others expect of him. In this

event, there may be a discrepancy between
what he really believes and what he says.

One way to uncover personal or private

attitudes is to ask for an anonymous expres-

sion of opinion. That is, we may ask individ-

uals to indicate their attitudes on slips of

paper to which no names are attached. Quite

frequently the investigator presents various

statements about an issue and the subject in-

dicates, with respect to each, whether he

agrees, disagrees, or is uncertain. There may
be many statements, each of which expresses

an affirmative, a negative, or a neutral at-

titude toward the issue.

In an attitude scale dealing with war, for

example, there are twenty-two statements of

which the following are representative:

Compulsory military training in all coun-

tries should be reduced but not eliminated.

The benefits of war outweigh its attendant

evils.

He who refuses to fight is a true hero.

An organization of all nations is imperative

to establish peace.

War in the modem world is as needless

as it is suicidal.

The indi\idual who fills out this attitude

blank, containing twenty-two statements like

the above, is asked to put a check mark against

each statement with which he agrees, a cross

against each statement with which he dis-

agrees, and a question mark against those

statements about which he is unable to decide.

After the individual has filled out the blank,

the statements checked are noted and their

scale values recorded.

Scale values are determined, while the scale

is being developed, by requiring a large group

of judges to assign each statement a value

from 1 (extremely militaristic) to II (extremely

pacifistic ) . Judges are not called upon to say

whether or not they agree with the state-

ment, but merely to say, for example,

whether the statement, "War in the modern
world is as needless as it is suicidal," represents

an attitude in favor of or against war, and to

assign it a value bet\\'een the two extreme

values of 1 and II. Each judge assigns a

value to each statement selected tentatively

for inclusion in the scale. Then, by a statistical

method which we need not consider here, the

median value of each statement is determined.

Those statements concerning the value of

which the judges are in close agreement are

selected for the final scale.

The scale \alues of the statements listed

above in order from top to bottom are 5.4,

2.7, 10.6, 7.0, and 9.5. One can see that the

first statement, according to the judges, rep-

resents a neutral attitude (halfway between

1 and II). The statement most in favor of

war is the second, with a value of 2.7. On
the other hand, the third statement, with a

value of 10.6, represents a pacifistic attitude.*"

An individual's score is the median value
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of the endorsed statements. The other state-

ments are ignored. Thus, a person who en-

dorsed such diverse statements as those used

here for illustrati\-e purposes would have a

median score of 7.0, which indicates "strong

pacifism."
'

Such scales have many practical and scien-

tific uses. Much research has been reported

on changes in attitudes resulting from such

influences as a college education, change of

residence from one part of the counti>' to

another (say North to South), various types

of propaganda (emotional versus rational ap-

peals), persuasion through the radio or the

printed page, seeing moving pictures, or lis-

tening to female rather than male speakers.

Such changes in attitude are often measured

by using comparable forms of an attitude scale,

one form gi\-en before and the other after the

experimental \ariable has been introduced.*^

A somewhat different study sampled the at-

titudes of teenagers on several issues. Every

subject indicated anonymously whether he

agreed, disagreed, or was uncertain about

specific questions or statements on each issue

involved. Some of the results obtained in one

nation-wide sample of 3000 teenagers are rep-

resented graphically in Figure 6.11. The over-

all results show that teenagers in the United

States today are predominandy conformist in

their attitudes on controversial issues. Going

with this is "exti'eme sensitivit>' to the opinions

of others." In recording their problems and

desires, moreo\'er, the same teenagers showed

great concern for status in their own group —
54 per cent wanted people to like them more,

50 per cent wanted to make new friends, 42

per cent wished that they were more popular.

Other things like wanting to get rid of pimples

(33 per cent) and wanting to gain or lose

weight (52 per cent) are also rele\'ant to the

desire to be popular.""

An overall attitude of conformity and a re-

lated desire for popularitv' are not peculiar

to adolescents. Tlie>' de\elop at early age

levels, as a result of parental and other social

pressures, and they are then carried on into

" In obtaining the median, we rank the indi-

\idual scores and take tlie middlemost one. When
the number of scores is even, we a\'erage the two

middle ones to obtain the median. ( See the Statis-

tical Appendix.

)

adulthood. A study which used projective

procedures to investigate attitudes on certain

controversial issues, first in college students and

then in children, yielded results of great inter-

est in this connection.^i

A projective study of attitudes

One type of personality test requires sub-

jects to complete partial statements such as

"My chief aim in life is. . .
." In the investi-

gation to be described here there were two

types of such statements. One said, for ex-

ample, "If a Negro moved onto my street I

would. . .
." This is of course a direct state-

ment which puts the individual who com-

pletes it on record as having a particular

attitude. In the study under consideration,

statements of this type were regarded as direct

rather than projective. A parallel statement,

but on a projective basis, would be: "If a

Negro moved onto his sfreet, Bill would. . .

."

The latter statement did not so evidendy im-

plicate the person who completed it. His ovvti

in\ohement was even less evident when he

filled out such a series of statements as quickly

as possible in the belief that he was taking

a speed test of Verbal Intelligence. The as-

sumption here was this: Since the subject does

not have to state what he would do, and

since his attention is diverted from the true

purpose of the test through the instruction to

complete these tests of Verbal Intelligence as

quickly as possible, he will seek the readiest

possible completion and this will represent his

personal attitude on the issue invohed. The

real purpose of the test was further disguised

bv mixing in many items on nonconti-oversial

things, such as, "When he has an opportunity

to do so, John likes to. . .

." or "John often

feels that he should. . .

."

A group comprising forty-eight freshmen

and sophomores in a New England woman's

college filled out as quickly as possible a "Ver-

bal Intelligence Test" containing fift\--nine pro-

jective items such as we have described.

These dealt with attitudes toward mother,

father, religion, racial groups, and noncontro-

versial and impersonal issues. Ten Negro items

were included and subjected to special study

because, "In a New England liberal arts col-

lege communits' there are normative standards

as to the proper attitudes to express regard-
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ree Disagree Uncertain Agree Disagree Uncertain

Obedience and Respect for Authorjty

are the Most Important Virtues that

Children Should Leom.

A Large Moss of the People are Not

Capoble of Determining what is and

what is Not Good for Them.

The Right of Some Working Groups to

Call Strike Should be Abolished, as

it is a Threat to Democracy ond Not

in the General Interest of Society.

The Police or F. B. I. May Sometimes

be Right in Giving a Man the

"Third Degree" to Moke Him Talk.

The Average Citizen is Justified in

Remaining Aloof from Dirty Politics

ttict May Exist in His Community.

The Most Serious Danger to

Democracy in the United States

Comes from Communists and

Communist -Dominated Groups.

O. I I Some Expression of Teenage Attitudes. These are reactions to a few of the many
items in this study. The numbers represent the per cent answering as indicated. (From Remmers,

H. H., and D. H. Radler, "Teenage Attitudes," ScienfiFic American, June 1958, pp. 26-28.)

ing . . . 'Negroes moving in next door' or

'Having a Negro doctor.' " ''- The investigators

felt that, although absence of prejudice to-

ward Negroes is expected and expressed in

such a community, there is the possibility that

"covert feelings to the contrary" might exist.

Sixteen days after doing the "Verbal Intelli-

gence Test " the same students were asked to

fill in a "Personal and Social Attitudes Record
"

which they were led to assume would be filed

in the office along with their other records.

The items in this questionnaire were com-

parable to those of tlie other test but each

was framed direcdy. That is, the student said,

in each case, what she \\'ould do under the

stated circumstances. There was no time limit.

One interesting outcome of this study is

illustrated in Figure 6.12. The upper histo-

gram represents the frequency of completions

on the ten projective Negro items which, in

the opinion of judges, were negative or preju-

dicial to Negroes. Observe that there is a wide

distribution of negative attitudes — one of the

group gave no negative reactions, three gave

one negative reaction, and so on. At the other

extreme were three who reacted negatively to

all ten items. We see, then, that the private

attitudes of this group differed widely. But
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how about the attitudes which were to go on

record and be identified with the person who
expressed them? The outcome here was very

different from the above. Instead of a wide

distribution, suggesting a normal cur\-e, there

was a markedly skewed distribution. Most

reactions were in a direction favorable to Ne-

groes. Fifteen students, for example, gave no

negative reactions, nine gave only one negative

reaction, and so on. No subjects expressed

prejudice to the extent that they ga\'e negative

completions for all ten items. On noncontro-

versial items the distribution was similar regard-

less of whether the projective or direct form of

the test was used.

A skewed distribution like that obtained for

the Negro items is commonly found when in-

dividuals react openly to controversial issues.

Because of its shape (a reversed J) this is

customarily referred to as a J-curue. It repre-

sents the trend to\\ard conformity such as

that already re\ealed in the study of teenage

attitudes— which, one will recall, were ex-

pressed anonymously. There is no doubt that

even greater conformity would have been re-

vealed bv a direct test such as that used here.

O. I Z. Comparison of Projective and Direct

Attitude Scores. Each column represents the fre-

quency of the indicated number of negative (I.e.,

prejudiced) responses. Note the reversed J shape

of the lower curve. (From Getzels, J. W., and J. J.

Walsh, "The Method of Paired Direct and Projective

Questionnaires in the Study of Attitude Structure

and Socialization," Psychological Monographs, 1958,

72, No. l,p. 15.)
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children's attitudes

The in\estigators who studied attitudes in

college students as described above subse-

quently made an extensive survey of children's

attitudes.-'-* More than 900 children ranging

in age from 8 to 13 years were tested. The
method was similar to that described except

that the items were simpler and the instruc-

tions were modified to adapt them to children.

In the direct type of test, the children were

asked to say how the>' would beha\'e if cer-

tain things happened to them. Corresponding

projective items were given as part of a test

"to see how fast you can make sentences." In

each projective item, however, the behavior

was attributed to Jane, Mary, or some other

person named in the item. The items had

reference to such issues as cheating, religion,

race, belief in God, honesty, and helping

others.

In this investigation an index of differentia-

tion (ID) was derived from the dii-ect and

projective responses. It represented the dis-

crepancy between the personal attitude (as

revealed by projective responses) and the

overtly expressed attitude (as revealed by di-

rect responses). It was predicted, on tlie basis

of what is known about the socialization of

children, that the ID would increase with

age. This is what did happen, as illustrated

graphically in the bar graph of Figure 6.13.

This increase in the ID with age came

about because the children's personal attitudes

underwent greater suppression as they grew^

older. Their personal attitudes, as indicated

by the projective reactions, did not change

appreciably. At successixe >early age levels

from 8 to 13, for example, the mean projec-
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O. I O Mean ID Scores for Children from 8 to

13 Years of Age. The figures at the left are mean

ID scores (see text) to the nearest whole number.

There were from 133 to 174 chilcJren In each age

group. (Data from Getzels ancJ Walsh.)

tive scores were 18.04, 17.33, 18.62, 18.73,

18.83, and 18.73— a difference between the

lower and upper age levels of only .69 points.

The direct scores, however, decreased betsveen

the 8th and 13th vears as follows: 13.23,

12.40, 11.71, 11.12, 10.99, and 10.83.

It is interesting to note that the tendency

to suppress overt expressions of personal atti-

tudes was significandy more marked in girls

than in boys, in only children than in those

with siblings, and in children from homes of

high socio-economic status than in those from
homes of low socio-economic status. These
outcomes had been predicted on the basis

of other information concerning the relative de-

gree of socialization in these groups.

One should not gather from what .has been
said above that all individuals, in becoming so-

cialized, are "brain washed" into conformity.

This is obviously not the case. Some react

negatively to social pressures and even pride

themselves on their nonconformity. There is,

however, a predominant trend toward con-

formity, so much so that some observers have
become concerned about what this may do to

our democratic way of life. A certain amount
of conformity is essential. Without it we
would have anarchy. But when an individual

dare not speak out on controversial issues for

fear of losing friends or of suffering reprisals,

there is a serious defect in social relations.

This is stressed by the investigators of teen-

age attitudes, who say:

Ralph Waldo Emerson pointed out that the

price of group agreement is descent to the

least common denominator. As T. V. Smith

and Eduard Lindeman remarked in their book.

The Democratic Way of Life, a democracy

cannot afford to devalue "the finality of the

individual," from whom "all things How." In

our view, the future of democracy is not

promising unless we restore a social climate

which will reward independent thinking, per-

sonal morality and truly enlightened coopera-

tion in place of going along with the crowd. '-'^

Summary

All organisms have physiological needs—
need for food, liquid, elimination, and so on.

When such needs are not readily satisfied,

the organism is driven to activity. This is

the basis for speaking of physiological drives

— such as the hunger drive, thirst drive,

excretory drive. A drive may set in operation,

more or less automatically, the activities which

alleviate or reduce it. Examples of this process

(homeostasis) are found in regulation of body
temperature, urination, deeper breathing

(sometimes larger lung capacity) in o.xygen-

deficient air. Not all drives are homeostatic.

Indeed, some (liking of sweetness, for in-

stance) are satisfied artificially (saccharin)

even though no physiological homeostasis

results. The stimulation drives (curiosity,

exploratory, manipulatory) are also nonhomeo-
static, at least in the physiological sense. How-
ever, the term "homeostasis" has been extended

by some to represent any form of readjustment

or compensatory activity.
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The hunger drive may be reduced by food

in the mouth and in the stomach, even before

there has been time for a change in blood

chemistry. Thus reduction of the hunger drive

is not necessarily the same as need reduction,

the restoration of normal blood chemistry.

Studies of semistarvation have shown that

hunger may subvert man's cultural ideals.

Thirst is a drive initiated by cellular dehy-

dration. It is often experienced as dryness of

the mouth and throat.

The sex dri\e has been shown to be related

to secretions from the gonads (ovaries and
testes), although the drive is disturbed by
injury to the anterior pituitary gland and to

the cortex of the adrenal glands.

In females the sex drive is dependent,

initially at least, upon estrogens (from the

ovaries). In males, the corresponding secre-

tions are androgens (from the testes). Al-

though the human sex drive has the same
physiological motivation as that of other ani-

mals, it shows much wider variation both in

intensity and in direction of satisfaction. So-

cial influences are largely responsible for such

variation.

Whether infants have a "need" for affec-

tion, as some have claimed, is in doubt be-

cause the evidence is from infants also denied

normal stimulation. Human adults denied

such stimulation show adverse effects. Asso-

ciated with this apparent "need for stimula-

tion" or "to know the environment," there

are exploratory and manipulatory drives.

These have been demonstrated in rats,

monkeys, chimpanzees, and human sub-

jects.

Instincts are complex unlearned patterns

of reflexes. We see many instances where
animals satisfy their physiological needs in-

stinctively. The mating and maternal behavior

of rats illustrates this relation between need
and instinct. The point was stressed that, as

our study shifts from rat to man, we find

decreasing evidence of instincts. While mat-

ing in the rat is clearly an instinct, develop-

ing in the same way even under conditions of

isolation, the mating of chimpanzees is not

clearly so. When the human level is reached,

one observes even less evidence of an un-

learned mating pattern. In the case of mater-

nal behavior, it is even doubtful whether hu-

man beings ha\e a physiologically determined

maternal drive. The specific patterns of hu-

man maternal behavior, except possibly for

suckling at the breast, are learned.

Many human motives are acquired in social

situations as the outcome of personal experi-

ence, hence the term personal-social. Some
of these have no obvious relation to physio-

logical drives although they do have a basis

in anticipation of physiological emergencies.

Frustration of physiological needs (as in the

case of hunger) may reduce human behavior

to a less civilized level.

Personal-social motives are in some instances

acquired universally. This is because, despite

cultural diversities, all human beings are ex-

posed to certain environmental influences. All

are, initially, helpless, all depend upon social

contacts for survival, all are positively condi-

tioned to those who are instrumental in satis-

fying their early needs, all learn to appeal

to others for help, and all learn the advantages

of copying certain aspects of the behavior

of tliose aroimd them. These similarities give

rise to such coenotropes as gregariousness and
appealing to others when in need.

Some motives are characteristic of a partic-

ular culture. Thus the typical American is

self-assertive, with a strong achievement mo-
tive, while the Arapesh is submissive. The
individual origin of such motives goes back

to childhood training.

Motives also vary from one person to an-

other. Thus the self-assertiveness found so

predominantly in our own culture has various

individual manifestations. In addition to per-

sonal variations in universal and common
forms of motivation, there are motives

which, in their nature, vary from one individ-

ual to another. These personal motives in-

clude such things as the desire of one to be
a doctor, of another to be an engineer; of

one to gain world-wide recognition and an-

other to avoid publicity, and so on.

Personal aspirations depend upon experi-

ences of success or failure, sometimes going

back to early childhood. Experimental stud-

ies on levels of aspiration have shown that

success tends to raise the level and failure to

lo\\'er it.

Some habits seem to acquire the status of

dri\cs, i.e., to become independent of their

original motivation. This is referred to as

functional autononi)'. Persistence of particular
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ways of satisfying a motive is distinguished

from functional autonomy because the moti\e

as well as the habit persists. This is known
as force of habit.

Many motives which influence behavior,

as well as the origins of them, are unrecog-

nized by the individual whose behavior they

influence. We say, therefore, that he is not

conscious of them, or that they are unconscious.

Motivation covered by the term id was re-

garded by Freud as completely unconscious.

The ego and the superego are only conscious

in part. Unconscious motivation is illustrated

by phobias whose origin is unknown to the

person who has them, by response based upon
post-hypnotic suggestions, attitudes of obscure

origin, and slips of the tongue.

Appropriate incentives increase human
effort. Monetary incentives play an important

part in our culture. The worker who feels

that his employer is interested in him per-

sonally (the Hawthorne study) is likely to

be well-motivated in his work.

Interests and attitudes predispose us to re-

act in different ways to the same external

situations. Interests are positively directed,

are directed toward specific goals, and are

active, or dynamic. Attitudes may be positive

or negative in direction. Negative attitudes

are what we customarily refer to as prejudices.

Racial prejudices are usually acquired. in child-

hood as part of the social heritage. Experi-

mental studies show that there is a tendency

for children who are most prejudiced to be

rigid rather than flexible in their thinking.

Attitude research has showir the presence

in our society of a strong "drive to conformity"^

and a related desire to be popular. Projective

and direct studies of attitudes toward con-

troversial issues show that overt attitudes

(direct expressions) tend to conform to the

prevailing social climate and yield a J-curve.

Private attitudes (
projectively revealed) ap-

proximate a normal curve. In children, the

discrepancy between private and public atti-

tudes (differentiation index) increases with

age. This is not because private attitudes

change a great deal in the age-range studied

(8-13) but because public expression of them

is suppressed as the child grows older.

(References and notes for this chapter are on page 547 of the Appendix.
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Emotiojial

Motivation

Emotions and motives • Feeling and emotion • Physiological aspects of feeling and

emotion • Emotion as a function of the whole organism • Emotional development •

Situational aspects of emotional development • Fear and anxiety • Anger and

aggression • Smiling, laughter, and humor • Happiness and affection • Sympathy •

Summary

The terms emotion and motivation have a common derivation. The Latin word
emovere means to stir up, agitate, excite, or mo\e. To be moved in an emotional sense

means to be "stirred up." In a motivational sense it means to "bestir oneself" or to

"be pushed." Sometimes emotion not only stirs us up but also causes us to bestir

ourselves. Moreover, it may impel us to say and do things which we would not normally

say and do.

When emotion is intense there are widespread changes which embrace every aspect

of our body and its activity. Physiological and neural processes are altered. Thoughts

and actions are affected. Marked disorganization may occur. What we were doing

may be dropped; even forgotten. Overall adjustinent may be distiubed. In an emotion-

provoking emergency we may exhibit imusual energy; or we may be "rooted to the

spot" or "lose oirr heads."

But emotional life is infinitely varied and it has integrating as well as disintegrating

aspects. Variation can be seen not only in the intensity of emotional activation but also

in emotional experience and in external expressions of emotion — in emotional feeling

as observed in oneself and as reported by others, in facial expressions, in gestures, and

in overall behavior patterns.

Looked at from the intensive angle, emotion is merely a sort of physiological, neural,
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and experiential activation. Thus it may be said i that "the angry man overreacts to

stimulation"; that "Strong emotion . . . represents one end of a continuum of activation";

and that "The opposite end, the condition of minimal activation, is found in the sleeping

man, who does not react to stimulation." Emotion is not essentially different, in this

respect from tensions associated with physiological drives. Indeed one psychologist -

calls emotion a form of "energy mobilization" and she attempts to identify it with

other motivational phenomena.

When we consider emotion from the standpoint of activation or energy mobilization,

disrupting emotion is of course nothing more than exceptionally strong emotion. But

intensity of activation is not the most characteristic aspect of emotion. The emotionally

aroused person will tell you not only that he is slightly or strongly excited but also that

he has such and such an emotion. He will say that he is afraid, angry, jealous, or in love.

There are many emotional experiences and many forms of overt emotional behavior

over and above the intensity variations. Any dictionary contains many terms to repre-

sent these different emotions. A checklist used in research has over one hundred

adjectives — amused, annoyed, cheerful . . . tense, unhappy, woiried— to indicate how

emotionally aroused people feel."" There are also many adjectives to describe overt

emotional behavior — affectionate, aggressive, belligerent, entreating, and so on.

How do we know, for example, that a person is not only aroused intensely but that he

is afraid, or angry, or in love? The answer is that the subject says in one instance that

he is afraid and in the other that he is angry. We may observe, too, that different

stimuli are present in each case, that the general situation is somewhat different, and

that different overt behavior occurs. To make him afraid we may fire off a revolver

behind his head, put a snake or a rat in his hands, or make his chair collapse suddenly.

But to make him angry we tell him that we are not going to pay him what we owe

him, that we are going to fail him in the course, or that somebody has made derogatory

remarks about his honesty. When the stimuli are fear-provoking, the subject jumps

back, tries to get away, or screams. When they are anger-provoking, on the other hand,

he argues, makes threats, or strikes the offender. Even when no such actions are elicited,

the situation may bring out different facial expressions which we have learned to in-

terpret as representing particular emotions. The reader might attempt to name the

unposed emotions represented in Figure 7.1 and also describe the sort of situation

that he thinks may have precipitated them.

We do not wish to infer that one can find experiential and behavioral differences to

verify eveiy emotional term in the language. As in the case of intensity, there is an

almost imperceptible gradient bet\veen so-called emotions, or what might better be

refen-ed to as ways of behaving emotionally. The well-recognized emotions are those

which stand out, like mountain peaks, from the general emotional terrain. They stand

out because they are quite often intense and because they have clearly recognized

experiential and behavioral aspects. These are the emotions most easily recognized in

ourselves, most easily expressed in our language, and most easily identified when we see

them represented in pictures or on the stage. They are also most readily predicted in

terms of the situations which arouse them. We can predict, for example, that fearful

beha\ior will probably be elicited by a gun poked into one's ribs and that anger will

most likely occur if strong motives are frustrated."* It is in terms of such emotions,

moreover, that emotion has often been defined as disturbing and disorganizing in its

effects.

The emotions most obvious to the poet, the novelist, the dramatist, and the casual

observer of himseff and others are, however, no more truly representative of emotion in

general than the mountain peaks in a terrain are truly representative of its geography.

Most of our everyday emotional life is no more obvious than the physiological drives
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/ ,\ Some Unposed Emotional Expressions. What emotions ore expressed? What

kind of situation precipitated each? After answering these questions, refer to page 490. (Press

Herald Evening Express, I'lie, © 7ime, Inc., Rosen Studios, Sydney Morning Herald, Herb Gehr,

from Black Star.)
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and other motives already considered. We may go for days, or even weeks, without any

obvious expressions of emotion yet never be free from emotional undercurrents which

influence our perceptions, our interests, our attitudes, our prejudices, our thoughts, our

learning, and all of our actions.

EMOTIONS AND MOTIVES

In some respects, the emotional undercur-

rents of life, together with the more obvious

emotions, are comparable with physiological

motives. They may actually have evolved

from such motives, thus facilitating adjustment.

Evolution of emotional behavior

Darwin '' and later writers on e\olution

stressed the value of emotion for survival and

they presented evidence that human emotions

have animal origins. But at what level of

animal life did emotions emerge and from what

earlier behavior did they take their depar-

ture? The answer is that nobody knows. We
have no way of communicating with animals

to learn whether they have emotional experi-

ences and we cannot, with any degree of

assurance, infer emotions from their behavior.

We may infer tliat apes, monkeys, and dogs

have emotions somewhat like ours because we
see resemblances bet^veen tlieir behavior and

our own under comparable circumstances. As

we go down the scale, however, such infer-

ences become increasingly difficult and more

highly speculative. Nevertheless it has been

claimed that emotions, at whatever level they

emerged, took their departure from physio-

logical motives. The proponent of this theoiy "

suggests that a clam is motivated, but pre-

sumably without emotion. Somewhere abo^•e

this level, he says.

Animals became more complex in their recep-

tor equipment, motor equipment, and capac-

ity for learning. As such complex creatures

developed, those that were motivated merely

by the long-established physiological motives

were not so \\cll equipped for sur^'ival. The
animal that did not make avoiding responses

until it was grabbed b\' an enemy was less

likely to survive than an animal capable of

reactions of fear that would be set off by

relatively slight stimuli. The animal that had

an interest in its offspring— even in the case

of the male and in the case of the female

even beyond the period of nursing the young
— was more likely to reproduce its kind.

Whether emotions evolved from physio-

logical motives or originated in some other

way, it is clear that they have motivational

significance and, under certain circumstances,

also an evident survival value. Like physio-

logical motives, they impel us to activity. They
also engender goal-oriented activities, like the

lover's affectionate behavior toward the loved

one and the angry man's aggression to-

ward the object of his anger. Some arouse

the escape motive. Fear exemplifies this fact.

Annoyance, also, may motivate escape from

the thing or person that annoys. Sometimes

emotions "move" us to tears, or to the perform-

ance of sympathetic or charitable acts.

Attention has already been called to the

energizing role of physiological drives— to

their arousal of tensions demanding that we
do something about them— and to the fact

that the conditions associated with emotion

activate the bodily mechanisms, creating in-

ternal tensions.

Emotion as a source of energy

The energizing function of emotion, which

is probably always present to some degree,

is quite obvious in certain emergencies." It

is then that emotional activation most clearly

has survival value. Take for example, fear

aroused in situations requiring struggle or

escape. The physiological conditions asso-

ciated with this emotion may provide "super-

human" energy or "lend wings" to our feet.

This is because the medulla of the adrenal

gland (Figure 9.4, p. 240) gives forth an exces-

sive supply of adrenalin which, among its other

effects, causes the liver to release stored up
glycogen (a fonn of sugar).® If emotional

activation is too intense, however, fear may
paralyze action; "rooting" us to the spot,

"freezing" us in our tracks, or making us

'leaden footed." Indeed some animals are
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literally paralyzed by sudden, direatening

stimuli. We speak, then, of "tonic immobiIit>'"

or "animal hypnosis." ^ Paralysis under these

conditions may actually have survival value.

Many animals, although they have poor vision

for certain aspects of their environment,

are quick to sense the slightest movement.

Thus the motionless prey is relatively safe.

But we could hardly claim such an emergency

value for comparable conditions in man, ex-

cept in the jungle.

Although the physiological correlates of

emotion may energize in the sense that phys-

iological drives energize, they do not appear

periodically, as do the conditions underlying

hunger and thirst. This is because they are

not dependent upon recurring physiological

needs. The most obvious emotional episodes

are, as we have seen, usually acute. They

are isolated occurrences which do not depend

for their arousal upon changes within the body.

Rather, they are dependent upon circum-

stances— a feared object appears, somebody

says or does something which angers us, what

we observe makes us envious or jealous, the

time nears for an important event and, with

fear or joy, we anticipate its arrival.

In addition to acute emotional episodes

contingent upon such occurrences as we have

mentioned, there are also chronic emotional

states. There may be prolonged anxiety, de-

pression, or elation. Sometimes an emotion-

provoking situation is itself prolonged; as on

the batdefield, or in a home where there are

continued frustrations. Quite often, however,

such prolongation of emotional states has sym-

bolic support. That is to say, one remembers

and dwells upon past provocations, he

imagines that his wife is unfaithful, or he

anticipates failure. This tendency of man to

live in the past and to project himself into

the future is attributable in great measure to

Jiis possession of words to represent the past

and the futiuc. It is indeed true that man
fears many things which never happen and

that, as Thoreau wrote in his Journal, "Noth-

ing is so much to be feared as fear itself.""

Emotion infiltrates many aspects of human

° This is perhaps the inspiration behind President

Franklin D. Roosevelt's famous statement in 1933,

following the financial collapse, that "The only

thing we have to fear is fear itself."

life. It is an important aspect of frustiation

and conflict, to be considered in the following

chapter. Some chronic emotional states, like

prolonged anxiety, may be regarded as per-

sonality traits. Susceptibility to emotional

provocation also differs greatly from one person

to another and it is an aspect of temperament.

These involvements of emotion in personality

are considered later (Chapter 9) in that con-

text. In the chapters on learning we shall have

occasion to consider how emotional motivation

contributes to this process. Our discussions of

thinking, attending, and perceiving will give

further , emphasis to the motivating role of

emotion.

FEELING AND EMOTION

To the emotionally aroused individual him-

self, the most obvious aspect of emotion is

feeling. He experiences "butterflies" in his

stomach. His "heart sinks" within him. He
has his heart "in his mouth." He feels hot

or cold, excited or calm, tense or relaxed,

happy or sad. What he hears and reads

supports his belief that such feelings, rather

than being peculiar to his own experience,

are universal aspects of emotion.

Subjective nature of affective processes

The subjective nature of feelings, or of

"affects," as they are called technically, is a

major obstacle to scientific investigation.

Nevertheless a great deal is known about

affective experience indirecdy, through obser-

vations of it in ourselves and consideration

of what other people tell us about theirs.

We blow, for example, that some emotions,

like fear and anger, are unpleasant while

others, like happiness and love (except when

frustrated ) , are pleasant.

When subjects are emotionally aroused,

as in Figure 7.2, their descriptions of experi-

ences are extremely meagre. About all they

do is to name their emotions. Thus girls who
were forced to crush a snail between their

fingers said merely that the act was repulsive,

distasteful, disgusting, or unpleasant.

More information is obtained when, instead

of depending upon their own vocabulary, sub-

jects use a check list of such affective items

as pleasant, unpleasant, exciting, tension-pro-
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ducing, and so forth. What one learns from

such studies, if he doesn't know it aheady, is

that fear is unpleasant and exciting, with ten-

sion and sfrain involved; that joy is pleasant

and bright; and that sorrow is unpleasant,

depressing, and dull. The feehngs cited most

frequently, and with greatest uniformity from

one subject to another, are pleasantness and

unpleasantness. Indeed it is relatively easy

for them to classify their emotions into the

predominantly pleasant and the predominantly

unpleasant.

In studies of facial expression in emotion,

where subjects are asked to name the emo-

tion expressed, the terms applied to a par-

ticular expression may differ considerably.

Nevertheless, there is seldom any doubt as

to the pleasantness or unpleasantness of the

experience behind it. Observe, for example,

the posed facial expressions, in Figure 7.3.

It is not at all difficult to discern a gradual

transition in pleasantness, as the reader will

find if he does the exercises described. i°

The pleasure principle

It has been maintained by many philos-

ophers of human nature that pleasure is the

iJtimate goal of life; that all activities are

motivated by the pursuit of pleasure and the

avoidance of pain.

Freud made the pleasure principle a basic

postulate in his theory of human motivation.

According to this principle, our physiological

drives (id) come, in course of time, to be

controlled by the self (ego). This has devel-

oped to act "as an intermediary betsveen the

id and the external world." The ego's acti\-

ities "are governed by consideration of the

tensions produced by stimuli present within

or introduced into it. The raising of these

tensions is in general felt as unpleasure and

their lowering as pleasure. It is probable,

however, that what is felt as pleasure or un-

pleasure is not the absolute degree of the ten-

sions but something in the rhythm of their

changes. The ego pursues pleasure and seeks

to avoid unpleasure. An increase in unpleasure

which is expected and foreseen is met by a

signal of anxiety; the occasion of this increase,

whether it threatens from witliout or within,

is called a danger." i^

Many who are not Freudians also empha-

7.2 Emotional Expressions Aroused Ex-

perimentally. These expressions were aroused

(top to bottom, respectively) by electric shock,

crushing a snail, and the proximity of a snake.

(From Coleman, J. C, "Facial Expressions of Emo-

tion." Psychological Monographs, 1949, No. 296,

pp. 10-11.)
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/.O Some Posed Emotional Expressions. Arrange these into a sequence from the un-

pleasant to the pleasant, then check with the data on page 490. (Courtesy Harold Schlosberg.)

size the motivating function of pleasure and

pain. We find aspects of the pleasure prin-

ciple involved in theories of learning (see

Chapter 10) and also in a recent theory of

motivation '- where a motive is defined as

"a strong affective association, characterized

by an anticipatory goal reaction and based on

past association of certain cues with pleasure

or pain." ^" This implies that when our acts

produce pleasurable results, there develops a

tendency to repeat these or comparable acts,

the aim being to gain a repetition of the
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pleasure associated with them. W'liat moti-

vates us, under such circumstances, is antic-

ipation of the results of such activities.

Anticipation is of course learned. Take hap-

piness or pleasure, for example. "When the

person is experiencing it we call it an emotion,

but if it or the conditions producing it give

rise simultaneously to anticipations of a change

in affective state (either an increase or de-

crease in pleasure, or increase or decrease

in pain), then a motive may be said to be

involved. In short, it is the anticipatory goal

response or redintegrated [remembered]

change in affective state which gives the mo-

tive its directing power as compared with an

emotion which is an affective arousal now with

no associated reference to another affective

state." "
The deterrent function of unpleasant affec-

tive states may be gi\'en a comparable inter-

pretation. Experiments on the startle reaction

in human beings may be used to illustrate

this. In these experiments, ulti'arapid movies

pictured the changes in facial and postural ex-

pressions following an unexpected re\'olver

shot. The initial reaction (see Figure 7.4)

was uniform from one subject to another.

It was followed, however, b\' reactions which

differed from person to person — such reac-

tions as blinking the eyes, turning, and moving

away. In interpreting these outcomes in ac-

cordance with the theory under discussion,

its author points out that the relatively slow

and varied reactions which follow the initial

response to a loud noise are expressions of an

avoidance motive. They are slow and varied

because they depend upon learned modifica-

tions at higher le\els of the brain than those

which mediate purely reflex responses. He
points out, however, that certain other strong

stimuli, like those which produce pain, be-

come associated so frequendy and early in

life with painful consequences that they cue

off inotivational associations with great de-

pendability; i.e., responses which resemble the

quick and stereot\'ped reflex response to a

loud noise.'"''

We see, therefore, that affecti\c processes

may have moti\'ational significance. Some,

like sudden noises, injuries, and foul odors

are inherently unpleasant; others, like bodily

warmth, are perhaps inherendy pleasant.

Drive reduction is pleasant; drive fnjsb'ation

/.4 The Startle Pattern. This expression,

which is remarkably uniform from one person to

another, has been photographed with cameras run-

ning from 64 to 2200 exposures per second. The

stimulus was a revolver shot. "The first and most

notable feature of the facial pattern is the immediate

closing of the eyes. Then there Is a widening of

the mouth as though in a grin, although this only

occasionally leads to a real baring of the teeth.

The head and neck ore brought forward. Sometimes,

as the head comes forward and down, the chin is

tilted up so that the features are still directed straight

ahead despite the movement. The muscles in the

neck stand out. ... It is even possible in rare in-

stances, to notice a twitching movement in the scalp

and ears." Although certain aspects of this pattern

may be absent on some occasions the eye-blink is

always present. (After Londls and Hunt.)

unpleasant. The objects, persons, and situa-

tions associated with these consequences ac-

quire relevant affective \alue. We react to

them positively or negati\ely depending upon

their respective pleasant or unpleasant asso-

ciations, and our anticipation of such affective

outcomes. Objects, persons, and situations

without affective associations arouse neutral

reactions.

A knowledge of ^yhat commonh' pleases

people is of great practical value to adver-
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tiseis and others who wish to influence our

behavior. Some of the relevant research has

dealt with the aff^ective value of colors, tones,

and odors. 1^ Investigators have also studied

various aspects of aesthetic appreciation, espe-

cially as it relates to literary, pictorial, and

musical arts.^''' Even the things which com-

monly annoy people have been subjected to

intensive study. One outcome has been the

discovery that people are annoyed more fre-

quently by what others do and say than by

nonhuman objects and events. '^

PHYSIOLOGICAL ASPECTS OF
FEELING AND EMOTION

Some of the physiological concomitants of

emotion are evident in everyday experience.

Palpitation of the heart, accelerated breathing,

a sinking feeling in the stomach, sweating,

trembling and many other organic phenomena
are commonly-reported aspects of emotion.

Thousands of men in the armed services have

reported organic symptoms of fear aroused

in combat situations. ^^ The most commonly
mentioned symptom is a pounding heart.

Other symptoms with a high frequency of

occurrence are also indicated in Table 7.1.

Many organic concomitants of feeling and

emotion have been investigated instrumentally,

as illustrated in Figure 7.5. The so-called

lie-detector is an adaptation of simOar devices.

What it detects, actually, is physiological re-

actions in emotion. It contains instruments

to record changes in heart action, in respira-

tion, and in elecb-ical conductivity of the skin

— the galvanic skin reflex, or GSR." These

changes are recorded on a moving polygraph

tape. The person taking a lie-detector test

is required to answer questions, some of which

are relevant and others irrele\'ant with re-

spect to a crime. It is assumed that the

criminal will be more emotionally aroused by

the relevant than by tlie irrelevant* questions,

hence "give himself away." The innocent per-

son, on the other hand, \\ill not "see the

point" of the relevant questions (unless he

knows the details of the crime) and he will

thus react no more emotionally to them than

to the irrelevant ones. The lie-detector is not

" This change in conducti\ity is a function of

sweat gland activity.-"

Table 7.1 Emotion in Aerial Combat*
These are the s\mptoms most often reported

in a group of 4,504 fl\'ers returned from aerial

combat missions.

Symptom Per cent

reporting

Pounding heart 86
Muscular tenseness 83
Irritabilib,' 80
Dryness of throat and mouth 80
Cold sweat 79 ~-

Butterflies in stomach 76
Feeling of unreality 69
Frequent urination 65
Trembling 64
Confused and rattled 53
Feeling weak or faint 41

Poor memory for what happened
on mission 39

Feeling sick to stomach 38
Poor ability to concentrate 35
Wetting or soiling pants 5

The following are delayed effects:

Tired out 92
Restlessness 89
Feeling depressed 80

Jump\' at loud or sudden noise 76
Grouchiness 65
Poor appetite 63
Bad dreams 58

fool-proof, however, and its results are not

readily admitted as legal evidence of guilt

or innocence. Nevertlieless, it has been quite

useful in narrowing the field of suspects and

in persuading many criminals to confess.-'

Devices like those involved in the lie-detec-

tor have also been used in attempts: (1) to

differentiate emotional from nonemotional

states, (2) to discover the degree of emo-

tional activation, and (3) to discern physio-

logical differences in emotions like fear and

anger.

Emotion versus nonemotion

One attempt to differentiate emotional from

nonemotional states in terms of their physiol-

ogy was that in which emotion-provoking

" From Shaffer, L. F., "Fear and Courage in

Aerial Combat." /. Consulting Psychology, 1947,

11, 139.
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/ .O Measuring Some Physiological Concomitants of Emotion. The polygraph is reg-

istering the onset of the stimulus and also seven aspects of physiological reaction. Electro-

encephalograms (brain waves) are being picked up from the instrument on the subject's head.

The pneumographs around her chest and abdomen provide records of thoracic and abdominal

breathing. Below one knee is a sphygmomanometer, which picks up changes in pulse rate as

well as blood pressure. Changes in electrical resistance of the skin are picked up from electrodes

on the hand and sent into a psychogalvanometer connected with the recording polygraph.

Changes in skin temperature are also recorded. An instrument for picking up tremors in the

fingers may be used. A wire recorder is shown at the extreme right. (From the Harvard University

Department of Social Relations. Photo courtesy LOOK Magazine.)

Stimulation was provided by collapse of a

chair. -2 Eighteen college students volunteered

to serve as subjects in what was ostensibly

a study of heart action. One at a time, they

sat in the dark with devices attached to tliem

which recorded heart activity, respiration, and
the GSR. In control sessions, the chaii- did

not collapse. Thus records of normal func-

tions were obtained. Then, under conditions

which were other\\ise similar to those al-

ready experienced, the chair suddenly fell

backwards, its fall being absorbed by a door

stop. All subjects reported fear and most of

them >'elled, called for help, or tried to escape.

In later sessions the subjects were sometimes

told when the chair was going to collapse,

and sometimes not. When they knew that

a collapse was imminent, there was no fear.

Fear was thus reported only whene\'er the

chair collapsed without warning. Physiological

changes occurred under both conditions.

Sometimes, as in the case of the GSR, they

were alike whether or not fear was present.

Some other indices did. however, reveal con-

sistent differences. The initial acceleration of

the heart, for example, was 16 per cent with
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fear and 10 per cent without; the duration

of the cliange in respiration was three minutes

under the first condition and only one minute

under the second.

In experiments like this the psychologist

knows whether or not there is an emotion,

irrespective of the physiological records. He
knows because the subject tells him so, or

because he can predict that the stimuli used

will produce an emotional response. But sup-

pose we should give the psychologist no

other information than that provided by the

physiological records alone? Could he tell

whether or not an emotion had occurred?

The chances are that he could not. This is

because similar changes are also elicited by

mental and physical work. Thus, although

one could observe that physiological changes

had occurred, lie could not tell whether

they resulted from emotion or from work.

Electroencephalograms (brain waves) offer

a further approach to the physiology and neu-

rology of emotional as compared with non-

emotional states. It has been shown (Figure

7.6) that there is a marked difference between
the electroencephalograms (EEC's) obtained

/.O EEG's of Normal and Anxious Subjects.

Only a portion of each record Is shown. The sep-

arate waves are picked up from different areas of

the brain. Norma! and anxious states are not al-

ways so clearly differentiated as in this instance, but

the efFect of anxiety, if apparent, is to flatten the

waves as illustrated. (From Lindsley, D. B., "Emo-

tion" in S. S. Stevens (Ed.), Hondfaoofc of Exper-

imenlal Psychology. Wiley, 1951, p. 499.)

from the same subject under conditions of

apprehension and relaxation.-'* WTien the sub-

ject is brought in and preparations for taking

EEC's are in progress, he is usually "tense,

worried, and generally apprehensive about the

procedure." The initial records show poorly

developed rhythms. "After a few minutes of

recording, the subject usually quiets down and

assumes a relaxed state, with the result that . . .

the alpha waves are weW developed and of

considerably greater magnitude than in the

initial record." It is pointed out, however,

that a blocking of the rhythms similar to that

associated with apprehension may be produced

by "discrete sensory stimuli." Thus one could

not, from these effects alone, tell whether

emotional activation was responsible.

Intensity of emotional activation

The intensity of affective experience and

the magnitude of physiological changes are

demonsti-ably related. Increases in affective

intensity may be gauged through the sub-

ject's rating of the intensity of his experience

and also through intensity of stimulation—
such as the severity of an electric shock. The

magnitude of the CSR has been shown to

increase with the reported intensity of pleas-

ant and unpleasant experience.-"* Tho.se

stimuli which the subject rates as pleasant

or unpleasant usually arouse a more pro-

nounced reaction than those rated as neutral

in affective value. -" Moreover, a high inten-

sity of emotion, as indicated by verbal re-

ports, is associated with a more marked GSR
than is a weak intensity of emotion.'-*'

Differentiating emotions

Do the physiological concomitants of dif-

ferent emotions, like fear and anger, also differ

in any measurable way? There is some e\'i-

dence suggesting the possibility of certain

physiological differences, but these are not,

as yet, clearly established.

Differences in stomach activity associated

with fear, on the one hand, and anger or

resentment, on the other, were observed in a

clinical case.-^ This subject and one of the

doctors who carried out the investigation

described here are shown in Figure 7.7

together with a record of stomach contrac-



tions in serenity and anger. The subject's

esophagus had been closed off following an

accidental injury and it was thus necessary

for him to take food tlirough an opening in

his stomach. This made it possible to ob-

serve circulatory changes in the stomach and

also to collect samples of its contents. Under
a fear-producing condition, a "decided pallor"

occurred in the subject's gastric mucosa, and

there was also "a fall in the rate of acid

production." When he was subjected to re-

proof which produced hostile reactions or

resentment, the subject's stomach "became red

and engorged and soon the folds were thick

and turgid. Acid production accelerated

sharply and vigorous contractions began."

Although this is an unusual case, it suggests

the possibility of a difference in stomach re-

actions associated with different emotions.

In another attempt to differentiate emotions

physiologically, the subjects were connected

with a wide variety of instimnents like those

already illustrated in Figure 7. .5 (p. 183).-^

Fear was produced by electric shocks and

certain activities of die experimenter which

were calculated to produce alarm. Anger was
provoked by derogatory comments made at

the expense of the subjects.

Under fear-provoking circumstances the

pulse rate was higher and there was more
sweating dian under conditions which pro-

duced anger. There were also certain differ-

ences in blood pressure, the details of which

need not concern us here.

A laboratory experiment in which medical

students were subjected to intense frustration

yielded results which enabled the investiga-

tors to differentiate between anger directed

toward the experimenter or situation, anger

directed toward the self, and anxiety. Most
of the data came from two stress-inducing

situations. In one of these the subject \\as

given various mental problems to do. The
problems became progressively difficult and,

as the subject began to miss the correct

answers, he was the target of sarcastic re-

marks. This resembled in some respects an

OSS procedure described in Chapter 9. The
other stress-inducing situation involved a sonic-

confuser. This is an instiiiment \\'ith earphones

through which the person, while talking, heard

his voice with a slight time delay. The delayed

feedback was extremely fmstrating and, among

/./ The Stomach and Emotion. As de-

scribed in the text, this man's stomach wall and

contents became accessible fo direct observation.

The curve below shows changes in muscular activity

of the stomach when something was said which

made the subject angry. (From Sturgis Grant Pro-

ductions, Inc., courtesy Smith, Kline & French Lobs,

and Cornell University.)

other things, produced marked stammering.

Under these conditions the subject was given a

story to read. He was then asked to read faster

and at the same time to maintain accuracy.

VVhene\er reading became slo\\er, a slight

electric shock was administered to indicate

that the subject must speed up.

Before, during, and after the above forms

of stress the investigators took tracings of heart

activity and also the pulse rate and blood

pressure. After a session was completed, the

subject was interviewed to obtain his verbal

reactions. It was from these that the anger

out. anger in, and anxiety designations were
derived. Most of the verbal reactions could

be placed in one or another of these cate-

gories. Subsequent analysis of physiological

data lent support to the \'iew that experimental

reports w^ere correlated with ph\'siological

differences. Typical records are reproduced in

Figure 7.8.

From the physiological reactions and the
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known effects of adrenalin and nor-adrenalin

(p. 241), it was possible to infer that anger

out (with a low intensity of physiological re-

sponse) is associated with the presence of

nor-adrenalin in excessive amounts and that

anger in and anxiety (with a high intensity

of physiological response) are associated with

the presence of excessive amounts of adren-

alin. The few subjects who reported no anger

had physiological reactions of low intensity

like the anger-out group. Evidence from ani-

mal experiments is cited which suggests that

nor-adrenalin is the resting secretion of the

adrenal medulla and that adrenalin is secreted

only when an emergency reaction is elicited.

It appears, therefore, that tire subjects \\ho

were angry at the external situation did not

react in an emergency manner whereas those

who became angry with themselves, and those

who became anxious, did react as if the\'

were in an emergency.-^

In the above experiments, as in efforts to

differentiate emotion from nonemotion, the

plu'siological records alone did not tell the

whole story. These had to be interpreted in

terms of the situations which produced them

and also the \'erbal reports of the subjects.

It remains to be seen whether' research

on the physiological concomitants of feeling

and emotion will come to have diagnostic

\'alue independent of verbal reports, overt be-

havior, and information about the stimulating

circumstances.

EMOTION AS A FUNCTION
OF THE WHOLE ORGANISM

The emotionally aroused organism is aroused

all over. There is an overall interaction of

receptors, muscles, internal organs, and nervous

mechanisms, with resultiiig changes in blood

chemistry, in brain waves, and in the physi-

ological reactions already considered. All of

the mechanisms involved are also activated
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/.O Differentiation of

Anxiety and Two Directions of

Anger. These are baiiisto-car-

cJiograph tracings typical of

those which cJifferentiafe anger

out, anger in, and anxiety. The

systolic and diastolic blood pres-

sure readings were taken with a

sphygmomanometer (see Figure

7.5). I J refers to the mean

height of the tracing. P refers

to pulse. (From Funkenstein, D.

H., S. H. King, and M. E. Drolette,

Mastery of Stress. Harvard

University Press, 1957, p. 40.)



under nonemotional conditions, but we shall

see that certain ones are activated more in-

tensely, differently, or in a different relation to

others when we become emotionally aroused.

It had long been held that one has an emo-
tional experience and that this in turn pro-

duces the bodily changes associated with it.

The James-Lange theory of emotion ^o claimed

that e.xactly the reverse is tiaie. It argued that

one first has the bodily changes and that emo-
tional experience is the feeling of these changes

as they occur. This theory was followed by
another (the Bard-Cannon theory) which
claimed that both the experiences and bodily

Cortex

Thalamus

Hypothalamus ^
Pituitary f

changes are set off simultaneously by a lower

brain mechanism known as the hypothalamus.^'^

These theories stimulated research on various

aspects of emotion. Although this research

failed to settle all of the issues involved, it

did greatly extend our knowledge of under-

lying physiological mechanisms. Some of these

are schematically represented in Figure 7.9.

The receptors

First of all, consider the receptors. We have

these in almost every part of the body. Ex-

ternal receptors in the eyes, in the ears, and in

our skin are necessarily involved in making us

aware of our surroundings. Any emotion-

provoking situation first activates such re-

ceptors. Receptors in our muscles are activated

whenever we move. Thus running, stiTiggling,

trembling and other overt responses associated

with emotion activate these receptors. There

are also receptors in our internal organs. In

the abdominal region are organs known as the

viscera. These include the stomach and in-

testines. The feeling of "butterflies in the

stomach," of nausea, and so forth, depends

upon impulses originating in such visceral

structures.

The hypothalamus and cerebral cortex

Impulses from receptors travel into the cen-

tral nervous system (spinal cord and brain).

Some go up the spinal cord while others enter

the brain directly. Before they get to the up-

per levels of the brain. howe\er, nene impulses

must pass through lower brain centers known
collectiveh' as the thalamus. The hypothal-

amus is a group of nen^e centers situated under

/ .7 Schematic Representation of Principle Nervous Mechanisms Involved in Emotional

Behavior. This diagram represents basic structures and nerve impulses. Lines with arrows show

direction of impulses. Some of these enter the spinal cord (lower right in diagram! and ascend

to the thalamus. This is a switchboard mechanism which relays some of them to the hypotho/amus

and others to the cerebral cortex. Note interconnections between the thalamus and hypothalamus

and between the hypothalamus and the pituitary gland. Follow the right-hand ascending path

and note that such paths give off collaterals which enter a cross-hatched area, shown as run-

ning from the lower brain stem to the hypothalamus and thalamus. This represents an important

moss of cells known collectively as the reticular formation. While nerve impulses ore passing

directly to the thalamus and via it to the cerebral cortex, others, through collaterals such as those

illustrated activate the reticular formation. This discharges diffusely and impulses ascending

from it to the cerebral cortex hove an alerting function — the sleeping orgonism wakes up, the

drowsy or passive one becomes suddenly alert. For this reason the reticular formation is often

referred to as an alerting mechanism. This diagram also shows nerve impulses coming from the

cerebral cortex to the thalamus and hypothalamus. The significance of these for emotion is

discussed in the text. (Diagram modified from D. B. Lindsley.)



the thalamus. The hypothalamus first came
into prominence with respect to emotion when
neurologists obsened that injuring it, acciden-

tally in human beings and experimentally in

animals, produces loss of emotionality — or

apathy. ^-

The hypothalamus is involved in emotion in

three ways. ( 1 ) Impulses from the receptors

pass through or adjacent to it on their way to

the cerebral cortex. This is true of impulses

from the muscles and viscera as well as those

from external sense organs. (2) Impulses come
into the hypothalamus from the cerebral cortex

above. These could be initiated when, for ex-

ample, we have some emotion-provoking mem-
ory or thought. (3) Impulses are sent from the

hypothalamus to the viscera and muscles.

These are motor impulses. They therefore

activate the structures with which they con-

nect. The adrenal gland, for example, is stim-

ulated to secrete adrenalin. Receptors in many
of the reacting structiu'es are activated in turn,

and sensory impulses are fed back into the

brain.

We have seen that one theory gives a key

position to the hypothalamus. It assumes that

when stimuli are emotion-provoking, the hypo-

thalamus is acti\ated by the incoming impulses.

This in turn relays such impulses to the cere-

bral cortex. These, according to the theory,

arouse feelings. Simultaneously the hypothala-

mus sends impulses to our viscera (giving us

"butterflies" or nausea) and to our skeletal

muscles (making us tremble, run, or go through

facial expressions of emotion).

Nobody has yet shown that the hypothala-

mus activates full emotional experience or be-

havior. Tlrere is, however, clear evidence

that it contains a group of nei"ve cells which

activate overt expressions resembling those

which occur in emotion. When these cells

are electrically stimulated in a cat, for exam-

ple, the animal retracts its ears, crouches,

growls, raises its back, lashes its tail, and
shows other reactions resembling those which

occur in emotion. One investigator has found

such reactions "stereotyped," "stimulus-bound,"

and therefore suggestive more of reflexes than

of true emotional behavior. He thus desig-

nates them as "pseudo-affective," or "sham

emotions." ^^ Another investigator finds reac-

tions which do resemble true emotion. His

/,\\J Electrically Stimulated Emotional Ex-

pression. Note the permanently implanted elec-

trodes in the head. The cat not only exhibited ex-

pressions simulating rage, but it also attacked the

investigator. This sort of reaction occurred only

when the electrodes entered a restricted region of

the hypothalamus. Courtesy Dr. W. R. Hess, Hy-

polhalmus und Thalmus, Georg Thieme Verlag,

Stuttgart, 1956.

subjects, one of which is shown in Figure

7.10, exhibited expressions of rage, and also

attacked him. 3"' Others have shown that elec-

trical stimulation in a particular region of the

hypothalamus moti\'ates avoidance learning,

thus suggesting die presence of a "pain cen-

ter." 3-'' Electrical stimulation in a nearby region

is positively motivating; so much so, in fact,

that the existence of a "pleasure center" is sug-

gested.^'' Thus there are several reasons for

believing that the hypothalamus and related

brain-stem structures are implicated in emo-

tional behavior. The reticular system, whose
alerting functions were mentioned in the

legend of Figure 7.9, is also involved.

Although the hypothalamus is implicated in

the neural control of emotional behavior, the

cerebral cortex is also important. It may, at

times, be of still greater importance than tlie

hypothalamus. In this connection, consider

these facts. Natru'ally aroused emotional be-

havior is not turned on or oft like the reactions

produced by electrical stimulation. The organ-

ism shows persistent motivated behavior. It

does something about the situation in which

it finds itself. A human being, for example,

may do any of a number of things when emo-

tionally aroused— he may swear, plead, pray,

hide, run away, attack, or bluff his way out of

a situation. Even after the emergency has
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ended, he may continue to be emotionally

aroused. He may have prolonged anxiety, he

may brood, and, if he knows or suspects that

certain persons are responsible for his predica-

ment, he may plan a campaign of retaliation.

These are higher-level activities, neurologicalh'

considered, and they show that the cerebral

cortex plays a very important role in human
emotion over and beyond that pla\ed by the

hypothalamus and other mechanisms of the

brain stem.

The autonomic nervous system

Physiological changes in emotion— su'eat-

ing, more rapid heart beat, and so on— are

controlled through the autonomic nervous

system. This is so whether the initiating im-

pulses come from the cerebral cortex, the

hypothalamus, or other structures of the brain

stem. Those initiated at the cortical level, as

when we think of something that makes us

angry or afraid, are transmitted to the hypo-

thalamus and through it to the autonomic

nervous system.

The autonomic system has a purely motor

function. As shown in Figure 7.11, there

are tvvo main branches, the sympathetic and

the parasympathetic. These systems work in

opposition. If one activates (accelerates) an

organ, the other checks (inhibits) it. Although

both branches are in\ol\'ed in emotion, the

sympathetic plays the predominant role. It

accelerates the functions of some organs and

inhibits the functions of others. For example,

the sympathetic connection with the heart ac-

celerates its activity; the parasympathetic

connection checks it. The acti\ities of the

stomach, on the other hand, are checked by

the sympathetic system and accelerated by

the parasympathetic. Secretions of the adrenal

gland are accelerated by the sympathetic and

are under no known parasympathetic control.

An emotionally aroused individual's heart

pounds, his stomach contractions and gastric

secretions are checked, and his secretion of

adrenalin is accelerated — all because his sym-

pathetic nenous system has assumed conti'ol.

With this sun-ey of the ^arious mechanisms

invoh'ed in emotional acti\ation, we can per-

haps appreciate why emotion is as complex as

it is. We can perhaps also appreciate why it

is difficult to differentiate between emotional

and nonemotional states, why one emotion

cannot be distinguished from another in terms

of isolated physiological changes alone, and
\\hy ps>chologists do not as yet have a satis-

factory theory relating bodily changes and
affective experiences.

The mechanisms in\'oh'ed in emotion are

functioning continually and the change from

nonemotional to emotional states is often rep-

resented, physiologically, by no more than a

shift in relative levels of activation. This fact

is well illustrated by tlie following quotation,

which begins with reference to a sleeping man:

His cerebral cortex is relatively inacti\'e,

showing only slight bursts of electrical acti\ity

on an electroencephalograph. The muscles are

relaxed and send few return impulses to the

central nervous system. The sympathetic or

emergency division of the autonomic nervous

system is inactive. . . . Now let the alaiTn

clock ring. . . . Gross muscular responses oc-

cur and feed impulses back into the central

nen-ous system. There is also autonomic dis-

charge and some secretion of adrenalin, a

"stimulant." The resulting changes in smooth

muscle also feed back impulses. ... A very

important terminus is the hypothalamus,

which amplifies these return impulses and acti-

vates the cortex. The electroencephalograph

shows that the cerebral cortex is functioning at

a higher level. [A] state of alert attention

[exists] in which there is excellent discrimina-

tion among stimuli and appropriate responses.

. . . But the le\"el of activation is still far from

its upper limit. Suppose that someone has

taken a book our subject needs in his work.

He becomes a bit angry, i.e., the level of mus-

cular activity goes higher, there is more auto-

nomic activity, and his hypothalamus feeds

more impulses into the cortex. [Upon further

provocation] he may go into a strong rage.

Here the acti\'ation is \er>' high, with resulting

\iolent behavior. But the behavior is no longer

nicely adjusted to stimuli; it is "blind" and

uncoordinated. The increased feedback and

chemical changes have so stimulated the h\po-

thalamus that it largeh' breaks loose from

cortical conti'ol. He responds almost as if he

had no cerebral cortex, no previous learning

about office routine or polite behavior.^^
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in reproductive
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/ , I I A Schematic Representation of the Autonomic Nervous System. Some typical

relations between the visceral and other internal organs and the two major divisions of the

autonomic nervous system, from various sources. Connections with the sympathetic system are

represented in block; those with the parasympathetic in blue. Note that the upper (cranial) para-

sympathetic connections come from nerves in the head (cranial nerves). The most important of

these, from the standpoint of emotion, is nerve X (the Vagus). While most of the internal organs

hove dual connections with the autonomic system, an apparent exception is the adrenal gland,

the only known autonomic connections of which are with the sympathetic division. This division

accelerates adrenal functions. It also accelerates the functions of certain other organs, like the

heart. The functions of these organs are normally held in check by the parasympathetic. On the

other hand, the functions of the stomach and certain other organs are accelerated by the para-

sympathetic and retarded by the sympathetic.



EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Although it is possible to recognize various

emotions in older children and adults, these

are not evident at birth. Initially, as far as

one can tell, there is merely excitement. Emo-
tions develop graduaDy. It will soon become
apparent that certain aspects of this emotional

development depend upon the maturation of

neuromuscular mechanisms. Other aspects are

clearly learned.

Much of an infant's emotional activation is

related to physiological needs, like the need

for nourishment, to avoid injury, to keep

warm, and to be active. Indeed, the infant's

emotional reactions signal the presence of

such needs. When its needs are satisfied, it is

quiescent.

As discernible emotions appear, these supple-

ment the motivation already present. The
newly emerged emotional expressions are used

to control others. Some emotions, like fear,

anger, and affection moti\'ate the indix'idual

himself.

An early investigation of emotional beha\ior

in infants suggested that three emotions are

present at birth; namely, fear, rage, and
love.^^ More recent investigations, however,

have failed to verify this suggestion. They
have sho\\Ti that

any form of sudden stimulation such as drop-

ping, loud noises, restraint, pain, or a rush of

air on the face, produces in the young infant

aimless activity of most of the musculature,

accompanied by crying. The stimuli must be

sufficiently sti'ong, however, to produce a re-

action. When an infant below four or five days

of age is dropped one or two feet, it frequendy

shows no perceptible response, except for

vague movements of the arms and legs. The
younger the infant the stronger must be the

stimulus. This is also true for so-called

"pleasurable " stimuli, such as stroking or pet-

ting, to which many newborn infants show no

reaction.''''

One investigator found only "mass activity." *"

Another found that any of four stimulating

conditions produced "any and all responses." ^^

Still another found only "excitement." ''-

The original investigators were apparently

labeling the behavior fear, rage, and lo\'e in

terms of how they would react if stimulated

as the babies were stimulated. Knowing that

sudden loss of support would produce fear in

themselves, they designated as fear the be-

havior elicited by loss of support. Moreover,

they failed to observe or take into considera-

tion such differences in reaction as were ap-

parent to later observers.

Psychologists must alwa\s be on guard

against "reading into" behavior something that

is not there. In an experiment to determine

how much graduate students in psychology,

nurses, and medical students agree concerning

emotional reactions of newborn infants, it was
found that significant agreement was present

only when the stimulating circumstances were
known to the observers, and they were thus able

to "read" their own reactions into the situation.

In the experiment here referred to, the emo-
tional reactions elicited by hunger, dropping,

a loud noise, pin-prick, and several other

stimuli were presented in some instances on a

motion-picture screen and in other instances

directly, by having the judges look at the

baby after a screen had been removed. In

the first series of observations, stimulating

circumstances were not kno\Mi to the obserx'-

ers. Here there was little or no agreement

concerning the emotion exhibited. For ex-

ample, forty-t\vo medical students who ob-

served the reactions to dropping direcdy, but

without knowing that the baby had been

dropped, gave eight different designations,

with awakened (II) colic (II), and anger

(7) the most frequent. Only two said that

the beha\ior was fear. Thirt>'-t\vo graduate

students in psychology \\'ho saw films of reac-

tions aroused by dropping, but did not know
that dropping had occurred, also gave xxddely

scattered designations. The most frequent in

this instance were anger (14), hunger (6)

and fear (5). There was similar lack of agree-

ment concerning behavior aroused by other

stimuli. It is apparent that an indi\idual is

not likely to label the behavior as others label

it u'hen he does not know the stimulus which
caused it. When the same graduate and

medical students saw the stimulus as well as

the behavior, they were in much closer agree-

ment than when they \\itnessed the behavior

alone. For example, 27 out of 41 said that

dropping produced fear and 24 out of 39

that restraint produced rage.'*^
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It is apparent, therefore, that tlie emotional

behavior of tlie newborn fails to show clear-

cut patterns to which definite emotional labels

such as fear, rage, and love can be attached.

Growth of emotional behavior in children

Although the newborn child shows only

general excitement when stimulated by situa-

tions which arouse emotion in older children

and adults, other emotional reactions are soon

apparent. Psychologists do not agree on the

labels to be attached to manifestations of emo-

tion at particular age levels, but they agree

that, as the child grows older, an increasing

number of emotions becomes apparent.

The diagram shown in Figure 7.12 illus-

trates one of the several classifications of emo-

tional behavior in early childhood. It is based

upon obsei-vations of a large number of babies

in a foundling home, who ranged in age from

newborn to two years.** In newborn infants,

the investigator could discern only general

excitement. But in the three-month-old child

distress and delight, as well as general excite-

ment, could be distinguished. Within the next

three months, distress was differentiated so

/ .\ 2. Approximate Ages of Differentiation

of Emotions in Early Childhood. (Adapted by

Dashiell from Bridges, K. M. B., 42.)

f Affection
j

For Adults
]

/ Delight

\ Jealousy

Disgust

At

12 Mos.

At

18 Mos.

At

24 Mos.

that ]ear, disgust, and anger were also ap-

parent. At about tvvelve months, delight had
differentiated so that elation and affection

were added to the repertoire of emotions.

Jealousy and affection for children, distin-

guished from affection for adults, appeared

between the twelfth and eighteenth months.

Between the eighteenth and twenty-fourth

months, delight was differentiated so that joy

was also evident.

One should not, of course, accept as gospel

the particular labels and age levels indicated

in the diagram. We should look upon it

rather as one psychologist's attempt to repre-

sent emotional development in children. The
above discussion of early investigations of in-

fant emotion should warn us that e\'en an

experienced psychologist may "read into" the

behavior of infants more than is actually pres-

ent, and that different observers may assign

different labels to the same reactions. The
classification is presented here merely to il-

lustrate the fact that one who perceives only

general excitement in the newborn discerns an

increasing variety of emotions as the child

grows.

The possibility of differentiating emotions

at ad\'ancing age levels is further illustrated

in Figure 7.13. Nobody would judge A to

be happ\-, but is he hurt, angry or afraid?

Without a knowledge of the cause, one can-

not say. The Uvo-year-old in B exhibits a

clearer pattern of emotion. Anger, resentment

or disappointment appears to be present.''"'

Maturation and learning in emotional develop-

ment

Both maturation and learning play impor-

tant roles in emotional development. In some

instances it is possible to recognize their re-

specti\'e influences, but in others they are in-

extricably related.

Maturation. As tlie infant grows, even

when no opportunity has been presented for

learning them, such emotional responses as

crying, weeping, (crying with tears), smiling,

and laughing begin to appear. These emo-

tional reactions appear at about the same age

in all children, regardless of variations in

stimulation provided by adults. They also oc-

cur where all opportunities to witiess them

in others have been removed.''®
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A B

/.lo Differentiation of Emotion at Different Age Levels. One might have difficulty

In judging the emotion expressed by the baby at the left, but the older child almost certainly

is expressing anger, resentment, or disappointment. (Photos by Roy Goin and Spenser, from

Blacl« Star.)

Further evidence tliat maturation plays a

large role in emotional development comes

from observations of facial expressions in the

deaf-blind (Figure 7.14). Those born both

deaf and blind would have very little, if any,

opportunity to acquire emotional behavior by

imitating others. They certainly could not

hear tire sound of laughter and obser\-e how
it is produced, they could not see individuals

clench their fists in rage, and the\- could not

see the various facial expressions of emotion.

The only way in which such expressions could

be known to them would have been through

touch. But even when they have been gi\'en

no tactual training, they exhibit emotional

reactions which ha\'e much in common with

those of normal people. Take, for example,

these observations of emotional behavior in a

ten-year-old girl who was blind and deaf from

birth, who had not been able to learn to speak

or to care for herself, and who had recei\'ed

no training in emotional expression.

A small doll was dropped down the child's

dress, whereupon neck and shoulders tensed

and tlie mouth half-opened. The sightless eyes

opened to the fullest extent and the eyebrows

were raised. The left hand at once began to

grope for the toy. But the posture and the

facial e-xpression were suggestive of what we
should ordinarily interpret as startled atten-

tion. After several minutes of unsuccessful

efforts to get the doU, which caught in the

folds of her dress, she did not cry, but made
.slight whimpering sounds. . . . Suddenly, as

if struck by a new idea, she renewed the

attack, this time from a different angle. Her
behavior took on the appearance of a struggle,

determined in part by exasperation and mild

rage. Her body writhed and twisted; the right

hand impatiendy beat the arm of the chair.

... At the instant of success in extricating

the doll, she threw herself back into the chair

with feet drawn up under her. Both the hand
containing the doll and the empty hand were

raised in an attitude of delight, which was

further attested by peals of laughter. . . . The
exultant laughter faded to a smile of pleased

satisfaction.'*"

Learning,. The role of learning in emo-

tional de\elopment is clearh' e\ident when we
consider the stereotyped gestural and facial

expressions which are not common to all men,

but which characterize a particular culture.

An interesting comparison is provided by our

own and Chinese expressions of the same emo-

tions, or what are presumed to be the same
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7.14 Emotional Expres-

sion in a Deaf-Blind Child.

The facial, and also vocal ex-

pressions of emotion in the deaf-

blind have much in common with

those of hearing and seeing

children. This is true even v/hen

a child has been both deaf and

blind since birth, hence pre-

vented from ever hearing or

seeing the expressions of others.

(Photo courtesy of Perkins In-

stitution for the Blind.)

emotions. Some emotional expressions are

similar in us and in the Chinese, but others

are very different. Surprise in us is made evi-

dent by raising the eyebrows and opening the

eyes wide, but the Chinese usually express

surprise by sticking out their tongues. Scratch-

ing ears and cheeks is a sign of embarrass-

ment in us, but to the Chinese it means happi-

ness. Clapping the hands is a sign of happi-

ness in us, but of worry or disappointment in

the Chinese.*^ These emotional expressions

are superimposed upon inborn expressions like

those of the deaf-blind child. They are ac-

quired from observing similar expressions in

others.

The role of learning is also evident when
we consider how particular emotions are

aroused by different objects and situations as

we get older. Infants are usually not afraid

of snakes, white rats, or mice (Figure 7.15).

Fear of snakes, for example, usually begins to

develop at about two or three years of age.'*"

Maturation, in the sense of giving the older

child a keener perception of the peculiarity

of the snake's movements, may be involved.

But fear of snakes as particular objects comes
from hearing stories about snakes, observing

how older children and adults react to snakes,

and perhaps by transfer to snakes of a fear

of the strange or the unusual, acquired in

other circumstances. Some older children and
adults never develop a fear of snakes, of white

rats, of mice, or of other animals and objects

which arouse fear in others.

Studies of children's fears and those of

their parents ha\e shown that if the parent is

afraid of the dark, of lightning, of snakes, or

of particular individuals, the child will very

likely have the same fears."'"

A classical experimental study of the acqui-

sition of fear in a child is the case of Albert.

Albert, a normal child of nine months, ex-

hibited fear reactions to a loud noise unex-

pectedly presented, but had no fear of white

rats. Fear of rats was acquired under the

following circumstances: When the rat was
first placed before him, Albert reached for it,

showing no signs of fear. Just then a loud

noise was made behind his head by striking an

iron bar. Albert started and fell forward on

his face. . . . The rat and the noise were again

presented, the noise just after the rat. This time

Albert responded as before except that a

whimper was added. After five further pre-

sentations of the rat and noise, separated from

the other two trials by a week, Albert was
afraid of the rat alone. Not only this, but he
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was now afraid of objects closely resembling

the rat in certain respects. For example, the

same fear reaction (Figure 7.16) was aroused

by a rabbit and a white beard. Wooden blocks

and other objects bearing no similarity to the

rat did not produce the response. The fear

reaction to a rat, rabbit, dog, coat, and cotton

was evident a month later, but it had decreased

in intensity. ^1

It is evident that, by associating some
stimulus which produces emotion with a stim-

ulus which does not produce it, we may give

emotion-proNoking potency to the previously

neutral stimulus and to stimuli similar to it.

The technique here is that of conditioning,

discussed more fully in Chapter 10.

When a newborn infant is emotionally

aroused, about all he can do is cry and thrash

his limbs about. As he grows older, however,

his emotional behavior shows a much wider

range, some of it attributable to maturation

and some to learning. Thus, the emotionally

aroused one-year-old can stiffen his body, hold

out his arms, throw things, call out, and cling

to an object or person, as well as cry and
thrash his limbs. As he gets older, language

responses play an increasing role in his emo-
tional behavior. He makes demands, scolds,

pleads, swears, talks about others, and makes
his feelings felt in many other ways."- Most
of these acquisitions are not emotional in

themselves. They are merely utilized in emo-
tional situations as well as nonemotional ones.

Other acquisitions gi\'c the child a greater

ability to cope with his environment, thus re-

ducing frustration and other emotion-provok-

ing situations. He learns to help himself by
getting out of bed alone, to satisfy his hunger

by going to the pantry shelf, and to protect

himself by fighting the neighborhood bully.

SITUATIONAL ASPECTS OF
EMOTIONAL DEVELOPMENT

At birth, relatively few situations arouse

emotional behavior, or \s'hat we infer to be

excitement. Such stimuli as a loud noise, a

sudden loss of support, and stroking of the

erogenous zones are often emotion-provoking

to the newborn, but they do not, as we have

seen, arouse differentiable reaction patterns.

Marked restriction of activity, as by holding

the head between the hands, is also prone to

arouse excited behavior. Emotional reactions

are frequently elicited by hunger, colic, having
the nose cleaned, and other bodily discomforts.

Crying is the most specific response to such

discomforts, but it is usually accompanied by
thrashing about of legs and arms. Any abrupt

change in the situation, such as the turning on

of a light, a sudden noise, or the appearance of

a person, will usually produce a startle reaction.

During early development, maturation and
learning give potency to many stimuli which
failed to elicit emotional reactions at birth.

Following the conditioning principles already

mentioned, fears of particular objects, persons

and situations are likely to develop. Grotesque

masks do not frighten an infant in its first

months, but they do an older infant, until he

becomes accustomed to them.'"''' Scolding

and frowniing at a baby of three months is

likeh' to elicit laughter, if anything at all,

but frowaiing at or scolding a child of six or

sc\en months is more than likely to arouse

behavior suggesting anxict\' or astonishment.'"'

/.lO Many Fears Are Learned. Children

do not fear mice, rats, and other animals unless

they are negatively conditioned to them. (Esther

Bubley.)



/.lO Conditioning Fear in an Infant. Before conditioning (1) tlie cliild mokes positive

(approach) reactions to tine rabbit. A loud noise (2) produces startle and apparently fear.

Paired association of a white rot and noise produces on avoidance response not only to the rat

but also (3) to the rabbit. Finally (4) furry obiects of various kinds, which were ineffective earlier,

also elicit avoidance reactions. (After Watson, from G. G. Thompson, Child Psychology. Houghton

Mifflin, 1952, p. 144.)

FEAR AND ANXIETY

These emotions are closely related. One
usually has had e.xperiences of fear before he

experiences an.xiety. This will be evident from

experiments to be described shortly. We have

seen, too, that some subjects respond to a

sb-essful situation with fear (directed out-

wardly or inwardly) while others respond to

the same situation with anxiety (p. 185).

Fear

In one investigation of the situations which

arouse fear in children of various age levels,

observations by parents were supplemented

by interviews with children. The parents were

especially trained to make and record their

observations. An idea of the nature of the

findings from this study may be gathered

from Figure 7.17, even though only four of

the ten classifications of fear-provoking situa-

tions are included. It is quite apparent that

animals increase and that noises and strange

things decrease in emotional significance as

the child grows older. Threats to life and

limb, on the other hand, are completely in-

effective as instigators of fear during the first

two years. They increase, then decrease in

potency as the chUd grows older. •'•'

As the indi\'idual grows beyond childhood,

real fear, at least in our society, is a relatively

infrequent occurrence, the reason being tliat

we can cope with most situations that arise.

Fear-provoking incidents— such as being ac-

costed by a stranger in a dark alley, having

(or narrowly escaping) an automobile acci-

dent, being on a plane with its engine on fire

or with landing gear that fails to function,

going into action under fire— are seldom if

ever experienced by most people. But this

does not mean that fear is absent from their

lives. As we said earlier, human beings have
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tlie capacity to anticipate all sorts of dangers

and to worry about them. We then speak of

anxiety rather than fear, although anxiety

takes its origin from the latter.

Anxiety

Psychologists and psychiatrists use the con-

cept of anxietij a great deal. Synonymous
terms are ivorrij, apprehension, dread, and
uneasiness. Although all anxiety is related to

fear, its meaning differs somewhat depending

upon the context in which the concept is used.

Animal psychologists who want to make their

subject "anxious" give it strong electi'ic shocks

in a certain situation. It attempts to escape,

it squeals, it defecates, it urinates and in other

ways justifies the inference that it is afraid.

When placed in the same situation later, but

without electric shock, the animal again ap-

pears to be afraid. Now, since there is in

reality nothing to fear, it is said to show
"anxiety." If it persists in attempts to escape,

the investigator says that it has acquired "a

drive of anxiety." "''^

Many neurotic people who have perhaps

never actually suffered pain in the situations

concerned are also said to be anxious. See, for

example, the discussion of anxiety states and
phobias in Chapters 6 and 9. Albert's fear of a

rabbit after fear-pro\oking experiences with a

white rat (p. 194) could be regarded as anx-

iety. In a somewhat comparable manner, the

child who has been inoculated becomes anxious

when he sees the preparations for another shot,

or e\'en when he sees or hears the doctor ap-

proaching. The child who has had painful

experiences in the dentist's chair likewise be-

comes anxious, even at any mention of going

to the dentist.

All such uses of the term anxiety have some
reference to fear. What the individual is

anxious about is something that has happened

which he fears may happen again.

But human beings also worry about things

that have never happened to them. As we

/ .1/ Per Cent of Each Group Fearful in Four Emotion-Producing Situations. (Drav

from data in Jersild, A. T., F. V. Markey, and C. L. Jersild, 55.)
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/ . I O studying Anxiety by a Projective

Technique. The child is asked to indicate which

of the two expressions applies. He is asked, "What
kind of face do you suppose this child will have, a

happy face or a sad face? He (she) is using the

bathroom." (From Dorkey M., and W. Amen, 57.)

said earlier, they anticipate what could hap-

pen— hke losing their loved ones, being with-

out a job, becoming ill, and so on. The super-

ego is also a source of worry, for many have
guilt feelings about things they have done
that they know they should not have done.

They often fear that they may do something

reprehensible.

Psychologists have used projective tests to

reveal the nature and e.Ktent of children's

anxieties. An item from one anxiety test is

reproduced in Figure 7.18. When the en-

tire test was administered to nursery school

children, the number of items eliciting anxiety

reactions ranged from 7 to 86 per cent, with

a mean of 38 per cent.'"'^ Children's anxieties

often concern such things as losing affection

and security. The child may worry about be-

ing abandoned, the possible death of its

mother or father, and, at later age levels, of

losing friends, having a bad report card,

and many other things. Some of the earlier

anxieties are tempered where the child makes

friends outside of the home. The following

anecdote ^^ illustrates this.

A grandmother was recently reminded of

the significance of child friends when her

daughter and son-in-law stopped by her

house to leave their three drowsy and half-

awake children while their mother went to

the hospital to have her fourth child. Though
the arrangements had been explained to the

children in ad\ance and although their grand-

mother and grandfather were loved figures,

the middle-of-the-night change in the chil-

dren's circumstances apparendy called for

some reappraisal of the sources of their secu-

rity. As the grandmother tucked in the six-

\ ear-old, the child said thoughtfully, "Well,

I ha\e a friend now in the first grade," and
with that consoling reflection, fell asleep.

Projective tests are used at the adult level

as indicators of anxiety. There are also "worry

inventories" and "an.xiety scales." Basically,

most of these are checklists of the things about

which adults are commonly anxious. The
Taylor Scale of Manifest Anxiety is currently

the most widely used test to assess anxiety in

adults. The subject answers True, False, or

Cannot say to items like the following:

I am unusually self-conscious

I am happy most of the time

I am entirely self-confident

It makes me nervous to have to wait

I am often afraid that I am going to blush

There are 50 such items scored in terms of

the number answered in the anxiety direc-

tion — for instance, true to the first and the

last two of the above examples and false to

the others. In a group of nearly 2000 college

students, the range of anxiety scores was from

1 to 46, with the median at around 13. Among
103 psychiatric patients, on the other hand,

the range was similar, but the median was
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approximately 34."° This scale has been used

in several investigations to select groups of

subjects with high and with low anxiety.'*''

The aim has been to see how anxiety influ-

ences learning and other processes.

In another type of investigation, students

kept a diaiy for one week and, from this,

noted the things conducive to anxiety. Among
a group of college girls, anxiety centered

mainly around school work (40 per cent of

all instances), anticipated loss of prestige (30

per cent), and illness and physical danger

(17 per cent).^'^

ANGER AND AGGRESSION

Reactions interpreted as "anger" or "rage"

may be produced in cats by electrically stimu-

lating a group of nerve cells in the hypothala-

mus. A cat thus activated was shown in Fig-

ure 7.10, p. 188. Somewhat comparable reac-

tions may be obtained when the cat's cerebral

cortex is removed, with the h>pothalamus left

intact, or when a brain-stem structure which
connects the hypothalamus and the cortex is

destroyed. In the latter event, we ha\'e "a

bad-tempered animal with long-lasting

rage." ^- Thus, in the normal cat, there ap-

pears to be "a balance between regions which
excite anger and those which inhibit or repress

it." '^3 In instances of "blind rage" in human
beings, where they seem to "take leave of

their reason" and commit unseemly aggres-

sions against others, there must be some slip-up

in cerebral control. The writer knew a man
who became so angry when his car failed to

start that he cursed at it and kicked it again

and again. Such unreasonable behavior in an

otherwise intelligent person could be produced
chemically, as when alcohol makes an indi-

vidual less inhibited by inactivating cells in

his cerebral cortex, or it could have some
other basis. It has been claimed, for example,

that a temporary shutting off or reduction of

the blood supply to certain areas of the cor-

tex might be responsible for the tendency of

many old people to show "irrational changes

in behavior, sometimes becoming more fearful

and sometimes unreasonably belligerent." ^*

Although much is yet to be learned about

the ph\'siological bases of anger, and why it

may lead people to act in such an unreason-

able manner as it often does, we do know

that the precipitating factor is usually frustra-

tion or anticipated frustration. Restriction of

activity is a form of frustration which often

arouses anger in human beings.

Anger in children is most often aroused by
such frustrating situations as having some-

thing taken a\\'ay, being pushed around by
another child, or having ongoing activities

interrupted, perhaps as in Figure 7.19. Even
in college students frustrations of everyday' life

which arouse anger are common. In the group
mentioned earlier on this page, anger was most
frequently aroused by interference with their

plans (.52 per cent of all instances of anger).^^

In another study, involving college men and
women, thwarting of self-assertion (that is to

say, the opposition of others to their plans) ac-

counted for most of the outbursts which oc-

curred during one week of self-observation.^^

What other people do and say is, as we said

earlier, an important basis of annoyance, which
can be considered a mild form of anger.

/ .17 Frustration and Anger. This child,

20 months old, was in a doll parade when her on-

going activity was restricted as illustrated. (Courtesy

United Press International.)



SMILING, LAUGHTER, AND HUMOR

Smiling iii response to a smile does not

usually occur before the child is about two

months old. Laughter appears about a month
later. "^^ Such situations as peek-a-boo games,

tickling, and word play are common laugh-

provokers in young children. Later there is

ability to appreciate things that older per-

sons might regard as humorous— like seeing

someone fall, become the victim of a practical

joke, or act in an incongruous manner. Ap-

preciation of cartoons, verbal jokes, and the

humorous aspects of such stories as Penrod

and Tom Saicycr develop during the early

school years.

The essential conditions for laughter, or

humor, have intrigued philosophers for cen-

turies. There are various theories as to what
constitutes the humorous, none of which

seems likely to receive general acceptance,

but all of which perhaps have an element of

tnith. Some of these alleged causes of humor
are: "An error or deformity which is not pain-

ful or destructive" (Aristotle), "a strained ex-

pression suddenly being reduced to nothing"

(Kant), "an expression of incongiiiity" (Scho-

penhauer), a feeling of "sudden glory"

(Hobbes).^^ Freud also had a theory which,

simply stated, says that

humor gives pleasure by pennitting the mo-
mentary gratification of some hidden and for-

bidden wish and at the same time reducing

the anxiet>' that normally inhibits the fulfill-

ment of the wish. By making light of the

forbidden impulse, treating it as trivial or uni-

versal, a joke or cartoon releases inner tension.

The sudden release of tension [cf. Kant,

above] comes as a pleasant surprise, while

the unconscious source of the individual's

tension is so disguised in the joke that it is

usually not disturbing."'

Psychologists have developed various tests

designed to rate people for "sense of humor."

One of these, part of a test of "social intelli-

gence" describes various situations, each with

four possible outcomes, and the subject indi-

cates the most humorous of the four.""

Thus:

"Johnny, if you eat more cake you'll burst."

( 1 ) "Why, r\-e eaten this much before."

(2) "No, I have a tough stomach." (3) "Then,

111 be able to take still more." (4) "Well, pass

me some and get out of the way."

There are a large number of items, some
more subtle than this, with one possibilit)' in

each rated as the most humorous.

Another device, known as the Mirth Re-

sponse Test, utilizes twenty cartoons selected

from the Neic Yorker and the Saturdaij

Evening Post. A subject is shown the cartoons

one at a time and his reactions are recorded.

He is then asked to sort the cartoons into

three piles— those he likes, those he is indif-

ferent to, and those he dislikes. An interesting

outcome of this research is not only that it

re\'eals marked individual differences in

mirth, but that it also, through the subject's

remarks, tells a great deal about ivhij he likes,

dislikes, or is indifferent to what is supposed

to be a humorous situation. One cartoon

sho\vs a man who

while watering his lawn with a garden hose

turns to look at a pretty girl in shorts walking

by and in doing so sprays his wife, who is

sitting on the porch. Most men will laugh at

this "accident" because it dramatizes in in-

nocent form a common secret dissatisfaction

and desire to philander. Women, understand-

ably, tend to see nothing funny in this type of

cartoon; too often they find themselves close

to the role of the spra\ed wife."'

Such an interpretation is in keeping with the

Freudian concept of humor.

HAPPINESS AND AFFECTION

Happiness in childhood is associated pri-

marily with parental endearments and such

things as playing and being read to. Later

it is also associated with reading, hobbies,

and engaging in various social activities, in-

cluding games. A continually happy or un-

happy child is rarely observed. It is also

unusual to observe a continually happy or un-

happy adult. In a study of happiness in col-

lege students, .33 of a group of 112 students

reported that they were almost always happy
and only three said that they were almost

always unhappy. Forty-eight were more often
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happy than unhappy. Of particular interest

to us here, however, are the situational bases

of happiness. The bases of happiness which

rated highest were, in order of frequency,

good health, joy of work, love, and a clear con-

science.'- In another study, graduate stu-

dents in education rated joy in work as the

major factor in happiness. "^ In still another

study, students rated by themselves and asso-

ciates as above average in happiness were

also rated above average in competence and

efficiency.
"*

The most primitive basis of affection is

doubtless pleasure associated with stimula-

ton of the erogenous zones, wamith of the

mother's body, suckling at the breast, and

being fondled and cuddled (see p. 149).

The stimuli for affection in older infants

are many. The writer's boy had a toy rabbit,

soft and woolly, which he took to bed with

him for years and hugged and kissed like a

person, even when it grew decrepit beyond

description. This sort of thing happens in

almost every family. The basis of such affec-

tion for objects and persons is not very readily

traced. There is reason to suppose, however,

that the original stimuli are such as the

mother provides (Figure 7.20) and that

other objects and persons become substitute

stimuli for affection. As the child grows

older, however, the stimuli which will arouse

affection are limited by cultural influences like

those mentioned in our discussion (pp. 156—

157) of social and cultural factors in motiva-

tion. Sexual attraction of course becomes a

potent factor when members of the opposite

sex, and sometimes of the same sex, are con-

cerned. Sexual factors probably play a minor
role in maternal and paternal affection and in

normal affection for members of the same sex.

Even in heterosexual love, as between nor-

mally adjusted husbands and wives, sex is

no more than a contributing factor, although

an important one. We quoted in an earlier

discussion (p. 155) the statement that "man
li\es by bread alone— only when there is no

bread." Under normal conditions of marriage

in our society, sex, like eating, becomes sub-

sidiary to other aspects. Human love, in addi-

tion to its sexual aspects, satisfies several mo-
ti\es, and perhaps somewhat different motives

in different individuals. Some men want to be

"mothered" by their wives, some women want
husbands who will take a patenial attitude

toward them— perhaps men who are like

"daddy." Some feel pride in possession— in

having made a "good catch." Affection be-

tween partners, even beyond the sexual at-

traction, may become very important. In any

event, there is a great deal of "ego-identifica-

tion."

Since the lover is very concerned with the hap-

piness and growth of the [loved one] he will

himself feel the pleasures and pains, the

dangers to and happiness of his [loved one]

as if they were his own. It is as if he had

extended the "contact-surface" of his mechan-

/ , Z\J Affection Between

Mother and Child. Children

learn to have affection for others

in such social situations as this.

(Suzanne Szasz.)



/ , Z.\ Jealousy. Resentment of the baby (or of the amount of attention the baby gets) is

evident in the older child's facial expression. (Patterson, from Black Star.)

isms for feeling and experiencing. He reacts

emotionally to the events which affect his

[loved one] as well as to the events which
affect him personally.''-'

What \\'e have been referring to is love "in

our society," not love in general. There are

good reasons for this distinction. In the first

place, love is unknown among animals. With
respect to them, we are justified only in speak-

ing of sex. In the second place, romantic

love is something relatively new in the history

of mankind, and even today, foreign to some

societies. The following is an excellent state-

ment of these facts. "^

One thing that is fairly clear is that "romantic

love" is not an emotional pattern unique in

natm'e and universally found throughout man-
kind. It is not inborn. History and anthro-

pology suggest that what Americans know as

"love" and conventionally hold to be the one

essential to successful marriage— a view much
insisted upon in motion pictures and in popular

magazines— is a particular acquired integra-

tion of emotional segments traceable largely to

the ideal of knightly chivalry formulated in the

Middle Ages; for it is a pattern almost im-

possible to find in the beha\ior of men and

women in Hebrew, Greek, Roman, Levantine,

Chinese, and even in much of contemporary

European society.

JEALOUSY

Jealousy, as we saw earlier (p. 192) is a

late-appearing emotion. It can only occur in

social situations, hence it does not appear

until a certain degree of social perception and

participation has developed.

The most frequent cause of jealousy in young

children is the arrival of a new child in the

household. Parental attention to the new-

comer, especially when it deprives the older

child of accustomed attention and affection,

may arouse reactions like those pictured in

Figure 7.21. Sometimes the younger child

is attacked, even seriously injured. Jealousy

may also be expressed by ignoring the other

child, denying that it exists, refusing to eat,

bed-wetting, and various ways of getting at-

tention.

Jealousy like the above is often preventable.

It is motivated by anxiety. The older child

feels "dethroned" by the newcomer and re-

jected by those who have formerly loved him.
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One way in whicli such anxiety may be a\'oided

is to prepare the child for the coming of a

brother or sister. This preparation can be

informative, and also such as to make the child

feel that the newcomer will be an asset—
someone to be proud of, to care for, and later

to play with. When the baby arrives, the

child can be allowed to help— in bathing it,

powdering it, and so forth. Moreover, the

parents can refrain from giving it all of their

attention and affection. Under these circum-

stances, the older child will not feel that he is

"left out" and there is less likelihood that

jealousy will develop.

Jealousy also appears in many other situa-

tions where a threat to accustomed pleasures,

to prestige, and to other forms of ego-invoKe-

ment are present. Playmates become jealous

when a friend forms new attachments. The
child may becorrle jealous of one parent's re-

lations with the other. Freudian psychoan-

alysts
'" have stressed the so-called Oedipus

complex (in which the boy becomes jealous of

his father's relations with his mother) and the

reverse of this, the Elccfra complex (wherein

the girl becomes jealous of her mother's rela-

tions with her father)." These complexes are

pre\alent in our society, but by no means uni-

versal. There are often sexual implications in

these and other forms of jealousy, as when
a person is anxious for fear someone else will

deprive him ol his loNcd one.

Ill older children and adults, jealous be-

havior has many facets, although sulking and

direct or verbal attacks arc rather persistent

at all ages.

SYMPATHY

The most common stimulus for s\mpathy is

seeing, hearing, or learning of someone else in

distress. Identification is in\'oIved. This is

"feeling oneself into" the other person. Why
we feel s>'mpathy for others has received con-

siderable discussion. Some have regarded it as

an essential aspect of grcgariousness and as in-

bt)rn. According to McDougall,"^

° Freud took these tonus over from Greek my-
thology. Oedipus killed liis father and married

his mother. Electra lielped to kill her mother to

a\enge the death of her father.

sympathetic induction of emotion and feeling

may be observed in children at an age at

which they cannot be credited witli under-

standing of the significance of the expressions

that provoke their reactions. Perhaps the ex-

pression to which they respond earliest is the

sound of the wailing of other children. A
little later the sight of a smiling face, the ex-

pression of pleasure, provokes a smile. Later

still fear, curiosity, and, I think, anger are

communicated readily in this dii'ect fashion

frcMu one child to anodier. Laughter is no-

toriousK' infectious all through life, and this,

though not a truly instinctive expression, af-

fords the most familiar example of sympathetic

induction of an effective state. This immediate

and unrestiained responsiveness to the emo-

tional expressions of others is one of the great

charms of childhood.

This statement implies that there is a more

or less automatic response, as well as consid-

erable ability to respond differentially, to

variations in another's emotional expressions.

It should be noted here, however, that the

person in whom sympathetic response is

aroused may be responding to the emotion-

proxoking situation radier than, or in addition

to, the emotional expressions of another. One
theory supposes that a person's syxnpathy is

based upon how he has responded (or felt)

in comparable situations. According to this

theory, "the emotion aroused in the sympathizer

is a part of his owai system of emotional habits

from past experience, evoked as a conditioned

response to some element common to the orig-

inal and the present situations." '^ This is to

say that a child who cries or feels sad when
he sees another child in trouble is exhibiting

the response which he has himself previoush-

exhibited in comparable situations. This is a

plausible explanation of many instances of sym-

pathetic behavior, but it needs much ampli-

fication if it is to account for all of them. It

seems but a first step. Take, for example, the

following account of sympathetic behavior in

preschool children. Only the first part— "sym-

pathetic imitation" would be cox'ered b\- either

of the above theories.

Some children seem to be much more sym-

padietic than others — that is. they are moved
or affected by another's distress. As a rule

children make no attempt to express such sym-
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pathy at first, they only stare or perhaps cry

in sympathetic imitation. Later, when they are

more socially adjusted, they express their feel-

ings by trying to comfort the child in trouble.

This may take the form of an affectionate em-
brace or an arm put gently aroimd the dis-

tressed child. It may take the form of com-
forting words as "Don't cry, I'll ask my
Mummy to get one for you," or it may take

the form of simply asking "What are you crying

for?" or "Does it hurt?" in gentle, kindly tones.**"

There seems little doubt but that, whatex'er

the basis of sympatliy, as an emotion, the

sympathetic responses described abo\-e, and

they are perhaps typical, are acquired from

the social milieu. The child does what his

parents and others have done for him and what
he has obser\ed people do for others in times

of distress.

Summary

The term emotion covers a wide range of be-

havior — behavior that is agitated and with-

out definite orientation as well as behavior

that is highly motivated and goal-directed.

Milder forms and intensities of emotion pro-

vide a motivational background to much that

we do. In emergency situations, largely

through adrenal secretions, we have energy

in excess of that normally present. The feeling

aspect of emotion is sometimes definitely re-

lated to physiological activities (butterflies in

stomach, pounding heart). Feelings (affective

processes ) such as pleasantness and unpleasant-

ness (and related facial and other bodily ex-

pressions) have been studied. Freud stressed

the "pleasure principle" as an aspect of moti-

vation. However, such subjective aspects of

emotion are difficult to investigate scientifically.

Laboratory research on emotion has dealt

primarily with physiological concomitants of

emotion-provoking situations and reported ex-

periences. Such facts as the following have

been revealed: Emotional activation is wide-

spread, involving every part of the body. Some
emotions can be differentiated from others in

terms of stomach activity, electroencephalo-

grams, heart activity, and blood pressure.

Stronger emotional feeling produces more in-

tense physiological reaction, including psycho-

galvanic response, than weaker emotional feel-

ing. Anger directed outward can, on various

physiological bases, be differentiated from

anger directed inward and anxiety. In general,

however, overt behavior and verbal reports,

supplemented by knowledge of the stimulating

circumstances, give us a surer differentiation

of emotion than that provided by records of

physiological activity alone. The lie-detector

usually measures blood pressure (with a

sphygmomanometer), respiration (with a

pneumograph) and sweat-gland activity, or

psychogalvanic response (with a psychogal-

\anometer ) . Although useful in differentiating

guilty from innocent suspects, lie-detectors are

not fool-proof.

Stnictures kno\\'n to be of especial im-

portance in emotion are the receptors (with-

out which we could not perceive a situation),

the h\pothalamus (which has much to do with

emotional expression), the autonomic nervous

system (the sympathetic division of which,

under control of the hypothalamus, is most

direcdy invoK'ed in producing the physiologi-

cal changes associated with emotional activa-

tion), and the cerebral cortex (activities of

which can set off emotional reactions, pro-

long and direct their expressions, and give

rise to emotional experiences). All of these

structures are integrally related in emotional

behavior and experience. The reticular forma-

tion has also been considered to play a role

in emotion. Two theories of emotion (James-

Lange, Bard-Cannon) relate bodily and neural

changes in emotion with emotional experiences,

but neither has received general acceptance.

It is probable that a completely adequate

theoiy would hiwe to include featmes of both

theories.

The development of emotion in children has

been studied intensively. At birth there is ap-

parently only one emotional response; namely,

general excitement. As an infant grows, its rep-
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ertoire of emotions and specific emotional reac-

tions becomes increasingly varied. During the

first two years of life, one may discern the emer-

gence of several new emotional expressions.

Occasions for emotional upset tend to de-

crease as the child learns to master his en-

vironment. Nevertheless, objects which previ-

ously aroused no emotional reactions often

come to do so. Thus fear of snakes, of the

dark, and of particular persons may develop.

The facial and postural aspects of emotion

soon conform, more or less closely, to the ex-

pressions which characterize members of the

child's own group. Some aspects of emotional

expression are vmdoubtedly due to maturation.

This is especially true of responses like weep-

ing, laughing, and certain other relatively

simple reflexes. These responses appear even

when there have been no opportunities to

learn them, as in the case of the congenitally

blind and deaf.

Fear and anxiety are closely related and the

latter is often the aftermath of fear-provoking

experiences. Studies of college students as well

as children show that anxiety is a very common
experience in our societ>' and that it centers

around a wide variety of possible events— like

loss of loved ones, loss of status, and illness.

Anxiety has been studied with projective tests

as well as pencU-and-paper anxiety scales.

Anger and aggression are induced by frus-

trating situations. E.xperimental studies with

animals have shown that disruption of certain

connections between the cortex and the hypo-

thalamus can produce something suggesting

"blind rage."

Smiling first appears at the age of about two

mondis, and laughter about a month later.

There are several theories which purport to

explain why certain situations provoke humor.

Happiness and affection begin in parent-

child relations. Mature heterosexual love has

many aspects besides the sexual. Romantic

love is kno\vn only to human beings and, even

among them, it is of fairly recent origin.

Jealousy is by its very nature a socially in-

stigated emotion. It is in relation to this

emotion that the Freudian Oedipus and Elec-

tra complexes are discussed. Sympathy is

also a socially instigated emotion and it ap-

pears to in\olve identification with others in

distress.

Further aspects of emotional adjustment are

considered in the following chapter, in which

we discuss compensatory and other reactions

aroused by fioistrating situations.

(References for this chapter are on page 551 of the Appendix.)
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Frustration and

Conflict

Barriers • Conflict • Severe frustration • Reacting realistically to frustration • Con-

sequences of unresolved conflict • Compensatory reactions Fantasy Belittling

and blaming others Overcompensation • Projecting • Rationalizing Regression •

Repression Reactions to experimentally produced conflict • Conflict, "will power,"

and initiation of action • Summary

When we are hungry and dinner is long delayed, we experience displeasure. Tliere

is internal tension, irritability, and perhaps annoyance or anger directed toward the situ-

ation or persons responsible. When the dinner appears, our emotional tensions subside.

Such temporary delays are experienced by all of us and they are of little or no

consequence. But some motives cannot be so easily satisfied. It takes years of study

before we can graduate. It may take longer still to save enough money to establish our

own home. We may have to mark time, as it were, by serving in the armed services—
perhaps by going to war. But even these barriers, which are disturbing to many, are

eventually overcome.

Suppose, however, that strong motives are blocked by impassable barriers; or by

barriers which we cannot circum\ent. It is then that such teims as frustration, stress,

and conflict are most appropriately applied. All such terms mean about the same thing.

We may speak of a frustrating situation, which is comparable with a barrier or obstacle,

and we may speak of the frustrating experience. This is comparable with what is

otherwise designated as psychological stress (distress) or mental conflict.

Frustrating situations (barriers) may be nonsocial or social. Nonsocial barriers are

exemplified by transportation breakdowns, floods, storms and power failures. Social

barriers are placed in our way by other people. These barriers play an important part
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in our socialization, in the development of our ego and superego. They are operative

when parents force the child to sit on the toilet, when they enforce cleanliness, and

when they make him refrain from sex play. Social barriers are also present when a

parent makes the child stay in his room or forces him to study instead of watching

television. They are present, too, when the instructor sets an exam for the day that a

student expects to take a trip. Moreover, the prejudices of his society may restrict a

person's companions to those of a particular racial or socio-economic group. They may
prevent him from getting the education he desires, or from entering a particular occupa-

tion.

Psychologically speaking, such factors as we have mentioned are barriers only when
the individual has goals which are blocked by them, and when he is aware of the fact

that they impede progress toward these goals.

In addition to external barriers (social and nonsocial) there are internal, or personal,

barriers. Personal defects are of this nature, especially when they thwart our aspirations.

Weakness, unattractiveness, lack of skill, or low intelligence may stand in the way of

achievement. Deformities may prevent us from engaging in athletics, from following

certain occupations, and even from marrying. Barriers like these are often much more

lasting than those imposed from without. Here again, however, we must emphasize the

fact that there is no psychological significance to barriers which the individual himself

fails to recognize. Feeblemindedness, for example, makes a college career impossible.

In this sense, it may be considered an impassable barrier. But it is not frustrating to the

feebleininded individual himself. He knows little or nothing of colleges. They are

beyond his comprehension. Nor does he have insight into his defect, his inability to do

what college students do. But to his parents, who know the circumstances, and who
may at one time have had aspirations for their child, his feeblemindedness may be

frustrating indeed.

Even when we are not frustrated by personal defects there may be internal conflict—
a conflict between different motives, or their expression. Inability to "make up our

minds" on some issue demanding decision exemplifies such conflict. The presence of

conflicting possibilities of action may be e\en more frustrating than any of the barriers

already mentioned.

People diflFer a great deal in how they cope with frustration. In apparently similar

circumstances, some give up, some persist in their endeavors, and others break under

the stress.
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BARRIERS

Barriers, as we have seen, are the more or

less insurmountable obstacles, nonsocial or so-

cial, external or personal, which interfere with

achievement of needs and aspirations. Such

barriers may be represented diagrammatically

as illustrated in Figure 8.1. If a barrier is

readily circumvented, it may be represented

as in (A). Here the frustration, if present at

all, is temporary. The person detours, thus

achieving his goal with no more than delay,

and the expenditure of effort. But if the bar-

rier is a more or less persistent obstacle, it may
be represented as in ( B ) . Here circumvention

is assumed to be impossible. The individual

either has to give up his goal or suffer con-

tinuing frustration.

Objects or circumstances which serve as in-

centives are sometimes said to have positive

valence, which means that they "attract" the

person or that he will strive for their achieve-

ment." Objects which repel, or circumstances

which the individual will work to prevent or

obliterate, have negative valence. A barrier,

standing as it does in the way of goal achieve-

ment, may readily acquire a negative valence,

even though not previously regarded as repel-

lent. If the barrier is unassailable, or if all

routes to the goal necessitate approach to, or

acceptance of, negative valences which are

more potent than the positive valence of the

goal, the goal may be relinquished, or the

person may withdraw from the situation, either

° Profes.sor Lewiu's so-called "vector psy-

chology" is responsible for the psychological con-

cepts of valences and barriers.! Hg regarded tlie

outcome of situations like those presented here

as the resultant (vector) of the attracting ( -I-

)

and repelling ( — ) aspects of a situation, as it is

experienced btj the behaving individual. It is per-

haps obvious that what repels one person may
attract another, and that an attractive ( or repell-

ing) situation may vary in the "magnitude" of its

valence for different persons. Hence the "forces"

concerned do not reside in the physical environ-

ment alone but in the environment as the indi-

vidual perceives it. They are derived from its

meaning for him. The "frame of reference" is, in

other words, individualistic or personal rather

than physical. A very readable envisagement of

psychology in these terms is to be found in Snygg
and Combs' Individual Behavior (Rev. Ed.).

Harper, 1959.

by running away actually, or by indulging in

the fantasy that the barrier does not exist or

that it has been circumvented. As we shall

observe in discussing compensation, a substi-

tute goal may replace that originaDy present.

CONFLICT

We have said that indecision acts like a bar-

rier in that it delays or prevents action. This

occurs in situations where the individual must

choose between alternatives and also in those

where what he wants to do has undesirable as

well as desirable consequences.

Let us first look at situations involving al-

ternatives. Basically, such situations involve

either an approach-approach or an avoidance-

avoidance conflict.

-

Approach-approach

In an approach-approach conflict the person

(P) is between two alternatives with equally

positive valences. This may be represented as

follows:

+<r .©, ^
If the alternatives were not equaUy atb'active

there would be no conflict. The greater at-

tractiveness of one alternative would, so to

speak, "puU" the individual in its direction.

Suppose, for instance, that a student who is

poor at mathematics and who does not like

this subject, is trying to decide between equally

attractive colleges. There would be consider-

able conflict until he learned that one required

mathematics for graduation and the other did

not. In many situations of everyday life we
are "pulled" in various directions and, as a

result, we hesitate, vacillate, or perhaps find

ourselves temporarily unable to act (Figure

8.2). We say "temporarily" because conflicts

of this kind are usually soon resolved. The
legendary ass, flanked by equally enticing and

equidistant bales of hay, is said to have starved

in the midst of plenty. But there is no doubt

that, in the course of his vacillation, his head

got closer to one bale. Its closeness would

give it an advantage over the other if for no

other reason than that its attractive odor be-

came more intense. The man who cannot de-

cide whether he will propose to Jane or Mary
may delay action, and even lose some sleep.
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O . I Barriers to Ongoing Activity. The barrier in either case may be an external hindrance,

social or nonsoclal, or it may be a personal detect. It could be indecision where conflicting

motives, such as whether to marry Mary or Jane, delay or prevent achievement of the goal, in

this case marriage. In A we represent a barrier which may more or less readily be overcome or

circumvented. The Individual is shown as varying his attack upon it until he finds how to reach

his goal. In B the barrier is to be regarded as insurmountable. The individual's attacks upon it

are of no avail. Negative signs indicate that it acquires repelling properties. These may become

stronger than the positive attraction of the goal, leading the person to relinquish his goal, to give

up his aspirations. (Adapted from Maier, 4.)

but when he is with Jane, Mary's atbaction

weakens or becomes stronger, depending upon
the circumstances. After a certain amount of

further experience with each, he finds that one

is more desirable than the other and his con-

flict is resolved.

Avoidance-avoidance

In avoidance-avoidance conflict the alterna-

tives are equally unattractive, or repulsive, and

the situation in which the person finds him-

self may be represented as follows:

-^©4-
A student lor whom study is distasteful finds

that he must study or sufl^er the equally dis-

tasteful consequences of failing the course. A
youth does not want to "drag race," because

he is afraid for his life and knows that he is

breaking the law, but he also does not wish

to be regarded by his buddies as "chicken."

The man who has had too much to drink with

"the boys " knows that he will "catch hell" if

he doesn't go home, and also if he does. In

such situations we are "between the devil and

the deep blue sea." It is common, under such

circumstances, to "leave the field." The stu-

dent perhaps daydreams about more pleasant

o G

->•

f'
f

"Up!" "Up!"

i¥
"-'"'

O . .iu Conflict. (Reprinted by special permis-

sion of The Saturday Evening Post Copyright 1949

by the Curtis Publishing Company.)
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things than studying, examinations, and flunk-

ing out of college; the youth perhaps finds that

his car isn't functioning just right, or remem-
bers an important date elsewhere; and the

inebriate perhaps has another drink so that

he is too far gone to suffer the unhappy con-

sequences of his drinking, at least for the

time being. Lapses of memory are sometimes

brought on by such conflicts.

Approach-avoidance

There are many situations which have both
positive and negative valences, as follows:

> +®-

The would-be swimmer runs toward the icy

water but, when he gets his foot into it,

quickly withdraws. The child starts to pat a

dog but is afraid to do so and pulls back
its hand. A boy starts to climb a tree, but as he
gets higher, he feels that he may fall. If

such positive and negative valences are

equally strong, the individual suspends action

or vacillates. The swimmer goes toward the

water and then away from it repeatedly until

he "gets his courage up" or until others arrive

on the scene and perhaps exert social pres-

sures. The child hesitates to pat the dog, and
he may not do so, unless he sees that some-
one else is patting it and does not get hurt.

The climber may continue to climb because
he sees an intriguing bird's nest.

Somewhat comparable conflicts at the adult

level are inability to make up one's mind about
an attractive job offer because one fears

that he may fail; or hesitating to propose to

a girl because one has doubts about his ability

to make her happy. In such instances, the per-

son may provide himself with some safeguard,

thus reducing the negative valence. The first

man may find that he can take special training

to equip him for the job; the second may seek

advice from a counselor and perhaps prepare
himself for marriage.

A disturbing form of conflict resembling ap-

proach-avoidance is that in which the indi-

vidual has both positive and negative attitudes

toward the same person. A girl may have a

great deal of affection for her mother, yet also

hate her intensely for some particular reason

—because she thinks that her mother fails to

appreciate the good qualities of her father, or

because the mother interferes too much in her

personal affairs. Parents love their children yet

are so angry with them at times that they in-

flict cruel punishment, and may even have an

inclination to kill them. This kind of mental

conflict, known more specifically as ambiva-

lence, is often accompanied by great mental

stress. The individual fully appreciates that

one is supposed to love his parents and his

children, hence he becomes extremely worried

when such conflicting impulses arise.

In many situations of everyday life we are

confronted with various possibilities of action

and each of these may have both desirable

and undesirable aspects. Shall we go to the

movie or watch TV? The movie is one we
don't want to miss, and this is its only showing.

But we are also short of cash. The TV pro-

gram perhaps cannot be seen again. But we
can't see it and also the movie. If we watch

it, though, we will save our money. The situa-

tion is something like this:

+-<- -^ +

What we do under such circumstances de-

pends upon the relative strength of the positive

and negative valences, unless visitors come, in

which case we either watch the TV program
with them or give up this and the movie too.

Such conflicts are often referred to as double

approach-avoidance.

As we continue our discussion of conflict it

will become apparent that many situations in-

volve a variety of attracting and repelling

features and thus do not readily yield to the

sort of analysis that we have described. The
case to be discussed presently is a good illus-

tration of such motivational complexity.

SEVERE FRUSTRATION

There are many situations in adult life where
no escape from external or personal barriers,

or from conflict situations, seems possible.

Sometimes, in such circumstances, the pres-

sures are so intense that a person feels trapped.

Frustration and the resulting stress are in-

evitable aspects of everyday life. As we have

said, some people can "take it," while others

"go to pieces." Those who stand a great
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deal of serious frustration without breaking

down under the stress are said to have a

high frustration tolerance, which is defined as

"capacity to withstand frustration . . . without

resorting to inadequate modes of response." ^

An example of severe frustration

One example from many that we might

choose is the case of a man who once came

to the writer for aid. Whenever this man be-

came interested in a girl, his widowed and

wealthy mother, who had encouraged finan-

cial dependence upon her and who had a

heart condition, threatened to withdraw finan-

cial support. Without such support, marriage

seemed impossible. Since the mother also had

an aggravation of her heart condition at such

times, the son felt that going ahead with mar-

riage plans would perhaps kill her. He was in

his forties. Crises of the nature described had

been recurring for years, in each instance caus-

ing him to reject marriage. His desire to marry

persisted, but so, also, did the seemingly in-

surmountable barrier. The mother continued

to use her illness as a device to keep her son

nearby and as a weapon to prevent him from

getting lucrative employment. The son said he

was trapped. Despite intense hatred for his

mother, he could not bring himself to leave

her, to thwart her wishes, or to do anything

which might, as he said, make him feel for

the rest of his life that he had been the cause

of her death. This problem could be solved,

apparently, only by the death of the man's

mother or by her re-education. The latter

seemed, at the time, hopeless. The man was

advised to get married despite his mother.

The suggestion that she would probably sur-

vive and that she would e\entually become

reconciled to his marriage did not seem con-

vincing to him. His mother could not, so he

said, do without his aid and companionship. He
could not be near her and married too. More-

over, she had arranged to disinherit him if

he married against her wishes. Her death as a

result of his marriage would thus leave him

penniless.

One will recognize that the barrier here

was not the mother alone. It included the

attitudes that she had implanted in her son.

Had the son become so involved with a

girl that he was obligated to marry her, or

O.O Situation Involving Extreme Conflict.

The barrier (in this case a man's mother and his

attitudes) remains fixed and insurmountable. The

goal (marriage) also remains. Without social pres-

sure the son might evade the issue, going along

with his mother's wishes. But with this pressure he

is forced to do something, marry, with a resultant

loss of his income and possibly of his mother; or not

marry, with the resultant loss of standing in the

community and of self-respect. The pressure is also

negative in valence, because it forces him in the

direction of unpleasant alternatives. (Adapted from

Maier, 4.)

impelled by the pressure of public opinion to

do so, and the maternal barrier remained, he

would then have been in the plight repre-

sented in Figure 8.3. He would have had to

choose between the conflicting alternatives.

These could of course also be represented as

in the double approach-avoidance paradigm

above, with the alternatives being the

mother and the wife or bachelorhood and

marriage. However, there would be several

positive and several negative valences asso-

ciated with each alternative.

In frustrating circumstances like these, the

term mental conflict is clearly applicable. The

individual is indeed "between the devil and

the deep blue sea." His distress is often acute.

Frustration and goal orientation

When frustrated, most people retain .their

goal orientation, attempting to discover a way

out of their predicament or some means to

diminish their distress. Even extreme frustra-

tion, like that suffered by the man whose case

we have just considered, often fails to dis-

rupt goal orientation. In many instances, how-
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BUT I COULDN'T SWXUJOQO.
I JUST STOOD THEUE ALL
EMBARRASSED AND CONFUSED

I GOT 50 SELF-CONSCIOUS
I DIDN'T mOii) WHAT TO DO,.

CSO I HIT MER .'.'

)"'^

M

I y

\M5
;i*^k'^-r^pw>^
.-.-..'^^^~ '

£irM^^

0.4 Frustration-Aggression. The cartoonist here expresses the basic idea of the frustra-

tion-aggression hypothesis; namely, that the person who frustrates us (in this case, quite innocently)

becomes a target for aggression. When direct aggression is impossible, or fraught with danger

to the aggressor, a scapegoat may be the target. (Copyright 1956, United Feature Syndicate.)

ever, the individual becomes panic-stricken and

his acts defeat rather than further his aims.''

Then he may "vent his spleen" on innocent

people. He may even commit suicide.

Aggression as a frustration-instigated

reaction

Aggressions, of which lynchings and wartime

atrocities are extreme examples, stem from

frustration and the resulting anger. Whether
or not they serve any purpose, from the

standpoint of the aggressor, is controversial.

Aggression against innocent persons certainly

solves no problems, but it may, of course,

serve to release pent-up tensions in the ag-

gressor (Figure 8.4). Even when this is so,

aggression is hardly justified. The man who
turns upon his child or his subordinates when
frustrated by his wife, against whom he dare

not aggress, may feel better, at least tempo-

rarily, but he has done nothing to solve his

problem. Nor has the perpetrator of atrocities

against individuals or groups. If anything, he

has erected new barriers, the enmity of his

victims and those who sympathize with them.

Whether frustrations are mild or of great

intensity, a realistic goal-seeking approach is

alone commendable. One should recognize

that he is confronted with a problem to be

solved and he should use all of the resources

at his disposal or seek competent advice in an

effort to overcome the obstacles.

Certain realistic reactions to frustrating sit-

uations such as we have described will now
receive our attention. Some compensatory

reactions and subterfuges commonly observed

under frustrating conditions will then be con-

sidered.

REACTING REALISTICALLY TO
FRUSTRATION

The most direct reaction to frustrating ex-

ternal conditions is to remove or get around

them. It involves trying out various procedures

which might occur to us until one of them
succeeds or until we are forced to give in.

This may be an overt trial-and-error process

or it may involve insight and reasoning.

Frustiation from personal defects may be

dealt with in a similar fashion, especially where

the defects are remediable. One could not

change his intelligence nor repair the ravages

of polio by a problem-solving approach, but

he might, if he knew it to be the source of

his frustiation, change some aspect of his ap-

pearance or behavior. Many girls make
themselves more attractive to the opposite

sex by experimenting with this and that cos-

metic, this and that coiffure, or, this and that

t>pe of dress. Some colleges, through courses

or in other ways, try to help the less attractive

girls overcome their deficiencies.

The chief difficulty is that many individuals

thwarted by personal defects do not realize

the source of their trouble and quite often

their friends hesitate to make any suggestions.

As we shaO point out in more detail shortly,

those with personal defects are often ready

to attribute their difficulties to almost anything

else than to the defects in themselves.
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When conflict comes from incompatible mo-

tives, a direct problem-soKing attack ma\- also

be helpful. If one does not know whether

he should prepare himself to be a teacher or

a salesman, or whether to do his major college

work in sociology or in psychology, he can at

least gain as much relevant information as

possible about these alternatives and perhaps

also try his hand in each field.

Then, too, he may list the pros and cons

and see where these seem to lead. Benjamin

Franklin recommended this method in the

following letter to Joseph Priestle\':
'

In the affair of so much importance to \'ou,

wherein you ask my advice, I cannot, for want

of sufficient premises, advise you what to deter-

mine, but, if you please, I will tell you how.

When those difficult cases occur, they are

difficult, chiefly because, while we have them

under consideration, all the reasons pro and

con are not present to the mind at the same

time; but sometimes one set present them-

selves, and at other times another, the first

being out of sight. Hence the various purposes

or inclinations that alternatively prevail, and

the uncertainty that perplexes us.

To get over this, my way is, to divide half

a sheet of paper by a line into two columns;

writing o^'er the one Pro and over the other

Con. Then during three or four days' consid-

eration, I put down under the different heads

short hints of the different motives, that at

different times occur to me, for or af^ainst the

measure. When I have thus got them alto-

gether in one view, I endeavor to estimate

their respectixe weights; and where I find two.

one on each side, that seem equal, I strike

them both out. If I find a reason pro equal

to tivo reasons con, I strike out three. If I

judge some two reasons con equal to some

three reasons pro, I strike out five; and thus

proceeding, I find where the balance lies;

and if after a day or two of further con-

sideration, nothing new that is of impor-

tance occurs on either side, I come to a de-

termination accordingly. And tho' the weight

of reasons cannot be taken with precision of

algebraic quantities, yet, when each is thus

considered separately and comparatively, and

the whole lies before me, I think I can judge

better, and am less liable to make a rash

step; and in fact I have found great ad-

vantage from this kind of ccjuation. in what

may be called moral or prudential algebra.

This method works ver>' well pro\'iding the

pros and cons do not balance. If they do

balance, then the individual is back where he

started.

CONSEQUENCES OF UNRESOLVED
CONFLICT

When frustration is prolonged and no reso-

lution occurs, there is usually a condition of

chronic emotional tension, sometimes referred

to as .sfre.s.s. The latter is defined by Dr. Hans
Selye in his book The Stress of Life as "the

bodily changes produced, whether a person is

exposed to nervous tension, physical injury,

infection, cold, heat, x-rays or anything

else. ..." '' One reason for lumping all of

these unusual conditions together as "stres-

sors" is that all of them tend to produce a

homeostatic change in the body which has

been referred to by Selye as the general adap-

tation .syndrome, abbreviated G.A.S. A
syndrome is a particular pattern or grouping

of sxanptoms. The appearance of such symp-

toms is first evident in what has been called

the alarm reaction, a "generalized call to arms

of the defensive forces in the organism."

'

Among these defensive forces are increased

secretions from the pituitary (.^CTH) and the

adrenal glands (cortisone). Continued stress

enlarges the adrenals and certain other or-

gans. Moreover, when the adrenal glands are

removed, the organism's ability to witlistand

stress is greatly impaired. Increased secretion

of cortisone, stimulated by ACTH from the

pituitary (see p. 240), as well as various

other stress-reducing changes, make it possible

for the organism to enter a second stage of

the G.A.S. This is an "emergency" reaction

referred to by Selye as resistance. But stress

may continue, the individual's psychological

and physiological resources being insufficient

to overcome it. In this event, a third and final

stage of the G.A.S. is reached. Selye refers

to it as exhaustion. With respect to the func-

tion of the adrenal cortex, for example, the

course of the G.A.S. is described as follows:

"the adrenal cortex first discharges all its mi-

croscopic fat granules which contain the corti-

cal hormones (alarm reaction), then it becomes
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O.O An Avoidance Situation

which Procluced Ulcers. When the

monkey at the left pressed a lever at

proper intervals, it postponed an elec-

tric shock for both itself and its partner.

This "executive" monkey developed

ulcers. The partner's lever had no

function and was soon ignored. This

animal, with no avoidance behavior,

failed to develop ulcers. Courtesy of

the investigator. Dr. J. V. Brady, and

the Walter Reed Army Institute of Re-

search, Washington, D.C.)

laden with an unusually large number of fat-

droplets (stage of resistance) and finally it

loses them again (stage of e.xhaustion). As

far as we can see, the same triphasic course

is followed by most, if not all, of the mani-

festations of the G.A.S." 8

Emotional stress and ulcers

One frequent outcome of prolonged stress,

emotional or otherwise, is the production

of gastric ulcers. According to Selye, this is

due in part to the overactivity of the adrenal

cortex.^

The first clear evidence that ulcers can be

produced by emotional stress came from ob-

servations of a man whose stomach was ex-

posed and whose gastric activities were thus

observable. The accident giving rise to ex-

posure of the stomach was described earlier

(p. 185). During two weeks of prolonged

anxiety, the subject developed small hemor-

rhages in the lining of his stomach and also

a heightened gastric acidity. Something re-

sembling a small ulcer finally developed and

the investigators were impressed with the

possibility that "the chain of events which be-

gins with anxiety and conflict and associated

overacti\'ity of the stomach and ends with

hemorrhage or perforation is that which is in-

volved in the natural history of peptic ulcer

in human beings." i"

Since the above observations were made.

there has been additional direct evidence that

psychological stress produces ulcers. In one

experiment, nine hungry and thirsty rats

were kept in a situation involving marked ap-

proach-avoidance conflict. They lived in a rec-

tangular box with food at one end and water

at the other. Both ends were electrified. When
a rat approached either the food or water, it

received a strong electric shock. The shock

was on continuously for fort>--se\'en hours,

then turned off for one hour. This sequence

was repeated for a period of thirty days.

Rats of a control group lived in similar boxes,

but without shock. Of the nine experimental

animals, six developed gastric ulcers. Two
of these died from hemorrhages toward the

end of the e.xperimental period. None of the

controls developed ulcers. The three ex-

perimental rats which failed to develop ulcers

received a respite on the twentieth day, and

for three days thereafter. This was because

the shocking apparatus connected to their

boxes broke down. Perhaps this respite re-

duced their "anxiety le\el" and thus saved

them from ulcers."

An experiment somewhat comparable with

the above has been done on monkeys. The

monkey on the left in Figure 8.5 could es-

cape electric shocks which came at t\venty-

second intervals if he pressed the lever at

appropriate times. He was thus designated

an "executive" monkey. The animal shown

with him received the same shocks, when the
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"executive" reacted inappropriately, but itself

had nothing relevant to do. This monkey had

the same kind of lever as the "executive," but

this was not connected with the current and

it was finally ignored. The investigators report

that the "executive" monkeys developed ulcers

while the others, even though punished for the

"executive's" mistakes, did not.^-

Although there is no indication that ulcers

in human beings are always produced by

emotional stress, there is no doubt that they

occur more frequently in people undergoing

prolonged anxiety than in those who are more

serene. One clinical study showed that, of

seventy-five persons suffering from critical

stages of ulcer, sixty-three had been subjected

to unusual anxiet>'. This involved financial

difficulties in some instances, but in others

there had been family conflicts and worry over

real or imaginary illnesses.^'*

A relatively new field of investigation and

clinical service known as psijchosomatic medi-

cine has called particular attention to the

bodily harm that protracted emotional stress

can cause. Development of ulcers is only one

of these harmful effects. Among others that

have been attributed wholly or in part to

emotional stress are sinus disorders, asthma,

high blood pressure, and certain skin disor-

ders."

Escape from conflict

Studies of emotional stress have demon-

strated that continued conflict, in addition to

being unpleasant, is also deleterious to phys-

ical health, but a certain amount of conflict

is perhaps inevitable and there may be some

conflicts from which we cannot escape through

any effort of our own. The man "trapped" by

his mother in the case already described was in

a dilemma from which he saw no way of es-

° Lucy Freeman in her book Fight Against

Fears ( Crown ) tells how a resolution of conflicts

achieved during psychoanalysis improved her sinus

trouble and also her social adjustment. A research

chemist under the pseudonym of John Knight

has written The Stortj of My Psychoanalysis { Mc-
Graw-Hill ) . This tells how conflicts which ag-

gravated an ulcer were alleviated, with a subse-

quent improvement in physical and mental

well-being. Good technical discussions of such

psychosomatic disorders will be found in Flanders

Dunbar's Mind and Body (Rev. Ed.). Random
House, 195.5.

cape. It is quite evident, however, that many
conflicts may be resolved if the individual as-

sumes a problem-solving attitude toward them.

Students often worry about such relatively

simple problems as getting assignments done

on time. Obviously the best way to remove

such conflicts is to stop procrastinating and go

to work on the assignments, thus getting them

out of the way. The best corrective to worry

over a difficult decision is to make the decision

as soon as possible — perhaps utilizing Benja-

min Franklin's method of balancing the pros

and cons. When conflicts are more serious and

we cannot solve them on our own, it is always

well to seek professional guidance, thus alle-

viating the stress and its inroads on mental

and bodily health.

When conflicts are not resolved in the direct

ways already suggested, various indirect reac-

tions or subterfuges are often utilized. These

are goal-directed, in that they seem to alleviate

or to solve the problem. Some have been

called ego-defensive or compensatory, since

they defend the person's self-esteem (his ego)

in situations where, without such defenses, he

would be forced to admit ignominious failure.

The goal of much behavior anyway is not so

much some aspect of the immediate situation as

it is the enhancement of self-esteem which

comes with achievement.

Ego-defensive behavior is somewhat com-

parable with the compensatory (homeo-

static) mechanisms which, as we have seen,

underlie certain physiological drives. Psy-

chologists have adopted the term homeostasis

to represent, also, the compensatory reactions

aroused when self-respect is threatened.

One psychologist prefers the term "autocorrec-

tivism," which has a very similar meaning.

Human beings compensate in many ways, as

we shall now see.

COMPENSATORY REACTIONS

The term compensation is most often used

in psychology to refer: (1) to emphasis of a

different motive when expression of one is

blocked or (2) the substitution of one means

of expressing a motive when another more

direct means of expression is not possible. In

both instances we have substitution — either

of another motive or of a new form of ex-

pression of the same motive.
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As an example of the fiist t\pe of com-

pensation we may take the man who, because

his sex motive is thwarted, emphasizes stren-

uous atlJetics, or the unattractive girl who
emphasizes scholarship.

Examples of the second form of compensa-

tion are found in the woman who desires chil-

dren, but is unable to have any of her o\\ti,

hence enters kindergarten work; the business

man who, after having a morning scrap with

his wife in which he couldn't answer back,

takes it out on his employees; the individual

whose desire for new experience is thwarted

except when he reads a novel, or, better still,

goes to the movies— where he can, vicarioush'

at least, go on a safari through the jungles of

Africa, man a machine gun on the deck of a

plunging batdeship undergoing air attack, or

carry on a flirtation with Brigitte Bardot; the

parent who, imable to have a college educa-

tion himself, makes sacrifices so that his son

can go, and then experiences vicariously all of

his son's failures and successes; and the man
who, in a gabby world, finds joy in belonging

to a secret society, or, in a humdrum world,

can join a lodge and be a Thrice Exalted

Knight of the Enchanted Realm. All of these

are examples where one expression of a motive

is blocked, but another expression serves, in

some respect, the same purpose.

The man who satisfies his desire for new-

experience by following the hero of a novel

or movie, and the parent who experiences the

successes and failures of his child as though

they were his own, are identifying.. We sa>'

that the individual identifies himself with the

character in question. People often have pal-

pitation of the heart, weep, grimace, and even

cry out when identif\'ing with characters in

movies or on the stage. Sometimes identifica-

tion is with an institution rather than with an

individual. Thus a certain low-paid and aca-

demically frusti-ated insbaictor in a very large

university got compensation out of the fact that

he was connected \^'ith a uni^•ersit\' having

many thousands of students. The bigness of

the institution in which he taught \\'as, for

him, the only consoling aspect of his predica-

ment. It bolstered his ego where his aca-

demic rank and his salary did not. Membership
in a certain fratemit)'. lodge, or other organi-

zation having great prestige often sen-es a simi-

lar function. The member feels himself a bet-

ter, more successful person, because of his

affiliation.

FANTASY

Fantasy may also be compensatory. This

is a form of dreaming (day or night) where
we go through certain acts in imagination. It

plays an important role in human life, and

especially as an outlet for the frustiating cir-

cumstances of everyday experience.

When hostility resulting from frustration is

not expressed in hostile acts, it is often repre-

sented in fantasy. Such "fantasy aggression"

is re\ealed in projective activities like drawing,

doll play, and telling stories based upon pic-

tin-es (thematic apperception). Fantasy also

plays an important role in poetry, painting,

and in the arts in general.

The "angry boy" of a documentary film de-

scribed earlier hated his mother, his teachers,

and other children. His spontaneous drawings

were of maimed and bandaged people and of

houses and cities being destroyed by bombers
fl>'ing overhead. One evidence of the effective-

ness of psychotherapy in reducing his hostility

was the fact that he began to draw pictures

of children happily at play.

In using doll play as a projective test one

often finds evidence of fantasy aggression like

that illustrated in Figure 8.6. Here the child

has been given a stslized doll's house represent-

ing the layout of its own preschool. There are

school fixtiu'es, two teacher dolls, and six

preschool children dolls. The child tells a story

and arranges the items to conform with its

theme. What is implied by the arrangement

illustrated is that this child is hostile toward

teachers and boys, undoubtedly because these

ha\e in some w'ay frustrated her and made
her angry. i"*

Themes of aggression have been prominent

in studies of adolescent fantasies. Adults often

react in a comparable fashion, getting aggres-

si\e themes out of picture after picture of the

Thematic Apperception Test (p. 246).

In their waking fantasies, adults ha\e

images of themselves retaliating for real or

fancied wrongs. A good illustration of this

occurs in Charlie Chaplin's film. The Circus.

Rex, the man on the flying trapeze, a heft>'

and handsome fellow, has taken away Charlie's

girl. Charlie, in the depths of melancholy, is
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O.O An Example of Pro-

jective Doll Play. This is an

instance of what Bach charac-

terizes as "Hostile Fantasy Ag-

gression." One teacher is "burn-

ing" on the stove, another's head

is pushed into the toilet, and a

boy is squeezed under a wash

basin. (From G. R. Bach, 14.)

watching them. Suddenly we see a ghosthke

Charhe emerge from himself, go up to the

rival, knock him out, and walk off with the

girl. But as Re.x actually begins his descent

from the trapeze, the shadowy assailant re-

treats into the real Charlie, who is as de-

spondent as ever. We all indulge in this sort

of fantasy, especially when fnistrated. It some-

times involves an imaginary conversation with

the person responsible for, or involved in, our

difficulties.

Dreams

Dreaming is a form of fantasy which, like

daydreaming, often gets its impetus from per-

sonal problems. Freud '^ regards the dream as

a wish-fulfilling device, and also as a guardian

of sleep. For him, "every dream is an attempt

to put aside a disturbance of sleep by means
of a wish-fulfillment." Our biological urges

(represented in Freudian theory by the id)

demand satisfaction. This demand is made
upon the sleeping ego. Sometimes it stems

from doubts, conflicts, or inability to reach

decisions. "The sleeping ego," according to

Freud, "is focussed upon the wish to maintain

sleep; it regards this demand as a disturbance

and seeks to get rid of the disturbance. The
ego achieves this by what appears to be an

act of compliance; it meets the demand with

what is in the circumstances the innocent ful-

fillment of a wish and thus disposes of the

demand. This replacement of a demand by the

fulfillment of a wish remains the essential func-

tion of dream-work." Examples of dreams hav-

ing this function would be found when a per-

son who is hungry dreams of going to the ice-

box and having a meal; when the time to wake
up and go to work has come but the worker

merely dreams that he is up and on his way;

and when the person who is sexually aroused

dreams that sexual desires are being satisfied.

In each instance, satisfying the demands of

such situations directly would mean waking up.

By satisfying them s>'mbolically, as in the

dream, the person's sleep is safeguarded.

There is nd doubt that many dreams can

be given this interpretation. It is not sur-

prising, therefore, that psychoanalysts use

dream analysis in seeking to discover the de-

sires, frustrations, conflicts, and anxieties of

their patients. We saw earlier (p. 18) that

dream analysis is used both to diagnose and

treat certain personality disorders. It was in-

volved in the diagnosis and therapy of the

psychosomatic disorders mentioned in the

preceding footnote (p. 216)."

° Tliore is iin extensive theoretical and experi-

mental literature on dreams, quite apart from that

dealing with dream analysis and personality.

Dreams are often aroused experimentally, by stim-

ulation of tlie sleeping subject. They may also be
induced liypnotically. Some studies deal with

aspects of dream imagery (for example, with its

color or lack of color). Others concern the dura-

tion of dreams. Still others deal with the relation

between dream content and stimulating circum-

stances. One of the most extensive studies is that

of Calvin S. Hall, entitled The Meaning of Drcamx
and published in 19.53 b\' Harper.
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O./ A Picture Used to Elicit Stories Which

Could be Scored for Achievement Imagery.

Stories created by different subjects in response to

such pictures ore given in the text. (Photo courtesy

Dr. D. C. McClelland.)

Fantasy may be expressed in fiction and

other products of creative imagination. Psy-

chiatrists and psychologists have analyzed such

products in an effort to discover thereby the

basic motivation of their creators.^*' Man>-

artistic creations may be regarded as com-

pensatory. Some are indirect socially accept-

able expressions of frustrated love, homosex-

ualitv', aggressiveness and other hidden

motives. Freud coined the term sublimation

to represent the various indirect socially ac-

ceptable expressions of frustrated motives.

While sublimation may occur in fantasy it

sometimes appears in overt behavior, as when
a sadist becomes a boxer, a dentist, or even

a surgeon.

Laboratory investigations of fantasy

Subjects have been required to make up
stories about pictures. In such investigations,

special interest has been attached to the pos-

sibility that fantasies might be manipulated

in predictable ways by altering a person's mo-

tivation. One such investigation '' showed

that subjects deprived of food for periods

up to sixteen hours, used more food imagery

than occurred under normal conditions. This

is reminiscent of the finding (p. 144) that

semistarved men become preoccupied with

thoughts of food and things associated with it.

It is also in line with the commonplace obser-

vation that the conversation of hungry people

often turns to food. One is reminded, too, of

the pin-up girls favored by frustrated males

and of such songs as South Pacific's "There Is

Nothing Like a Dame."
Our society places a great deal of emphasis

upon getting ahead, making something of one-

self, or obtaining recognition; thus instilling an

achievement motive. Laboratory investiga-

tions have shown that this motive may be

manipulated in such a way as to change the

subject's fantasies. Pictures like that illustrated

in Figure 8.7 were used. Male college stu-

dents looked at such pictures and then an-

swered the following questions: What is hap-

pening? Who is the person? What has led

up to this situation? That is, what has hap-

pened in the past? What is being thought?

What is wanted? By whom? What will hap-

pen? What will be done?

The subjects were told that they were being

tested for creative imagination. There were

thirty-nine students in each of three conditions

(relaxed, neutral, and ego-involved). Each

subject made up a story about each of four

pictures.

Subjects tested under the relaxed condition

were told that the investigator was a graduate

student tiying out various tests in the devel-

opmental stage. The investigator joked, showed

no concern for the outcome of the tests and did

not ask the subjects to sign their names. The

picture tests were given along with an as-

sortment of others (anagrams, scrambled

words) which actually had no significance

in the experiment.

The neutral condition was designed to pro-

duce normal motivation such as usually exists

in the classroom. Thus the investigator was

presented as a graduate student gathering data

for his Master's thesis. He said that he wanted

to establish some norms, and he asked for
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serious cooperation. Again the unrelated tests

were given along with those on "creative im-

agination."

Under the achievement-oriented condition,

every effort was made to get the subjects ego-

involved. The investigator ostensibly came
from another university. The subjects were
told that the tests were for the purpose of

measuring their intelligence and that these

were being given under the auspices of the

Office of Naval Research with a view of dis-

covering men with leadership qualities. These
and similar remarks were calculated to arouse

the achievement motive. The pictures and as-

sociated tests were identical with those used
in the other groups.

That the latter condition aroused more
achievement fantasy than the other conditions,

and considerably more than the relaxed con-

dition, is shown by the results summarized
in Figure 8.8. The neutral condition might
be expected to involve some such achievement
motivation as is normally present in ordinary

classroom conditions. But when scores for

achievement imagery were combined for both
the neutral and achievement-oriented condi-

tions they were found to differ significantly

from the scores for the rela.xed condition.

Some stories scored as having achievement
imagery are as follows;

The boy is a college student. He is trying

to recall a pertinent fact. He did not study
this particular point enough for an examina-

tion he has to take. He is trying to recall that

point. He can almost get it but not quite. It's

almost on the tip of his tongue. Either he will

recall it or he won't. If he recalls it, he will

write it down. If he doesn't, he will be mad.

The italicized words suggest competition with
a standard, which is of course achievement
motivation. In the following example, the

italicized words suggest "unique achievement."

The boy is a student and doing a boring

clean up job. His mind is going off on a tan-

gent, and he is daydreaming. He has just

come from a class in medieval history, and the

instructor's reference to the knights of old has
made the lad project himself into such a bat-

tle arrayed with armor and riding a white
stallion. The boy is thinking of riding out of

the castle, waving goodbye to his lady fair,

and going into battle and accomplishing many
heroic deeds. The boy will snap out of it

when he sees his boss coming along and will

become frantic, realizing he has not been pay-

ing attention to his work.

Achievement imagery with "long-term in-

volvement" is illustrated in the following ex-

cerpts from stories:

The boy is thiiiking about a career as a

doctor. He sees himself as a great surgeon

performing an operation. . . .

A boy is to take an examination for entrance

into the Army Air Corps. He has studied very

hard in high school hoping all along that he

will someday be a fighter pilot. . . .

The boy is a thinker. . . . He has faith in

his capabilities and wants to get started on the

job he has lined up, dreaming of advance-

ments. . .
.1**

Stories like these may tell the inxestigator

a great deal about the motives, values, and
ideals of the person who creates them. This

aspect of such studies is discussed in the

chapter on personality. Here our prime interest

is to show that fantasies, being related to mo-
tivation, may be manipulated through experi-

mental changes in motivating conditions.

O . O EfFect of Motivation on Fantasy. Each

bar represents the frequency of achievement Imagery

elicited uncJer each of the three conditions. The

highest possible frequency would be 156. This is

because there were 39 subjects and each reacted to

four different pictures. Observe that the achieve-

ment-oriented condition aroused 85 instances of

achievement imagery out of the possible 156. (After

D. C. McClelland et al., The Achievement Motive.

Appleton-Century-Crofts, 1953, p. 141.)
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Fantasy becomes dangerous, from the

standpoint of mental healtli, when it loses con-

tact with reality by dealing with desires im-

possible of fulfillment; when it involves imprac-

tical solutions; and when it is continually

substituted for the real thing, thus preventing

an actual adjustment. Mental hospitals con-

tain many whose dreams "have come true"

to them. They ha\e, as we sa\', "escaped from"

or "lost contact" with reality. One patient, who
said he was Clark Gable, claimed that he

could make himself smaller than a keyhole, \et

he demanded that the authorities let him out.

BELITTLING AND BLAMING OTHERS

These reactions are also compensator)'. They

are ways of maintaining self-respect in the

face of failure. The person whose ego is

badly deflated often inflates it, so to speak,

by thinking of or pointing out the faults of

those who have succeeded where he has

failed. Thus, the girl who fails to get into a

sorority may point out that those who do so

are a lot of handshakers, that they think more

of politics than of scholarship, or that they are

too cliquey a bunch an>how. This makes her

feel a little more happy with her lot. It may
go to such an extreme that she is "glad" she

didn't get in with such a bunch.

Students who fail courses, for example, often

say that they had a "punk" teacher, that the

text was beyond comprehension, or that their

class came at a bad hour. Sometimes they

are right. In the majority of instances, how-

ever, such students are attempting to main-

tain self-respect at a high le\el by refusing to

recognize their own faults. A student once

said that the writer's chief weakness was an

inabilits' to make up exams that students like

her could pass.

Blaming others is a dangerous reaction.

Like excessive unrealistic daydreaming, it may
lead to insanity. Mental hospitals contain

many people who place responsibility for their

troubles upon others. They accuse others of

putting ground glass in their food, of poison-

ing them, of throwing radio waves on them,

and of perpetrating other criminal acts. It

is apparently easier for them to do this than

to admit their o%vn shortcomings and correct

them.

OVERCOMPENSATION

Another important compensatory reaction is

overcompensation. Like other compensatory

phenomena, this is associated with efforts to

overcome threatened inferiorits' or threatened

loss of self-respect. It is associated especially

with conflict due to personal defects. As the

name implies, overcompensation is a tendency

to do more than remove the defect. The
former weakling who does not stop when he

has developed a normal body, but strives to

become the "World's Strongest Man," is over-

compensating for his original defect. Theodore

Roose\elt and Helen Keller exemplify people

who more than overcame their physical de-

fects. Louise Baker's Out on a Limb ^^ is an

interesting account of how one girl, who lost

a leg in childhood, made herself a one-legged

celebrity. At the end of this biographical ac-

count of her life, the author implies that if she

had possessed two legs, she would have

had nothing interesting to write about. Many
"ugly ducklings" have become great actresses,

and many people of small stature (Franco,

Mussolini, Napoleon — to mention but a few)

ha\e become dictators or great military lead-

ers. Many of the radicals in politics are ob-

viously overcompensating for feelings of in-

feriority. A book dealing with psychology in

politics traces the radical tendencies of several

such individuals to childhood frustrations."

A form of overcompensation, but in re-

verse, is self-repudiation. The individual says,

"Oh, I'm terribh- dumb, ' "You know, I'm aw-

fully homely," or, "I'm just not good for any-

thing." The answer the\- desire is, "Of course

you're not dumb," "I think you're beautiful,"

or "You may not be able to cook, but you're

a sweet litde woman just the same." In many

such instances the individual does not really

feel inferior, but is merely "fishing" for com-

pliments. He is rudely disappointed if the

other person says, "That's right, you are

dumb."
When self-repudiation develops to an ex-

treme degree we find people accusing them-

° Lasswell, H. W'., Psychopathology and Politics.

University of Chicago Press, 19.30: also see H.

Cantril, The Psychology of Social Movements.

Princeton Uni\ersity Press, 1941, and G. M. Gil-

bert, The Psychology of Dictatorship. Ronald,

19.50.
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selves of sins, which they may or may not

have committed, and spending much of theii

time weeping and waihng. The writer knew

one old lady who said sin had caused her to

"lose her soul." She repeated over and over,

"Lost my soul, lost my soul, lost my soul."

She regarded any effort to keep alive as a

sin, so she would not eat or drink. Only forced

feeding by means of a tube kept her emaciated

body alive. Such individuals stoutly maintain

their sinfulness in the face of all attempts to

show that, after all, they are no more sinful

than most people. Some seem to enjoy the

unique distinction of being "the greatest sinner

of them all." Such individuals get more at-

tention and recognition than they would enjoy

if they were normal. This is undoubtedly the

motivation in many cases of self-repudiation.

PROJECTING

Projecting is somewhat like the reactions al-

ready considered, in that it often has a com-

pensatory function. We project whenever we
attribute our thoughts or desires to others.

Projection is also involved when otherwise

meaningless situations are given meaning in

terms of our own motives. It is for this reason

that picture tests like those already discussed,

and also considered in the chapters on person-

alit>', are said to be projective.

Projection is very often an indirect wish-

fulfillment. Thus, the girl whose desire for re-

sponse from men is frustrated may imagine that

men have designs upon her. A college girl

once known to the writer accused men of

chasing her while she went home through a

park. Upon investigation, however, it became
apparent that she had not been chased. As

the psychiatrist put it, "She wished that men
would chase her, the wish was father to the

thought, and her imagination got the better

of her."

Projection sometimes comes from feelings of

guilt. If one has done something of which

he is ashamed, he may imagine that people

have found it out, and he may see relevant

significance in their actions. A person who
"felt like spitting on himself" got the idea that

men whom he passed on the street wanted to

spit on him. A girl who was told, under

hypnosis, that she had stolen some money
was very depressed when awakened. She did

O.y An Example of Projection. In the book

that these subjects are looking at is a picture of a

man sitting and another standing. The girl says

that the man sitting is sad because the man who is

standing is accusing him of something wrong he has

done. Different people give different interpretations

of this picture. The girl's interpretation is based

upon a "guilt complex" as described in the text.

(From the sound film "Unconscious Motivation," pre-

pared by Lester F. Beck, and distributed by Asso-

ciation Films, Inc.)

not know why. When shown and asked to

comment about two men in a picture (Figure

8.9) she saw one as sad and the other as

reprimanding him. Later she said that tlie boy

sitting next to her stole the money. She was

obviously projecting her own depression and

her own guilt.

In an experimental study of projection, fra-

ternity brothers rated themselves and each

other. Such traits as stinginess-generosity and

bashfulness-forwardness were rated. Subjects

who failed to see themselves as others see them
— those who were relatively lacking in social

insight— showed a marked tendency to rate

others as they rated themselves. If one of these

rated himself high on stinginess, for example,

he rated others high on this trait; if he thought

himself generous, he attributed generosity to

others.""

Indeed, a person who feels guilty often les-
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sens this feeling by imagining that others are

guOty too. For example, the married woman
who carries on a flirtation may accuse her hus-

band of unfaithfulness, and the college student

who cheats may say that his fellow students

cheat when they get a chance to do so.

Like some other reactions already mentioned,

projecting may lead to mental illness if carried

to extremes. Many inmates of mental hospitals

are there because they attribute their desires,

their thoughts, and even their acts to others.

One man said that his every act (even crime)

was the "will of God." Another had .shot at a

girl whose impending marriage was just an-

nounced. He did this because, for the year or

so that they had been passengers on the same

streetcar, she "had deceitfully led him on by

her actions." The girl hardly knew of the

man's existence and had never given him any

reason for his accusations, but her acts had
been interpreted as having amorous reference

to himself. Later, discussing delusions and di-

rection in thinking (Chapter 12). we shall

cite further instances of such projecting.

RATIONALIZING

Rationalizing is faulty, defensive thinking

moti\ated by the desire to retain self-respect.

It ser\es this purpose, at least temporarily, by
enabling us to a\oid facing issues and to ex-

cuse our failures. Rationalizing often takes the

form of "kidding oneself" as to the real motives

for conduct.

Perhaps the most common kind of ration-

alizing is the attempt to justify decisions or

actions by finding "good" reasons for them. A
student knows that he should study, but wants

to go to the movies. He resolves the conflict

by telling himself that too much stud\' will

ruin his eyes, that he needs a rest anyhow,

or that he'll be able to study e\en better the

next day. Likewise, a married man who car-

ries on affairs with other women than his

wife saves his self-respect by concluding that

"man is by nature poK'gamous" or that his wife

doesn't really appreciate him an\'wa>'. Why
doesn't he tell his wife about his unfaithful-

ness? If he did so, "she would feel unhappy"
and "what she doesn't know won't hurt her."

The girl who says, "Oh, I didn't want that

man anyway — he'd perhaps have turned out

no good," or, "Who'd want to join that soror-

ity?" is belittling others, but she is also

rationalizing. This form of rationalization is

very appropriately designated a sour-grapes

reaction. It is obviously compensatory, since

it eases the sting of defeat.

Rationalizing often begins at an early age.

A three-year-old who did not want a neighbor-

hood child of five to visit him because this

child monopolized his "fire engine" was told

that he must invite the other child to come
over and have a ride. He said that the other

boy might be having his nap. When told that

the other boy was up, he said the sky looked

as if it might rain. When he was told that it

would not rain, he said that the boy's mother

might not want him to come. He made one

excuse after another, and never did get around

to giving the child an invitation.

A child confronted by the alternatives of

taking his teddy bear to school and being

thought a "big boy" did not take the bear,

but his excuse was that the bear might

get a cold.

It is probable that children acquire this

tendency to rationalize by copying patterns

of rationalization set by adults. The "sour-

grapes" pattern is obviously copied, for par-

ents frequently tell a child, when they do not

wish him to have something, that it is "no

good," that it will "make him sick," or that

boys who play with such things are "sissies."

It seems only natural that, when frustrated

under similar circumstances, he should tell

himself things like these his parents have told

him.

Rationalization is so prevalent a reaction

to situations involving conflict that it cannot

be regarded as abnormal. It is sometimes ex-

cused on the ground that it reduces the

qualms of conscience or misgivings which all

of us suffer from time to time. Some assert

that "if we did not rationalize, we'd go crazy."

There is at least a grain of truth in such as-

sertions, but they are themselves largely ration-

alizations. There is no good substitute for fac-

ing life squarely and meeting difficulties

realistically.

REGRESSION

Whenever an individual confronted by diffi-

culties "gi\es up" and reverts to such reac-

tions as weeping, kicking objects around,
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O . I W Two Modes of Adjustment in a Regression Experiment. The floor carried an

electric charge, the efFect of which could be diminished by sitting on the hind legs as illustrated.

When a lever was inserted, the shock could be eliminated entirely by pressing it. Later, when the

lever itself was electrified, the animal reverted to its original, less adequate, mode of response.

(After Mowrer.)

stamping his feet, and even "cussing," he is

regressing to an earlier, less adequate mode
of reaction. These reactions perhaps release

tension — help us "let off steam"— but they

seldom solve our problems. We say "seldom"

rather than "never" because many a child learns

that temper tantrums or sulking get him the

things he desires. He may, in fact, continue

to use these long after adequate modes of ad-

justment are possible. Men and women often

revert to these earlier responses when frus-

trated. Wives sometimes dominate their hus-

bands, and husbands their wives, by fits of

sulking, weeping, and threats that they will

"do away with themselves" or "go home to

mother" if they do not get their own way.

Psychologists have carried out several ex-

perimental investigations of regression in ani-

mal and human subjects. Emotion-provoking

stimuli like electric shock, a cold shower, and
a sudden loud noise presented just before the

moment of response lead many subjects to re-

vert to earlier, less adequate forms of adjust-

ment.-'

One study with rats utilized an apparatus

like that illustrated in Figure 8.10. There

were two groups. Members of the experi-

mental group were placed in the apparatus

one at a time and given a continuous shock

through the floor. The rats soon found that,

if they sat quietly on their hind legs and held

their forepaws off the floor, they received com-

paratively little shock. Eventually all of the

experimental animals held this position, with

occasional random activity, until the shock

went off. The duration of the shock was fifteen

minutes. We may designate assumption of the

above posture as habit 1. Members of the

control group were not given an opportunity

to acquire habit 1. After a member of the

experimental group had learned habit 1 it was

placed in the same box, but now containing

a bar, pressing of which terminated the shock.

The rats soon learned to give up habit 1 in
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O . I I A Frustrating Situa-

tion Which Elicited Regressive

Play Behavior in Pre-school

Children. The screen, pad-

locked in the center, prevents a

child from returning to the ex-

ceptionally attractive toys on the

other side. His play with the

toys in the foreground is now

less constructive than it was be-

fore he knew about the more

desirable toys, now seen but in-

accessible. (From Barker, R. G.,

T. Dembo, and K. Lewin, 23.)

favor of this much more adequate response,

designated habit 2. The control group also

learned habit 2. Both groups, in fact, were

trained until they had acquired equal efficiency

in escaping shock by pressing on the bar. The
crucial part of the experiment came when
the bar itself was electrified, so that it ad-

ministered a strong shock until pressure was

applied. This brought considerable conflict.

The subject could still tenninate shock by press-

ing the bar, but touching it brought a strong

shock in the forepaws. Under these condi-

tions, four out of the five experimental rats

regressed. That is, after contacts with the

electrified bar, they retiuned to habit 1, merely

crouching on the floor. All of the control rats,

on the other hand, continued to press the bar.--

Children also exhibit regressive behavior

when frustrated. The play activity of thirt>'

preschool children was studied before and after

a frustrating situation had been introduced.-'*

The children were observed individually. Free

play was observed, frustration was introduced,

and play was again observed for a period

comparable in length with the first. The situa-

tion is illustrated in Figure 8.11. During the

free-play period, the child did not know of the

farther room, since it was hidden by an

opaque partition. After the free-play period,

the partition was removed, disclosing the rest

of the room. The child then spent fifteen

minutes playing with the very enticing objects

now displayed for the first time. These in-

cluded a doll's house with accessories of all

kinds, a truck and trailer, a picnic table with

accessories, and several other toys. After the

child had played with these, it was returned

to the other side of the room, wath the less

interesting toys, and the screen illustrated was
lowered. Now the child could see the desir-

able objects, but the screen and a large pad-

lock made them inaccessible. Two observers,

one inside the room and one outside, but view-

ing it through a one-way \ision screen, recorded

the play activities. These were later scored

in terms of constructiveness. Under free-play

conditions before frustration, the average con-

structiveness score was 4.99. During frustra-

tion it dropped to 3.94, a change of 1.0.5 points

which statistical analysis indicates is not due

to chance. Of the thirt\' children, twenty-two

regressed to the less constructive level, three

did not change, and five increased their con-

structiveness.

REPRESSION

Some people react to conflict situations by
refusing to admit the existence of difficulties,

of defects, or of particular motives. These peo-

ple are said to be repressing. A jealous child

who refuses to admit the existence of his baby
sister is repressing. So also is the person who
has conveniently forgotten some unpleasant ob-

ligation.

Repressing is not merely inhibiting, al-
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though one may, in repressing, inhibit un-

pleasant thoughts. A clear case of inhibiting

occurs when you decide to study instead of

going to a movie. We may say that you inhibit

movie-going activity, but it would not be cor-

rect to say that you have repressed such ac-

tivity. Repressing would clearly be present,

however, if you refused to admit the existence

of the movie or of your desire to see it. In

repressing, therefore, you close your eyes to

reality.

What we put out of mind or try not to

think about is usually the unpleasant. Some-
times we repress by dropping off to sleep.

An old gentleman known to the writer alwa>s

dozed off when he began to read something

which seriously assaulted certain ideas to

which he firmly held. Charles Darwin was so

cognizant of this tendency to avoid or forget

the unpleasant, and so intellectually honest,

that he made a point of jotting down im-

mediately any observation which failed to sup-

port his views. Observations confirming them
needed no special attention.

Ego-defensive repression is interestingly

demonstrated in an experiment involving fail-

ure to solve a series of jigsaw puzzles. College

students were divided into two groups, mem-
bers of each group being given a different

"set" concerning the reason for giving them
the task to be performed.-'' Members of one
group were told that the experimenter

wanted to classify the puzzles for further use

and that their reactions would assist him. In

this group, "interest was mainly centered on

the task so that incompletion could mean very

little beyond residual tension related to the

problem in hand." Members of the other group
were given the puzzles as an intelligence test.

Thus they might be expected to assume an ego-

defensive "set." The investigator says that un-

der these conditions "incompletion would al-

most inevitably be experienced as failure."

Members of both groups were permitted to

finish half of the series, but were stopped mid-
way in each of the remaining tasks. Later,

each student was asked to name the puzzles

attempted.

Earlier research on completed and incom-

pleted tasks had shown that unfinished tasks

are recalled more readily than finished tasks.-'''

The hypothesis to be tested by this experi-

ment was that the "intelligence test" group,

experiencing personal failure when pre\ented

from completing tasks, would recall fewer un-

finished tasks than the other group. The experi-

mental outcome supported this hypothesis.

Only eight out of thirty students given the

puzzles as an "intelligence test" recaOed a pre-

ponderance of unfinished tasks. This number
is to be compared with nineteen out of thirty

for the control group. A comparable outcome
has occurred in two more recent experiments,^®

with different materials and somewhat dif-

ferent methods of producing a "threat to self-

esteem." "

Attempting to solve serious personal con-

flicts by repressing may have dire conse-

quences. Many symptoms of neurotic behavior

(pp. 255-258) result from repression. Among
these are sleep-walking, amnesia (loss of mem-
ory — usually for unpleasant realities), multi-

ple personality (coexistence of two or more
personalities as in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde —
where one aspect of the total person dom-
inates and the other is repressed ) , and so-

called functional paralyses and anesthesias

(loss of ability to control certain muscles and

loss of sensitivity, even though the organs

concerned are structurally normal).

REACTIONS TO EXPERIMENTALLY
PRODUCED CONFLICT

If a dog is trained to respond to a circle

and not to an ellipse, and the ellipse is then

gradually made more and more like the circle,

a point is eventually reached where the animal

docs not "know" whether or not to respond.

That is to say, it is unable to differentiate the

two stimuli. When this point is reached, many
of the animals suffer a "nervous breakdown."

They may whine, struggle when restrained,

refuse to eat, and show, in general, what might

be characterized as "nervousness." Pavlov, in

whose laboratory this type of reaction was first

studied experimentally, thought that the break-

down resulted from a conflict between the

tendency to make and the tendency not to

make a response to the situation.-^ Many later

writers have stressed the "conflict" basis of

neurotic behavior in human beings.

° One might expect that the group subjected to

greater stress would recall more finished than un-

finished tasks. This occurred in the experiment
described, but later experiments have not con-

finned it.
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O.l^ Apparatus Used to Study Discrimination and Conflict in Rats. When the rat

jumps against the correct stimulus, he proceeds to the food platform beyond. A jump against the

incorrect stimulus, which is locked from behind, brings a fall into the net below. The stimuli are

shifted in position, in a chance order, from trial to trial. (After Loshley.) In the top picture at the

right, a correct response is shown. The card falls and food is obtained. The lower picture shows

an incorrect response, after the position of the cards has been changed. The rat bumps its nose

and falls into a net. (From experiments by Dr. N. R. F. Moier. Photos Bernard Hoffman, Life,

© Time, Inc.)

Behavior disturbances resulting from con-

flict have since been observed in several ani-

mals under a wide variety of experimental con-

ditions. In one study, pigs were subjected to

two different environments on alternate days.-'*

A 600-cycle tone was sounded one day and a

750-cycle tone on the alternate day. On the

day when the 600-cycle tone was presented,

cessation of the tone for ten seconds served as

a sign that an apple had been dropped into

the food box. The animal lifted the lid with

its snout and got the apple. On the day when
the 750-cycle tone was presented, cessation

of the tone for ten seconds served as a sign

that an electric shock to the foot was about to

occur.

This training continued for months. Finally,

the animal's performance was well stabilized.

Whenever the 600-cycle tone stopped, it lifted

the lid. Whenever the 7.50-cycle tone stopped,

it lifted its foot and avoided the shock. Then

a new condition was introduced. Random lift-

ing of the lid during presentation of the tone

on food days and at any time during shock

days brought an electric shock. The animal

then refused to lift the lid until the apple had
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dropped. The experimenter, on the other hand,

refused to drop the apple until the pig lifted

the lid. This was apparently too much for

the pig. It showed a marked tendency, first

of aU, to lift the lid and its foot at the same

time, as if "torn apart." Finally, the animal

showed "sulky" behavior, went into a sleep-

like trance, and exhibited many other abnormal

reactions.

Rats have also served as subjects in some-

what similar experiments. In one experiment

the animals were trained to flex a leg when-

ever a bright light went on and to refrain

from flexing it whenever the light was dim.

The difference in brightness was then re-

duced until it became a difficult problem for

the rat to differentiate. Was it to flex its

leg or refrain from flexing it? Under these

conditions, one rat seemed unable to inhibit

leg flexion. It squealed and tried to avoid

the experimenter's hand. Another seemed un-

able to flex its leg.-^ Somewhat similar con-

ditions in a different experiment produced a

rigid posture, in which the rat's whiskers were
motionless. When removed from the appara-

tus, the animal maintained positions in which

the experimenter placed it. Excessive urination

and defecation, suggesting emotional upset,

also occurred in such situations.-*"

In a jumping apparatus like that pictured

in Figure 8.12, difficult or insoluble discrim-

ination problems were presented and the rat

was forced, by an electric shock, to jump
toward the stimuli. The situation was some-

what comparable with that of the person

represented in Figure 8.3 (p. 212), pressure

being applied to force a response under cir-

cumstances where there was great resistance

to such a response. Sometimes the animals

fixated, that is to say, persisted in performing

such inadequate responses as jumping always

to the right or left, jumping too high, or jump-

ing between instead of at the stimulus cards. ^^

In another such study, the force with which

the rat jumped from the platform increased

as the prolilem became more difficult. ^2

When confronted with situations like these,

rats sometimes exhibit behavior disorders cul-

minating in convulsions similar to those of

epileptics. One study confronted rats with

negative stimuli only, so that jumping was

inhibited. '•* The animals were then given an

electric shock which forced them to jump.

Under these circumstances they became highly

excited. One jumped to the floor, ran around

with extreme speed, exhibited jerky movements
(tics) and had a convulsion.

CONFLICT, "Will POWER," AND
INITIATION OF ACTION

While they have wide popular usage, the

terms will and will power are seldom used

by psychologists, because they really explain

nothing. To say that one "wills" to do some-

thing, or that he exerts "will power," tells us

that he decides or intends to do what he does
— that he is not doing it automatically or un-

thinkingly— but it does not tell us how his

decisions are reached or how they are carried

over into action. These are the crucial prob-

lems. We know much more about the basis

of making decisions than we do about the

carrying over of decisions into action.

The concept of will power

You are, let us say, confronted by a very

difficult decision and, after much deliberation,

you assert, "I will do so and so!" Or you are

confronted by a very difficult task which will

take years to complete. There are many temp-

tations to quit or to put it aside, but you
persist until the task has been completed. Or,

to take one more of many possible examples,

you are listening to an uninteresting lecture, but

with great effort keep your attention on what
the lecturer is saying. In each of these in-

stances you have, it is claimed, used "will

power." Will power is thus usually inferred

when your decisions are difficult to make, or

when you persist in your endeavors, despite

distracting influences. It is never inferred when
decisions are easily made or when behavior

is lacking in persistence. Nor is it assumed

to exist in animals below man. The mother

rat may persist in gathering her young, despite

the electric grid that she must cross in doing

so, but we would not infer that she was using

will power. Rather obviously, her behavior

persists because the motive to get to her

young is stronger than the motive to escape

an electric shock.

Psychologists have come to regard the vari-

eties of behavior attributed to "will power"

as expressions of the relative strength of mo-
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tives. If we think in terms of vector psy-

chology the decision stems from the incentives

having the strongest positive valence. In other

words, those alternatives which, in terms of

innate drives and past experience, promise the

greatest ultimate satisfaction of motives, de-

termine the direction of choice. To say that

"will power" swings the balance is to say no

more than that the decision was difficult, but

that the motivation to perform one act was

stronger than the motivation to perform the

other. The Japanese soldier confronted by the

imminence of capture had two alternatives.

One of these was to save his life by surrender-

ing. But this, in terms of his training from

childhood, meant that he would lose self-

respect and also the respect of his ancestors

and associates. The other alternative was to

kill himself. This, in terms of his training,

meant that he would have everlasting glory and

honor in the supernatural life that had been

promised him. So the soldier killed himself.

Because our training does not put life and

death in the same light, it seems to us either

that such people are "barbaric" or that they

have exceptional "will power." Yet, almost

anyone, if subjected to the same training,

would find the alternative of killing himself

much more desirable than that of living a life

of disgrace.

A similar interplay of motives is involved

whenever behavior persists in the midst of

temptations to give it up. If you persist in

your efforts to get a college education and

put aside temptations to get married and quit,

take a job which offers immediate financial

rewards, or enjoy yourself at the expense of

studying, it is probably because, as you think

of the various alternatives, getting a college

education exerts more "pull." You may be

motivated by the desire to gain prestige, to

prepare for further professional training, to

please or not disappoint your parents, to finish

what you have started, or by a combination of

these or other motives.

Some of us find that persistence is made
easier if we publicly state what we intend

to do. Then, whenever associates ask, "How
is that project going?" it acts as a spur to con-

tinued effort. By following this procedure, we
put ourselves "on the spot." Most of us hesi-

tate to admit that something we have started

has to be given up because of our own lack

of persistence. If we do give up under such

circumstances, we usually find "good" ex-

cuses for it— like ill health or interference of

other work.

The person who does not persist in his en-

deavors, who seems to have litde "wiU power,"

may be one who does not weigh the pros and
cons, who does not have any long-range goals,

or for whom such goals have only a weak
attraction.

Initiation of action

Under such conditions as extreme fatigue,

alcoholism, low oxygen tension, low blood

sugar, hypnosis, and brain injury, we may
make decisions, yet be unable to carry them
out.

An individual had several drinks and then

felt that he should go home. He arrived there

all right, but sat down in a chair and read

for a while. He then said to himself, "I guess

ni go to bed now." But he did not go to

bed. Two hours later he was still sitting and

thinking about going to bed.

Investigators of high altitude flight have

found that insufficient oxygen often produces

a state like the above. Individuals who wait too

long to take oxygen are unable to do so,

although thev are conscious and know what to

do.

An inspector sat in a mine writing a last let-

ter to his wife while he slowly approached

asphyxiation from monoxide gas.^'' His let-

ter did not make sense. It was incoherent and

repetitive. But the important point for our

purposes is that he knew perfectly well that,

by walking twenty yards, he could avoid

death. He had lost the power to initiate ap-

propriate movements.

Related to the problem of "wOl power,"

therefore, is the problem of how, once we have

chosen a course of action, we initiate the ap-

propriate responses.

Reactions are customarily classified as

voluntary (literally under the control of will)

and involuntary (literally not under the con-

trol of will). Opening and closing my hand

are called voluntary acts because I can con-

trol them myself. The contraction of my pupil,

however, is involuntary. I have no control

over it. It must be aroused by a stimulus

which I myself cannot provide by thinking of,

imagining, or intending its contraction.
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The nervous pathways most directly in-

volved in voluntary activity begin in the

motor area of the cerebral cortex and termi-

nate in the skeletal muscles (as discussed

and illustrated in Chapter 13). It is therefore

apparent that the neural events which initiate

the voluntary movement must activate the

cerebral end of these fibers. It is also apparent

(from what we know about activities in the

association neurons of the cortex) that these

activities provide stimulation of the voluntary

motor fibers. But what kind of associational

activity necessarOy precedes voluntary move-

ment? This we do not know in any detail.

Introspective reports indicate that thinking

or having an "idea" of a movement precedes

voluntary arousal of the movement. We know
that thinking of a movement, such as clenching

the fist, automatically elicits slight movements
of the muscles involved and also action cur-

rents which may be measured with a galvanom-

eter.^'' The activities of association neurons

which underlie thinking of the movement ap-

parently serve to activate the cortical end of the

motor pathways. Introspection also reveals that

merely thinking of the movement does not

produce it— all that occurs is a very slight,

or an incipient, movement. If I want actually

to clench my fist, I must intend to clench

it. Here again, although we do not know the

details, whatever cortical activities underlie

intention apparently stimulate the motor paths

which end in the appropriate muscles, and

stimulate them in a somewhat different man-
ner from that involved when we merely think

of the movement.

We have already pointed out the impor-

tant role which language, especially in the

form of implicidy talking to ourselves, plays

in motivational activities. Language is espe-

cially important in the voluntary control of

behavior. This conclusion is supported by gen-

eral observations and experiments on the

development of voluntary control. Individ-

uals have learned to move their ears.^^ They
have learned to move in isolation muscles

of the body which are usually not subject to

isolated control.3" They have learned to

make the hairs on the body rise "at will." ^s

They have learned to contract the small blood

vessels in the arm by thinking of a visual

pattern or saying a word repeatedly asso-

ciated with placing of the hand in icewater

and thus, automatic constriction of blood

vessels. •''' Not all the above obviously in-

volved language, but they all involved either

thinking or language responses. Thinking in

man is partly a subvocal or implicit form of

speech. The importance of linguistic activity

in voluntary behavior is stressed in the follow-

ing statement.^"

The particular stimuli most significantly in-

volved in the control of voluntary movement are

those generated by the behavior of the organism

itself. The kinesthetic, tactual, and auditory

stimuli involved in language are the most im-

portant self-induced stimuli in man. By the

aid of such receptor processes the organism

becomes relatively independent of its external

environment and can regulate its own behavior

to an extent impossible in the infra-human

animals. Behavior controlled by the organ-

ism's own language responses is voluntary in

the highest degree.

More on the relation between thinking and

language will be found in Chapters 12 and 15.

Summary

Frustration, and associated psychological

stress, has various sources — environmental ob-

stacles, including other people who thwart us,

our personal defects, and conflict situations.

Among the latter, several basic types have

been outlined. These are approach-approach,

avoidance-avoidance, approach-avoidance, and

double approach-avoidance. Ambivalence is a

form of approach-avoidance, but focussed upon
the same person.

People differ in their ability to retain nor-

mal reactions when frustrated. Those who do
not "go to pieces," those who can "take it,"

are said to have a high frustration tolerance.
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Many people whose frustration tolerance is

low lose their goal-orientation in times of

stress. They do and say things which defeat

rather than advance their aims. Aggressive

behavior is often instigated by frustration.

When frustrated, one should maintain a

problem-soh'ing attitude, using all his resources

to reach his goal or to force a resolution of

conflicting alternatives. He should do this in

the interest of his health as well as his hap-

piness. Reference has been made in this con-

nection to the general adaption s>Tidrome

(alarm reaction, resistance, exhaustion) as-

sociated with various forms of stress, includ-

ing the psychological. The adrenal cortex

seems to play a critical role in this "emergency

reaction." It has been established that pro-

longed emotional conflict can produce ulcers

and other psychosomatic disorders.

Associated with frustration are various

compensatory or subterfuge reactions. Some
of these resemble the form of physiological

compensatory activity known as homeostasis.

This is because their prime function is not so

much to solve our problems as to cushion

our ego (our feeling of self-esteem) against

threatened deflation. Among such ego-

defensive reactions are fantasy (including wish

fulfilling dreams and daydreams), projecting

(imputing one's thoughts and desires to

others), rationalizing (finding "good" reasons

for our actions or assuming a "sour-grapes"

attitude), repressing (trying to ignore or for-

get the things that bother us), regressing

(a reversion to childish ways), identifying

(becoming ego-involved with other persons

and situations), blaming others (excusing our-

selves on the ground that others are re-

sponsible for our failures), overcompensating

(doing more than is necessary to overcome

defects, perhaps capitalizing on them), and

sublimating (getting indirect but socially ac-

ceptable satisfactions)

.

This does not exhaust the list of compensa-

tory mechanisms, nor does it imply that those

mentioned are non-overlapping. Blaming

others, for example, may be considered a

form of rationalization under certain circum-

stances, and it may represent a reversion to

modes of reaction adopted in childhood

(hence regression).

Abnormal reactions may be produced in

animals by requiring them to make especially

difficult discriminations and by forcing them
to respond where previous training has in-

hibited the response now required. Extreme

excitement, immobility, lethargy, regression,

and other seemingly "neurotic" behavior often

occurs under such circuumstances.

"Will" and "will power" are inferred from

behavior in conflict situations, especially the

making of difficult decisions and the persis-

tence of activity in a given direction de-

spite obstructions and temptations to give up.

Decision made under such circumstances

may be interpreted as a resolution of con-

flicting alternatives. When decision is difficult

to make, pros and cons are closely balanced.

The effort involved in making the decision may
be that of "weighing" the alternatives. Per-

sistence can be interpreted similarly. The in-

di\idual who persists in pursuing a long-range

goal is perhaps one for whom this goal, in

terms of his past experience, has a greater at-

traction than more immediate goals.

Language appears to play an important part

in the initiating of action, once decisions to

act have been reached. The cortical activities

which mediate linguistic processes may initiate

the impulses which, running from the motor

cortex to the muscles, produce voluntary

movement.

(References and notes for this chapter are on page 5.54 of the Appendix.
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Personality

The search for primary traits • Socially significant traits • The question of

personality types • Personality and the endocrine glands • The assessment of

personality • The development of personality • The normal personality •

Psychoneurotic personalities • Psychotic personalities • Preventing personality

disorders Summary

The most distinctive feature of any individual is his personahty. This is the overall

pattern, or integration, of his structures, modes of behavior, interests, attitudes, intellec-

tual abilities, aptitudes, and many other distinguishable characteristics. Thus the term

pcrsonalitij refers to the whole individual. Viewing a person as he goes about the various

activities of his everyday life, we usually obtain a total impression of his personality as

"agreeable," "disagreeable," "dominating," "submissive," or the like. Scientific psy-

chology, however, views the individual more analytically. Little can be done scien-

tifically with an overall impression. Thus, if the person comes into a psychological

clinic for advice, or if he takes part in a psychological experiment on personality, his

behavior may be observed in various situations, he may be inter\iewed, and he may
be given tests designed, as it were, to "dissect" his personality into its components. These

components are referred to as personality traits. Personality tests are designed to

reveal and measure them. Intelligence, although we have not discussed it from this

angle, is a personality h'ait. Interests are personality traits. So, also, are aptitudes. In

addition, there are numerous other personality traits. All are aspects of the individual

which, while we isolate them for study and measurement, are actually intei"wo\en with

every other aspect of personality.
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Some aspects of personalih' are rather e\'ident— for instance, friendliness, general

\igor, calmness in emergencies, and sociability. Psychologists often refer to such clearly

e\'ident aspects as surface traits. These are the traits measured most readily with rating

scales, questionnaires, and pencil-and-paper tests of personality. But psychologists are

also interested in the "inner personality," consisting of so-called "depth factors." These

include fears and anxieties, concepts relating to the self, and desires and aspirations.

The person may be aware of these and, if so, he can reveal them in interviews. On
the other hand, he may not be aware of them. In this event, we refer to these aspects of

personality as unconscious. Earlier discussions (p. 18) revealed that psychoanalysts

study the "depths" of personality through free association and the analysis of dreams.

Special tests have also been devised to probe these inner aspects of personality. Some
tests of this nature will be described presently.

THE SEARCH FOR PRIMARY TRAITS

While we are speaking of surface and

depth traits, the reader may well ask, "How
many really different traits are there?" This

is comparable to asking, "How many differ-

ent facets, aspects, or dimensions does a per-

sonality have?" It is also equivalent to ask-

ing, "How many separate terms do we need in

order to describe a personality completely?" Ac-

tually we do not know how to answer this

question.

Earlier discussions dealing with the factor

analysis of intelligence and aptitudes gave

the reader some familiarity with the problem

of discovering primary factors. It is only

through a similar statistical approach that we
can hope to discover the primary, or irreduci-

ble, aspects of personality. However, personal-

ity is so complex that the task of finding

primary components appears, at first glance,

to be insuperable. As a preliminary approach

we may catalogue all of the personality ad-

jectives used in literatrue and in everyday

life. Two investigators ^ studied dictionaries

and found eighteen thousand terms referring

to personality. However, man>- of these mean
the same thing or nearly so. Take, for in-

stance, the terms: anxious, fearful, apprehen-

sive, troubled, .solicitous, and worried. The
appearance of many such words, all having

a somewhat comparable meaning, suggests

that one word may be sufficient to describe

this aspect of personality. The term anxious

might well serve our pui"pose. Analysis along

these lines leaves us with such key terms as

anxious, sociable, introspective, depressed,

neurotic, and so on. We may then develop

tests designed to measure the aspects of be-

ha\ior represented by these. When tests de-

signed to measure many apparently different

aspects of personality have been devised and

administered to large groups of individuals,

test scores may be intercorrelated. Then, if

it is found that tests designed to measure

anxiety are highly correlated with those de-

signed to measure neuroticism let us say,

the question arises as to whether we are really

measuring two traits. Perhaps neuroticism

alone, anxiety alone, or some new term is all

we need and perhaps one test will suffice.

In this general way, the number of "traits"

may be narrowed down. One very extensive

factor analysis of personality tests revealed

that the results could be accounted for if

there were only twelve different traits.- An-

other study revealed only seven. These were:

general activity or drive, masculinity-feminin-

ity, impulsiveness, dominance-submission,

emotional stability, sociability, and reflective-

ness.'^ Still another, beginning with tests of

^^'hat was supposed to be a unitary trait found

statistical evidence for subsidiary factors.^

Obviously it is too early in the game to pre-

sent a definitive list of personality traits. Per-

haps we may look to the da>', however, when
the writer of a book like this can say, "These

are the primary components of personality

and here are the tests which provide a meas-

ure of each." In the meantime we will not

concern ourselves further with the problem

of how many really different personality traits

there are.

SOCIALLY SIGNIFICANT TRAITS

It is rather obvious that certain aspects of

the individual, and especially those having
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y. I Different Behavior of an Introverted and an Extraverted Child in a Museum Situa-

tion. A. The path of an extremely introverted child. The child refused to move without the

experimenter, whose path is represented by the broken blue line. Black dots indicate stops. Gray
areas represent exhibits. The figures show the subject's position at the end of each minute.

B. The path through the museum of an extremely extraverted child. The long distances traveled

and the stops are characteristic of the extrovert. (From Morston.)

social significance, contribute moie weight
than others to his personahty as others see

it. From the standpoint of how others regard

him, for example, his intelligence and his

schola.stic aptitude may be overshadowed by
such social considerations as how well he gets

along with others, how susceptible he is to

irritation because of what people do and say,

how he dresses, his manners, and how closely

his behavior conforms with what is generally

conceded to be moral and good.

The last-mentioned feature is the basis for

speaking of character, which is personality

viewed from the standpoint of the ethical or

the moral. The most enduring characteristics

which have social and ethical significance are

often referred to as "character traits," to dis-

tinguish them from "characteristics of no par-

ticular social or ethical significance." Honesty
would thus be a "character trait," and emo-
tionality a "personality trait," not further differ-

entiated as in the case of honesty.

The aspect of the personality picture that

predominates is always the social aspect.

Those who say, quite incorrectly of course,

that someone "has no personality" are saying,

in reality, that they do not like him, or that

they are indifferent to him. When they say,

on the other hand, that someone "sure has a

personality!" they are actually saying that they

like him — that they are attracted to him
rather than repelled or left indifferent. Popu-
lar terms like "se.x appeal" further illustrate

the point that, whatever personality may be
in cold abstract scientific terms, to others it

means the social self; the role played in social

relations. . Indeed the term personality was

probably derived from the mask (persona)

which actors wore in ancient times to show
the audience whether they played the vil-

lain's or hero's role in a drama.

THE QUESTION OF PERSONALITY
TYPES

It has been a favorite practice of human
beings, including certain psychologists, to

type their fellow men. In the drama, as sug-

gested above, there are the heroes and villains.

In comics, movies, and TV there are likewise

"good guys" and "bad guys."

When psychologists type their fellow men,
they usually seek statistical justification (see

p. 60) and the\' use a technical terminology.

Introversion-extroversion

One of the most widely used psychological

typologies, that of the psychiatrist Carl Jung,
refers to individuals as introverts or extra-

verts S> The former is pictured by Jung as

reacting negatively to situations or as tending

to withdraw from them. The introvert is also

characterized as inwardly reflective. The ex-

travert, on the other hand, reacts positively.

He is outwardly expressive, tending to be
talkative and active in making social contacts.

We have many tests designe'd to measure
introversion-extraversion. Some are behavior

tests. One such test involves taking children

into a museum and seeing how each reacts."

The path followed in going from one exhibit

to another is traced and the time spent at

each exhibit is recorded. Note, for example,

the two patterns in Figure 9.1. The child
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rated as an introvert moved slowly, kept at

the side of the adult most of the time, and

did not return to any of the exhibits. But the

child rated as extravert sho\\'ed a great deal

of spontaneous interest in the exhibits, moved
rapidly from one to another, went back to

look again, and of course co\ered much more

territory.

Most introversion-exti'aversion tests are for

adults. These are verbal in nature. In taking

one such test, tlie examinee checks or leaves

unchecked statements like: I daydream a lot,

I ivould rather read than play games, and

I like to speak in public. Endorsement of

the first two statements is rated as introvert;

of the last, as extravert.

Another type of \-erbal test requires the

subject to check one out of each set of items

like the following:^

How do \'ou prefer spending yoin odd mo-

ments?

Alwa\'s spend odd moments reading and

planning

Manic-Depression

Schizophrenics

Chnical Controls

—— College Students

,^0 30 20 10 -10 -20 -30 -

Introversion-Extroversion Scoty
V. /U Distributions Based on an Introverslon-

Extraversion Test. On this test, 35 manic-cJepres-

sives, 35 schizophrenics, 44 mentally normal clinic

patients, and 44 medical students were distributed

as shown. The positive scores are in the extravert

direction. Note that manic depressives were more

extroverted, as a group, than schizophrenics, but

that many in each group fell into the ambivert

range. Normal subjects, however, had predomi-

nantly ambivert scores. Manic-depressive psy-

choses and schizophrenia are discussed later in this

chapter (pp. 262-266). (From Neymann, C. A., and

G. K. Yacorzynskl, 8.)

Prefer to spend odd moments reading and

planning

Time equally divided between reading

and physical activit>-

Prefer to spend odd moments in physical

activity

Practically all odd moments spent in

games and sports

Here the first statement is most intro\'erted

and the last most extraverted, with grada-

tions between. This suggests, quite properly,

that introversion-extraversion is a continuum

and not a dichotomy.

What do such tests tell us about t>'pes?

In an unselected group of people and even

in a group of college students, we generally

find something approximating a normal dis-

tribution. Most individuals, as shown in Fig-

ure 9.2, are in the middle. This is because

their introvert answers are balanced by extra-

vert answers. We call these ambiverts.

There is thus no justification for saying that

everyone is either an inti-overt or an extravert.

In psychology we use these terms only to rep-

resent persons at the extremes of the distribu-

tion. However, as Figure 9.2 indicates, it is

possible to select groups which will give

predominantly introvert or extravert reactions.

Among the mentally ill, tliose with schizo-

phrenia (see p. 263) tend to be introverted

while those with manic-depressive psychosis

(p. 262) tend to be extraverted.* This does

not mean, however, that intioverts are inclined

to be schizophrenic and extraverts manic-

depressfve. Look again at the figure and note

that some normal people are as introverted

as schizophrenics— and some as extraverted

as manic-depressives. Some of our greatest

thinkers and research scientists are decidedly

introverted while some of our outstanding

politicians are just as decidedly extraverted.

However, the usual and most desirable ten-

dencv is ambiversion.

Physique and temperament

There is a widely held belief that human
beings can be classified into physical types.

Going with this is also the idea that some-

how one's physique determines his tempera-

ment, a general term used to represent such

emotionally toned aspects of personality as

joviality, moodiness, tenseness, and activity
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level. Shakespeare expressed a belief in the

correlation between personality and bod\'

build when he had Caesar say

Let me ha\e men about me that are fat;

Sleek-headed men, and such as sleep o'nights.

Yon Cassius has a lean and hungry look;

He thinks too much: such men are dangerous.

Julius Caesar, Act 1, scene 2

Physique. Differences in physique arc ob-

vious. Everybody knows a fat person, a per-

son who is bulging with muscle, and a person

who is extremely thin. But he also knows
many people who cannot be fitted into these

categories. Such nondescript physiques pro-

vide the main stumbling block for those who
attempt to tvpe human beings in terms of bodv
build.

Proving that people can be ts^ped with re-

spect to physique is one problem. Still another

problem is to show that personality', the

uniqueness of which, in each individual, has

already been mentioned, can be typed. If

bodily types and personality types are found,

one may then investigate the possibility that

variations in body type and in personalit\'

type are actually coixelated.

Kretchmer in his Physique and Character.

claimed that there are three main types: the

pyknic (short and fat); the athletic (muscu-

lar); and tlie asthenic or leptosome (tall and

thill). The pyknic t>'pe was credited with

such personality traits as extraversion; tlie

athletic with energy and aggressiveness; and

the asthenic with a tendency toward intro-

version. It soon became apparent, however,

that people do not, by and large, divide up
into these categories. Moreo\'er, e%en those

\\'ho do fit the stereotype of a p>'knic do not

necessarily fit the personality type alleged to

go with this physique. In one study, for ex-

ample, 50 per cent of tlie p\-knics were rated

as extraverts while 30 per cent were rated as

introverts.^

The most recent and b\' far the most am-
bitious, attempt to discover a possible relation

bet\veen ph\'sique and personality- is that of

Sheldon, which substitutes quantitative rat-

ings of both the bodih' and psychological

characteristics for the general impressions

used by earlier writers.^"

Hundreds of young men were photo-

graphed from three different positions while

naked. The thousands of photographs thus

obtained were then arranged and rearranged

in various series to see whether any types

could be discerned. No clear-cut types were
evident, but there were characteristics pos-

sessed in varying degrees b>' all indi\iduals.

Some had a \ery predominant abdominal re-

gion, some no predominance of this region at

all, and others some degree of abdominal

prominence between these extremes. This

dimension of physique was designated endo-

morphy, the name being suggested by tlie

fact that our digestive \'iscera de\'elop largely

from the endoderm of the embryo. Indi\iduals

could also be arranged in a series with respect

to muscle, some being extremely muscular

and others not. Since muscle comes primarily

from the mesoderm of the embryo, this

dimension was referred to as mesomorphy.

One other dimension was evident, that ha\ing

to do with a thin bod>'; relati\e prominence of

skin and neural structure. This was called

ectomorphy, suggested by the ectodermal ori-

gin of skin and nervous system."

Within each of these dimensions one may
be rated on a scale of from 1-7 (Figure 9.3).

Thus a person ^\•ith predominant endomorphy
may be rated 7-1-1. He has the highest

rating for endomorphy and the lowest rating

for mesoniorph>' and ectoniorph\\ The person

soniatot\ped as 1-7-1 has the maximum de-

gree of mesomorph)' and the lowest degree

of both endomorphy and ectomorphy. The
somatotype 1-1-7, on the other hand, repre-

sents a predominance of ectomorphy. The
4—4-4 indi\idual is about a\erage with re-

spect to each dimension.

It has doubtless already become apparent

to the reader that those people with a pre-

dominance of endomorphy are the pyknics;

those \\'ith a predominance of mesomorphy,

the athletics; and those witli a predominance

of ectomorphy, the asthenics of the earlier

classification.

Temperament. The next step in this re-

search \sas to de\ise a method of rating the

subjects for temperament. Hundreds of terms

describing aspects of temperament were

" A British in\estigator refers to these dimen-

sions as, respectively, fat. muscular, and linear.

See Parnell, R. W., Behavior and Physique.

\'\'illiams & Wilkins, 1958.
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B

7.0 Predominant Endomorphy, Mesomorphy, and Ecfomorphy Compared With an

Average Physique. The somatotype is given In terms of degree of endomorphy, mesomorphy,

and ectomorphy, each number representing the respective degree of each. The predominant

endomorph represented in A is somatotyped 7—3—1, meaning a maximum degree of endomorphy,

a lower than average degree of mesomorphy, and a minimal degree of ectomorphy. The pre-

dominant mesomorph B has the somatotype 1 1/2-7-1; the predominant ectomorph C the

somatotype 1—1—7 and the overage individual D the somatotype 4—4—4. (From Sheldon, W. H.,

and S. S. Stevens, 10.)

selected and finally reduced to fifty. A group

of college students was then rated for each of

the traits represented — traits like rela.xation

in posture and movement, love of physical

exertion, direcbiess of manner, and so forth.

Statistical analysis suggested that the appar-

ently separate traits fell into three groupings,

with the items within each group being

closely related. One of these groupings, or

"dimensions" of temperament, was designated

viscerotonia because the many related items

had some reference to visceral comforts, such

as joy of eating, joviality, and relaxation. An-

other dimension was given the name somato-

tonia because the relevant items involved

bodily (somatic) activity, as in competitive-

ness, energetic movement, and aggressiveness.

The other dimension, cerchrotonia, was so

named because the various related traits sug-

gested a dominance of cerebral processes, as

in apprehensiveness, restraint, shyness, and

hypersensitivity.

The investigators found that it was feasible

to represent the dimensions of temperament,

as in the case of physique, on a seven-point

rating scale. Thus a person with extreme

viscerotonia might be rated 7—1—1; one with

extreme soniatotonia, 1-7-1; and one with

extreme cerebrotonia, 1-1-7. Case studies

filled out the impressions gained from ratings.

A student rated 6-3-2 for temperament had,

among many other aspects, "a persona of

joviality." Another rated 2-7-1 could be

characterized as "boiling over with energy."

Still another, rated 1-3-7, was characteris-

tically "tense and apprehensive. ' There were

of course individuals who rated as intermedi-

ate in all three dimensions.

Correlation between physique and tempera-

ment. Separate ratings of 200 male college

students for physique and temperament

yielded )'s in the neighborhood of .80. This

high correlation is not surprising in view of

the fact that (1) the same investigators did
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both ratings, (2) there was a tripartite clas-

sification of both physique and temperament,

and (3) botli sets of ratings were on a seven-

point scale. Indeed the investigators admit

a possible bias, but feel that this is not respon-

sible for the correlations obtained.

Critics of the view that this research has

revealed a significant correlation between

physique and temperament emphasize the

bias inevitably involved. What is needed is

independent somatotyping and temperament

typing; the latter with tests devised by others

than those who did the somatotyping. The
same persons should not do both the rating

of physique and rating of temperament. Until

bias is eliminated in some such fashion, there

are grounds for skepticism.

A study carried on at a boys' academy
showed no relations between the Sheldon

somatotypes and various measures of person-

ality.^' On the other hand, another independ-

ent study on college students showed that,

out of fifty predominantly ectomorphic students

forty-two were rated predominandy cere-

brotonic, one somatotonic, one viscerotonic,

and six without dominance of any of the

three posited dimensions of temperament. '^

Only in the extreme of a dimension, however,

could one expect such a relationship to show
up so clearly.

There are some doubts concerning the gen-

erality of Sheldon's data. He utilized well-fed

American college students. But a study on

human semistai-vation (see p. 144) revealed

that somatotypes vary with nutrition. All

subjects eventually approached or reached an

ectomorphic physique. The investigators con-

cluded, in fact, that "the technique of somato-

typing would appear to be more useful for

determining the state of nutrition than for

determining the inherent constitution."
^'-^

Another doubt comes from England, where
Oxford Uni\'ersity students were somatotyped.

Unlike Sheldon's Harvard group, most of tlie

Oxford students had average physiques. Ex-

treme mesomoi-phs were absent— men with

"proportionately large bone and muscle de-

velopment"— and also men with "a high

proportion of fat and comparatively litde

musculature." The predominant tendency was
toward "central somatotypes with more
evenly balanced physiques." i* People out-

side of universities, and especially people in

(

middle or late life, might well differ from
those already somatotyped. Thus, although

somatotyping is an interesting approach to the

age-old belief that there is an important rela-

tion between physique and temperament,

much remains to be done before the overall

significance of the results can be assessed.

Should a significant relationship between

physique and temperament be established

beyond question, one might then ask wh>'

there is such a correlation. We should not,

on the basis of this correlation, be justified in

concluding diat physique determines temper-

ament, or vice versa. Both might depend to

a large degree upon glandular functioning. It

is possible, too, that temperament is influenced

by how other people react to our physical

characteristics. If they avoid us, or cause us

to suffer indignities because of our physique,

we may respond by becoming aggressive, or,

on tlie contrary, by "crawling into our shell."

If they lionize us because of our fine physique

or our handsome appearance, we may act like

the "cock of the walk." We may become
conceited, domineering, or merely patroniz-

ing. Thus the significance of our physical

makeup, from the standpoint of personality,

cannot be considered apart from its social

impact and how the person himself reacts to

this. A person's physique is to him the

"image of himself." ^'' Thus the predominant

endomorph may leani that he is expected to

be jovial and he may look upon himself as a

jovial person.

PERSONALITY AND THE
ENDOCRINE GLANDS

The chief endocrine glands are pictiucd in

Figure 9.4. Only four of them— the pitui-

tary, the thyroid, the adrenals, and the gonads
— have any known direct relation to aspects

of personality.

Earlier discussions of the endocrine glands

dealt especially with the influence of the

gonads on sexual moti\ation (p. 14.5) and with

the influence of the thyroid gland in relation to

intellectual growth (p. 99). These, together

with the pituitary and adrenal glands, also in-

fluence physique and temperament. In fact,

the alleged correlation between physique and

temperament described above could result from

the concurrent effect of the endocrine glands

upon both aspects of personality.
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7.4 Some Endocrine Glands of Special Importance for Personality. The pituitary gland

(located at the base of the brain,) has two lobes, anterior and posterior, as illustrated. It is the

anterior lobe which secretes ACTH. Our parathyroid glands (not discussed in the text), ore

embedded in the thyroid gland. They are concerned with calcium metabolism. Note that the

adrenal gland (above the kidney) has on inner structure (medulla) and on outer layer (cortex).

The medulla secretes adrenalin; the cortex, cortisone.

You will recall that the endociines pour

their secretions (hormones) directly into the

blood stream, which carries these to e\er\'

part of the body. As one endocrinologist

said, "We are terribly at the mercy of our

endocrine glands." Unless these produce the

needed hormones, our whole bodily economy
is disturbed and marked changes in appear-

ance, physique, temperament, and intelligence

may result. Such changes may also have social

reverberations, leading us to repel rather than

attract others or to be objects of amusement
or curiosity like the dwarf, the giant, and the

bearded lady of the circus.

The endocrines comprise \\'hat is, in effect,

an interlocking s\'stem. Disturbing the func-

tion of one gland may lead to the malfunc-

tioning of other glands.

A gland of special importance from the

above standpoint is the pituitary, a small

structure below the brain stem. This gland

has two lobes, an anterior and a posterior

one. The posterior lobe has no known rela-

tion to personality. The anterior lobe, on the

other hand, secretes several hormones, in-

cluding growth hormones which have much
to do with the determination of physique,

and, through their effect on the gonads,
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with the nature of sexual development. The

dwarf that you see at the circus may have an

underactive and the giant an overactive

anterior pituitary gland. An undersexed male

may also have an underactive anterior pitui-

tary, the underactivity in this case being rep-

resented by an insufficiency of the pituitary 's

gonad-stimulating hormone.

Another hormone from the anterior pitui-

tary is known as the adrenocorticotrophic

hormone, or ACTH. As its long name sug-

gests, this hormone stimulates the adrenal

cortex. The adrenal gland (see Figure 9.4)

has a core (medulla) which secretes nor-

adrenalin and adrenalin. The latter is secreted

in excess during emotion and has general

bodily reverberations which gives us the ex-

cess energy needed in emergencies. We
had reference to nor-adrenalin and adrenalin in

discussing emotion (p. 186). The outer cover-

ing, or adrenal cortex is of more interest to us

in the present connection. When activated by

ACTH, this secretes cortisone, a hormone

necessary for life. If the pituitary is defective

and fails to produce ACTH, the latter can be

given by injection. Sometimes ACTH is se-

creted, but the adrenal cortex itself is defective.

In this event, the condition may be corrected,

and the person's life saved, by administering

cortone, a synthesized cortisone. Wlien there

is inadequate cortisone for whatever reason,

the individual undergoes a marked change in

personality; he becomes weak and lethargic,

loses his sexual desire and appetite for food,

and suffers a widespread breakdown of physi-

ological functions, including salt metabolism.

During regular administration of cortone, how-

ever, there is a restoration of general \igor and

of other functions.

Overactivity of die adrenal cortex in early

life may produce puberty praecox, illustrated

in Figure 9.5. There are several such cases on

record, including some of little girls with the

secondary sex characteristics of mature \\o-

men.'" Excess secretion of the adrenal cortex

can also produce exbemely masculine char-

acteristics in women, such as those represented

by the bearded lady.

We have seen that the sexual aspects of

personality are influenced by the gonads, the

anterior pituitary, and the adrenal cortex.

General vigor is affected by these glands

and also by the thyroid. We have already

learned that an insufficiency of the thyroid

hormone (thyroxin) produces cretinism, in-

volving a low order of intelligence. Under-

activity of this gland later in life produces

lethargy. Overactivity may produce so-

called "nei-vous tension." The former condi-

tion may be corrected by use of thyroxin;

7.0 A Boy with Puberty Praecox. The child's

chronological age is six years ancJ one month and

his mental age six years. Sexual development is

equivalent to that of an adolescent. (Photo by

Norman C. Havger.)
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the latter by reducing the secretion of thy-

roxin through surgery or radium treatment.

Perhaps a word of caution about endocrine

functions is in order. Although an under-

active thyroid tends to produce lethargy, one

rnust not jump to the conclusion that every

lethargic person has an underactive thyroid.

Nor should we conclude that any obviously

nervous individual has an overactive thyroid.

Likewise, even the most frigid person sexually

as well as the most sexually driven may have

normal gonads. In other words, while specific

glandular malfunction may produce certain

changes in personalit>', similar changes are

often produced by other conditions— disturb-

ance of other glands, malnutrition, and atti-

tudes and habits acquired in the course of

development. Diagnosis of glandular mal-

functions must come from the clinical tests of

the medical laboratory.

THE ASSESSMENT OF PERSONALITY

Many situations in everyday life require

personality assessment. In business and in-

dustry it is often very important to know cer-

tain things about the personality of a prospec-

tive employee. The armed services select men
for important positions in terms of their

personality. During the last war the Office of

Strategic Services (OSS) carried out an

elaborate assessment program. It was de-

signed to select personnel for such strategic

services as gathering information behind

enemy lines, organizing and training resist-

ance groups, and disintegrating the morale of

enemy troops. Educational institutions some-

times screen candidates for scholarships from

the standpoint of personality as well as scho-

lastic ability. The maladjusted child or adult

is given personality tests designed to diagnose

the nature of his difficulties. In mental

hospitals and psychiatric clinics such tests are

used not only to diagnose personality dis-

orders but also to measure improvements

resulting from psychotherapy.

Personality tests are also used in research.

Here they aid in answering such questions

as: How does personality change with age?

Do only children have personality traits which

distinguish them from other children? Do
identical twins differ in personality? How
are personality traits related to socio-economic

status? What is the effect upon personality

of growing up in a fatherless home? In order

to answer such questions, the investigator

must have at his disposal procedures for

measuring personality.

The person who undertakes to assess per-

sonality, either for practical or scientific ends,

has a difficult task before him. He has no

foreknowledge of what we are and how we
got to be what we are. Like the detective at-

tempting to unravel a mystery, he comes in

at the end. As he observes us, he finds that

he can describe various aspects of our per-

sonality but that other aspects, including our

motives, are obscure. To reveal these aspects

he needs more than general impressions.

Sometimes, as suggested in our discussion of

clinical psychology (pp. 32-33), the psy-

chologist obtains a case histors'. This at its

best reveals the developmental history of the

personality to be assessed, the nature of his

adjustment problems, and the involvement of

other people in these problems. An inter-

view with the person provides additional in-

formation. But a case history and an inter-

view are often insufficient. The individual

must be observed in various situations and it

may be necessary to have his behavior rated

by others as well as by the investigator him-

self. In many instances it is also necessary

to use questionnaires and a variety of stand-

ardized personality tests.

There are three general approaches to per-

sonality assessment. One of these might be

called a holistic, or overall approach. Empha-
sis is placed upon evaluating the person as a

whole. An answer is sought to the question:

What sort of person is this? The holistic ap-

proach was first used by German military

psychologists, then by British army psycholo-

gists, before it was adopted by the Office of

Strategic Services (OSS) in this country to

select undercover agents and other strategic

personnel. A second approach, which also

aims to assess the whole person, but which

does it less directly and with more restricted

testing situations than the one already men-

tioned, is the projective test approach. The
third approach, by contrast with the other

two, is somewhat piecemeal. It goes upon the

assumption that personality is a constellation

of traits and that the traits may be measured

separately. This might well be called the

trait approach.

As we pointed out at the beginning of this
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chapter, the trait approach has given rise to

many tests designed to measure various as-

pects of personahty, hke introversion-extra-

version. It is also behind the search for so-

called "primary factors" in personality.

These three approaches are of course not

mutually exclusive. Even the assessment

staflf of the OSS made some use of projective

tests and also of tests designed to measure

traits. The following discussion is arranged

to indicate the nature of these three ap-

proaches and the sort of information re\'ealed

by each.

HOLISTIC ASSESSMENT

There is no one holistic procedure Al-

though they were aiming at overall assess-

ment, the German, British and American

examiners used somewhat different proce-

dures. For purposes of Olustration we have

taken the procedure used bv the assessment

stafiF of the OSS."
The staff of the OSS included psychia-

trists, psychologists, and army administrators.

Candidates lived with the staff in a single

establishment designated as S. They arrived

in groups and stayed for three days. Before

arrival, each candidate was deprived of all

means by which his test-mates could identify

his civilian or service origins or status. He
was given a fictitious name and told to create

a cover story which would effectively hide his

identity. Later, in a stress interview, he was

grilled in an effort to make him break do\\'n

and reveal his true identity.

Members of the staff began their appraisal

as soon as a candidate stepped off the truck

which brought him to S. How he greeted

the staff, the position he took with respect

to his fellows (whether he followed or led)

and how he reacted to the strange situation,

were all noted. Even his conversation was ob-

served, to discover what it revealed about

his attitudes, prejudices, ideology, faith, and

purposes. After dinner, some stood aside

while others engaged in conversation. This,

too, was noted.

AU were eventually given written tests and

questionnaires. These were designed to re-

veal aspects of personality, as well as bio-

graphical information of possible value in

interviews to follow.

The assessment program invohed several

beliavior tests, of which the "brook test" is

representative. This was designed to test

group participation in problem solving and

to reveal "natural leaders." In groups of

from four to seven, the men were taken to a

brook which was to be regarded as a raging

torrent, so fast and so deep that nothing

could be rested on the bottom. Their job

was to transport certain camouflaged equip-

ment to the other side and to return with

other camouflaged material. There were re-

strictions which made this a difficult problem.

In order to solve it, the men would need to

cooperate effectively in building a bridge, an

overhead cable, and other devices with the

materials made available. No leader was

designated. In this situation the observers

looked for possible emergence of a leader, for

shifting of leadership, and for such charac-

teristics of the men as energy, initiative, rele-

vant ideas, willingness to work with others,

good nature when ineffective ideas were re-

jected, and so forth.

An important role in assessment \\'as played

by intcrvictcs. The investigators say that

"No procedure yet devised by psychologists

for the study of personality can take the

place of the clinical interview. ... it con-

tributed more heavily than any other proce-

dure to the final rating of all personality

variables. It provided the frame of reference

in whicli all other observations were evalu-

ated. From it came a large measure of the

understanding of the person. . .
." ^^ The

interviewers had at their disposal all of the

biographical and other data concerning the can-

didate and the>' guided the interview in terms

of the kind of information needed.

Another type of test, called the stress in-

terview, was designed to discover the candi-

date's "capacity to tolerate severe emotional

and intellectual strain." He was given a few

minutes to invent a cover story, then taken

before a panel of interviewers. Here he was

subjected to "strain created by rapid merciless

cross-questioning under disagreeable condi-

tions." The ostensible aim was to detect flaws

in his cover story. Questions were at first asked

in a quiet conciliatory manner. Then, as some

flaw was detected, an examiner yelled, "You're

a liar." He would try to turn the candidate's

story in such a way as to get him to admit a lie,

then he would yell, "Now ^^•e ha\e the truth,

you admit that vou lied." Tension was built
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up throughout the interview, so that at the

end the questions were hurled at the candi-

date in rapid fire staccato succession. The
subject was not at any time allowed to relax.

He sat straight up. If he crossed his legs he

was told to uncross them. If he lowered his

head to avoid the light, he was told to look

up. After ten minutes of stress, the individual

was told "We have abundant evidence that

you have not been telling the truth. That is

all." 19

During the interview the candidates were
rated for degree of emotional control. They
were observed closely to detect signs of sweat-

ing, flushing, swallowing, moistening the lips,

stuttering, and so forth. Sometimes a candi-

date exploded with anger. Sometimes he

wept. Sometimes he protested. Immediately

after this stress interview, each candidate was
given another interview under relaxed condi-

tions. Here further efforts were made to get

him to relax his guard and reveal secret in-

formation. The various responses of the

candidates under these circumstances "gave

excellent insight into their security conscious-

ness as well as into their intellectual resource-

fulness and emotional stability." -"

Near the end of the assessment period,

after many written and behavior tests had
been given, many questionnaires had been
filled out, and several intei'views had been

conducted, the men were given a socio-

metric questionnaire. This was to discover

how a particular man was accepted by others

of the group, to reveal the men whom
others rejected, to indicate how the person

filling out the questionnaire reacted to others,

and, in general, to reveal leadership, or the

lack of it. The questionnaire included items

like these; "With whom would you enjoy

continuing your acquaintance?," "Which men
seemed to antagonize other members of the

group?," and "Whom would you recommend
as supervisor of a group dealing with prob-

lems of planning and organization?"

The overall assessment pooled all available

information and represented the combined
estimate of various interviewers and other

assessors.

Holistic assessment obviously reveals a great

deal about a person. But it is still in its

infancy and psychologists have yet to prove

that it is sufficiently superior to other methods

to justify the large personnel, expense, and
time involved. It was impossible, even for

the OSS Staff, to discover the correlation be-

tween their estimates and actual performances

in the theatres of war. This was in part due
to the uniqueness of the OSS assignments

themselves and to the unpredictability of

conditions under which each agent worked.

The many psychiatrists and psychologists who
collaborated on this project concluded, how-
ever, that their type of approach can be de-

veloped into "an extraordinary instrument for

accomplishing three important purposes

simultaneously: (1) the selection of the most

suitable persons for important jobs; (2) the

advancement of our understanding of person-

ality; and (3) the adequate training of clinical

psychologists and psychiatrists." -'

A somewhat comparable approach to per-

sonality assessment was used with Veteran's

Administration trainees in Clinical Psychol-

ogy. 2'- Here again difficulty was experienced,

at the time, in evaluating test results with re-

spect to later accomplishments. Nevertheless,

a follow-up study 10 years later showed very

little correlation of test results with perform-

ance at this time (1957).-''

PROJECTIVE TESTS

Projection is said to be evident whenever we
attribute our own motives to others, or even to

inanimate objects. Projective tests are so

named because they induce the individual

to project— to put himself into the test situa-

tion, or to identify with the persons therein

and, by telling about them, to reveal his own
motives, attitudes, apprehensions and aspir-

ations.

There are many projective tests— sentence

completion, doll play, perception of inkblots,

interpretation of pictures, and so forth. De-

spite their apparent differences, all such tests

have two features in common.
In the first place, they present the person

with a relatively nonstructured situation. That

is to say, they involve a situation, which,

instead of calling for a stereotyped and pre-

dictable reaction from one person to another,

may elicit many different reactions, depend-

ing upon the individual being tested. Take,

for example, the incomplete sentence "All men
are bom free and . . .

." This is structured. It
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brings forth but one completion from most,

the word "equal." This tells us nothing about

the individual except that he has been in-

doctrinated in a certain way. But take the

sentence, "The main driving force in life

is . . .
." One person may complete the sen-

tence with "to achieve security," another

with "to achieve happiness," and still another,

with "sex." The item may be completed in

many different ways.

In the second place, projective tests all

have in common the fact that they catch the

subject off guard. They are designed to "en-

tice the subject into revealing himself without

his being aware of the fact that he is doing

so." -' This is especially evident when, in-

stead of telling about themselves, their home
life, and their reactions to their parents,

children are induced to play-act with dolls

dressed like grownups and children. At first

the child arranges the furniture and persons

in more or less stereotyped ways, "But sud-

denly the obsen'er realizes there has been a

change, not a quick or easily detectable one,

but one that has taken several minutes and

has just now reached the observer's thresh-

old. The child is more intent on the dolls,

less reactive to the observer, and he is living

strangely in this new fantasy world. He be-

gins to tell stories that have no immediate

parallel in his real life; he makes the famOy
people behave as family people virtually never

do. There are fantastic punishments and cata-

strophic accidents, social roles are reversed,

and a few routines like toileting may exclude

all the rest of ordinary everyday activity ....

and then the observer has a feeling that

blinds have gone up, and he is seeing the

inner person of this child. It is as if the child

were making him see this family world as the

child himself sees it— or, perhaps as he would

like to see it."
-' The same sort of naivete

is present, although less obviously, when
adults interpret inkblots and tell stories based

upon nonstructured picture situations.

The most widely used projective tests at the

adult level are the Rorschach inkblots and

sets of pictures for which the subject is to

invent themes. These tests, or variations of

them, are also \\'idely used to study person-

ality in children. The Rorschach test has, in

addition, been used to study changes in per-

sonality associated with old age. It has also

V.O An Inkblot and What Four Subjects Saw
in it.

"It is two cat-like creatures sticking out their

tongues at each other. They appear to be joined

together like Siamese twins. The small objects are

apparently kidneys. The elongated object at the

bottom could be a table leg."

"It is a flower opening up, or two heads facing

each other."

"There ore two old ladles up a tree and facing

each other. Perhaps it is a diving mosquito."

"It is the spine surrounded by infernal organs,

with the lungs shown in white at the top. The two

objects at the side are kidneys."

been used by anthropologists in studying prim-

itive peoples.

The Rorschach test

This test utilizes ten standard inkblots. An
ink blot made in the same manner as those in

the Rorschach Test is reproduced in Figure

9.6. Some of the Rorschach ink blots are,

however, colored. The subject is shown the

ten ink blots, one at a time, in a standardized

order and position. He is asked, "What could

that be?" or, "What do you see?" The subject

is allowed to turn the blot and look at it from

different positions. Different people, of course,

"see" different things. Responses are scored in

terms of the total number of items seen,

whether the items involve the whole ink blot

or only parts, qualities perceived (color, form,

movement), and the kinds of things reported

(like anatomical parts, animals, plants, peo-

ple, and so on).
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Scoring of Rorschach data is becoming fairly

well standardized, but the interpretation of the

scores is far from standard. Most Rorschach

testers maintain that interpretation is neces-

sarily subjective — that it calls for experience,

ingenuity, insight, and common sense.

Rorschach testers ha\'e reported consider-

able success in differentiating normal and

psychotic individuals, and in distinguishing

between different kinds of psychotics, in terms

of Rorschach findings alone.-" Nevertheless,

many psN'chologists are not fully convinced of

the scientific validity of some of the assertions

made by Rorschach testers. The\' want more
experimental evidence in support of such

claims.-"

Thematic apperception

When we percei\e a situation in terms of

past experience instead of responding merely

to what is physically before us, we are ap-

7 ,/ Administering the T.A.T. Tine subject is

telling a story to go with one of the pictures of the

T.A.T. series. (Photo by Howard Modavis, Life, ©
Time, Inc.)

perceiving. Since our past experiences are

different, we get different meanings from

what is, photographically, the same for all

of us. Indeed the assumption underlying the

Thematic Apperception Test (T.A.T.) and
others like it is that the meaning which we
get out of, or inject into, a pictured situation

re\cals something of our past experience and

the motives derived from it.

The subject is shouni a standard scries of

pictures (Figure 9.7) in a definite sequence

and is asked to make up a story for which

each picture may serve as an illustration.

The tester says "Tell me what events have

led up to the present occurrence, what the

character (or characters) in the picture is

(are) thinking and feeling, and what the

outcome will be." -' After the subject has

told a story for each picture, his themes are

analyzed in an effort to discover his "moti-

vational structure." The themes are assumed

to be projections of the subject's "innermost

fantasies." It is not unusual for one theme to

recur again and again as the individual goes

from one picture to another. The recurrent

theme may involve such things as death,

mother love, and need for affection.

The criticisms of the T.A.T. are basically

those ahead}' mentioned in connection with

the RcHschach test. Although themes are

easily identified, their interpretation has not

yet been put on the quantitati\'e basis which

scientific procedure demands. Even so, the

test has had value in suggesting hypotheses

about individual motivation. These hypoth-

eses, as .suggested above, may be evaluated

in terms of other test results and biograph-

ical information. Indeed it is customary in

clinical work to use several tests and to pool

all available information before reaching a

final conclusion about the personality struc-

ture of an individual, or the nature of his

adjustment problems.

MEASURING PERSONALITY TRAITS

If we want to describe an individual's per-

sonality we look at his behavior in different

ways, from different angles, or in different

social settings. As we said earlier (p. 233),

the different facets or segments revealed in

this \\ay are called personality traits. We
also pointed out that traits are often referred



to as surface aspects in contrast with motiva-

tional or depth dimensions. Whether or not a

thorough description of traits would also em-
brace the depth aspects is a moot question.

It may be argued for instance, that traits are

expressions of underlying motives.

The holistic approach used by the OSS in-

cluded a certain degree of trait analysis, since

the in\estigators looked for evidence of effec-

tive intelligence, emotional stability, initiative,

and effectiveness in social relations. Likewise,

projective tests are often used to discern

such traits as introversion-extraversion, emo-

tional stability, ego-involvement, and so forth.

Thus there is no clear line which separates

trait analysis from methods already considered.

The approach which we are about to describe

is nevertheless more obviously analytic or

piecemeal than the holistic or projective ap-

proaches. Each trait test is designed to

measure either one or a small cluster of traits

— not the personality as a whole.

There are many tests purporting to meas-

sure this or that trait, but only a few can be

described here. Most are of the pencil-and-

paper variety. The subject writes his reac-

tions to various questions, statements, or

propositions and the test is scored quanti-

tatively. Weights based upon earlier re-

search are attached to each kind of reaction

and the scores thus obtained are averaged

and e\aluated in terms of percentiles or other

statistical norms.

A widely used test has two forms, individual

and group. This test, developed at the Uni-

N-ersity of Minnesota, is known as the Minne-

sota Multiphasic Personality Inventory (or

MMPI). It has 550 items. =9 The slant is de-

cidedly psychiatric and scores are classified

largely in terms of psychiatric categories. Thus

are ascertained the person's leanings toward

hysteria, mania, schizophrenia, and so on.

When taking the individual form of the test,

illustrated in Figure 9.8, a person is given 550

cards, each with a question. At the back of the

box are three cards marked, respectively,

TRUE, FALSE or CANNOT SAY. The sub-

ject is asked to read the statement and decide

whether or not it applies to him. If it is true,

or mostly hue, he places it behind the TRITE
card. If it is not usually true or not at all true,

as applied to him. he puts it behind the FALSE
card. If the statement does not apply, or if it

7.0 The Minnesota Multiphasic Personality

Inventory. Observe that there are three classifica-

tion cards. These are, respectively, marked TRUE,

FALSE, and CANNOT SAY. Each of the other 550

cords has a statement relating to some aspect of

personality. The subject is trying to decide whether

the card with the statement "I am entirely self-

confident" should be placed behind the TRUE, FALSE,

or CANNOT SAY cord. How the person being tested

rates with respect to hysteria, mania, and other psy-

chiatric categories is gauged in terms of his pattern

of response to items which are relevant to these dis-

orders.

is something he does not know about, the

subject puts it behind the CANNOT SAY
card. Most of the items are very similar to

those already cited in our discussions of intro-

version-extraversion and the Taylor Scale of

Manifest Anxiety (p. 198). The latter was de-

rived from items in the Minnesota Multiphasic

Personalib,' Inventor)'. They deal with what a

person characteristically does in certain sit-

uations, with bodily complaints, with fears,

with feelings, and so on. Of particular inter-

est, however, is the fact that this test in-

cludes a number of "traps" for those who,

instead of answering honestly, try to make a

good impression. Suppose, for example, that

a statement reads: "I sometimes put off until

tomorrow what I should do today." The
person who is tr\'ing to make a good impres-

sion will place this, and others comparable

with it. in the false group. But the person

who is reacting honestly will almost certainly

say that this is true— it is true of almost

everybody. If the score for such items is

abo\-e a certain level the rest of the test is

discounted, as yielding higher favorable
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7 .7 Profile Based upon Scores from the

Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values. The

girl whose values are presented here is seen to rate

highest on aesthetic values. Scores from to 20 are

significantly low; from 28 to 31, average; and from

40 to 60 significantly high.

scores than it should. High favorable score.s

on such items do, of course, reveal something

about a person's desire to make a favorable

impression. The number of CANNOT SAY
items provides a check on carelessness in

answering or on inability to understand the

items. These and other checks are used to

determine the validity of this inventory as

applied to a particular person; that is, to

test whether it is actually revealing in a par-

ticular person the traits that it is designed to

reveal.

The Allpoii-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Val-

ues 3" is designed to reveal somewhat differ-

ent aspects of personality from those meas-

ured by the test already described. It was de-

vised to discover the weight given by a person

to things theoretical, economic, aesthetic, so-

cial, political, and religious. The person who
gives a very high place to social things and a

relatively low place to others is sometimes re-

ferred to as the "social man." According to the

psychologist on whose work this study is based,

there are six "types" of men, each of whom
gives the highest value to one of the spheres of

life indicated above. A mixed type in which

the values are balanced is also recognized.

The test has two parts. The first of these

contains statements which the individual is to

mark in terms of the alternatives given. Thus

he says "yes" or "no" to the statement

The main object of scientific research

should be the discovery of pure truth

rather than its practical applications.

In the second part of the test the subject

indicates which of certain alternatives appeals

to him most, which seems next most impor-

tant, which seems next important to that,

and which represents his least interest or

preference. He is also called upon to re-

spond to items like the following:

When you go to the tlieater do >'ou as a

rule enjoy most—
plays that treat the lives of great men
ballet or similar imaginative performance

plays with a theme of human suffering

and love

problem plays that argue consistently for

some point of view

The N'arious reactions to items on this test

are given different weights in terms of their

relevance to the six values. Finally a profile

like that in Figure 9.9 is drawn.

When the scores based upon a variety of

personality tests are put on a comparable

basis— by translation into percentiles — a per-

sonality profile which represents all of the

measured traits may be drawn. This tells

us at a glance the person's relative standing

with respect to each trait. Some individuals

arc consistendy close to the central tendency,

some are consistently above, and some consist-

ently below. Most individuals, however.

\'ary between average and extreme positions.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF PERSONALITY

Because babies differ in heredity, and pos-

sibly to some degree in their prenatal en-

vironments, it is not surprising that they look

different and behave differently. These differ-

ences are small, compared with those of later

childhood, but it is easy to see that some

babies are "good-looking" and others "homely."

The observer of a group of newborn babies will

also see that some hardly emit a murmur, while
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V.IU Diagrammatic Representation of Personality Growth. Think of the various areas

as discernible personality traits. In infancy there are few, in childhood there ore several more,

and in adulthood there are many. (After Lewin.)

others squawk during almost every waking mo-

ment; that some are active, kicking vigorously

and thrashing their arms about, while others

lie relatively still; and that some suck at the

nipple tenaciously while others suck with seem-

ing indifference. This observer might conclude

that, even at birth, babies have a personality.

But are these differences in response stable?

Is the newborn "squawker" characteristically a

"squawker"? Is this mode of reaction revealed

in later, more mature behavior— perhaps in

the guise of verbal complaints? Are the various

reactions which, at one moment of observation,

differentiate one baby from another, consist-

ently patterned, so that their various compo-

nents can be observed to go together at later age

levels? An affirmative answer to such questions

would support the vie\\- that a newborn baby

has a personality.

There are apparently only two aspects of the

behavior of newborn babies which show some
consistency from birth to later age levels.

These are general activity (motility) and emo-

tional expressiveness (temperament). Whether
or not one accepts these as personality traits

depends upon his definition of personality.

Gordon Allport •'^ feels that only those stable

modes of behavior adopted by the individual

as a means of adjustment should be regarded

as personality traits. Motility and tempera-

ment, he points out, are primarily products of

heredity, hence not adopted by the individual.

Even though they play an important role in the

modes of adjustment adopted later, Allport does

not believe that they should be considered, in

themselves, as personality traits. He says that

the baby is probably around four months old

before there is "sufficient learning and matura-

tion to form distinctive habits of adjustment or

rudimentary traits." It is still later (the second

half of the first year) before "adaptive responses

to the physical environment and to people

show marked distinctiveness." '-

Whether or not one credits the newborn
baby with personality traits is thus a more
or less academic question. Certainly indi-

vidual differences in both appearance and be-

havior are clearly apparent and some of the

behavioral differences (as well as "looks') are

more or less stable. As one writer '^'^ has said,

at least "a personality nucleus" exists from the

start.

Before the end of the first postnatal year

there are a few personality traits which would
be recognized as such even within a restricted

definition like Allport's. As the child grows

older, however, many more personality traits

are added to the nucleus already present at

birth. We find that such characterizations as

dominant, persistent, sociable, selfish, negativ-

istic, introverted and dozens of others seem
applicable.

There is certainly a more or less gradual

differentiation of the personality pattern with

age. New traits emerge at various age ]e\els

until adulthood. Some psychologists represent

this differentiation diagrammatically, as in

Figure 9.10. The overall figure represents the

total personality and the regions widiin it

represent distinguishable personality traits.^''

The innermost regions of our figure represent

the so-called depth factors in personality.

These are essentially motivational in nature, as

was indicated in the preceding chapter. They
are urges, desires, and aspirations which may
be regarded as "mainsprings" of personality.
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Freud did much to bring siicli inner aspects

of personality to scientific attention and to

sti-ess their biological and social origins, hi

rather picturesque terms, he spoke of the total

personality of the individual as consisting of

three systems, the id, the ego, and the super-

ego. These terms represent "inner forces"

which dri\e the person to do ^^'hat he does.

The id, the ego, and the superego

The newborn baby, as ue know, is acti-

vated purely by biological urges— by hunger,

thirst, the need for warmth, the need for

sleep, and so on. The id is a general term

for such urges. This, according to Freud,

"contains everything that is inherited, that is

present at birth, that is fixed in the constitu-

tion." ^'^ There are no social considerations

which influence the newborn baby's acts, for.

as we said in an earlier discussion, it is at

least two months old before social perception

becomes evident.

Since the biological needs continue through-

out life, the id is considered to be an ever-

present ingredient of personality. However, the

growing infant soon reacts to various aspects

of its environment, including the social aspects.

As this growth continues, the influence of bio-

logical urges is modified in various ways.

While satisfying the "demands of the id," as

Freud would say, the infant learns that its

needs are met more readily and more effec-

tively in certain ways and places than in others.

Eventually, it acts or refrains from acting be-

cause of what it has learned about the con-

sequences of its acts. Thus behavior becomes

less blind, less naive, than at the beginning of

life. To quote Freud again, "Under the influ-

ences of the real external world which sur-

rounds us, one portion of the id has undergone

a special development ... a special organiza-

tion has arisen which henceforward acts as an

intermediary between the id and tlie external

world. This region of our mental life has been

given the name of ego." ^'^ Non-Freudians

might refer to it as the 7 or the self. The
important thing to recognize is that the baby

begins life as a creature of impulse and that,

as it grows older, it acquires ways of behav-

ing which, although biologically rooted, are

also dependent upon what has happened to it

as an individual. These acquired aspects of

its personality, which lead it to act or refrain

from acting in terms of what it knows rather

than in terms of what it is biologicalh', are

\\ hat we refer to as the ego or tire self.

The child develops a concept of self as it

learns to differentiate between its own body
and objects and persons around it and as

it comes to distinguish between self-initiated

acts and those of other people. We can think

of the child as reaching out toward the inani-

mate and animate things around him. In sim-

ple terms, he is learning what the surrounding

world is like, how he differs from it, what
^\'ill hurt him, what will bring pleasure, and

let us say, "what he can get away with."

Freud very aptly refers to this important

process in the development of the ego as

"reality testing."
''•'

In reacting to its environment, the cliikl

e\"entually develops not only an ego, but also

an awareness of right and wrong. This is

the basis of what is commonly called con-

science and what Freud calls the superego.

Our superego is to a great extent dependent

upon parental influences. As Freud says,

"The long period of childhood, during which

the growing human being lives in dependence

upon his parents, leaves behind it a precipi-

tate, which forms within his ego a special

agency in which this parental influence is pro-

longed." As the superego develops, the ego

is called upon to satisfy simultaneously, "the

demands of the id, of the superego and of

reality. . . .

' The egos action is as it should

be "if it is able to reconcile their demands

with one another." '*

The role of the parent

From the time of birth there is a more or

less constant conflict between what the child

wants to do and what his parents and others

want him to do. When he sucks his fingers,

his parent says, "mustn't," "dirty, " "only babies

do that." There is much "hush, hush" concern-

ing sex. He must forego the pleasure of play-

ing with his sex organs. He must not go

around naked. He must not ask questions

about sex or look at the sex organs of other

little boys and girls. He must not scratch.

He must not say certain words. There are

literally thousands of "must nots" drummed
into the child's ear. Whenever he refuses to

obey these parental inhibitions, he is punished,

perhaps by a harsh word, perhaps by being
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made to feel ashamed of his babyishness,

perhaps by seeing the displeasure of his par-

ents, perhaps by having \arious pleasures with-

drawn, or perhaps by application of a switch

or strap. In any case, he eventually comes
to control his own behavior as the parents

would control it; often repeating, as if they

were his own, the parental words of admoni-

tion. The parent said, "You are filthy," and

he now says or thinks, "I am filthy"; the

parent said, "You should be ashamed of your-

self," and he now says, "I ought to be ashamed
of myself," or "I am ashamed of myself."

The superego represents this "interiorization"

or "internalization" of parental prohibitions

and reproofs. Since these are framed in verbal

terms, their acquisition in such tenris is to be
expected.

The parents of course reflect the cultural

patterns and values of their owii society, as

these were impressed upon them by their own
parents, teachers, and others. Their influence

is, howe\'er, not merely negative. They set

a pattern, an example which, whether the

child follows it or not, does much to influence

his own conduct and his attitude toward him-

self and others.

In the course of such developmental or-

ganization as we have sketched, the child ob-

tains his values, his ideals, his social attitudes,

and a concept of his own role in the scheme

of things. Tlie parents are especially impor-

tant because they get at him in his earliest,

most dependent, and most formative years and

because he is so long under their conti'ol.

neurotic and the psychotic people considered

toward the end of this chapter.

Psychopaths are characterized, in general,

by irresponsibility and disregard for the feel-

ings of other people. They have a markedly
defective character. They lack moral values.

Although each psychopath has his own partic-

ular kinds of misconduct, the following

are commonly found, singly or in combination;

lying without restraint, stealing for no apparent

purpose, assuming responsibilities with no
intention of carrying them out, and commit-
ting sexual and other crimes with complete

disregard for the rights and welfare of

others.

Psychopaths tend to act on impulse, as if

dominated by their id, or at least by their id

and a very immature ego. How they failed

to acquire the normal restraints is not known.
Some of them come from homes of high, or

relatively high, socio-economic status. Thus
poverty is not a factor, as it frequendy is in

ordinary crime and delinquency.

The major source of psychopathic person-

ality is some defect in interpersonal relations

within the home. The individual may, to all

outward appearances, have a very good home,
with excellent parents. But his parents may
lack affection for him, shower too much af-

fection upon him, or use inadequate disci-

plinary measures. Indeed, extensive investi-

gation of patterns of child rearing leads the

investigators to conclude that a highly devel-

oped conscience comes largely through the

mother's influence.''^

Defective superegos

Most of us develop a superego which ad-

justs us reasonably well to our society. We
learn not to be destructive, to be honest, to

tell the truth, to refrain from hurting those

around us, to be conscientious with respect

to the responsibilities thrust upon us and,

in general, to be "good citizens," to have "a

good character." But the superego of some,

if they can be said to have one, is defective.

Although such persons differ a great deal

among themselves, they are sufficiently alike

in certain respects to be designated, in gen-

eral, as psychopathic personalities. Most are

bright enough to have learned the lessons that

others leam and they are not mentally ill; at

least not in the same sense as the psycho-

We can say with some degree of con\icti()n

that mothers who love and accept tlieir chil-

dren, and who use love-oriented techniques

of discipline rather than material or physical

techniques, produce relativeh- more children

with high conscience.

By love-oriented techniques the>" mean tem-

porary withdrawal of affection, such as with-

holding the usual endearments. This is often

quite influential if there is already a \\arm

relationship between mother and child. Ma-
terial and physical techniques involve material

rewards, phx'sical punishments, and withdrawal

of privileges.

We have said very little about the broader

cultural and other situational backgrounds of

personality. Cultural influences are, as it were.
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focused upon the developing child in the home,
in school, and in the neighborhood. In addi-

tion to influences which stem from the culture

itself, there are others — like having or not

having brothers and sisters.

SITUATIONAL INFLUENCES

We would possess a very different per-

sonality if we had been brought up by the

Eskimos, the Sioux, the Balinese, or by some
other cultural group. Not only would we
dress differently, live in a different kind of

dwelling, eat different food, use different im-

plements and weapons, speak a different lan-

guage, and have different social customs, but
we would also have a very different conception

of the world and of our owm place within it.

Our ego and our superego would differ greatly

from what they are.

Cultural anthropologists have rightly placed

much emphasis upon the "socio-cultural ma-
trix" in which personalities develop.^" If we
are reared in the United States, we acquire a

way of life, and with it, a personality, which
an outside observer might well characterize

as "typically American." But, even within tliis

cultural matrix, aspects of personality may
differ depending upon whether we are reared

in the North or the South, the East or the

West; whether we are reared in the country,

in a city or a town; whether we grow up in

the slums or in the best residential section;

whether our early life is spent in a house or

an apartment; whether our parents are rich

or poor, together or separated, cultured or

uncultured, religious or irrehgious; whether we
go to a standard, substandard or superior

school; whether we have, or do not have, close

friends; whether they conform, or fail to con-

form, to the mores of our culture; and so on.

Such socio-cultural influences are focused

upon a child from the moment of birth and
they continue to influence him all the days

of his life. Some are especially influential in the

early years and some not until the upper levels

of maturity are reached.

Home influences

The most important early contacts are of

course those between a child and its parents

or guardians. These, as we have already sug-

gested, provide a focal point for the cul-

ture. Parental behavior— whether stem or af-

fectionate, permissive or prohibitive— is often

cultiually patterned. Within our own culture,

however, child care and training, although

culturally patterned in many respects, leaves

much to the discretion of the parents. If a

child's parents are repressive and without

overt affection, this often leads to introvert

tendencies, the child withdrawing into a world

of fantasy where, perhaps, he does what his

parents will not allow him to do and he finds

the affection denied him in real life. This is

not the inevitable reaction to suppression and
lack of affection, however, for the child's tem-

perament, which is doubtless partly inborn,

plays a role. The same objective situation, al-

though fraught with the possibilities suggested,

may actually lead to resistance and a show
of defiance. "The same fire that melts the

butter hardens the egg." ^^

On the other hand, the parents may be over-

indulgent or overaffectionate, and they may
encourage the child to "show off" in the pres-

ence of others, making him more extraverted

than he might otherwise be. Then, too, they

may encourage him to look to them for

important decisions, creating a dependence
that, with continued encouragement, may
carry over into adult life. One mother may ask

a child what kind of cereal he v\'ould like for

breakfast, what book he would like to have

read to him, which suit he would like to wear,

and so on, requiring him to make his own
decisions early. Another mother may give him
what she thinks he ought to have and herself

decide what he ought to wear and what he
ought to have read to him. The second

mother, wittingly or unwittingly, is en-

couraging dependency rather than independ-

ence.

How the parents react to curiosity about

sex, what they say about relatives, about neigh-

bors, and so on, all have possible effects.

Some parents continually go bull-headedly

into conflict situations within the home,
while others get around them in a manner
conducive to eventual harmony and a minimal
display of emotion. The following are illustra-

tions of how children may be diverted from
a certain course of action, yet without emo-
tional disturbance.

A child came home from school with plans
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to attend an amusement park with several of

her friends. Her parents felt that the park

was not a fit place for young children to go

unaccompanied. However, the children had
made their plans. The next day, a school

holiday, they were going early in the morning

and were to stay all day. Many a mother

would say, "You can't go!"— perhaps giving

the reasons for her objections— and arouse

antagonism. The mother in question solved

the problem without eliciting the display of

emotion which such parental frustration might

arouse. She agreed to let the child go, then

dropped the matter for a time. At the supper

table, however, she said, "Mary, since you

are going to— park tomorrow and will be out

all day, I think I'll go into town in the moniing,

do some shopping I've been wanting to do for

some time, eat my lunch downtown, and go to

see a movie. I'll be home in plenty of time to

get your supper." The mother knew well

enough the attractiveness of the respecti\'c

alternatives. After a moment or t\vo of hesi-

tation, the child said, "Mother, do you sup-

pose that I could go with you if I don't go

to— park?" The mother said, "Why, if you'd

rather do that, we can go downtown to-

gether."

A child of three insisted that he was going

to take his teddy bear to Nursery School.

His father said, "All right, you may take it."

Then, after a few minutes, the father said,

"People are going to say, 'Look at that baby

carrying a teddy bear to school.' " The child

replied, "I'm not a baby. I'm a big boy!"

Then he said, "I think I'll leave Teddy home,

he might get a cold." His father knew that

the desire to be thought a big boy was more
potent than the desire to take the teddy bear.

There is literally no end to the examples

of home influence that one might give. The
above illustrations serve to point out that it

is very important for development of person-

ality. Several recent documentarx' films have

especialh' stressed the mother's influence. A
case in which the mother's behavior was con-

ducive to delinquency in her child was dis-

cussed in Chapter 2 (p. 33).

The same home situation does not, of course,

always have the same effect. The child ma>'

become like the parent or just the opposite; he

may conform or not, depending upon earlier

modes of reaction and perhaps upon the sort

of indi\'idual he is constitutionally. Influences

outside the home may also have their effect

upon what the home itself does. One child

feels trapped and does nothing about it,

while another stays away as much as possible

in the homes of friends.

The only child and birth order

There has been much talk about onh' chil-

dren having "spoiled" personalities, but psy-

chological in\estigation has shown that, while

some only children may be "spoiled," the

personality of only children as a group is not

different from that of children with sisters and

brothers. One method has been to match only

and not-only children for age. sex, socio-eco-

nomic status, family organization, and I.Q.

Personality tests were then given to the

matched groups, which consisted of thirty chil-

dren each. Teachers also rated the children

for \arious traits. There were small differences,

sometimes in favor of the onh' children and

sometimes in favor of the not-only children.

The chief difference was that the only children

had a few more "sissies" and "tomboys" among
them than did the not-only children.'^

Onliness has possibilities fraught with danger

to normal development, but these are only

possibilities. What is more important than

onliness as such is how the parents handle

the situation. If the child has other children

to play with— at home, in the neighborhood,

or in a nursery school— and if his parents do

not center too much attention upon him, there

is no reason why he should be handicapped by
his onliness.

Much has been written also about the

youngest child and the oldest child in a

family. Testing of children in different posi-

tions of the family hierarchy, however, has

failed to show any evidence that birth-order

is, on the average, related in any significant

manner to the kind of personality developed.

In individual cases, howe\er, the fact of being

an only child, or a child in some special birth-

order, ma>" be important in determining the

personality of the child in question.'*-'

Other social situations

After the family situation there come, of

course, the influences of the neighborhood,

community, Sunday School, preschool, school.
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church, peer group (age mates), and so on.

Each such situation may leave its mark upon
personahty. Comradeships within any of these

situations have, of course, possibihties for good

or ill. The situations themselves, like the home
situation, may have unpredictable effects on

personality. School makes scholars out of

some children, while it makes other children

haters of school and anything relating to it.

In high school, college, and business or pro-

fessional life, the situations that we meet may
have an influence on certain of our personality

traits. But we are more resistant to change

at these levels than earlier because, once cer-

tain habits and attitudes are acquired, they are

somewhat resistant to change. Even though

many individuals could change their person-

ality in certain respects, especially by reacting

differently to social situations, they seldom do

so. One reason is that they are often pretty

well satisfied with themselves as they are.

This prevents them from recognizing that they

may have traits which could be improved.

Sometimes, however, the situation forces

a new type of adjustment, or, if it doesn't force

a change, at least becomes conducive to

change. One of the most interesting examples

of this is the following experiment:

A small group of college men agreed to co-

operate in establishing a shy and inept girl as

a social favorite. They saw to it . . . that she

was invited to college affairs that were con-

sidered important and that she always had
dancing partners. They treated her by agree-

ment as though she were the reigning college

favorite. Before the year was over she devel-

oped an easy manner and a confident assump-

tion that she was popular. These habits con-

tinued her social success after the experiment

was completed and the men involved had

ceased to make efforts in her behalf. They
themselves had accepted her as a success.

What her college career would have been if the

experiment had not been made is impossible

to say, of course, but it is fairly certain that she

would have resigned all social ambitions and

would have found interests compatible with

her social ineptitude.''*

THE NORMAL PERSONALITY

What is a normal personality? What is an

abnormal personality? As we said earlier, the

answer to these questions is not easy to find.

The words "normal" and "abnormal" have

different meanings for different people. From
the so-called normative view, anybody who is

different from the one making the judgment

is abnormal. In terms of the statistical view,

however, anybody is abnormal who diverges

very much from the average. The average

person, according to this view, is the most

normal one. From the purely social view-

point, the normal person is the one who is ad-

justed to his environment to such an extent

that he finds life enjoyable, and the abnormal

one is the unadjusted— the one, in extreme

cases, who would like to "get away from it all."

To complicate the matter further, each of us

may toe the normative, statistical, or social

line with respect to some traits and not with

respect to others. Moreover, we may be ad-

justed at times and not at others; for example,

in a case of emergency or disaster. Generally

speaking, however, the individual is regarded

as normal if he has some socially acceptable

goal around which his activities are integrated,

if he finds the pursuit of his goal worthwhile,

and if, in general, he gets pleasure out of

living. The person who has no socially accept-

able goal, who is at cross-purposes within him-

self and with his group, and who does not

enjoy life as it is, but tries to shut himself off

from it, is, generally speaking, regarded as

having an abnormal personality.

It is well to recognize, however, that what
passes for a worth-while goal in one society

or social group does not necessarily pass for

a worth-while goal in others. Moreover, what
is perfecdy normal behavior in one society may
be abnormal in another. The Central Austra-

lian aboriginal goes naked all the time, and

this casts no reflection on his personality. But

if you follow his example in "civilized society,"

you will be regarded not only as abnormal but

as a criminal as well. To belong to a colony of

nudists in a civilized country may also be

significant in regard to the individual's per-

sonality.

Although it is difficult to draw any well-

defined line between what is normal and what
is abnormal, there are certain well-character-

ized abnormal personality types.

The structural or organic personality dis-

orders, as mentioned in Chapter 1, are those

which have a known organic basis, like syph-

ilis of the nervous system or hardening of the

arteries of the brain.
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Functional disorders, on the other hand,

have no presendy known organic basis, except

acquired modifications of the nervous system

which underhe the individual's particular atti-

tudes toward himself and others.

PSYCHONEUROTIC PERSONALITIES

Psychoneuroses (or neuroses) are relatively

mild mental disorders. They include such

symptoms as excessive fatigue and bodily com-

plaints (neurasthenia), loss of memory or of

sensory or motor functions (dissociation), and

abnormal anxiety ( anxiety neurosis ) . Al-

though such disorders may cause great distress

to the person, afflicted with them, and be a

nuisance to those who have to associate with

him, they are usually neither incapacitating nor

dangerous. Institutionalization is rarely neces-

sary.

All personality disorders which fall within

the psychoneurotic classification are generally

assumed to be functional in origin. That is to

say, they grow out of habits and attitudes

acquired while the individual is attempting to

adjust to his environment. They are varieties

of maladjustment. A large proportion of the

complaints with which general medical prac-

titioners must deal are psychoneurotic, al-

though thought by the patient to be organic.

Neurasthenia

Many people have symptoms which, to-

gether, are called neurasthenic. The term it-

self implies a nerve weakness although, as

we have said, there is no known organic basis.

Here is an illustrative case from the files of a

psychiatrist:

Ever since I have been married I've been

nervous. If I didn't have the finest husband in

the world and one who takes wonderful care

of me and puts up with all of my complaining

and all my sickness, I'd be a grass widow.

... I haven't been a wife to him at all. We
been too sick. First there was that awful

headache. Oh, I can't tell >'ou how terrible it

was. It just knocked me downi, and I thought

the end of the world had come. . . . But there's

been a lot of other things. There's a sort of

internal trembling, you know, a kind of inward

nervousness, and I feel as though all my
organs were quivering. One doctor told me

my nerves were tied in knots.

I don't know why it is, but I can't stand any-

thing. I haven't strength enough to walk from
here to the streetcar and back. I may get up
in the morning feeling pretty good, but by the

time I get breakfast for my husband and have
started on my morning's work, I'm nearly ex-

hausted, and by noon I'm just completely

played out. . . .

I guess I told you about my sweating and
getting so hot and then so cold. Did I tell

you about that funny twisting feeling? It nms
right through my right side down into my leg.

I think it's a nerve loose or something like that.

None of the doctors know what to make of my
case. I've been to dozens of them. Yes, and
I've tried osteopaths and chiropractors. I even

went to the new psychology school and I

don't know what all else. Some say I ought to

try Christian Science, but you can't tell me
these things are imaginary, and they are not

in my mind either. I'll admit I'm nervous,

but there's a cause for these things some-

where. I know I never had 'em before I was
married."'''

What is often lacking in such persons is a

goal toward which they can direct their

thinking instead of focusing upon bodily feel-

ings. They often "hang onto" their ailments

with grim earnestness like the shipwrecked

sailor hangs onto a raft. Sometimes their ail-

ments are "all they have." In many instances

these provide a "good" excuse for failing to

meet obligations or failing in marriage, the

business world, or elsewhere. Like anybody
else, these unfortunates are trying to adjust

to the situations of life. But instead of facing

their problems in a realistic manner, they

find escape through sickness. They do not

do this intentionally, but they perhaps learned

earl\' in life that sickness excuses one from

many things, and even brings sympathy.

They drifted gradually, and unthinkingly, into

these mental disorders. Sometimes they are

merely following a pattern set in the home.

Indecision and doubt

The following case typifies a variety of psy-

choneurosis characterized by indecision and

doubt.
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7 , I I A Multiple Personality. Mrs. "Eve White" of the Three Faces of Eve is shown taking

a Rorschach test. She was, at various times, "a dull, unhappy housewife," a "hell-raising hoyden,"

or "a dignified, cultured woman." Subsequently a fourth personality, a more mature one,

emerged. (Photo by Jack Woods, courtesy of Dr. C. H. Thigpen and The Saturday Evening Post.)

A boy in higli school was supplied with

some second-hand books. He began to doubt

the accuracy of them, for, as they were not

new, he thought they might be out of date

and what he read might not be the truth.

Before long he would not read a book unless

he could satisfy himself that it was new and

the writer of it an authority. Even then he was

assailed with doubts. For he felt uncertain as

to whether he understood what he read. If, for

example, he came across a word of which he

was not sure of the exact meaning, he could not

go on until he had looked up the word in a

dictionary. But likely as not in the definition

of the word there would be another word with

which he was not entirely familiar and he

would have to look that up, so that at times

half an hour or more \vould be taken up in

reading a single page, and even then he would

feel doubtful as to whether he had got the

exact truth.'*'''

Dissociation

A large variety of psychoneurotic disor-

ders are characterized by what has been called

"dissociation." This may be defined as a state

in which certain activities are no longer inte-

grated with the personality as a whole. These

activities are like bits of behavior "split off"

from, yet coexisting with the rest. Many such

conditions may be simulated in an hypnotic
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trance. The term hysteria (p. 16) is often

used to designate this class of disorders. Some
of the symptoms of hysteria are sensory, such

as functional bhndness, deafness, and anes-

thesia (loss of cutaneous sensitivity). There

are functional motor disorders, like twitching of

muscles, paralysis of facial muscles or of

limbs, and muscular spasms which may in-

volve the whole body. There are memory dis-

orders, like amnesia and fugue. Amnesia is

loss of memory such as one often reads about

in the newspapers. A person thus afflicted may
wander off, forgetting his name and where

he came from. A fugue is a confused state

in which an individual may commit some deed,

perhaps murder, but later have no recollection

of it. Dual personality such as that repre-

sented fictionally in Dr. Jekyll and Mr, Hyde
also falls within this general classification.

Sometimes several alternating personalities

are apparent in the same individual and we
speak of multiple personality. The highly

publicized book Three Faces of Eve, which was
also the basis of a movie of the same name,

deals with a multiple personality.^" In Figure

9.11, "Eve White," one of these personalities,

is pictured while responding to a Rorschach

ink blot.

Although there are many theories concerning

the origin of dissociative disorders, it is now
generally conceded that they come from men-

tal conflict, the tension or stress involved when
the satisfaction of needs is thwarted or when
one is "between the devil and the deep blue

sea." Sometimes these disorders leave spon-

taneously when the confhct situation which

produced them has been resolved.

A man \\'ho was engaged and otherwise

obligated to a girl with whom he was no

longer in love disappeared and was found

wandering around in the Midwest, having

forgotten his name, the girl, and e\'erything

which would identify his past. The girl finally

jilted him and he gradually recovered his mem-
ory. This and many similar cases may look

very much like malingering, but there is am-
ple evidence that assumption of such states is

beyond the individual's control. He drifts into

them gradually, perhaps wishing that he were
not the person he is with the obligations he

has. One interpretation is tliat he suggests or

even "hypnotizes" himself into the states in

question.

Anxiety neuroses

Many psychoneurotics experience an.xiety

without sufficient cause. Abnormal fears

(phobias), like fear of enclosed spaces, are

anxiety neuroses. Sometimes the anxiety

neurosis involves panic. The person becomes
panicky for fear he is about to die or that he

will commit some misdeed. He may actually

go berserk. There is also a "free-floating" anxiety

in which the person is anxious, but without

knowing why he is an.xious or about what.

All he knows is that something dreadful is

about to happen. The woman portrayed in

Figure 9.12 says "Doctor, I'm worried, but

I don't know why. I'm just worried. I have

no reason to be, but I am." The tense attitude

pictured here is typical.

7. I Z. Acute Anxiety Neurosis. The artist has

pictured a typical anxiety neurotic — tense and

anxious about nothing in particular. She is worried

but does not know why. (After Dr. F. Netter, cour-

tesy of Ciba.)



An.\iet>' neuroses appear to grow out of a

conflict between ( 1 ) the individual's bio-

logical mges (as represented by the id),

(2) the demands of reality (as represented

by the ego), and (3) the dictates of parents

and others (as represented by the superego).

Freudians stress the threatening nature of this

conflict. In essence, it in\'ol\es the threat tliat

his biological urges will overpower the indi-

vidual, making him do what he knows he

should not, or must not, do. He is anxious

lest his repressed motives break through the

"cultural veneer" and cause him to lose self

respect, or the affection or respect of others.

When neurotic anxiety has a focus (as in

phobias, p. 162) or when it concerns some
organ (say the heart) it is said to be displaced.

The focal situation, object, or symptom is a

substitute for (or hides from the individual)

the inner conflict which is the real source of his

anxiety. Thus a man with homosexual tenden-

cies may develop palpitation and an intense

anxiety about his heart whenever he is alone

with another man. His real difficulty resides in

his homosexual impulses and the threat that

he may try to satisfy them, hence bring dis-

grace upon himself. In cases like this, anxiety

is not merely displaced; it also diverts attention

from the "disgraceful" urges and, for the time

at least, removes the threat.

PSYCHOTHERAPY OF
PSYCHONEUROSES

There are many psychological procedures

designed to alleviate psychoneurotic behavior.

Most of these can claim a certain measure of

success. Even talking with a person who will

listen sympathetically sometimes relieves the

psychoneurotic's tension. Quite often the only

therapy involved is a series of interviews with

a psychiatrist or clinical psychologist who can

listen, question, and give what appears to be

appropriate advice.

As our historical introduction indicated

(pp. 16-17), hypnotic suggestion may re-

lieve certain symptoms of hysteria. Freud used

hypnosis before he hit upon the psychoana-

lytic procedures of free association and dream
anaylsis. Psychoanalysis, he felt, gets at the

root of the difficulty— at depth factors —
hence is more effective than mere removal

of symptoms.

Psychoanalysis

Ps\-choanalysis is toda>' a widely used

therapy. But different "schools" of psycho-

analysis differ somewhat in their procedures

and also in their interpretations of what these

reveal. •''*

In typical psychoanalytical procedure the

patient reclines on a comfortable sofa and is

encouraged to say everything which comes to

mind, the analyst occasionally directing asso-

ciation by asking certain questions. The patient

may reach a point where blocking occurs or

where ideas seem too ridiculous, or too filthy,

or too horrible for expression. Here the analyst

urges the patient to express the ideas in ques-

tion. Many such seances may eventually lay

bare the significant aspects of the individual's

life history. Sometimes, in the course of these

seances, the individual breaks down emotion-

ally— weeping, cursing, and so on. This

emotional flareup is often found to have thera-

peutic value. In dream analysis the patient

relates his dreams and these are anaKzed for

what they may reveal about his motives and
about other "depth" aspects of his personality.

The analyst usually interprets the findings

and teUs the subject what is wrong with him
and what to do about it. These interpretations

and the advice given are usually colored by

psychoanahtic theories.

Client-centered therapy

A form of interview used for therapeutic

purposes and regarded by many as a substi-

tute for psychoanalysis has been developed by

Rogers ^'' and his followers. It is known as

"client-centered" therapy. This usually re-

quires much less time than psychoanalysis. It

also differs from psychoanalysis in another,

more important respect: the counselor re-

frains from telling an individual the nature

of his problem and what he should do about it.

A psychoanalyst, as we have seen, injects

guidance based upon the patient's reveries and

upon analysis of his dreams. Since these fea-

trues are absent from Rogers' procedure, it is

called "nondirective. " The "client-centered"

designation suggests that with this procedure

the client rather than the counselor plays the

central role in achieving a solution.
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The following excerpts from transcribed

inter\ie\vs illustrate the general nature of client

centered therap\' and also why it is so desig-

nated. Observe that the counselor says \er\'

little. Note, also that the client himself here

develops insight into what his problem is and

what he should do about it. The counselor's

aim is to facilitate the gaining of such in-

sights. When achieved, they are recognized by

the client as his own rather than the counsel-

or's. He is thus likely to accept and to act

upon them.

Excerjit from first interview
''"

S (subject). Well, its just reached the

point where it becomes unbearable. I'd rather

be dead than live as I am now.

C (counselor). You'd rather be dead tlian

Ii\'e as >ou are now? Can you tell me a little

more about that?

S. Well, I hope. Of coiuse we ahva\s li\e

on hope.

C. Yes.

S. But— No, I don't ha\e any conscious

suicidal urge or anything like that. It's just

that— looking at it rationally, I feel that I'm

— that I'm in the red now and I wouldn't want
to keep on living in the red. (Pause')

C. Well, can you tell me in any more de-

tailed way what— in what ^^•ay it blocks >ou

so much that you really feel sometimes that

\ou'd be better off dead?

S. Well, I don't know if I can an\- more

accurately describe the sensation. It's just a

— a very impressive and painful weight as if

an axe were pressing on the whole abdomen,

pressing down, I can almost— I can almost

sense the position and I feel that it is oppress-

ing me very radically, that is, that it goes

right do\\n to the roots of m\' d\namic energ\-.

so that no matter in what field I assa\' an\-

sort of effort, I find the blocking.

Excerpt from eighth ami final intervieic

S. Well, Vve been noticing something de-

cidedly new. Rather than having fluctu-

ations, r\e been noticing a ver\' gradual steady

impro\ement. It's just as if I had become more

stabilized and my growth had been one of the

hard way and the sure wa\' rather than the

wa\'ering and fluctuating wa\'.

C. M-hm.
S. I go into situations, and e\en tliough

it's an effort, why I go ahead and make m\-

progress, and I find that when you sort of

seize the bull by the horns, as it were, why
it isn't so bad as if \ou sort of deliberate and

perhaps — well, think too long about it like I

used to. I sort of say to myself, "Well, I know-

absolutely that avoiding the situation w'ill

lea\e me in the same old rut I've been taking,"

and I realize that I don't want to be in the

same old rut, so I go ahead and go into the

situation, and even when I ha\e disappoint-

ments in the situation, I find that the>' don't

bring me down as much as they used to.

C. That sounds like real progress.

S. And what pleases me is that my feelings

are on an e\en keel, steadily improving, which

gi\es me much more of a feeling of security'

than if I had fluctuations. You see, fluctu-

ations lead you from the peaks to the valleys,

and you can't get as much self-confidence as

when vou're having gradual impro\'ement.

C. M-hm.

Ps\choanalysts have claimed that this tech-

nique insufficiendy probes the "depths" of

personality. Whether or not it is necessary to

go so "deep" cannot be decided until adequate

comparative studies on the relative effective-

ness of these two therapeutic procedures

have been carried out. It may well be that

some psychoneurotic conditions yield better to

one approach than to the other. "'^

Group therapy

Group therapy is another procedure de\ised

to alleviate ps>'choneurotic and other difficul-

ties."'- This may in\oI\e aspects of the thera-

pies already mentioned, but it gets its name
from its application to more than one indi-

vidual simultaneoush'. Two or more persons

with somewhat similar problems meet to talk

about them under the guidance of a counselor,

usually a psychiatrist or a clinical psycholo-

gist. It often helps a person to leani that

others have simOar problems. In the group

situation, moreoxer, indi\iduals ma\' support

each other in efforts to sohe mutual problems.

.AJcoholics Anonymous works on this principle.

\Vhen problem situations are acted out by the

persons concerned, v^e ha\'e a form of group

ps\chotherapy known as pstjchodrama'''^

Many psychoneurotics get better sponta-
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neously after conflicts have resolved themselves.

It is with the psychoneuroses, moreover,

that various cults and foiTns of faith heal-

ing have had their major successes. Mild tran-

quilizers" are also widely used to reduce

neurotic tensions and anxiety.

PSYCHOTIC PERSONALITIES

Psychoses are much more serious than

psychoneuroses. There is usually a marked
psychological deterioration. The individual

is often out of contact with reality. He may
have hallucinations (false perceptions). He
may for example, see visions and hear voices

without any objective basis. He may even

"taste" ground glass or poison in his food. He
may also have false judgments and jump to

false conclusions; in short, be deluded or have

delusions. Thus a patient may have the delu-

sion that he is God, that he is the head of the

institution in which he is a patient, or that a

sucking machine operating from some distant

place is drawing his vital energy from him.''^

The absurdity of such delusions shows how
lacking in insight psychotic people may
be. It is not uncommon for a psychoneurotic

to call himself "neurotic" and even to laugh

at himself. But the psychotic is usually sure

that he is all right and the world all wrong.

Psychotherapy may help some such patients,

but with others it is quite ineffective, largely

because of communication difficulties.

Psychotics are often dangerous to them-

selves and to those around them, hence one

must usually place them in hospitals where
they can be treated and looked after. Many

get well, but others must be institutionalized

for long periods. In fact, psychotics occupy
more hospital beds in this country than do all

other ill patients put together.

There are, as we have seen, two broad

classifications of psychoses. Those with a

known organic basis, like syphilis and alco-

holism, are said to be organic. Those without

any associated gross organic pathology are

known as junctional. Should it be found, how-
ever, that a psychosis now classified in the

latter group is due to some structinal or bio-

chemical defect not yet evident, the psychosis

would then be designated as organic. Actu-

ally, the differentiation that is customarily

used, and which we adopt here for conven-

ience in discussion may, in the long run, timi

out to have been an artifact,"

With respect to schizophrenia, a "functional

psychosis" to be discussed presently, there is

already much controversy about proper classi-

fication. One statistical study shows that

schizophrenia tends to run in families. More-
over, if one identical twin becomes schizo-

phrenic, the other will, in 86 out of 100 cases,

also develop schizophrenia.''' Some have

questioned the adequacy of these statistics.^*'

But, even if they should be substantiated,

there are at least two possible interpretations.

One is that a susceptibility to schizophrenia is

inherited, hence that the disease has an or-

ganic basis. Another is that individuals who
are related, and especially those who live

under the same conditions, may acquire their

attitudes or modes of thinking from those

around tliem. This would be a functional

interpretation. There is even the possibility

" There are two general groups of so-called

"tranquilizers." All tend to have a quietening
effect upon the organism, both animal and human.
The milder group (derived from meprobamate)
go under a variety of trade names and are some-
times prescribed by physicians to calm their

anxious and tense patients. More powerful tran-

quilizers (including chlorpromazine) are used
especially with schizophrenics and, according to

recent reports, are known to have rather specific

effects upon the reticular formation of the brain

.stem (pp. 187-188). See especially Cazzullo, C. L.

"Biological Aspects of Pharmacodynamics in Psy-

choses," pp. 331-340 in Rinkel, M., and H. C. B.

Dember (Eds.), Chemical Concepts of Psychosis.

McDowell, Obolensky, 1958.

° The problem of differentiating between so-

called "functional" and "organic" psychoses is,

in essence, as Stanley Cobb, the eminent psy-

chiatrist, has stated it in the following quotation

from his Foundations of Neuropsychiatry (6th
Ed.). Williams & Wilkins, 1958, p. 127. He
says, "It may seem pedantic to expatiate upon tlie

impossibility of drawing a line between 'organic'

and 'functional,' but experience shows that it is

necessary to empliasize that no such line can
logically be drawn. If it be drawn arbitrarily, its

position is ordained by the point to wliich tech-

nology has advanced in that year. It depends on
what kind of a 'scope,' 'graph,' or 'meter' is used
by the observer. In otlier words, tlie line between
organic and functional ( and between physical and
mental) is an artifact."
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that both an inherited disposition and an

acquired one are interiinked. It is possible,

for instance, that there is an inherited tendenc\'

to break down under stress // the individual is

subjected to vinusual stress, but even then, only

if he has acquired inadequate ways of facing

problems.

The question as to how schizophrenia

should be classified is also complicated by

medical research. Investigators have reported

from time to time that schizophrenics suffer

from glandular defects, disturbed bodily

metabolism, and chemical malfunctions of

various kinds.''' So far, no such claims ha\c

been sufficiendy substantiated to warrant

general acceptance. But even though a bio-

chemical defect should be found to accom-

pany schizophrenia, it would still be necessary

to prove that this was the cause of the disease

rather than a bodily disturbance which devel-

oped subsequently. We have seen in discussing

emotion and psychosomatic disorders (p.

216) that ps>'chological stress often disturbs

a person's biochemical equilibrium.

Should an organic basis for schizophrenia

be found (hereditary or otlierwise) one would
still be confronted with the fact that differ-

ent people classified as schizophrenic exhibit

very diverse combinations of symptoms. This

being so, it is evident that their ways of be-

having and thinking must have been acquired

through individual experience. Thus, if an

organic basis were found, it would indicate

only a predisposition toward an exact pat-

tern of mental illness. It would not account

for the actual breakdown nor for the combina-

tion of symptoms found in a particular case.

In view of the above, we will regard the

so-called "functional psychoses," tentatively at

least, as maladjustments arising out of peculiar

attitudes which the individual has developed

toward his \\'orld, including his relations with

other people.

Organic psychoses

The organic psychoses most clearly recog-

nized are general paresis of the insane, senile

psychosis, and alcoholic psychosis.

General paresis. This is due to syphilis of

the brain (Figure 9.13). But only a small

proportion of people who contract syphilis

become paretic. If syphilis is treated and

7 . I >J A Normal and a Paretic Brain. When
a normal brain (top) is compared with a paretic

brain (bottom), the cortical destruction in advanced

paresis can be clearly seen. Not every paretic

brain shows such widespread deterioration. Indeed,

as indicated in the text, paresis is today usually

cured in its early stages. (Top photo from Gardner,

E., Neurology, 3rd Edition. Saunders, 1958, p. 11.

Bottom photo from JellifFe, S. E., and W. A. White,

Diseases of the Nervous System, 6th Edition. Leo

and Febiger, 1935, p. 821.)

cured early, as it now can be with penicillin,

general paresis will never occur. It usually

comes several >'ears after all evidences of

untreated syphilis ha\-e disappeared.

Here is the case of a person who contracted

syphilis and was not cured, although all

symptoms eventually disappeared. His paresis

came on about thirteen years after he thought

he was ciued of syphilis. Brought before a

class in abnormal psychology, he showed
absence of certain reflexes and exaggeration

of others, his speech was thick and he could

not distinctly say such things as "black bug's

blood." Moreover, he swayed slightly when his

eyes were open, a great deal when his eyes

were closed.
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"Mr. , how are you feeling today?"

"Fine, never felt better in my life!" "How are

you off financially?" "Oh, I'm doing quite well.

I have one billion dollars in the bank and

another billion in the bank." "Have you
any children?" "No. We had one, but it

died at birth. I'm going to pick up a half

dozen at— hospital on my way back to— .

I'm going to get four girls and two boys."

"What are you going to name them?" "Well,

I guess I'll name the four girls after the

Dionne quintuplets." "Which ones?" "All of

them." "But aren't there five quintuplets?"

"Five! Well, what the hell!"

Before this patient came into the hospital

he was threatening to kill people who "had

done him some wrong." He said he was not

now mad at anyone. He was being given

malarial and drug therapy and had showai

considerable improvement since entering the

institution. This is not necessarily a typical

case, for every case is different in many re-

spects. But delusions of grandeur (billions in

the bank, picking up si.\ children on the way
home, and the like) are often found in such

cases.

Senile psychoses. These psychoses present a

variety of patterns. Quite often there are

delusions of one sort or another. One old man
asked the doctor to bore a hole and let out

some of the air that was pressing down on his

brain, talked of people trying to poison him,

and so on. Such delusions are common in

senile cases. There are also defects of memory.
The patient may forget recent events. False

memories may occur, as when the senOe per-

son tells you he did something a few moments
ago that he could not have done because he
was sitting before you in the room. Quite

often there is disorientation, the patient not

knowing where he is, what year it is, how
long he has been in the institution, and so on.

Alcoholic psychoses. Psychoses brought on

by excessive use of alcohol take many forms,

including the well-known delirium tremens,

in which the victim has terrifying hallucina-

tions. Sometimes the disordered behavior is

similar to that found in senile psychosis. It

may also simulate certain aspects of paranoid

schizophrenia, a functional psychosis to be

considered shortly.

Functional psychoses

The most frequent of these are manic-de-

pressive psychosis and the various fonns of

schizophrenia.

Manic-depressive psychosis. This disorder

is characterized by extreme ups and downs
of mood. In the manic state the individual

may be extremely happy, singing at the top

of his voice, dancing around, working on

inventions that will "shake the world to its

foundations." He may also be so obstreperous

that he must be kept under restraint of

some kind. Delusions and hallucinations are

often present. In both men and women, vile

language, curses, sexual allusions, and se.xual

displays are common. Sometimes there is a

"flight of ideas," the individual going oft on

one tangent or another as each idea occurs to

him.

In the depressive state, these people pre-

sent an even more pitiful picture. Many of

them cry continually, accuse themselves of all

kinds of sins, refuse to eat or drink because -"it

would be a sin to keep this evil body ali\'e"

and try to commit suicide. Such patients are,

of course, tube-fed and watched closely to see

that they do themselves no harm. The manic
and depressive states alternate in a variety of

ways. Some patients go into only one state,

with periods of normalcy in between. Others

have a period of depression followed by nor-

malcy, and then by mania.

Many people with a manic-depressive psy-

chosis get well. Some, of whom Clifford Beers

is the best known, have written books about

their experiences as patients in mental hospi-

tals. Through his book, A Mind That Found
Itself, and the mental hygiene mo\'ement which
he was instrumental in starting. Beers did

much to improve conditions in mental hospi-

tals and to further public understanding of tl)e

nature of mental illness and how it may be
prevented. We will have more to say about

this shortly.

The exbeme mania and depression that

Beers experienced is now seldom seen in mental

hospitals, the reason being that tranquilizers

are being widely used to reduce tension and
excitement.'''* When these are ineffective in

controlling depressive states, electric shock

therapy (electroconvulsive therapy, or E.C.T.)
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is often used. This involves passing a weak
electric current through the brain, from elec-

trodes placed on the skull. The patient is

thrown into a mild con\ulsion followed by a

brief period of unconsciousness. A series of

such treatments, days or weeks apart, often

leads to recovery. Why electric shock treat-

ments are effective in relieving depressive

states is not known. There are several theories,

but we will not discuss them here.''-' The gains

achieved by electric shock treatments are often

maintained with the help of tranquilizers.

Schizophrenia. This, literally, is a "split-

ting of the mind." The designation schizo-

phrenia is now more widely used than the

earlier term, dementia praecox, which means

"youthful insanity." While this disease does

usually make its appearance in youth, it often

occurs in individuals ranging in age up to the

middle years of life.

A general characteristic frequendy observed

in schizophrenics is withdrawal from normal

contacts with other people. This is an extreme

form of introversion. The patients shown in

Figure 9.14 are schizophrenics who illustrate

withdrawal as well as other symptoms.

There are actually many symptoms em-
braced by the term schizophrenia and each

indi\idual so classified has his own combina-

tion. Nevertheless there is enough similarits'

amid this diversity to warrant the use of

certain class names. Four categories of schizo-

phrenia are widely recognized. These are

simple schizophrenia, hebephrenic schizo-

phrenia, catatonic schizophrenia and paranoid

schizophrenia. Some distinguishing charac-

teristics of each are considered shordy. How-
ever, the classification of a particular disorder

is often far from simple. Psychiatrists occasion-

ally even disagree as to whether it is schizo-

phrenic or manic-depressive and, if schizo-

phrenic, as to how it should be further classi-

fied. It is not uncommon, in fact, for a patient

to remain unclassified, or to be referred to as a

"mi.xed type."

From the following descriptions of the four

major schizophrenias one will see that the care,

treatment, and outcome of a disorder differ

somewhat depending upon its classification.

Simple schizophrenia is characterized by a

general mental retardation, and "emotional

blunting." The patient sits and stares into

space, has no ambition, would just as soon be

riding freight cars, walking the street, or living

in the institution as doing an>'thing else. These

schizophrenics give the appearance of being

extremely introverted, living within them-

selves, and taking no interest in what goes on

around them. It is seldom that anything can

be done for them. Sometimes thev stav in the

Z . I M' Schizophrenic Withdrawal. Such attitudes, combined

with disarray and lack of interest in surroundings, are typical.

(Photo at left by Larry Keighley and courtesy of J. B. Martin and

The Saturday Evening Post. Photo at right courtesy Saint Elizabeth's

Hospital.;



institution vegetating until they die, even at

an advaneed age; but in recent years real

progress has been made in training such schizo-

phrenics and returning them to their homes
and the community.

Hebephrenic schizophrenia is notable for

silliness and general incongruity of actions. A
woman so classified was found in the mens
room at the bus station with all of her clothes

off, washing them, in fact, in the washbowls.

She was laughing and generally silly about it.

She even treated it as a big joke when it was

discussed with her before a class. During the

course of the session, she grimaced, made
peculiar silly gestures, and failed to respond in

a reasonable way to the questions asked her.

She would probably giggle if told that her

mother had died. One hebephrenic patient

etched her name on her leg with a hairpin.

Many hebephrenics use bizarre words and

expressions which they appear to invent and

which have no meaning to others. One patient

responded to all questions with the statement

"16-21 telephone pole." But, after being

treated with a tranquilizer, she said that "she

was born in a small village, consisting of six

homes, and that her home was situated near

a telephone pole numbered 16-21." •"" Hebe-

phrenics may also recover their sanity.

Catatonic schizophrenia often involves pe-

culiar postmes and actions. These differ from

one patient to another and in the same patient

from time to time. A catatonic is sho\\'n in

Figure 9.1.5. Postures like this may be

held for many hours. If the posture is changed

by anyone else, the patient may resist the

change, and when released, resume the

former position. Sometimes he may be molded.

His arm is put in a certain position by the

doctor and he holds it in that position for a

long while. This susceptibility to molding

is often referred to as "waxy flexibility."

The patient may not have talked for years.

The negativism which underlies this is illus-

trated by the following example: A psychia-

trist who was giving a clinic could not get the

patient to speak. He had actually not spoken

for ten years. The doctor turned to the class

saying, "This patient has not spoken for ten

years," whereupon the patient said, "What do

you want me to say?"

These patients often have to be tube-fed and

also carried around when they refuse to eat or

walk. Sometimes, while sitting like a statue,

they smile to themselves as if amused at some-

thing running through their heads. They are

the most extreme examples of introversion

that one could see. "Withdrawn," "shut-in,"

"encapsulated," "insulated," are terms which

aptly describe them. Catatonics sometimes

7. I O Catatonic Posture.

The patient says he Is "reaching

for my nerves." Catatonics hold

such postures for hours. If the

doctor interrupts the posture, they

return to it. Some without pos-

tures of their own ore "plastic"

in that, when placed in a pos-

ture, they hold it for a time.

(Photo by Larry Keighley and

courtesy of J. B. Martin and The

Saturday Evening Post.)



become highly excited, in which case they

can now be calmed with certain tranquil-

izers."

Paranoid schizophrenia. This is in many
ways the most spectacular form of schizo-

phrenia. The silly gestures and bizarre verbal

expressions of the hebephrenic are absent. A
paranoid schizophrenic speaks quite lucidly,

and often quite convincingly, about an un-

real world. Indeed, this disorder gets its

name from the fact that paranoid delusions

are often present. That is, delusions in which
the individual sees reference to himself in

what he assumes is taking place. Thus he has

the idea that people are poisoning him, that

ground glass is being put in his food, that his

organs are all made of rubber, that he has no

blood, that people are spying on him, and
so on. Many cases thus classified have de-

lusions of grandeur rather than, or in ad-

dition to, those of reference. Quite often there

is a wide variety of symptoms.

Mrs. was a successful nurse, but began
to get the idea that she was being spied upon
by her neighbors, that men were hiding in

her attic at night with a view to seducing her,

"an honorable woman." She is a great inven-

tress, having invented a powderless, trigger-

less, shell-less, report-less, barrel-less gun
—

• in fact a peace gun. She has sold it to the

government, but spies are everywhere in the

institution and the superintendent is in league

with them. She has the idea that there may be

some spies in the class, so she asks everyone to

raise his right hand and say, "God Save

America." Then she is satisfied and continues

with her harangue, hinting that even greater

inventions are coursing through her mind. She

switches to religion, telling what a pure right-

eous woman she is. She was "monkied" with

ten years ago and is to give birth to five

monkeys. She says her term is a long one

because hers is a Caesarian case. When the

doctor says, "vUl right, Mrs.
,
you may

go back now," she becomes quarrelsome, ac-

* A catatonic who recovered and devoted him-
self, as a Chaplain, to helping others in similar

predicaments has written his story and given his

interpretation of schizophrenia. See Boisen, A. T.,

Explorations of the Inner World. Willett, Clark,

1936.

cusing him of not wanting these boys and girls

to know that he is keeping her, a perfectlv

sane woman, in this place. She is edged out

of the room, but slips a piece of paper to a

girl sitting near the door. It says, "This is a

house of ill repute, you had better get out of it

while you have the chance."

Another patient has the delusion that he is

dead. Asked, "Do dead people bleed," he re-

plies, "No, of course not." His finger is then

pricked and a drop of blood oozes out.

"There, now," he is told, "you bleed, so you
can't be dead." He replies, "Well, all

that shows is that dead people do bleed."

Some tranquilizers serve to quiet paranoid

schizophrenics while others often lead them
to give up their delusions. '''

Therapy in schizophrenia. When schizo-

phrenics can be induced to "come out of their

shell" to the extent that intercommunication

is possible, much can be done to help them
develop insight and assume a reahstic ap-

proach to their problems. When tranquOizers

bring schizophrenics "back to reality," various

forms of psychotherapy are available. It is

possible to discuss the patient's problems with

him and to help him meet them realistically.

Group therapy is now widely used with

schizophrenics. A group of patients meet to

discuss their problems with each other and
with members of the hospital staff. Psycho-

analysis is also being used with schizophren-

ics. "-

Tranquilizers and psychotherapy are to a

considerable extent replacing shock therapy.

We have already discussed the use of electric

shock therapy with depressed cases. The treat-

ment used most often with schizophrenics,

however, is insulin shock. Large injections of

insulin lower the patient's blood sugar to the

level where a coma is produced. Then carbo-

hydrate is injected in sufficient quantity to

return the blood sugar to normal, and the

patient to consciousness. This procedure may
be repeated at intervals of days or weeks.

Many patients so treated regain their sanity,

but why the treatment has this effect is not

known.

Some schizophrenics get well spontaneously

— that is to say, without special treatments.

Thus a question which naturally arises is

whether those who get well after shock treat-
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ments would not ha\e regained their sanity

anyway. However, the statistics on recovery

with and without insuhn shock show that more
get well with these treatments than recover

spontaneously.

Some patients who get well have relapses.

This may be due to the fact that they must

leave the sheltered life of the hospital to re-

turn to intolerable conditions which contrib-

uted to their illness in the first place. No doubt

the tranquilizers, which patients often con-

tinue to take after returning home, help many
to avoid a relapse. Some mental hospitals

also facilitate adjustment outside by having

their psychiatric social workers improve the

patient's home neighborhood and work situa-

tion before he returns. This requires re-edu-

cation of those with whom he will be inti-

mately associated.

Brain operations known collectively as

psychosurgery "-^ are used in certain cases of

schizophrenia and manic-depressive psychosis

which do not respond to other treatments.

Psychosurgery involves either the cutting of

nerve fibers or the removal of brain tissue in

the frontal lobes of the brain. This "operation

of last lesort " is much less frequently per-

foiTued now than in the past, the reason being

that shock treatments and tranquilizers often

make it unnecessar)'.

Psychosurgery produces a radical change in

the individual's "self-structure." It does not

greatly impair his general intelligence as meas-

ured by the usual tests, but it makes him, in

many respects, a "different person." He is

rendered less anxious, less concerned with

what others do or say or think, and less con-

cerned with tlie past and the future. The
life which seemed intolerable to him is now
tolerable. He is serene and contented with

his lot. But he gains serenity at the expense

of individual drive and initiative.''^

A recent survey shows that early use of the

tranquilizer known as chlorpromazine pro-

duces more recoveries from schizophrenic

symptoms than other medical therapies, in-

cluding electric and insulin shock. The writers

say, "In the light of our results and all other

evidence available to date, it seems probable

that there will in the future be very little need

for E.C.T. [electroconvulsive therapy] and

deep insulin therapy as the primary treatment

of schizophrenia and the leucotomy operations

[psychosurgers] are contra-indicated unless in

exceptional circumstances. "'^•'' They point

out, on the other hand, that E.C.T. and sub-

coma doses of insulin sometimes increase the

efi"ectiveness of chlorpromazine, hence may
continue to be used for this purpose.

PREVENTING PERSONALITY DISORDERS

We ha\e said a great deal about the na-

ture of personality disorders and also about

methods designed to make the mentally ill

person well again. But how about the much
more important goal of preventing such dis-

orders? This, as indicated earlier, is the aim

of mental hygiene.

Education of the general public with re-

gard to mental illness is one important func-

tion of mental hygiene. The reader has

learned that personality disorders originate in

organic disease or in maladjusted modes of

thought and action. He knows that they have

a natural and not a supernatural origin. This

fact should be widely publicized so that the

mentally ill will be regarded as sick rather

than "possessed." It should also be more gen-

erally recognized that mental illness is pre-

ventable and that the mentally ill can be cured

and rehabilitated.

Parent education is important in prevent-

ing mental illness. There is no "pat" formula

to be applied in raising a mentally healthy

child, for every child is different and what
works with one may not work with another.

Moreover, a certain procedure is sometimes

applied effectively by one parent and not by

another. But there are certain general prin-

ciples of which parents should be cognizant.

For example, they should recognize tlie need

of children for affection, for security, for

worth-while interpersonal relations. They
should learn to refrain from pushing a child

beyond the limits of his intellectual and other

capacities. They should realize the need to

develop independence rather than overde-

pendence. In short, they should be informed

rather than ignorant about the ps>'chological

aspects of child development.

Clinics for the treatment of behavior dis-

orders in children are also important. In the

second chapter we discussed a film called

Angry Boy. Tliis illustrated what a child

guidance clinic staffed by psychiatrists, psy-
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chologists, and social workers can do to cor-

rect personality disorders at their source.

The boy's parents, in their relations with each

other and with him, were partially responsible

for his difBculties. His actions were in large

measure brought on by hostility toward his

mother. Improving the home situation did

much to correct the boy's attitudes. But, as

is often the case in behavior clinics for chil-

dren, play therapy was also undertaken.''''

The psychiatrist, who came to be regarded

by the boy as his best friend, competed with

him in target practice with a toy pistol and

at the same time carried on a running con-

versation. Introduced into this were allusions

to the boy's hostile impulses, and aggressi%e

acts. There were also questions concerning

events leading up to his difficulties. At one

stage the boy turned his hostility upon the

psychiatrist, "shooting" him in the head. This

led to conversation about hurting people,

even those you like.

Doll play, similar to that in\oKed in the

projective tests already discussed, is often used

as a form of therapy. In indirect ways, as in

the pla>- of the "angry boy," this may bring

hidden impulses into the open, thus providing

the therapist with information that is useful in

re-educating the child.

Another aspect of mental hsgiene focuses

upon adolescents and adults, the aim being

to increase their self-understanding and thus

help them solve personal problems. A course

in general psychology may contribute to these

ends. Moreover, many colleges and centers

for adult education offer special courses deal-

ing with various aspects of psychological ad-

justment.

A widely used textbook '' on the psychology

of adjustment cites the following as some prin-

ciples conducive to mental health: good phys-

ical health, accepting yourself, accepting other

people, maintaining a confidential relationship

with someone with whom you can discuss your

problems, assuming an active attitude toward

difficulties which is aimed at overcoming them,

participating in social activities, finding a satis-

fying line of work, finding enjoyment in crea-

tive undertakings, and using the scientific ap-

proach to solution of personal problems. The
authors point out, in elaborating upon these,

that the principles are not easily applied and

that many individuals need professional help.°

° Professional help is sometimes available in a

college or iini\ersity. Many communities afso have
mental health climes. The National Association

for Mental Health, 1790 Broadway, New York 19,

N.Y. publishes a Directory of Outpatient Psyclii-

atric Clinies. A Directory of American Psychologi-

cal Services is published by the American Board of

Psychological Sen,'ices, 9827 Clayton Road, St.

Louis 17, Mo. It contains a listing by state and
community of qualified clinics and indi\iduaK

offering psychological services. Qualified psychol-

ogists may also be identified through state boards

of examiners in psychology ( which function in

states with certification laws) and through the Di-

rectory of Diplomatcs in Professional Psychology

published by The American Board of Examiners in

Professional Psychology and available from the

Secretary-Treasurer of the Board, Dr. Noble H.

Kelley, Southern Illinois University, Carbondale,

Illinois.

Suinmary

Personality may be defined as the most

characteristic integration of an individual's

structures, modes of behavior, interests, at-

titudes, abilities, and aptitudes — especially

from the standpoint of adjustment in social

situations. Measurable aspects (or dimen-

sions) of personality are referred to as per-

sonality traits. The search for primary

(irreducible) traits uses the techniques of

factor analysis. To date, however, a definitive

list of personality traits has not emerged.

Character refers to moral or ethical traits.

In addition to the so-called "surface" traits

of personalit>' there are "depth factors" of

which the individual himself may or may not

be aware. When these are nonconscious or

"unconscious," the\' may be revealed b\'

psychoanalytic and other procedures, including

projecti\e tests.

Investigators have often attempted to dis-
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cover personality types, such as introverts and

extraverts. Introversion-extraversion tests re-

veal a normal rather than a bimodal distribu-

tion, hence no evidence that people are in

general, either introverts or extraverts. Most

fall toward the center of the distribution and

are classified as ambiverts. Whether persons

may be typed with respect to physique and

temperament and whether there is any valid

correlation between the two is still an open

question. One investigation has presented

evidence for three dimensions of physique

(endomorphy, mesomorphy, and ectomorphy)

and three related dimensions of temperament

(viscerotonia, somatotonia, and cerebrotonia)

.

Subsequent research has in some instances

supported and in others refuted the finding

that these physical and temperament dimen-

sions are significantly correlated.

The glands which most directly influence

personality are the anterior lobe of the

pituitary, the adrenal cortex, the thyroid,

and the gonads. There is a close interrela-

tion of glandular functions. Through its secre-

tion of ACTH, and growth and gonad stimu-

lating hormones, the anterior pituitary plays

a key role. Glandular secretions have much to

do with such aspects of personality as

physique, general energy level, and sexual

functions and interests.

Personality assessment may be holistic

(observation of behavior as a whole in a

broad social setting), projective (using tests

like the Rorschach and T.A.T.), or involve

tests of relatively resti'icted traits (intro-

version, neuroticism, and so on). The trait

approach may utilize behavior situations or

pencil-and-paper check lists. It is not unusual

for holistic, projective, and trait approaches

to be used in combination.

Whether a newborn child does or does not

have a personality is controversial, but there

is no doubt that clearly recognizable person-

ality traits are present in the first few months

of life. More appear with age and experience,

seeming to differentiate out of a pre-existing

whole. Biological and situational (including

cultural) influences are both significant for per-

sonality. One biological influence is repre-

•f''
sented by the id (physiological needs). By
a process referred to as reality testing, the ego

(self) and superego (conscience) develop.

The parents (especially the mother) play an

important role in moulding the personality

of the child. When an inadequate superego

develops (as in psychopathic personality) the

home situation is probably responsible. Again,

the mother's influence appears cnicial. Being

an only child does not have deleterious effects

on personality so long as contacts with other

children are provided and the child is not the

focus of too much parental attention.

The normal person has some socially ac-

ceptable goal around which his activities are

integrated, he finds pursuit of his goal worth-

while, and, in general, enjoys living.

Clinical types of abnormal personality are

classified: (1) as organic or functional, and (2)

as psychoneuroses (neuroses) or psychoses (in-

sanities ) . All of the psychoneuroses are be-

lieved to be functional. Some psychoses are

classified as "functional" and some as "organic."

Functional disorders are, in the present state

of our knowledge, attributed primarily to the

mode of living and thinking acquired by the

individual. The personality disorders said to

be "organic" involve recognizable damage
within the nervous system, and especially

within the brain.

Examples of psychoneurotic disorders are:

bodily complaints, indecision and doubts, some

symptoms of dissociation (including multiple

personality), and anxiety states. Psychoanaly-

sis and client-centered and group therapy are

often used to alleviate psychoneurotic dis-

orders. Tranquilizers are also used.

Examples of psychoses with known organic

damage are: general paresis, senile psychosis,

and alcoholic psychosis. The so-called "func-

tional psychoses" are manic-depressive psycho-

sis and schizophrenia, or dementia praecox.

There is still much discussion as to whether

schizophrenia has organic bases. Four types

(simple, hebephrenic, catatonic, and paranoid)

are included in most classifications. Mixed

types are also recognized.

Although our survey of psychoses was

primarily to show the kinds of personality

disorders that occur, we mentioned briefly

some of the possible origins and some forms of

therapy, including group therapy, shock ther-

apy (electric and insulin), tranquilizers, and

psychosurgery.

Mental hygiene is concerned with the pre-

vention of mental illness in all of its forms.

It works through such channels as parent edu-
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cation and the establishment of dinics for the become so serious as to require hospitahza-

treatment of personality disorders before they tion.

(References and notes for this chapter are on page 555 of the Appendix.)
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The Learning

Process

Conditioned responses • Pavlov and the salivary response Bechterev's con-

tribution • Some conditioning phenomena • Instrumental conditioning • Operant

conditioning • Acquiring skills • Acquisition of skills in animals and men •

Some skills that ore typically human • Problem-solving • Learning by imitation

• Levels of complexity in habit formation • Transfer • Foundations of learning •

The role of motivation • The relative economy of different learning procedures

• Some basic conditions for learning • Summary

Any response with which an organism is not endowed by its biological heritage is said

to be acquired, or learned. The tenn habit also applies, as when we said earlier that

man is a creature of habit rather than instinct. Instincts, tropisms, and reflexes are part

of the biological endowment of organisms which have them, hence we refer to these

responses as unlearned. Their development in the individual organism is dependent

upon maturation rather than learning.

Learning can be defined as the process of hcinp, modified, more or less permanently,

by what happens in tlie world around us, by what we do, or by what we observe. In

preceding chapters and in the above discussion we have referred to many aspects of

human life as learned. Examples of learning are actually innumerable. But, for con-

venience in discussion, it is possible to group them into various classes.

What we learn, first of all, is to make relatively simple responses to the immediate

aspects of our environment— to find and suck the nipple when hungry, to cry in

order to get picked up, and to withdraw from painful stimuli before they reach us.
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This relatively simple learning in\ol\es the modification of inborn responses and is often

refeiTcd to as conditioned-response learning.

In early childhood we also learn many motor skills, like reaching for and grasping

objects, standing up unaided, putting on our clothes, and buttoning or zipping them

up. With this sort of acquisition underway, and motor skills of increasing complexity

being added to our repertoire, we begin to accjuire verbal skilb. At first there is no

more than a limited understanding of what certain words and gestiues mean. Then we
develop such verbal skills as saying words, combining them to foiin sentences, and

writing them.

While acquiring motor and verbal skills, we are also gaining facility in problem-

solving. We solve simple problems at first, like finding our way around, extricating

ourselves from fmstrating situations, and getting others to cooperate with us. Gradually

we learn to solve problems that are more complex, including those which in\oh'e a

high degree of verbalization.

We also acquire information about ourselves and the world around us. This facilitates

the acquisition of skills and the solution of problems. At times the solution to a problem

requires that we pool relevant infoiTnation— that we "put two and two together."

Thus there is a gradual transition from simpler forms of learning to the level of

problem-solving which takes us into the realm of the thought processes, discussed in

Chapter 12.

While we are adding to our repertoire of skills, acquiring useful information, and

solving problems of various kinds, we are also learning how to learn. Further acquisi-

tions are accordingly facilitated.

The various forms of learning occur concurrently and they aie inextricably inter-

woven and interdependent. Whether there are really different kinds of learning or

whether all are reducible to a common principle, like conditioning, remains to be seen.

CONDITIONED RESPONSES

The term conditioning is often used to rep-

resent all learning, even that involved when, in

the process known as 'brain-washing," a person

comes to accept a new concept of his country,

or its enemies, or their policies. We deal with

conditioning in a much more limited sense. It

means for us the acquisition of conditioned re-

sponses. Thus the term is used to represent a

relatively simple aspect of the learning process.

This restricted use does not imply, however,

that the principles involved are without wider

application. Pavlov himself claimed that "dif-

ferent kinds of habits based on training, educa-

tion, and discipline of any sort are nothing but

a long chain of conditioned reflexes." ^ We
know today that the evidence fails to justify

such a sweeping generalization; nevertheless,

many psychologists feel that principles in-

volved in the acquisition of conditioned re-

sponses play a role in all learning.

The response to be conditioned is already in

the organisms repertoire. In one type of con-

ditioning procedure, what we do is to associate

this response with a stimulus which previously

failed to arouse it. Thus, in the experiments of

Pavlov, discussed earlier (pp. 22—23) from the

standpoint of their influence on behaviorism,

the dog which had not previously salivated to

a sound came to do so. In Bechterev's experi-

ments, which were considered in the same con-

nection, the dog lifted its foot in response to a

bell or light, whereas, before conditioning, it

did this only when shocked oa the leg. Al-

though we somewhat oversimplify the situation

to say so, conditioning in such instances in-

volves the substitution of a new stimulus— a

previously indifferent one — for the stimulus

which originally elicited the response. We
could also say tliat the animal learns to make
an old response to a new stimulus. Such state-

ments are oversimplified, however, for we will

see that the response itself may be modified

during the conditioning process.

There are also occasions when the condi-
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tioned stimulus leads to the suppression of a

former response. We see many comparable

examples in everyday life. The child reaches

for the cookie jar and his mother scowls or tells

him not to touch. He continues to reach and

gets a spanking. After he has "learned his

lesson" the scowl or verbal command is enough

to stop him.

Sometimes an investigator does not know
what stimuli arouse a particular response, as

Pavlov knew that food would produce salivary

secretions. Nevertheless, once a response has

appeared, its subsequent occurrence may be

modified by conditioning procedures. All of us

have seen instances of such conditioning. The
infant happens to put his thumb in his mouth.

Sucking it has satisfying results. Before long

he has a thumbsucking habit. And, from the

negative standpoint, a child happens to touch

the hot stove. The painful consequences of this

behavior are such that this response may never

recur.

Our preliminary survey of the type of learn-

ing to be considered in the following pages

has prepared us to delve more deeply into its

intricacies.

PAVLOV AND THE SALIVARY
RESPONSE

Pavlov's interest in salivary conditioning

came out of earlier studies of gastric secretions,

for which he recei\'ed the Nobel Prize. In

the course of the earlier research, he obsened
that saliva and gastric juices are secreted at

the sight of food, or even at the sound of

the keeper's footsteps. Pavlov at first called

these "psychic secretions" to distinguish them

from the original ones, which were elicited only

when food entered the mouth. This observa-

tion was not in itself of great significance,

for it had long been known that one's mouth
waters at the sound of the dinner bell, or some

other indication of approaching food. But

Pavlov saw in this reaction a way to investi-

gate the functioning of the brain in a whole

organism. Before this time it had been cus-

tomary for neurologists to remove parts of the

nervous system and to study the effects of their

removal.

It was only after he had done much work on

conditioned salivation (see Figure 1.8, p. 23),

that Pavlov saw the wider implications already

referred to in the statement that all learning is

conditioning.

Our basic vocabulary in tliis area of science

originated with Pavlov. Salivation in response

to food placed in the mouth is a natural, un-

learned response — in short, a reflex. -This was
called the unconditioned reflex. Food was
called the unconditioned stimulus. When Pav-

lov's repeated presentation of a bell followed

by food led the dog to salivate in response to

the bell, he referred to the bell (or any other

previously indifferent stimulus) as the condi-

tional stimulus. Salivation in response to this

was designated a conditional reflex. Use of

the term conditional emphasized the fact that

arousal of the reflex was now dependent upon
stimuli other than the natural one. In transla-

tion, however, the Russian word ouslovmj be-

came conditioned rather than conditiona/,

hence the widespread adoption of the adjec-

tive conditioned. Also, it became apparent in

later research that many conditioned responses

are, strictly speaking, not reflexes. When re-

sponses other than salivation are considered,

what begins as a reflex may itself change as

it becomes conditioned. For this and other

reasons, the term conditioned response has

come into general use.

The conditioning process may be illustrated

diagrammatically in such a way as to show
the S-R relationships. Thus, before the

salivary response is conditioned to a bell, we
have the following situation:

Unconditioned stimulus Unconditioned response

(food) " (salivation)

Stimulus to be conditioned Response

(bell) - (pricking up ears,

etc., but not

salivation)

After the stimulus to be conditioned has been

paired with the unconditioned stimulus a num-
ber of times, and salivation in response to it

(now the conditioned stimulus) has developed,

the situation is as follows:

Unconditioned stimulus Conditioned response

(food) ^ (salivation)

Conditioned stimulus

(bell)"

The previously neutral or ineffective stimulus,

as well as the unconditioned one, now elicits
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IvJ.I Bechterev's Method of Conditioning. This is the arrangement used in research on

conditioning at the laboratory of the Cornell University Behavior Farm. A mild electric shock is

followed by withdrawal of the goat's right foreleg. The clicking of the metronome does not at

first produce this reaction. When the metronome and the shock are presented in close association,

and the animal has thus been conditioned, it raises its leg as soon as the metronome sounds. The

devices shown ore for presenting stimuli and recording responses. (From Liddell, H. S., "Con-

ditioning and Emotions," Scientific American, 1954, 49.)

salivation, so we say that salivation elicted by

the bell alone is a conditioned response.

Pavlov introduced many other terms. One
of these— reinforcement— is widely used to-

day, although often with a somewhat different

meaning tlian when Pavlov used it. For him,

this term referred to the following of the con-

ditioned by the unconditioned stimulus, as

when food followed the ringing of the bell.

The term reinforcement is now also used when
reward or punishment follows a particular re-

sponse; for instance lever-pressing. We use the

term positive reinforcement for re\\'arding and
negative reinforcement for punishing condi-

tions.

BECHTEREV'S CONTRIBUTION

Pavlov confined his attention to dogs and, in

these, to the salivary response. Bechterev, his

Russian contemporary, who had worked in

Wundt's laboratory at Leipzig, extended the

conditioned-response technique to human be-

ings.- In his work with dogs and human sub-

jects, Bechterev used an electric shock as the

unconditioned stimulus and reflex withdrawal

of the shocked limb as the unconditioned re-

sponse. Many different kinds of conditioned

stimuli were used, including the beating of a

metronome, as in Figure 10.1, which shows

Bechterev's method applied to a goat.

Observe that the subject conditioned with

this method gets the shock whether or not it

responds to the conditioned stimulus. Bech-

terev called the response to the new stimulus

an "associative reflex," but later workers with

this and related methods have adopted Pav-

lov's terminology.

The general procedures used by Pavlov and

Bechterev have been extended to other re-
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sponsfs than those conditioned by them and

also to a wide range of organisms. These pro-

cedmes are frequently referred to today as

classical conditioning, partly in deference to

the pioneer investigators and partly to dis-

tinguish them from other research in which

a reward element is introduced; research in

which, for example, the subject escapes the

shock if it makes an anticipatory response, or

gets a pellet of food if it presses a lever. These

procedures are generally referred to as instru-

mental conditioning because the subjects re-

sponse is insbumental in allowing it to escape

pain or to obtain a reward.' When an in-

strumental response is initially a spontaneous

one rather than being elicited by an uncondi-

tioned stimulus, it is said to be an operant

and this type of instrumental conditioning is

referred to more specifically as operant con-

ditioning, as detailed later in this chapter.

SOME CONDITIONING PHENOMENA

The \'arious phenomena which now receive

our attention were revealed in experiments on

classical conditioning. Many were first dis-

covered by Pavlov and Bechtere\', then verified

in comparable experiments utilizing a wide

variety of responses in various animal subjects

and human beings. Later, when instrumental

conditioning is discussed, we will observe that

some of the principles worked out with clas-

sical procedures also apply to instrumental

conditioning.

Sequences and time relations

In research with classical procedures, the

conditioned stimulus has usually preceded the

onset of the unconditioned stimulus, or it has

been presented at the same time as the latter.

The reverse order— unconditioned stimulus

first— sometimes produces conditioning, but

this is very difficult to obtain. When it occurs,

we call it backward conditioning.

The most effective procedure is to present

the conditioned stimulus first. But how much
earlier should it occur? This is perhaps a ques-

tion which cannot be answered for every or-

ganism and for every possible conditioning sit-

uation. Nevertheless, several experiments ha\c

suggested that the optimum interval may be

somewhere around one-half second.'*

Changes in the response conditioned

Upon superficial observation, as we said

earlier, it appears that conditioning is merely

the arousal of an old response by a new stimu-

lus. This seems to be so in salivary condition-

ing. However, some differences between the

conditioned and the unconditioned response

are much more evident in withdrawal than

in salivation.

The dog given a shock on the foot at first,

barks, struggles, and withdraws its foot. No
doubt the pulse, respiration, blood pressure and

other physiological reactions are affected. If

we were looking for it, we would find condi-

tioning of any of these."' But our attention

is on overt behavior, especially foot with-

drawal. The responses described are at

first aroused only by shock. After a bell, say,

has preceded the shock a number of times,

there are quite evident alterations in behavior.

We obsei-ve that the dog becomes agitated

even before being shocked. It acts as if it were

expecting the shock. It struggles and with-

draws one foot after another. These are antici-

patory responses. As conditioning proceeds,

we observe further changes. Much of the ini-

tial excitement disappears. That is to say, the

dog becomes adapted to the situation. Finally,

as the bell goes on, the animal ma>', with

seeming nonchalance, lift its foot and do noth-

ing else. What was at first a generalized re-

action, invoKing the whole organism in an

ob\ ions way, is narrowed so that only the foot

withdrawal occurs." Similarly, when respira-

tion is being conditioned to a tone, the tone

may come to produce a slight (anticipatory)

change in respiration. This is followed, when
the shock comes on, by a respiratory change of

greater magnitude.

Thus the conditioning procedure may have

se\eral effects. It may produce conditioned

adaptation to the situation, it may produce

an attitude of expectancy, it may produce an

o\ert anticipatory response which is some-

times an abbreviated form of the response we
are conditioning, and, finally, it may produce

a more restricted response to the conditioned

stimulus than the reflex originally elicted. For

these reasons, it is an oversimplification to say

that the conditioned response is merely an

old response to a new stimulus or that con-

ditioning is no more than substituting a new
stimulus for the natiu-al one.
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Stimulus generalization

In the chapter on emotion we discussed a

child who, when conditioned to fear a white

rat, became afraid, also, of such hitherto

neutral objects as a rabbit and a white beard

(see Figure 7.16, p. 196). Fear was general-

ized from the original stimulus to other stimuli

which resembled it. In tlie same way a child

who is frightened by one dog may show fear of

other dogs.

Pavlov atb'ibuted stimulus generalization to

a spread of effects from the region stimulated

to other parts of the organism, especially to

other parts of the brain than tliose primarily

excited. He referred to the phenomenon as

irradiation of excitation.

Differential conditioning

An organism conditioned to respond to a

light, a tone, or an odor usually also responds

to other visual, auditory, and olfactory stimuli.

Stimulus generalization occurs. But presenta-

tion of several stimuli in the particular class,

and reinforcement of only one, may produce

discrimination between them.

Differential conditioned refle.xes pro\ide us

with an important tool for analysis of sen-

sory stimulation. Animals and infants cannot

tell us what they sense, but their differential

conditioned reactions tell the story just as well

as words could tell it. If we wish to know
how small a difference in loudness a dog can

discriminate, for example, we condition its

withdrawal response to a certain intensity of

stimulation and not to another widely differ-

ent intensity. The latter is presented frc-

quendy, but not reinforced. After the ani-

mal withdraws its foot for one sound and not

for another, we gradually reduce the difference

in loudness. The smallest difference to which
it responds is thus detemnined.

Experimental extinction and recovery

Once a conditioned response has been

formed, how may it be eliminated? Sometimes

alternative responses are learned. Thus the

child who withdraws from a feared white rat

may learn to overcome its fear by feeding the

rat. The method most widely used to extin-

guish a conditioned response is, however, to

present the conditioned stimulus repeatedly

without reinforcing it— without following it

with the unconditioned stimulus. Thus, if the

bell that has been eliciting a salivary response

is rung widiout presentation of food, the

amount of saliva decreases gradually. Finally,

there is no salivation in response to the con-

ditioned stimulus.

An experimentally extinguished response

usually returns, a phenomenon known as spon-

taneous recovery. Continually extinguishing a

conditioned response, however, produces a

gradually decreasing spontaneous recovery.

Finally, the response fails to return.

Higher-order conditioning

Pavlov found that, once conditioning was
well established, he could use the conditioned

stimulus as the "unconditioned" stimulus for

further conditioning. That is to say, if the

animal had been conditioned to salivate in re-

sponse to a bell, Pavlov could now use the bell

instead of food to obtain further conditioning.

The situation is as follows:

Original conditioning

Food »- Salivation

Bell ?

Salivation

Second-order conditioning

Bell »- Salivation

Light-

Light .

Pavlov failed to obtain higher than second-

order conditioning in dogs, but he believed

that there is no discoverable limit to the orders

of conditioned responses ^\'hich man acquires

under conditions of everyday Iffe.

Development of a second-order conditioned

response is difficult in the laboratory, be-

cause experimental extinction occurs. The bell,

for example, must be reinforced frequendy

with food so that salivation to it does not ex-

tinguish while it is being used as the "uncon-

ditioned" stimulus.
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INSTRUMENTAL CONDITIONING

So-called "iiistrumeutal conditioning " is sim-

ilar to the "classical" \ariet>' in certain respects

and different from it in others. Some ps>-

chologists regard tlie tsvo as essentialK' alike

and others as essentially different.'

One major point of similarity is that, in both

instances, the animal is customarily isolated

from tlie environment at large. It is placed in

a soundproofed room or bo.x; so that what

one investigator calls the "background racket,'

or "background noise of stimulation" is reduced

to a minimum. Another similarity is that some

particular response is, as it were, isolated for

study.

The main points of difference are diree.

( 1 ) Whereas classical procedures use an un-

conditioned stimulus (such as food or shock,

a puff of air) to elicit a response to be con-

ditioned, the instmmental procedure does not

necessarily do this. The response conditioned,

especially in a variation of the instrumental

procedure known as operant conditioning, is

not a response to experimentally controlled

stimulation but rather an apparendy spontane-

ous one. This response, lever-pressing for ex-

ample, is emitted by the animal rather than

elicited by the experimenter. (2) In the instru-

mental procedure, as its name implies, the

animal's response is instrumental in achieving

some result, whether this be access to food, or

water, or, on the other hand, escape from pun-

ishment, or confinement. (3) In the operant

type of instrumental conditioning, the animal

is given more freedom than when classical pro-

cedures are used. Rather than being strapped

in a conditioning frame, it is free to move
around in a box or other enclosure.

What has been called avoidance condi-

tioning involves a combination of the features

of classical and instiTmiental conditioning. It

is like Bechterev's method in that electric shock

is used to elicit a certain class of reactions,

such as avoidance or fear. There is also a

conditioned stimulus which signals the coming

of the shock. This may be any sort of

stimulus that the animal can sense— light,

metronome, or tone. The instrumental feature

is introduced by arranging the situation so that,

instead of getting the shock regardless of what

it does, the subject can react in such a way
as to avoid being shocked. Avoidance is pos-

sible if it responds to the conditioned stimulus

in time— i.e., makes an anticipatory re-

sponse. If the goat in Figure 10. 1 were being

conditioned by an instrumental procedure, one

electrode would be under its foot so that,

wlien anticipatory withdra\\al occurred, this

would break the circuit.

Sometimes the animal subjected to avoid-

ance training has much more freedom than

Bechterev's subjects. Dogs and other animals

have been placed in an enclosure, the floor

of which can be electrified. A light, let us

say, signals that a shock is to come. The
situation may be arranged so that, if the ani-

mal does anything at all when the light comes

on, the shock is turned off. Sometimes the

subject is required to do some specific thing

as the conditioned stimulus comes on — for ex-

ample, turn a revolving drum "^ or jump
o\er a barrier to the nonelectrified side of an

enclosure.''

Experiments have been done to compare the

relative effectiveness of classical and instm-

mental procedures. Of two comparable groups,

one gets the shock regardless of what it does

(classical) and the other avoids the shock if it

makes an anticipatory response (instiTimental).

Conditioning is obtained with either. But, sur-

prising as it may seem, the instnjmental pro-

cedure is not always more efficient than the

classical. One reason for this may be that,

after the animal avoids the shock a few times,

there is a tendency for experimental extinction

to occur. ^"

OPERANT CONDITIONING

This gets its name from the fact that in

order to get a reward the organism does

something to its en\ironment. To quote Skin-

ner, who coined the term operant, it "em-

phasizes the fact that the behavior operates

upon the environment to generate conse-

quences." ^1 These consequences are the com-

ing of food, water, or some other reward.

The response which operates upon the environ-

ment as described is called an operant. A
term commonly used to represent the reward

in operant conditioning is reinforcement. This

term, as we said earlier, was taken over from

Pavlov who, however, used it in a more re-

stricted sense. Again we quote Skinner: "Pav-

lov himself called all events which strength-
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\{J.^ Operant Conditioning Box

for Mice. By pressing the lever, the

mouse gets a small pellet of food. It

can get water at any time through the

tube seen below the bottle at the left.

The apparatus in the other compart-

ment can be arranged to yield pellets

in accordance with particular schedules

of reinforcement, as described in the

text. It also contains connections

through which responses are recorded

on a moving tape. (Aniiker, James and

Jean Mayer. "An Operant Condition-

ing Technique for Studying Feeding-

Fasting Patterns in Normal and Obese

Mice," Journal of Applied Physiology,

Vol. 8, No. 6, May, 1956.)

ened behavior 'reinforcement' and all the re-

sulting changes 'conditioning.' In the Pavlovian

experiment, however, a reinforcer is paired with

a stimulus; whereas in operant behavior it is

contingent upon a response." i- Tliis response

is emitted by the animal.

The investigator usually decides before-

hand which of many responses that may be

emitted will be reinforced. For example, one

investigator decided that he would let a cat

escape from a box whene\er it scratched its

ear.13 Eventually it scratched, the door

opened, and it got out. In subsequent trials,

ear-scratching was not so long in coming.

Finally, as soon as it was placed in the box, the

cat scratched its ear. In another cat, licking was
reinforced. A chicken was similarly condi-

tioned. When it pecked its feathers, the door

opened. Finally, he would "\shirl his head

around and poke into his feathers as soon

as dropped into the box."

As techniques of operant conditioning are

discussed, it will become very evident that

the psychologist has here a powerful means

of controlling behavior. By using these tech-

niques, he can increase the frequency of one

response and reduce that of others. He can

also shape behavior in other ways. Wanting

the organism to respond in a certain manner he

can arrange to reinforce one response and not

others so that behavior increasingly approxi-

mates the desired form. This is what we mean

by "shaping" an organism's behavior. Its signif-

icance will be clearer as we proceed. We will

also obsen'e its application to human beings.

Operant conditioning techniques

The above experiments show what is meant

by reinforcing an operant but they hardly do

justice to the techniques of operant condition-

ing as these are typically used.

In the t\'pical research situation an appara-

tus like that of Figure 10.2 is used for rats,

mice, hamsters, and other animals for which

lever-pressing is an easily acquired response.

Essentially the same technique has been

adapted for use with monkeys, chimpanzees,

and chOdren. One such adaptation was

shown (p. 215) when we discussed ulcer

formation in "executive" monkeys. Much of

the recent research has used pigeons. These

peck a disc (Figure 10.3) instead of pressing

a lever.

We see in the lever-pressing and disc-peck-

ing situations an interesting contrast with classi-

cal conditioning. As we have already indi-

cated, the latter arouses the response to be

conditioned by using an unconditioned stimu-

lus. In operant conditioning, on the other hand,

nobody can identify the stimulation respon-

sible for the response to be conditioned.
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Ivy.O Operant Conditioning Box for Pigeons.

The operant here is pecking the disc. Reinforcement

comes from a piece of food which falls into the

aperture below. (From Ferster, C. B., and B. F.

Skinner, Schedules of Reinforcement. Copyright,

1957, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.)

tioii to recording responses automatically, the

apparatus shown at the rear of the box in

Figine 10.2 provides automatic reinforcement.

In typical research on operant conditioning,

reinforcement is provided by a small piece of

food. This is an instance of reward training.

In some studies, however, the floor of the ap-

paratus is electrified and the subjects response

turns off the shock. In this event we refer to

escape training.

Reward training

.\ hungr\- rat disco\'ers that pressing a lever

will bring food. After a few repetitions, some-

times with a more or less lengthy interval be-

tween, it presses at a faster rate. A typical

acquisition curve of this nature is reproduced

in Figure 10.5. The rat pressed the lever

soon after being placed in the box but did not

repeat this response until almost an hour later.

After another 50 minutes, the lever was pressed

again. This was repeated about 25 minutes

later. Then, as if the animal had at last "caught

on," it began pressing at a fast rate. Toward
the end of the record shown here, responses

This is evident from what has already been
said about this response being emitted b\'

the animal. Nevertheless, if the situation con-

tains a lever to be pressed, and lever-pressing

is the only response reinforced, it is evident

that the subject will e\entually be lever-press-

ing rather than doing sometliing else. But,

one may ask, "If an investigator knows enough
to arrange a situation in which a particular

response like lever-pressing or disc-pecking

will occur, and he verifies his prediction, what
more is there to know— where does one go

from there?" The answer is that the estab-

lishment of a predictable response is only a

first step. Once this response has been estab-

lished, the investigator uses it as a "tool" with

which to investigate the effect of various con-

ditions upon the organism— variations in re-

inforcement, changing internal physiological

conditions, brain disturbances, and so forth.

The most important feature of operant con-

ditioning, once the response has been acquired,

is rate of responding, the number of responses

per minute. Investigations like those men-
tioned are focused upon conditions which

influence response rate. Every response is re-

corded automatically (Figure 10.4). In addi-

IU.4 Diagram of a Cumulative Recorder.

Here we see how, every time the rat presses the

lever or the pigeon pecks the disc, it records its

own response and, in the long run, makes its own

acquisition curve. The roller is activated by electric

clockwork so that it moves the paper continuously

and at a constant rote of speed. (From Ferster, C.

B., and B. F. Skinner, Schedules of Reinforcemenf,

Copyright, 1957, Appleton-Century-Crofts, Inc.)

Each response moves pen

one unit In this direction
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lU.O Acquisition of a Lever-Pressing Re-

sponse by a Rat. Every response, shown by a

rise in the level of the curve, was followed by the

ciropping of a pellet of foocJ. The first three re-

inforcements were apparently ineffective, but the

fourth was followed by a rapid increase in rate of

lever-pressing. (From Skinner, B. P., The Behovior

of Organisms. Copyright, 1938, D. Appleton-

Century-Crofts, inc.)

were coming only 10 seconds apart. Finally

the curve flattened, possibly because the rat

had become satiated.

Schedules of reinforcement

Much learning that occurs in everyday life

is reinforced intermittently rather than con-

tinuously. This is also ti'ue of subsequent

performance of what has been learned. Con-

siderable interest therefore attaches to the

study of what can be accomplished with dif-

ferent schedules of reinforcement.

The device which contiols food deliver)' can

be set so that reinforcement occurs after e%'ery

response or so that it occurs intermittently. In

the latter event, there may be reinforcement at

fixed intervals (let us say, every ten minutes),

at fixed ratios (as when one reinforcement

comes after every tenth response ) , or at vari-

able intervals or variable ratios. The rate of

responding varies in predictable ways as the

schedule of reinforcement is varied. A large

volume containing almost 1000 curves ob-

tained with pigeons deals in detail with such

relationships. '*

In general, each reinforcement after a fixed

interval is followed by a slow rate of respond-

ing. But the rate picks up as the time for

the next reinforcement approaches. An ani-

mal's reactions show, in fact, that it discrim-

inates the time interval between reinforce-

ments.

With fixed-ratio reinforcement, the subject

gets so much per unit of work. This is like

piecework in industry. With this type of

schedule, there is an exti'emely high rate of

responding just so long as the animal need

not work too long for each reinforcement.

Witli a ratio of reinforcement that is con-

ducive to a high overall rate of responding,

there is, as in the case of fixed-interval rein-

forcement, a lag just after each payoff. The
rate falls, then picks up.

With both interval and ratio reinforcement,

it is possible to maintain a consistently high

response rate by varying the interval or ratio

aroimd some middle value. Under these cir-

cinnstances the animal cannot learn exactly

when the reinforcement will come, and it there-

fore cannot adjust to any fixed interval or make
any particular series of responses with ex-

pectancy of a reward. Several responses in suc-

cession may be reinforced, then there may be

no further reinforcement for ten responses, the

next may be reinforced, then not another until

five have occurred, and so it goes. When sub-

jected to such a schedule, pigeons have re-

sponded for many hours at as fast a rate as

five pecks per second. Skinner points out

that

The efficacy of such schedules in generating

high rates has long been kno\wi to the pro-

prietors of gambling establishments. Slot

machines, roulette wheels, dice cages, horse

races, and so on, pay off on a schedule of

variable-ratio reinforcement. Each device has

its own auxiliary reinforcements, but the

schedule is the important characteristic. Win-
ning depends upon placing a bet and in the

long run upon the number of bets placed, but

no particular payoff can be predicted. The
ratio is varied by an\' one of se\'eral "random"

systems. The pathological gambler exempli-

fies the result. Like the pigeon with its five

responses per second for many hours, he is the

\'ictim of an unpredictable contingency of

reinforcement.'"'

Extinction

In classical conditioning, the response weak-

ens and disappears when the unconditioned

stimulus does not reinforce it. Something

comparable occurs in operant reward-train-

ing. While reinforcement does not need to fol-
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low each response, tlie rate of responding drops

whenever reinforcement is consistently absent.

Extinction rates vary with motivational and

other conditions, complete absence of reinforce-

ment is followed, eventually, by extinction of

the response. As in the case of classical condi-

tioning, however, there may be spontaneous

recovery when, after an interval, the animal is

returned to the situation in which it was con-

ditioned.

Secondary reinforcement

Material rewards, such as food for tlie hun-

gry animal, are providers of primary reinforce-

ment. Howe\er, reinforcement also comes

from things which do not reduce a drive di-

rectly (as food reduces hunger). The sight

of food precedes food in the mouth, hence

seeing food may come to ha\'e a certain de-

gree of rewarding value in its own right. We
then say that it is a secondary reinforcer, or

that it provides secondary reinforcement.

Many stimuli, through their association with

primary reinforcers, come to have a reward

value. Pavlov observed this fact and we have

already discussed it as an example of second-

order conditioning. There, a bell which was

used in conditioning the salivary response

could later be used, in place of food, to con-

dition a response to some other stimulus — in

our example (p. 275), a light. The same

principle holds for operant reward-baining.

The mechanism that delivers food pellets may
be designed so that a click occurs every time a

pellet is dispensed. After this has occurred a

number of times, the click itself may reinforce

lever-pressing. Evidence comes from observa-

tions like the following: The response is con-

ditioned with click and food pellet until it is

occurring at a fast rate. If both the food and

the click are withheld, a typical extinction

curve is obtained. But if food alone is with-

drawn, extinction either fails to occur or it is

much slower than under conditions when no

click is used.^"

Another illustration of secondary reinforce-

ment comes from chimpanzees. These animals

learned to operate a "work machine" which,

after so much work, produced a grape and an

associated poker chip. Later in the experiment,

they worked for poker chips (token-re\\'ards)

alone.
'^"

Secondary reinforcers are themselves sub-

ject to experimental extinction. That is to

sa\', unless primary reinforcement is occasion-

ally associated with them, they gradually

lose their effectiveness. Thus food must be

eaten as well as seen, clicks must -sometimes

again be associated with food, and poker chips

must purchase grapes, as in the "chimp-o-mat"

(Figure 10.6)."

Many other examples of the effectixeness of

secondary reinforcement could be gi\'en, but

the following are representative. A clicking

sound associated with food was later used by

itself to develop discriminatory responses in

pigeons and other animals.''* When the pigeon

pecked at 'a playing card with diamonds, the

click sounded. When it pecked at a card

with clubs, there was no click. On this basis

it came to peck at one card and not the other.

The investigator points out, in fact, that such

a secondary reinforcer may be more effective

than food because it "rewards" the animal

immediately after the coiTCct response occurs.

A food reward would involve more delay, hence

slower learning. The poker chips already re-

ferred to were also used, by themselves, to

reinforce responses learned by chimpanzees.'-'

Secondary reinforcers are extremely potent

in the control of human learning. Money,

which corresponds in a way to the token re-

wards used with chimpanzees, is a form of

secondary reinforcement. But gestiues and

words are also reinforcing. A smile, a pat on

the back, the words "good girl" or "big boy,"

the statement "correct" or the mark "A plus"

are all positive reinforcers when used appro-

priately.

Even the simple expression "Mmm-hmm"
made after a verbal response may reinforce

that response. For example, fifteen students,

worked with individually, were asked to say

as many words as possible until stopped by
the investigator. Whenever they said a plural

noun the experimenter said "Mmm-hmm." A
matched controlgroup spoke without any word
being reinforced. Initially, both groups gave

an equal number of plural words. But by the

end of twenty-fi\e minutes, the \erball\' rein-

forced group had given almost t\\ice as many
plural words as the control group. Reinforce-

ment was then withdrawn. Gradually tliere-

after the number of plural words in the pre-

viously reinforced group approached the num-
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10.6 Using a Poker Chip

to "Purchase" a Grape at the

Chimp-o-mat. The chimpan-

zees earned their chips by hard

work at the work machine —
which required that they repeat-

edly lift a heavy lever. At first

they received a grape. Then

poker chips served as secondary

reinforcement. Sometimes there

was a day's delay before the

chips could be spent, yet the

animals accumulated a large

number of chips. Some animals

also learned to differentiate be-

tween chips of different value —
white, one grape; blue, two

grapes; red, a drink of water;

and yellow, return to the home

cage. (J. B. Wolfe, 17. Photo

courtesy Yerkes Institute of Pri-

mate Psychobiology.)

ber being given by tlie control gionp. Only

one subject realized that the experimenter was
attempting to shape his behavior. The results

for this subject were of course discarded.-"'

Another e.xperiment of a somewhat com-
parable nature was designed to see whether

verbal reinforcement could be used to increase

the frequency of opinion statements. Each
opinion expressed during a protracted conver-

sation was reinforced either by the experi-

menters' agreeing with it or paraphrasing it.

Thus, when the subject said such things as "I

think . . .
," "I believe . . .

," "I feel . . .
," or

"it seems to me. . .
." the experimenter would

say, for example, "You're right," "I agree,"

"That's so." Or he would say something like

this: "V^Hiat you are saying is that. . .
." The ex-

perimenters were psychology students working

with other students. Although there were
twenty-four subjects, not one realized that he

was being used as a "guinea pig." The effect

of agreement or paraphrasing was decidedly

positive. A ten-minute period preceding, and

a comparable period following ten minutes of

reinforcement provided control data. In every

subject, the ten-minute reinforcement period

produced more opinion statements than either

of the control periods. -^

Successive approximations

Reinforcement of responses which succes-

sively approximate desired performance is

worthy of special attention because, through it,

the experimenter can shape the animal's be-

havior. We have learned that any response

which precedes reinforcement sufficiently often

wiU tend to increase in frequency. Suppose,

now, that we want a pigeon to peck a disc.

It will perhaps do this after pecking one part

of the experimental box after another. But

suppose that we wish to shorten the process.

As the pigeon moves closer to the disc, we
reinforce it (with food or a secondary reinforcer

such as a click). No further reinforcement oc-

curs until the pigeon gets closer still. Grad-

ually, in this way, the bird is brought to the

wall with the disc. Now it receives no further

reinforcement until it pecks the uall. Next it

must peck closer to the disc before it is rein-

forced. Finally, in this way, the bird's

behavior is shaped so that it is pecking the

disc. Thereafter, every peck is rewarded and

disc-pecking grows in frequency. --

By utilizing operant reward-training, includ-

ing the procedure of reinforcing successive ap-

proximations, entertainers have taught animals
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to perform remarkable tricks in a \cry short

time. Many readers have no doubt seen these

acts at county fairs and on TV. How they are

produced has been described by two people,

who credit Skinner and operant conditioning

for their successful career as animal trainers.--^

Escape training

Escape training differs from avoidance

training (p. 276) in certain respects. The latter

utilizes a stimulus to signal the onset of punish-

ment. As the subject leanis the significance of

this signal, it makes anticipatory responses

which enable it to avoid punishment. In es-

cape training, on the other hand, the floor of

the cage may be electrified so that the animal

is continually punished until it finds a way to

turn off the current. This it may do by pressing

a lever (Figure 8.10, p. 224), by tin-ning a

wheel, or by some other action decided upon

beforehand by the investigator. Under these

circumstances, the subject usually exhibits a

lot of seemingly random behavior during tlie

course of which it makes the proper response.

Subsequently, this response occurs with de-

creasing delay. Finally, as soon as the shock

comes, the animal turns it off.-^

OPERANT CONDITIONING
IN EDUCATION

The principles of operant conditioning may
he applied to such problems as teaching arith-

metic, spelling, and other subjects,, including

psychology. One of Skinner's teaching ma-

chines is shown in Figure 10.7. Carefully

prepared sets of frames are presented serially.

The learner makes a response to the first frame

and is positively or negatively reinforced.

Positive reinforcement comes from finding that

his response is correct. He does not make the

next step unless this is so. We cannot describe

these teaching techniques in detail, nor argue

their pros and cons, but it is fitting that we
quote Skinner on what his machines are de-

signed to do, and how they accomplish it.

Like a good tutor the machine presents just

that material for which the student is ready.

It asks him to take only that step which he is

at the moment best equipped and likely to

take. Like a skillful tutor the machine helps

the student to come up with die right answer.

It does this in part through tlie orderly con-

struction of the program and in part with tech-

niques of hinting, prompting, suggesting, and

so on, derived from the analysis of verbal be-

10.7 Student at Work on a

Teaching Machine. "One frame of

material is partly visible in the left-

hand window. The student writes his

response on a strip of paper exposed

at the right. He then lifts a lever with

his left hand, advancing his written

response under a transparent cover

and uncovering the correct response

in the upper corner of the frame. If

he is right, he moves the lever to the

right, punching a hole alongside the

response he has called right and alter-

ing the machine so that that frame

will not appear again when he goes

through the series a second time. A
new frame appears when the lever is

returned to its starting position."

(Courtesy Dr. B. F. Skinner.)



havior." Lastly, of course, the machine, hke

the private tutor, reinforces the student for

every correct response, using this immediate

feedback not only to shape his behavior most

efficiently but to maintain its strength in a man-

ner which the layman would describe as "hold-

ing the student's interest."-^'

ACQUIRING SKILLS

Skill is proficiency in the performance of

some task. The task may be speaking, typing,

playing a musical instrument, driving a car,

flying a plane, hitting a moving target, sending

and receiving coded messages, reciting a poem,

playing bridge, or using the procedures of

some art or science.

Some skills are called sensorimotor (or per-

ceptual-motor) because the activities involved

are quite obviously dependent upon informa-

tion provided by sense organs. The batter, for

example, swings as he sees the ball reach a

certain position and the hunter's aim varies as

his target moves. In skills there is, in fact, a

constant feedback of information, not only

from the external receptors but also from

others within the body.

Verbal skills are those in which language

activities predominate. One of the purest ex-

amples is reciting a poem or a lesson. Although

we say that these are "verbal " skills they ob-

viously include sensorimotor functions. One
speaks with his vocal musculature and, as we
shall see later, perhaps to some extent thinks

with it. Verbalization as a "motor" .skill is

given brief consideration in this chapter.

While it is observing and otherwise respond-

ing to its environment, an organism may ac-

quire potentially useful information. But

whether or not this results in skilled perform-

ance depends upon motivating conditions.

Thus hungry rats allowed to explore a maze,

but finding no food in it, perform very ineffi-

ciently. There is little or no evidence that they

have learned anything. Yet, when a food re-

ward is introduced, their performance some-

times shows an unusually rapid improvement
— a much more rapid improvement than oc-

curs in the performance of rewarded rats which

" Skinner, B. F., Verbal Behavior. Appleton-

Centiiry-Crofts, 1957.

are new to the situation. We therefore infer

that, during their exploration, the animals were

learning something, more or less incidentally,

which their earlier performance failed to indi-

cate.-''

ACQUISITION OF SKILL IN

ANIMALS AND MEN

The chief reason for acquiring any skill is to

correct some inadequacy of adjustment. As

long as the situation is optimal— as long as it

provides ready satisfaction of every need—
the organism tends to stay in a rut. Thus, if

we want the rat to acquire a skill, we make
it hungry and give food as a reward for

achievement. In the case of a child, we let it

know that there is candy, or money, or praise

for accomplishment.

In research on animal learning the subject's

method of satisfying a drive is ordinarily dis-

rupted in some way. For example, it can no

longer get food in the accustomed place. By
using suitable rewards or punishments, -we

then induce it to acquire the skills necessary

for readjustment.

Maze learning

Some comparative results on maze learning

were described in Chapter 4 (pp. 79-82).

Oiu' interest there was in the evolution of

intelligence.

One type of maze used with rats is illustrated

in Figure 10.8. In the usual experiment, each

rat is deprived of food for twenty-four hours

prior to a run, or trial. Food is obtained only

by going through the maze pathway from be-

ginning to end. It is reached most expediti-

ously by avoiding blind alleys.

When a rat first enters the maze, there may
be many apparently random or so-called

"hial-and-error" activities. The new environ-

ment may be explored more or less thoroughly.

Blind alle>'s as well as units leading more

directly to the food may be entered and re-

entered. But when food is reached, the trial

ends. A record is kept of the number of eiTors

made, the time taken to get from entrance to

food box and, if the rat's route has been

traced, the excess distance traveled. After the

subject eats, it is returned to its cage where

the rest of its daOy food allowance is available.
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IL'.O Maze Learning in Animals.

This is one of many types of maze

and maze patterns used to study ani-

mal learning. The animal, in this case

a white rat, learns to go by the short-

est route from the entrance (left) to the

food box (right). An error (blind-

alley entrance) is shown. Mazes used

to study human learning ore similar,

in principle, to those used with animals.

(This is the Warden Y-moze. Photo by

Lilo Hess, Three Lions, Inc.)

This is usually a small amount which is

quickly consumed. The next day, at the same

time and under the same motivational and ex-

ternal conditions, another trial is given. Errors,

time, and distance traveled are recorded as

before. This procedure continues until the

maze is run from entrance to food box without

error. Usually we say that the habit has been

learned when there are no errors on three

successive days. The "criterion of learning"

here is three errorless runs.

Human mazes take many forms. Sometimes

a very large one is used, with high walls that

put the subject in much the same predicament

&s a rat. In a stylus pattern, shown in Figure

10.9, the subject, while blindfolded, traces the

groove v\'ith a stv'lus or pencil point.

Human mazes are sometimes printed and

the subject traces the pathway with a pencil.

However, these maze patterns are so compli-

cated that, even though the subject can see the

whole layout, his intelligence is put to the test

in finding the correct path. He may start

tracing with a pencil, and retrace wherever

necessary, until the goal is reached. But this

is not the characteristic approach. Learning of

printed mazes (see p. 81) is likely to be ob-

servational rather than manual. The subject

looks the situation over and, with his eyes, fol-

lows one possible lead after another. When
the correct pathway is evident, he then takes

pencil in hand and traces it. Trial-and-enor is

involved here, as in other forms of maze learn-

ing, but it is likely to be implicit more than

overt. The individual may think his way
through.

Acquisition of the maze habit

Acquisition of any habit may be represented

by a learning curve. This shows, at a glance,

the general trend of the learning process. Trials

are represented along the base (abscissa).

Errors, time, correct responses, or other aspects

of behavior are represented at the left side

(ordinate) of the graph.

Figure 10.10 shows the progress made by

rats, children, and adults in learning a some-

what comparable maze. Note that the curves

fall as a function of practice. In a situation

where correct responses were recorded, the

learning curves would rise. Note, also, that

the curves approach a limit beyond which

performance could not improve. This is the

physiological limit. In the case of errors and

distance traveled, it is set by the problem itself.

The subject cannot better a score of no errors,

nor can he cover a shorter distance than the

shortest route from entrance to exit. In the

case of time scores, the physiological limit is

approached as a subject gets to the point

where he cannot move any faster. When
correct responses are plotted, the physiological

limit is again set by the problem. One obvi-

ously cannot exceed the maximum number of

correct turns, or choices. If it were a memory
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than would come from plotting the average

errors and average time scores separately.

The three learning curves do not differ a

great deal. Children at first improve faster

than either the rats or adults. The overall

trend and the end result, however, are similar

for all groups.

SOME SKILLS THAT ARE
TYPICALLY HUMAN

Mazes are very useful in research on the

fundamentals of learning, but many investi-

IL/. / A Stylus Maze. This is a maze designed

by Foster and Tinker. The subject is blindfolded.

The maze is traced from the start to the end with

a pencil or stylus.

experiment with twenty items to be recalled

in correct order, tlie physiological limit which

the learning cur\'e approached would be

twenty correct responses.

In some learning cun'es we see progress up

to a point, no further progress for several

trials, then further improvement. In this event,

the flat place in the curve is referred to as a

plateau. What seems to be the physiological

limit for a particular subject is, in reality, often

a plateau, but we cannot be sure unless there

is subsequent improvement. This might come

about because of increased motivation. It

might appear, for instance, that a rat is run-

ning the maze as fast as possible— the time

curve has flattened out at a certain level. But

if we make him more hungry, or give him a

shock when he slows down, he may increase

his speed.

Individual learning curves often fluctuate a

great deal. The subject progresses for a trial

or two, regresses or enters a plateau, then

shows further progress. For comparative pur-

poses, therefore, individual data are usualK'

combined and averaged to produce a group

learning curve. The curves in Figure 10.10 are

group curves. Being relativeh' smooth, the>'

show the general trend and thus facilitate com-

parisons; in this instance between rats, chil-

dren, and adults. Note, too, that different

indices of efficiency are here combined and

weighted, thus producing a smoother curve

Iv/.lvJ Curves for Maze Learning in Rats,

Children, and Human Adults. The maze was a

large one through which the individuals walked.

Rots learned a maze which was different from, yet

somewhat comparable with, that used for human

subjects. A, adults; C, children; R, white rats. The

curves are based upon error elimination, reduction

in time, and reduction in distance traveled, these

three factors being combined. Furthermore, im-

provement is shown as the percentage reduction of

the scores manifested on the first trial. Each point

in the curve except for the first, comprises the

overage of two trials. (After Hicks and Corr.)
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Target elevation motor

Jjl'<^ Heady signol light elevation yoke

'

J^ \ SUBJECT CONTROL

IVj.l I Pursuit Tracking. The subject tries

to keep the spot of light on the moving target.

This simulates many skills required today in

military activities. {From Miles, G. H., and D.

Lewis, 27, pp. 569, 571.)

gators, and especially those with practical

rather than theoretical interests, are more

interested in activities that are typically human.

At the turn of the century, some were already

studying how individuals learn to receive and

send telegraph messages and how they learn

to type. Later there were studies of how
novices learn various industrial operations.

Many motor skills require eye-hand coordi-

nations. One relatively simple test of eye-

hand coordination was illustrated and described

in our discussion of aptitnde tests. This is the

test with the complex coordinator (p. 124)

where the subject's reactions are contingent

upon settings of red lights, which he attempts

to match with green lights.

Other eye-hand coordinations are those in-

\()hed in tracking belia\ior. One form of track-

ing skill known as compensatory tracking is

exemplified, when we keep our speedometer at

{let us say) 45 miles per hour or when a pilot,

through his own reactions, keeps his plane on a

le\el course. In another type of tracking skill,

known as pursuit tracking, a moving target is

followed. One example appears in Figure

10.11. Here we have a complicated tracking

device which simulates that of a gunner who
must keep his sight on a moving target. The
coordinations required in order to keep a spot

of light on the target are described as follows:

"The subject, sitting on a chair, grasps two
pistol-grip type handles placed at about chest

height. To move the light to the right or left,

the handles and the movable stiTicture to

which they are attached are turned through a

small angle by pushing one handle away while

pulling the other toward the body. This is

the steering response. To make the light go

up, the bottoms of the handles are pushed a

short distance away from the subject in a kind

of twisting action, and to make it go down, the

handles are pulled toward the subject. . . .

The speed with which the light moves in any

direction depends on how far the handles are

turned from the neutial position."
-"
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When such tasks are used, the measure of

efficiency may be time on the target in

seconds. In the present instance, the mean
score for a group of teenagers tested at a

State Fair began at two seconds per thirty-

second trial and, after ten trials, reached

more than seven seconds. Further train-

ing would no doubt have brought further

improvement.

Verbal skills

We acquire some motor skills partl\- dirougli

memorizing. That is to say, we intend to re-

member which acts lead to the best results,

what we have observed in a skilled perform-

ance, and what we have been told by an

instructor. Most verbal skills acquired by older

children and adults are clearly learned by

memorizing. One repeats the material with

the intention to recall or recognize it later.

Speaking is a complex motor skill, as well

as a symbolic or verbal one. It is acquired

partly on the basis of reflex vocalizations

which appear during early infancy, but also

on the basis of imitation (that is, attempting

to copy the vocalizations of others) and trial-

and-error activity.

Ability to make combinations of sounds

which closely approximate those of adults

(namely, "doll" instead of "da," the original

\ocalization) develops gradually There is

no doubt that matin-ational factors are involved

in this development. Vocalizations produced

by adults cannot be copied by the child until

auditory-vocal mechanisms, including tlieir

cerebral connections, have sufficiently devel-

oped. Nevertheless, it is obvious that children

learn to speak, just as they learn other manipu-

lative habits. Saying the word "doll," for ex-

ample, calls for a complex integration of lung,

throat, mouth, and tongue movements in

properly timed succession. The sound d is

produced when the tip of the tongue is

placed between the slightly open teeth in a

certain way, and air is expelled from the

lungs. Saying o calls for an appropriate

manipulation of lungs, vocal cords, tongue,

and mouth, as well as of resonance cavities

within the throat and mouth. The I sound

requires manipulation of lungs, vocal cords,

tongue, and mouth. Saying "doll" in the adult

way calls for a rather definite temporal pat-

terning of these movements. Such patterns

are gradually acquired. Adequately stimulated

by his fond parents, and later by formal teach-

ers, the child vocalizes in a trial-and-error

fashion, until he achieves the acceptable pat-

terns. Thus he learns to say "doll" instead of

"da," "stomach" instead of "tummy," "sugar"

instead of "fugar," "light" instead of "yite,"

"elephant" instead of "fant," and so on.

Verbal skills frequently involved in labora-

tory studies of learning include recitation of

poems or narratives; recitation of lists of

words, digits, syllables, or other symbols;

and substitution of one kind of verbal mate-

rial for another, for instance, substituting digits

for words or forms. Very little need be said

about such materials at this point, for they will

be dealt with in more detail in the chapter on

remembering, which concerns not the process

of memorizing as such, but what is retained

after such a process.

The most useful type of verbal material

for experimental purposes is the nonsense s\l-

lable, or some modification of it. Ebbinghaus

(pp. 7-8) pointed out that poems, narratives

words, digits, and similar meaningful mate-

rial give certain individuals an advantage

over others. If one has already learned a

poem, for example, his laboratory learning of it

does not start from scratch. He has an ad-

vantage over somebody who has never before

seen or heard the poem. The problem is the

same as the one considered in relation to motor

skills, where the maze was found to ha\'e

advantages, for scientific work, not possessed

by activities more in line with everyday skills.

Typical nonsense syllables are fej, leb, and
/;'). Such syllables, of which an almost end-

less variety may be devised, are usually ar-

ranged in lists, either singly or paired. In the

first instance the subject merely learns to re-

produce them in order, as he would a list of

words. This is the simple recall method of

learning. In the second instance, however, he

leanis to repeat the paired syllable when its

partner is presented alone. This learning of

paired associates is like learning \'ocabulary

lists, where the foreign word is presented

and one gives its English equi\alent, or \"ice

\ersa.

A type of apparatus widely used to expose

syllables, or other verbal materials, either

singly or in pairs, at controlled time intervals,
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IL/.I^ A Memory Drum. The material to be

memorized appears in the slit. One of a series of

nonsense syllables rotating on the drum is shown.

[Courtesy Ralph Gerbrands, Arlington, Mass.)

i.s shown in Figure 10.12. An carli(.'r type of

memory drum appears in Figure 1.1 (p. 8).

PROBLEM-SOLVING

The acquisition of all kinds of skills, botli

motor and verbal, may involve problem-solving

There are, however, many situations in which

what we learn is not so much a skOl as it is an

understanding of what must be done. Once
we understand, tlie rest is relatively simple.

This is well illustrated by experiments utilizing

problem boxes, detour situations, and instru-

ments.

Problem boxes

Problem boxes, like mazes, were first used

by psychologists to investigate animal learn-

ing. The simplest of these allowed tlie animal

to get a reward, or escape (or both) by per-

forming one simple act.

In its essential aspects, operation of a prob-

lem box requiring only one movement, such as

pushing a rod or pressing a lever is merely

operant conditioning. The more complicated

problem boxes, of which that in Figure 10.13

is representative, require a combination of acts.

The problem box illustrated is probably too

complicated for any animal below man to

manipulate appropriately. It must be opened

by inserting the buttonhook into appropriate

holes, placing the hook over certain rings, and

lifting them off pegs. But the process requires

something more than motor dexterity. One
must observe the holes; whether the button-

hook will fit into them; whether it will enable

the rings to be loosened; and the sequence in

which the rings must be lifted. If the prob-

lem is to be solved readily, careful observation

and a certain degree of understanding are

necessary. A chimpanzee would probably not

even grasp the natine of the problem. He
might, to be sure, make a simple problem out

of it by smashing the box. Human idiots fail

to grasp the nature of such problems. A
normal human subject, however, keeps within

limits set by the instructions. He undertakes

to open the box with the buttonhook alone,

and not to break the glass cover or any of the

cords to which the rings are attached.

In solving such problems, human subjects

sometimes exhibit a more or less random, more

or less trial-and-error, approach which is

clearly apparent to any onlooker. They pull

the string with the buttonhook, turn the box

over and around, and pull at the latch. Then,

suddenly, they get the idea of inserting the

hook into a hole and trying to get at the rings

in that way. They try loosening one ring, but

soon discover that another must be loosened

lU.IO Interior View of Healy Puzzle Box.

Seven distinct steps must be followed if the box is

to be opened. They are 1. removing ring from post,

2. pulling out staple, 3. removing ring, 4. removing

ring from post, 5. removing ring from arm of post,

6. removing ring from hook, and 7. removing hook

and opening box. (After W. Healy and G. Fernald.)
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IU.I4 A Simple Detour Prcblem. In this situation the hen does not react with insight.

Its behavior is either direct (attempting to get the food through the fence) or random. A
chimpanzee, on the other hand, makes the detour almost immediately. He may even climb over

the wire. (From Munn, N. L., "The Evolution of Mind," Scientific American, 1957, 196, 144.)

first. This sort of behavior continues until the

subject gets the box open.

It occasionally happens, on tlie other hand,

that a subject will solve the problem on a

observational basis entirely— looking the situ-

ation o\er and making no overt move until

satisfied that the box can be opened without

error.

I once handed the box in our illustration to

a girl in elementary psychology, hoping to

demonstrate trial-and-error learning to the

class. But she looked at the box a minute or so,

then opened it swiftly, without a false move.

Upon being asked how she did it, the student

replied that she "figured it out." She thought of

one mo\"e after another, some correct and some
incorrect, but made no overt response imtil she

had "figured it out." After this implicit trial-

and-error process reached completion, the

student put into practice what she had learned

observationally. It may have seemed to some
that she learned the solution by a sudden

"flash" of insight rather than by trial-and-error.

Much of the sudden learning, from which

insight or understanding is inferred, may be

the outcome of some such implicit trial-and-

error process.

Detour problems

A well-motivated animal will go as directly

as possible toward an observable and mean-
ingful goal object, but we may change the

situation so that what was a direct means of

approach is now blocked, yet with the goal-

object still in sight (Figure 10.14). When we
do this, the animal can reach the goal only

by taking an indirect (roundabout) route.

Most animals persist in the direct approach. In

higher organisms like monkeys and chimpan-
zees, however, a direct trial-and-error ap-

proach may be replaced, more or less suddenly,

by a circumvention of the barrier. It is as if

the animal suddenly perceived significant as-

pects of the situation. We may infer that it

learned the problem when it observed the in-

adequacy of the direct, or the adequacy of the

indirect approach. This is another instance

of what is commonK' called insight.

Instrumentation

Learning in monkeys, apes, and human chil-

dren is often studied by confronting them
with problems calling for the use of such

"tools" as sticks. The animal in his cage, or the
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IL/.IO chimpanzee Joining Sticks so that

Food may be Reached. Finding that food is in-

accessible with one sticl<, the chimpanzee picl<s up

the two sticlcs, fits them together, and pushes the

combined sticlcs toward the food. (From the film,

"Monkey into Man," by Huxley and Zuckermon.

Courtesy Walter O. Gutlohn.)

child in his phiypen, is shown some desirable

object which is out of reach. He can obtain it

only by utilizing the nearby instruments. Thus

the chimpanzee (Figure 10.15) joins two

sticks to reach food which is otherwise in-

accessible.

The initial attack on such problems by ani-

mals and young children is usually of the overt

trial-and-error variety. One stick is used, then

the other. One stick may be pushed out with

the other until tlie food is touched. Sometimes

the sticks are fitted together, yet without the

subject realizing that joined sticks provide a

means of solution.

An unusually bright chimpanzee studied by

Wolfgang Kohler reacted to the two-stick prob-

lem in much the manner described above until,

with apparent suddenness, it saw the relation

between solution of the problem and the

joined sticks.-* Sudden solution of such a

problem, as we saw in the case of puzzle-bo.x

and detour learning, is designated learning hij

insight. Apparently, the subject grasps the

relation between different relevant aspects of

the situation. This is perhaps synonymous
with what, in human beings, is known as "get-

ting the idea" or "seeing the point." One
psychologist calls it the "Aha experience."

Only limited insight is possible in typical

maze situations where but a small portion of

the pathway is apparent at one time. This

is true also in certain problem situations where

significant aspects of the mechanism cannot

be perceived. Sudden learning which sug-

gests insight has been observed most often in

tool-using situations, because, in these, all as-

pects of the problem are presented simultane-

ously. Such situations make it relatively easy

for the subject to "put tsvo and t\vo together.''

Problem-solving in higher organisms like apes

and men is, as we have seen, often obsei-va-

tional learning. The subject looks the situation

over, perhaps engages in implicit trial-and-error

with respect to various aspects of it, then

achiexes a solution. Through their ability to

learn by obser\ing, instead of merely b>' doing,

some of the higher organisms, including human
beings, may be aided by observing the per-

formances of others. Thus monkeys and

chimpanzees have solved problems, without

overt ti-ial-and-error, by watching others solve

them. It is said, therefore, that they learn by

imitating. Such learning is so important for

human beings that it warrants special atten-

tion.

LEARNING BY IMITATION

Although higher organisms ma>- learn a great

deal by observing and attempting to copy

the performances of others, they must first

learn to imitate and, in order for the example

to be effective, it must titilize Imhits already

learned.

Learning to imitate is illustrated by the

following experiment with forty-two first-grade

children.

One child (the leader) was told which of two

small boxes to open. If he opened it, a piece

of candy was found. Another piece in the box

was to be left there. The other child (imita-

tor) was rewarded with the second piece of

candy if he opened the same box as tlie leader.

He was not rewarded if he went to the other

box. In any test, both chOdren stood within

the test room at the place marked "Start,"

(Figure 10.16). On the first test, the children

were told: "Here are two boxes, there and

there. Here is a piece of candy. You are to

find the candy. He gets the first tuni. Then

you get a turn. If you don't find it the first
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lU.IO The Situation Employed to Teach
Children to Imitate. (From Miller, N,, and J.

Dollard, 29, p. 124.)

time, you will get anotlier turn." The leader

always had his turn, then the imitator. The
position of the candy varied, of course, from
one box to the other in a random order. Twent\'
per cent of the children imitated on the first

ti-ial. Some or all of the 80 per cent who went
to the other bo.x may have done so because,
seeing the leader get candy out of a box, they

reasoned that there would be no more in that

box. After an average of three trials, the second
child copied the performance of the first child.

When the situation was changed, so that the

children were confronted b\' four boxes ar-

ranged at the corners of an imaginary square,

75 per cent of the subjects imitated. This

demonstrated that they generalized, or trans-

ferred to a different situation, the tendency to

imitate which they had learned in the first

situation. Other children were taught not to

imitate. They were rewarded for not doing
what the leader did. Their nonimitative tend-

ency transferred 100 per cent to the new situ-

ation.-"

In this experiment it is noteworthy that the

children given an opportimity to imitate al-

ready had \\'ithin their response repertoire the

basic activities required. They could all walk
toward a box, open it, and lift out what was
in it. A child who could not already do these

things would obviously fail to imitate. This
point, quite obvious here, is perhaps not so

obvious, although even more important, when
skills of far greater complexit\'. like learning to

dismantle and reassemble a watch or some
other complex device, are involved.

Learning of many athletic, industi'ial and
professional skills is today facilitated by moving
picture demonstrations of skilled performance.
The effectiveness of such demonstrations, as in

the illustrations just given, depends upon their

use of basic skills already present in the ob-
server.

Regardless of how the subject responds
while witnessing an actual or a movie dem-
onstration of a complex skill, the sample per-

formance has at least t\\'o decided advan-
tages over a pure trial-and-en'or approach.

(1) It shows the coiTect performance, thus
enabling the learner to save time and effort

which might otherwise be wasted in making
incorrect approaches. Suppose, for example,
that you were a Hottentot who had never
seen or heard of a bicycle — that you had not
the least idea what the entire device or its

\arious mechanisms were for, but you were
shown a moving picture of a man riding a

bicycle. Then, although you would be far

from acquiring skOl in riding, you would at

least know that the device was for trans-

portation, that one sits on a certain part rather

than another, and that moving it requires

pushing the pedals with the feet. Human
beings are often called upon to learn industrial

skills just as foreign to their past experience as

cycling is to the past experience of the

Hottentot. In such instances, seeing a skilled

performance saves a great deal of time which
would otherwise be spent in trial and error.

(2) Observing skilled performance not
only gives general orientation like that de-

scribed, but it also gives the observer cer-

tain insights at the start which, if he ever

acquired them during practice, might come
only after a long process of bial and error.

LEVELS OF COMPLEXITY IN

HABIT FORMATION

Many complex skills, both motor and \erbal,

involve an integration of simpler skills. Some
in\olve successi\'el>' higher stages of integration

as learning proceeds. They are, for this reason,

referred to as habit hierarchies.

Take typing, for example. One first learns

to hit the correct keys. These learned responses

may be designated letter habits. After habits of
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striking the correct keys have progressed to

the point where the indi\idual is fairly pro-

ficient, he finds that he is developing loord

habits. Letters like T, H, and E, instead of

eliciting noticeably separate responses, arouse

a single response. The individual looks at

the word "THE" or thinks it, and the separate

responses seem to take care of themselves.

After a while, phrase habits appear. Common
phrases like "Very sincerely yours" are t\'ped

without the typist having to pay any attention

to either the separate letters or the separate

words. The situation in typing may be pre-

sented schematicallv as follows:

Letter habit

Word habit

Phrase habit T H E B O O K I SPUE

THE BOOK IS DUE

THE BOO K I S D U E

Habit hierarchies are also quite evident

whenever messages are to be sent or received

•in code, as in telegraphy. Indeed psycholo-

gists have long been interested in telegraphy

and much research has centered upon the most

efficient mediods of teaching it. There has

also been a lively interest in the course of prog-

ress in learning to send and receive tele-

graphic messages.

After complicated skills are practiced for a

long %\'hile, they tend to run their course

automatically. There are many examples of

this in everyday life. Think of the concen-

trated attention that one must give to riding

a bicycle for the first time. One is aware of

movements made in balancing the vehicle, in

guiding it, and in working the pedals. After

considerable practice, however, these balanc-

ing, steering, and pedaling activities take place

automatically— one does not have to think of

them. He may daydream or engage in a

conversation while riding. Eventually, he

rides with as little thought as is involved in

walking.

TRANSFER

Learning one skill often influences the ac-

quisition of other skills. This influence may be

such that the acquisition of one type of

performance facilitates learning of another.

The influence of earlier learning on later learn-

ing may, on the other hand, be such that ac-

quisition of one skill interferes with acquisition

of another. In the first instance we have posi-

ti\e transfer effects, frequently referred to as

"transfer of training" or "transfer of learning."

In the second instance we have a' negative

transfer effect, what is othenvise called "nega-

tive transfer" or "habit interference."

Higher organisms, including monkeys, chim-

panzees, and human beings, are adept at

getting the knack of certain situations so that,

when they encounter somewhat comparable

situations, they know what to do.

A situation used in experiments with mon-
ke\s is like that in Figure 10.17. There are

IVj.l/ Monkey Doing a Learning-to-Learn

Test. The monkey has just lifted the cyhnder and is

getting a raisin out of the recess below it. Had he

lifted the cube, he would have forfeited the reward.

A screen would have dropped, preventing response

to the cylinder. On the next trial, the cylinder

might appear in the same place, or at the left, de-

pending upon a chance order of positioning it.

After the stimulus tray is arranged, the screen rises,

signaling the time for another response. A one-way

vision screen in front of the experimenter prevents

the monkey from seeing him and possibly getting

a clue as to the position of the reward. (After

Harlow.)
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two objects and under one of them is a re-

ward, in this case a raisin. The correct object

changes position from right to left in accord-

ance with a chance sequence, hence the

animal must learn which object is correct.

In other words, a position habit will not reward

him consistently. Let us suppose that the cylin-

der is correct. If the subject lifts this he gets

his raisin. But if he lifts the cube he gets noth-

ing for that trial. One might think that, after

discovering the raisin under the cylinder, the

monkey would lift this on the next bial; or

that, not finding it under the cube, he would
lift the cylinder next time. However, there is

the position to be considered. Finding the

raisin under the right-hand object, he might

associate it with that position, which would
be incorrect. Moreover, he might have a pref-

erence for one object of the pair. Actually, it

takes many trials before the subject "catches

on" and consistently lifts the cylinder. The
learning curve for the initial discrimination

(lowest in Figure 10.18) shcfws how gradualK'

this is acquired. It suggests that the animal

acquires the discrimination on a typical b'ial-

and-error basis.

After the first discrimination habit has been

mastered, a new problem is presented. Per-

haps the two objects are now a pyramid

and a triangle, with the latter hiding the

raisin. This problem is learned much more
readily dian the last one. Then two more ob-

jects are presented— say a large cube and a

small one, with the small one correct. This is

learned even more readily than the preceding

problem. New pairs of stimulus objects are

used until, finally, the monkey needs only one

trial to learn what he is to do. What he does

on the first trial gets him the raisin, or it

doesn't. On the second trial, however, he

reacts by lifting the object that he lifted before

(if this was rewarded) or by lifting the

other object ( if his first trial was unrewarded )

.

At the beginning of such a series of prob-

lems the second trial is correct only about 50

per cent of the time (see lowest curve in

Figure 10.18). This percentage rises as training

continues so that, after 300 problems have

been solved, it reaches the level of 97 per cent

or better (see second ti'ial in each curve from

bottom up in Figure 10.18). Some mon-
keys eventually get to the stage where the

second trial is alwavs correct.'"'

Ivj.lo Discrimination Learning Curves on

Successive Blocks of Problems. Note the steady

improvement in the lower curve and the sudden

mastery indicated in the upper ones. The first trial

would, by chance, yield 50 per cent correct re-

sponses. The second trials from below up, are

worthy of special attention. They begin at the 52

per cent level and ore finally at about the 97 per

cent level. (From Harlow, H. F. 30, 53.)

Sudden learning like tlaat which occurs in

the later stages of such discrimination problems

as we have described suggests the presence of

insight (p. 289). It is as if the subject

"catches on," as if it understands what the

experimenter is requiring of it. A variety of

organisms in addition to monkeys (rats, cats,

chimpanzees, children) have learned such

problems. -'^1

Transfer in verbal learning

Transfer of verbal skills often occurs. When
comparable lists of nonsense syllables are

learned one after the other, there is a gradual

reduction in the trials required to learn suc-

cessive lists. It is as if the subjects, like those

of the discrimination experiments discussed

above, are learning how to learn this type of

material. 3- Somewhat similar results are ob-

tained with school children memorizing poems.
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digits, and otlier \eibal materials. The>' learn

similar materials with greater facility than

children \\ ithont the previous training. Where
dissimilar materials are learned, ho\\'e\er, trans-

fer is negligible. Thus, children who memo-
rize one kind of material usually do not memo-
rize another kind any better than they would

ha\'e without the previous training. WTiere

improvement does occur, it is attributable to

a carry-oxer of procedures and attitudes.''-'

Bases of transfer

Where transfer occius, either in motor or

\erbal learning, it comes from ( 1 ) similarity

of contents, (2) similarity of techniques,

(3) similarity of principles, or (4) a combi-

nation of these.

Siniilarity of contents. Parts of old habits

may be "run off" as a response to new situa-

tions, perhaps with minor modifications.

Thus, after learning items TSQNAFPLJ
it is easy to learn TSQNAFLJRZ be-

cause most of the items are learned already.

A person familiar \\'ith several card games will

learn the rules of another readily since many
of the new rules are like those he already

knows, i.e., a Queen takes a Jack; there

are only four Aces in the deck, and so on.

After one has learned to drive a car, he soon

masters the controls of another. The brake

is still under the right foot, a clockwise move-
ment of the \\heel steers the car to the

riglit. In school subjects one also finds similar-

it\' of contents. Indeed, almost everything we
learn in school is conveyed to us through

words and other symbols learned earlier.

Without this "common content," how could

we hope to learn history, biology, physics, and

other subjects? There is ti-ansfer from mathe-

matical skills to mechanical engineering skills,

because both involve the same symbols and

symbolic relations. Transfer from one lan-

guage to another occurs if the symbols and

grammatical constniction are alike. There is

very high transfer from Spanish to Portuguese

because of this similarit>'; and there is a certain

amount of tr'ansfer from English to French

because many \\'ords are similar.

Techniques. There are courses in how to

study which aim to teach the student how to

organize his learning so as to make him

maximally efficient. Any transfer that comes

from such courses is a transfer of study tech-

niques.

Transfer in terms of techniques also occurs

if, ha\ing learned the scientific approach to

problems in one subject, the student applies

scientific procedures to problems . in other

fields. Likewise, if the student takes a course

in formal logic and tliereafter thinks more
logicalK', or tests his thinking in terms of

logic, the procedures of formal logic have

been transferred. OccasionaU\', a student who
has learned in mathematics to formulate a

problem by letting .v equal this, y tliat, and

so on, applies the same t>pe of formulation to

comparable problems in e\eryda\' life.

A word of caution is, however, in order.

Having taken a course in how to study, in

scientific method, in logic, in mathematics,

or any other subject, does not guarantee that

transfer will occur. The teacher with his eye

on transfer will do well to gi\e practice exer-

cises in which transfer is called for. That

is, he will teach how to ti'ansfer the methods

to practical situations. Transfer, even though

possible, does not take place automatically.

Principles. Transfer of principles is not

always clearly different from transfer of

techniques, because the use of a technique

ma\' invohe tlie application of principles.

An experiment \\hich clearly involves trans-

fer of principles is illustrated by the following:

Children learned a problem in which one of

se\eral doors containing figures, and above

which figures appeared, was to be opened in

order to get a hidden toy. The principle wliich

the children were to learn by their trial-and-

error activities was this: "The correct door is

always the one whose figure matches the one

above it"; or, "none of the wrong doors have

figures which match those above." After hav-

ing learned this problem with figures, many
children learned, \vithout any further training,

new problems in which colors were used. Hav-
ing learned the principle with figures, they

applied it to the color problem. Transfer was
100 per cent.''''

A study of puzzle-solving in human adults

showed that, when subjects were taught the

principle invohed in solution of one problem,

they solved, without any error, new puzzles

which involved the same principle. Those
who did not learn the principles inxolved failed

to show much transfer.-'"'
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In one of the best-known experiments on

transfer of principles, a group of boys was

give instruction in principles of refraction,

while another comparable group received

no such instruction. Both groups were then

called upon to hit an underwater target with

darts. This they accomplished with approx-

imately equal success. But when the target

was shifted to a new position, the bo\'S with

a knowledge of the principles of refraction

made a much more rapid readjustment than

did those with no knowledge of these prin-

ciples. The investigator came to the conclu-

sion that generalization, or application of

principles to new situations in\'oIving the same

principles, had occurred.^"

Formal discipline

Studies of transfer have failed to support

the contention, once quite prevalent, that

training in certain subjects, such as Latin and

mathematics, serves to strengthen particular

psychological functions. This doctrine,

kno^^^l as that of "fonnal discipline," has

often been used to justify inclusion in the

curriculum of studies which, although hav-

ing no apparent practical value for certain

students, are said to be useful in "improving

memory," in "improving judgment," in

"sti'cngthening the scientific intellect," or in

"giving elasticity to mental functions." The
evidence from experimental investigations

shows that transfer, where it occius, is due

to similarity of contents, of techniques, or of

principles, not to development of particular

psychological faculties or functions.''"

When we say that a subject like Latin does

not, any more than some other subject, in-

crease one's intellectual capacities, we are not

saying that studying it is a waste of time.

It is exacting, and some people like to mas-

ter exacting subjects, even when they see no

practical outcomes. But it has also been

maintained, apparently with justification, that

the study of Latin improves one's English

vocabulary and makes the many English

words with Latin derivatives much more
meaningful than they would othei-wise be.

Much of the Latin idiom is lost in transla-

tion, so that a student who wishes to feel

and think with the Romans can do it better

by reading Latin than by reading translations.

The same is also true of Greek, as well as

modem languages. But we must again call

attention to the fact that bansfer, although

possible, does not necessarily occur. Stu-

dents who were taught geometry in the tradi-

tional manner improved slighdy in reasoning

ability in relation to nongeometrical problems

whereas a group that was taught geometry in

such a way as to emphasize critical thinking

showed marked transfer to other reasoning

situations. •''* Similarly, the study of Latin

does not necessarily improve the student's

English vocabulary. It does so, however, when
special attention is given to the Latin deriva-

tion of English words and how to recognize

and interpret Latin roots when they are pres-

ent.'"'

Habit interference

Man\' errors made in the earl\' stages of

learning are responses transferred, although

inappropriately, from previous habits. Some-
times we experience great difficulty in elim-

inating these inappropriate responses. Since

"carry-over" from earlier training is usually a

mixture of useful and useless, or interfering

responses, we can see that whether transfer is

positive or negative depends upon whether

one's learning as a whole is aided or hindered

by previous training.

When we come to thinking and reasoning

(Chapter 12) we shall see that many of the

errors, or false tries at solution, are carried

o\er from what we have learned in other

problem situations, but are inappropriate to

meet the new situation. They send our

thinking in the wrong "direction" and thus

interfere with solution.

We see habit interference in everyday

life. The person who has learned to drive

a car with a left-hand drive has unusual

difficult}' in learning to drive one with a

right-hand drive. Anybody who has habit-

ually guided a sled with his feet experiences

a certain amount of interference when he

leams to guide a plane. Pushing the rudder

bar with the right foot sends a sled to the

left, but it sends a plane to the right. Some-

times, too, the pilot, when wishing to turn,

will try to use the wheel rather than the rud-

der bar. Some fl\'ers have found themselves in

difficulty because their training plane difl-
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fered in certain respects from the plane they

were finally called upon to fl\'. Thus

a pOot, in attempting to correct for under-

shooting a field, pulled back on the throttle

and pushed the stick fonvard, resulting in a

nose dive into the ground. This incorrect

pattern of adjustment was due to the fact

that the pilot was flying a plane in which the

controls were placed differently from those in

the plane in which he was tiained. He was

used to advancing the throtde with his right

hand and pulling back the stick with his left

hand; and the "left-hand-back, right-hand-

forward" habit pattern transferred itself auto-

matically, to the pilot's astonishment and re-

sulting distress.''"

Habit interference in verbal activities also

occurs at times. After the end of the year,

you may continue for some time to write the

previous year on your checks, and you may
continue to write May after June has arrived.

Likewise, after your telephone number, or that

of a friend, has been changed, you may con-

tinue for a time to use the former number.

Students are sometimes "tripped up" by the

constiTiction or sounds of new words so that

negative transfer occurs."*^ Here is an ex-

ample. When asked to define "recapitula-

tion," some said that it meant "recovery"

(from recapture), some "refinancing" (from

recapitalizing) and some "renewed life" (from

recuperation )

.

Negative transfer, like positive, occurs on

the basis of similar content, techniques, or

principles, but it involves interference rather

than facilitation. The contents, techniques,

or principles which make for negative trans-

fer are opposed to those required by the new
situation.

FOUNDATIONS OF LEARNING

From what has been said about conditioned

responses, motor and verbal .skills, problem-

soh'ing, and various aspects of transfer, both

positive and negative, one might wonder how
such a wide variety of acquisitions can be sub-

sumed under a single term, such as learning.

Despite their apparent diversity, however, all

of these have at least two features in common.

In the first place, all learned responses in-

volve modifications of the organism. These are

usually conducive to improved adaptation. The
only exception is when "bad habits'" are

learned. Acquiring skills and information is

obviously adaptive. Learning not to do some-

thing injurious or painful is also adaptive.

In the second place, the modifications which

occur when we learn are dependent upon
tvhat happens to us as individuals. They are

produced by the effects upon us of changes in

stimulation, by activity, by practice, by special

training, by observation, or by a combination

of these. It is important to recognize these

foundations of learning for the reason that un-

learned modifications of behavior also occur.

This is especially so during the early months

and years of human life. These modifications

have already been discussed as changes in the

organism resulting from natural growth proc-

esses, or maturation.

Our discussions or reinforcement, both pri-

mary and secondary, make it apparent that

motivation plays an important role in learning.

For this reason we now examine some repre-

sentative studies on motivation and learning.

THE ROLE OF MOTIVATION

In research on learning it is almost axiomatic

that adequate motivation must be provided.

The hungry animal must receive food; the

thirsty one, water; or the punished or confined

animal must escape. Such reinforcement is ob-

viously necessary where learning of skills is

concerned. It is not so obviously an aspect of

conditioning, but even here, as we pointed out

earlier, reinforcement of some kind seems

necessary. Instrumental conditioning provides

reinforcement in that the organism's response

brings food or escape. Classical conditioning

may also involve reinforcement in this sense.

That is to say, the conditioned response may
relieve tension, or expectation.

What is emphasized in the examples which

follow is the relative effectiveness of different

kinds and degrees of reinforcement.

Rewards in animal learning

Learning of hungry rats which found food

at the end of tire maze was compared, in one

investigation, witli the learning of rats which

were hungry and found no food, and with the

learning of rats which were not hungry and
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found food. As illustrated in Fig. 10.19 the

hungry rewarded group showed normal prog-

ress toward mastery of the maze habit, while

the other groups exhibited litde progress. The
slight learning by hungry nonrewarded and

less-hungry rewarded rats may be attributed

to the incentive value of escape from the maze.

Time scores for these groups actually increased

during the course of the experiment, while

those for the hungry rewarded group de-

creased in the normal manner.

When hungry rats run the maze without

finding a food reward, as in the case of the

hungry nonrewarded animals above, and a food

reward is later inti'oduced, there is a sudden

drop in the time and error cur\'es. Maze per-

formance in the absence of food suggests that

little or nothing is being learned. But when
food is introduced at the tenth trial, perform-

ance soon approximates that of a group re-

warded continually over a long period. *-

Such sudden improvement, as we said earlier

(p. 283), suggests that the animals had ac-

quired information about the maze which they

did not utilize until, after the tenth day, it

became advantageous for diem to do so. Tliis

so-called latent learning has led some psy-

chologists to make a distinction between learn-

ing and performance and also to claim that

learning can occur without reinforcement.^**

That the rats acquired their information

without reinforcement from food is obvious,

since there was no food. But what about other

reinforcing conditions? Several may be inherent

in the maze situation. If the animal has an

exploratory drive (or what in a child would

be called curiosity) the satisfaction of this

drive would itself provide reinforcement. Being

removed from the maze, as well as returning

to the home cage, might also provide reinforce-

ment. Any hindrance to the rat's ongoing

activity, such as running into a blind alley and

having to turn to get out of it, might provide

negative reinforcement. There is additional

evidence of latent learning. This comes from

other experiments in which information was
apparently acquired, yet not utihzed in overt

response until relevant incentives were intro-

duced. ^^ But there is no satisfactory evidence

that such learning occurred without reinforce-

ment of some kind.

Withdrawal or delay of reward,"'*' or change

to a less preferred reward, after performance

has reached a high level of efficiency, all lead

to less efficient maze running.'*''

In human learning the reinforcement comes

more often from money, praise, or recognition

than from food.

Numerous experiments on learning in rats

and human subjects have, compared the

effect of punishment and reward, the pun-

ishment usually being a mild electric shock.

In most of these studies, involving a variety

of learning situations, shock for errors has

been more effective, in combination with re-

ward, than reward alone."''

1 0.1 9 The Effect of a Food

Reward on Maze Learning in

Rats.
,
Observe that the rapidity

of learning, and the level of

achievement, varied with motiva-

tion and reward. (From Tolmon,

E. C. and C. H. Honzik, 42, 246.)



\\J.^\J Two-Hand Coordination Apparatus.

The subject was instructed to move handles K and

L in such a manner as to throw a spot of light from

the torch T upon the bull's-eye of the target, J.J.

Too small a movement of K caused the spot to

move too far to the left. The performance was

registered on a sheet of paper at C. A score of 10

was given for a bull's eye, 9 for the next ring-out,

and so on. The outermost ring scored 1 and a miss

scored 0. The subject was required to move both

hands just once at each trial. Therefore, he was

not allowed to explore until he located the target.

(From Elwell, J. L, and G. C. Grindley, 48, 41.)

Knowledge of results

Motor .skills are not generally acquired

unless the subject has some knowledge of

results, some informational feedback. This

is neatly illustrated by an experiment in

which the apparatus of Figure 10.20 was used.

By proper manipulation of both handles at

once, the subject could move the spot of

light onto the bull's-eye. He was given a

score based upon how close he came to the

bull's-eye. After preliminary practice, two

groups were trained, one with the light off

so that no knowledge of accuracy would be

possible, and the other with the light on so that

accuracy in hitting the target would be known.

Subjects working without knowledge of re-

sults failed to show any improvement. They
became exceedingly "bored" with the whole

procedure. On the other hand, those who knew
the accuracy with which they hit the target,

improved rapidly as practice continued.

Withdrawing knowledge of results was fol-

lowed by a deteriorating performance.^^ Nu-

merous experiments on a wide \ariet>' of skills

add support to these findings.^'' In some

experiments it has been possible to vary such

factors as the amount of infonnation gi\'en

and the interval between the subject's reaction

and the informational feedback.

Subjects in one experiment tried to keep a

fluctuating needle on the zero mark for as

long a period as possible. '" This is of course

a compensatory tracking problem. Subjects

could see when the needle deviated very much
from the zero point, hence there was some

visual knowledge of results. Howe\er, a \isual

signaling s\'stem was arranged so that small

increments of cumulative time on the target

could also be indicated. In addition, an

auditory signaling device was arranged so that

a subject wearing earphones could hear clicks

which indicated his level of success in staying

on the target. One group (high-level knowl-

edge of achievement) received this additional

visual and auditory feedback throughout each

ninety-second trial. Another group (low-level

knowledge of achievement) had no informa-

tional feedback during each trial except that

natiually present in watching the needle. At

the end of each trial, however, they were told

their score for that trial. Learning cunes for

these groups are shown in Figure 10.21. It is

quite exident that the greater information re-

sulted in more efficient performance.

Another experiment ''^ required subjects to

draw lines of a particular length while blind-

folded. Whether a line was too short, correct,

or too long coidd not be known to the subject

unless he were told how he had performed.

A control group was told nothing. The infor-

mation, "short," "long," or "correct" was given

to another group as soon as the response had

been completed. With other groups, this in-

formation was delayed for 10, 20, or 30

seconds. The mean number of correct re-

sponses in 50 trials was: no knowledge of

results, 4.25; immediate knowledge of re-

sults, 27.38; 10-second delay, 21.88; 20-

second dela>-, 1.5.00; and 30-second delay,

14.00. AH differences were statistically sig-

nificant except that between the 20-second

and 30-second delay groups. It is clear that

learning under the condition of immediate

reinforcement was superior to that under the

other conditions.

The practical application of such findings is
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lU.^I Knowledge of Results in Compensa-
tory Tracking. The low knowledge-of-result group

had no more visual information feedback than could

be gained by watching the needle. A report of

their time-on-target score was given after each trial.

The other group hod additional auditory and visual

feedback during each trial. This figure does not

include data on transfer which were also in favor

of the group with the greater knowledge of results.

(From Smode, A. F., 50, 300.)

to give the learner a knowledge of results as

soon as possible after his response. This has

been of demonstrable advantage not only in

laboratory experiments like the abo\e, but also

in teaching ehemistr>',''- and in teaching

soldiers how to improve their marksmanship."-'

In our discussion of teaching machines

we referred to their use of the principle that

learners should know the results as soon as

possible and have a chance to correct erroneous

responses.

The improved performance associated

with knowledge of results may be attributed

to at least three things: (1) repetition of

responses known to be successful, (2) at-

tempts to correct responses knowai to be in-

adecjuate, and (3) enhanced motivation, in

the sense that subjects working with knowledge
of results find the task more interesting and
try to improve their performance.

THE RELATIVE ECONOMY OF
DIFFERENT LEARNING PROCEDURES

Assuming that the subject is well moti-

%ated, what are the best procedures to be

followed in developing proficiency? Is it

better, for e.xample, to concentrate practice

periods, or to distribute them with a shorter

or longer interval between? Within a given

practice period, is it better to give just one

trial, or to give a number of trials? What is

the most economical interval to introduce

between practice periods— one hour, six

hours, or a day? In learning verbal or motor

skills, is it better to go over the material

again and again, without a recitation or re-

hearsal, or is it better to introduce recitation

or rehearsal periods at intervals during the

original learning? If so, what proportion of

the learning time should be given to reading,

and v\hat proportion to recitation?

Distribution of effort

Here we actually have two problems;

( 1 ) what is the optimal amount of work per

practice period— i.e., between rest periods?

One might study for 15 minutes, 30 minutes,

or 60 minutes before taking a rest. (2) Given a

certain work unit, what duration of rest is

most effective? If one is to study for 30

minutes at a time, for example, should he

rest 5 minutes, ID minutes, 15 minutes, or

longer between each study period?

\'ariations in the unit amount of work and in

the lengtli of the rest period, singly and to-

gether, both influence the progress of learning.

However, the optimal work unit or rest in-

terval, or the optimal combination of these,

varies a great deal for different tasks, for dif-

ferent subjects, and different degrees of mo-
tivation. The following references to three

laboratory investigations suggest the design of

experiments utilizing (1) different amounts of

work, (2) different durations of rest, and (3)

different combinations of work and rest.

Amount of work per period with the rest
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period constant. Three comparable groups of

college students were given six practice periods

of, respectively, one, two, and four minutes

on a pursuit tracking test. The rest interval

in each case was three minutes. Comparisons

were based on tlie per cent of time that the

subject was on the target. In all six trials the

percentages for the two-minute group were
higher than those for the other groups. This

was true despite the fact that the two-minute

group had a total of only twelve minutes of

practice as compared with twenty-four minutes

for the four-minute group. ^^

Constant amount of work with variation in

the duration of rest. In a study on the in-

fluence of different durations of rest, each \\'ork

unit( trial) comprised 20 exposures of a list of

18 nonsense syllables. The group with massed

learning had continuous practice for 22 trials,

but other groups were given a rest of, respec-

tively, 8, 3%, 2 and VA minutes between trials.

Figure 10.22 represents the learning of these

18 nonsense s\'llables b>' the group with no

rest and the group with a P, 4 -minute rest. The
longer rest periods were all more economical

than zero rest, but not more so than this

shortest rest period."'"'

Work and rest periods independently varied

in learning the same task. This type of ex-

periment is illustrated by a study which re-

quii'ed students to pick up, timi over, and
replace small cylindrical blocks in four rows

of 1.5 holes each (see Figure .5.6, p. 12.3).

Each subject's score was the number of blocks

that he turned over. The design of the experi-

ment is shown in Table 10.1. Observe that,

with work constant at 10 seconds, rest periods

of 10 and 30 seconds were used. With work
constant at 30 seconds, 10- and 30-second rest

periods were again used. This experimental

design enabled the experimenters to discover

Table 10.1 Design of the Experiment

(From Kimble and Bilodeau)

\\J.Z.Z. Learning as Influenced by the Rest

Interval. Observe that the group with continuous

practice did not, after the second trial, reach the

performance level of the group given 1 ^A minute rest

intervals. The score was the number of syllables

correctly anticipated (recalled without prompting).

With the anticipation method, one syllable is given,

and the subject tries to recall the next. If, within a

fixed period, he fails to do so, the syllable is given,

and he attempts to recall (anticipate) the next, and

so on until the last syllable is reached. (From Wright,

S. T. H., and D. W. Taylor, (55, 529.)

Work Rest Number of

Croup period period subjects

1 10 sec. 10 sec. 24
10 sec. 30 sec. 24

3 30 sec. 10 sec. 24
4 30 sec. 30 sec. 24

2 4 6 8 10 12 16 18 20 22

which is a more important determiner of effi-

ciency in performing the task, the amount of

work or the duration of rest. It also indicated

which combination of work and rest brings the

most efficient learning. The results ai-e sum-

marized in Figure 10.23. Note that the 10-

second work period with either a 10- or a

30-second rest, yields the higher average

scores. We can thus say that a 10-second

work period, for this task, is more economical

than tlie 30-second work period. Also, the 10-

second work period is superior with a rest

period of either length. Thus we can also

say that the amount of work is a more signif-

icant variable than the rest period. But the

efficiency of performance does also vary with

the rest period. Observe that with either work

unit, the 30-second rest is more economical

than the 10-second rest. The most economical

combination of work and rest is a 10-second

work period and a 30-second rest.''*'

The most effective work unit for any task,
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|(^,Z.O Learning as Influenced by the Amount

of Work and the Duration of Rest Periods. TO-

GO means a 10-second work period with a 30-second

rest between periods. This combination gave the

highest scores {average number of blocks turned

over and replaced). Note that both lO-second work

groups reached a higher level of performance than

either of the 30-second work groups. With both

work units, the SO-second rest period yielded the

higher scores. (From Kimble, G. A., and E. A.

Bilodeau, 56, p. 153.)

as well as the most effecti\e inter\al of rest,

must, as we have already said, be determined

for tlie particular task and subjects concerned.

Indeed, it has been shown that here, as in

experiments on details of intentional versus in-

cidental learning, many variables influence the

effectiveness of a particular procedure.^"

Sometimes a practical situation arises which,

despite its poor economy in other respects, may
make massed practice more desirable than dis-

tributed practice. Suppose, for example, that

skilled workers could be turned out with fewer

lessons if their lessons were shortened, or came

after a longer interval, but that you needed

skilled workers in a hurry. Let us say that a

certain skill is acquired in 50 standard lessons

when lessons are gi\'en 5 times daOy, and in

only 30 when the>' are given one day apart.

Distributed learning saves 20 lessons. With

massed practice, however, a worker acquires

the skill in 10 days; with distributed learning

he acquires it in 30 days. Economy in time

to get skilled workers, therefore, might dictate

massed learning even though workers would

need 20 trials in addition to those required

if learning were distributed over a longer

period.

There is another practical consideration

which might make a certain degree of massed

learning better than distributed learning.

Some individuals take a long time to "get

down to business" in studying or other kinds

of learning. These would waste a large pro-

portion of each interval before accomplishing

anything, hence, might accomplish more if

they worked a longer period at a time.

Why distributed learning is economical

There are \'arious reasons why distributed

learning is generally more economical than

massed learning. These reasons will be con-

sidered with respect to (1) the work unit,

and (2) the rest period.

The length of the ivork unit. If this is pro-

longed, fatigue may set in, thus offsetting the

effectiveness of one's efforts. Everyone has ex-

perienced the "lost motion" of trying to study,

or to accomplish anything else, while

fatigued. A short work unit, moreover, usu-

all\- produces better motivation than a long

one. Extra effort is induced, as in a short

sprint. But a large work unit induces us to

save ourselves for the "long pull" ahead.

The rest period. A rest period, like a short

work unit, reduces fatigue and leads to im-

proved motivation, but it has additional ad-

\-antages. Once we stop work there is appar-

ently a perseveration of neural processes aroused

by our activities." Such perseveration perhaps

underlies the "running of a tune through the

head." According to one theory, perseveration

"consolidates" what has been learned. A rest

period is thus assumed to be advantageous

because intense external stimulation ceases and

allows internal consolidation to occur. ^'^

° This does not mean that the indi\idual is re-

hearsing the material during the rest period. In

fact it has been shown that rest periods are as ad-

vantageous in animal as in human learning. It is

not likely diat a rat, for example, \\ould be im-

plicitly rehearsing what it has been leaming.ss
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There is evidence supporting the \'iew that

organisms resist (are refractory to) early repe-

tition of an act. This "reactive inhibition," as

it is often called, may be a further reason for

the relative ineffectiveness of massed learning.

Rest periods obviously reduce the necessity for

such repetition.'''^

One other factor ma\' be of e\en greater

importance than those already mentioned as

favoring rest periods in learning. This is the

tendency for incorrect associations (errors) to

be forgotten faster than correct ones. We
would expect such differential forgetting, the

reason being that erroneous responses receive

no positive reinforcement. But how does this

bear upon the effectiveness of rest periods?

The answer is that without a rest, forgetting

cannot so readily occur. With an interval be-

tween trials, forgetting occurs, with the incor-

rect associations being weakened much faster

than the correct ones. If the incorrect asso-

ciations weaken faster than the correct, there

is of course a relative advantage to the latter

when practice is resumed after the interval. "^

We see, tlien, that fatigue, poor motivation,

restricted perseveration, resistance to early

repetition of an act, and hindrance to dif-

ferential forgetting of correct and erroneous

responses may all conti-ibute to the lessened

efficiency of massed as compared with dis-

tributed learning.

Recitation

The value of recitation \'ersus mere reading

has been investigated for memorizing a variety

of verbal materials. The best-known study is

that in which large groups of children from
several grades memorized nonsense syllables. ''-

Some children put 100 per cent of their

time into reading the material. A comparable

group put 80 per cent of its time into reading,

and 20 per cent into reciting what it had read.

Another group, comparable with the others,

put 60 per cent of its time into reading and

40 per cent into reciting, and so on, down
to the group which put only 20 per cent of

the time into reading and 80 per cent into

reciting. The outcome was quite clear; the

larger the percentage of recitation, up to the

limit indicated, the greater the efficiency of

learning. In this instance the largest amount of

recitation was 80 per cent.

In a more recent in\estigation with fifth-

and si.xth-grade children memorizing nonsense

syllables, arithmetical facts, a difficult English

vocabulary, and spelling, almost all the various

distributions of reading and recitation used

\\'ere better than reading without an\' recita-

tion. The results of both studies make it clear

that recitation contributes to efficiency in

memorizing."-'

Why recitation should be more efficient

than mere reading is fairly clear. In the first

place, reading with the knowledge that one

must soon recite what he is reading is con-

duci\e to good moti\ation — to what some have

called "the will to leam." We have seen that

intentional learning is often more efficient

than incidental learning. In the second place,

a recitation tells us how well we are progress-

ing. It gives a better knowledge of results

than could occur from passive reading. Every

time we reproduce something read there is a

reward element introduced, and every time we
fail to reproduce an item there is an effect

somewhat comparable with punishment for

incorrect responses. In the third place, one

must eventually recite the material— so the

person who recites is practicing the sort of

reproduction he aims to achieve.

The efficiency of learning is also dependent

upon basic conditions which we have already

discussed in our considerations of conditioning

and the acquisition of skills. These are sum-

marized in the following discussion.

SOME BASIC CONDITIONS FOR
LEARNING

Just about all we can do and everytliing

we know is learned. This diversity of acqui-

sitions suggests either that diere are different

learning processes or tliat there is a single

process with diverse manifestations.

Some tlieorists distinguish different kinds of

learning, like learning responses and acquiring

information."'* One of them says that there

are really six different kinds of learning, or at

least the learning of six different kinds of re-

lationship, including the two just mentioned."^

On the odier hand there are those who, like

Pavlov, postulate but one learning process.^''

The reader may recall Pavlov's statement (p.

271) that all learning is response conditioning.
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Pavlov's idea stimulated tlieoretical discus-

sion, as well as correlated research, all of which

led to various modifications of his original

theory. Of the \'arious tlieories which got their

impetus from this idea, and which still postu-

late a single learning process, that of the late

Clark Hull of Yale University is probably the

best knowii and, with some modification, most

widely accepted.^" Hull developed an elab-

orate and logically well-organized theory to

deal in a most comprehensive way with learn-

ing and behavior. What Hull's theory postu-

lates, basically, is that learning involves the

acquisition of stimulus-response associations.

Hull felt that, when we have discovered how
learned responses come to be associated with

the stimuli which arouse them, we shall per-

haps be able to extend this kno\\ledge to

embrace all learning of whatever complexity.

Knowledge, for example, might invohe com-

plicated acquired responses of brain mechan-

isms to relevant stimuli, internal or external.

It remains to be seen whether all learning,

from acquiring conditioned responses to un-

derstanding the calculus, can be reduced to a

common basis. If there is basically only one

kind of learning, then we may look for one

set of principles capable of explaining every

acquisition. On the other hand, if there are

basically dissimilar learning processes, we
shall need a somewhat different set of prin-

ciples to explain each.

Without attempting to prejudge the issue

of whether there is basically only one learning

process, or two, or even more, we can at least

examine certain principles which appear to play

an important role in conditioning, acquisition

of skills, and problem-solving. These principles

have already been mentioned, or implied, and

what we shall do now is to bring them into

sharper focus, elaborate on some of them, and

show certain interrelations.

Contiguity

Our discussion of conditioned responses

disclosed that, if a previously neutral stimulus

is to arouse a response, the conditioned and
unconditioned stimuli (and the response) must

occur fairly close together. While the condi-

tioned stimulus need not be presented simul-

taneously with the unconditioned stimulus, it

must appear soon before or soon after. "^

The most effective arrangement, as we saw, is

to have the conditioned stimulus precede the

unconditioned by an intenal of about one-half

second. This proximity of the two stimuli, or of

the conditioned stimulus and the conditioned

response, is what we mean by contiguity.

There is contiguity in time, and also in space,

for the events to be related are presented in

approximately the same place as well as the

same time.

Contiguit\' is also important in all other

learning. In learning a maze, the stimuli

which eventually serve as cues, or sign posts,

are contiguous in time and space with the

consequences of responding to them in one

way or another."'' A turn in one direction

leads to food; in the other to a blind alley

entrance, and perhaps punishment, or at least

delay and wasted effort. In puzzle-box learn-

ing, one response is soon followed by reward

or, if it is the incorrect one, b\' continued

frustration. In verbal learning, also, the things

to be associated must occur close together.

Whether we are recalling a list of \'erbs, or

reciting a poem or narrati\e, each response

brings the stimuli for the response contiguous

with it in the original learning situation. Thus
"Fomscore and . .

." is followed by "seven";

that by "years" . . . and so on, as we recite

the Getbi'sburg Address.

All theories of learning imply, or take for

granted, the presence of contiguity. Some
theorists beheve tliat contiguity is sufficient

in itself to produce learned associations,''' or,

as in the case of so-called latent learning (p.

297), to inform the organism of "what leads to

what."
"1

In conditioned-response experiments, how-

ever, an organism learns to associate only those

things which are relevant to motivating con-

ditions. A bell, for example, may cause the

dog to prick up his ears, although it does not

make him salivate. Food produces salivation.

Upon continued association of bell (and ear-

pricking) with food (and salivation) what we
get finally is an association bet\\-een bell and

sali\ation, not between food and ear-pricking.

As another example of the insufficienc\- of

contiguity per se. one might take something

to be discussed more fulh' in tlie next chapter,

viz., the association of names with faces. You

see a face and hear the person's name, but this

alone is not always sufficient to enable you
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to recall the name when seeing the face later.

To contiguity of name and face there must be

added some motivational factor, like your in-

tention to associate the name with the face.

Motivation and reinforcement

The importance of motivation for efficient

learning has already been considered. The
question now before us is whether motivation,

like contiguity, is an essential aspect of learn-

ing. Some theorists, including Hull, believe

that it is. There is much experimental e\'i-

dence in support of this conclusion. Latent

learning is an apparent exception. But we
have seen (p. 297) that even this is conceiv-

ably motivated. Another possible exception

is classical conditioning, where the obvious

consequences are the same regardless of what

the organism does. In this case there is

always the possibility that making the response

relieves tension, or terminates an attitude of

expectancy.

The motivated organism — the one with

needs, tensions, or expectations— usually does

something about the situation in which it

finds itself. It explores, or it manipulates this

or that part of its surroundings. Eventually

it may do something which reduces its ten-

sion, thus reinforcing the response. Here

we have the core of Hull's learning theory.

Primary reinforcement is conceived of by
Hull, not as need-reduction in itself, but as a

strengthening of the stimuhis-response connec-

tion which accompanies need-reduction. We
also referred earlier (pp. 280-281) to sec-

ondary reinforcement. Among the examples

mentioned were token-rewards, money, and

praise. In secondary reinforcement, according

to Hull, "the reinforcing agent is a situation

or event involving a stimulus aggregate or

compound which has been closely associated

with .... need reduction," and secondary re-

inforcement is the resultant "sbengthening of

the receptor-effector connections."
''"

Primary reinforcement, in the sense of de-

pendence of connections upon biological

need-reduction, is most evident in the learning

of hungry animals given a food reward, or of

thirsty ones given water. One may recall from

our discussion of needs and drives, however,

that certain conditions may have a reinforcing

effect without reducing a physiological need (or

dri\e). There ma>' be reinforcement from food

(or water) in the mouth (or stomach) almost

immediately, whereas time would be necessary

to re-establish bodily equilibrium. Another ex-

ample is the reinforcing effect of saccharin,

which has no food value. In addition to such

forms of reinforcement one will call to mind
the so-called "nonhomeostatic" exploratory and
manipulatory drives (pp. 1.52-154).

While primary reinforcement may involve

drive-reduction in the sense that tensions, ex-

pectancies, or the like are relieved, it does not

necessarily involve a homeostatic effect, at

least in the physiological sense. Thus, to the

animal with a "sweet tooth," saccharin may be

reinforcing even though it does nothing to

change the carbohydrate level of the blood.
''^

And, looking out at the world around it, or

having a chance to manipulate some hooks and

bolts, may be reinforcing to a monkey even

though doing these things is unrelated to a

physiological deficit.'^'' In each instance, of

course, some motive (to taste sweet things, to

see what is going on, to explore or manipu-

late) is being satisfied.

Because of such difficulties with the physio-

logical concept of need reduction, Hull modi-

fied his position by saying that reinforcement

may come from "drive reduction," which has

no necessary physiological connotation."''

Hull, as we saw above, also credited sec-

ondary drives with reinforcing potency. It is

clear that such drives do develop and subse-

quently play an important role in learning. In

our society, for instance, the individual soon

acquires such secondary motives as the de-

sire for recognition, for verbal affection, and

for material things, including money. In older

children and adults, the reinforcers of such

secondary drives— reinforcers like awards for

achievement, kind words, and money — are

normally of greater significance than such

primary reinforcers as food and, from the

negatix'e standpoint, physical punishment.

Repetition

Learning sometimes occurs in a single con-

tact with a situation."" This is often titie when
the stimulation involved is intense, or vivid, as

when the child puts its hand on a hot stove,

and never does so again. Under emotional cir-

cumstances we sometimes learn an association
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in an instant, even the name which goes with

a certain face. We may leani a performance,

moreover, by imitating someone, and with

only one demonstration. Tliis may be ti'ue if

we aheady have the component skiUs and need

only integrate them in the demonstrated

fashion. In most learning, on the other hand,

a certain amount of repetition is necessary.

This is sometimes referred to as the principle of

exercise, or of frequency. The basic idea is

that, in order to strengthen a stimulus-response

association, one must repeatedly present the

learning situation. Several investigations have,

however, shown that mere repetition is in-

effective.''^" We saw this in attempts to de-

velop skills without knowledge of results.

Except in rare instances, if learning is to

occur, one must repeat in close contiguity,

the stimulating circumstances, tlie responses

elicited by these, and the associated reinforce-

ment, whether primary or secondary. When
this combination occurs repeatedly, the usual

result is greater frequency, magnitude, or

fixation of the reinforced responses. Responses

not followed by positi\e reinforcement or those

negatively reinforced tend to drop out, to be

extinguished. This principle holds even

though, as some studies have shown, reinforce-

ment may be inteiTnittent (p. 279)

.

The role of repeated reinforcement is most

obvious when an organism acquires conditioned

responses of the instrumental t>'pe and when
sensorimotor and verbal habits are learned. It

is also evident in problem situations. An ap-

parent exception occurs in sudden learning

which suggests the gaining of insight. But,

as we have already suggested (p. 289) this may
involve implicit trial and error. In the higher

types of problem-solving, as when human
subjects leam a principle, it is difficult to

assess the role of repeated reinforcement.

Motivation is important and so, presumably,

is reinforcement, but the latter is not as obvious

as in simpler forms of learning. Reinforce-

ment could at times be implicit; as when satis-

faction comes with one's realization that prog-

ress is being made; or his dissatisfaction upon
realizing that he is failing to approach the

solution.

Acquiring information, as from books and

teachers, or incidentally during the course of

everyday life, is even more difficult to en-

visage in teiTns which seem to account for

acquisition of conditioned responses, and the

simpler sensorimotor and verbal skills. Hull,

whose work was primarily with conditioning

and maze learning in white rats, was fully cog-

nizant of this. He believed, as we have said,

that one should begin with simple acquisitions

in a relatively simple organism and that the

principles there derived might provide the

foundation for a theory which would embrace

even the most complex learning.

Much of the current research on learning

is centered on the theoretical issues that we
have discussed. The results of current experi-

mental studies of these problems are bound
to have important implications not only for

learning theory but also for other aspects of

psychology, such as perception, motivation,

individual differences, personality, and the field

of applied psychology, including education.

Summary

Conditioned responses are simple habits.

Many were initially reflexes elicited by un-

conditioned stimuli. An example is salivation

elicited by food in the mouth. Conditioning

has occurred whenever some previously in-

effective stimulus arouses such a response— as

when ringing a bell produces salivation. The
bell is in this case a conditioned stimulus and

salivation a conditioned response. In so-called

classical conditioning we hax'c the sort of

situation just described.

Responses often occur without application of

an external stimulus. They are emitted.

Scratching an ear, pecking, and pressing a

lever exemplify such responses. In emitting

them, the organism is, so to speak, operating

on its environment, hence the term operant.

Reinforcing an operant, as by following it with

food, increases its frequency. An increased

rate of response is the evidence that condition-

ing has occurred. Conditioning along these

lines is said to be instrumental because the
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response is instrumental in obtaining reinforce-

ment.

Some of the important principles of classical

conditioning are: More rapid conditioning

when the conditioned stimulus precedes the

unconditioned stimulus (and unconditioned re-

sponse) by a brief interval. Stimuli resembling

the conditioned stimulus in certain respects

may also elicit the conditioned response— the

principle of stimulus generalization. When
two somewhat similar stimuli are presented,

and only one of them is reinforced, discrimina-

tion develops. Now only the stimulus that was

followed by reinforcement is effective. Re-

peated presentation of the conditioned stimulus

without reinforcement produces experimental

extinction — the response weakens, the condi-

tioned stimulus loses its effectiveness. After an

interval, however, there may be spontaneous

recovery— a return of the previously ex-

tinguished response. The conditioned response

often differs from the original response to the

unconditioned stimulus— it may be abbre-

viated, as when the dog at first struggles when
shocked but finally does no more than lift the

shocked foot. Anticipatory responses may also

occur. Higher-order conditioning can be ob-

tained, as when a bell that has come to elicit

salivation is substituted for food in developing

a second conditioned response. This is an ex-

ample of secondary reinforcement as well as

second-order conditioning. In one form of in-

strumental conditioning an anticipatory re-

sponse serves to escape shock. It is thus in-

strumental in avoiding the punishment. This

is sometimes also referred to as avoidance

conditioning.

Operant conditioning is instrumental, yet it

differs from the instrumental conditioning just

described. In avoidance conditioning a stimu-

lus is used by the investigator to elicit a

response, which he forthwith proceeds to con-

dition. In operant conditioning there is no

unconditioned stimulus — or at least none

known to the investigator and capable of being

used to elicit the response. The organism must

emit the response— intiate it without experi-

mental control— before it can be conditioned.

The experimenter does, however, arrange cer-

tain contingencies — the sort of reinforcement

that the response, once emitted, will bring.

Thus, in pressing a lever, the contingency is

food. Studies of operant conditioning have

shown that reinforcement following (Uiy re-

sponse may condition it so that it occurs at an

increasing rate.

In reward training, where pressing a lever

or pecking at a disc is followed by reinforce-

ment with food, \'arious reinforcement sched-

ules may be used, and with somewhat different

eftecti\eness with respect to the rate of respond-

ing. Food may come at every response or it

may come intermittently. Intermittent rein-

forcement may occur at fixed intervals (say,

every minute), at fixed ratios (say, every fifth

response), or at variable intervals or variable

ratios. The highest rate of responding is found

with variable intervals or ratios, for the animal

then does not know after what interval, or after

how many responses reinforcement will come.

Complete removal of reinforcement is fol-

lowed by a slower and slower rate of respond-

ing. Spontaneous recovery may occur after an

interval, as in classical conditioning. Continued

absence of reinforcement finally produces ex-

perimental extinction. Secondary reinforcement

is also found in operant conditioning, as when
a click associated with food becomes an effec-

tive reinforcing stimulus and a chimpanzee

works for poker chips which he can later ex-

change for food. Some attention was given to

verbal reinforcement in human operant con-

ditioning, as when personal opinions expressed

in conversation were made more frequent by

such reinforcement as "I agree with you." The

potency of operant conditioning procedures in

shaping behavior is especially evident in

training \\'hich involves reinforcement of suc-

cessive approximations to a desired response.

Escape training is an operant procedure

which also has some of the aspects of classical

conditioning. An electric shock produces es-

cape movements. That is where the similarity

lies. However, of many things tliat the subject

may do, one and only one turns off the shock.

This response is emitted. It is reinforced by

cessation of the punishment. Like the response

of reward conditioning, this response grows in

frequency until, finally, it takes precedence

o\'er all other responses and is made immedi-

ately the shock comes on.

Although they may have much in com-

mon with conditioned responses, skills are ob-

viously more complex. In studying acquisition

of skills, we disturb the organism's adjustment,

then observe its success in achieving a readjust-
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ment. Mazes arc widely used for this purpose.

In a typical maze situation, the animal is

prevented from getting food except by going

from the entrance to the food box.

Learning curves not only give a graphic

record of tlie progress of learning, but they

are useful for comparati\e purposes. In-

creasing proficiency is indicated by a decrease

in time, errors, or excess activity— or by an

increase in correct responses. These changes

are plotted as a function of ti'ials, or practice

periods.

As examples of typically human skills in-

vestigated in the laboratory we have referred

to tracking (both compensatory and pursuit)

and to such \'erbal skills as reciting memorized
material.

Both animals and human beings solve de-

tour problems, puzzle boxes and tool-using

situations by an overt trial-and-eiTor attack,

but the latter are more likely to solve them by
implicit hual and error and by observation.

While animals below man sometimes solve

such problems by grasping significant rela-

tions (using insight) and by copying the per-

formances of others (imitating) they are

more likely to use overt trial and error. Even
where animals do learn problems by using in-

sight and by imitating others, human beings

solve problems of much greater complexit>'

than the animals can solve on these bases.

Acquisition of complex skills may be facili-

tated by observation of skilled performance.

This does not mean that the skills are

learned by imitation alone; it means onh' that

observation of skilled performance may short-

circuit, as it were, some of the overt trial

and error that occurs in learning. Such ob-

servation may also give insight that does not

otherwise occur.

Both motor and verbal .skills have differ-

ent levels of complexitv". We are often re-

quired to learn relativeh' simple habits and
then to combine them into habits of increas-

ing complexity. Typing, telegraph)', and manv
other activities of everyday life are habit

hierarchies. It is noteworthy that, as higher-

order habits develop, the simpler habits tend

to become more automatic, which means
that we are decreasingly aware of their

presence.

There is much evidence that learning of

some skills facilitates the acquisition of others

which involve similar contents, techniques, or

principles. This is a positive effect, generally

referred to as positive transfer.

Negative transfer effects, which are usually

referred to as negative transfer or habit inter-

ference, are often found in motor and verbal

learning. These effects are likely to occur when
the contents, techniques, or principles already

learned are the reverse of those required in

new learning and when familiar situations re-

quire new responses.

Motivation is an important, and possibly

an essential aspect of all learning. Experimen-

tal studies have emphasized such incentives as

material rewards (food, money), praise, and
social recognition. The relative effectiveness

of different incentives depends upon the par-

ticular learner and also, to some extent, upon
what is being learned. Knowledge of results

adds to the efficiency of learning because it

motivates and also because it facilitates repeti-

tion of correct responses and the correction of

errors.

Distributed learning is generally more eco-

nomical than massed learning. One possible

reason is that, during a rest period, errors are

forgotten faster than correct responses. Reci-

tation is more economical than a mere reading

of what is to be learned. One important reason

is that recitation provides knowledge of how
well, or poorly, one is doing.

Several principles of learning have broad

significance. One of these is contiguity. An-

other is motivation. A well-motivated organism

does something about the situation in which it

finds itself. This opens the way for operation of

another important principle— that of rein-

forcement. Primary reinforcement inx'olves

such incentives as food, vvater, and escape from

punishment. Secondary reinforcement (such as

a click or token associated with food, a kind

word, or social recognition) is also very im-

portant for learning, and especially at the hu-

man level. What is reinforced is the associa-

tion between a stimulating situation and the

response contiguous with it. Except in rare

instances, where simple acts or attitudes are

learned, learning requires repetition, as when
repeated trials are given.

Contiguity, by itself, is of doubtful sig-

nificance. The same is true of repetition. \Miat

is important for learning is the repeated rein-

forcement of contiguous stimulus-response
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relationships. This is most obviously true

where conditioned responses and relatively

simple skills are acquiied. Some theorists be-

lieve that we shall eventually be able to ac-

count for all learning, of whatever complexity,

in temis of a common set of principles, and

possibly those considered in this chapter. But

it is altogether too early to predict the eventual

outcome of learning theory, for a great deal of

theoretically guided experimentation is still in

progress and its results will eventually decide

the controversial issues.

( References and notes for this chapter are on page 557 of the Appendix.
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Remembering and

Forgetting

The memory trace • Nonverbal evidence of retention • The cJelayed reaction

Verbal recall • Recognizing Retention and original learning Forgetting

Why do we forget? Summary

So far our discussion of the learning process has dealt with acquiring. Now, in turn-

ing to memory, we give special consideration to the retention and recall of \\^hat has

been learned.

Remembering is retaining, although not necessarily retaining of which one is aware,

as when he sa\'s that he remembers something or as when he sets out to memorize a

poem, a lesson or a speech. Many of our learned acts are performed automatically, with-

out any awareness of what we are doing. This is especially true of motor activities.

In these instances there is also memory, but memory in the sense of neural retention

without involvement of what we have referred to as "symbolic processes." Retention

without awareness is sometimes referred to as "biological memory."

Without memory in at least the biological sense there could be no learning. Each

occurrence of a situation would elicit the same response as before. On each trial the

organism would, so to speak, "start from scratch." Instead of this there is, as we have

seen, a more or less progressive change as training or practice continues. The organism

responds to a pre\iousl>' neutral stimulus, there are more correct responses, a task is

performed with a decreased expenditure of energy.

Forgetting is failing to retain or to be able to recall what has been acquired. As in

the case of memory, forgetting may be evident to us or we may be unaware of it. Con-

sidered biologically, forgetting, like memory, is a necessary aspect of the learning proc-

ess, for we must often "forget" incorrect responses while we acquire correct ones.
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Thus learning, retaining, recall, and forgetting are interdependent processes. What-

ever makes for good learning has this effect because it is conducive to good retention,

which is of course the obverse of forgetting.

Remembering and forgetting vary in degree. To all appearances we may retain (or

forget) some knowledge or some skill completely, partially, or not at all. We say "to

all appearances" because it is impossible to pro\e that anything once learned is ever

completely forgotten.

If you were asked to describe your earliest experience, you would recall events that,

seemingly, had been completely forgotten before you began to probe the remote past.

Your memories would most likely go no further back than your third or fourth year, al-

though there are some authentic instances of memories going back as far as the first

year."^

Memory for something may be complete, it may be partial, or it may, as far as ap-

pearances go, be negligible. In the latter instance, however, forgetting may still not be

complete. Suppose, for example, that you learned a poem as a child. You may be able

to recall it completely, reciting it word for word, just as you did as a child. Perhaps

you cannot recall the poem, even partially, but you can recognize it as one learned in

childhood. Among many other poems which you did not learn, it appears famihar.

Perhaps you cannot even recognize the poem. But since you learned it as a child, the

chances are that you will be able to releam it with a saving in the repetitions required.

That is to say, you memorize it now much more readily than you memorize poems of

comparable difficulty which you never before learned. In this event there is some re-

tention, small as it may be.

Evidence of memory comes from se\eral sources. An animal or a human infant may
reproduce some motor performance, it may relearn with a saving in time and effort some

response which it cannot perfectly reproduce, it may respond in terms of some stimulus

which has been present but which is absent at the time (like looking for a lost toy),

and it may select from a random assortment of objects some object shown to it previously.

THE MEMORY TRACE

Whenever we retain anything there must be

a correlated change of some kind in the ner\'-

ous system. This is often refened to as a

"memory ti'ace," a "neurogram," or an "en-

gram." The word "engram" is probably the

most general term that may be used for the

intervening variable inferred to explain reten-

tion, without making any specific assumptions

concerning the anatomical or other character-

istics of cells that are modified. The possibility

has been suggested that the engram is a

modification analogous, in some ways, to the

molecular changes in a magnetic tape which
enable us to play back what was recorded.

Pavlov's model of what takes place in the

nervous system when a conditioned response

is acquired involves the concept of new neural

connections. Essentially the same idea has

been held by some to account for verbal as-

sociations, as when a student learns that the

French equivalent of Man is Homme.

In view of our ignorance of what actually

takes place in the nervous system when we
learn, some investigators prefer to make no

assumptions about neural traces. With respect

to the Man-Homme association, for example,

they are satisfied to speak of the associative

strength of the connection, by which they

mean merely that, as practice continues, there

is an increasing probability that, given the

stimulus Man, the response Homme will fol-

low.- They are perfectly satisfied to leave

speculations about the natiu-e of neural traces

to neurologists.

Although most of what we know about re-

tention and forgetting requires no particular

assumption beyond the existence of a neural

trace of some kind, it is interesting to observe

what an eminent neurologist has to say about

possible traces. He says,

Memory involves the making of an impres-

sion by an experience, the retention of some
record of this impression and the re-enti"y of
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this record into consciousness (or behavior)

as recall and recognition. . . .

The human brain is composed of some 10

billion nerve cells, more or less alike, which

interact in various ways. Each cell contributes

to behavior, and presumably to mental activit)',

by firing impulses or failing to fire. All the

phenomena of memory must be explained in

terms of the temporal and spatial patterns of

these discharges.

If experience is to modify behavior, the

activity of neurons connected with an experi-

ence must alter their subsequent activity pat-

terns. Two general questions regardijig the

neural trace must be asked, and both can be

given a reasonable, if not a certain, answer

today. The first is: Does memory depend on

a continuing activity or on some static residue,

some structural alteration, left behind by past

activity? Is a river the water flowing in it or

the channel the water cuts? The answer today

is tending strongly toward the latter. The sec-

ond question is: Is the structural trace (or

dynamic process ) for each memory located in a

particular region, or are memory traces suf-

fused through the brain in some way? Are

memories marks placed on violin strings or are

they wave trains playing over these strings?

The latter would imply dynamic memory, but

the trace would still be structural, like the

wiggled groove on a phonograph record.

Whether the trace is localized or diffuse, its

exact nature is a third, if somewhat subsidiary

question. Current investigations suggest that

there are multiple patterns of local traces

rather than a single well-localized one, but the

nature of the trace is almost pure guess.''

In speaking of an engram, therefore, one

refers in the most general way to whatever

it is that underlies memory. This discussion

is also relevant to forgetting because, when
we forget, the trace must have been obliter-

ated, or else rendered ineffective by something

which interferes with its expression in behavior.

Our discussion of the memory process begins

with nonverbal evidence of retention.

NONVERBAL EVIDENCE OF
RETENTION

In animals (and in children before language

develops) there is no evidence of retention

except through nonverbal behavior. This evi-

dence comes from reproducing a performance

learned some time earher, and from the ability

of the organism to relearn a skill in fewer

trials, with fewer errors, or in less time than in

learning it originally.

Reproducing a motor performance

Suppose, for example, that a rat or a human
being has learned a maze to the criterion of

three trials in succession without error. The
next day, or a week or a month later, we may
wish to see whether the habit has been re-

tained. If the subject can traverse the maze
for three trials without error, we say that it

remembers perfectiy— that there has been

no forgetting.

Some rats have retained simple problem-box

habits perfectly for as long as a month. Still

higher organisms may retain such habits for

months or years. Man retains some habits for

life. You may not have ridden a bicycle for

many years, yet still be able to ride one per-

fectly well.

How long we retain a motor habit perfectly

depends to a large degree on how much we
have practiced it. Skills like eating with a knife

and fork, buttoning and unbuttoning clothes,

and writing are practiced so frequently that,

even if something should prevent us from prac-

ticing them for many years, they would be

retained without noticeable loss.

The almost perfect retention of motor skills

over long periods has led some to suppose that

such skills are necessarily better retained than

verbal skills. That this is not so has been

demonstiated in experiments where predom-

inantK' %erbal activities (memorizing nonsense

syllables) and predominantly motor acti\ities

(learning mazes) have received equal repeti-

tion. Under these circumstances, retention of

motor skills is no better than retention of verbal

ones.''

It has been argued in this connection, how-
ever, that human maze performance involves

verbal elements and hence that the investiga-

tors were comparing one verbal skill with a

motor skill which was to a great extent verbal.

Pursuitmeter learning (p. 286) is probably

less verbalized than maze performance and

more recent research has shown that, after

equal practice, retention of this motor skill is
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still far superior to retention of nonsense syl-

lables.^ It is possible that this superiority of

the equally practiced motor task comes from its

unitary, highly integrated character. The sub-

ject seems to be learning one instead of sev-

eral things. A list of nonsense syllables, by
comparison, consists of several things to be
learned. It is piecemeal, or loosely organized.

One might expect the more unitary task to

show a greater resistance to disintegration dur-

ing a period of no practice, hence have su-

perior retention. But what happens when
motor and verbal tasks are both closely in-

tegrated? A recent study inxolving operation

of switches versus memorization of nonsense

syllables arranged in a pattern corresponding

to the switches was designed to answer this

question. Retention of the motor habit was still

superior, but not significandy so."

The conclusion that one may draw from
these studies is that the superior retention of

motor skills in everyday life comes from the

fact that many of them are overlearned (see

p. 323) as compared with xerbal skills, and
also from the fact that they are better inte-

grated. Still another reason for better retention

of motor skills in everyday life is perhaps the

fact that most of them are learned under better

motivation than most verbal skills. One would
expect, in short, that equally practiced,

equally integrated, and equally interesting

motor and verba! skills would be equally well

retained.

Relearning as evidence of memory

Suppose that retention is not perfect. Some
forgetting has occurred. But how much?
The method of determining this is the saving

method. It is used with animals and human
beings.

In order to discover the degree of reten-

tion (or forgetting), we require that the task

be relearned to the same criterion as that

originally involved. Thus, if the maze was
learned to the point where it could be traveled

three times in succession without error, it is

relearned to the same criterion. We then com-
pare the original performance with the re-

learning performance.

Suppose, for example, that a rat required

twenty trials to learn a maze and only five

tiials to releam it some time later. The sa\-

ing is fifteen tiials, or 7.5 per cent of the hials

originally required. From the standpoint of

forgetting, the rat has forgotten 2.5 per cent.

In one maze-leaming experiment with rats,

there was a saving in tiials and time to re-

learn which averaged 90 per cent <ifter two
weeks, 88 per cent after four weeks, 85 per

cent after six weeks, and 73 per cent after

eight weeks.''

Subjects may leani verbal materials until

they can be recited without error. Weeks,
months, or years later, the material may be
partially forgotten. In relearning it to the cri-

terion of one perfect repetition, and in compar-

ing the repetitions required with those origi-

nally involved, the amount or percentage of

retention can be detennined.

A sa\'ing in time and effort required for

learning may occur even when the material

was originally not learned to the point where
it could be recalled, and even where there

was no evident attempt to memorize it. This

is illustrated by an experiment in which a

psychologist read certain Greek passages to

his child between the ages of fifteen and thirty-

six months, and several years later required

the child to memorize them. Some of the pas-

sages were learned at the age of eight and a

half years, and others at the age of fourteen

years. In each instance the repetitions required

to memorize the material read to the child

were fewer than those required to memorize

new passages of equal difficulty. The average

number of repetitions required at eight and a

half years was 317 for learning the passages

presented earlier and 435 repetitions for learn-

ing the new passages, a saving of 27 per cent.

So hearing the passages in childhood, although

it did not produce learning from the stand-

point of recall, led to a saving of 27 per cent

when learning to the point of recall was later

required. The materials learned at fourteen

years yielded a saving of only 8 per cent.

Thus, the effects of earlier experience with the

Greek passages apparently grew weaker with

time.'^

THE DELAYED REACTION

Tests of delayed reaction are used to obtain

evidence of recall in animals and infants. The
ability of an infant to respond to an absent

stimulus in a delayed-reaction test signals the
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I I . I Hunter's Delayed-Reaction Apparatus.

This particular form of the apparatus was used

with raccoons. The animal in the release box could

be stimulated by the lights. It was required to

associate a light, appearing in any one of the

three doors in a chance order, with the presence

of food. An electric shock was administered when-

ever the animal attempted to enter an unlighted

chamber. Food was obtained at the front of the

apparatus whenever the correct chamber had been

entered. In the training series the release box

was raised while the light was still present. After

the association between a lighted compartment and

food had been thoroughly established, the light

was turned ofF before release. The animal was now
required to remember in which compartment the

light had appeared. If it continued to go to the

previously illuminated compartment, a longer delay

between the turning-off of the light and the raising

of the release cage was instituted. The time of delay

was gradually increased until the animal could no

longer remember which compartment hod been

illuminated.

emergence of an elementary symbolic process.

This point is elaborated in the following dis-

cussion.

In the original experiment on dela\ed reac-

tions in animals tlie apparatus represented in

Figure 11.1 was used.'' The subject was first

trained to associate a lighted compartment with

food and an unlighted compartment with an

electric shock. The lighted compartment

varied in position in a random sequence from
trial to trial so that the problem could not be
learned merely by going to the middle door, to

the right-hand door, to the left-hand door, or to

the three doors in any particular sequence. If

it learned this part of the problem at all, the

subject did so on the basis of response to the

light.

After the subject came to select the lighted

compartment at every trial, the delayed-reac-

tion tests were instituted. The light was
turned on in a compartment, but tinned off

before the animal was released. In order to

respond to the previously lighted compart-
ment, it was now necessary to remember in

which compartment the light had been. If the

interval between turning off the light and re-

lease was one minute, and the animal con-

sistently went to the previously lighted com-
partment in a series of trials, it was credited

with remembering for one minute— or, more
specifically, recalling after one minute. The
delay coiJd then be increased until a marked
inaccuracy of performance occurred.

Rats and dogs did not respond correctly after

an inter\'al of even a few seconds unless the\'

kept their heads turned toward the correct

compartment. This motor set— involving

muscle tensions— enabled them to respond

correctly. Raccoons and children, on the other

hand, did not need to maintain a motor set.

The\' moved around in the release bo.x and,

after it was raised, turned and proceeded to-

ward the correct compartment.

In rats and dogs there was no ex'idence of

response to an absent stimulus. Although the

light was off, kinesthetic stimuli associated with

the fixed position of tlie body were present

to guide them. The raccoons and children,

on the other hand, maintained no motor set

— hence, they had neither the light nor

kinesthetic stimuli for guidance. Controls

showed that no other external stimuli were
acting as cues. The in\estigator thus con-

cluded that the raccoons and children were
guided by some implicit process which repre-

sented the absent light. This he called a

symbolic process. He defined the symbolic

process as "any process which is a substitute,

which can arouse a selective response, and
which can be recalled if it ceases to be pres-

ent."

In the case of raccoons and children, some-
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thing inside of the organism — presiimabK'

some sort of memory tiace— substituted for

the light. Its function was selective because

it guided the animal to tlie previously lighted

compartment— not to any or all compartments.

The engram was presumably not functioning

while the raccoons and the children were turn-

ing in this direction and tliat, but it was rein-

stated after an interval.

Rats and dogs, although they failed to ex-

hibit the symbolic process in this situation,

have given ample evidence of it in later re-

search, with simplifications of the original

technique.*"

Current research on delayed reaction in ani-

mals and children utilizes a more direct

method than that described. It is more direct

in that the subject does not first have to be

trained to associate a particular isolated stim-

ulus (like the light) with food. For example,

a monkey sits a short distance from the ex-

perimenter. Two cups are placed before it,

one to the right and one to the left, or one

near and one more distant. While the animal

watches, the experimenter slips a piece of

lettuce under one of the cups. The animal

is now removed from the situation, perhaps

taken to another room. Some time later it is

returned to the experimental situation and

released. If it goes direcdy to the food cup,

the monkey is allowed to eat the lettuce and

is credited with a correct response. If the cor-

rect cup is selected trial after trial, despite

the fact that both cups smell alike, that the

food appears under one cup at one time and

another at another time, and that no other

external cues as to the correct cup are avail-

able, we are forced to conclude that the ani-

mal remembers under which cup it saw the

food placed some minutes or hours before.*

*

Stimulation provided by the experimenter's

placing of the food must leave an engram

which later ser\'es as a substitute for the

actual stimulation. More about the nature of

this symbolic process is suggested by a

further experiment.

Monkeys ate lettuce if they found lettuce

after seeing it placed under a cup, but the\'

preferred bananas to lettuce. "What would

the monkeys do," the experimenter asked, "if

they saw a piece of banana placed and

found lettuce when they returned to the situa-

tion?" When they found the lettuce under

these circumstances, the monkeys usually re-

fvised it. The>' left it where they found it

and walked away. Sometimes they examined
die vicinit\' as if looking for the missing

banana. Temper tantrums were occasionally

exhibited. Children behaved in a somewhat
similar fashion when a nonpreferred reward

like a chocolate drop was substituted for a

jelly bean. Sometimes, however, tliey asked

about the exchange of rewards. i-

In testing for the development of symbolic

processes during early childhood we use a rela-

tively simple direct test of delayed reaction,

such, for example, as requiring the infant to

recall under which one of three plates a cookie

has been hidden, with the cookie changing

position from trial to trial.

The period of delay after which recall can

occur tends to increase from lower mammals
to human beings. In the latter, it increases

dining the growth period. An infant of one

year may remember for only a few minutes,

a child of five years for a month or more.

Older children and adults may recall a par-

ticular event years later. Again we see the im-

portance of neural maturation during early

childhood. When language develops it helps

to bridge the gap between an event and the

occasion for recalling it.

Delayed matching in terms of a sample also

tests recall in animals and children. Subjects

are presented with a sample (Figure 11.2)

and later required to identify it among a

variety of other items. The monkey is first

trained to lift an object in order to obtain

food. Several objects are used in this way.

Then he is taught to lift an object resembling

whatever sample was shown. A tiiangle is

shown! and then removed. Several seconds or

minutes later the animal is confronted with

a triangle and several other forms. In order

to be scored correct, he must now lift the

triangle and not touch the circle, square, or

other objects presented with it. A circle, let us

say, is then shown. Later it is presented with

other forms. Now the circle must be lifted

and the triangle and other objects left un-

touched.*"'

When children are used in such experiments,

they may be instructed to "find the form like

the one I showed you a few minutes ago."

They must then point to the form or other

object resembling the sample.*'*
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11.^ Delayed Matching from Sample. In the delayed matching-from-sample test, the

object at the left Is first shown by itself. It is then removed and the forms to the right ore shown.

In order to recognize which of these forms was seen earlier, the subject must remember what the

original form was. Sometimes the forms ore all of the some shape but different In color. At other

times they may differ in both shape and color. Then the subject must remember not only the

shape of the sample but its color as well. (Photos courtesy H. F. Harlow.)

VERBAL RECALL

Delayed reaction tests, while useful in gaug-

ing the recall memory of animals and infants,

are too simple for use with older children

and adults. Recall at these levels is tested by

using nonsense syllables, words, digits,

or more complicated verbal or symbolic mate-

rials.

The simplest type of recall test with verbal

materials is found in memory span tests. The
subject may be presented with a series of

digits gradually increasing in length. Each
list is given only one presentation. When the

auditory memory span for digits is tested, the

digits are read off by the tester. As soon as

the end of the series is indicated, the subject

tries to repeat the digits vocally or in writing.

Thus if the experimenter reads, "041628 5,"

the subject attempts to reproduce these num-
bers in correct order.

The first series may have four digits, the

next five, the next six, and so on up to a

series of a dozen, as in the following sample,

which you may use to test your owai or an-

other's memory span.

7152

16529

531584
9152693
86103279
726394105
6574398961
40315806296
374691705824

The memory span for digits is the longest

group of digits one can recall in correct order,

regardless of the length of the series read to

him. He may recall the entire series until he

gets to SLX or seven; but he may get eight out

of the list of a dozen. His span for that presen-

tation is then eight. The span will differ some-

what from presentation to presentation, hence

an average of several tests is often taken.

When the visual memor\' span for digits is

measured, the subject is shown the digits, one

at a time, perhaps in the window of an ap-

paratus like that illustrated earlier (p. 288).

He then recalls them orally or in writing.

The same general procedure is used in test-

ing the visual memory span for words, syl-

lables, forms, or other materials.
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Memory span differs with the individual

(see p. 115), with age, and with the type of

material used. For example, the average span

for auditory presentation and vocal recall of

digits is four between four and five years,

five between six and eight years, six between
nine and twelve years, and seven beyond
twelve years. ^''

When familiar objects are presented, one at

a time, and named by the child as they ap-

pear, his memory span is about five at five

years and eight at thirteen years. i°

Learning lists of items

If a list of items, like the nonsense syllables

below, is to be memorized, they may be read

from beginning to end until the subject feels

that he can recall the entire list, or they can

be learned by the anticipation method.
That is, JEK may be exposed and the subject

guesses (anticipates) the next syllable. If he

responds with SUT, he is credited with a

correct anticipation, SUT is exposed, and he

anticipates the next item. This is continued

until every syllable is correctly anticipated.

JEK
SUT
DOX
LIF

GAJ
SEK
BAF
CIV

As learning of such a list continues, the

frequency of SEK in response to GAJ in-

creases. In other terms, we may say that there

is an increasing probability that the response

SEK will follow the response GAJ. This is

what investigators mean when they say that

the associative streng,th of the connection be-

tween GAJ and SEK has increased.

The reader will doubtless have noted that

the anticipation method involves a recitation

procedure

RECALL OF PAIRED ASSOCIATES

Suppose that the following pairs of English

words and transliterated Russian equivalents

were shown, one pair at a time, and you

were asked to learn the Russian associate of

each English word:

SKULL CHEREP
EYE GLAZ
SKIN KOZHA
BRAIN MOZG
FOOT NOGA
HEAD GOLOVA
MOUTH ROT
BONE KOST
HAIR VOLOS
BACK ZAD

After one repetition of the list of associates,

you might be given the first members of the

pairs in a changed order and asked to recall

their associates. You might recall a few of the

Russian words after this single presentation,

but you would not recall all of them. After

each successive repetition of the pairs, how-
ever, you would probably recall more asso-

ciates. Finally, you would be able to recall

the Russian equivalent of every English word.

The anticipation method is also applicable

here and, again, there is an increasing proba-

bility, as learning continues, that, for example,

the item HEAD will elicit the response

GOLOVA.

Recalling narratives

Children and adults read or hear narra-

tives which they later attempt to recall, either

orally or in writing. Recall after a single read-

ing is like a test of memory span, although

connected rather than disconnected material

is involved. When the narrative is read or

heard repeatedly and a recall is required after

each repetition, we have something like the

typical memory experiment in which increased

retention occurs as a function of repetition. A
learning curve may be plotted for such data.

Sometimes, however, recall is required at inter-

vals of minutes, hours, days, or weeks, after a

single presentation of the narrative. This is to

see how forgetting proceeds, and whether or

not distortions are introduced as a function

of time and repeated recall. A still further

variation of memory experiments with narra-

tives is to have one individual read or hear

the narrative, then tell it to another who, in

turn, tells it to still another, and so on. In
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this way, changes introduced as the story

passes from one to another, as when rumors

pass from mouth to mouth or legends are

handed down, may be investigated.

In one extensive investigation involving the

above procedures, university students read

stories, then attempted to reproduce them.^^

For example, a student read the following

story two times, then engaged in other activi-

ties for fifteen minutes. His reproduction

after fifteen minutes follows the original story.

Original Story
The Son Who Tried to Outwit His Father

A son said to his father one day; "I will

hide, and you will not be able to find me."

The father replied: "Hide wherever you like,"

and he went into his house to rest.

The son saw a three-kernel peanut, and

changed himself into one of the kernels; a

fowl coming along picked up the peanut and

swallowed it; and a wild bush-cat caught and

ate the fowl; and a dog met and caught and

ate the bush-cat. After a little time, the dog
was swallowed by a python, that, having eaten

its meal, went to the river and was snared in

a fish trap.

The father searched for his son and, not see-

ing him, went to look at the fish-trap. On
pulling it to the riverside, he found a large

python in it. He opened it, and saw a dog
inside, in which he found a bush-cat, and on

opening that he discovered a fowl, from which
he took the peanut, and breaking the shell, he

then revealed his son. The son was so dumb-
founded that he never again tried to outwit

his father.

Reproduction
The Son Who Tried to Outwit His Father

A son one day said to his father; 'T will

hide, and you will not be able to find me."

His father replied: "Hide wherever you wish,"

and went into the house to rest.

The son saw a three-kernel peanut, and

changed himself into one of the kernels. A fowl

saw the peanut and ate it. Soon afterwards a

bush-cat killed and ate the fowl, and then a

dog chased and finally killed and ate the bush-

cat. After a time a python caught the dog
and swallowed it. Soon after its meal, the

python went down to the river and was caught

in a fish-trap.

The father looked for his son, and when he

could not find him, he went to the river to see

whether he had caught any fish. In his fish-

trap he found a large python which he

opened. In it he found a dog in which was

a bush-cat. On opening the bush-cat, he

found a fowl, in which he found a peanut.

He opened the peanut, and revealed his son.

The son was so dumbfounded at being dis-

covered that he never tried to outwit his father

again.

Observe that the reproduction retains the

theme of the story and the succession of

events. However, certain words, like the

"wild" bush-cat, are omitted entirely; syno-

nyms for others, such as "wish" in place of

"like," are given; and some words— and ideas

— are added which were not in the original.

For example, the original does not say that

the fowl was killed and eaten by the bush-cat

"soon after" the fowl ate the peanut. All it

says is that the bush-cat caught and ate the

fowl. After successive repetitions of such ma-

terials, each recall gives more and more de-

tails and, in general, accurate reproduction is

approximated. But when successive recalls by

the same individual occur without any

further presentation of the original, increasing

distortion of details is introduced.

Some of the investigator's conclusions from

his analysis of a mass of such data are;

(1) "accuracy of reproduction, in a literal

sense, is the rare exception"; (2) "the general

form, or outline, is remarkably persistent,

once the first version has been given"; (3) "style,

rhythm, precise mode of construction . . . are

very rarely faithfully reproduced"; (4) ...
"omission of detail, simplification of events and

structure, and transformation of items into more

familiar detail, may go on almost indefinitely";

and (.5) "in long-distance remembering, elab-

oration becomes more common in some cases

. . . and there ma>' be increasing importation

or invention . . . aided by the use of visual

images."

When the individual reads or hears a nar-

rative, then tells it to another, and that one

tells it to still another, and so on, the theme

may be retained, but there is usually a

marked distortion of details. The following
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COCK AND SWAN
Original

COCK Ai^D Slt/AM
Drawing from memory

I I .\3 Reproduction of Form. This is typical of experiments on memory for form. The sub-

iect was shown the original drawing and, after it had been removed, asked to reproduce it. Ob-

serve that the general features, or themes, hove been retained but that certain details have

been changed or omitted. (After experiments in the book. Remembering, by Frederic C. Bartlett.)

reproduction of "the Son Who Tried to Out-

wit His Father" illustrates the point. It was

obtained from the twentieth person who had

heard the story, so to speak, chain fashion

:

A small boy, having got into some kind of

mischief, wished to hide himself from his

father. He happened to be standing under

a tree, when an acorn fell to the ground, and

he immediately determined to hide himself

within it. He accordingly concealed himself

within the kernel. Now a cat chanced to be

passing along that way, and when she saw

the acorn, .she forthwith swallowed it. Not long

afterwards a dog killed and ate this cat.

Finalh' the dog himself was de\()ured b\' a

python.

The father of the boy was out hunting one

day when he met the python, and attacked

and slew it. On cutting the beast open, he

discovered the dog inside it, and inside the

dog die cat, and inside the cat the acorn.

Within the acorn he found his long-lost son.

The son was overjoyed at seeing his father once

more, and promised that he would never again

conceal anything from him. He said that he

would submit to the punishment he deserved,

whatever his crime might be.

Reproduction of forms

In Figure 11.3 are shown two figures and

their reproduction after they had been ob-

served for one minute. An experiment on the

memory of college students for such forms was
conducted along the lines of the experiment on

narratives. Successi\e repetition brought an

increasingh- faithful reproduction of the orig-

inal. However, successive reproduction after

only one presentation brought omissions, ad-

ditions and inaccuracies reminiscent of those

found when narratives were repeatedly re-

called. The main outline or general schema

was retained. For example, if a man was pic-

tined, the reproduction was of a man, al-

though markedly different from the original.

One tendenc>' which stands out in such repro-

ductions is that the reproduction becomes in-

creasingly conventional. This is also tnie

when, as in the case of narratives, the pic-

tuie is passed on, chain fashion, to a num-
ber of subjects, each of whom reproduces it

from memory and then shows his reproduction

to another."^

Testimony

Man\' studies have been made of the ability

of children and adults to describe or other-

wise report e\ents witnessed just once. The
situation is somewhat like that of testify-

ing about accidents or other events while in a

courtroom. Still or moving pictures may be

used. Sometimes, however, a carefully re-

hearsed scene is enacted before the group,

without any knowledge on their part that it is
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acted, and without any expectation, either, that

they will be called upon to testify concerning

the event.

Thus, while Erie Stanley Gardner was ad-

dressing a class in legal evidence at the Uni-
versit>' of California at Los Angeles

a woman burst into the room and rushed at

him shouting "you got my brother hung!"
She then unsuccessfully attacked him with a

pointed can opener before being escorted from
the room by the regular instructor . . . who
planned the stunt to dramatize the great

variance of eye-witness accounts to the same
event. . .

.'^

Descriptions of still pictures, movies, scenes

enacted, or actual events are in most instances

grossly inaccurate, and they become increas-

ingly so with a lapse of time between the

original experience and the reproduction. With
respect to the above incident, thirty-four

students were asked to describe the woman's
complexion. Three said "dark," two "ruddy,"

one "medium," five "fair," seven "pale," three

"hea\ ily powdered and made up," and thirteen

said they did not k-now. Actually, she was
fair, had freckles, and wore no makeup."
You may test your owti accuracy of recall

in the following wa>-: Some time ago you
looked at a picture showing Charcot demon-
sb-ating hypnosis. Before looking at the pic-

ture again, write a description of it. Better

still, show the picture for one minute to some-

one who has not already seen it. Then have
him recall it in writing. Comparison of what
is recalled \\'ith what was actually witnessed

will undoubtedly show much discrepancy.

Sometimes the subject is gi\'en a list of

statements or questions concerning the scene

witnessed. He then attempts to say whether
the statements are true or false, or to answer
the questions. Recall in these terms also

shows much inaccuracy. The degree of in-

accuracy is often related to the wa\- in which
the question is framed.

Test >'ourself or >'our subject with the fol-

lowing statements about the Charcot picture.

° Psychology has pla\ed a big part in the un-
derstanding of legal proce.sses. On the Witness
Stand by Hugo MUnsterberg ( McChire, 1908)
was a pioneer contribution to this field. Some
other references appear in the selected readings.

Each statement is to be labeled true or false.

1. Charcot has a beard

2. He is assisted by two male attendants

3. The hypnotized subject is female

4. Charcot is making passes in front of the

subject's eyes

5. A stretcher appears in the picture

6. Charcot wears a long white coat

7. The audience is a class of young medi-

cal students

8. Tables and chairs are shown in the pic-

ture

9. The subject is standing erect

10. The room has hvo windows

Inaccuracy of recall, under circumstances

like the above, has several possible bases. ( 1

)

Observation is perhaps incorrect in the first

place, leading to omission of certain details and
the addition of others. (2) Interests, attitudes,

and expectations of the observer may influence

both observation and recall. He may, for ex-

ample, expect that a hypnotist will be making
passes with his hands before the subject's eyes,

hence erroneously recall such a detail. (3) Un-
intentional elaboration or exaggeration may be
involved, as in the recall of narratives already

considered. (4) As time has elapsed, there

may be actual forgetting of details that were
witnessed correcdy at the time. Moreover,

when forgetting occurs, there is a tendency

to fill in gaps. Anything which seems reason-

able in the light of what is remembered may
be "recalled." This is one basis of the exag-

geration mentioned above. (5) The individual

may be misled by suggestions. When asked,

"Did the man have on a dark or a light tie?"

he may answer, 'light" or "dark" even though

the man wore no tie. Any or all of these short-

comings may be responsible for the omissions

and errors so often involved in courtroom

testimony. They are also relevant with respect

to rumor, which is discussed in Chapter 16.

Eidetic imagery

Sometimes, especially in a large proportion

of children under six years of age, testimony

is exceptionally accurate— almost as accurate,

in fact, as if the child could still see a picture

after it has been removed. The child reports

that he still sees the picture. These exception-
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ally accurate "memory images" have been

called cidefic, a term which suggests that they

possess the clearness of hallucinations."

The most common test of eidetic imagery

is to present some very detailed picture, then

remove it and ask the child to describe what

he sees, or to answer questions concerning it.

The eidetic child seems to project the picture

on any convenient surface and to describe what

he sees. Acoustic as well as visual images are

sometimes reported. ^^ A child with acoustic

eidetic imagery will repeat long lists of digits

after hearing them once. As described to me
by a colleague, one eidetic child looked at the

desk while a list of a dozen or so digits was

being read to him, then "read" the list off for-

wards and backwards while still looking at the

desk.

Eidetic imagery is rarely present in older

children and adults. Something akin to it per-

haps exists in people who report a "photo-

graphic memory" like a student who told me
that, after reading an assignment, she could see

the material before her and "read" it again in

imagination.

The role of stimuli in recall

In discussing the dela>ed reaction, we point-

ed out that the subject recalls an absent stimu-

lating situation. This does not mean, however,

that recall is without stimulation. The point

is that the part of the situation recalled is ab-

sent. Other stimuli are necessary for recall.

Thus, in the experiment with raccoons, the

light recalled was not present at the time, but

the experimental situation with its three com-

partments, the hunger of the animal, and other

extraneous yet associated stimulating factors

were present. In an entirely different external

situation, or in the same external sitiiation

when not hungry, the animal in all probability

would not recall the light.

Stimuli for recall may be external or inter-

nal. You may see a redheaded girl, and the

redness of her hair may make you recall a

childhood sweetheart whose hair was red. You

° In hallucinations the individual sees, hears, or

feels tilings that are not actually present, yet he be-

lieves them to be present. The person with an

eidetic image, even though it may be as clear as

an hallucination, does not necessarily believe it to

be a perception of things actually present.

I I .4 Recall in terms of Reduced Cues. If

you fill in the missing parts, arms and face, mentally,

you are recalling (or perceiving) in terms of reduced

cues. (Courtesy Shuron Optical Company.)

may smell the odor of some flower that once

grew in your home garden, then recall the gar-

den. These, and innumerable examples that

one might give, illustrate recall elicited by an

external stimulus.

But you may have a stomach-ache and re-

call the green apples you ate as a child. You

may be nauseated for some reason and recall

that trip across the Atlantic during which you

were violently seasick. These instances illustrate

recall elicited by internal stimuli.

Recall of one experience often leads to recall

of another. This phenomenon is sometimes re-

ferred to as free association. When we indulge

in free association, we may recall many early

experiences which we have not recalled for

years. The success of psychoanalysts in getting

better recall of childhood experiences than

normally occurs comes from their use of free

association. They have their patients "think

out loud" and sometimes keep them at it during
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seances spread out over months or years.

Reduced cues. Any fraction of some pre-

viously experienced situation may, by itself,

lead to recall of a whole experience. This phe-

nomenon is variously referred to as red-

integration, recall in terms of reduced cues, or

response to minimal cues. As illustrated in Fig-

ure 11.4 our redintegrative ability enables us

to recall (or perceive) a whole situation in

terms of significant parts. To use our previous

illustration, red hair, tire odor of a perfume, the

sound of footsteps, or any other single aspect of

some friend, may lead to complete recall, not

only of a friend, as such, but also of former

experiences to which she contributed. In de-

layed reaction situations (pp. 312-315) the

present stimuli apparently serve to redintegrate

the absent ones so necessary to the correct

response.

lation involving oiu' friend leads us to recall

him, and at the same time to identify the pres-

ent person with the one recalled. The feeling

that one has been in a certain place before

or that he has done or said something before,

even though he knows that this is the first time,

has a similar basis. It is often referred to as

the dcja vu experience. Something in the pres-

ent situation or present behavior may be iden-

tical with, or \ery nuich like, something that

occurred previously. This present aspect of

former stimulation or activity leads us to recall

the original experience and we incorrectly iden-

tify it with the present one. False recognition of

this sort may be basic in the report of many
mystic experiences in which indi\'iduals be-

lieve that they have recognized persons known
in some previous incarnation.

RECOGNIZING

Recognizing is much easier than recalling.

This is why examinations of the matching and

multiple-choice variety are easier than comple-

tion tests in \\'hich blanks are left to be filled in

or essay examinations covering the same mate-

rial. When the student has all the material

before him, he does not have to recall it. His

task is merely to differentiate between the fa-

miliar and the unfamiliar, or what has been

experienced before and what is new.

In the t>'pical experiment on recognition

memory, a subject is showai nonsense syllables,

words, forms, or other simple materials. He is

given one or more complete presentations, the

items usually being presented one at a time as

in experiments on recall. The items in\'olved

in these ti'ials are then presented among new
items, the new and the old being mixed up in

a random order. Now the subject must indi-

cate which of the items appeared originally.

You may try this test yourself. Examine each

of the faces in Figure 11.5, allowing yourself

one minute for the whole group. Then turn

to page 491, and record the number of every

face that you recognize as ha\'ing been in the

first group.

So-called false reeopiition is another exam-

ple of response to reduced cues. We may "rec-

ognize" a person as our friend because of some

similarity to the friend, such as hair-color, \\'alk.

build, or dress. Some aspect of former stimu-

RETENTION AND ORIGINAL
LEARNING

Any activity which produces a poor im-

pression ob%iously yields poor retention. The
poorly moti\ated subject learns little, and, when
tested for retention, later, retains little. But

even where motivation is good, the most

economical method of learning usually yields

the best retention.

We have already considered how distributed

practice and recitation facilitate learning. Now
we see that they also improve retention.

Distributed versus massed learning

Thirt>-t\\() college students memorized lists

of nonsense syllables to the point where they

could recall the list perfectly. Thc>' learned

comparable groups of syllables by the distiibu-

ted and by the massed method of practice.

Some lists were recalled after an intenal of

ten minutes, and still others after an interval

of t^venty-four hours. The same lists were

then releamed to the original criterion—
namely, one perfect repetition. The results

were quite clear-cut. After every interval, the

average recall score for distributed practice was

higher than the recall score for massed prac-

tice, despite the fact that learning with dis-

tributed practice involved fewer repetitions.

There was a suggestion, too, that the dif-

ference in fa\or of distributed practice be-
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I I.O Test for Recognition Memory. Look at these faces for one minute; then turn to

p. 491 of Appendix and see how many you recognize. (Courtesy Brunswicl< High School and the

Pierce Studio.)

came greater as the interval between original

learning and recall increased. In terms of repe-

titions required to releam, distributed practice

was again better than massed practice. As in

the case of recall, this was true after each

interval between learning and relearning. Al-

though the above discussion refers to group

a\erages, most indi\iduals also recalled more
and releanied faster when practice was dis-

tributed. -^

in which the most efficient learning (immediate

retention) of nonsense material occurred with

80 per cent recitation. The most efficient learn-

ing of biographical material was obtained with

from 40 to 90 per cent recitation. It is inter-

esting to obsene, therefore, that retention after

four horns was best for the percentages of reci-

tation which had already pro\ed most efficient

in learning. The retention scores for nonsense

svllables are shown in Figure 11.6.

Recitation Speed of learning

We have already described an experiment-- It has often been claimed that slow learners
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Per Cent of Recitation

I I .O Retention of Nonsense Syllables as a

Function of Recitation. Note that the retention

score increases with each increment of recitation.

(Data from A. I. Gates.)

retain better than fast learners who, of course,

require fewer repetitions to learn. But this is

a difficult question to investigate and the out-

come varies with methods of investigation. One
method favors the slow learner by giving him
as much time as he wants, hence an opportu-

nity to overleam. Another method favors the

fast learner. This sets a given learning period

that is equal for both the fast and slow learners.

Obviously, the fast learner will learn more in

the time allowed, hence have more to retain.

Consequently his retention score will be higher

than that of the slow learner. When overleam-

ing is prevented (by withdrawing each item as

soon as it is learned) and the amount learned

is equated (by terminating the learning session

as soon as a certain number of items are

learned), the fast learners are still ahead.--*

It is possible, however, that the fast learner,

even though he learns only the items acquired

by the slow learner, has them impressed upon
him more strongly; that is, they may have
greater associative strength for him than for the

slow learner. Using a statistical technique too

elaborate to describe here, it is possible to

compare the retention by fast and slow

learners of items having equal associative

strength for each at the end of the learning

period. When this is done, fast and slow

learners retain these equally well.-*

What does this mean? It means that, in a

situation where every variable except retention

per se is held constant, fast learners retain as

well, but no better than, slow learners. In the

uncontrolled situations of everyday life, fast

learners retain more than slow learners only

when they learn more, or leam it better.

The slow learner, however, may obtain a

relative advantage by overleaming.

Overlearning

Suppose that twenty trials are required to

memorize some material so that you can recall

it correctly just once. What would be the ad-

vantage, if any, of having an extra ten trials—
50 per cent of overleaming? Would you re-

tain 50 per cent better than without it?

Ebbinghaus and several later investigators have

found that there are decided advantages from

overleaming.

Its value for retention is illustrated by an

experiment in which adult subjects learned

lists consisting of twelve monosyllabic noims.

They learned with different amounts of repe-

tition beyond that required for the first perfect

recall.-' The criterion of learning was one

perfect repetition of the list. Having one half

as many repetitions again as were required to

reach the criterion was designated 50 per cent

overlearning. Having twice the number of rep-

etitions required for learning was 100 per cent

overlearning. Thus, if four repetitions allowed

the subject to reach the criterion of learning,

six repetitions would constitute 50 per cent

overleaming, and eight repetitions 100 per cent

overleaming.

Different groups leamed comparable lists of

nouns, with 0, .50, or 100 per cent overleaming.

Recall and releaming occurred (in different

groups) at intervals of one, two, four, seven,

fourteen, and twenty-eight days. Figure 11.7

shows the retention curves for recall when
overleaming was 0, 50, and 100 per cent.

Somewhat similar results were found in the

case of repetitions saved during releaming.

It is quite clear from these data that larger

amounts of overleaming bring larger degrees

of retention. If we consider recall scores

after the interval of a day, we find that there

was 26 per cent retention for o\'erleaming,
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38 per cent for 50 per cent overlearning,

and 49 per cent for 100 per cent overlearning.

Taking the results as a whole, the increase

from 50 to 100 per cent overlearning (a 33

per cent increase in the number of repetitions)

brought less than a 33 per cent increase in

retention. Thus diminishing returns were evi-

dent. This fact is apparent in the curves. Note

that there is a wider space between the and

50 per cent than between the 50 and 100 per

cent curves.

A later investigation followed the same ex-

perimental design, but involved mazes instead

of words. -^ The results were in fairly close

agreement with those already indicated. In

this study, however, 200 per cent overlearning

was also introduced. The results show quite

clearly that diminishing returns occur as over-

learning is increased. For example, an increase

of 100 per cent overlearning (100 to 200)

brought an increased retention which averaged

less than 50 per cent.

Reminiscence

In all of the experiments so far considered,

the material was learned completely before re-

tention was tested. A list of nonsense syllables,

for example, was learned to the point where

11./ Retention as a Function of Overlearn-

ing. (After Krueger.)

100 Per Cent Overlearning

50 Per Cent Overlearning

No Overlearning

4 7 14

Days Since learning

Z.O 5.0 10.0

Minutes Since Learning

I I . O The Phenomenon
(After Ward, L. B.)

of Reminiscence.

it could be recalled with an accuracy of 100

per cent. Suppose, however, that it had been

learned to an accuracy of only 70 per cent.

Quite obviously, there can be no better re-

tention than 100 per cent of something com-
pletely learned, but it is conceivable that a

person who learned something so that he could

give a performance that was 70 per cent

accurate might perform later with an accuracy

greater than 70 per cent. Indeed, there are

many experiments which show that this is the

case. Better retention of incompletely learned

material after a rest interval than immediately

after learning has been found in experiments

with children, human adults, and animals, and

using both motor and verbal skills.'-'

Improved retention after an interval has

been called reminiscence. It is illustrated

graphically in Figure 11.8, which represents

the retention of an incompletely learned list

of nonsense syllables by college students.

Reminiscence is perhaps related to the

phenomenon of better learning and retention

after distributed than after massed effort (pp.

300-302 ) and also to the well-established fact

that interrupted activities are recalled more
frequently than completed activities. -** The ex-

planation of these apparently related phenom-
ena is not clear. It is possible that rehearsal of

the material during an interval accounts for

some reminiscence, but this still occurs when
rehearsal is prevented, by having the subjects

perform some other activity during the interval.
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II.V Retention and Forgetting Curves for

Nonsense Material. Two curves are shown to il-

lustrate the fact that retention is the obverse of

forgetting; or, put otherwise, that forgetting is

"negative retention." (Data from Ebbinghaus.)

It also occurs in learning by rats, which could

hardly be credited with an implicit rehearsal

of what has been learned. -^ Perseveration,

and consequent consolidation of the memory
trace (see p. 301) could conceivably account

for some reminiscence, but the fact that it

occurs when other activities intervene lailes out

perseveration as a necessary basis. The ex-

planation stressed in recent discussions is one

already mentioned in connection with distrib-

uted learning— the marked tendency for in-

correct, hence interfering, associations to drop

out during a rest period.

Reminiscence is, of course, only a temporary
improvement in retention. It is followed by a

more or less rapid loss such as occurs after

completed learning.

FORGETTING

Forgetting is the loss, permanent or tempo-

rary, of the ability to recall or recognize some-

thing learned earlier. In certain instances it

may be described as negative retention. A
retention curve drops as a function of time.

Such curves are customarily used to represent

the course of forgetting. If forgetting were
plotted directly, in terms of the amount for-

gotten as a function of time, the curve would

rise rather than fall. For comparison of reten-

tion and forgetting curves based upon the clas-

sical experiment of Ebbinghaus see Figure 11.9.

Ebbinghaus memorized many lists of non-

sense syllables by reading them through until

one perfect repetition was possible. He re-

learned certain lists twenty minutes after he

had memorized them. Other lists were re-

learned a day after, some two days after, and
so on. Some of the intervals used, and the sav-

ings in time to releam, appear in the figure.

About 47 per cent was forgotten in twenty

minutes, 66 per cent in one day, 72 per

cent in two days, 75 per cent in six days, and
79 per cent in thirty-one days. Thus the for-

getting of nonsense syllables was at first rapid

(47 per cent lost in twenty minutes) and then

slow (only 32 per cent more lost in a month) .'"

Later investigators, using many subjects and

averaging the results, have verified the general

trend of the forgetting curve found by
Ebbinghaus for nonsense syUables; i.e., a rela-

tixely high rate of forgetting at the outset. In

general, however, these investigators have

found less overall forgetting than Ebbinghaus
reported. One recent study showed only a 12

per cent loss after twenty minutes as compared
\\'ith the more than 40 per cent loss found by
Ebbinghaus. *'

There are several reasons for such difi^er-

enccs. Ebbinghaus used only one subject, him-

self. Individual differences could thus account

for some of the discrepancy betsveen his results

and those obtained with other subjects, and
especially since the data for many were, in

later experiments, averaged. Perhaps of greater

importance than this is the fact that Ebbinghaus

learned thousands of syllables in the course of

his experiments. This being so, it is quite likely

that many syllables learned in earlier ex-

periments interfered with later learning and

retention, thus making for more rapid forget-

ting than would occur in the case of subjects

learning (and later relearning) only one list.

Such interlist interference has been avoided in

recent research by having each subject learn

only one list, then releam it after an interval.

This means, of course, that a different group

is represented in the relearning at each interval.

The list is learned, let us say, by 100 subjects.

Twenty of these releam after 20 minutes, 20

after one day, 20 after two days, 20 after five

days, and the remaining 20 after a week.
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Under these conditions, forgetting is much
less, at any interval, than Ebbinghaus found.

Forgetting also varies with the method used

to test it. The abo\e comparisons were based

upon the relearning (or saving) method. Had

the subjects merely been asked to recognize

the syllables (to identify them in a list including

many others), little or no forgetting would have

been evident. In a recent investigation with

college students, all syllables of a 12-syllable

list were recognized after an interval of 20 min-

utes and there was an insignificant loss after

one and two days.3-

Another retention test requires the subject

to anticipate the first syllable of the list, then

the ne.xt, and so on until all can be repeated

without prompting. This is the anticipation

method described earlier (p. 316). In the

study referred to above, this method uni-

formly yielded lower mean retention scores

than the recognition method. For example,

8.90 as compared with 12.00 after 20 minutes,,

and 6.80 as compared with 11.90 after one day.

Quite evidendy, then, one cannot make a

general statement about the course of forget-

ting— he must specify, among other things,

the method used to test it.

Something needs to be said, also, about for-

getting in relation to meaningfulness. Ebbing-

haus demonstrated, and others have verified

the fact, that meaningful materials (words.

poems, narratives) are more easily learned, unit

for unit, than nonsense syllables. Even among

"nonsense syllables" there are some with

greater meaning than others. Thus YIL has

more meaning than XUY. Syllables with high

meaning value are usually learned more readily

than those with little or no meaning. But what

about forgetting? Is there a difference in the

forgetting of meaningful and meaningless ma-

terial? One difficulty in answering such a ques-

tion has already been indicated in the

discussion (p. 322) of fast and slow learners.

Since meaningful material is learned in fewer

repetitions than nonsense material, the fomier

may, at the same criterion of learning, have

weaker associative strength. But when the as-

sociative strength of materials differing in

meaning value is equated, there is equal for-

getting. The items involved in these compari-

sons have been nonsense syllables with differ-

ent meaning value^'' and also words and non-

sense syllables.
^'^

Failure to find a difference in retention as a

function of meaning runs counter to everyday

observation. However, one must remember

that what is involved in these experiments is

rote learning of a more or less artificial charac-

ter. In daily life, the more meaningful aspects

receive much support from many activities.

When complicated material is learned, es-

pecially material involving insight and the

understanding of principles, there is a quite

positive relation between meaning and reten-

tion. With insight (or understanding), early

forgetting is seldom found. For example, col-

lege students learned \arious puzzles (match

tricks) either b>' memorizing the solutions or

by memorizing the principles involved. The

majority of those who memorized without

understanding the principles exhibited marked

and rapid forgetting within a month. On the

other hand, most of those who learned the

principles had almost perfect retention when
tested later at intervals up to one month.^'

WHY DO WE FORGET?

There is no single nor simple answer to this

question. Many variables are involved in

forgetting and some are difficult to explain.

One should note, at the outset, that what

appears to be forgetting may occur because

there was no impression, or an inadequate one,

in the first place. This was discussed in relation

to errors of omission in testimony (p. 319).

By the same token, much that we leam inci-

dentally is poorly retained because there was

only a weak impression. We frequently fail

to remember names because we pay little

or no attention when we hear them. Inabil-

it>' to remember what happened during an

exciting or disturbing event is likewise clue, in

part at least, to inattention. This type of

"memory loss" is sometimes referred to as

anterograde amnesia. It is in contrast with for-

getting of what occurred before the distiubing

event, or retrograde amnesia (p. 2.57). This

should not be confused with retroactive inhibi-

tion (see p. 332), which involves an inter-

ference by new learning \\'ith what was learned

earlier.

Experimental extinction in conditioning

(p. 275) is also followed by a loss that, in

certain ways, resembles forgetting.

But suppose that learning has actually oc-
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curred, there has been no emotional upset, and

that experimental extinction has not been at-

tempted. Why, even under these circum-

stances, does forgetting occur? That is the

question to which we now address ourselves.

The time variable

It is commonly assumed that lapse of time

in itself is responsible for forgetting. According

to this view, the memory trace, unless it is

used, gradually deteriorates. Beyond a certain

plausibility, however, this explanation finds

little scientific support. Perhaps the strongest

support comes from general observations such

as the following:

The child who has normal vision for the

first two years of life or thereabouts and then

becomes blind loses all the effects of visual

learning; at maturity he is indistinguisable from

the congenitally blind. . . . Early visual learn-

ing, therefore, is reversible; forgetting can oc-

cur by disuse. Clinically, however, it is known
that if the human subject has had vision long

enough its effects do not disappear. If the child

does not become blind until the age of four or

five, the learning becomes more "ingrained"

and disuse has little or no effect; in these cir-

cumstances, the subject never becomes like the

congenitally blind.^*

One difficulty with such evidence is that

activity, other than visual, may itself have

weakened the memory traces. Moreover, as

will become apparent later, memories which

were apparently lost may be recovered by ap-

propriate stimulation, including direct stimula-

tion of the cerebral cortex. It is thus possible

that the early visual engrams, although not

evidenced in performance, are still present.

Other observations suggest that time may be

a factor in forgetting only because of the

activities which occur in time. It has been

demonstrated quite clearly that sleep and other

forms of relative inactivity slow down the for-

getting process.

Sleep

Two subjects memorized lists consisting of

ten nonsense syllables before a period of ( 1

)

normal daily activity or (2) sleep. Retention

was tested after one, two, four, and eight hours

of either waking activity or sleep. Under each

of these conditions different lists of nonsense

syllables were learned and recalled, but they

were all of comparable difficulty. Each
duration of sleep yielded better retention than

a comparable duration of waking. After the

successive intervals of sleep, the percentages

of nonsense syllables recalled were: 70, .54, 55,

and 56. There was, as we see, no further for-

getting after the one-hour interval of sleep.

The comparable percentages for waking were:

46, 31, 22, and 9. Forgetting was greater, the

longer the interval of waking. These findings

have been verified in later research. The
investigators concluded that "forgetting is not

so much a matter of the decay of old im-

pressions and associations as it is a matter of

the interference, inhibition, or obliteration of

the old by the new." ^^

The fact that forgetting occurs during sleep,

even though it occurs less rapidly than when
we are awake, is, of course, no basis for dis-

crediting the idea that interpolated activity

rather than time itself causes forgetting. Al-

though we are not engaged in learning new
activities while asleep, our nervous system is

active.

Relative inactivity

The subjects of the experiments on sleep did

not go to sleep immediately, although they

tried to do so. It has since been claimed that

if it were possible to put the subject "into a

dreamless sleep immediately after learning, so

that no new experiences would have an oppor-

tunity to interfere with, inhibit, or obliterate

the old, a perfect retention might be expect-

ed." -"^ The same writers point out that

"Because of the dangers of drugs, anesthetics,

and other methods of inducing unconsciousness

quickly, no one has thus far attempted to real-

ize these conditions with human S's, but with

animals the case is different." ^^ The animals

used for a test of the activity theory of for-

getting were cockroaches. These were selected

because they could be rendered inactive with-

out the use of drugs or other agents which

might have deleterious effects on the nervous

system. The method of rendering them inactive

after learning had occurred was extremely sim-

ple. They were placed in a state of tonic im-
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I I.IW Learning Box. A correct response in-

volvecj following a path like that illustrated, rather

than entering the shaded area, where a shock was

received. (After Minami and Dallenbach.)

mobility or animal hypnosis (p. 178) by in-

ducing tliem to crawl behveen layers of tissue

paper. Sheets of tissue paper were placed in a

box which could be entered through a cone.

The inducement to enter was escape from

bright light. While in contact with the sheets

of tissue paper the cockroach was perfectly

motionless. When the period of inactivity was
to be terminated, the animal was removed from

the tissue paper and tested for retention.

What the cockroach was trained to do was

to avoid the shaded area at the end of the

box shown in Figure 11.10. Its natural re-

sponse was to run toward the shaded area at

the end of the alleys. But when it ran into this

area, the animal received an electric shock

through the floor. When it failed to move to-

ward the shaded area, it was pushed. Gradu-
ally the cockroach learned to avoid shock bv

swerving around the end of the glass partition

and returning without entering the shaded area.

Each animal was trained until it turned around

the partition, instead of entering the shaded

area, for nine tiials out of ten. Control groups

were normally acti\'e during rest intervals. The
intervals, for different groups, varied from ten

minutes to twenty-four hours. Retention was
measured in terms of the sa\ings in trials and
in the number of shocks administered during

relearning.

The results of this experiment are summa-
rized in Figure 11.11, which shows the saving

score (retention) of the dark-avoidance habit

for the inactive and contiol groups o\'er in-

ter\'als up to twenty-four hours. It is apparent

( 1 ) that the inactive group retained \ery much
more than the active group and (2) that

whereas tlie inactive group showed no furtlier

loss of retention between two and eight hours,

the active group retained less as further time

elapsed.''"

These results of course fa\or the \iew that

it is not time per se that makes us forget, but

what happens in time. Later we will ha\'e

something to say about the effects of events

(such as new learning) which come betsveen

original learning and the time of recall. But

we first consider the fact that people sometimes

forget because they want to do so and some-

times because appropriate stimulation is lack-

ing.

Repressive forgetting

Like Scarlett O'Hara in Gone With the

Wind, we may dispose of unpleasant events

11.11 Active and Inactive

Animals — Savings Scores.

This shows the savings in trials

to relearn and in shocks admin-

istered (for errors) during re-

learning after each of the in-

dicated intervals. (After Minami

and Dallenbach, 38, 2.)
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by saying, "I'll think of that tomorrow." When
tomorrow comes, with its own events, the un-

pleasant thought may, as it were, be crowded

out. This is repression. We discussed earher

(p. 257) the case of a man who, in trying

circumstances, forgot his identity. Repression

was involved, but the memory defect itself, an

e.xample of functional neurosis, is designated

retrograde amnesia. We read about such

functional amnesia quite often in the press.

According to Freud, the mere forgetting of

names, of appointments, or of duties to be

performed is motivated rather tlian acciden-

tal.'*'^ Perhaps we accept an invitation to a

dinner party and are chagrined, the day after

it is over, to learn that we forgot to go. This

is ine.xcusable. It is quite evident to our would-

be hostess that we really didn't \\'ant to attend

her party.

An interesting thing about all such instances

of motivated forgetting is that it may be tempo-

rary. The memory ti'ace, whatever its nature,

is apparently intact. The man with retrograde

amnesia, for example, may regain what was

lost. The forgetful person recalls the invita-

tion when attention is called to it. Quite evi-

dently, then, forgetting under such circum-

stances involves some sort of interference with

recall, not a loss of the engram. A psycho-

analyst, through free-association and dream

analysis, may elicit recall of many events which

were apparently forgotten. H\'pnosis is often

conduci\-e to recall of the apparently forgotten,

including memories \vhich go back to early

childhood.*- Likewise, under the influence

of sodium pentathol (the "tnith drug") a

patient may recover memories which were

previously inaccessible.

Although it is evident that much forgetting

is moti\'ated, that interference rather than loss

of the memory trace is involved, and that it is

possible under certain circumstances to recover

the memories which \\'ere apparently lost, the

basic factors in\'ol\'ed are not known. \\'hat

is of special interest to us here, however, is the

fact that forgetting may occur even though the

memor\' trace still exists.

The need for stimulation

Some forgetting may occur because the

appropriate stimuli for recall are absent. You

may be oblivious to some earlier experience.

It may not have been recalled since childhood.

Yet, suddenly, you recall it. Upon noting the

circumstances, it is apparent that an odor, a

name, or some other stimulus is responsible.

The effectiveness of free association may be

attributed to the fact that it arouses verbal

stimuli which, in turn, activate recall of seem-

ingly forgotten events.

A dramatic illustration of how stimuli may
arouse memories that were apparently lost is

reported by the noted brain surgeon. Wilder

Penfield.^^ In the course of operating upon the

brain to alle\iate certain forms of epileptic

seizure, he stimulated various points on the

cerebral cortex with a weak electric current.

In some regions, as described in Chapter 1.3,

there were reports of visual, auditory, or

other experiences— as experiences of the mo-

ment, like seeing light flashes, hearing music,

and so on. But when Penfield stimulated cer-

tain points in the associative temporal cortex,

memories rather than immediate experiences

were reported. When a certain point (11

in Figure 11.12) was stimulated, one patient

said that she heard a mother calling her boy;

not now, but years ago. She was told that

stimulation would be repeated, but it was

not. There was no report. Then the same

point was stimulated again. Now there was

a further report about the voice calling, and

certain details of earlier experience were

added, such as the observation that this was

taking place in a lumber yard. Stimulated

at another point nearby (12 in Figure 11.12)

the patient recalled still another childhood ex-

perience. Stimulation of a point toward the

frontal lobe (point 13) produced memories of

voices and also of seeing circus wagons. Still

another point (17) elicited memories of an

office in which the patient earlier worked as a

stenographer and also memories of watching

a play. Penfield believes that these incidents

would never ha\'e been recalled "without the

aid of the stimulating electrode."

Such results do not mean that the engram

is localized in the bit of brain tissue right un-

der the electrode. Penfield points out that

electrical stimulation actually interferes with

'local cortical function." However, the local

stimulation sets up impulses which, upon being

carried to other regions, and perhaps becoming

involved in relevant neural circuits, sene in-

directly to revive the memories reported. As
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I I. 1^ The Right Cerebral Cortex during Electrical Stimulation. This is the cortex of a

26-year-old woman. It was exposed during on operation to alleviate epileptic seizures. The

numbered tickets mark the points which, when electrically stimulated, produced sensory, motor,

or so-called "psychical" responses. The latter include the interpretive illusions and the recalling

of previous experiences referred to in the text. (From Penfield, W., The Excitable Cortex in Con-

scious Man. Thomas, 1958, p. 27.)

we said earlier, there is still much speculation

about the nature of memory traces and their

localization. In this connection, read again

the quotation about engrams (p. 310).

Regardless of the nature of the memory
trace, it is quite evident that we sometimes

forget because the stimuli for recall, for acti-

vation of the trace are lacking.

Some forgetting is attributable to a weak-

ening of memory traces, or their obliteration,

as an outcome of what happens after learning

occurs.

Obliterating memory traces

Although there is no conclusive evidence that

a memory trace deteriorates as a function of

time (or disuse), we do know that certain

conditions can obliterate it. One of these is

the electroconvulsive shock (ECS, for short)

used in the treatment of mental patients

(pp. 262-263) and also involved in numer-

ous experiments on learning and retention in

rats. These clinical observations and experi-

mental studies show conclusively that ECS pro-

duces amnesia for the events which immedi-
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ately precede it. Patients forget (apparently

forever) the preparations just preceding the

shock and, in some cases, even the trip into the

hospital. Nor do they recall the shock itself.'*'*

Experiments with rats have shown that ECS
administered shortly after each trial greatly re-

tards learning. ''5 Given after a habit has been

learned, it is followed by poorer retention than

in a control group shocked only on the leg.'*^

How ECS interferes with retention is not

known. Some animal research suggests that it

is the convulsion as such that produces this

efiFect, not the passage of an electric current

through the brain.'*'' It has been claimed that

the electric current (or associated conditions,

such as temporary anoxia) destroys brain cells.

A view more widely held is that a memory
trace needs to consolidate, to get set, and the

electric current, the convulsion, the anoxia, or

some other condition associated with ECS, in-

terferes with this. To quote Woodworth and

Schlosberg's Experimental Psychology, "any-

thing learned or experienced just before the

shock may be irretrievably lost because its

traces were not sufficiently established. "^^

An emotional shock may have somewhat
comparable effects on retention, presumably

because it also interferes with consolidation of

the memory trace. This is borne out by general

observation of amnesia for events just preced-

ing emotional upset and also by the following

experiment:

College students, working one at a time in

a small lighted darkroom, were given several

repetitions of a list of nonsense syllables, after

which they recalled as many syllables as

possible. Following this recall they were some-

times given jokes to read, none of which was
highly mirth-provoking. They were then asked

to recall the syllables again. At other times,

and quite unexpectedly, they were given a

marked emotional upset after recalling a list

of syDables just presented. The back of the

chair collapsed, an electric shock was felt in

the arms, scrap metal fell from the ceiling to

the floor, a pistol shot rang out, and the lights

went off, producing total darkness. All of this

happened simultaneously. As soon as the com-
motion ceased, the subject was again asked to

recall all of the syllables that he could remem-
ber. With the emotion-provoking situation

interpolated between first and second recalls,

retention was decreased more than under the

control condition. In some individual cases

there was a very large decrease. After ex-

periencing the situation described, one subject

forgot every syllable in the hst.'*^

An important cause of forgetting in every-

day life and in laboratory experiments with

human subjects is conflict between what has

been learned and subsequent learning. One
interferes with recall of the other. With re-

spect to retention, there is negative transfer.

When the learning of one habit interferes with

retention of a subsequent habit, we have an

example of forgetting produced by proactive

inhibition. Of greater overall significance, how-

ever, is forgetting caused by mterference with

retention of tlie first haoit oy tJie leammg of

a second habit. Interference on thiS'^basis is

yelroaclive inhibition.
"

Proactive inhibition

Proactive inhibition may be demonstrated

by an experiment designed as follows; There

are two comparable groups, the experimental

and the control. The experimental group learns

a list of nonsense syllables (list A) and then

another list of nonsense syllables (list B). The
control group, on the other hand, learns

list B without having first learned list A. It

can be demonstrated that the control group

leams list B to the criterion more rapidly and

with fewer errors than the experimental group.

But what of retention, which is of major in-

terest to us here? In a test of retention for

list B, the control group is again ahead. The
learning of list A by the experimental group

not only interferes with the learning of list

B but also with retention of it.

The poorer retention of list B by the group

that had first learned list A could perhaps be

attributed to differences in the associative

strength of the list B syllables for the experi-

mental and control groups. It could also be

attributed to the intrusion, while recalling list

B, of syllables from list A. For instance: list

A has the syllables DAX, RIK, etc; list B has

the syllables SEK, LAK, etc. In recaOing list

B, the subject who has already learned list

A may erroneously recall DAX or RIK. This

is especially possible if the syllables in the two

lists have a degree of similarity.
•''*'

There is a further example of proactive in-

hibition by intrusion, and one closer to every-
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day life. The author is copying a quotation like

that on page 311. He looks at the source, then

at the paper on which he is writing. As he re-

calls what he has just read, he occasionally

substitutes a word from his own vocabulary for

the word that he read. Thus, the printed page

says: "The human brain is composed of some

10 billion nerve cells, more or less alike, which

interact in various ways. . .
." What he writes

is: "The human brain has some 10 billion

neurons, more or less alike, which interact in

numerous ways. . .
." It is this kind of pro-

active inhibition that makes it incumbent upon
those who quote others to check, word for

word, what has been copied.

A similar process is perhaps involved in

falsification such as occurs when we repeat a

story with additions, give erroneous testimony,

or introduce changes in reproductions of draw-

ings. In each instance, there may be intrusions

from earlier experience which interfere with,

or supplant, particular features that we are

trying to recall or reproduce.

Retroactive inhibition

Experiments on retroactive inhibition pro-

vide further evidence for the widely held view

(p. 327) that much forgetting comes from the

effects of activity interpolated be^wper; nyifrirLal

learning and recall. In a typical experiment on

retroactive inhibition, a large group memorizes

a list of nonsense syllables (list A). On the

basis of this performance, the subjects are sepa-

rated into two groups with the same mean
score. One group (experimental) then leams

another list of nonsense syllables (list B).

While they are doing this, the control group

rests or, to prevent rehearsal of list A, sings,

tells stories, or does something else unrelated

to learning nonsense syllables. After the ex-

perimental group has learned list B, both

groups recall as much as thev can of list A.

The general design of the experiment is thus

as follows:

Experimental Group

Learns List A
Leams List B
Recalls List A

Control Group

Leams List A
Rests

Recalls List A

What happens under these circumstances is

that the recall score for the experimental

group is usually much lower than that for the

jJIBiiUul gTCup . This applies rather unitormly to

individual scores as well as to group averages.

Thus leaming list B obviously interferes with

retention of list A.

An investigation along these lines with 1,000

school children shows that retention is poorer

when other learning is interpolated soon after

original leaming. The children were separated

into equated groups. Some of these studied

twenty-five verbs and then recalled all they

could after twenty-one minutes and after

twenty-four hours. The experimental group

studied a list of nouns for seven minutes of

the interval. Some of the experimental group

studied the nouns immediately after studying

the verbs, others studied them following a rest

of four minutes, and still others following a

rest of eight minutes. Thus, the interpolated

leaming came at different intervals after leam-

ing. The control group sang familiar songs dur-

ing the entire twenty-one-minute period.

Retention scores (ratios) were as follows:

121 for controls and between 50 and 69 for ex-

perimental groups. The lowest retention score

within the experimental group was for inter-

polated study immediately after leaming. The
longer the rest period between learning and in-

terpolated study, the higher the retention score.

Retention after twenty-four hours showed
little loss for the control group, but a large

loss for the experimental group. Again, the

earlier the new leaming, the lower the reten-

tion score. '''1

Various investigations have shown that there

is also a relation between the degree of for-

and the Mmilarity of the interpolated

_to_that involveJjn original learning.

With a very TTi gh^ degree of dissimilarity (as

between memorizing words and singing) , there

is relatively l ittle retroactive inhibition. With
a high degree of similarity (as between memo-
rizing Jipn.sense syllables and memorizing other

nonsense syllables), there is usually a large de-

grep ofj^troactive inhibition . Within these ex-

tremes the relationship between degree of

similarity and degree of retroaction is a com-

plicated one which we need not consider here.

To say that forgetting is due to retroactive

inhibition, whoTTv or in part, does not, of

tcHurseT^xplain it. The question, "Why does

interpolatedTearntng interfere with retention?""

needs to be answered. In all probability, there
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are several reasons. \One)is that learning new
material leads to unlearning of the old, espe-

cially in the sense that the new responses sup-

plant the old.''- Another reason, also given

to explain why Ebbinghaus forgot more than

subjects in comparable experiments (p. 325),
is that items learned formerly tend to intrude
themselves (JlirinK tests of retentiorT Ebbing-

haus, it will be recalled, had Iearn«T many lists,

whereas subjects in the more recent studies

learned and releamed only one list. It has

been demonstrated, in fact, that subjects re-

calling a list of nonsense syllables after the

interpolation of another list, are often bothered

by gitrusions from the interpolated rnaterial.

Thg^giVe items from the interpolated list in

place^ol:-Ae-_it£ms~they are trying to recall.-'^

But even when the interpolated items are not

overtly recalled, there may be implicit conflict

from them which interferes with recall of the

initial material. Still another reason often given

for poor retention after interpolated learning is

that thij. interferes with perseveration, with re-

verberating circuits, or, in more general terms,

with the setting or consolidation of the original

memory trace. The same principle has been

invoked (see p. 301) to account for the su-

periority of distributed over massed learning,

and especially the rest periods of the former.

This idea cannot be discounted entirely, al-

though there are some difficulties with it, in-

cluding our ignorance of what memory traces

are like, the fact that similar interpolated ma-

terial is more disturbing than the dissimilar,

and the observation that, even after a long in-

terval (during which consolidation of the trace

should have occurred), interpolated material

still produces interference. ''' It is likely that

unlearning, intrusions, and interference with

consolidation of the memoiy trace are all in-

volved to some degree. Early interpolation

may interfere with retention primarily because

it disturbs the consolidation process. Later

interpolation may do so, not by disturbing

consolidation, but by causing the individual to

unlearn earlier material or to confuse the new
material with the old, as in the case of in-

terlist intrusions.

In view of the above, how can we answer

the question, "Why do we forget?" One must

say that the forgetting of different habits, and

forgetting in different situations, may require

different explanations. Lapse of time (or dis-

use of the memory trace) could be respon-

sible for some forgetting, but this has not been

d€nronstrate3 in a conclusive_inaxuier. Im-

p i u v'(j(J^rait!iUiorr foUo"wIiig~relative inactivity

(including sleep) suggests thaflictrviHes^which

occur after learning are more responsible for

forgetting than the lapse of time as such . This

view is supported by studies showin^jhat the

interpolation of new learning tends to weaken
retention of_the old (retroactive inhibition).

Such is especially evident when verbal habits,

like recall of lists of nonsense or verbal ma-
terials are involved. Some explanations of

retroactive inhibition, such as presence of

interlist intrusions, could apply only to such

habits. It has also been demonstrated that

earlier learning may, by interfering with

learning of the new, also weaken retention

of the latter (proactive inhibition). Most
of the habits involved in studies of pro-

active inhibition are like those on retroactive

inhibition and such explanations are likewise of

a limited nature. Some forgetting depends
upon a poor origin.Tl impression . Some depends

upon the desire to forget and some to absence

of relevant stimulation. There is also an ob-

literating effect upon the memory trace from

emotional upset. Electroconvulsive shock is

conducive to forgetting, presumably because

it obliterates memory traces. Numerous as

these reasons are, there are perhaps still other

reasons why we forget.

MEMORY TRAINING

Almost everybody would like to improve his

memory. Some want to remember names and

faces better. Salesmen would like to remember
"selling points" better. Public speakers would

like to remember their speeches— or at least

remember outlines — so that they could avoid

reading them. Students would like to remem-
ber better the important points of a lecture or

of an assignment. They would like to be able

to read lists of French verbs, say, and remem-
ber them without a large amount of study.

And they would like to have better success in

recalling the foreign equivalents of English

words, or vice versa. It is not surprising, there-

fore, that the development of mnemonic sys-

tems has a long history and that, even today,

thousands of people buy courses whose authors

prornise improveamemory.^^
Ut course" all of us use various devices to

remember things that are ordinarily difficult
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to retain. To quote a writer in the Scientific

American,

Everyone uses mnemonic devices — ways of

memorizing bits of information by associating

them with things that are easier to remember.

In the U.S. the most famihar of these devices

is surely the rhyme beginning; "Thirty days

hath September. ..." Another well-known

mnemonic device is: "Every good boy does

fine" (for EGBDF, the lines of the musical

staff).

The same principle can also be applied, with

ingenious variations, to the memorizing of num-
bers. Such tricks come easily to mathema-
ticians. When Bertrand Russell visited New
York in 1951 he told a newspaper columnist

that he had no difficulty in recalling the num-
ber of his room at the Waldorf-Astoria-1414-

because 1.414 is the square root of 2.''''

Mnemonic courses facilitate remembering,

not by developing some hypothetical entity

called "memory," as a muscle might be de-

veloped by exercise, but by teaching people to

utilize various devices which facilitate learning

and recall. In the last analysis, whatever suc-

cess is achieved by those who adopt such

devices comes from an increased efficiency of

learning or the acquisition of some crutch

which facilitates recall.

If you follow principles like those involved

in any memory system, you may improve your

"memory," but, if such improvement does oc-

cur, your "memory" will retmn to its former ef-

ficiency (or should we say, inefficiency?)

whenever you fail to use the principles. Sheer

memorizing of something, with the idea that

it will improve memory as exercise improves a

muscle, is a waste of time. This was amply

demonstrated in an experiment on college stu-

dents."^ One group which memorized various

materials "by heart" showed no improvement
later in memorizing similar materials. On the

other hand, a group which learned to apply

efficient principles of learning while memorizing

did show an improvement in later memorizing.

The improvement came because principles

learned while memorizing one set of material

were applied to memorizing the other. This is

an example of transfer resulting from applica-

tion of principles. Some of the principles in-

volved in this experiment and a few additional

ones are summarized below.

(1) Have the intention to learn. Suppose,

for example, that you are introduced to Mr.

Flynn. The person introducing him says, "I

would like you to meet Mr. Flynn." In all prob-

ability you will say, "How do you do," "Pleased

to meet you," or something similar.. You may
not even have listened to the name. You may
have listened, but without hearing it cor-

rectly. Your poor memory for names may
therefore be attributed to failure, in the first

place, to leam the name.

(2) If you have the intention to learn, you

will also pay close attention to what is

before you. If it is important for you to re-

member Mr. Flynn's name, you will probably

listen attentively as the name is spoken.

(3) Use imagery to the fullest possible ex-

tent. Try to get a photographic impression

of Mr. Flynn which may be revived later.

Notice his eyes, his hair, how he is dressed,

and so on. If he has a particular accent, that

may help you to recall. Some systems advise

picturing him doing something ridiculous, the

more ridiculous the image the better.

(4) Tie up what you are learning with other

things. That is to say, develop as many associa-

tions as possible. William James once said:

In mental terms, the more other facts a fact

is associated with in the mind, the better pos-

session of it our memory retains. Each of its

associates becomes a hook to which it hangs, a

means to fish it up by when sunk beneath the

surface. Together they form a network of at-

tachments by which it is woven into the entire

tissue of our thought. "The secret of a good

memory" is thus the secret of forming diverse

and multiple associations with every fact we
care to retain. But this forming of associations

with a fact, what is it but thinkinfi about the

fact as much as possible? Briefly, then, of two

men with the same outward experiences and

the same amount of mere native tenacity, the

one who thinks over his experiences most, and

weaves them into systematic relations with

each other, will be the one with the best

memory.''''*

Individuals sometimes marvel at how an ex-

pert in some field can read a new book in a

couple of hours and retain what they could

retain only after a course of intensive study.

The reason for the expert's "better memory"
is, of course, his background in the field. He
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has, as it were, many hooks on which to hang

what he reads. The newcomer to the field

must "start from scratch."

Most memory "systems" give major emphasis

to association. Some of these advise one to

memorize a Hst of logically related words.

First this list is mastered thoroughly, so that it

can be said forward and backward, and the

word in any position (sixth, forty-first, and so

on) can be recalled without hesitation. Then
each new thing to be remembered is, as it

were, "hooked" onto one of these words or

placed in the appropriate "file." If a list of

"selling points" is to be memorized, for exam-

ple, the first is associated with the first word in

the list and the second with the second word,

and so on. The first words, being so thoroughly

retained, are recalled quite readily. In being

recalled, they tend to bring the respective "sell-

ing point" with them.

In stressing association, most memory sys-

tems utilize the idea of getting vivid, even

ridiculous associations in addition to those pro-

vided by the system itself. ^^

(5) Rhythm is an aid to retention. This has

been shown in several laboratory researches and

it is exemplified in the theme songs of radio

advertising, and in rhymes such as " 's

taste good like a cigarette should." The writer

learned the multiplication table in a sort of

sing-song and this no doubt helped it stick.

There are decided limits, however, to the ap-

plication of rhythm in learning.

(6) Distribute your learning as much as pos-

sible. If you can avoid it, do not cram. You
may "get by" the next day, but the chances are

that you will not retain very much over longer

periods.

(7) Where possible, rehearse or recite. We
have already pointed out the advantages of

recitation compared with passive reading.

(8) Rest, or, better still, sleep after you

have studied. From what we know about the

obliterating effect of interpolated activities, it

is poor practice to study one subject immedi-

ately after getting through with the study of

another. There should at least be a pause in

which anything like study is avoided.

Summary

Remembering in the most general sense is

retaining. It is mediated by neural modifica-

tions, referred to as memory traces or engrams.

Before language develops, memory is evi-

denced by: reproduction of a motor perform-

ance; releaming a habit with a saving in trials,

errors, or time; and delayed reaction. Ability

to do delayed reactions indicates the presence

of recall memory, an elementary symbolic

process. It is symbolic because an engram of

some kind represents (is a symbol for) what is

recalled. The interval between removal of a

critical stimulus and successful recall increases

as we ascend the animal scale. It also increases

in the individual from infancy to maturity.

Bridging the time interval is greatly facilitated

when verbal symbols are acquired.

Verbal recall is studied in a variety of ways.

Special attention has been given to the mem-
ory span, the memorizing of item lists by vari-

ous procedures, recall of narratives, reproduc-

tion of forms, testimony, and eidetic imagery.

All of these involve recall and, with respect

to some of them (narratives, testimony), we
noted errors which have significance in such

aspects of everyday life as bansmission of

rumors and inaccurate testimony. In recall of

narratives, pictures, and events, the theme is

usually retained, but the details change, some
being omitted and others added. When eidetic

imagery is present, recall may be unusually ac-

curate, much as in so-called "photographic

memory."

Any fraction of some former stimulating situ-

ation may be suSicient to elicit recall of the

whole situation. This is response in terms of

reduced cues. Another name for it is redinte-

gration.

In recognizing, we differentiate the familiar

from the unfamiliar. This is easier than recall.

False recognition shows the influence of re-

duced cues.

Procedures which facilitate learning are also

conducive to good retention. Distributed learn-

ing and recitation exemplify this principle. Al-

though overleaming aids retention, there are

diminishing returns from large amounts of it.

Under ordinary circumstances, fast learners

retain more than slow learners. This is because

they learn more in the same learning period
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and because they also oveilearn. But when the

associative strength of what is learned is held

constant, fast and slow learners retain equally

well.

Forgetting, in an ultimate sense, is failing

to retain — a loss of the memory trace. On
the other hand, forgetting may occur even

though the memory trace remains. This is evi-

dent in repressive forgetting, an extreme form

of which is functional retrograde amnesia.

Forgetting sometimes occurs because stimula-

tion adequate to activate the memory trace is

absent. Recall of what has apparently been

forgotten may be facilitated by hypnosis, use

of sodium pentathol, and direct electrical

stimulation of certain regions in the temporal

cortex. Some "forgetting" may also be attrib-

uted to absence of a memory trace (or a

poor one) as in anterograde amnesia.

Experimental studies show that forgetting is

at first rapid, then relatively slow. Although

there may be some deterioration of the mem-
ory trace with time (with disuse), this has not

been demonstrated conclusively. There is

much evidence, on the other hand, that for-

getting is produced, not by time per se, but

by what happens in time. For example: the

least amount of forgetting occurs after inac-

tivity and sleep; the greatest amount, after in-

terpolation of activities between original learn-

ing and tests of retention. The latter effect

(retroactive inhibition) is greatest when the

new learning comes soon after the original and

when it involves similar, but of course not iden-

tical, material. Earlier learning may also in-

terfere with learning and recall of what is

learned later, the phenomenon of proactive

inhibition. In retroactive and proactive inhibi-

tion we have further examples of negative trans-

fer effects. These effects are sometimes rather

obviously due to the intrusion, into what is

being recalled, of items learned earlier. Some-

times there may be conflict without actual in-

trusion. With respect to retroactive inhibition,

there is also the possibility that interpolated

learning interferes with perseveration and con-

solidation of the memory tiace. Moreover, in

learning interpolated material, a subject may,

to some extent, unlearn the old. There is at

present no reason for concluding that any one

of these factors operates to the exclusion of the

others.

Memory training is successful to the degree

that it increases the efficiency of learning— it

does not develop a "memory" faculty. Using

the principles involved— intending to learn,

getting imagery, associating, and so on — will

improve one's "memory" but, whenever he

fails to apply them, his "memory" will be no

better than it was before.

(References and notes for this chapter are on page 561 of the .Appendix.)
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on concept formation • Creative thinking • Summary

From learning to retention and then to thinking is a logical transition, for what we
think with must be learned and retained. We think with symbols. These, as we saw

in the discussion of delayed reactions, represent past experience. They may be words,

gestures, or images. We may think of some object, person, or event in terms of our word

for it, a gesture which represents it, an image of it, or less evident substitutes, like

muscle tensions which have come to have meaning in terms of past experience. Kines-

thetic imagery has often been suggested as an aspect of the thought processes. Who
has not seemed to be on the verge of recalling something, yet without any word or

clear image of what he seeks? The vague inner tension which appears to exist under

such circumstances may well be kinesthetic. But engrams may also serve a symbolic

function without being externalized in verbal or gestural expressions and without the

arousal of images.

We think with what we retain from past learning; but we also, through our thought

processes, learn things that we did not know before. The inventor puts together bits

of information relevant to the problem before him and he comes up with something

new. The atomic scientists, following the same general procedure, could predict the

atomic explosion before it had ever occurred. Thinking about what was already known

to them taught them something not known before. The fact that we may learn by

thinking has led psychologists to refer to thought as a "higher learning process."

Thinking is typically a sequential arousal of symbols. We think of one thing; that
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starts us thinking of another; that of still another, and so on. In this way we manipulate

and rearrange, as it were, the various aspects of the world which have fallen within

the range of our experience. Except when we "think out loud," this process is carried

on implicitly. Words are unspoken and the gestures are so abbreviated as to escape

notice. The images and other processes are by their very nature implicit.

In this chapter our chief concern is with the kind of thinking called reasoning. Rea-

soning is differentiated from mere thinking of something, because it involves a sequence

of symbolic activities. When you think of something, you are of course calling up

symbols which, like those aroused in the delayed reaction experiments, enable you to

respond in terms of absent stimuli. This aspect of the thought processes is synonymous

with recall.

Reasoning also differs from what has been called reverie, or free association of ideas.

This is because, in reasoning, what we recall and the sequence of associations involved

are controlled. In reverie, the associations are random, as they would most likely be

if I should ask you to say every word which comes to mind. In reasoning, however,

the "associations begin in a problem, and end in its solution." ^ The nature of the

problem gives us a directional set. It produces selective rather than indiscriminate

recall. Suppose instead of asking you to say every word which comes to mind, I should

ask you to say the names of animals. Then you would have an "animal set." Your

associations would concern animals, and nothing else. In reasoning, the set comes from

the problem. If the problem is how to get our car started, we think of things that

might be wrong with the car, not of unrelated things.

Reasoning is differentiated from the type of thinking called fantasy by being more

realistic than the latter. Typical forms of fantasy are dreaming and daydreaming (pp.

217-219). Dreaming, as we have seen, is often directed toward the solution of a

problem— but the solution is usually unrealistic. Sometimes the dream is a symbolic

wish-fulfillment, as claimed by Freud. You would, let us say, like to spend a winter in

Florida. In the dream you buy your ticket, get on the train, see the landscape passing

by, alight at a fashionable seaside resort, and so on, even though there is, in reality, no

chance of your being able to make the trip. The dream fulfills your wish, but only

symbolically.

Sometimes the dream fantasy looks like an attempt to explain some sort of present

stimulation. You dream, for example, that you are hanging by your hands from a sky-

craper, you see the street way below with its toy-sized people and vehicles, your fingers

are slipping, and you scream for help, perhaps waking yourself. Then you find that

you are lying on your back with your arms stretched back in an awkward position,

caught under the end of the bed. You are actually in a predicament, but not the

predicament symbolically represented. The writer dreamt that he was trying to escape

from hell, but woke to find his feet on a hot radiator. The dream fantasy often, so to

speak, seeks a way out of difficulties.

Daydreams are essentially like dreams. The fantasy is again unrealistic. If you are

not able to meet your financial obligations, for example, you may imagine yourself

winning thousands of dollars in a contest, digging up buried treasure in your garden,

or receiving a legacy from some rich uncle. You may, on the other hand, lay definite

plans to solve your problem. You may think of getting a job that pays a larger salary,

of selling some of your property, or of doing some extra work in spare hours. If these

are realistic solutions — solutions probable of accomplishment— we say that you have

been reasoning, rather than that you have been daydreaming.

Reasoning appears in lower mammals like the rat and it becomes increasingly evident

and complex as the human level is approached; at the human level it begins in early

childhood.
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I 2..\ A Reasoning Test for Rats. A rat is first allowed to explore the room, the ringstand,

and table A, reached by climbing the ringstand. The partition around the food blocks off this

region. Preliminary exploration continues for a few days so that familiarity with every aspect

of the situation may develop. Table C is then added and an elevated pathway is run from it to

the food. Three other paths each reached by a ringstand are connected with C as illustrated.

Any one of these ringstonds and pathways leads, via C, to the food. Learning to run from any

part of the room, up a ringstand and onto table A is Experience I. It does not enable the rat

to reach the place where food will appear in the actual reasoning test. After addition of C and

the new ringstonds and paths, the animal is trained to climb one of the three ringstonds and

traverse the path which runs from it to C, and from C to the food. This is Experience II. The test

of reasoning comes when the rat is placed at A. Its problem is to reach the food. It has learned

to descend a ringstand (port of Experience I), and it has learned to climb, let us say, ringstand 3

and proceed from that point to C, and then to the food (Experience II). But it has never before

descended the original ringstand and gone to ringstand 3. Will the rot bridge this gap? If it

does so without further training, one may conclude that it has combined the two separate ex-

periences. (After Maier, 2, 23.)

EVIDENCE FOR REASONING

Some ancient writers referred to man as

"the reasoning animal" and at the same time

imphed that other organisms do not reason.

We now know that man is not the only

reasoning animal. Reasoning is evident in

lower mammals like the rat. But how
do we know? What is the evidence? Our
discussion of the evidence will serve three

purposes: (1) tell how we know that animals

can reason, (2) demonstrate how the same

problems may be used to compare animal

and human reasoning, and (3) indicate some-

thing of the nature of reasoning itself— espe-

cially in its elementary stages.

Looked at from one standpoint, reasoning

is combining past experiences in order to solve

a problem which cannot be solved by mere

reproduction of earlier solutions. Rats, as we
know, are adept at learning mazes. They ac-
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quire a series of responses which leads them
to the food; or, as some would say, they learn

where the food is. In any event, there is

no evidence here of reasoning. It is conceiv-

able that tlie rat is responding directly to

stimuli without the mediation of symbolic

activity. Suppose, however, that we teach

the animal two different habits as illustrated

and explained in Figure 12.1, then confront

it witli a new problem— one that can be

solved only if both habits are combined. If

an untutored solution is achieved, if the prob-

lem is solved more or less suddenly by "put-

ting two and two together," we must credit

the animal with at least a modicum of rea-

soning ability.

In a variety of tests like that illustrated, rats

have indeed showii that they can put two
and two together. They first learn how to

get onto or off one table (by climbing or

sliding down a ringstand). They leam to ob-

tain food by climbing a ringstand to another

table and running along the proper pathway.
But they have never descended from the first

table, run across the floor, and climbed the

ringstand to the second table. In the cmcial

test, in which this is the only way to reach

the food, some rats solve the problem. After

a certain amount of random activity on the

first table, they slide downi the ringstand, run

across the floor to the other ringstand, climb
it, and rim to the food. The ringstand

climbed is the one involved in the particular

animal's earlier training.^

This behavior resembles the insightful prob-

lem-solving which we discussed earlier (p.

288) with respect to learning of detours and
puzzle bo.xes.

Reasoning at a greater level of difficulty

than that just described calls for discovery

of a principle. An animal cannot, of course,

tell us the principle. Nonetheless, we can
observe from behavior whether or not the

principle has been discovered.

Two problems have revealed this sort of

reasoning in animals and both have been ex-

tended to human subjects. One calls for

multiple choice, the other, for double alterna-

tion.

Multiple choice

In solving this type of problem, an animal
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must learn diat the aspect associated with a

reward always bears a certain relation to other

aspects. Thus a subject given the problem
represented in Figure 12.2 may be required

to learn that the middle door in each setting

is the correct one.

The doors vary in number and position from

trial to trial, but the middle one always

provides a reward. The middle-door and other

multiple-choice problems have been solved by

various organisms ranging from birds to hmnan
beings.

3

A multiple-choice apparatus for human
subjects is shown in Figure 12.3. The proce-

dure here, as described in the legend, is an

adaptation of that used with animals. How-
ever, the problems which animals solve are

too easy for normal human adidts. We there-

fore require the latter to discover a relatively

difficult principle. One example is the prob-

lem calling for an alternate response to keys

on each side of the centi'al key— that is, right

of center, left of center, right of center, and

so on, with a different number of keys (vari-

ously placed) from one setting to the next.

This principle is difficult even for college

students. They sometimes require many trials

before discovering the conect solution, which,

moreover, is usually verbalized.

lA.Z. Yerkes Multiple-Choice Problem. Here

doors 2-6 are open and the middle one, door 4,

is baited. The other compartments must contain

the odor, but not the food, otherwise response to

the correct door might be made in terms of odor

alone. Some investigators have food at the entrance,

rather than In the compartment. Then the animal,

after leaving the correct compartment, is allowed to

return to A, where he gets a bite of food. This

apparatus has been used with rats, monkeys, chim-

panzees, and other animals besides the pig. (After

Harlow.)
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I Z-.-O A Multiple-Choice Apparatus for Use with Human Subjects. Certain keys are

pushed toward the subject and she presses the key which she believes to be correct. If the key

is correct, a buzzer sounds. Pressure on the incorrect key lights a bulb in a corresponding position

behind the screen (as illustrated), thus telling the experimenter which key has been selected. The

subject continues to press keys until the buzzer sounds. Then a new setting is presented. Settings

are presented until the subject reacts without error to a predetermined series, or, as usually

happens, states the principle. In this case the middle key is correct. (After R. M. Yerkes.)

Double alternation

An open alley temporal maze is often used

to study the reasoning piocess in animal and

human subjects. Older children and adults

may also be tested with a stylus maze like the

apparatus illustrated in Figure 12.4. But,

whichever version of the temporal maze we
use, the problem is essentially similar, i.e., to

make a temporarily related series of responses.

This series is usually right, right, left, left (rrll)

or the reverse.

After walking (or tiacing) the central alley,

the subject is required to turn right the first

time, right ne.xt, then left, and finally left

again. Four trips constitute one trial. A rest

follows. Each correct turn brings a reward,

although in the case of adults this is perhaps

no more than the knowledge that a correct

response has been made. Each incorrect turn

may bring an electric shock or, in the case of

human subjects, a buzzer or some other signal

that an error has been made. Alter a wrong

turn, the subject must retrace until the correct

alley is reached.

Observe that the apparatus is bilaterally

symmetrical, and that tliere are no external

differential cues to guide the subject. If a

dim light flashed on whenever a right turn

was to be made and a bright light whenever

a left turn was required, these lights would

serve as differential cues. We would have a

mere discrimination problem. The correct turn

would be made in terms of the brightiess of

the light at the end of the central alle>'.

Suppose that no lights were present, but
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that the right and left turns were made in

different places within the apparatus. Then
we would have the type of maze considered

in Chapter 10. This is sometimes called a

spatial maze, because the turns differ in space.

Differing in space, they provide different

visual, auditory, olfactory, tactual, and kines-

thetic cues to which the respective turns may
become conditioned. Making the correct turns

in this type of maze, whatever their sequence,

would provide no proof of reasoning. In the

temporal maze used in reasoning tests, how-
ever, each turn occurs in the same place, at

the end of the central alley. In short, a tem-

poral rather than a spatial sequence is learned.

MoreoN'er, all external conditions are identical,

regardless of whether the turn required at

any moment is right or left.

But how about kinesthetic cues; those as-

sociated with muscle tensions? One might

think that these would provide cues for the

required turn. If tlie sequence were rlrl in-

stead of rrll, this might be true. Having turned

to the right in one trial might produce muscle

tensions which would persist until the animal

reached the same point again. These cues

might become conditioned to a left turn.

Likewise, muscle tensions persisting after the

left turn might serve as conditioned stimuli

for a right turn. But in the rrll sequence, no

such guidance is possible. After having tiu'ned

right the first time, the animal might ha\e

muscle tensions which would guide it to the

right again. On the third trip, however, the

same muscle tensions would have to guide the

animal to the left. Muscle tensions from just

having gone to the left would then have to

guide to the left again. In a continuation of

the sequence, the same tensions would have

to guide the animal to the right. In other

words, the same muscle tensions would at

some stages have to guide the animal m one

direction and at other stages in another direc-

tion. Such a dual guidance by the same

stimuli in close temporal succession is impos-

sible. The only satisfactory explanation of rrll

responses in the temporal maze is that the

animal somehow "figures out" the proper

sequence.*

Human subjects usually formulate this

problem verbally. They attack it in an overt

trial-and-error fashion at first, but soon be-

gin to test out this or that hypothesis. The
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correct hypothesis is sometimes hit upon rather

suddenly. A subject may seem to be making
no progress— then a correct sequence occurs.

Following this he says something like "Oh, I

get it. You go two times to the right and

two times to the left." He often reports that

he tried out and tested various other hypoth-

eses before hitting upon the correct one.

White rats, the lowest animals tested with

the temporal maze, have not learned the

problem in its usual form, even in one thou-

sand trials. But some have learned the solu-

tion by other means. They first learned the

separate turns in different T-shaped boxes.

Then the rr sequence was taught in one box

and the // sequence in another. Transferred

to the temporal maze after such training, a

few of the rats eventually learned the rrll

sequence. When required to continue after

the rrll series, they responded Ulll. . . . Rats

thus failed to continue the sequence.

^

Raccoons, on the other hand, have learned

the sequence in the temporal maze directly

— that is, without preliminary training in other

mazes — and have continued the sequence

\jL.^ a Stylus Form of Hunter's Double-

Alternation Temporal Maze. The stylus is shown

in the central alley near the choice point. As he

moves toward the bifurcation at the top, the subject

must decide whether to go to the right or the left.

The buzzer sounds whenever he makes the wrong

move. For further explanation, see the text.



for two additional turns, making the response

series rrlhrrr. This shows a much better grasp

of tlie problem than occurs in rats. Monkeys
have done better still. In a special form of

tlie problem, they have learned an rrllrrU se-

quence, then extended the series to eight addi-

tional tiinis, their total series of responses being

rrUrrnrrllnllfi

Children who are three years or younger
have not been able to solve the double-alterna-

tion problem. Other children and adults have
solved it much more readily than animals and
they have also extended the series until told

to stop. When asked to continue, that is, they

ha\^e usually responded rrUrrllrrUrrU . . .
,

perhaps saying "right, right, left, left . . .
,"

either overtly or implicith', while doing so.

Normal adults learn double-alternation prob-

lems much more readily than children. In

one study, the average number of errors per

subject for children was 30 as compared with

16 for adults.'''

In addition to showing that animals as well

as men can reason, tlie studies we have re-

viewed indicate that reasoning is not neces-

sarily verbal. However, three things are es-

sential. In order to reason, an organism must

(1) retain aspects of earlier experience, (2)

recall these when occasion arises, and (3) com-
bine them in such a manner as to solve prob-

lematic situations. Most animals can retain, but

mammals alone ha\e shown e\idence of recall

— as in the delayed reaction test (pp. 312-

314). We have seen that mammals from rats

to men may, upon occasion, achieve the

higher le\'el, reasoning.

I .^.O Finding the Area of a Right-Angled

Triangle. It is possible to find the area of any

right-angled triangle, with only the base and hypot-

enuse given, by following the algebraic steps: 1)

h + b = V, 2) h — b = w, 3) v )< w = x, 4)

\ X ^ ± y, 5) = y X b = z, 6) z 2 = area. On
the other hand, as Wertheimer pointed out in his

Productive Thinking, there is a way to teach this

problem which gives more insight. Observing that

the triangle is one half of a rectangle of the same

height and base, the learner can solve this problem

more simply, and with greater understanding and

transfer value, by finding the altitude with the

Pythagorean theorem (the square on the hypotenuse

equals the sum of the squares of the other sides),

the area of the rectangle from the base and altitude,

and the area of the triangle by halving this. (After

Miller, G. A., "Information and Memory," ScienfiFic

American, August 1956, 42.)

THINKING MACHINES

It is interesting to observe that the "elec-

tronic brains" or "tliinking machines" about

which we hear so much today have func-

tions coiTesponding with tlie above built into

them. There are memory devices (punched
cards, magnetic tapes, or electi-onic tubes)

which, in coded form, store information fed

into die machine. Then there are de\"ices for

giving tlie machine access to the "memories"

relevant to a problem and for collating these

in such a manner as to provide a solution.*

Apart from the fact diat "'reasoning" done by

"thinking machines" is merely computational,

there are other major differences between the

most complex of these and a thinking organism.

One is illustrated in finding the area of a right-

angled triangle. As shown in Figure 12.5,

we may consider the area of such a triangle

as one half that of a rectangle, the area of

which is the base times the height of tlie

triangle. A child who is taught diis ma\-

transfer the solution to similar tiiangles in

different dimensions. A "thinking machine"

could answer the same problem, and do so

rapidh', when gi\en it in suitable form. But the

process would be routine to the n"' degree.

Before a computer could begin to calculate
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anything, even the area of a right-angled

triangle, the procedure to be followed would
need to be programmed, step by step, some-

what as in the legend. To quote George A.

Miller, whose example we have borrowed:

The machine is able to perform arithmetical

operations such as addition, subtraction, mul-

tiplication, division and the extraction of

roots. Instruction for the machine consists

in writing a "program"— like the series of

steps [in the figure] except that the computer's

program must be even more explicit and de-

tailed, with even less hint of the basic

strategy. Computing machine engineers have

their hearts set on some day designing machines

which will construct programs for themselves;

that is, given the strategy for handling a prob-

lem, the machine will understand the problem

well enough to create all the appropriate

operations or subroutines required to solve it.

The desirability of such a development is obvi-

ous. In the first place, at present it takes

many hours of drudgery to write the detailed

instructions for all the steps a computer must

take. Then, after the instructions have been

written, they must be stored in the machine

in some easily accessible form. In a large

machine the number of subroutines may run

into thousands; it might actually be more
economical to equip the machine with the

ability to create them on demand rather than

to build the necessary storage and access ma-

chinery. In other words, in a very elaborate

computer it would be more efficient to store

rules from which subroutines could be gen-

erated than to store the routines themselves.*

One would not give as simple a problem

as that illustrated to a computing machine.

It is much more easily solved with one's own
brain. However, enough has been said to

emphasize the fact that, despite current inter-

est in "electronic brains" or "thinking ma-

chines," none has yet even approached the

versatility of a human brain.

There is obviously much more to thinking

than one finds in a rat solving elementary

reasoning problems, a monkey discovering a

principle, or an "electronic computer" finding

the answer to a complex mathematical prob-

lem. Some of the differences between the

thinking of rats, monkeys, and machines be-

comes increasingly evident as human reasoning

is discussed.

THE REASONING PROCESS

Reasoning does not occur unless there is

a difficulty, or unless a question has arisen

for which there is no ready answer. It is

quite possible that the rats and other ani-

mals used in our experiments on reasoning

reasoned then for the first time in their lives.

It is quite possible, too, that they never again

reasoned after psychologists finished the ex-

periment. In order to induce these organisms

to reason, it was necessary to confront them
with problems which could not be solved by
mere reproduction of former solutions, by con-

ditioning, or by overt trial-and-error.

In man, also, reasoning is only initiated by
situations which cannot be met in a routine

manner. We may go for hours or even days

without reasoning, especially if our work is

so routine that habitual modes of response

enable us to meet, in a more or less auto-

matic manner, every situation that arises. As
soon as habitual modes of response fail, how-
ever, reasoning is likely to begin. Some prob-

lems of everyday life which initiate reasoning

are how to get certain things done, how to

make something go that has stopped, how to

get food, how to pay our bills, how to get

where we want to go, and how to avoid dis-

tressing situations. Being human, we also ex-

press curiosity about aspects of the world.

We want to know what certain things are for,

and why certain events occur. An average

child of three years is already puzzled by
objects, situations, and events not directly re-

lated to its personal adjustments.

In their investigations of human reasoning,

psychologists have, for the most part, used
relatively artificial situations in which verbal,

numerical, or graphic symbols predominate.

Sir Frederic Bardett, who regards thinking

as "a high-level form of skilled behavior, re-

quiring signs and symbols for its expression,"

has drawn attention to what he calls "thinking

within closed systems." '" Here certain infor-

mation, or evidence, is given and the thinker's

task is to "fill up gaps in the evidence." The
following is an example:

A, By Horrible

Given these three scraps of information, the
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subject is asked to fill the gap. Some fill it

in any old way. Some indulge in flights of

fancy. But the serious thinker looks for a

logical scheme, one that makes some sort of

sense. So he may interpolate the words:

Can, Door, Every, Floods, Gunners

His solution, therefore, is: each word must be

longer, by one letter, than the preceding, and

begin with the next letter of the alphabet.

Some problems call for extrapolation. The
information given might be:

A, GATE, NO, I, DUTY, IN, CAT. BO, EAR.
O, TRAVEL, ERASE, BOTH. GET. HO.
FATE

ERASE
FATE

The subject is told: "from the group of words
above, complete the vertical arrangement indi-

cated by the two words 'erase' and 'fate,'

taking 'erase' as the middle word in the

column. Not all the words given need be
used." Confronted with this problem, individ-

uals adopt various strategies. A few, observ-

ing that "fate" has one letter less than "erase,"

that "duty" also has one letter less, and so

on, achieve the following solution:

A
BO
CAT
DUTY
ERASE
FATE
GET
HO

I

More information from which to extrapolate

may be given— for example,

DUTY
ERASE
FATE

When this is done, the solution given above
is, of course, much more readily obtained.

Other reasoning problems used by Sir

Frederic Bardett involve what he calls "adven-

turous thinking," thinking with a larger ele-

ment of freedom than in the examples cited.''

The thinking of scientists, artists, and novelists

falls in this general area.

innfifiii 'X.

l.iC.O Some Reasoning Problems. A. Prob-

lem: to moke four equilateral triangles. B. Problem:

to find the area of the square. C. Given: an in-

operable stomach tumor situated at a, and rays

which destroy organic tissue at suflFlcient intensity.

Problem: how to destroy the tumor with these rays,

yet without injuring the surrounding healthy tissues.

For answers, see p. 492. (After Duncker.)

Three reasoning problems which come closer

to situations of everyday life than those de-

scribed above are shown in Figure 12.6. Solve

them, noting at the same time, if you can, how
the solution was achieved. Then check your

answers by referring to the Appendix. Some
of these problems enter the ensuing discussions

of the reasoning process.

Inferences

You will doubtless have noticed that, once

the problem was given, and you accepted

the task of solving it, suggestions began to

occur to you. These are known as inferences

or hypotheses. Quite often they occur as ques-

tions. You say, "Must the whole match be

used for the side of a triangle?" "Will it work

if I cross the matches?" And so on.

Let us illustrate from a problem of every-

day life. Suppose that your car stops all of

a sudden without apparent cause. You ask.

"What's the matter?" "Could it be that I

have run out of gas?" You may check the

tiuth of the inference that you have run out

of gas by looking at your gas indicator or,

if you don't trust that, by examining the gas

tank. These are what we might call explicit

methods of testing your inference, but you

might test it implicitly by recalling that you

filled the tank only yesterday, that you have

traveled so many miles since then, and that

it could or could not be empty— unless the

gas tank has sprung a leak or someone has

syphoned ofiF some gasoline. Failing to find

the tank empty, you get another suggestion
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or make another inference. "Is the gas line

choked?" You then check that possibiHty. So

one inference after another occurs to you

until, providing you do not run out of rel-

evant inferences beforehand, one of them is

found correct. If your knowledge of auto-

mobile motors is limited, you ma>' run out

of inferences very soon. You must then call

in an expert, one who has many more sym-

bolic representations of motors and things that

might go wrong with them than you have.

Inferences involve recall of past experience.

They are always limited by what one already

knows about the situation involved. The more

facts he can recall about the situation, the

more inferences he is likely to make and the

better these inferences are likely to be.

Those who claim that education should

teach people to think rather than cram facts

into their heads often overlook the depend-

ence of thinking upon facts with which to

think. We should be taught facts, especially

those that are relevant to situations which we
are likely to meet, and we should also be

taught to think more efificiently.

Inferences are usually evaluated before be-

ing accepted or rejected. Dewey calls this

the rational elaboration of ideas. We may
accept the first inference that comes to us or

we ma\' bring relevant knowledge to bear

upon it. Evaluating an inference in the light

of other knowledge at our disposal sometimes

leads to rejection, than to making a further

inference. Thus, we realize that, in terms of

how much gas we had in our tank yesterday

and the number of miles we have traveled,

our gas could not have been used up. Then
we think of other possibilities.

Sometimes an objective test of our infer-

ences is necessary. Our critical evaluation

of an inference, like that of the empty gas

tank, for example, may convince us of its

correctness. In many instances, however, and
especially in scientific reasoning, it is neces-

sary to prove the correctness of an inference

by objective or experimental means. It often

happens that inferences generally accepted as

reasonable are found to be false when tested

experimentally.

Direction

Recall in reasoning is, as we have already

seen, directed rather than random. The
nature of the problem, as one conceives it,

gives a more or less definite trend to what
is recalled. If our car has stopped running,

we recall things about cars. Our inferences

concern cars and what we know can happen
to cars. We are not likely to recall things that

are completely irrelevant. The inferences that

we make are related more or less closely to

the problem as we conceive it.

It often happens, however, that our infer-

ences, while generally bearing on the prob-

lem, follow an inadequate direction in other

respects. There are many examples of this in

everyday life. A man in his early forties, say,

begins to have dizzy spells and jumps to the

conclusion that his heart has gone bad. He
begins to think of cleaning up his affairs in

case he should drop dead. He limits his exer-

cise and his eating. Finally, he convinces him-

self, or someone else convinces him, that he

should have a physical examination. The doc-

tor finds nothing wrong with his heart, but

asks some questions about his eyes. Then the

patient recalls for the first time that he finds

it easier to read if he holds the paper at

arm's length, that he experiences difficulty in

reading small print on labels, and that his

dizziness comes when he suddenly looks from

a near to a more distant object, or vice versa.

None of these things occurred to him before

because the idea that there must be something

wrong with his heart sent him thinking in

the wrong direction. A checkup with the

oculist shows that the patient needs bifocals

in place of his present glasses. He makes the

substitution and his dizziness eventually dis-

appears.

Delusions and directions. Certain delusions

of the mentally ill are attributable to reasoning

in wrong directions. In so-called "mono-
maniacs," for example, the direction of asso-

ciative processes gives bizarre interpretations

to the most innocent events.

Has she a tired look?— it is proof of adul-

tery; a gay manner?— she comes from a

rendezvous. A look, a movement of the eye-

brows, lips, or fingers are so many telltale

signs; the same with smiles or tears. Should

she utter the name of the supposed lover,

the sound of her voice leaves no doubt; should

she repeat it often, it is to "accustom herself
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to hear it in public without blushing"; if she

ceases to mention him, the motive can be

guessed. In the street, the jealous man thinks

that the passers-by are laughing at him; cease-

less allusions are made to his misfortune; he

is taken for a complaisant husband. His wife's

footsteps on the parquet floor are so many
signals to her lovers and compose a tele-

graphic alphabet that he can successfully inter-

pret. . . .

Mme. X . . . studies minutely the letters that

she receives. Punctuation marks or spelling

mistakes give rise to numerous interpretations.

Her father writes to her: "We desire your

cure." She observes that the stop is of an

unusual size; it must read: "We desire your

cure to stop." (Nous ne desirons point ta

guerison.) Another woman imagines that her

husband is announcing the intention of leav-

ing her by putting two five-centime stamps

on a letter instead of a ten-centime one.

A look, a smile, a gesture, the shouts and
songs of children, the coughing or spitting of

a neighbor, the whispers of passers-by, pieces

of paper found in the street, a door opened
or closed, a mere nothing, serves as a pre-

text. 12

ence will prove inadequate. But when you
think of the possibility that lines may go out-

side of the area within the dots, you have

the right direction. The solution may still be

far off, but at least you will make inferences

more in keeping with the requirements of

solution. Eventually, you may hit upon the

solution illustrated on page 492.

Following a certain line of thought to the

exclusion of others, as in the above example,

often seriously interferes with problem solu-

tion. The importance of shifting direction is

illustrated by an experiment with college stu-

dents.

One of the problems used in this study called

for blowing out a lighted candle from a distance

of eight feet with nothing but the materials

illustrated in the lower part of Figure 12.8.

A group consisting of 206 students worked
without any suggestion from the experimenter

that they should vary their mode of attack.

Forty-eight per cent of this group solved the

problem within the time allowed. Another

group consisting of 178 students was given

a preliminary lecture covering twenty minutes

in which the following advice was given and

elaborated:

Direction in problem-solving. The disad-

vantage of getting the wrong direction and
the advantage of getting the right direction

in problem-solving has been investigated in

the laboratory. How the wrong direction or

wrong set may interfere with solution is illus-

trated by the problem indicated in Figure

12.7. One is required to connect the nine

dots by drawing four straight lines without

taking the pencil off the paper and without

retracing.

In attempting to solve this problem, you
make one inference after another, and all are

relevant in that they concern the nine dots

and the instructions. Any inference which
concerns the nine dots, but fails to conform

with the instructions, is rejected almost as

soon as suggested. You have a set, in other

words, that is related to the dots and to the

instructions. But you may also have a set

not involved in the instructions — that is the

set which makes you keep all lines within the

limits of the area bordered by the dots. As

long as your thinking follows this direction,

you cannot solve the problem. Every infer-

1. Locate a difficulty and try to overcome it.

If you fail, get it completely out of your mind
and seek an entirely different difficulty.

2. Do not be a creature of habit and stay in

a rut. Keep your mind open for new mean-
ings.

3. The solution-pattern appears suddenly.

You cannot force it. Keep your mind open for

\a../ The Nine-Dot Problem. Connect these

dots by drawing four straight lines without talcing

the pencil from the paper and without retracing.

The solution is on page 492.
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I^.O Maier's Candle-Blowing Problem.

Problem: Given the above poles, clamps, and tubes,

blow out the candle from a distance of eight feet. Paper

clamps

Rubber Glass lighted

tubing tubing candle

new combinations and do not waste time on

unsuccessful efforts.

The problem was solved within the time limit

by 68 per cent of this group — 20 per cent

more than in the group that received no
instructions about changing direction.

In a check experiment, 169 subjects attacked

two problems of equal difficulty, one before

and one after receiving the above instructions.

Here the effect of instructions about changing
direction doubled the number of indi\iduals

achieving a solution. i^

One difficulty in getting the proper direc-

tion is an inability to reconstruct the situ-

ation implicitly. Take, for example, the prob-

lem of the area of the square (p. 345). If

this problem is completely novel, we must im-

plicitly move the radius until it touches an

edge. If we do this, the answer occurs in a

flash. We see that the radius of the circle

is one half of the side of the square. The
match problem is solved, or well on the way
to being solved, as soon as we implicitly

place the matches into a tridimensional figure.

Professor Wertheimer studied thinking in

children, observing them under various kinds

of classroom instruction. What impressed

him was the routine or "blind" nature of much
that is taught, and the inflexibility of much
of the thinking that results. He decried the

"emphasis on mechanical drill, on 'instanta-

neous response,' on developing blind, piece-

meal habits." "Repetition," he said, "is useful,

but continuous use of mechanical repetition

also has harmful effects. It is dangerous be-

cause it induces habits of sheer mechanized
action, blindness, tendencies to perform slav-

ishly instead of thinking, instead of facing a

problem freely." "

What Wertheimer was arguing for is the

sort of thing stressed in the above experiments

on direction in thinking— that is, to look at

a problem in different ways, to seek new mean-
ings, and to look for new combinations. The
case of Gauss, the great mathematician, was
cited by Wertheimer to illustrate the value of

flexibility in thinking.

When Gauss was six years old his school

teacher gave the class a problem in arith-

metic, asking, "Which of you will be first to

get the sum of l-|-2 + 3 + 4 + 5-f6-f7-f
8 -I- 9 -f 10?" Shortly afterwards, while the

others were still busy figuring out the an-

swer. Gauss raised his hand and said, "Here

it is." Members of the class were doubtless

saying "1 plus 2 is 3, and 3 is 6, and 4

more is 10," or something like this. Surprised

by the child's quick answer, the teacher is

reputed to have said, "How the devil did you

get it so quickly?" We know the method
that Gauss used (indeed he had hit upon
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the gist of a very important mathematical

theorem) but we do not know exactly what

he replied. According to Wertheimer, from

whom the above has been paraphrased.

Gauss probably said something like this: "Had
1 done it by adding 1 and 2, then 3 to the

sum, then 4 to the new result, and so on,

it would have taken very long; and trying

to do it quickly, I would likely have made
mistakes. But you see, 1 and 10 make 11,

2 and 9 are again — must be — 11! And so

on! There are 5 such pairs, .5 times 11 make

55."^' The theorem is sum = (;! + l)^", and

it of course applies as well for odd as for e\'en

numbered series.

How to achieve such fle.xibility of thinking

is the problem. It occurs readily enough in

a genius, who has the relevant information.

But what about the rest of us? Such flexi-

bility requires teaching for understanding,

or insight at the same time that necessary

drill is given. Several investigations have

shown that this is possible in the schoolroom,

even among children who do not have the

mental calibre of a Gauss.'"

The area problem of Figure 12.5 (p. 343)

is another example of teaching for understand-

ing instead of using rote methods.

LANGUAGE AND THOUGHT

The view has often been expressed that

thinking is "restrained speaking," "subvocal

talking," or "implicit language activity." Rea-

soning can, however, occur without language.

This was illustrated earlier by experiments on

animals.

Even where language does exist, a certain

amount of thinking is probably nonlinguis-

tic. We may, for example, think about things

for which we do not have names. In such

instances we often have a visual or some other

image of the thing thought about. Some psy-

chologists have claimed that thinking can occur

without involving either words or images.

After recognizing these limitations on the

\'iew that thinking is merely implicit language

activity, we must admit that the symbols

which represent most of the world are lan-

guage symbols (verbal, gestural, or written),

and that most of our thinking appears to be

an internal manipulation of such symbols.

That thinking is closely tied up with inner

speech is suggested by attempts to analyze

thought processes. Try to analyze your every-

day thinking and you will find that words

are everywhere evident. It usually appears

that, in thinking, you are talking to yourself.

Children often do their thinking out loud for

everyone to hear it — until they learn that it

is customary, and usually worth while, to keep

one's thoughts to oneself.

Thinking is often associated with activi-

ties of the speech mechanisms, especially of the

tongue and throat in people who can hear and

of the fingers in deaf mutes. In one study

with hearing subjects, electrodes were placed

on the tongue or underlip and connected with

a sensitive galvanometer, an instrument which

records electrical impulses (action currents)

associated with ners'e and muscle activity.

When the subject imagined counting one-two-

three, the indicator, which had been at rest,

showed three marked series of excursions.

Thus action currents were coming from the

tongue or lips. Instructions like "imagine tell-

ing your friend the date," "recall a song

or poem," "multiply certain numbers," and

"think of eternity," brought action currents

\'ery similar to those involved in actually say-

ing the words. '^

Action currents are obtained from the hands

of deaf mutes during thought.'^ Sometimes

the activities of the hands are of sufficient

magnitude to be detected with the naked eye.

In one study, deaf mutes and normal subjects

were asked to multiply mentally, divide men-

tally, and so on. Under these conditions, 80

per cent of the deaf mutes had action currents

in the hands. Only 30 per cent of the hearing

subjects showed such responses. The reason

that hearing subjects exhibited action currents

in the hands at all may be attributed to the

fact that even they often use, or have used,

their hands in making calculations— with or

without using a pencil or chalk. The average

magnitude of the responses obtained from the

hands was about four times larger for the deaf

mute than for the hearing subjects.

IS THINKING NECESSARILY
MOTOR?

According to the so-called central theory of
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thinking, we think with our brains alone. This

is contrasted with the peripheral or motor

theory, which claims that we think with our

whole body. The latter is better designated

a ccntrtil-pcriplwral theory, since it allows

for the fact that engrams essential to thinking

are somehow stored in the brain and that

much of the integration involved is attributable

to brain functions.^'-' However, it emphasizes

motor activities. Those of the vocal and ges-

tural mechanisms have alread\' been mentioned.

One can also demonstrate that eye movements
and other muscular activities are integrally

involved in, or are at least concomitant with,

the thought processes. For example, eye move-

ments during attempts to imagine an object

are often very similar to those made in the

original examination of it.-" Eye movements
during recall are also often similar to those

made in the original reading of what was

recalled.-' But other muscles may also be

in\olved in thinking. One inxestigator found

that thoughts of lifting a weight with the

right hand were con-elated with action cur-

rents in the biceps of the right ami.--

Findings like the above support the idea

that thinking involves the whole body as well

as the brain. But they do not allow us to

conclude that motor activities, and even those

of the vocal musculature, are in themselves

the thought processes, or that they are essen-

tial aspects of thinking. A good argument
could be made out to the effect that these

motor activities are secondary, or merely

incidental. It is conceivable that one could

think on a purely central basis, without activity

in his tongue, eyes, or other muscles.

A medical experiment with d-tubocurarine

(curare), a drug which paralyzes the muscles

without affecting the nervous system, lends

support to the view that thinking can occur

as a purely central process.-'' In this experi-

ment, a healthy 34-year-old medical doctor

was given a gradually increasing amount of

d-tubocurarine until every muscle of his bodv
was paralyzed. By speaking as long as he

was able to do so, and thereafter by pre-

arranged mviscular movements in answer to

questions, the subject kept in communication

with the experimenters until paralysis was com-
plete. A drug was then introduced which led

to gradual recovery. Four hours elapsed from

the time the first dose of the paralyzing

drug was given until the counteracting drug

was injected. Electroencephalograms taken

throughout this period were normal, even at

the time of complete paralysis of the skeletal

musculatvne. Thus the drug had no appar-

ent central effect. What is of special interest

to us here, however, is the fact that thought

processes were reported to be normal. In the

subsequent report of his experiences, the sub-

ject indicated that he was fully conscious and

thinking even when completely paralyzed.

Although the subject of the above experi-

ment reported no disturbances of his thought

processes, it is conceivable that tests would

have indicated limitations in the scope or

flexibility of thinking. If this were so, we
would have evidence that the motor mech-

anisms, while not essential, are at least con-

tributory.

One cannot, in any event, overlook the essen-

tial contributions of the cerebral cortex, both

as a repository of engrams and as an integrat-

ing mechanism. We shall later (Chapter 13)

refer to the apparent significance of the frontal

lobes in this connection.

Even when thinking is looked at from the

standpoint of the central processes and motor

mechanisms involved, we must recognize the

importance of external stimuli in initiating and

perhaps to some extent controlling it. The
reader may recall, in this connection, the dis-

covery (pp. 151—152) that conditions of rela-

tive isolation from external changes in stimula-

tion often produce marked distortions of the

thought processes.

CONCEPTS

A concept is a process which represents

the similarities in otherwise diverse objects,

situations, or e\ents. Concepts are products

of reasoning and, once developed, play an

important role in further thinking. A large

proportion of the words in any complex lan-

guage represents concepts. Words such as

"tree," "dog," "liquid," "beauty," and thou-

sands of others in our language, represent

common aspects of things that are in many
respects quite different one from the other.

In a sense, concepts are condensations of

past experience. They bring together in a

single idea, so to speak, what has been learned

about properties of many different things.
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Take, for example, the concept tree. This con-

cept is foreign to certain Australian tribes. The
native speaks of particular objects, like the

jarrah, the mulga, and the gum, but he has

no word to represent what is common to them

all.

The development of concepts requires two

processes known respectively as abstracting

and getieralizing. Sometimes the two cannot

be separated clearly, but each of them is at

least implied whenever a concept is formed.

Abstracting is observing the similarity of

otherwise different things. The individuals

who first invented the concept tree must have

observed that trees, regardless of how much
they differ, still have something in common.
Likewise, the child, in acquiring the concept

tree, or understanding the word "tree," must

make similar observations. The child's first ex-

perience with a tree may be with a magnolia,

with which it hears the word "tree" associated.

But later on, the child hears the same word

attached to the pine, an object of quite dif-

ferent appearance. Later still, it hears the

oak called a tiee. After a series of such ex-

periences with a variety of trees, the child

may see, let us say, a willow which has never

before been called a tree in its presence. If it

designates this a tree, the child must have

obsei-ved something of what the willow has in

common with other trees. But it must also

have put aspects of previous experiences to-

gether with the present experience and

reached the conclusion that this, being like

the others in certain respects, is in the same

category. Deriving a principle from varied

experiences in this way is generalizing. A
person might abstract without generalizing,

but he could not achieve an adequate general-

ization, or concept, without first abstracting.

One should not gather the impression, from

what we have just said, that the processes of

abstracting and generalizing are necessarily

deliberate, or even carried on consciously. In

animals and human infants, our only evidence

of abstraction and generalization comes from

observation of similar reactions to different

situations having a common characteristic.

Looking at it from another angle, all we know
is that different situations are equivalent from

the standpoint of the reactions aroused and

that this equivalence depends upon something

which, despite their diversity, these situations

have in common.' We do not know whether
the subjects dehberately analyze the situations,

and whether they are conscious of similarities

and relations.

EXPERIMENTS ON CONCEPT
FORMATION

Concepts have been dexeloped, under ex-

perimental conditions, in a variety of organ-

isms ranging from rats to men. A typical pro-

cedure with animals and infants is as follows:

The subject is confronted with two forms and

required to discriminate between them. These

may, for example, be a triangle and a circle, as

illustrated in Figure 12.9. Using a discrimina-

tion procedure (p. 227) a response to the

triangle is rewarded and a response to the

circle either not rewarded or punished. These

figures are switched from side to side in a

chance order so that the problem may be

solved only by discriminating the visual stim-

uli. After the triangle is being selected with

an accuracy approaching 100 per cent, a

square, or some other figure, is substituted for

the circle. This is to discover if the subject

is responding negatively to the circle or posi-

tively to the triangle. Continued correct per-

fomiance indicates the latter. Usually, the

subject continues to select the triangle. We
then replace the circle and invert the triangle.

When we do this most animals respond as if

confronted b>- a new problem. Accuracy of

" A classic investigation of this general problem

was carried out by Heinrich Kliiver on monkeys.

See his Behavior Mechanisms in Monkeys. Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1933. Reprinted 1957. Later

investigators, including the writer, have extended

this type of study to other animals, but to enlarge

on this here would lead us too far afield.

1^.7 Concept Formation. These are two

forms between which the subject is required to

discriminate in experiments of concept formation.

The triangle is eventually inverted.
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I^.IU A Generalization Problem. After

learning the specific names for each blocl<, the chilcJ

then learns that MEF and TOV are both VIC, that

YOP and ZIL are both DAX, and that all the VIC

and DAX blocks fall under the broader classification,

XIP. Control tests used blocks of different dimen-

sions but the same general shape. (From Welch, L.,

and L. Long, "The Higher Structural Phases of Con-

cept Formation of Children," Journal of Psychology,

1940, 9, 61.)

response drops from around 100 to around 50

per cent. It is apparent, in such instances, that

what was being discriminated was a particu-

lar pattern of black and white, not a triangle

per se. Monkeys and children have continued

to select the inverted triangle. For these sub-

jects, the inverted triangle and the original

one were apparendy equivalent. The subjects

must have reacted in terms of triangularity,

three-sidedness, or some other abstracted prop-

erty which triangles have regardless of their

position. Animals which fail to make this

transition abioiptly may be trained to respond

to properties which otherwise dissimilar tii-

angles possess. In one study, rats learned to

respond to a large variety of triangles (small,

large, upright, inverted, apex to right, apex to

left) as equivalent, but over 1,000 tiials, with

frequent substitutions of triangles and further

training, were required. In each trial the only

constant aspect of the positive situation was
the presence of some sort of triangle. All other

concomitants varied. Finally some animals

responded positively to triangles still different

from those involved in training. They made a

transfer, for example, to right-angled, equi-

lateral, and outlined triangles. It is evident

that these rats had learned to abstract tri-

angularity, the only characteristic involved in

all of the different kinds of triangles. The ab-

stracted characteristic may have been three-

comeredness, three-sidedness, or the like.-^

Generalizing, and the development of con-

cepts somewhat more complicated than in the

experiments on triangularity, is illustrated by

the materials in Figure 12.10. Here the child

learns that each shape has its own name, such

as MEF, TOV, YOP and ZIL. It also learns,

however, that both MEF and TOV are VIC's;

YOP and ZIL, DAX's. Finally it learns that

all of these shapes, despite their differences,

are alike in being XIP's. All of forty-five five-

to seven-year-olds learned the first step. That

is to say, they selected, from warious blocks,

the blocks with specific names. All but three

also learned the second step. When asked for

a VIC, they gave either MEF or TOV; when
asked for a DAX, they gave either YOP or

ZIL. The next step, however, was especially

difficult and only twenty-two attained it within

the limits of this experiment. A successful

child could select a MEF, TOV, YOP or ZIL
when asked for it. From a large assortment

of shapes, he could pick out all the XIP's.

And, when asked to remove the VIC's, he

could take back MEF and TOV. Problems

like this are comparable with calling a certain

thing a worm, an animal, and also living

matter. Many of our concepts are similarly

hierarchical. They start with specific things

and become increasingly inclusive. ^s

Another problem on concept formation is

illustrated in Figure 12.11. LTsing an expo-

sure apparatus to present one picture at a time,

the experimenter asked the subject to name
the picture as it occurred. Each picture had
a nonsense name, as illustrated, but all figures

possessing a common characteristic had the

same name. For example, the pictures in the

first row had, respectively, the following

names: Perg, Quart, Silm, Manh, Fard, Glif,

Joft. Relk, Pah. Look at the first picture in

the second series. What is its name? Its name
is Fard.

The subjects of coinse saw only one figure

at a time and none was labeled. Moreover,

they thought that the experiment was on mem-
ory. Their initial set, at least, was to memo-
rize, not to abstract and generalize. When-
ever the subject failed to respond in time, or

said the wrong name, he was prompted. The
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Perg Quan Silm Mank Fard Glif

l^.l I Materials Used for Heidbreder's Experiment on Concept Formation. The terms

Perg, Quan, etc., represent concepts rather than particular pictures. What is Perg in the second

line? In the third line? (After Heidbreder, 26, 95.)

experiment continued until each pictine in

sixteen strips like those illustrated was cor-

rectly named. With the material illustrated,

you can test yourself on abstracting the com-
mon features of all the Fards, all the Pergs

and so on. The outcomes of a long series of

experiments using this type of material need

not concern us here.^^

A different test of concept formation utilizes

the objects shown in Figure 12.12. Confronted

with these items, the subject is asked to select

any item, then place with it all of the articles

he thinks belong with it. He may be asked

to group articles with one that the examiner

selects, or to group all articles which belong

together. When the test is used in clinical

psychology for diagnostic purposes, the pa-

tient is asked to arrange new groupings and

also to say why the objects in a grouping ar-

ranged by the examiner belong together.

Some of the most frequent bases of

grouping are; use (tools, eating utensils,

edibles), situation (dinner setting, tools in a

tool box), color (silver, brown, white), form

(oblong, round), double occurrence (pairs —
two lumps of sugar, two forks), and material

(wood, metal).-"

One can recognize immediately that this is

a test of concepts, for what the subject is re-

quired to do is to group different things which

have some common attribute. Children, schizo-

phrenics, and patients with brain injuries

tend to group the objects on a very concrete

basis, such as the reds together or matches

and candle together. Normal adults group on

the basis of concrete aspects, but they are able

to transcend the obvious similarities or asso-

ciations and group on the basis of such

abstract relations as "tools," "pleasure-giving

objects," and so on. When an individual as-

\Z..\Z. Objects Used in o

Test of Abstract and Concrete

Thinking. This is the male form

of the Gelb, Goldstein, Weigl,

Scheerer Object Sorting Test,

although the items are not ar-

ranged as in the standardized

pattern. (From Goldstein, K.,

and M. Scheerer, 28, 80.)



I^.IO The Vigotsky Test of Conceptual

Thinking as Adapted by Hanfmann and Kasanin.

The syllables indicating the respective categories

are not visible to the subject except when, as

described in the text, one of the blocks is turned

up for inspection. Concrete responses would be re-

sponding to particular aspects, like putting oil of

the same shape together, all of the same size, all

of the same color, or all of the same height. An

intermediate level of conceptualization would be

putting all blocks with corners together, or all

colored or noncolored blocks together. The highest

level of conceptual response, however, is to place all

of the large toll blocks together in one group, all of

the large flat blocks together in another group,- and

so on. The test could of course be changed to

coll for some other classiflcatory scheme, some such

scheme as colored-flat, colored-toll, or green-flat-

circular. (Courtesy C. H. Stoelting.)

sumes this conceptual approach "the presented

articles are not taken as individual things, but

as representative of a category. The subject

deliberately disregards, abstracts from, the

concrete singularity of the presented article." -^

Another test of conceptual thinking is illus-

trated in Figure 12.13. The blocks differ in

color, shape, size, and height. Under each is

a nonsense syllable. Those which belong to

the same conceptual category have the same
syllable. Thus, those that are both tall and
large, irrespective of color or shape, belong

to the LAG category; tall and small, to the

MUR category; flat and large, to the BIK cate-

gory; and flat and small, to the CEV cate-

gory. The experimenter begins the test by
turning over a block to show the category to

which it belongs. He then asks the subject

to select, from among all of the blocks, the

ones which go with the sample. Suppose, now,
that the sample is the green triangular block.

The subject, responding on a concrete basis,

might select either another green block or an-

other triangular one. Whichever block it is,

the experimenter turns it up and shows that

it does not belong to the proper category.

This procedure is followed in an effort to get

the subject to learn the proper classification of

each block, which is achieved only when sin-

gle concrete properties of the blocks are dis-

regarded and sorting is in terms of the dual

properties, height and size.

Teaching concept formation

Some investigators have sought to facilitate

concept formation by discovering the best

method of teaching individuals to proceed

from the concrete to the abstract. In one such

study, Chinese characters were used. These

lend themselves to such research because

each written word has within it a symbol

which gives the "essence" of what it refers to.

Thus se\'eral words that are in most respects

quite different all have a common symbol

which represents something which all have in

common. For example, the s\mbol TfC is the

word for wood. The following are the words

for, respectively, table, bed, frame, bee, and

forest;<|f5|:^C ^ M ^' AH are wood, so the

symbol ^ appears in every word. Likewise

the symbol for soil "t appears in the words

for landflfi, graved, dust^, and ditch J^

.

In the research on facilitation of concept

formation, college students were shown Chi-

nese characters like the above and, two and

one-half seconds after each character was
presented, a nonsense sound representing the

characteristic which it had in common with

certain others in the series was also presented.

Thus all having the element ^ were oo. all

having the element ^were tjer, and so on.

Characters having the common element were

mixed with others having a different common
element.

The subjects were not told that they were

doing an experiment on concept formation.
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abstracting, or generalizing. Until they learned

otherwise as a result of their experience, all

thought that they were doing a memory ex-

periment. They were merely asked to name
the element (oo, yer, etc.) as the complex
Chinese character containing it was presented.

Eventually it "dawned" on most of the sub-

jects that the different oo characters, for ex-

ample, were linked by a common factor —
the

'J
embedded in each of the Chinese

characters. The investigator says that "indi-

vidual concepts usually came into conscious-

ness very gradually. Erroneous first impres-

sions were either discarded or transmuted

into the correct form by a continuous develop-

ment. Trial and error plays, if not a dominat-

ing, at least a very great role in the process." ^^

Various training procedures were used with

different groups and each varied from the

others in the readiness with which it pro-

duced conceptual responses. There was no
difference in the efficiency of starting with

simple characters and going to complex ones,

on the one hand, and starting with complex

characters and going to simple ones on the

other. Nor was there any advantage to teach-

ing the concepts out of their context— that is,

by presenting the naked common elements.

In identification with new complete Chinese

characters, the individuals who had the con-

cepts given them in naked form had to learn

to discriminate them from the whole charac-

ter. In this test, which is the sort of thing

required in everyday life, neither those who
had the concepts given them nor those who
evolved them through trial-and-error learning

had an advantage. A combination method
in which naked characteristics were given,

mixed in with the series of complete charac-

ters, was better than any other mentioned

above. The most efficient method of all, as

one might imagine, was to present the entire

character, but with the common element re-

drawn in red so that it stood out or attracted

attention.

Regardless of the precise method used, it

is essential that the principle of dissociation

by varying concomitants be followed if an

adequate concept is to develop. This principle

has been stated as follows: "What is associated

now with one thing and now with another

tends to become dissociated from either, and

to grow into an object of abstract contempla-

tion." 3" Thus, if the concept of triangularity

is to develop, the triangularity must appear in

different particular situations; if the concept

00 is to develop, the character f must appear
now in one context and now in another; if the

child is to develop an adequate concept dog,

the word dog must be associated with white

creatures, black ones, brown ones, large ones,

small ones, smooth ones, rough ones, and so

forth. The concept would never develop so

long as only one dog, or one type of dog, was
associated with the term dog.

Individual strategies

So much for methods of presenting in-

stances from which concepts may be derived.

But how about concept formation from the

standpoint of the learner? How does he come
by his concepts? How does he learn that

different items belong in the same category?

In many instances, and especially in the cate-

gorizing of animals and infants, this process

is a more or less passive one. That is to say,

"The features common to a class of objects

summate their impressions on the observer who
thus gradually acquires a picture in which the

common features stand out strongly while the

variable characters are washed out." ^^ In

other instances there is an active search proc-

ess. The individual develops the hypothesis

that items having certain characteristics belong

in the same category. He then tests this hy-

pothesis by noting whether each new instance

does or does not belong to the category.^2

Thus the child's hypothesis that all four-

legged animals are dogs is supported when
he hears one four-legged animal after another

called "dog" but he must discard it when he

hears a certain four-legged animal called

"cat" or "horse."

Adults confronted with complex categoriz-

ing tasks take a quite evident problem-solving

attitude. In attempting to discover the con-

cept involved and in evaluating each new in-

stance from the standpoint of whether or not

it supports the hypothesis, various strategies

may be adopted, some of which are more

efficient than others. This was illustrated in a

comprehensive investigation of categorizing

behavior in college students.^^

As an example of the type of materials used

in the above-mentioned investigation, see Fig-
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I -^ • I4 Cards Used in An Experiment on Con-

cept Formation. This is the black set, but these

cards were duplicated with red and with green

figures, to make a total of 81 cards. Their use is

described in the text. (From Bruner, J. S., J. J.

Goodnow, and G. A. Austin, 33, p. 42.)

ure 12.14. In addition to these twenty-seven

cards with black figures, there were compa-

rable sets with, respectively, green and red

figures. The cards were presented one at a

time and the subject was not allowed to see

former cards in the series. Any one of the

eighty-one cards might be shown in a given

instance. The subject was required to dis-

cover the concept that the investigator had in

mind. Let us suppose that this was "any

circle and a triple border." In this event, the

card with three circles (bottom of the middle

column of our figure) might be shown. TTie

subject might hypothesize, on the basis of this

sample, that the correct concept is "three

circles and three borders." Next, let us sup-

pose, he is shown a card with a red cross and

a double border. He is told that this does not

exemplify the concept that the experimenter

has in mind. Next he may be shown a card

with a green circle and a triple border and

told that this does exemplify the concept. The
experiment proceeds thus until the concept is

correctly stated and the subject shows that

he can, in each instance, tell whether or not

a particular card is an exemplar of the concept.

The strategy described above may be called

"wholist" because the subject takes the entire

initial card (three circles and three borders)

as the basis of his tentative concept. Then he

modifies this in terms of subsequent instances.

Another strategy may, by contrast, be des-

ignated "partist." The subject using this strat-

egy bases his initial concept on only part of

the first card — let us say, "three black

circles." The next card of the above illustra-

tion (one red cross and a double border) is

a negative instance, hence not at all informa-

tive. It tells nothing about the adequacy (or

inadequacy) of the "three circle" concept.

The next card (green circle and triple border)

is informative. The experimenter indicates

that this is a positive instance. Now the sub-

ject must give up the "three circle" hypothesis

in favor of another. If he remembers former

cards— which might be quite a task if many
have preceded — he may hypothesize that

"any circle" is the concept sought. This must

be discarded, in turn, when a green circle

with double border is shown and designated

a negative instance.

In general, the wholist strategy is the more
effective of those described. This is because

the wholist's hypothesis "is modified at each

step to incorporate the information gained

from the instances he has encountered. He
need never recall either his past hypotheses

or the relation between these. For his present

hypothesis is a current summary of all these.

Only when he must recover from an error is

recourse to memory necessary." However, the

partist "must fall back on memory or the rec-

ord" whenever something is shown which

weakens or invalidates his hypothesis.^''

Whether they use a whole or part approach,

or shift from one to the other, as some subjects

do, the participants in experiments like the

above show other differences in strategy.

Some adopt what has been called a "conserva-
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tive strategy." They proceed cautiously and

systematically, focusing on one feature at a

time. Suppose, for example, that the first card

has three red circles within a double border

and that the concept to be discovered is "red

circles." The next card has tvvo red circles

within a double border and is positive. Our
methodical subject gets from this instance the

information that three figures are not required.

The next card has three green circles within

a double border and it is negative. Our sub-

ject notes, from this instance, that he needs

to retain red in the concept. Next he is

shown three red crosses in a double border

and informed that this is negative. From this

is gained the knowledge that circle is relevant.

Now he is given a card with three red circles

and a single border. The card is positive, so

he notes that two borders are not necessary.

The problem is solved. The concept is "red

circles." Every bit of information has been

used in an efficient manner. Thus the con-

cept has been achieved with a minimal amount
of information.

Instead of concentrating on one feature at a

time in the manner described, some subjects

adopt a gambling strategy. They jump to

conclusions. The first card, let us say, has

three red circles and a double border and

the concept is "three figures." The next card

perhaps has three green crosses in a single

border and the subject is told that it is posi-

tive. He concludes immediately that the con-

cept is "three figures." ^^' This is correct. He
gambled and won. But suppose that the con-

cept, in\ol\ing the same cards, had been

"three colored figures." The next card, let us

say, has three black squares within a triple

border and is of course designated negative.

Now the subject must change his tactics. He
must think back to the earlier cards and de-

velop a new hypothesis by comparing these

\\ith the new instance. The conservative strat-

egy, while it involves minimal risk from the

standpoint of developing wrong concepts, is

sometimes given up in favor of the gambling

strategy. This is especially true when a

limited number of instances is to be given or

when time is limited and the concept has not

yet been achieved.

Concept formation in everyday life

Many situations in everyday life do not in-

volve such obvious common elements as those

of the experiments described above. Human
beings not only acquire concepts by observing

common elements and figuring out relationships,

but they learn them by asking questions about

things which puzzle them and getting answers

in return. The child hears his parents talking

about having time to do a certain chore, about

its being time to go to bed, about something

happening in time, and so on. Puzzled, he

asks what time is. His parents may have great

difficulty in explaining time, but what they tell

the child leads to formation of a concept of

time, adequate or inadequate. Take the con-

cept life, as a further example. This may have

both an observational basis and a basis in in-

terrogation of elders. The child observes dead

and living animals, and he observes, perhaps,

that the living ones move and the dead ones

do not. But concepts of life and death on this

basis alone are likely to be far from adequate.

Upon helping to bury the dead animal, the

child may ask, "When is he going to wake
up?" "Does he like being down there?" or,

"How is he going to get out?" You then realize

how limited the child's concept really is. You
perhaps explain that animals once dead never

wake up, and that they do not know anything,

so can neither like nor dislike being buried.

This process of observing, questioning, and

getting answers goes on for years before the

child has concepts of life and death which

come close to those held by adults.

One method of finding out what concepts

children already have is that of questioning

them. Several in\'estigators have used this

method to discover how particular concepts

develop with age and experience. The child

is asked, for example, "Do you know what it

is to be alive?" A reply to this question brings

further questions.

Thus, a boy of eight years was asked, "Is

the sun alive?" to which he answered, "Yes."

A.sked, "Why?" he replied: "It gives light. It

is alive when it is giving light, but it isn't alive

when it is not giving light." Asked, "Is a bi-

cycle alive?" the child replied: "No, when it

doesn't go, it isn't alive. When it goes, it is

alive." To the question, "Is a mountain

alive?" the child answered, "No." The query,

"Why not?" brought the reply, "Because it

doesn't do anything." It is obvious that for

this child the concept life means ability to
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move or do something. By way of comparison,

let us take the more mature concept of a

t\vel\e-year-old boy similarly questioned.

The boy said that he knew what it meant to

be alive. He was then asked, "Is a fly alive?"

He said, "Yes," and, upon being asked,

"Why?" he replied, "If it wasn't alive it

couldn't fly." To the question, "Is a bicycle

ali\'e?" the boy replied, "No." "Why not?"

bro\ight the reply, "Because it is we who make
it go." Further questioning verified the fact

that this boy attributed life to anything that

could move of its own volition.-*^

Using a standardized questioning proce-

dure and standardized objects, investigators

ha\'e studied the development of the "life"

concept in thousands of school children. '^

Animism, or the attributing of life to inanimate

objects, is usually found to go through stages

somewhat like those already suggested. At

first a child attributes life to anxjthins. in e.ood

condition. Broken objects, for example, are

excluded. Life is later attributed only to

ohircts which move. Later still, it is attributed

only to objects ichich move spontaneously or,

as suggested above, of their own volition. The
concept is still further refined when it is ap-

plied only to plants and animals.

There is no definite correlation between age

and stages of concept formation. Bright chil-

dren may develop the more adequate concept

earlier than other children, b\it the>' probably

go through comparable stages in achieving

it.'^'' There is, however, some question about

the universality' of this process. White. Indian,

and Negro children in American schools re-

spond in the manner described above.^^

But somewhat different results have been

found in China *" and in a South Sea Island

group. '1 This discrepancy has, however, been

attributed to the fact that the latter investiga-

tions used procedures different from those of

the other studies.

An interesting outcome of research on ani-

mism is the discovery that many college stu-

dents have apparently failed to outgrow

animistic concepts. It is not uncommon, for

example, to find students maintaining that a

lighted match is alive or that the sun is alive

because it gives forth energy. The lowest in-

cidence of animism has been found in biology

students.*-

There is no doubt that manv adult con-

cepts are inadequate from the standpoint of

the scientist or the philosopher. But, inade-

quate as they may be, our concepts give us an

adv;mtage in thinking about our world and

ourselves which would be lost if we were

compelled to speak and think abooit particu-

lars only.

CREATIVE THINKING

Many of man's creative works develop

gradually, as if by a process of trial-and-

error. One of the first attempts at developing

a locomotive, for example, was a boatlike

structure with a sail and wheels which ran on

tracks. Next, a horse running on a treadmill

was used for motive power. Then, a horse

pulled the carriages along the tracks. The
steam-driven vehicle which followed had many
obvious defects — it was so uncertain in ac-

tion, actually, that a horse-drawn "train"

raced it. There were then gradual refine-

ments of locomotives, leading up to our pres-

ent streamliners. Despite the obvious trial-

and-error progress here represented, there

were many inspirations which made successive

steps in the development of the locomotive

possible. And so it is with all creatixe work.

There is an evident need to produce something

different, then attempts to produce it, fol-

lowed, quite often, by significant insights.

There is currently much interest in creativ-

it>'— from the standpoint of what creative

thinkers are like (intellectually and as persons)

and from the standpoint of the creative proc-

ess itself." Studies of creati\e intelligence

have used specially designed tests to measure

differences in originality, imagination, and re-

lated processes. Some of the findings have

been factor analyzed in an effort to discover

the "basic ingredients" of creativity.''^ The
personalib.' of creative individuals (architects,

artists, composers, novelists, and others) has

also been studied with tests, principally of such

things as artistic judgment, independence,

and self feelings. These studies have shown,

among other things, that creative people,

as compared with the ordinary, are more

" There is also a great deal of current interest

in the years of man's greatest creativity. Actually,

the age of maximum creative accomplishment

varies with the individual and the field in which
creativeness occurs. .See Lehman. H. C. Age and

Acliievement. Princeton University Press, 1953.
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I iC . I O The Four Stages of Creative Thought. These drawings Illustrate what is described

by Polncar^ as follows: "For fifteen days I strove to prove that there could not be any functions

like those I hove since called Fuchsian functions. I was then very ignorant; every day I seated

myself at my work table, stayed an hour or two, tried a great number of combinations and

reached no results. One evening contrary to my custom, I drank black coffee and could not

sleep. Ideas rose in crowds; I felt them collide until pairs interlocked, so to speak, making a stable

combination. By the next morning I had established the existence of a class of Fuchsian functions,

those which come from the hypergeometric series; I hod only to write out the results, which took

but a few hours.

"Then I wanted to represent these functions by the quotient of two series; this idea was perfectly

conscious and deliberate, the analogy with elliptic functions guided me. I asked myself what

properties these series must have If they existed, and I succeeded without difRculty In forming the

series I have called theto-Fuchsion.

"Just at this time I left Caen, where I was then living, to go on a geologic excursion under the

auspices of the school of mines. The changes of travel mode me forget my mathematical work.

Having reached Coutonces, we entered an omnibus to go some place or other. At the moment

when I put my foot on the step the Idea come to me, without anything in my former thoughts

seeming to hove paved the way for it, that the transformations I hod used to define the Fuchsian

functions were identical with those of non-Euclidean geometry. 1 did not verify the idea; I should

not have had time, as, upon taking my seat In the omnibus, I went on with a conversation already

commenced, but I felt a perfect certainty. On my return to Caen, for conscience' soke I verified

the result at my leisure." (From Poincar^, H., "Mathematical Creation," as edited and presented

by J. R. Newman in Scienfific American. Drawings by Stanley Meltzoff.)
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"vigorous and have available to them an ex-

ceptional fund of psychic and physical energy";

live "more complex lives, seeking tension in the

interest of the pleasure they obtain upon its

discharge"; and have "more contact . . . with

the unconscious— with fantasy, reverie, the

world of imagination." ^'* This is of course

just the sort of outcome that one might expect

from general contact with creative people.

What is of most interest to us here is not

so much the intelligence or personality of

creative individuals as the process involved

in creative problem-solving. Several political

theorists, artists, and scientists have either

analyzed their own thinking or had the prod-

ucts of their thought analyzed by others in

an attempt to discover something of the crea-

tive process. It is generally agreed, as a result

of these studies, that creative thinking often

passes through three or four, more or less

definite stages. These are: (1) preparation,

(2) incubation, (3) inspiration or illumination,

and (4) verification or revision.*^ Henri

Poincare, the great French mathematician,

who also wrote about the process of creative

thinking, experienced these stages. In Figure

12.15. he is pictured solving a mathematical

problem.

Preparation

All education is, of course, a preparation

for creative thinking, although we may not

use its products creatively. Specialized edu-

cation, like training in medicine, is preparation

for creative thinking along special lines. The
doctor's education gives him the information

(symbolic processes) which prepares him for

possible creative thinking in medicine. The
inventor of electrical devices must have prepa-

ration along electrical lines. Einstein's con-

cept of relativity would never have occurred

to him had he not first learned advanced

physics and mathematics.

In addition to this general preparation for

possible creative thinking, one needs specific

preparation for specific problems. Thus, a doc-

tor confronted by some especially difficult

medical problem may have to consult other

authorities about various aspects of the gen-

eral problem before being able to reach a

conclusion concerning it. Even in preparing

a term paper, which may at times be a creative

activity, you must first acquaint yourself with

relevant facts concerning the topic about

which you are to write. A comparable "soak-

ing-up" of facts is the required preparation

for any creative work.

Preparation for creative thinking often in-

cludes attempts to relate facts in various ways.

There is much trial and error. Perhaps there

is pacing of the floor or biting of fingernails.

You attempt to write your term paper; you

may write something; tear up what you have

written; and start over again, only to tear that

up in disgust. Edison remarked that much
of his inspiration was actually perspiration,

referring, perhaps, to this sort of preparational

activity.

Incubation

This stage of creative thinking is charac-

terized by absence of overt activity, or in

many instances even of thinking about the

problem. Sometimes, however, certain ideas

concerning the problem recur. Poets and

artists report the following details about their

incubation periods;

The idea smoulders in my mind until com-

pleted.

I have an idea in the back of my mind for a

long time, sometimes a week or two. I don't

think constantly about it, but it keeps coming

back.

I often carry an idea around for several

weeks before I make a picture, though some-

times longer. I got ideas in Santa Fe last

summer to do now. The ideas recur from

time to time while I am occupied with other

things. '•'

This is a period of no obvious progress.

Some creative thinkers intentionally put all

thoughts of their problem in the background

after preparing themselves. Some go for a

stroll, read light literature, engage in a game
of golf, or perhaps have a sleep.

The stage which follows incubation has

led some to assume that, while the creative

thinker turns his attention elsewhere, his prob-

lem is being solved unconsciously. This would

be difficult, if not impossible, either to prove

or disprove. It is likely that associational

activities initiated by attempts to solve the
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problem continue to some degree. We see

some evidences of this in connection with

dreams. The individual may give up his prob-

lem and go to bed, only to have aspects of

it appear in his sleep. There is no reason to

believe otherwise than that the associational

processes would continue in a similar manner
were he to remain awake and engage in

other activities. This continuance of asso-

ciational activities, once started, has alread\

been referred to as perseveration.

Inspiration

Most crcati\e thinkers claim that their

creative ideas, following the period of incu-

bation, come to them suddenly. The signifi-

cant ideas may occur at any time, sometimes
even whOe the thinker is dreaming.

In writing your creative theme, you ha\e

doubtless been discouraged by an evident lack

of progress, when suddenh' the material

seemed to organize itself, the relevant ideas

came copiously and rapidly, and what had
been obscure became clear. One will recog-

nize that this process resembles the process

of insight during other forms of learning

activity. It is often, as in those instances, pre-

ceded by a certain amount of trial and error.

Trial-and-error activity, however, is usu-

ally considered part of the preparation rather

than the incubation stage of creative thinking.

Several creative thinkers have pointed out that

their trial-and-error activity apparently led

nowhere, and that it was only after they

put the problem aside that inspiration came.

We should not overlook the insights which
sometimes occur when there is no evident

problem. In science, and in other areas of

creati\'e endeax'or, it often happens that the

individual whose background has prepared

him for it discovers something he is not look-

ing for." The discovery of penicillin by Sir

Alexander Fleming is a good illustration.

While talking with Pryce, a colleague who
had dropped in to see him. Sir Alexander be-

gan to examine some Petri di.shes containing

' This i.s sometimes referred to as "serendipit\',"

a word coined by Horace Walpole ( The Three
Princes of Serendip) to "denote the faculty of

making lucky and unexpected 'finds'." The three

princes were "always making discoveries, by ac-

cident and sagacit>', of things they were not in

quest of it."'*"

old cultures of staphylococci. As Maurois de-

scribes the subsequent event;

Several of the cultures had been con-

taminated with mould— a not unusual occur-

rence. "As soon as you uncover a culture

dish, something tiresome is sure to happen.

Things fall out of the air." Suddenly he stopped

talking, then, after a moment's observation,

said, in his usual unconcerned tones; "That's

funny. . .
." On the culture at which he was

looking there was a growth of mould, as on
several of the others, but on this partic-

ular one, all around the mould, the colonies

of staphylococci had been dissolved and, in-

stead of forming opaque yellow masses, looked

like drops of dew.

Pryce had often seen old microbial colonies

which for various reasons had dissolved. He
thought that probably the mould was produc-

ing acids, which are harmful to the staphy-

lococci— no unusual occurrence. But, noting

the keen interest with which Fleming was
examining the phenomenon, he said: "That's

how you discovered lysozyme." Fleming
made no answer. He was busy taking a little

piece of the mould with his scalpel, and put-

ting it in a tube of broth. Then he picked

off a scrap measuring about one square

millimetre, which floated on the surface of the

broth. He obviously wanted to make quite

sure that this mysterious mould would be
preserved.

"What struck me," Pryce says, "was that

he didn't confine himself to observing, but took

action at once. Lots of people observe a

phenomenon, feeling that it may be important,

but they don't get beyond being surprised —
after which, they forget. That was never the

case with Fleming. I remember another inci-

dent— One of my cultures had not been suc-

cessful, and he told me to be sure of getting

everything possible out of my mistakes. . .
."

Fleming put the Petri dish aside ... He
showed it to one of his colleagues; "Take a

look at that," he said, "it's interesting— the

kind of thing I like; it may turn out to be

important." The colleague in question looked

at the dish, then handed it back with a polite:

"Yes, very interesting." But Fleming, in no

way discouraged by this manifestation of

indifference, temporarily abandoned his in-

vestigation of the staphylococci, and gave
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himself entirely to studying the surprising

mould. ^^

Verification or revision

Inspiration is sometimes the final stage in

creative thinking. In most instances, however,

it is necessary to evaluate, test out, and per-

haps revise, the idea that comes to us. Is

it logical? We can at times determine

whether an idea is logical by casting it into

syllogistic form and testing it by the laws of

formal logic. Very often, however, it is neces-

sary to carry out controlled observations

which will prove whether or not an inspira-

tion is correct, or workable, or needs revision.

This is the method followed by scientists.

Likewise, the inventor must show that his

ideas work in practice as well as in his blue-

prints. Indeed, the scientist, inventor, and

artist frequently find that their inspirations

need considerable modification before their

creative work is satisfactory.

The inspiration is, so to speak, only a prel-

ude to further intensive work. It is one thing

for the person to get the idea for a picture,

a novel, a poem, an invention, or a theory,

and quite another to paint the picture, write

the novel, write the poem, produce the inven-

tion, or formulate, test, and verify the theory.

Summary

Thinking is manipulating the world inter-

nally, using modifications of the organism which

represent the things that produced them, i.e.,

symbolic processes. The term thinking covers

such activities as thinking of (or recalling) some-

thing; reverie, or free association; fantasy, or

daydreaming; and reasoning, or implicit prob-

lem-solving. We have given major attention

to the latter process.

The existence of reasoning in animals rang-

ing from rat to man is clearly indicated by

results obtained with several learning prob-

lems. These are problems which could not

conceivably be learned without the use of

symbols.

One type of reasoning problem gives the

.subject two separate "experiences" and then

confronts him with a problem he can solve

immediately only by combining these experi-

ences. Rats had solved simple problems of

this nature.

Certain multiple-choice problems have also

been solved by animals below man. These

problems require a response to relation.ship,

such as to the middle door or key, of a

constantly varying number of doors or keys

presented in varying positions.

The double-alternation problem utilizes a

temporal maze, one in which the subject is

required to make a temporally related series

of reactions, for example, a right-right-left-left

sequence, without differential sensory cues to

guide him. The ability to solve this problem
and to extend the sequence beyond that in-

volved in training increases as we go up the

scale from rat to man. In human children,

ability to solve the double-alternation problem

increases with age. The problem is quite

readily learned by adults, the subject saying,

"rioht. rifiht, left, left," as he responds.

In all reasoning, three things are requisite;

retention, recall, and recombination of what
is recalled. So-called "thinking machines"

have such processes built into them, but their

computing is dependent upon a detailed pro-

gramming of routines to be followed. Their

activities resemble human reasoning only in its

elemental aspects.

When confronted by problems or difficulties

which cannot be met in a routine manner,

human beings make inferences concerning the

cause of their difficulties or the solutions of

their problems. This is the most important

step in human reasoning. Inferences are made
on the basis of past experience, and they

are limited in scope and relevance by the

limitations of experience. Before accepting

or rejecting inferences we usually evaluate

them, either by further implicit activity or by

carrying out an actual check on their appli-

cability.

Our a.ssociational processes in reasoning are
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directed by the nature of the problem, as we
conceive it. The problem gives us a set, or

determining tendency, which facilitates recall

of certain items and inhibits recall of others

not relevant to the situation. Sometimes, de-

spite this general directional tendency, we are

hindered by limitations which we place on

our own thinking. We accept the first infer-

ence that comes to mind, perhaps, and let our

thoughts go in the direction suggested. Delu-

sions often have such a basis. The reasoning

process is more efficient when we change direc-

tion frequently, seeking new inferences when
the one we have does not work.

Much of human thinking involves subvocal

I talking. Evidence for this view comes from

such observations as the fallowing: children

"think out loud" before they leam to think

subvocally, organs involved in speech give rise

to action currents whUe a person is thinking,

action currents come from the fingers while deaf

mutes are engaged in thought, and eye move-

ments such as are involved in reading may
recur when the individual is thinking of what
he has read. There are also action currents

from other relevant muscle groups, as from

the biceps while a person thinks of an action

which involves these muscles.

Despite all such motor concomitants of the

thought process, thinking still occurs during

complete paralysis. This was brought out in

the e.xperiment with curare. It suggests that,

while thinking normally involves the vocal and

other motor mechanisms, it can occur on a

purely central basis, i.e., in the brain.

The brain is involved in thinking in at

least three ways: it contains modifications

(engrams) which represent past experience,

it mediates recall, and it activates and inte-

grates the various activities of the vocal and

other mechanisms normally involved.

Many of the terms used in thinking repre-

sent common properties of things that are

diverse. These are conceptual terms, and the

ideational processes which underlie them are

called concepts. Acquiring concepts requires

that the individual discriminate the common

properties of different objects — that he dis-

cern similarity amid diversity. This is the

process known as abstracting. In order to

develop a concept, it is also necessary that

the individual generalize— that he relate the

similarities in such a manner as to derive a

generalization like "all objects having these

properties are trees."

The genera] method followed in concept

formation is dissociation by varying concom-

itants. Research on concept formation in

adults, using Chinese characters, suggests

that the more efficient method of teaching

individuals to abstract and generalize is that

of presenting total situations with the common
elements emphasized. The common properties

of many situations which caU for concept for-

mation are by no means obvious, and the in-

dividual must "figure them out." Individuals

confronted by difficult concept (categorizing)

problems use different strategies, some of

which are more efficient than others. Many
concepts are learned by asking questions.

Children's concepts, at first very inadequate,

gradually approach those of their elders.

Creative thinking is especially evident in

the productions of such people as scientists,

inventors, artists, and poets. Much trial-and-

error underlies most creative work. Inspira-

tions, insights, or illuminations are its spec-

tacular aspects. Analysis of creative think-

ing by the thinkers themselves, and by others,

has led to the conclusion that four stages are

more or less clearly evident. These are: prep-

aration, the gathering of relevant informa-

tion and attempts to organize it; incubation,

a period of relative inactivity, perhaps with

recurrence of ideas about the problem, but

no evident progress; inspiration, the sudden

illumination, or "aha" experience; and

verification or revision, the testing-out and

evaluation of the idea, inference, or hypoth-

esis, either by implicit processes or by actual

experiment. The last stage is not always pres-

ent, but it is required whenever anything is

done about the inspiration. It is essential in

research and in certain inventive pursuits.

(References and notes for this chapter are on page .563 of the Appendix.)
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Knowing Our World

o
Sensory stimuli • Sensitivity • The nerve impulse • Central mechanisms • A

closer look at cortical functions • Visual reception • Auditory reception • Static

sensitivity • Kinesthesis • Olfactory sensitivity • Taste sensitivity • Organic

sensitivity • The skin senses • Summary

Everything that we know of the world around us comes from the impingement of

stimuh on sense organs and the resulting activation of receptors, nerve fibers, and brain

cells. This is true whether experience is direct, as in watching a sunset or hearing a

symphony, or indirect, as in looking at pictures, reading, or listening to descriptions of

what we have not ourselves experienced. Likewise, everything that we do is depend-

ent, in the last analysis, upon information encoded in messages from our receptors.

Receptors are often referred to as "gateways to knowledge," and with good reason.

The most important of these "gateways" are of course our visual and auditory receptors,

but receptors in the skin, the nose, and the mouth are also significant avenues of

information about the world around us. In addition to these senses, concerned pri-

marily with stimuli originating in our external environment, there are three others

which bring information about our own bodies and their position in space. With one

of these, the kinesthetic sense, we are already quite familiar, since it was referred to as

providing informational feedback during the learning and performance of motor skills.

Another, the static sense, is concerned with equilibrium. Both the kinesthetic and

static senses play an important part, not only in telling us about the position of our

limbs and the orientation of our body as a whole, but also in facilitating general bodily
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coordination. The organic sense was mentioned in discussing the visceral components

of emotional experience. This underlies such experiences as nausea, stomach cramps,

and bladder tensions.

Each sensory process involves a succession of events beginning with stimulation of

receptors. Resulting receptor activities encode messages for the brain. These coded

messages are conveyed as nei-ve impulses. They go to centers in the spinal cord and/or

brain stem. They are then relayed to the cerebral cortex. The meaningfulness of nerve

impulses— the sensory information that they provide— depends upon their point of

origin (in which receptor they were initiated) and their destination in the cerebral

cortex. When nerve impulses reach their destination they are decoded and integrated

with other information. The outcome is information concerning the world around us

and about our own body. What we do about this information is also dependent upon

nerve impulses, in this instance impulses going from the brain or spinal cord into our

muscles and glands.

In this chapter we are concerned more with input than output — more with knowing

than with doing— hence emphasis is given to reception, to related neural events, and to

the information which these provide. Such information is no doubt a limited representa-

tion of the world around us, and it is not always free from error, as will be apparent

when illusions are discussed, but it is all the infonnation that we have.i

SENSORY STIMULI

A stimulus is anytlaing inside or outside of

our body which initiates activity of some kind.

Sensory stimuli are those which activate our

sense organs. There are many aspects of the

environment, however, which fail to stimulate

us. We cannot be aware of these aspects,

except through instruments which record their

presence, or through the reactions of other

organisms sensitive to them. This is because

we have no receptors attuned to such features

of the environment. Visual stimuli, for ex-

ample, are light waves which range in length

from about 390 to 760 millionths of a milli-

meter. Wave lengths above and below these

limits are ineffective visually. Similarly, the

range of auditory stimuli is limited. Sound
waves of about 20 to 20,000 cycles (double

vibrations per second) stimulate our auditory

receptors and arouse corresponding experiences

of pitch, but frequencies outside of this range

are without effect. Some animals have a more
extended auditory range than we do. Dogs,

for example, respond to frequencies which we
cannot hear. A dog whistle cannot be heard

by us because its frequency is above the range

to which our own receptors are attuned. Our
olfactoi-y (smell) receptors are attuned to

certain chemicals in gaseous form. The gusta-

tory sense (taste) is also stimulated chemically,

in this instance by Hquids.

Receptors in our skin are attuned to mechan-

ical and thermal stimulation, gi\ing informa-

tion about the tactual properties of objects.

Kinesthesis depends upon stimulation provided

by movements in muscles, tendons and joints.

The stimuli are pressures and pulls on these

structures. Static sensitivity is aroused by

stimulation associated with movements of the

head and the body as a whole. Such mo\e-

ments activate receptors in the cquilibratory

mechanisms of our inner ear. The stimuli for

organic sensitivity are gases, tissue changes,

and chemical activities associated with gastric

and other internal processes.

SENSITIVITY

Although all animals are to some degree

attuned to their environment, some have no

receptors and many have receptors very dif-

ferent from our own. The whole body of an

amoeba (Figure 13.1) is responsive to light, to

contacts of various kinds, and to chemicals.

No part is more sensitive, or differendy sensi-

tive, than any other part. Since specialized

receptors are lacking, the amoeba is sensitive

to its environment only in a \'ery limited way.

Take light, for instance. Only its brightness,
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I O.I An Amoeba. An amoeba is a single-celled organism which combines within itself,

insofar as the properties are shown at all, the capacity to serve as a receptor, as an effector,

and OS a conductor of the results of stimulation. This photomicrograph shows an amoeba extend-

ing long pseudopods toward another microscopic organism. Each of the large ruled squares in

this picture is one-hundredth of an inch on a side. (From Buchsbaum, R., Animals Without Bocfc-

faones. Revised Edition. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1948, p. 14—1. Photo by Ralph

Buchsbaum.)

direction and mo\ement are effective. The
characteristics of hght which in higher ani-

mals give rise to perceptions of color, shape,

depth and other details of the visual world

are lost on an amoeba because it has no

receptors attuned to them. The same situation

exists with respect to other features of the

world. Although an amoeba is sensitive to

mechanical vibration applied more or less

directly to its body, it is insensitive to weak
vibrations carried through the air, hence it is

completely deaf. This is because it lacks

auditory receptors. The amoeba is generally

responsive to chemical stimuli in contact with

its body, but it possesses no specialized chem-

ical senses— no taste or smell.

An amoeba also lacks ner\'ous mechanisms.

Certain effects of stimulation are conducted to

the part which mo%es, but conduction is

diffuse. Since there are no specialized moving
organs (effectors), any part may become a

pseudopod and, as it were, reach out or con-

tract in response to stimulation.

Receptors, nerve cells, and effectors evolved

together. Many lower organisms ha\e muscle

cells which respond directly to stimulation.

One touches such a cell, for example, and it

contracts. Animals somewhat higher in the

scale have definite receptors and definite

muscle cells and the two are in contact, as

pictured in Figure 13.2. Now stimulation of a

receptor acti\'ates a muscle cell through the

receptor's nervelike projections. In still higher

forms of animal life, receptors and effectors

are connected via an inter\'ening neural link,

one form of which is sho\\n in Figure 13.3.

The inter\ening link between receptors and

effectors developed increasing complexity' so

that, in time there developed a highly complex

and intricately integrated nervous system. In

higher forms of animal life this became a spinal

cord and brain (the central nervous system)
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lo.^ A Muscle Cell Activated Directly by a

Receptor. An impulse traveling along the receptor

unit activates a muscle cell, causing it to contract.

(After Parker.)

with incoming and outgoing branches (the

peripheral nervous system ) . Somewhere in

this development the brain became sufficiently

complex to mediate awareness of the surround-

ing world as well as to interconnect receptors

and effectors. Thus we not only make overt

responses to light, but we also see colors and
other visual aspects of our surroundings.

13.3 A Simple Receptor-Effector System.

Here the receptor carries impulses to an intervening

nerve net which, in turn, activates muscle cells.

(After Parker.)

The general pattern of the nervous system

of higher organisms is illustrated in Figure

13.4. This shows schematically that receptors

(in this case cutaneous) send impulses into the

spinal cord where they interconnect with: (1)

fibers going to muscles on the same level and

(2) fibers ascending to the cerebral cortex.

The first level of integration is a reflex arc.

This sort of interconnection is involved when
we withdraw our hand from a pin prick. The
second level is necessary for sensory aware-

ness, as when we feel the pain of the prick.

Whenever we do something about the infor-

mation coming to our brain (over ascending

pathwaN'S
) , impulses must pass downward and

interconnect at lower levels, as suggested by
the descending pathway in our sketch.

Cerebral connections in higher organisms

are exceedingly complex. An impulse entering

the cortex may set off widespread activity,

hence our sketch is grossly oversimplified. Ac-

tually the input and output are themselves

very complex, involving activities in many in-

coming and many outgoing fibers. The in-

coming impulses, and the resulting central

interconnections, underlie the decoding of in-

formation in sensory terms. Outgoing impulses

of course determine what we do about the

information that our brain receives.

Instead of being welded together into a

network, as in Figure 13.3, tlie nerve fibers of

higher organisms are interconnected through

synapses. The breaks indicated in Figure 13.4

show some places where synapses occur. Nerve

impulses are slowed up and may even be in-

hibited in synapses, so that they go no farther.

On the other hand, an impulse entering a

synaptic junction may start up activity in many
interconnecting fibers. This is what usually

happens within the central nervous system.

The separate nerve elements are called

neurons. Each consists of a nerve cell and

various projections. Fibers carrying impulses

toward the cell body are dendrites; those carry-

ing it beyond the cell body, axons. Many nerve

fibers are quite elongated. TTiose which con-

nect our toes with our spinal cord, for example,

may be as long as three feet.

Neurons carrying impulses to the spinal cord

or brain stem are referred to as afferent, or

sensory; those carrying impulses toward

muscles and glands as efferent, or motor. Inter-

connecting neurons, such as those which exist
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I0.4 A Schematic Representation of Some
Neural Circuits in the Brain and Spinal Cord.

Connections on only one side are shown. This dia-

gram, which is simplified to an extreme degree,

shows a reflex arc, an ascending and a descending

pathway, and upper connections. lAfter Herrick.)

within the brain and spinal cord are referred

to as connector, or association, neurons.

Fibers in the peripheral nervous system form

bundles. These are the nerves. When a nei-^'e

is cut across and magnified sufficiently, it looks

like a cable in which each nerve fiber corre-

sponds to an insulated wire. As illustrated in

Figure 13.5, insulation is provided by a fatty

sheath known as myelin.

In considering the details of sensitivity we
are more interested in neurons than in nerves,

for each neuron, except at synaptic junctions,

is conceived of as functioning independently.

What is the nature of the impulse which
travels along a nerve fiber when the receptor to

which it is attached is stimulated? It is to

this question that we now address ourselves.

THE NERVE IMPULSE

According to a widely accepted theory, each

nerve fiber possesses a semi-permeable mem-

brane which, as pictured schematically in

Figure 13.6, has positive electrical charges

outside and negative electrical charges within.

While in this state the fiber is said to be
polarized. Each part is, in effect, a tiny batteiy

witli its positi\e and negative poles. When the

fiber is stimulated (either by receptor activity

or activity produced in the synapse by impulses

in adjacent fibers ) the membrane in that region

becomes more permeable. The positive and

negative charges then unite. This union pro-

duces a similar effect in the immediately adja-

cent part of the fiber, that in the next, and so

on, until the electrical (and chemical) disturb-

ance has traveled the length of the fiber.

Electrical recordings picked up from nerve

fibers demonstrate that stimulation is followed

by a wave of negative electrical potential,

which sweeps the entire length of the fiber.

This action current or propagated disturbance

is what we refer to in speaking of the nen-e

impulse.

The speed of transmission of a nei-ve impulse

lO.O Cross Section of a Nerve. Each nerve

is a bundle of fibers, much like a cable. This cross

section represents schematically two kinds of fibers

found in some nerves. The black dots ore axons; the

white sheath is myelin. Note that some fibers are

large and heavily myelinated while others are

small and have little or no myelin sheath. Impulses

travel more slowly in small than in large fibers.

(After Livingston.)
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lo.O The Nerve Impulse. The action poten-

tial is represented ot the top; the nerve fiber at the

bottom. "During the rise of the action potential,

sodium tons (No) enter the fiber and make it positive;

during the resting state . . . the outward pressure

of potassium ions (K) keeps the fiber interior nega-

tive." (From Kotz, B., "The Nerve Impulse," Sc/en*ific

Amer/con, Nov. 1952, p. 61.)

is fastest in the relatively thick nerve fibers. At

its maximum, this is about four miles a minute.

The all-or-nothing principle

Impulses traveling along a particular nen.e

fiber have the same potential, regardless of the

nature or intensity of the activating stimulus.

The reason for this is that a stimulus does no

more than release energy already in the fiber.

It does not contribute energy. What we have

is analogous to a chain of gunpowder. The
magnitude of the resulting disturbance is the

same whether we ignite the powder with a

spark, torch, or trigger blow. In the case of

gunpowder, there is an all-or-nothing effect.

We get a complete explosion or none at all.

Similarly, the nerve fiber is discharged com-
pletely or not at all. Once activation occurs, a

wave of electrical potential of the same mag-
nitude at each point travels to the end of the

fiber. This property which the ner\'e fiber has

of responding completely or not at all is knowm
as the all-or-nothing principle.

If part of the fiber is immersed in a narco-

tizing solution such as alcohol, the potential

is weaker while an impulse passes through the

solution. The impulse returns to normal, how-
ex er, in the part of the fiber beyond the solu-

tion. This is further proof of the f.act that the

energy utilized is in the fiber and has nothing

to do with the nature of the stimulus which

starts the impulse.

The refractory period

Shortly after an impulse has passed and a

section of nerve fiber has thus undergone de-

polarization, there is re-establishment of the

original state. Then another impulse may
travel along the fiber. The interval between

passage of an impulse and recovery is known
as the absolute refractory period. This interval

differs from fiber to fiber. Its shortest dura-

tion is about one thousandth of a second.

During die absolute refractory period no

form of stimulation, of whatever strength, will

start a nerve impulse. After this brief period,

however, there is a progressive increase in

excitability so that stronger than normal stimu-

lation may produce a response. This interval

between the absolute refractory phase and a

normal excitability level is known as the

relative refractory period. In order to be eff^ee-

tive, a stimulus applied early in this period

must have much greater than normal intensity.

As excitability builds up, however, progres-

sively weaker intensities may become effective.

The more intense the stimulus, therefore, the

sooner it can activate a fiber that has recently

responded. This means that a stronger stimulus

produces impulses more frequently than does a

weaker one (Figure 13.7). The frequency of

nerve impulses is thus seen as a function of the

intensity of the stimulus.

The optic nerve has an estimated 400,000

fibers. Light excites many of these. An in-

crease in stimulus intensity activates still more.

Hence, increasing the intensity has two im-

mediate effects; it increases the frequency of

discharge in each responding fiber and it

activates more fibers.

Sensory nerves carry impulses which, as

indicated earlier, may eventually reach special-

ized areas of the brain. When impulses reach

such areas, we have corresponding sensitivib,'.

The optic nerves, for example, send their im-
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PLATE 1

Dorsal (sensory) root

A Spinal Cord Cross Section. The

pathway shown schematically here is

greatly simplified. Actually there are

many incoming, connector, and out-

going fibers as well as connections with

ascending and descending paths in the

spinal cord. This reflex has three types

of units. Some, like the knee ierk,

require only two. As described in the

text, sensory neurons in this case syn-

apse directly with motor neurons.

Sensory

(afferent) neuron

Connector neuron Motor

(efferent) neuron

Receptor (skin) ^kJ Effector (muscle)

Muscle sense PLATE 2

To cerebellum

Muscle movements

Muscle

Muscle movements Touch, pressure

Some Tracts in the Spinal Cord.

Tracts shown in red ore descending

(motor) ond those in blue ascending

(sensory). Several sensory tracts are

not represented. iAfter Carlson and

Johnson.)



PLATE 3

Motor
Sensory

Crossing of

main motor

pathway

descending

tract)

Lower level

of cord

/ Sensory fiber

(from skin)

/ Motor fiber

to muscle)

Ventral root

Sensory and Motor Pathways. Sensory path-

ways are shown in blue; motor pathways in red.

Impulses from skin receptors (pain and tempera-

ture) enter over sensory (afferent) fibers, via the

dorsal (back) root of the spinal nerve. Some

impulses cross the gray matter of the cord and

go up the tract which terminates in the thalamus.

From there impulses may go, via a different set

of fibers, to the appropriate sensory area of the

cortex. Note that these impulses (pain and tem-

perature) cross at the level on which they enter

the spinal cord. Other fibers (not shown) ascend

on the side on which they enter, and cross later.

All ascending fibers thus eventually cross to the

opposite side from that on which they enter the

cord. Impulses from the motor area of the

cortex also cross to the opposite side of the body,

some in the lower region of the brain and others

in the cord at the level at which contact is made

with the motor (efFerent) fibers. Descending tracts

connect with motor fibers leaving via the ventral

(front) root of the spinal nerves. Observe that

concentrations of cell bodies, as in the cerebral

cortex and in the butterfly-shaped central region

of the spinal cord, are represented as gray.

These are often referred to, respectively, as the

"gray matter" of the cortex and spinal cord.

(After Carlson and Johnson.)

PLATE 4 Some Interconnecting Circuits. Note the reverberating

circuit (feedback) at A. (After Ranson and Clark.)

y Brain stem

> Spinal cord

Afferent Efferent



PLATE 5

The Range of Wave Lengths Correlated with Vision.

One millimicron (m/i) is a thousandth of a micron and one

micron iii) is one thousandth of a millimeter. Thus one

millimicron is o millionth of a millimeter.

700 M^i 500 M/j 400 Mm

Use of a Prism. This shows how different com-

ponents of white light ore separated to produce

the visible spectrum.

PLATE 6

White —
light

i >"%=;>—-.^
^ V \^'v/**' " ^^^

/ Prism \ V^S-\^\. ^ X^ / -g g' / ln\/i<;ihlp

1
H^ 700 Mfi^ E

^^~N._^ 'ifcfcw' Yellow 600 Mm •G

1
\^ /^ -~y Blue -green 500 Mm

-9

i S'.o / Invisible

400 Mm
^
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PLATE 7
RIGHT EYE

900

Color Zones of the Retina.

This chart shows areas of color

sensitivity for the right eye. (See

text.)

180°

195° 345°

PLATE 8
chart for the Detection of Color

Blindness. A person with red-green

blindness sees the figure 2. The per-

son with normal color vision sees the

figure 5. If you observe closely, you

will notice that the discs which moke

up the 5 differ from the background

in hue, but that their brightness differs

in a random manner over a wide range

and is not distinguished from the

brightness of discs outside of the figure.

This random arrangement of discs with

respect to brightness makes it impos-

sible for an individual who is red-green

blind to see the number. Look again.

You may notice that certain discs of

different brightness from the others are

arranged systematically to form a

figure of some kind. It is a 2. You

will have difficulty in tracing it; your

set for hue may make it impossible for

you to do so. However, the individual

who cannot see the hues, but who is

especially set for brightness, cannot

help seeing the 2. (Copied by permis-

sion from Ishihara's "Series of Plates

Designed as Tests for Color Blindness,"

Tokio, 1920.)
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Both are conducting and integiating mechan-

^^^^^^^_ isms, although the integrations of greatest
^^^^^^^"""^

complexity occur in the brain. Major divisions

of the brain are the brain stem, the cerebellum

and the cerebrum. The latter is divided into

two cerebral hemispheres. The outer surface

of the cerebioim is the cerebral cortex.

m

lO./ Action Potentials in an Optic Nerve

Fiber. These action potentials were token from a

king crab's optic nerve fiber while its retina was

stimulated with steady illumination ot three different

intensities (represented at the left). Time markings

(at the bottom of the record) ore in if, sec. intervals.

Note that the relatively high intensity (top) produced

many more impulses per unit of time than did the

intermediate intensity. The weakest intensity pro-

duced a low frequency of impulses. (From Hartline,

H. K., Horvey Lecfures, 1941.)

pulses to brain areas specialized for vision.

When these impulses reach such areas we see,

and when there is a sufficient increase in the

number of impulses pouring into these regions,

what we see is seen as brighter. From the

foregoing, it is apparent that some of this

increase comes from a greater frequency of

impulses per fiber and some of it from the fact

that more fibers are in\oh'ed. Tlie same

principles apply to hearing and the other

senses.

To recapitulate: each impulse triggered b>-

a strong stimulus has the same potential as one

set oflf by a weaker stimulus (the all-or-nothing

principle), but there are more impulses per

second with the sfaonger than \\ith the weaker

stimulus (the frequency principle). The
stronger stimulus may also acti%'ate more fibers.

The e.xperienced intensity associated with stim-

ulation is dependent upon the number of im-

pulses reaching the relevant part of the brain.

This represents a combination of the number
of fibers activated and the frequency of dis-

charge in each. Increased magnitude of

muscular response has a similar explanation.

CENTRAL MECHANISMS

The central nervous system, as mentioned Muscle

earlier, comprises the spinal cord and brain.

The spinal cord

The spinal nerves run into the cord between
the vertebrae (see Figure 13.8). Each nerve

has two roots, a dorsal (toward the back) and
a ventral (toward the belly). The foimer carry

afferent (sensory) and the latter efferent

(motor) impulses. Thus, if the dorsal fibers

were cut, one would lose sensitivity in the part

of the bodv connected with them. However,

lO.O The Spinal Cord. The cord runs along

the center of the vertebral column, and the spinal

nerves emerge between the vertebrae.

Spinal cord

Dorsal root ganglion
nniiSAt

Vertebrae

Central Mechanisms 371



if the ventral fibers were cut, the connected
part of the body would be parah'zed. In polio,

ventral cells are destroyed, hence the corre-

sponding paralysis.

Impulses entering tlie spinal cord may con-

nect directly, or via connector neurons, with

efferent neurons on the same level (Plate 1),

thus forming reflex arcs like those already

discussed. Connections of this nature underlie

reflexes such as the knee jerk (a minimum of

two neural links) and withdrawal of the hand
from a painful stimulus (involving at least three

neural links).

In an intact organism, however, impulses

are seldom (if ever) confined to particular

segments. Some ascend the spinal cord and,

in the brain stem, cerebellum, or cerebium,

give rise to impulses which descend the cord

to connect with efferent neurons. The ascend-

ing and descending paths form definite spinal

tracts, as illustrated in Plate 2. Plate 3

shows the general nature of spinal and higher

connectings. Sensory impulses (ascending)

are represented in blue and motor impulses

(descending) in red. All ascending impulses

cross to the other side, some at the level of

entiy and some higher up. Likewise, all im-

pulses from the motor control regions of the

cerebral cortex eventually reach effectors on
the opposite side of the body.

At the center of the spinal cord, as also seen

in Plates 2 and 3, is a buttei-fly-shaped mass of

gray matter. This contains association neurons

and cell bodies of efferent neurons. The
ascending and descending tracts form the
tvliitc matter of the spinal cord. They have a
whitish appearance because the fibers within

are co\'ered by a white fatty sheath.

The brain stem

AJl nerves which do not enter the spinal

cord reach the central nervous system via the

brain stem. Because they enter the head
(cranium) these are designated cranial nerves.

Afferent cranial nei-\-es come from such sensor\'

structures as taste receptors, the eyes, and the

ears.

All impulses traveling between the spinal

cord and the cerebral cortex must run through
the brain stem. Many make synaptic con-

nections at this level with (1) cranial nerves.

Cerebrum

Thalamus

Cerebral

cortex

Cerebellum

Reticular

formation

lo.7 The Relations of the Brain

Stem to the Cerebrum and Cerebellum.

The brain stem is shown in grey. Within it,

running from the lower to the upper port,

as represented here, is the reticular forma-

tion. This Is a network of fibers which dis-

charges diffusely when activated. Among
other effects, this discharge alters the cer-

ebral cortex, readying if for reception of

incoming sensory messages. Most of the

impulses which reach and activate the

reticular formation are conveyed by side

branches of fibers carrying impulses to the

thalamus. The thalamus is an elaborate

switchboard mechanism for projection

upon the cerebral cortex of impulses com-

ing from receptors — impulses from the skin

are sent, via the thalamus, to one part of

the cortex, impulses from the eyes to

another, and so on.
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(2) other ascending or descending fibers, and

(3) important integrating centers within the

brain stem itself. Some such connections are

schematically represented in Plate 4. This also

shows how impulses, once they enter a circuit,

may continue to travel around it. Such rever-

berating circuits occur at all levels of the

central nervous system, but they are especially

active within the brain stem and cerebiaim.

Circuits involving various structures of the

brain stem and cerebellum are responsible for

the control of such automatic and usually un-

conscious acts as breathing, maintaining equi-

librium, and walking. Take walking, for

example. Each leg muscle responds to nerve

impulses from the brain stem. The resulting

contractions stimulate kinesthetic receptors

within the muscle. Thus impulses are sent back

to the central nervous system. A continual

feedback of this nature keeps the brain stem

informed about activities in muscles from one

moment to the next. It is this feedback which
allows walking to occur as it does— coordi-

nated, yet without our having to attend to

what our muscles are doing.

The general anatomy of the brain stem is

shown in Figure 13.9, the legend of which
identifies and describes the functions of some
of its major structures.

The cerebellum

This is a major mechanism for coordinating

reflex activities in different parts of the body,

activities like those involved in the flying of

birds, in the swimming of fish, in walking, and
even in speaking and writing.

The cerebellum has widespread connections

with various parts of the brain stem, including

the reticular formation. There are also con-

nections with ascending and descending path-

ways in the spinal cord. Impulses are fed into

the cerebellum from static receptors and from

kinesthetic receptors in the muscles, tendons,

and joints. Incoming impulses have an in-

formative function. Those of static origin

indicate the changing positions of the body as

a whole. Kinesthetic impulses indicate tlie

changing activities (the contractions and re-

laxations) of muscles throughout the body.

Such information is integrated in the cere-

bellum and associated mechanisms. Thus im-

pulses returning to the motor mechanism

initiate the proper reactions, and in appropri-

ate sequences.

The cerebrum

The cerebrum becomes larger and more
elaborate as we go from lower animals to man.
Its surface turns inward (invaginates) in

many places to form a large number of con-

volutions, thus providing a more extensive

surface within the limited space of the cranium.

The significance of this is that it provides space

for an increasing number of brain cells. These

become concentrated in the outer surface of

the cerebrum and form the cerebral cortex:

literally, the brain's bark.

In each of the cerebral hemispheres there

are four lobes, three of which are particularly

specialized to decode messages from receptors.

The lobes of the left cerebral hemisphere

are pictured in Figures 13.10 and 13.11. The
first of these gives a representation of the

outer surface of the hemisphere while the other

shows some detail of the projection paths to

specialized sensory and motor areas.

A CLOSER LOOK AT
CORTICAL FUNCTIONS

The cerebral cortex has four basic functions:

to receive messages from sensory brain centers

related to the receptors, to send messages to

the effectors under its control, to retain certain

effects of past activity, and to integrate incom-

ing and outgoing impulses, often in terms of

what has been retained from the past. The
retaining and integrating functions are to-

gether referred to as associative. \\'ith one

exception having to do with speech, all of the

above functions are served equally by corre-

sponding areas in both cerebral hemispheres.

Specialized areas for reception of impulses

originating in receptors are located in the

parietal, occipital, and temporal lobes.

The parietal lobes receive impulses from
somaesthetic (body-feeling) receptors in the

skin and from the kinesthetic receptors in

muscles, tendons, and joints. In patients whose
cortex has been exposed prior to brain surgery,

electrical stimulation within a parietal area is

often followed immediately by such statements

as, "My hand feels warm," "I have electrical

feehngs in my leg," or "I can feel my leg
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temporal lobe may produce humming, buzzing,
or other auditory experiences.

Our other senses do not have such clearly

estabhshed cortical locations as is the case with
somaesthesis, vision, and hearing. Even one of
the somaesthetic senses, that of pain, has no
clear cortical representation. Surgeons carrying
out necessary operations ha\'e, in different

patients, cut into every part of the cerebral
cortex, yet without reports of pain." This sense
is possibh- mediated at subcortical levels.

Our motor cortex is a relatively narrow strip

of tissue running along the posterior part of

the frontal lobe as illustrated in the preceding
figures. It is from tliis region that voluntary
motor activities, including speech, are initiated.

lo. lU The Left Cerebral Hemisphere, Show-
ing Association ond Specialized Sensory Areas.

Note that each sensory association area is adjacent

to the specialized reception area for the same sense.

The motor speech area is in the lower motor area,

the area concerned with control of motor activity in

the head region.

moving," even though the limbs mentioned
are not stimulated.- Such feelings are referred

to the opposite side of the body— that is,

stimulation of the right parietal lobe leads to

feelings in limbs on the left side of the body.
This is because, as pointed out earlier, tracts

ascending the spinal cord cross to the opposite
side from that on which they originated.

The visual areas are in the occipital lobes.

Each eye, as will be apparent in more detail

when we discuss vision, sends impulses to

both occipital lobes. Later we shall also ob-
serve that ability to differentiate visual details,

including color differences like red and blue,

depends upon the dispersion in this region of

impulses originating in various structures of

the eyes. Surgeons have noted that electrical

stimulation within the occipital cortex leads to

visual experiences, like flashing lights, whirling
colors, and sometimes stars or particular colors

such as pink or blue.

Impulses from our auditory receptors go to

the temporal lobes. A given ear is represented
in both lobes, as indicated more fully in the
discussion of hearing. Direct stimulation of a

° The only pain is that experienced while the
scalp is being penetrated prior to the brain opera-
tion. This pain can of course be prevented by
use of a local anesthetic.

I O.I I Projection Paths of the Brain. The

sensory projections begin in the thalamus. Here im-

pulses from the eyes are switched to the occipital,

those from the ears to the temporal, and those from

the muscles and skin to the somaesthetic region.

Observe at the bottom of the brain stem that some
motor fibers cross to the other side while some
descend on the same side.

Voluntory motor

To pons ond (pyromidol) troct

corebollum 1

Sensory tract

(from muscles, tendons i joints)

\x:y^j?'"^^^k^ Ponetol

"V^' ^W VbuoI tract

^ J (from the eye)

V-V^ ^ \ J J Occipital

Temporol

—

r / 1" j

Auditory tract (from the oor) A i

I

Auditory tract

^^ (from the ear)
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Adjacent to each of the motor areas proper are

motor association areas of great importance for

speaking and writing. Except for its motor con-

trol areas, the frontal lobe is concerned solely

with associative functions and it apparently

plays an especially significant role in higher

processes like thinking and reasoning.

Some of the association areas, as shown in

Figure 13.10, are adjacent to those specialized

for sensory reception. Thus there are visual,

auditory, and somaesthetic association areas.

These retain relevant sensory information and
relate it to incoming impulses. Red light, for

example, starts visual impulses which eventu-

ally reach the visual area of our occipital cor-

tex. But red also arouses such associations as

"danger" or "stop." This is because the visual

association area, retaining eflFects of our former

experiences with red light, is also aroused by
stimulation with red light. It adds "meaning"
to this stimulation. Similarly, sounds and
tactual experiences are given meaning in ac-

cordance with relevant past experiences.

The significance of tactual association may
be illustrated by reference to a disease known
as astereognosis, meaning, literally, without

tactual knowledge of space. If you were blind-

folded and then asked to handle such objects

as a small cube, a ball, or a pyramid, you would
have no difficulty in naming these objects. But

if you subsequently suffered a serious impair-

ment of your tactual association areas, you

would be unable to recognize them through

touch alone. This would be because loss of the

association tissue caused tactual impressions to

lose the meaning they once had for you.

When associative disorders involve language

functions, we speak of aphasia; meaning, with-

out speech. Sensory aphasia results from in-

jury to the visual and auditory association

areas (Figure 13.10). The visual impressions

reaching your eyes from this print have mean-

ing for you only because the relevant associa-

tion areas retain what you have learned about

the significance of the marks seen. Similarly,

you understand what you hear only because

your auditory association areas give meaning

to what would otherwise be meaningless

sounds, \\lien the functioning of these visual

or auditory association areas is seriously dis-

turbed, therefore, the individual has an impair-

ment of the corresponding speech functions.

The disturbance may be so serious that, al-

though he sees written words, and can even

trace them, he does not understand what they

mean. Similarly, a patient may be able to hear

but without understanding what he hears.

This general survey of the nature of stimu-

lation and of the mechanisms which transmit

and integrate the information provided by it

prepares us for a closer examination of

receptors, receptor functions, and the- various

kinds of sensitivity associated with them.

VISUAL RECEPTION

Light is looked upon as composed of electro-

magnetic waves, waves of radiant energy

emanating from a source, ultimately the sun.

We said earlier, in discussing stimijlation, that

the eye is attuned to only a relatively narrow

range of wave lengths. The range is from

slightly below 400 to slightly above 700
millionths of a millimeter, as suggested by the

spectrum in Plate 5. White light is a mixture

of all wave lengths, but when it is broken

down into various wave lengths, as illustrated

in Plate 6, we observe that the shorter waves
underlie our experience of violet and the

longer waves our experience of red. Inter-

mediate wave lengths give rise to blue, green,

and yellow.

The term hue represents what we commonly
call color, or chromatic vision. Thus, the red,

blue, green and yellow of the spectiaim are

hues. Colors also vary iri saturation; that is to

say, in their richness or purity. Thus a red may
be veiy red or only reddish, as in the case of a

pink. Hues are qualitative aspects of visual

experience. But there is also a quantitative

aspect, that commonly referred to as brightness.

This term applies to achromatic vision (to

white, black, gray) as well as to chromatic

vision. Thus a gray may be bright or dull, and

so may a red.^ While hue is coiTclated with

the length of light waves, brightness is corre-

lated with the amount of displacement (or

amplitude) of waves, which determines their

energy level. Experienced brightness is also re-

lated to adaptation, as will be evident later.

The eye has millions of light-sensitive cells.

These are in the retina, the inner lining of the

eyeball (Figure 13.12). In addition to various

supporting tissues, this has two major types of

receptor elements, the rods and cones (Figure

13.13). When stimulated under normal light
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lO. 1^ A Cross Section of the Human Eye. Light rays entering the eye pass through the

tough glassy cornea, a watery liquid known as the aqueous humor, the pupil, and the lens.

The pupillary opening varies in size, depending upon the intensity of light. These changes are

brought about through reactions of the iris, which thus serves a function comparable with that

of the diaphragm on a camera. The curvature of the lens needs to change from time to time.

This adjustment, known as accommodation, is carried out reflexly through changes in the ciliary

muscle and the suspensory ligaments. After passing through the jelly-like vitreous body, light

rays produce on image on the retina. Clearest vision is in the fovea, on especially sensitive

depression. Nearby is the blind spot, the point at which nerve fibers leave the retina. The

walls of the eye comprise the outer tough covering known as the sclerotic coat, an intermediate

heavily pigmented layer known as the choroid coat, which keeps out all light except that which

comes through the pupil, and the retina, which is on extremely complex photosensitive mechan-

ism for translating photic stimulation into nerve impulses.

conditions the rods and the cones respond

photochemically and resulting nerve impulses,

when they reach the occipital cortex (Figure

13.14) provide a wide range of information

about the visual scene.

Rod vision is solely achromatic. That is to

say, it is concerned only with whites, blacks

and grays. Animals whose retinae contain only

rods are color blind.

The cones mediate chromatic vision. It is

their response which gives us our color sensi-

tivity. Under low illumination, as at twilight,

however, the cones cease to function. Then we
see only with our rods, and color has gone. The
fovea of our eye (Figure 13.12), the point of

clearest vision, is without rods. It is thickly

packed with cones and is sensitive to all colors.

In twilight, however, cones cease functioning

and the fovea is thus completely blind. Out-

side of the fovea there are both cones and

rods, but the cones thin out as the outer region

(periphery) of the retina is approached. Thus,
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^=»v light

Sensory cells

I O . I O The Human Retina. The rods and

cones face away from the front of the eye and, as

indicated by the arrow, light must pass through the

neural elements of the retina in order to stimulate

them. When it reaches a layer of pigment in close

proximity to the rods and cones, it stimulates their

tips, thus arousing nerve impulses. These impulses

pass to the bipolars and then to the ganglion cells

of the optic nerve, which carries them to the brain.

Most of the cones, as illustrated, have their own

"private" paths to the brain whereas two or more

rods usually share the same pathway. (After

Bartley.)

Cones Hods

as shown in Plate 7, color vision is present in

the fovea, and around it for a certain distance

and then, as cones disappear, the retina be-

comes color blind. Observe that one sees blue

and yellow farther out on the periphery than

either red or green.

While it is clearly established that cones

mediate color vision, very little is definitely

known about how they do it; there are,

ho\\•e^•er, man\' theories, each trying to explain

color phenomena in terms of activities within

the cones, or within the nervous system.

It appears fairly obvious that there are dif-

ferent kinds of cones, attuned to different wave
lengths, but the major question is how many
different kinds are needed to account for the

phenomena of color vision. One theorv' sup-

poses that there are three types, especially

responsive to, respectively, the long (red),

intermediate (green) and short (blue) wave

I O . I 4 Route of the Optic Fibers to the Brain.

The fibers shown in solid block represent those

mediating vision in the left half of each eye; those

in white, the right half of each eye. Observe that

fibers from the right half of each eye go to the right

side of the brain and fibers from the left half of

each eye go to the left side of the brain. Crossing

occurs in the optic chiasmo. Thus, if your right

optic pathway were severed between the optic

chiasmo and the brain, you would be blind in the

right half of each eye. If the optic chiasmo were

cut where the fibers cross, you would be blind in

the inner (nasal) region of both eyes. From the

retina, optic nerve fibers go to the thalamus. There

they synapse with fibers of the optic radiation,

which carry impulses to the occipital cortex.



lengths. Yellow is thought to depend upon
simultaneous stimulation of the "red" and
"green" cones and it is indeed possible to ob-

tain yellow by overlapping red and green

patches of light. Yellow is also obtained when
one eye is stimulated with red and the other

with green by using a special stereoscopic

device.*

In this brief survey we cannot consider color

color phenomena and color theories in detail."'

But we should note some facts of great im-

portance for color vision. These were taken

up earlier but they need reiterating. Here

they are:

If a ner\e cell is excited at all, it is excited

to its maximum extent (all-or-nothing princi-

ple) and any difference in the experience

aroused thus depends upon ( I ) how many
fibers are activated, (2) the frequency of dis-

charge in particular fibers, and (3) where the

impulses go. The number of fibers activated

and the frequency of discharge in each is

determined by the intensity of stimulation and,

in the case of vision, this underlies brightness

differences. Where impulses begin determines,

to a major degree, where they go. Thus im-

pulses beginning in the retina lead to differen-

tial excitation of neurons in the occipital cortex

of the brain. Within this region, however,

there must be a differential termination of

impulses from different kinds of cones. If three

different types are necessary to mediate the

range of color experiences, impulses from

these must terminate in different places within

the visual area of the cortex. Everything that

we have learned about the ner\'ous system

shows us that impulses from one kind of

receptor are just like those from another—
hence impulses from "red" cones could be no

different, in kind, from those intiated in "green"

cones. This means that the qualities of color

experience — its various hues — must depend

upon different responses of the cortex to im-

pulses originating in different receptor elements

and terminating in different places. There is

as yet no direct evidence of such a difference

in locus for impulses from different types of

cones. One reason for this is that since all

cones look alike, physiologists are unable to

identify "red," "green," and "blue" cones. If

a cortical differentiation should exist, and we
knew where to stimulate, we might arouse

experiences of red, blue, or of green by stimu-

lating at the respective terminals.

lo.lO The Limits of Human Hearing. Ob-

serve that the range of frequency for the piano is

from 28 to 4096 cycles per second. (After an

illustration in the Encyclopaedia Britannica film,

"Fundamentals of Acoustics.")

In order to be perfectly adequate, a theory

of color vision would not only need to take the

abo\e facts into consideration but it would
also have to explain why, among other things,

the retina is not as widely sensitive to red and
green as to blue and yellow ( Plate 7 ) and why
some people who see blue and yeUow have
defective red and green sensitivity (Plate 8)."

Before leaving the topic of visual reception it

should be noted that, whereas the cones cease

to function under low illumination, the sensitiv-

ity of the rods increases under such conditions.

This is the well-known phenomenon of dark-

adaptatimt. Indeed the sensitivity of the eye

becomes possibly as much as a hundred thou-

sand times greater in complete dark-adaptation

than in light-adaptation. This increased sensi-

tivity to light is due to changes which take

place in the rods. That dark-adaptation is a

function of the rods rather than the brain is

shown by the fact that one eye can be dark-

adapted while the other is being light-adapted.

While the eye is in darkniess there is in-

creasing concentration of a photochemical sub-

stance in the rods. Because it has a purplish

color, this substance is referred to as visual

purple.

People who do not readily become dark-

adapted are relatively blind under conditions

of low illumination such as exist at night. They
are said to be night blind.
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AUDITORY RECEPTION

Waves set up by vibrating bodies are trans-

mitted through air to the eardrum. In the ear

they arouse certain mechanical activities which
stimulate nerve fibers. When the impulses

thus elicited get to the brain, we hear.

The pitch of a sound is determined primarily

by the" frequency of air waves, that is the

number of waves per second. Thus the note

middle C is correlated with a frequency of

256 cycles per second. Lower frequencies

produce tones of lower pitch; higher frequen-

cies, tones of higher pitch. Observe in Figine

13.15 that frequencies toward which the human
ear is attuned range between approximately

20 and 20,000 cycles per second and also that

our ear is most sensitive to frequencies between
2000 and 5000 cycles per second. This means
that sound wa\'es within this frequency range

need less intensity (sound pressure) to make
them audible than do waves of higher and
lower frequency. The loudness of a sound is a

function primarily of the sound pressure that

activates the eardrum. This is correlated with

the amplitude of the sound wave, i.e., the

degree of displacement of the vibrating body
from the resting position. Think, for instance,

of the maximum displacement of a tuning fork

prong or \ibrating hai-p string. Mbrating
bodies usually vibrate comple.xly. The harp
string, for example, vibrates as a whole, in

thirds, in fourths, and so on, all at the same
time. The complexity thus involved determines

the timbre or quality of a sound. Thus a harp

and a horn playing the same note souikI differ-

ent. WTrat we have been discussing is tone.

This is correlated, as we have seen, with

periodically vibrating stimulation. Aperiodic

vibrations, those without periodicity, give rise

to noise rather than tone.

Before we can hear, sound waves must ac-

tivate the ear mechanisms and give rise to

nerve impulses which travel to the cerebral

cortex. For this reason, psychologists study

the structures and functions of the ear itself as

well as the auditor)' pathwa\'s and their inter-

connections with various brain structures.

The gross anatomy of the ear is illustrated in

Figure 13.16, which also shows the semi-

circular canals and the vestibular branch of the

auditory nerve, neither of which has anything

lo.lO A Diagrammatic Cross Section of the Human Ear. Observe that the auditory

nerve has two branches. One of these, the vestibular, connects v/ith the semicircular canals

and serves the static (equilibratory) sense. The other branch, the cochlear, is auditory in

function.



lo.l/ The Cochlea. A, the cochlea, coiled as it is in position in the inner ear. B, the

cochlea partly extended and sectioned to show the internal structure. C, the cochlea in cross

section, showing the organ of Corti, and hair cells.

to do with hearing. We will consider the latter

structures when the static sense is discussed.

Sound waves tra\el through the external

canal until they strike the tympanic membrane
(eardrum). Vibration of this membrane acti-

vates the attached hammer and, through it, the

anvil and stirrup. Attached to the hammer is

the tensor tympani, a muscle that adjusts the

hammer and tympanic membrane for different

intensities in such a manner as to prevent injury

to the latter. The stirrup, which also has a

muscular attachment (not shown) presses

against the oval window. Its movements press

the membranous window in and out. Move-

ments of the oval window cause waves to ti-avel

up the vestibular canal and back down the

tympanic canal of the cochlea. Both canals

are filled with liquid. A push of the stiriup is

compensated for by an outward bulge of the

round window, which appears at the lower

extremity of the tympanic canal. Withdrawal

of the stirrup causes an inward bulge of the

round window.

What we have here is actually a single long

liquid-filled canal which ascends, then de-

scends. This is illustrated in Figure 13.17, A

and B. In B the cochlea is represented as un-

coiled. The place at which the canal reverses

its direction is the helicotrema, situated at the

ape.x of the cochlea. The entire structure is

coiled in the form of a spiral with two and one

half turns.

Separating the two large canals of the

cochlea is a ledge of bone and other tissue. It

contains two thin membranes which enclose a

small channel known as the cochlear canal.

It is in this that the true auditory receptors are

located.

A cross section of the uncoiled cochlea is

represented in Figure 13.17, C. Here we
see the relation of the three canals to each

other. The cochlear canal is separated from

the vestibular by Reissner's membrane, and

from the tympanic by the basilar membrane.

On the basilar membrane is the organ of

Corti, the hair cells of which project up into

the liquid which fills the canal. These cells

connect with nerve fibers which run along the

center of the cochlea and then out into the

cochlear branch of the auditory nerve. The
tectorial membrane is above the hairs, whose

upper ends project into it.
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The basilar membrane is set in motion when-

ever a disturbance occurs in the ascending

(vestibular) and descending (tympanic)

canals. This motion has been characterized

as a traveling wave or bulge. Different por-

tions of the basilar membrane are apparently

attuned to different frequencies, so that, when
a given frequency activates the ear, the cor-

responding part is bulged to a great degree

than other parts.'

The basilar membrane itself is a harplike

structure with fibers ranging in length from

short to long. Fibers are shortest at the base

of the cochlea, where most of the bulk is

merely connective tissue. They become pro-

gressively longer as the apex (which has very

little connective tissue) is approached. The
region containing short fibers is near the

stirrup, i.e., at the base of the cochlea. This is

the place of a maximal response to high fre-

quencies. The part of the cochlea containing

the longest fibers is, as we said, near the apex

(the helicotrema). This portion responds

maximally to low frequencies.

Activity of the basilar membrane moves the

organ of Corti, the hair cells of which are

induced to bend. This bending excites the

ends of nerve fibers associated with the hairs.

Hair cells are activated to the greatest degree,

presumably, in the region of the basilar mem-
brane in which maximal disturbance is taking

place.

Nerve impulses aroused by the hair cells of

Corti travel to the thalamus (see Figure 13.18).

where synaptic connections with fibers running

to the temporal lobe of the cerebrum are made.

Each ear is connected with both sides of the

cortex. Thus, loss of one temporal lobe does

not produce complete deafness in either ear.

Loss of both temporal lobes in man produces

complete deafness. Some animals, however,

continue to respond to noise after the entire

cerebrum has been removed. In such instances

it is apparent that the thalamic connections

are sufficient for response to noise.*

Theories of hearing attempt to fit together

the facts of auditory experience on the one

hand, and what is known about the structures

and functions of the auditon,' mechanisms on

the other. They are particularly concerned

with the physiological events which intervene

from the moment the ear is stimulated until the

moment we hear a certain pitch. Loudness,

Cochlea

lO.IO Schema to Show How Each Ear is

Connected with the Cortex. You can see from

this diagram wiiy injury to one temporal lobe renders

neither ear completely deaf. (After C. T. Morgan.)

timbre, and other aspects of auditory experi-

ence also receive attention. However, as in the

field of vision, we have several theories and

there is as yet no generally accepted explana-

tion of all the facts which an adequate theory

needs to encompass. Two different yet supple-

men tar\' theories are worthy of attention. These

are the place and volley theories.

Place theory

This was presented in its original form by

Helmholtz, who thought that the fibers of

the basilar membrane resonate to e.xternal

frequencies somewhat like wires in a piano.

In its present form the place theory supposes

that each region of the basilar membrane is

especially attuned to a certain frequency of

vibration. Thus, a particular narrow region

of the basilar membrane is supposed to react

maximally to a certain frequency, although

other parts are also to some extent activated.

Our experience of pitch would depend upon

the part of the basilar membrane which gi\es

the ma.ximal response to a vibration frequency.
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It is generally supposed, however, that im-

pulses aroused in different regions of the

basilar membrane go to different regions of the

auditory area of the cerebral cortex. Thus, the

cortical region affected would be the most im-

mediate correlate of a particular pitch experi-

ence.

Although its fibers do not vibrate in the

manner of wires in a harp or piano, the basilar

membrane does respond differentially to differ-

ent frequencies.'-*

There is also evidence, although somewhat
conflicting, that exposure of an animal's ear to

loud sounds of high pitch destroys the basal

regions of the cochlea, where the short fibers

— those assumed by the place theory to func-

tion for high pitch— are located. Low tones

of great intensity produce widespread rather

than localized damage to the basilar mem-
brane. ^'^

According to the place theory, loudness

depends on how much of the basilar mem-
brane is activated. Two tones of the same

frequency and intensity would activate the

same range of fibers. Moreover, the same
particular fibers would be activated maxi-

mally. If the two tones of like frequency

differed in intensity, however, the range of

fibers activated would be greater in the case

of the greater intensity, even though the

fibers maximally activated would be the same.

Thus, according to the place theory, pitch de-

pends upon the place maximally activated, and

loudness upon the spread of disturbance in

either direction from the place most involved.

Volley theory

It is has been observed in research by Wever
and Bray " that frequencies up to about five

thousand cycles per second are somehow trans-

mitted by the auditory nerve, even though no

single fiber responds more frequently than one

thousand times per second (as determined by

an absolute refractory period of .001 seconds).

This suggests that nerve fibers work in squads.

A particular group of fibers would be dis-

charged by one wave but not by the next.

Some fibers in the group, because of their

greater excitability, would discharge more
often than others. ^-

Despite wide differences in the excitability

of different fibers in the auditory nerve, there

would be a spurt of impulses involving some
fibers with every wave. Thus, for a tone of

three thousand cycles per second, there would
be a spurt of activity in the auditory nerve

every three thousandths of a second, with

different groups of fibers responding each time,

and some fibers, because of greater excitability,

contributing to more of the spurts than others.

Pitch, according to this theory, is thus depend-

ent upon the frequency of volleys, not the fre-

quency carried by the individual fibers.

Loudness is accounted for by supposing

that, with an increase in the intensity of

stimulation, more impulses occur in each spurt.

We have already seen that an increase in the

intensity of stimulation causes more nerve

fibers to respond and also leads to a more fre-

quent response in each fiber. Thus, a wave of

increased amplitude might activate one hun-

dred instead of fifty fibers; and fibers which
had been responding only five hundred times

per second might now respond seven hundred
times per second. The total effect would be to

produce more impulses per volley, without

changing the frequency, or temporal distance,

of the separate volleys.

At the present time it seems apparent that

both the volley and place principles are in-

volved in hearing, with the volley factor play-

ing a major role in mediating frequencies up
to around five thousand cycles and the place

factor a major role in mediating higher fre-

quencies. Although there is much to be

learned about how these principles operate,

especially in producing complexities of hearing,

both appear necessary. ^-^

STATIC SENSITIVITY

If stimulation of all other senses were

eliminated, static sensitivity would still make
it possible for us to know whether we were

right side up or upside down, falling or going

up, spinning or standing still, moving forward

or backward, or to right or left.

The receptors which mediate static sensi-

tivity are in the nonauditory labyrinth, which,

as illustrated in Figure 13.19, comprises three

semicircular canals and two small sac-like

chambers (saccule and utricle), known jointly

as the vestibule. The relation of these struc-
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Semicircular canals

I O . I 7 The Nonauditory Labyrinth. The en-

tire labyrinth is filled with a liquicd known as the

encdolymph. Its relation to the auditory mechanisms

may be seen by referring to Figure 13.16.

tures to the cochlea and other parts of the ear

was shown in Figure 13.16 (p. 379). A hquid

known as endolijmph fills the canals and vesti-

bule.

Each semicircular canal is almost at right

angles to the others. There is one canal cor-

responding to each of the three planes of

space. Turning the head in a clockwise or

counterclockwise direction activates canal a.

Canal h is activated when the head tips in

a forward-backward direction. The remain-

ing canal, c, is activated by tilting the head
in a right-left direction.

At the base of each semicircular canal is a

swelling (ampulla) into which a small struc-

ture containing hairs projects. The hairs of

the crista, as this structiu-e is called, are bent

by a rotary movement of the head. Their bend-

ing stimulates associated ner\'e fibers, which

carry impulses thus aroused over the vestibular

branch of the auditory nerve (Fig. 13.16) to

the brain.

The hairs are activated only by changes in

rotary movement. As one suddenly turns his

head to the right, the liquid in canal a lags,

causing the hairs to move to the left, or vice

versa. As one suddenly tilts his head for-

ward, the hairs in canal b are bent in an

upward direction, or vice versa. As one tilts

his head to the right, the hairs in canal c are

bent to the left, or vice versa.

The vestibule, at the base of the semi-

circular canals, is activated primarily by rec-

tilinear motion— that is to say, motion

straight up and down, straight for\vard or

back, or straight to the right or left. One
form of rectilinear movement is experienced

N\henever we go up and down in an elevator.

Sensitivity to rectilinear movement results

from the bending of hairs in the saccule and

utricle of the vestible. These hairs are

weighted with calcium particles (otoliths).

Movement of the body in an up-down, front-

back, or right-left direction is associated with

a lag in adjustment of otoliths, hence a bend-

ing of hairs in the opposite direction. Nerve

impulses are aroused which, like those from

the semicircular canals, go to the brain via

the \estibular branch of the auditory nerve.

Under most conditions of everyday life, our

semicircular canals and vestibules are stimu-

lated simultaneously. Impulses which come
from the separate structures are coordinated

in the cerebellum. They play a major role in

maintaining the tonus of muscles and the

equilibrium of the whole body.

KINESTHESIS

Any normal individual with eyes closed can

touch his nose, ear, or any part of his body
with a high degree of accuracy. He can

move his limbs in various ways and know
their position from moment to moment. He
can, by lifting them, discern the relative

weight of objects. He can go directly to the

familiar light switch in complete darkness,

walk along the street without paying atten-

tion to what his legs are doing, carry on a

con\ersation without thinking of the muscular

movements involved, and, if he is an experi-

enced aviator, fly "with the seat of his pants,"

giving no attention to the manipulation of con-

trols. Like\\ise, the typist t>pes without look-

ing at or thinking of her fingers, the knitter

knits without looking at her knitting needles,
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and so on. Many of these mo\emcnts are

carried out in the most automatic and stereo-

typed manner.

The automaticity of such behavior and its

independence of vision are made possible b>'

receptors in the muscles, tendons, and joints.

The kinesthetic receptors are subjected to

pressure, or release of pressure, as our mus-

cles, tendons, and joints are moved. As a

consequence, nen'e impulses are sent to the

brain, providing information concerning the

position of our limbs. Other impulses are

sent back to the muscles, tendons, and joints,

thus stimulating further activity. Through
this feedback mechanism, motor activities act

as stimuli for their own rearousal, or for the

arousal of other motor activity. Tliis is why
kinesthetically controlled habits can proceed

so automatically.

Few people realize their dependence on

kinesthesis unless they are afflicted with tal)cs

dorsalis or observe others so afflicted. This dis-

ease (sometimes caused by syphilis) follows

destniction of tracts which carry impulses

from our kinesthetic receptors to the brain.

Wlien these tracts (Plate 2, tracts for muscle

sense) are dismpted at any level, all kinesthetic

sensitivity below that level is, in effect, de-

stroyed. Impulses come into the spinal cord

as before, but they now have no pathway to

the brain. The individual thus affected swa\'s

considerably when his eyes are closed, cannot

lift his foot onto the curb without looking at it,

walks with a peculiar (tabetic) gait, and if the

destruction is high in the cord, cannot touch

his nose or ear with his eyes closed without

extensive exploration.

OLFACTORY SENSITIVITY

The sense of smell is \cry important in the

adjustment of many lower animals. It miglit

be of greater importance in everyday human
life than it actually is but for the fact that our

visual and auditory senses serve us so well.

Although unimportant as compared with

vision and audition, olfactory sensitivity plays

a more or less subtle part in many of our

experiences and activities. The "taste" of sub-

stances is largely smell. Olfaction puts us on

guard when foodstuffs are unfit to eat. When
food smells good, on the other hand, we cat

it with increased relish.

Olfactory

receptors

lo.ZU A Cross Section of the Nose. The

olfactory receptors are shown in blue.

The olfactory receptors are long thread-

like stnictures leading from the olfactory bulbs

down into a small area at the extreme top of

the nasal cavities. At their lower end, on

which small hairs or cilia appear, the olfactory

cells are embedded in the olfacronj epithe-

lium. Figure 13.20 shows the location of these

structures and their relation to the olfactory

bulbs. It also shows that the olfactory

epithelium is above the main current of air

going from nostrils to lungs. Only eddy cur-

rents reach the receptors. This is why snif-

fing is helpful in identifying an odor.

Nene fibers run from the olfactor>- bulb

into a highly complicated network of neurons.

This network is linked b\- other fibers to

\arious centers in the brain.

TASTE SENSITIVITY

That the "taste ' of familiar substances is,

in realit)', smell is easily demonstrated. With
his nostrils blocked to prevent air from reach-

ing the olfactory receptors, a subject has little

or no success in recognizing substances placed

on his tongue. Place a drop of lemon juice

on his tongue, and he says merely that it is

"something sour." A drop of Coca-Cola may
elicit the response "bittersweet." Quinine is

identified merely as bitter. As soon as the

nostrils are opened, however, lemon juice is
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identified as lemon juice, a cola drink as such,

and quinine as quinine.

Experiments have shown that there are

actually but four fundamentally different

tastes. These are salt, sour, sweet, and bit-

ter. All true tastes are either salt, sour, sweet,

bitter, or combinations of these.

Although taste and smell are the primary

contributors to what commonly passes as

"taste," other senses sometimes play an im-

portant role. The characteristic "feel" of a

substance in the mouth may be important.

Some substances (like chili and mustard)

actually arouse experiences of prick or burn,

suggesting that common chemical sensitivity

is activated. Other substances merely feel

smooth or rough, suggesting cutaneous in-

volvement. It is well known, furthermore, that

certain substances "taste" quite different at

different temperatures. There is a marked
difference, for example, betsveen cold and hot

coffee and cold and warm Coca-Cola.

The tongue has a number of slight eleva-

tions (papillae), the most evident of which
are those alligned in the foiTn of a che\'ron

toward the back (Figure 13.21). These, the

circumvallatc papillae, contain taste cells es-

pecially sensitive to bitter. The fungiform

papillae, evident along the sides and tip of

the tongue, also contain taste cells. Those at

the tip of the tongue are especially sensitive

to sweet, those at the sides to sour, while

others scattered all over the tongue except

at the center are sensitive to salt. The cen-

tral part of the tongue to^^ard the front is

not sensitive to an\' gustator>' stimuli.

The taste receptors proper are in taste huds

at the sides of the circumvallate and fungiform

papillae. These buds, because of the peculiar

arrangement of their taste cells, were once
referred to as "taste onions." The location of

taste buds \\ithin the circumvallate papillae

is also illustrated in Figure 13.21. This draw-
ing gives some idea of the structin-e of the taste

cells and their neural connections. Each of

the papillae contains se\eral taste buds, and
each of these has several taste cells. We can

now see why substances must be in liquid

form to stimulate the taste receptors. The\-

must get into the cervices of the papillae, seep

into the pore of a taste bud, and then reach

the taste cells.

Nerve fibers at the base of the taste cells

carry impulses (over the nerves shown in Fig-

ure 13.21 ) to the brain.

IO..^I Taste Receptors. The nerve shown at

the upper left goes to the brain. The larger circu-

lar-appearing cells near the top of the tongue,

shown in greater detail in the cross section drawing,

are the circumvallate papillae. Note that each taste

cell has its own nerve fiber, but only one in each

taste bud is thus represented here. Each bud also

has many more cells than can be shown in the dia-

gram. (Drawing from Warren and Carmichael, after

Wenzel.)



\0,jC.Z. Diagrammatic Representation of Some Cutaneous Structures. Meissner's cor-

puscles, some free nerve encJings, dendrites around hair follicles, and Pacinian corpuscles all

respond to pressure, but the latter only to heavy pressure. Other free nerve endings mediate

pain sensitivity. The function of the Krause end bulbs and RufFinian cylinders, once thought to

mediate, respectively, cold and warmth sensitivity, is not known. (Modified from Warren and
Cormichoel.)

ORGANIC SENSITIVITY

Organic sensitivity is sensitivity of the vis-

ceral and other internal organs of the body
cavity. The viscera include the stomach, in-

testines, internal sex structures, and kidneys.

Nonvisceral inner structures are the throat,

lungs and heart. Activities of the internal

organs excite sensory fibers, sending nerve

impulses into the central nervous system. Re-

ception of these impulses in the brain under-

lies organic sensitivity.

Many experiences, most of them rather

vague, are associated with the activity of in-

ternal structures. Some of these are thirst,

hunger, nausea, bladder and intestinal ten-

sions, sexual cravings and thrills, suffocation,

and the feeling of fullness. In several in-

stances these feelings have been reduced to

varieties of pressure, pain, and temperature

sensitivity. Thirst, for example, is associated

with dryness in the throat; hunger is associated

with pressures and pains resulting from stom-

ach contractions; and nausea is reducible to

aches and pains as well as dizziness.

THE SKIN SENSES

All complex cutaneous experiences, such as

itch, burn, roughness, smoothness, stickiness,

wetness, and vibration, are reducible to one
or more of the following: cold, warm, pain,

and pressme. It is now generally accepted

that these four are primary skin experiences.

Free nei-ve endings (Figure 13.22) are al-

most e\er>\\here on the body and some of these

appear to mediate pain sensitivity The mu-
cous lining of the cheek, which has no free
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nerve endings, fails to yield pain. Hair folli-

cles and associated nerve fibers, appearing to

the "windward" side of hairs, where points

which respond to pressure are located, are ap-

parently pressure receptors. Meissner's cor-

puscles, sometimes referred to in physiology

books as "touch corpuscles," are thought to

mediate light pressure in hairless regions.

Some free nerve endings also respond to pres-

sure. These endings are believed to differ from

those which mediate pain in that their fibers

are thicker and carry impulses at a greater

velocity. Heavy pressure stimulates the sub-

cutaneous tissues, where Pacinian corpuscles

are found. These are thus assumed to be re-

ceptors for heavy pressure.

The structural correlates of temperature

sensitivity are not known. Encapsulated end
organs lying deep in the skin, free nerve end-

ings, and the microscopic blood vessels (capil-

laries) which lam to every part of the skin,

have each been mentioned as possible tempera-

ture receptors.

Krause end bulbs were once thought to be

the sole receptors for cold, and RufBnian

cylinders the sole receptors for warm. But

psychologists located points which responded

to cold and warm, and had them cut out and
sectioned histologically — only to find neither

Krause end bulbs nor Ruffinian cylinders. Free

nerve endings alone were found.''*

Sumniary

All that we know of the world around us

and about our own body comes from the

decoding by the brain of messages carried to it

from receptors by impulses traveling over nerve

fibers. The messages are initiated by sensory

stimuli— light waves, air vibrations, mechani-

cal pressures and chemical properties of the

environment. Basically, the messages carried

by nen'e fibers are all alike. This is because all

that the stimulus does is to release energy al-

ready in the fibers. When it responds at all, a

nei-ve fiber responds completely. Because of

this all-or-none response, the only way in which

a message may be coded is in terms of an im-

pulse's; (1) place of origin— the receptor

stimulated— and (2) its destination in the

brain. Thus an impulse from a visual receptor

always goes to a particular place in the cere-

bral cortex. An impulse from an auditory re-

ceptor, altliough just like one from a visual

receptor, goes to a different place. The brain

thus decodes the message, i.e., gets the sensory

information conveyed, in terms of the place

activated. While impulses originating in the

eyes bring information as to the visual qualities

of an object and those originating in the ears

bring infoiTnation concerning its sound qual-

ities, a succession, or combination of such im-

pulses, brings additional information.

We have seen that a more intense stimulus

does two things: (1) it increases the number of

impulses per second (the frequency of the

nerve impulse) and (2) it activates more fibers

at the same time. Thus the presence of an in-

creased intensity of stimulation is encoded in

terms of the frequency and number of nerve

impulses aroused. The brain reacts to these

messages in such a manner as to make us aware
of differences in brightness, loudness, pressure,

and so on.

The unit of the nei-vous system is the neuron
— a cell body with dendrites ( carrying im-

pulses toward it) and axons (carrying impulses

away from it ) . There are three basic neuron

types — afferent (sensory), efferent (motor),

and connector (association). Afferent neurons

have an input function. That is, they pick up
messages from the receptors and convey them
into the central nervous system (spinal cord

and brain). Efferent neurons convey impulses

from the central nervous system into effectors

(muscles and glands). The links between af-

ferent and efferent neurons, including all inter-

connections within the central nei"vous system,

in\olve connector or association neurons. The
place where an impulse passes from one neuron

to another is the synapse. Nerve fibers are the

dendrites and axons of neurons. A nen'e is a

bundle of such fibers.

Once activated, a nerve fiber is refractoiy

(nonexcitable) for a brief period. This is the

absolute refractory phase. No matter how in-
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tense the stimulus may be, there is no response.

Then the nerve fiber begins to recover its ex-

citabihty (relative refractory phase). Now a

relatively intense stimulus may excite the fiber.

Because it excites a fiber during the relative

refractory period, a strong stimulus can be

effective more often than a weaker one. This

is why, as already indicated, a stronger stimulus

produces a greater frequency of nerve impulses

than a weaker one.

After entering the spinal cord, each impulse

may ti'avel over connector (association) neu-

rons to an efferent neuron and out again,

where muscle cells are acti\ated. But impulses

are not confined to such channels (reflex arcs.)

Some ascend the spinal cord, making further

connections in the brain stem, cerebellum, and
cerebrum. On their way to the thalamus

through the brain stem, nerve fibers give off

side branches which enter an elongated mass
of cells within the brain stem which are known,
collectively, as the reticular formation. Im-

pulses entering the reticular formation activate

it, with the result that a diffuse discharge oc-

curs. This spreads to the cerebral cortex and

alerts it for the reception of sensorv' informa-

tion coming over the ascending columns of

the spinal cord and the cranial nen'es. The
thalamus is a switchboard mechanism which
relays impulses to the various specialized

sensory areas of the cerebral cortex. The vis-

ual area is in the occipital lobe, the auditory is

in the temporal lobe, and the somaesthetic is

in the parietal lobe. Tlie remaining lobe, the

frontal, has no known sensory functions. It

includes the motor cortex (where voluntar\-

motor activities are initiated) and a large asso-

ciation area which appears to play an impor-

tant role in higher activities like thinking and

reasoning. The parietal, temporal, and occipi-

tal lobes also have associative functions, es-

pecial!)' those relating to the senses represented

by them.

What we see is dependent upon ( 1 ) the

light transmitted to our eyes, (2) the physio-

logical and neural reactions of the eye and

cortex to light which falls upon the retina, and

(3) our interpretation of these reactions, which

of course involves nonvisual as well as \isual

regions of the brain.

Chromatic vision varies in hue and satura-

tion, as well as in brightness. Hue is what we
commonly call "color," for example, red and

green. It is correlated closely with the wave
length of light. Saturation refers to the amount
of color. Brightness, an intensive aspect of

light, is correlated with wave amplitude.

Oin- eye is in some respects comparable to

a camera. Both focus an image on a photo-

sensitive surface. In the case of the eye, this

is the retina with its photosensitive receptors,

the rods and cones. When the rods and cones

are activated, nerve impulses pass across the

bipolar neurons, on to the optic ganglia, and
then along the optic nerve. When they reach

the thalamus they are relayed to the visual

cortex ( in the occipital lobe ) . One half of

the fibers of each optic nerve cross (in the

optic chiasma) to the other side. Fibers from

the right half of each eye go to the right oc-

cipital cortex. Likewise, those from the left

half of each eye terminate in the left occipital

cortex. Brightness depends upon the number
of nerve fibers activated by a stimulus and the

frequency of discharge in these. Experiences

of hue depend upon activation of cones. Dif-

ferent kinds of neurons carry similar impulses

(all-or-nothing law), hence differences in hue
must depend upon the place in the occipital

cortex where impulses from different kinds of

cones terminate, as well as interaction at this

level, as when red at one eye and green at the

other produces an experience of yellow.

Animals without cones are color blind. The
most common type of human color blindness

in\olves difficult)' in discriminating red and

green.

The central (foveal) region of the retina is

sensitive to all hues and there is a peripheral

region sensitive only to blue and yellow. Vision

outside of the blue-yellow zone is achromatic.

Because cones cease to function under very low
illumination, and the fovea has only cones, it is

blind under twilight conditions.

One theory of color vision is based upon the

idea that there are three kinds of cones max-
imally sensitive to, respectiveh', the blue,

green and red regions of the spectrum. Yellow

is assumed to depend upon an interaction of

the red and green processes. There are other

theories and the issue of how we see color is

still under discussion.

Rods mediate achromatic \ision and make
vision under conditions of low illumination

possible. They contain a light-sensitive sub-

stance (visual piuple) which bleaches when
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exposed to light and which recovers in dark-

ness.

The chief facts about audition are these:

pitch is coiTelated with the frequency of sound

waves, loudness with their amplitude, and
timbre with their complexity. Noise differs

from tone in that the sound waves correlated

with noise are relatively lacking in periodicity.

The range of frequencies to which human ears

are attuned is from about twenty to twenty

thousand cycles per second.

Sound waves carried to the eardrimi make
it vibrate. Vibration is carried to the oval

window of the cochlea by three small bones

in the middle ear. As the oval window of the

cochlea vibrates, liquid in the two outer canals

is set in motion. This motion causes a bulge to

travel up and down the basilar membrane, the

lower part of the middle (or cochlear) canal.

Movement of the basilar membrane causes

small hairs in the structures above it to bend.

Ner\'e impulses are aroused which travel over

the auditoiy nerve to the brain.

The cochlea responds differentially to differ-

ent frequencies, its base making a maximal

response to high frequencies, and its apex a

maximal response to low frequencies.

The place theory of pitch supposes that

each part of the basilar membrane is so at-

tuned that it responds maximally to only one

frequency. Thus, the place in the basilar mem-
brane maximally activated, and the place in

the brain to which impulses from this max-

imally activated region go, would determine

what pitch was heard. Loudness, according to

this theon', is associated with the spread of

excitation, a more intense stimulus affecting

more of the basilar membrane than a weaker

one. The volley theory supposes that the fre-

quency of volleys of nerve impulses coming

into the auditory cortex determines the pitch of

a sound and that the number of impulses per

volley determines loudness.

The present situation with respect to audi-

tory theoiy is that a combination of the place

and volley principles is required.

Static sensitivity comes from activation of

our semicircular canals and vestibule by, re-

spectively, rotary and rectilinear motions of the

body.

Kinesthetic sensitivity depends upon activa-

tion of receptors in our muscles, tendons, and
joints. It is of special interest that, because of

these receptors, muscular activities provide the

stimuli for their own rearousal or for the arousal

of other muscular activities. Kinesthetic feed-

back underlies the automaticity of our well-

established habit patterns.

Smell plays a subtle role in everyday life,

especially in its contribution to what commonly
passes for "taste." Olfactory receptors are

located high up in the nostrils and are stim-

ulated only by substances in gaseous form.

Taste, as such, consists of four primary

qualities, namely salt, sour, sweet, and bitter.

The taste receptors are small buds located in the

walls of certain of the papillae of the tongue.

In order to stimulate cells in the taste buds,

substances must be soluble. The "taste" of many
substances is largely olfactory and cutaneous.

Organic sensitivity is that associated with

functioning of the internal organs. It includes

hunger, thirst, sexual cravings and thrills, and

bladder and intestinal tensions. Some organic

sensitivity, at least, is reducible to complex

patterns of pressure, pain, and temperature

sensitivity.

The primary skin senses, once referred to in

combination as the sense of touch, are pressure,

pain, cold, and warmth. Sensitivity to light

pressure is mediated by hair follicles, Meissner's

corpuscles, and free ner\e endings. Heavy
pressure involves the deep-lying Pacinian cor-

puscles. Pain sensitivity is mediated by free

nerve endings, those at the end of relatively

thin fibers. No specialized receptors for tem-

perature sensitivity have been located. Com-
plex cutaneous experiences like vibration,

stickiness, dryness, wetness, smoothness or

roughness, and heat are due to simultaneous

arousal of two or more of the primary skin

(References and notes for this chapter are on page .565 of the Appendix.)
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Attending and

Perceiving A
Attending and set • Some aspects of attending • Varieties of attending •

Determiners of attention Analysis of perceiving • Set in perceiving • Post

experience and meaning • Reduced cues • Context • Perceiving differences •

Primitive organization in perception • Visual depth and distance • Auditory

space perception • Intersensory contributions • Summary

In everyday language we speak of giving this or that situation our attention, of

concentrating attention on something, and of shifting attention from one thing to

another. This manner of speaking often leads to the naive assumption that attention

is a faculty or power which we can turn on or off at will, or something which we
lend to this or that situation. All of us use the term attention, and use it often. There

is no good reason why we should cease. It should be realized, however, that we are

referring to an act, a process, a function— not to a power or faculty. Thus, it is

more correct to speak of attending than of attention, although this usage may at

times be more roundabout.

Attending, from whatever angle we consider it, is in the last analysis a motivational

process. You do not respond indiscriminately to every aspect of your environment,

and you do not make every response that could be made in a situation. You react

selectively. You respond in terms of your interests and attitudes. Sometimes, moreover,

you attend "voluntarily" and sometimes "involuntarily." Interests, attitudes, and

voluntary action are topics considered within the framework of moti\-ation. Thus,

attending could also be considered from a motivational standpoint.

Perceiving, on the other hand, is a process comparable with discriminating, differen-
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tiating, and obsen'ing. The term is customarily used to refer to relatively complex

receptor and neural processes which underlie our awaieness of ourselves and our

world. This awareness is referred to as perception.

Although the term perception is usually restricted to aspects of experience, it has

certain behavioral implications. Perception of objects, situations, and relationships

is often correlated with particular overt reactions. If we are aware of a difference

in the color of apples, we will very likely select the red ones for eating. If we see

the detour leading off to the right, we will very likely take it. If we do not see it,

we are likely to continue and be forced to turn back later. Perceiving that a package

is especially heavy, we use both hands to lift it; otherwise we use one hand. In

general, when we perceive a difference between objects, we beha\e differently toward

each of them, and when we do not perceive a difference, we fail to exhibit differential

behavior.

Much of our information about perceptual processes is obtained from differential

behavior and without direct reference to experiential aspects. Some of this information

comes from experimental investigations of animal and infant behavior. Animals and

infants can tell us nothing about their experiences, but they do respond differently

to certain aspects of their environment. We can train them to approach one color

and avoid another, to make one response to a triangle and a different response to

a circle, and to differentiate various stimulating conditions. We can then reduce

the difference between stimuli and observe the point at which discrimination no

longer occurs. Differential responses thus tell us much about the stimulating properties

of an organism's environment.

Certain phenomena grouped luider the heading of attending and under the heading

of perceiving are identical. What one psychologist discusses as fluctuation of

attention, another discusses as fluctuation of perception. One psychologist asks,

"How many things can we attend to at once?" while another asks, "How many
things can we perceive at once?" In all such cases the end product is the same,

whether considered from the aspect of attending or that of perceiving.

In certain other instances, the two processes are clearly distinguishable. Attending

usually precedes perception. It anticipates, as it were, the perception to come. But

attending does not, of course, guarantee that perception will follow. One may listen

for the expected call that fails to come. He may look, but fail to see what he is looking

for. Another difference between attending and perceiving is the fact that the former

does not in itself determine the organization or meaning of perceptual experience. The
same situation may be perceived differently by all who attend to it. It may be meaning-

ful for all, but have a somewhat different meaning for each.

. . perceptual or motor responses. We say that
ATTENDING AND SET li, -^i. i.- r jthe person with his eyes rocused upon some-

We are already familiar with set as a de- thing is set to see it. This is an example of re-

termining or directing factor in association and ceptor set. It is also a muscular set, for eye

thought. It is relevant in the present context muscles turn the eyes toward and focus them

because attending may be considered a form upon the object. We say, too, that the doctor

of set. Here we use the concept of set in much who hears the telephone during the night, but

the same sense as formerly, but with particular fails to hear the baby cry, is set to hear the tele-

reference to receptor, muscular, or neural ad- phone. His wife perhaps fails to hear the tele-

justments which contribute to, or interfere with, phone, but hears the baby. We say that she is
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set to liear the baby. This is an example of so-

called mental set. The batter with his bat in

position to hit the ball has a receptor set, a

postural set, and probably a mental set as

well.

One should recognize, however, that a given

set does not always aid perception. Some sets

actually interfere with this process. You may
be so preoccupied with what you are writing

that you fail to hear what is being said on a

near-by radio. You are set for writing, but not

for hearing the radio. Your set for writing is

synonymous with attending to writing, but its

significance is broader than this, for it actually

interferes with hearing the radio. Like\\'ise, the

ventriloquist, through the antics which he

makes his doll perform, gets us set to notice the

doll and its mouth movements. This attenti\e

set is so disarming that we not only seem to

hear words issuing from the doll's mouth, but

also faO to notice the ventriloquist's lip move-

ments, which, while quite abbreviated, are

observable if we attend to them.

Postrn-al sets likewise facilitate some re-

sponses and interfere with others, \^^len the

boxer feints, his opponent assumes what ap-

pears to be an appropriate posture to ward off

the blow, but the blow comes from a direction

for which he is not prepared, hence his set in

response to the feint puts him at a disadvan-

tage. He would ha\'e been better off to pariy

the blow from a neutral position than from the

one assumed in response to the feint.

It should be apparent, therefore, that sets

may aid or hinder perception and other forms

of response. Attending is set looked at from the

standpoint of its contribution to the process of

perceiving or acting. Consequently, we may be

said to attend to some situation when our set

prepares us for perception of, or makes us more

ready to react to, that situation.

From the standpoint of perception, attending

has aptly been called a "preperceptive attitude"

— a "reaction of expectancy and exploration," ^

or "an anticipatory perceptual adjustment. "

-

This readiness to be stimulated, or to perceive,

is the aspect of attending which interests us

most in the present discussion.

SOME ASPECTS OF ATTENDING

Irrespective of what its detailed neural cor-

relates may be, there are four very evident

standpoints from which the attentive process

may be viewed. Firsi, it involves receptor

adjustments. Second, tliere is a more or less

general po.iiiiral adjustment. Third, the at-

tending individual is aware of muscle tensions

or related feelings of effort, especialK' if

the process of attending is long drawn out.

Finally, it is characterized by an increased

clearness, a bringing out of detail, in whatever

is attended to. Some of these aspects of at-

tending are readOy observed in oursehes or

in others.

Look at the puzzle picture in Figure 14.1

and search for the hidden motorcycle police-

man.'"' Note, before you start, that no such

person is clearly, or perhaps in any way, ap-

parent. While carrying on the search, which

is obviously a process of attending, you adjust

your head and eyes, there is a change in

general body posture, muscle tensions are in-

volved, and various changes take place within

your nervous system. You are perhaps not

aware of many such changes. When you finally

disco\'er the policeman, you will obsei^ve that

he stands out from everything else. He will

probably stand out so obviously that you can-

not thereafter fail to see him.

Many of the adjustments involved in attend-

ing can best be observed in someone else.

Ask somebody who has not abeady seen Figure

14.1 to seach for the policeman. Note the eyes

scanning the picture; note the generally alert

posture; note changes in posture, or in the

position of the book, so that the picture may
be observed from various angles. Observe

whether the muscles of the face are more

tightly drawn as unsuccessful exploration con-

tinues. Quite frequendy there are emotional

reactions during such a search. The subject

may be frustrated by inability to discover

what he is looking for, and may become exas-

perated. On the other hand, he may become

generally relaxed after discovery.

Similar receptor, postural, and emotional re-

actions are often observed in students when
the teacher is trying to "put across" some idea

not easy to grasp.

Receptor adjustment

As already suggested, gross receptor adjust-

ments in visual attending are readih' observ-

able. The head and eyes turn toward the
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14.1 A Puzzle Picture. Can you see the motorcycle policeman? Once you have seen him,

his presence is obvious. If you see him immediately, try this on someone else. If you cannot

find him after a good search, look at page 492.

object to be observed, and there is either a

continued fixation or a scanning process.

Rapidly changing adjustments of head and eyes

may be seen in the observers of a tennis match
as the ball goes from one player to another.

Devices for photographing eye movements
and the duration of fkations are often used

to discover the "attention value" of different

parts of a page and of different aspects of an

advertisement. It is assumed that those por-

tions which attract the eyes most often and for

the longest continued fixation periods have the

highest attention value. ^ Eye movements
and successive fixations involved in a woman's
scanning of a man are illustrated in Figure

14.2. This figure also shows how eye move-
ments and fixations may actually provide a

record resembling the major features of what
is viewed, in this case a picture.

When the dog "pricks its ears," we have

just as obvious a receptor adjustment as that

of turning the head and eyes. Some animals

not only erect their ears, but also turn them
in directions conducive to better reception of

sound waves. The hard of hearing in former

days moved their ear trumpets in a somewhat
similar fashion, and for the same purpose. We
cannot move our ears, but we do move our

heads to facilitate reception. This is especially

evident in the person who has only one good
ear. He tunis his head to bring it in the direc-

tion of die sound waves; he may even cup his

hand behind it. A finer receptor adjustment

associated with hearing involves a muscle of

the middle ear (the tensor tympani) . This

muscle produces a change in the tension of the

eardrinn to adjust it for sounds with different

intensities. The adjustment apparently pro-

tects the ear from being injured by low tones

of great intensity.^

Changing the position of the nose and sniff-

ing are obvious receptor adjustments. Touch-

ing a substance with the tip of the tongue and

moving it around in the mouth so that it falls
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1 4.^ Plotting of Eye Movements. An eye-

movement camera was used here to photograph the

location, duration, and sequence of a woman's fix-

ations as she looked at a man. The dots Indicate

fixations, numbered In order of occurrence. First

the woman fixated the man's chest, then her eyes

swept to his face, from there to his left eye, then to

his collar, etc. Data for a group of 98 women
whose eye movements were studied In the some way
showed that fixations on the face predominated (32

per cent of the total fixation time). Fixations on the

collar and tie came next (22 per cent). (Courtesy

the copyright owners, Marshall Field & Company,

and LOOK. For the method used, see Brandt, 4.)

The photograph at the right was made by re-

flecting a beam of light from one eyeball onto

sensitized paper. It shows how normal eye move-

ments trace the general pattern of the subject being

observed. In this case the subject Is the silhouette

drawing shown above. (Courtesy Professor A. L.

Yarbus, USSR Academy of Science and Scope

Weekly, Physicians News Service, Inc.)

near the tip, back, or side are likewise receptor

adjustments.

Postural adjustment

This form of adjustment is especially evident

when one stoops, as in looking at sometliing on

the ground, when one crouches on die starting

line, and when one strains forward in his seat.

Attentive postures may be continued for long
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periods without tiring the person, so long as

what he is attending to is inherently interesting.

The dog pointing and the cat with its paw
in position to catch a mouse about to emerge

from a hole are good examples of attentive

posture. Consider, too, as a human example,

the soldier standing at attention.

Muscle tension

This is involved in any postural adjustment,

but it is at times more subtle than general ob-

servation would indicate. For example, when
efforts are made to distract subjects working

at (attending to) a task, the expected de-

crease in efficiency often fails to appear. But

frequently there is clear evidence of increased

attention to compensate for the distraction. As-

sociated with this compensatory process is in-

creased energy expenditure, some of which is

attributable to heightened muscle tension.

Six subjects were given a task in which they

were required to press appropriate keys as

each of a series of letters was exposed. There

were ten keys, somewhat comparable to the

keys of a typewriter. These were numbered

from 1 to 10. The letters exposed were L M
N P S T V X Y Z. They were exposed upon

red, yellow, or green backgrounds. As a letter

appeared, the subject was required to look at

it, note the color of the background, look at a

code just below, translate the letter (in accord-

ance with the code) to one of the first ten

letters of the alphabet, tlien press the key

whose number corresponded to the number of

that letter of the alphabet. Pressure brought

automatic exposure of a new letter. Unknown
to the subjects, there was attached to each

key a device through which the amount of

pressure exerted could be recorded. The aim

of the experiment was to see whether the

amount of pressure would change when at-

tempts were made to distract the subject by

inti-oducing noise. The average pressure

exerted under conditions of quiet was tested,

both before and after noise had been intro-

duced. This pressure under conditions of quiet

was compared with the average pressure dur-

ing noise.

All six subjects exerted more pressure under

noise conditions than under conditions of quiet.

The average pressure exerted just before noise

was intioduced was 305 grams. Under noise

conditions it rose to 438 grams. In a period of

quiet which followed noise, the average pres-

sure was 292 grams. The amount of work ac-

complished did not differ significantly under

conditions of noise and quiet. Heightened at-

tention to the task, with which the muscular

exertion was associated, apparently compen-

sated for the distracting influence of noise."

Another example of muscular tension during

the act of attending comes from an experiment

in which the thickening of each of four mus-

cle groups was measured while ( 1 ) the sub-

jects were listening for a click kno\\ai to be

barely audible, and (2) they were listening

for a click known to be quite obviously aud-

ible.
''^ Subjects were required to press a

key as soon as the sound was heard. They
attended more closely while expecting the

weaker than while expecting the louder sound.

Concomitant with this additional effort was a

greater thickening of the muscles whose tension

was recorded.

Muscle tensions are involved in the act of

attending in yet another wa\'. When one

has been asked to attend to something, and

especially when he has been asked to attend

to a variety of specified details, he is likely

to repeat the instructions, either aloud or

silently. Even when he repeats them sOently,

his tongue, throat muscles, and perhaps other

muscles of his body arc throwni into action.

Attending and clearness of perception

As we have already pointed out, attending

to some aspect of the environment or to some

bodily process is followed by a clearer per-

ception than previously existed. Part of this

increased clearness, this bringing-out of details,

is due to receptor adjustment. While reading

these words, you are only vaguely, if at all,

aware of your surroundings. But suppose you

now attend to a piece of furniture in front

of or to tire side of you. Its image may have

been falling upon your eye while you were

reading, but it either elicited no conscious re-

action or, at best, only a vague perception.

Now, if you fixate upon it, the lens of your eye

adjusts so as to bring it into better focus on

your retina. This makes it clear and its de-

tails distinct.

Although receptor adjustment plays a part

in clarifying perception, it is not solely respon-
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sible. One may have a perfectly clear retinal

image, yet— especially if he is preoccupied

with his thoughts — fail to have a correspond-

ing visual perception.

Postural adjustments and muscle tensions also

fail to tell the whole story. The student in a

classroom may be in a posture of rapt attention,

but, when called upon by the teacher to re-

cite on what has just been said, he may reveal

that his thoughts have been far away from

the classroom situation.

INDEPENDENT CENTRAL CONTROL

The receptor and postural adjustments so far

considered are largely peripheral (or surface)

phenomena, even though they must also in-

volve central nervous mechanisms, of which, as

we have seen, the reticular formation and the

cerebral cortex are probably of special impor-

tance. The reticular formation (Figure 13.9,

p. 372) is apparently under the control of

external stimuli or of impulses reaching it

from the cerebral cortex. Is the cerebral

cortex, on the other hand, ever an independ-

ently acting structure? That is to say, can it

produce and sustain attentive behavior in the

absence of receptor and postural adjustments,

which of course activate it via projection path-

ways and the reticular formation? There are

two contrasting views on this issue. Accord-

ing to one of these, attending is merely a re-

ceptor and postural adjustment, the central

nervous s\stem exerting no independent control.

According to the other view, the central nerv-

ous system, especially the cerebral cortex, some-

times plays an independent role in attending.

It would be easy to setde this issue if we
could find some way to measure specific cen-

tral neural adjustments without at the same
time invoKang receptor and postural changes.

The problem is similar to that already dis-

cussed in the chapter on thinking, where the

question was raised as to w'hether thinking can

occur in independence of peripheral activities.

There we cited the case of a completely par-

alyzed man (p. 350) who apparently retained

an awareness of what was happening around

him and was still able to think. Presumably,

therefore, his attentive process was operating

on a purely nonmuscular basis. He was, how-
ever, subjected to \'isual and auditory stimula-

tion, hence could not serve as a case in point

14.0 Reversible Configurations. If you fix-

ate tfie center, or any other part of either figure,

you will note that now one aspect stands out, now

the other. At one moment, for example, you see

the block figures as though on a white background;

the next moment you see the white figures as

though on a black background. The frequency of

such figure-ground fluctuations can be influenced

by trying to hold one as long as possible. The

figure will change, despite your effort to hold it,

but it will very likely change less often.

with respect to the issue now before us.

Certain perceptual phenomena suggest the

possibilit>' of an independent central attending

process. Take for example, the fluctuations
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which occur in hearing when the sound of a

watch fades out or reappears; and in \ision

when a dim star seems to come and go. Re-

versible configurations hke those in Figure

14.3 are also relevant. Some hypnotic phenom-
ena likewise suggest the presence of centrallv'

maintained sets either to attend or not to at-

tend to stimulation. Thus a hypnotized sub-

ject may be rendered apparently inattentive to

painful stimulation. Teeth have been pulled

and operations performed under hypnosis, yet

without any evidence of pain. On the other

hand, if the subject is told that a pencil is a red

hot object, he will express great pain as it is

placed on his skin. Phenomena Hke these sug-

gest some sort of central control which is

independent of receptor and postural activities.

VARIETIES OF ATTENDING

If tlie dividing line is not too distincth'

dra\vn, it is possible to classify three types or

varieties of attending— namely, involuntary,

voluntary, and habitual.

When stimuli or situations force tliemselves

upon us, as it were, whedier or not we are

set for their reception, attending is said to

be involuntary. Thus a pistol shot, an intense

elecfa-ic shock, a sudden intense flash of light,

a blow, and painful stimulation of any kind

are perceix-ed involuntarih'; one might say

"reflexly."

Whenever we intentionaUy look or listen, at-

tending is referred to as voluntary. Someone
may say, "Look at this," or, "Do you hear that?"

and you may respond accordingly. You may
stiive to attend to an uninteresting lecture,

knowing that if you fail to attend, your grade

may suffer. You may go into to^\^l with the

intention of buying a camera and, as you walk
along the street, pay particular attention to

camera displays in the store windows. These
are all examples of voluntaiy attending.

When attending is difficult, as in listening to

a lengthy and colorless discourse by a friend,

it is often said that continued attention de-

mands "will power." There is no doubt that

the feeling that one should listen, and the temp-

tation to do, or think of, something more inter-

esting, produce a conflict situation. Attempts

to resolve the conflict bring about a feeling that

great effort is being expended. This problem,

it will be recalled, was considered more fully

in discussions of "wiU power" and initiation of

action (pp. 228-229).

Each of us is more or less permanendy set

for reception of certain stimuli. Think, for ex-

ample, of the doctor set to hear the telephone

and his wife set to hear the baby. Think of the

male's readiness to notice a beautiful girl and
the female's readiness to notice a handsome
male. Think of our periodically recurring in-

terest in food and drink. Think of our readi-

ness to perceive good in the actions of our
friend and evil in the actions of our enemy.
Think of the naturalist's observation of plants

and bugs which we fail to notice. Think of

the attitude of alertness which characterizes

a class as soon as such topics as sex, hypnotism,

or mental telepathy are mentioned by the in-

stiiictor. These are examples of so-called ha-

bitual attending or of habitual sets. Most of our

acts of attending are continuing rather than

abrupdy assumed sets, and they are sets of

which we are frequendy unaware. These
continuing sets stem from our motixes. They
are related to drives, interests, attitudes, prej-

udices, and aspirations.

DETERMINERS OF ATTENTION

The preceding discussions have suggested

diat attending is related to external stimuli and
also to conditions widiin the individual. These
are often called the determiners of attention.

There has been a large volume of research

on the attention-getting value of different as-

pects of external stimulation. The findings, as

one can weO guess, have proved extremely

valuable in the field of advertising. An ad-

vertiser's problem is to sell his product, but
before he can induce you to buy it, he must
call your attention to it and also to the reasons

for preferring it to other products. As you turn

the pages of a magazine, scan the newspaper,
listen to >'our radio, or watch television, there

are many things more interesting than observ-

ing what an advertiser has to say about his

wares. Hence, he must literally force you to

attend. Any advertisement which produced
involuntary attention, and then caused you to

hold your attentive set, would be most effec-

tive. Successful advertisers use external stimuli

which will "catch your eye" or "get your ear,"

and at the same time stimuli which will, as it

were, tap your moti\cs.
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External determiners

Among tlie important external determiners

of attention are the nature, location, and nov-

elty of the stimulating eonditions.

By the nature of stimulating conditions we
refer to such things as whether a picture is

that of a woman, an animal, or a product

to be sold. By the nature of auditory stimu-

lation we refer to such things as a narration,

singing, or orchestral music. It has been shown,

among other things, that pictures attract at-

tention more readily than words; that a pic-

ture with human beings in it tends to attract

attention more than a picture of inanimate ob-

jects alone; and that some rhyming auditory

passage attracts attention better than the same

passage presented as a narrative.

The best location of a visual stimulus from

the standpoint of attention-getting is directly

in front of the eyes. Where this is not possible,

there are still certain positions better than

others. Research in advertising has discovered

the attention value of various positions, not

only within a magazine, but also on a given

page. This research has utilized eye-cameras

like those already mentioned.

Intensity is exemplified by a brilliantly

lighted sign or the blaring of a loud-speaker.

As you read this sentence, you can hardly es-

cape noticing the word printed in black type.

You probably noticed it as soon as you turned

to the page. Here we have not only intensity,

but contrast. The black letters, because of

their relative intensity, stand out from surround-

ings. Intense odors, tastes, pressures, and

pains, especially when they represent a sud-

den change from previous stimulation, also

elicit attention.

The size of a stimulus is of obvious impor-

tance, but again contrast is an important as-

pect. If all of the LETTERS on this page were

printed in capitals, the capitalized word in this

sentence would have no greater attention-get-

ting value than any other word; if all were

printed in small type, the word with small type

would have no advantage. Generally speak-

ing, a large advertisement will get more atten-

tion than a small one, especially when the latter

is surrounded by other material. But an ex-

ti-emely small advertisement in the center of a

page that is otherwise blank is a strong de-

terminer of attention.

We alread\' know that there are certain

colors which are more agreeable than others,

and that advertisers make use of this fact. Reds

and blues play a large part in color displays

because of their agreeableness. But here again,

contrast is important. The word in blue was
probably noticed as soon as >'ou turned

to this page. It would not matter what
the color had been. Color advertising de-

rives some of its attention-getting value not so

much from the colors or color combinations

used as from the fact that, being colored, it

stands out from the black and white which

characterizes most of the other material in

the magazine.

Other things being equal, a moving object

is more attention-demanding than a stationary

one. This is true for animals. Many an animal

is safe from others so long as it keeps still, but

as soon as it moves, it is pounced upon. The
large neon signs typical of Broadway illustrate

the value of moving stimuli. These also util-

ize a phenomenon to be considered shortly.

Repetition is a factor of great importance in

drawing attention to some aspect of our en-

vironment. When a stimulus is repeated several

times, we may eventually notice it, although

we failed to do so at first. Despite the value

of repetition in caUing attention to a stimulus,

continued repetition beyond a certain point

may bring diminishing retimis. We may even-

tually become so accustomed to the situation

that it ceases to be noticed. Advertisers get

around this by introducing change, and es-

pecially novelty.

Most of us attend to anything that is novel.

Sounds, smells, and tastes to which we are

accustomed may go unnoticed, where a strange

sound, smell, or taste is immediately no-

ticed. Strange animals and unusual dresses or

furnishings attract attention because of their

novelty. Use of novelty to attract attention

is but another example of contrast. Anything

that is novel derives this property through its

contrast with what is customary'. To put it

in other terms, a familiar item in novel sur-

roundings or a novel object in familiar sur-

roundings is usually attention-getting.

Internal determiners

External factors are potent to the degree that

they tap, as it were, our continuing sets,
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i.e., the internal determiners, which were
elsewhere refeiTed to in the discussion of

habits of attention. These determiners stem
from motives. If the individual is moti-

vated by hunger, he is much more likely

to notice the smell of cooking food or to

see the picture of steak on a magazine page
than if he has just had a good meal. The
sexually deprived male is much more likely

to notice females than is the sexually satiated

one. Any advertisement involving a "leg show"
is almost sure to get male attention. The
man who is forced to play a submissive role,

but would like to assume a dominant one, is

prone to notice the physical-culture advertising.

The person deprived of desired recognition

notices the advertising headed, "They listened

in amazement when I began to play." The
movie fan is more likely to attend to an ad-

vertisement with the picture of a movie star

than one with a picture of some other person.

A student is especially attentive to any state-

ment prefaced by such remarks as, "Don't fail

to get this!" or, more pointedly, "I shall ex-

pect you to k-now this in the examination."

Instructions such as "Find the hidden man"
likewise produce a continuing set which, when
it has once been engendered, is an internal

determiner of attention.

Advertising agencies and others concerned

with mass persuasion have recendy become in-

terested in probing unconscious motives, as

revealed by projective tests and psycho-

analysis, so that they can capitalize on these

"internal determiners of action." This attempt

to manipulate human beings by "getting at

them below theii- level of awareness" is the

subject of \'ance Packard's well-known book
The Hidden Persuaders."

Attending, it bears repeating, is in many

respects one process and perceiving another.

Attending may or may not be followed by
perception. When it is, however, the per-

ceptual process itself demands special analy-

ANALYSIS OF PERCEIVING

Whether we look at perceiving from the

standpoint of behavior, experience, or tlie re-

sponse mechanisms involved, it is an extremely

complex process. Receptor functions play a

necessary and a predominant role, but other

functions may also be involved. These have
a variety of titles, but we shall group them
under the two headings, symbolic and affective.

Receptor processes

Perceiving is often referred to in terms of

the receptor process predominantly involved.

We speak of visual, auditory, olfactory, gus-

tatory, kinesthetic, tactual, static, or organic

perception. Under most conditions of every-

day life, several receptor processes are simul-

taneously activated. We not only see objects,

but we hear, and perhaps even smell them
at the same time.

When perceiving is narrowed to a particular

receptor process, such as vision, there is still

much more to it than reception. The reception

which is involved sets off in tiuTi a complicated

pattern of events which represents former stim-

ulation. For example, the picture of a skunk

(visual stimulation) may remind us (symbolic

process) of how skunks smell, or give us an

image (symbolic process) of the odor. That
is to say, we may have more or less vivid ex-

perience of the odor, even though it is not

present at the moment.

° This type of persuasion i.s different from that

which attempts to influence the buyer by stimu-
lating him .so weakly that he is unaware of the

fact that he has been stimulated. Such stimula-

tion is below the threshold of visual perception.

Another word for threshold is limen, hence this

sort of influence is said to be subliminal. Actually,

as recent studies have shown, the efi^ectiveness of

subliminal advertising is doubtful.'* It is worthy
of note, in any event, that a threshold is ordinarily

determined by statistical means and that one can
not always know when a presentation is slightly

above or slightly below the threshold.

Symbolic processes

S>mboIic processes were discussed in tlie

chapter on remembering (pp. 3L3-314). They
are known by a variety of names. We have just

suggested that being reminded of something

or having an image of it are symbolic processes.

What we commonly call ideas are symbolic

processes."

Our earlier discussions of remembering and
thinking have pointed out that neural activi-

ties aroused by stimulation leave an engram
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(p. 311) in the nei-vous system. This may then

represent, or act as a substitute for, the original

situation, activity, and experience. To take a

very simple illustration, think of your mother's

face. I might have said, "Get an image of your

mother's face," "Imagine your mother's face,

"

or, "Recall your mother's face"— it would
amount to about the same thing. The image
that you get, if you get one at all, may be

faint or it may be clear. Unless you are con-

genitally blind, it is most likely visual. It is

somewhat as if you saw the face. The im-

I portant point, however, is that such an image

I

is dependent on former stimulation when your

;

mother (or a picture of her) was actually pres-

ent. This stimulation modified your nervous

system in some way, leaving an engram. Now
certain stimuli may lead you to recall your

mother's face. The stimulus may be a whiff

of the perfume used by her, a voice like hers,

sitting downr to a meal such as she prepared,

or the instruction, "Get an image of >our

mother's face." In short, anything associated

in the past with your mother's face may acti-

vate the symbolic process.

Why do we refer to such processes as sym-
bolic? Think, for a moment, of what we
ordinarily mean by a s\'mbol. It is some-

thing which represents something else. Words
are symbols because they represent objects,

situations, or events. They are s\'mbols for us

if we know what they represent.

Any present stimulus, then, in addition to

arousing receptor functions, also serves to ac-

tivate symbolic processes.

Affective processes

It is generally recognized that each percep-

tual experience may have its affective aspects.

We not only see an object and perhaps have
images of former sensory stimulation, but the

object impresses us as pleasant, unpleasant,

or perhaps as neither. Certain forms of stimu-

lation, like a strong electric shock or a needle

prick, arouse feelings of unpleasantness,

whether or not we have had former contacts

with them. Sweet substances probably arouse

pleasant experiences from the start. However,
the pleasantness or unpleasantness aroused

by the sight of a tree, the sound of a voice,

or the odor of garlic depends upon our past

experience. The odor of garlic, for example.

might be pleasant to those reared in its pres-

ence and unpleasant to many others.

We can best summarize the above discus-

sion, and elaborate certain aspects, by refer-

ring to a particular perceptual experience.

Let us take, for example, the perception of a

meal cooking. .A.t least three receptor processes

(vision, smell, and hearing) may be involved.

Light \va\'es stimulate receptors in our eyes,

odorous particles from the food stimulate re-

ceptors in our nostrils, and explosions in the

fat set up sound waves which stimulate re-

ceptors in our ears. Related neural processes

are aroused, and we have visual, olfactory,

and auditory experiences. We are usually not

aware of these experiences as separate. They
are aroused simultaneously and are so interre-

lated (both from the standpoint of the stimu-

lation provided and the central neural proc-

esses involved) that the experience is usually a

unitary one. It is not analogous to a wall

with its separate bricks. Rather, it is more
closely analogous to water, with its h\drogen
and ox>'gen not immediately evident.

In addition to receptor functions, symbolic

processes are involved. The sight, sound, or

odor of food may remind us of former occa-

sions ^^'hen we have eaten this food. Gusta-

tory (taste) images are perhaps aroused.

Although the tongue is not being stimulated

at the moment, we vaguely "taste" the food.

This is partly because what we call "taste" is

to a large extent smell, but also because pre-

\ ious situations like the one to which we are

now subjected have been followed shortly by
actual gustatory stimulation.

There are also the affecti\e and related

processes. If we are hungry, the situation is

pleasant. If we are seasick, on the other hand,

it may be highly unpleasant. Its pleasantness

or unpleasantness may be related to such or-

ganic processes as salivation, gastric secre-

tions, and stomach activities.

Aesthetic experience may also be involved

in our perception of a situation. We may per-

ceive it as beautiful, ugly, or indifferent.

These evaluations depend upon affective proc-

esses and also upon recall of past experience.

In this way, they o\-erlap the affecti\'e and

symbolic functions.

Preceding discussions have shoNvn that per-

ception depends upon the arousal of receptor,

symbolic, and affective processes. But this by
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no means tells the whole stor\-, for what we
perceive is determined to a considerable extent

by our attentive set, as earlier indicated, and
also by such factors as the context, or gen-

eral setting of the object, situation or event

and our perceptual habits, our past experience

with comparable situations. These contribut-

ing factors in perceiving are worthy of further

attention at this stage in our discussion for they

have a place in all perceptual experience,

whetlier visual, auditory, or otherwise. Later

we will focus more specifically on visual and
auditory perception. At that point something

wiU be said about aspects of perceiving \\'hich

appear to be relatively independent of past

experience.

SET IN PERCEIVING

Although we have already considered at-

tentive sets as predispositions to perceive, we
have not dealt with them from the standpoint

of how they can determine what is perceived.

Sets of a relatively simple nature are aroused

in the laboratory by instructing subjects so

that they expect certain things to appear. How
such instructional sets influence what is per-

ceived wOl be considered presently. Sets of far

greater complexity are those which each of us

carries around with him in the form of preju-

dices, interests, values and other such moti-

vational aspects of his personality. Some of

these, and their influence on perception, were

dealt with in earlier chapters. After consider-

ing instructional sets we wiU draw together

relevant material that is scattered through pre-

ceding chapters, then survey briefly some re-

lated experimental investigations. These deal

with perceiving as a function of motivational

sets, like the personal values which an indi\'id-

ual brings to an experimental situation.

Instructional sets

In laboratory experiments involving instruc-

tional sets the material to be perceived is am-
biguous in that it is capable of inducing dif-

ferent perceptions. It is customarily presented

for a very short interval— one too brief for

the subject to make out all details. An instru-

ment quite often used in such experiments is

the tachistoscope, one form of which appears

in Figure 14.4. The chief feature of any

14.4 One Type of Tachistoscope. Before

exposure of the material to be perceived, the sub-

ject sees the fixation point on the diagonal lucite

plate, (blue) which acts like a half-silvered mirror,

when the lights L ore on. The stimulus material is

placed on the hinged door at D^, and this is

closed. Now, as the other lights L^ go on for the

controlled exposure period, lights L go off, and the

stimulus material is visible for the exposure period

decided by the experimenter. The lamps are mer-

cury argon tubes which hove special advantages

for this kind of research. This tachistoscope is a

modification of earlier ones by Dodge (mirror

tachistoscope). (After Merryman, J. G. and H. E.

Allen, "An Improved Electronic Tachistoscope,"

Americon Journo/ of Psycfio/ogy, 1953,66, 110-114.)

tachistoscopic device is that it enables an in-

vestigator to control the exposure time with

great accuracy.

In one experiment of this general nature.
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different observers perceived different things,

depending upon what they were led to ex-

pect.'" Ambiguous figures like 0~~"0 •

Q^ ^ , and 'Cf- were exposed, one at

a time, for a brief interval. After each expo-

sure, the subject made a reproduction of

what he had seen. When subjects had been

told that the figure 0~~0 ^^'""'d be like a

pair of glasses, tlie>' percei\ed something like

this: ^ "Q. Other subjects who saw the

same figure under similar conditions, but who
expected a dumbbell, drew reproductions like

this:^^=^^. If the subject had been told

that he would see something like barbells,

his drawing would probably have been more
like the stimulus than it was when he was

told that he would see something like glasses,

or like a dumbbell. The second of the above

figures was seen as ^vl||3^ or Q^-

—

-^ de-

pending upon the expectancy that, respectively,

a canoe or a kidney bean would appear. Like-

wise, depending upon the instructional set,

the third figure was perceived as a ship's wheel

( ^fl|i ) or sun ( jMc: )

A certain expectancy may be Iniilt up, dur-

ing the course of an experiment, \et witli-

out specific verbal instructions like those above.

This expectation may also influence perception.

In one such study the subjects were asked to

judge which of two figures, the right or the

left, constituted the more perfect geometrical

design. '"^ They had four seconds to examine

each of II pairs. The subjects of the exper-

imental group were shown a series in which

the right-hand figure was always more symmet-

rical while the control group was shown a

series in which either the right-hand or the

left-hand figure was more symmetrical. Thus
the experimental group had a set for selecting

right-hand figures and the control group had

no such set. The cnjcial test of how this dif-

ference in sets might influence perceptual judg-

ment came when a twelfth pair was presented.

This comprised a square and a rectangle,

with the square on the left. Although in no

way ambiguous, these figures were so slighth'

different tliat close scrutiny would be neces-

sary in order to say which was the square,

hence the more perfecdy symmetrical. Inter-

estingly enough, the experimental group,

with its "right-hand set," selected the rectangle

in 81.2 per cent of the judgments. The control

group, widi no positional set, selected this

figure in only 12. .5 per cent of the judgments.

Motivationally determined sets

In earlier discussions we saw that such con-

ditions as hunger and the desire to achieve

may influence what individuals perceive in

relatively unstructured situations. The picture

on page 219 was perceived differently by

those with and those .without experimentally

aroused achievement motivation. In discuss-

ing personality tests (pp. 245-246) we saw

that a T.A.T. picture (or a Rorschach ink blot)

brings different interpretations, depending upon

motivational factors in the perceiver. In the

ambiguous picture, for example, the person

who regards his world as a threatening place

will perceive signs of threat, like attackers, or

"forces of evil." In the Rorschach test he may
perceive bugs, or blood, or human beings

"crushed by die forces of nature." The per-

son with a different outlook will perceive

none of these things.

This influence of motivational sets upon per-

ception is by no means confined to vision.

Ambiguous sounds, or sounds at too low an

intensity to be perceived for what they really

are, likewise arouse different interpretations,

and these may also stem from differences in

motivational backgrounds. The same would

be true if ambiguously shaped objects were

felt by different subjects. '-

The reader may recall, as relevant to the

above, what was said earlier (p. 346) about

direction in thinking. There a man misinter-

preted his wife's actions and perceived the

sounds of her footsteps as signals to her lover.

The motivational set was jealousy. Other emo-

tional states may likewise influence percep-

tion, as Shakespeare recognized.

Or in the night, imagining some fear.

How easy is a bush supposed a bear!

Midsummer Night's Dream

Many of our motivational sets are based

upon habit and these also influence what we
perceive. The entomologist, being an expert

on insects, perceives organisms w'hich com-

pletely escape our observation. Likewise, an

astronomer percei\'es much more in the heavens

than those of us widi no such habitual inter-

est, even though we, also, may be gazing

at the sky tlirough a telescope.
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Social psychologists have been particularly

concerned with the relation between interests,

attitudes, values and other personality variables

and how the individual perceives aspects of

his social environment. It has been said, for

example, that

perceptual readiness effects the dual require-

ments of coping with an environment — di-

rectedness with respect to goals and efficiency

with respect to the means by which the

goals can be attained. It is no matter of idle

interest that a religious man picks up percep-

tually things that are relevant to his interest

more easily and more quickly than other

things, and at the same time this efficiency

continues to reflect what is likely to occur

in his surroundings. What it suggests is that

once society has patterned a mans interests

and trained him to expect what is likely in

that society, it has gained a great measure of

control not only on his thought processes, but

also on the very material on which thought

works — the experienced data of perception.''*

There is no doubt that individuals develop

interests, attitudes, and values which lead them

to expect, and hence to perceive, aspects of

their environment which others fail to per-

ceive. They find in their environment the

things that they are looking for, the sorts of

things which conditioned them in the first

place. By the same token, they tend to over-

look, and sometimes actively avoid, aspects

of the environment that are not consonant

with their interests.

Despite the evidence of motivationally de-

rived sets and their influence on perception

in situations of everyday life, efforts to demon-

strate them experimentally have been beset

with difficulties. In one relevant experiment

the subjects were first differentiated on the

basis of their responses to the Allport-Vernon"

Study of Values (p. 248).'^ This test, as we
said earlier, rates individuals in terms of their

predominant values— religious, economic, sci-

entific, political, and so on. Thus the person

who scores highest with respect to the items

having to do with religion is rated as "reli-

gious"; the person scoring highest on political

° This was tlie original version of tlie test, now
the Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values.

items is rated as "political," and so on. Now it

is quite obvious that certain words in our lan-

guage are "religiously toned"— words like

sacred, prayer and reverent. Others are "poht-

ically toned"— words such as dominate, gov-

ern, and citizen. What the investigators wanted

to find out, therefore, was whether the "reli-

gious person," as indicated by the test, would

perceive religious words more readily than, say,

the politically, economically, or scientifically

toned. Accordingly such words were exposed,

one at a time in mixed-up order, in a tachisto-

scope. A word was shown three times at an ex-

posure duration of .01 second. If the subject

failed to name it correctly, it was exposed three

more times, now with a duration of .02 second.

This procedure was continued, with exposure

times increasing by .01 second, until the word
was correcdy named. Then another word was

exposed. This continued untO a subject had

named six words each in the areas of religious,

economic, aesthetic, pohtical, scientific, and

social interests. Results were in the anticipated

direction. Words in the area of a subject's

major interest were usually recognized sooner,

i.e., with fewer exposures, than other words.

But there was a serious flaw in this experiment,

which other investigators were quick to point

out— the fact that a person usually has a

larger vocabulary in the field of his major in-

terest than in other fields. The "religious

man," for example, knows more religious than

political words. Knowing more religious

words, or being more generally familiar with

them, he might be expected to recognize such

words for this reason, over and beyond any

readiness, as such, to perceive what is reli-

giously toned. The same principle might hold

for other values. One possible solution to this

methodological difficulty would be to use

words which, regardless of their religious,

economic, or other overtones, are equally fa-

miliar to all subjects. In an investigation in-

volving this sort of control, the differences

noted in the earlier research largely disap-

peared.^''

One experiment in this general area seemed

to demonstrate that its subjects had an un-

usual resistance to perceiving tabooed words

such as whore, hitch, and helhj.^'^ When these

were presented tachistoscopically, as in the

above experiments, they were named more

slowly than other words. But here again.
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serious objections were raised, one of whieh

is that tabooed words are less familiar in every-

day life than other words. Hesitancy to say

such words, even when they were perceived,

was possibly another contributing factor.
^"

Long as our discussion of perceiving as a

function of set has been, we have by no means

mentioned e\ery facet of this highly interest-

ing topic. It appears, in general, that so long

as one is working with relatively simple sets

established in the laboratory, the results are

clearly in support of the view that set in-

fluences what is perceived. Clinical data

(T.A.T., Rorschach) and many observations

from everyday life also support this view. But

when attempts are made to subject some of

man's most significant and complex sets to

laboratory investigation, the variables are so

complex and difficult to control that the ex-

perimental outcomes are far from clear cut.

PAST EXPERIENCE AND MEANING

Set is largely determined b\' past experience.

The only aspects that are not so determined

are those which stem rather direcdy from bio-

logical motives like hunger, thirst, and sex.

But past e.xperience gives us more than a set

to perceive certain things. It determines, in

large measure at least, the meaning of what

we perceive. The exceptions to this are spatial

meanings associated with inborn sensory and

neural structures and discussed later as "primi-

tive organizations." These underlie aspects of

visual perception. The present discussion is

confined to meanings that the individual has

already acquired.

The meaning of an object, situation, or ex'ent

is in most instances dependent upon how it has

stimulated us in the past and how we have

previously reacted to it. Consider, for example,

the perceptions \\'hich an apple may elicit at

different stages of our perceptual development.

Before we are old enough to eat an apple,

one is perhaps rolled toward us in play. If

this occurs sufficiently often, the apple means
"something to play with." If balls have also

been rolled toward us. the apple may be re-

garded as a ball. The apple is perhaps iden-

tifiable in terms of shape, size, weight, and

color. Since all of these aspects stimulate us

simultaneously, they may become associated so

tliat any one or a combination of them arouses

symbolic processes representing tlie others.

Thus, something with a similar color arrange-

ment and shape (say a picture of an apple)

might arouse perceptual experiences somewhat
like those aroused by a real apple. After we
have eaten an apple, its taste is also associated

with its other characteristics. The taste not

only enables us to identify the substance as

apple, but also may arouse imagery repre-

senting other things previously associated

witli the taste of apple. Moreover, the apple

now means something to eat, not merely some-
thing to play with. As we learn about Adam
and E\e, drink apple cider, eat apple pie,

take part in apple dunking contests, learn

about apple tree swings, and have love affairs

under apple trees, the object "apple" comes
to have increasingly rich meaning. Any one

of an apple's properties may arouse rich per-

ceptual experience. This does not mean, of

course, that we always perceive all of an ob-

ject's meaning. The point is that we may per-

ceive it, in terms of any experience formerly

associated with it.

New situations arc often fitted, as it were,

into the individual's experiential background.

Thus, a little girl who saw a caterpillar for the

first time called it "a kitty bug." A boy whose
father taught in a college building with a clock

tower interpreted every other building widi a

clock tower as a college. Upon further contact

with objects and situations, each of us modifies

his interpretations. The girl learns that the

"kitty bug" is a caterpillar, and the boy learns

that not all buildings with clock towers are

colleges.

Here are further illustrations of the fact that,

in perceiving the new, we utilize our back-

ground of earlier experience. People bom
blind because of cataracts sometimes gain their

vision during childhood or later, by having

their cataracts removed. For these people, ob-

jects presented \'isually for the first time have

very limited meaning.'* A face known to the

patient through touch is not recognized by
sight alone. It becomes recognizable in terms

of vision only after the person has both felt and

looked at it. As another example, let us suppose

that the person who has been blind and has

merely felt the difference bet\veen a ball and a

cube is shown these objects. He sees that the

two objects are different but he cannot identify

tliem as a ball and a cube until he has an op-
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I4.D How Many Objects Can You Identify? Although the objects actually differ in

size, none of them is longer, or wider, than three inches. After you have identified as many as

you can, check your identifications with those on page 492 and with the identification of other

students. Why do these pictures have a different meaning for different persons?

poitunity both to see and feel them at the same
time.

A chimpanzee reared in darkness for periods

ranging from seven months to over a year, and
then taken into the hght, also fails to perceive

visually what has been k-nown to it through its

other senses. Take, for example, the feeding

bottle. The animal had held it in her hands
and smclled and tasted its contents. But, when
she saw it for the first time, she failed to re-

spond to it as a milk bottle. Indeed she made
no response to it at all. If the bottle touched

her face, however, it aroused the usual reaction

to a familiar bottle. She grasped it and sucked.

More than thirty feedings in the light were

necessary, however, before the chimpanzee
recognized the bottle visually; i. e., protruded

her lips toward it when it came into view.'"

The same object often has quite different

meanings to different persons. Look at Figure
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14.5 and see how niiiny objects \ou can identi-

fy. Then compare your identifications with

those of fellow students. In each instance, \on,

and others, receive exactly the same e.vtemal

stimulation, yet an object has much meaning

for some and httle or no meaning for others.

Some objects, moreover, have different mean-

ings for different persons, depending upon

relevaht past experience. Thus a ps\chiatrist

says:

Think of >-our mother. If >ou and I see lier at

the same time, we certainly see very different

persons. I, of course, do not know what you

see; but I may see an attracti\e, mature woman
just designed for a pleasant evening, or a fat,

frowsy, old bore, or an interesting example of

some obscure skin disease.-"

REDUCED CUES

As perceptual experience grows, parts of sit-

uations come to elicit the same response for-

merly aroused by the entire situation. This is

the redintegrative process, the tendency to re-

spond in terms of reduced cues, an aspect of

which was considered in the discussion of re-

membering (pp. 320-321). Reading provides

a good example. Our eyes fixate briefly on a

word— too briefly to take in all of the details

— yet we grasp the meaning of the word. This

is why typographocal errors like those invoK'ed

in this sentance often pass unobserved, unless

one is locking for them. How many were

there?

Many people in our culture lia\e littie diffi-

culty in identifying A in Figure 14.6 from the

cues given. On the other hand, relatively few-

identify B. The reason is that few have had

relevant experience with what is pictured. OnK'

those who ha\e obser\ed a photographer kneel-

ing with a graflex camera are able to see the

photographer taking a picture. Even some who
have had such experience ha\e perhaps had it

so infrequendy that the cues pro\'ided do not

arouse the appropriate perception.

We obser\^e instances of response to reduced

cues on every hand. The approach of a friend

is perceived in terms of his footsteps or his

voice. We recognize acquaintances on the

sh'eet in terms of some obvious characteristic,

or naiTOW group of characteristics, rather than

by a careful overall sciaitiny. As everyone

iv;
r # n^

B

I4.0 What Objects Are Here Represented?

Can you fill in the gaps? See page 492. (After

Street.)

knows, we sometimes "percciNc ' a friend, only

to discover that it is not our friend at all. We
have been misled, perhaps, by the stranger's

dress, her walk, her red hair, or some other

aspects which she shares with our friend.

CONTEXT

The total situation is also quite influential in

determining what we perceive. Some ex-

amples of this are shown later when visual

illusions are discussed. But we do not need

illusions to illusti'ate this effect. How large is

the object pictured in Figure 14.7? Make a

judgment, then look at page 492 of the

Appendix, where it appears in a different con-

text. The influence of context is also e\ident

in puzzle pictures (p. 394) and in geometrical

shapes (Figure 14.8). Note, in this illustra-

tion, that the left-hand figure is concealed in

each of the others. In some it is not too well

concealed, but you may have difficulty in find-

ing it in others. Camouflage often involves

changes in the context of the objects which

one desires to conceal.

.\lthough we have used visual examples of

context, the statement that perception is in-

fluenced by the total situation applies quite

generalh'. When we enter a mo\ing picture

theatre in the middle of a film, it is usually

difficult to percei\e what is going on— to get

the thread of the story— unless we know what

has preceded. If we know this, then what is

seen and heard at the moment takes on added

meaning. It is likewise difficult to identify a

piece of music, e\en a popular song, when one

merely hears a brief portion, taken out of its

context.
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With the possible exception of some ilhisions

to be described shortly, the influence of con-

text is dependent upon past experience in

perceiving. The items in our illustration are

difficult to locate or identify because \\e ha\'e

been accustomed to experiencing them in

another context, or, when they occur in iso-

lation, because we have difficulty in fitting them

into the framework of past experience.

O^I7
I4.0 How Context May Conceal a Form.

Try to locate the first form in the figures at the right.

(After Gottscholdt.)

PERCEIVING DIFFERENCES

How much must two stimuli differ before

you can notice the difference? The answer de-

pends on several things. Small differences, un-

less you are set to observe them, may pass

unnoticed. They are, so to speak, below the

threshold of discrimination. Let us assume,

however, that you are set to observe small dif-

ferences. Then the answer to our question de-

pends upon (1) the relative magnitude of the

stimuli to be compared, (2) the sense stimu-

lated, and (3) the manner in which the stimuli

to be compared are presented to the .subject.

If three candles are burning in a room and you

add one, there will be a perceptible increase in

the illumination of the room. As a matter of

fact, the change will clearly be perceptible. It

will be far above the threshold. However, if

one hundred candles are burning and you add

one, tliere may be a just perceptible or just

noticeable difference (j. n. d.) in illumination.

Suppose, now, that two hundred candles are

burning and we add another. No matter how
much you are set to perceive a small difference

in illumination, you will not perceive the

change. It will be below the threshold of dis-

crimination. Likewise, one pound added to two

or three pounds (or subtracted from two or

three pounds) will lead to a clearly perceptible

change in weight. Tlie object will feel heavier

or lighter, as the case may be. Add one pound

to one hundred, however, and the difference in

weight will not be noticed.

In an old psychology text -^ there is a de-

scription of an experiment carried out on a frog.

The frog sat in water the temperature of which

was gradually increased until it reached the boil-

ing point. However, the animal failed to move.

It was boiled alive without e\-er having made

an effort to escape. Why? Because the increase

in temperature was so gradual (was such a

small proportion of the preceding temperature)

that the frog could not at any moment sense

an increase in temperature.

These simple illustrations suggest that,

whether or not a difference in intensity is dis-

criminated depends upon the ratio of the

change in stimulus intensity to the intensity of

stimulation existing prior to the change. In other

words, whether one discriminates a difference

between the intensity of stimulus a and stimulus

h (or a difference in the correlated experiences

a and h) depends upon what proportion the

change from a to Z? is of a. This is known as

Weber's law, so named because Weber, a

German physiologist, whose work was referred

to in Chapter 1 (p. 6), first formulated it."

In experimental investigations of Weber's

law, one stimulus intensity is held constant and

referred to as the standard intensity. We then

determine what stimulus intensity can be just

barely discriminated from the standard in-

tensity. If Weber's law applies, the increase

required is a constant fraction of the standard

intensity. This fraction is referred to as the

constant (C). When Weber's law applies, the

j.n.d. is a function of AS/S = C, where S is the

standard stimulus intensity, AS, the change in

S required to produce a j.n.d. in intensit\', and

C the constant ratio.

If one candle added to one hundred pro-

duced a just noticeable difference in brightness,

S would be 100; AS, 1; and C, I/IOO. Suppose

that this ratio applied generally to brightness

discrimination; then, how many candles would

need to be added to five hundred in order to

produce a j.n.d. in brightness? The answer is

one to every hundred, or fi%e. The increase

(or decrease) must be one hundredth of the

" This general area of research is known tech-

nically as psychophtjsics. It deals with the re-

lations between experienced intensity and physical

intensity. The methods used to study these re-

lationships are known as psychophysical methods.
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preceding intensity, the standard intensity.

The Weber ratio (C) varies, depending upon
the kind of sensitivity being measured. It is

much smaller for visual than for auditory in-

tensity, roughly 1/100 as compared with 1 '5.

It differs, also, with the range of intensities in-

volved, being constant only within an intermedi-

ate intensity range.

There are several psychophysical methods,

each of which yields a somewhat different

ratio.-- One of these, the method of just no-

ticeable differences, will serve to illustrate how
a j.n.d. for visual length of lines could be

measured.

We instruct our subject to indicate which
is the shorter of two lines. We then pair the

standard length (say, 10 inches) with each

of several comparison lines, repeating the

presentations many times in all possible combi-

nations and with the standard an equal number
of times on the right and left. The difference

in length between the standard line and the

line discriminated from it with an accuracy of

75 per cent is taken to be the threshold (the

just noticeable) difference.

A comparison line of 10 inches would, of

course, be selected from the standard length

(10 inches) with no greater accuracy than 50
per cent, or chance. The standard length, let

us say, is differentiated from a line of 10.5

inches with an accuracy of 95 per cent, from a

line of 10.4 inches with an accuracy of 87 per

cent, from a line of 10.3 inches with an accuracy

of 83 per cent, from a line of 10.2 inches with

an accuracy of 80 per cent, from a line of 10.1

inches with an accuracy of 75 per cent, and
from a line of 10.09 inches with an accuracy

of 70 per cent. In this case, unless a finer de-

termination were desired, we would assume
that 10.1 — 10.00, or .1, is the threshold dif-

ference. The Weber ratio in this case is 1/100.

The psychophysical methods have been
used to develop the decibel scale of loudness,

a scale used by physicists and sound engineers

as well as psychologists. These methods have
also been found useful in many other fields,

including those of educational, social, business,

and industrial psychology. They are useful

whenever we wish to determine how much
difference in something must be present before

people can notice it. If some practical situation

requires that certain differences be perceived,

we make sure that the differences are well

above the threshold of discrimination.

PRIMITIVE ORGANIZATION
IN PERCEPTION

The term "primitive organization" is a con-

venient one to represent various aspects of

perception which appear to be determined not

so much by past experience as by the nature

of our sense organs and the stioicture of our

nervous system. There is no doubt that some
forms of stimulation arouse similar perceptual

experience in all of us. This appears to be in-

dependent of previous relevant experience. It

would be difficult, and perhaps impossible to

prove that such perceptual tendencies are

inborn, yet there is every indication that they

are. What is especially interesting in this

connection is that animals, children, and savages

behave as if the stimulating properties of some
of these situations were the same for them as for

us. This is one reason for supposing that such

perceptions are, as it were, imposed upon us by
the nature of stimuli and the way in which our

sensory and neural structures are organized.

Most of the examples are from vision, but

similar principles probably apply, to a less ob-

vious degree, with respect to our other senses.

Next to vision, the tactual sense provides our

best examples.

Look at these dots:

•• •• •• ••

Even though \'ou may ne\'er have seen this

particular pattern of dots before, it has a certain

degree of organization or meaning for you.

You see the dots, not as so many dots, but as

four pairs of dots. You probably noticed the

grouping before you observed the number of

dots. Moreover, the same general configuration

(Gestalt) would remain if these were white

dots on black; if they were small squares in-

stead of circles; if they were red, or yellow, or

blue; and, in fact, if they were any visual ob-

jects that one might imagine.

The grouping is therefore independent of the

particular parts (the dots, etc.) which serve

to represent it.

Even outside of vision, the same grouping

would remain. Thus, eight taps with a pencil,

eight blasts on a trumpet, or almost any eight

auditory stimulations imaginable, would pro-

duce the same perceptual configuration if pre-

sented in pairs with a perceptible time interval

between each pair. Likewise, the essential

aspect of the configuration would be retained

if one were to arrange points of stimulation on
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the skin with a large enough distance between

each of the paired points (and the pairs of

points) to make them diseriminable. You would

experience four groups of paired points.-'*

The dot example is but one of many used

to illustrate primitive groupings. Illusions ex-

emplify primitive organizations that are some-

what more complicated than the groupings

illustrated.

Illusions

Illusions are "false" perceptions. When we
experience an illusion, we experience certain

things which fail to correspond with the

situation as objectively measured. Illusions

should not, however, be confused with hallu-

cinations. The latter (see p. 260) may also

be thought of as inaccurate perceptions, or as

some prefer to say, dreamlike images which

are often mistaken for objectively measur-

able external phenomena. They differ from

illusions in certain important respects. In the

first place, although we all experience illusions,

few of us ever ha\'e hallucinations. While

normal people sometimes experience them,

hallucinations are usually confined to the men-

tally ill and those under the influence of drugs.

In the second place, illusions always have a

clearly apparent external stimulus. Halluci-

nations sometimes occur when there is no

apparent objective stimulus. In the third place,

the same situation arouses the same illusion in

all subjected to it. That is why we class it

with primitive organizations. On the other hand

everybody who has an hallucination under

particular circumstances has a different hallu-

cination. When one person sees red devils

another may see snakes, or dragons, or exe-

cutioners.

The MiiHcr-Lijer illusion. This is illusb'ated

in Figure 14.9. You, in common with all other

normal adults, will say tliat the vertical line

in A looks shorter than that in B. Children old

enough to indicate the nature of their experience

give a comparable report. Some animals react

as though they also see what we see. The fol-

lowing experiment with chickens illustrates the

procedure and outcome of such an experiment.

Two lines of obviously different length to the

experimenter and, as it turned out, of obviously

different length to the chickens, x^ere presented

in a discrimination apparatus. The shorter line

A

N/

V

A
I4.V The Mijller-Lyer Illusion. Wliich ver-

tical seems larger from apex to apex, A or B? They

ore actually the some length.

appeared on the right side of the discrimination

chamber in some trials, and on the left side in

others, the side being alternated in a chance

order. The longer line alwas's appeared on the

opposite side to the shorter one. The chickens

were trained to discriminate bet\\'een them by

approaching the shorter line and avoiding the

longer. Whenever they approached the shorter

line, they received food. Approaching the

longer line brought punishment in the form of

an electric shock. After several hundred trials

(the number differing from one chicken to

another), discrimination reached an accuracy

of from 80 to 90 per cent. The difference in

length of the lines was then gradually reduced.

MoreoN'er. changes in the figures were made so

that the chickens would not be disturbed later

by introduction of arrows. It is important to

note that the changes introduced could by no

means be considered training for perception of

the illusion, for they introduced no inusor\'

effects. Finally, two lines of equal length, but

each bounded by arrows as in the illustration,

were introduced. Most animals continued to

discriminate ( as accurately as they had discrimi-

nated the shorter line), the line that to us appears

shorter. It was, of course, possible that the\'

were reacting to the o\erall length of the fig-

ure (including ends of arrows) rather than to

the horizontal lines as such. That this was not
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the case was shown by control experiments.
When the o\erall length of the figures was made
the same, by decreasing the length of the line

\\'hose arrows flanged outward (the negative
figure ) , there was a marked tendency to choose
this, the figure previously avoided. Since the
central line of this figure was now actually

shorter than that of the other, although the
overall length of the figure was the same, it

suggests that the chicks had really been re-

sponding to the central line all along.2^

Several other optical illusions are shared by
men and birds. The latter make better subjects

than other animals because their vision is so

good. The Miiller-Lyer illusion and a few others

that we have not illustrated can also be ex-

perienced tactually when made up in the form
of rubber stamps and impressed upon the

skin. Some optical illusions of greater complex-
ity than those already mentioned are shown in

Figure 14.10.

Illusions of apparent motion. We all experi-

ence the illusion of mo\ement when we witness
a moving picture. In the regular commercial
motion picture a sequence of events somewhat
as follows takes place: a shutter cuts out all

projected light, and a new frame with a

slightly different picture on it (Figure 14.11)
mo\-es into place. The shutter opens and an
unmoving picture is projected on the screen.

A shutter cuts across this still pictinc while it re-

mains in position, thus increasing the frequency
of flickering interniptions and producing less

perceptible flicker. The shutter once again cuts

across the field, and a new frame moves up,
stops, and is held still. The whole sequence is

then repeated for that picture. Thus, tlierc is

never any objective movement on the screen it-

self, which would be seen only as a blur, but
rather one sees in a moving picture the most
beautiful example possible of synthetic move-
ment.

14.10 Some Other Visual Illusions. A,

Move the book with a rinsing motion, as if you

were slowly rinsing something in a circular pan.

Moving radii will be seen. B, The long lines are

parallel. C, Place a straight edge along the ver-

tical lines to prove that they are actually straight.

(A, after S. P. Thompson, 1876; B, Zollner, 1860;

C, Hering, 1861.)
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Thus, a succession of still pictiues, projected

one after the other at a suitable rate, gives

us the illusion that movement occiu'S. This

illusion is kno\\Ti as the phi-phenomenon. We
see it, not only in the movies, but in man\'

electi-ical advertising signs. The red arrow

which appears to move from one position to

another does not really move. Two arrows in

different positions are flashed on one after the

other. Likewise, the greyhound on the bus signs

does not really move. We see it running be-

cause different positions of the body involved

in running are successively lighted at appropri-

ate intervals.

The phi-phenomenon is often studied ex-

perimentally by using an apparatus which

allows presentation of two or more lights, one

after the other.-"' Such an arrangement of

lights is Q Q . Experimental research

has shown that, in order to get the illusion, one

must present the lights at an appropriate

brightness, size, distance apart, and temporal

interval. If the size, brightness, and distance

between the lights are held constant, and you

view the situation from a fixed distance, the

timing factor may be clearly demonstrated. If

there is too long an inter\'al between flashes,

you see one light go on and then the other.

There is no apparent movement. If the interval

between flashes is too short, \'ou see two lights

flashing at approximately the same time.

Howe\'er, if one flash follows the other at an

appropriate interval (the interval depending

upon the space bet\veen the lights, their size and

brightness ) , you see a light mo\"e from one

position to the other. That is to say, you see

not two lights, but one. It appears to mox'C

across tlie space where no light actually exists.

This illusion is not confined to human adults.

Children and animals behave as though in-

fluenced by it. The following experiments with

cats and guinea pigs are especially interesting.

The animal is clamped into a holder, but

widi its head free to mo\'c. Its eyes face the

inside surface of a rotating cylinder covered

witli alternate \'ertical black and white stripes.

As these stripes mo\'e by in a clockwise (or

counter-clockwise) direction, the animals exhibit

typical right-left head mo\-ements (head

nystagmus) . Thus their eyes follow a stripe mo-
mentarily and then retinn to the original

position. Under normal conditions the nystagmic

mox'ements are elicited only \\'hen stripes are

14.11 Successive Frames from a Motion

Picture. What is projected upon the screen is

merely a series of still pictures like these, each

slightly different from the preceding one. Observe,

for example, the position of the right knee in suc-

cessive frames. The perceived motion is an illusion.



present and when these are actually mo\'ing.

Human beings react in a similar manner to such

stimulation.-'^

So far we have described the reaction to

actual movement of the striped pattern. How-
ever, the same reaction occurs when the stripes

do not actually move, but are flashed on in rapid

succession. This successive presentation of the

stripes is produced by use of stioboscopic illumi-

nation. The whole inside of the apparatus is

dark, except at intervals when the light flashes

on. The cylinder moves all the time, but the

stripes can stimulate the eye only during a flash

determined by the stroboscope. The flashes are

synchronized with tlie moving drum in such a

manner that the eye is stimulated only by sta-

tionary stripes. Yet the animal acts as though it

were being stimulated by moving stripes. These
results "seem significant in suggesting that the

capacity for apparent movement vision is a fun-

damental aspect of mammalian vision and is not,

as has been implied by some theories, a percep-

tual capacity based primarily upon some process

of learning or acquired perceptual interpreta-

tion." The same results are obtained when the

cerebral hemispheres are removed. This shows
that the phenomenon, at least in guinea pigs and
cats, is mediated by mechanisms in the brain

stem or retina or both. An explanation in terms

of retinal processes has been suggested.-"

It has been clearly demonstrated that the

illusion of apparent motion is not based upon
eye movements, for, with two sets of lights like

those referred to, but with one set above the

other, an observer simultaneously sees one light

moving from right to left (above) and one

from left to right (below). That is, he per-

ceives movement in two different directions at

the same time, something which would be im-

possible if movement of the eyes from one

position to the other were necessary. Nor is

the phi-phenomenon due to images. If a light

moved across the space between the two posi-

tions, we might have after-images of it. Since

it does not actually move, there are no after-

images representing intermediate stimulation.

The phenomenon is apparently dependent upon
some rather stereotyped reactions of our visual

receptors, or nervous system, or both, to the

stimulus relationships involved.

In addition to the groupings and illusions

already mentioned, there are several other

illustrations of primitive perceptual organiza-

tion. One of these is the phenomenon called

perceptual constancy.

Perceptual constancy

The Miiller-Lyer illusion and the phi-phe-

nomenon fllustrate that what one perceives does

not always correspond with what is before him.

The so-called "constancy phenomenon" is a

furtlier illustration of this fact, although it per-

haps has a quite difl^erent explanation. It is the

tendency to perceive objects as constant, even

though they stimulate us in a variety of ways.

Size constancy is easily demonstrated. Look
at some familiar object, say a coin, a pencil,

or a book. Hold it close to your eyes. Does the

object look smaller as you move it away (thus

providing a retinal image of rapidly decreasing

size) and larger as you move it closer? The
chances are that it does not. It will look smaller

only when it is moved much farther away than

the length of your arm. Brightness (or lightness)

constancy is Olusti-ated by looking at a familiar

object and failing to see its brightness change

while changes in illumination are introduced.

One can illuminate a piece of coal until the

amount of light entering the eye is greater than

that recei\ed from a \\'hite shirt, yet the coal

will still appear black and the shirt white. Form
constancy is exemplified every time we
perceive a plate as round when, because of

its position with respect to the eye, the image

is actually elliptical. Likewise, the square table

top is continually seen to be the same square,

although, as we look at it from different po-

sitions, the image on our retina undergoes a

variety of changes. These constancy phenomena
are taken into consideration when the artist

wishes to create an impression of reality. For

example, if he draws a square table top as

square from a position in which it is actually

impressed upon the retina as a diamond, it

looks unnatmal to us. He must draw it as a

diamond for us to see it as a square.-*

Relative constancy of perceived objects has

obvious utility to the organism. Think of the

confusion that would exist if we were to respond

to every aspect of our world in terms of its

visual image alone. Objects would be seen to

shrink or enlarge as the retinal image varied in

size, to change their brightness or color as

corresponding retinal changes occurred. But,

within certain limits, we see things as we
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"know" them to be despite what the retinal

picture alone would teU us. Everything else

we know tells us that they are constant. But,

as objects move much farther from us, they

do seem to shrink in size. This change gi\'es us

a clue (p. 416) to their distance. Therefore,

there must be some sort of compromise between

seeing a thing as constant in size (when near)

and as smaller in size when far from us. This

is, or course, not an explanation of size con-

stancy. We still need to know whether the ten-

dency to make such a compromise is inborn or

acquired, or based upon some interrelation of

inherent and learned tendencies. If it is learned,

we are certainly not auare of how we see things

as constant under certain circumstances and as

changing under others.

Relational discrimination

Discrimination in terms of relationships has

been demonsti'ated in monkeys and other

I4.I.Z Relational Discrimination. Trained

to select b rather than a, then confronted with the

combination c-d, the subject usually responds to d,

the smaller area, rather than to c, which has the

same area as b. Positive response to a is described

in the text.

animals, as well as children. Situations like

those used are represented in Figure 14.12.

In a discrimination apparatus, following the

discrimination procedure already described,

(p. 227), the animal is trained to go to the

large circle (a) and to avoid the small circle

(h). After it has learned this lesson well, the

subject is confronted with the circle (c) and a

still smaller circle (d). It now goes to (c).

which is the area that it previously avoided.

The animal is not responding to the specific

area (a), but to the larger of the two areas.

Likewise, if we present a larger area than

a (the area previously selected) , the animal now

avoids a and selects the larger area.

This relational type of response is also

found when brightnesses are used, the animal

responding to the relation brighter-than or less-

bright-than.-^ Animals have been trained to

make an absolute response to brightness, but

the relational one is obviously more primiti\^e

and more easily demonstrated.'"

In turning, now, to tridimensional vision —
the \isual perception of depth and distance—
we observe further examples of primitive

organization. In some instances, however, the

influence of past experience is also evident.

VISUAL DEPTH AND DISTANCE

The apparent size, position, distance, and

depth of objects which reflect light onto the

retina are judged in terms of a variety of cues,

some physiological and some psychological.

Sometimes, as illustrated in Figure 14.13, the

various bases of judgment combine so as to

deceive us. The room seems to be of normal

shape, while the man and child are distorted

in size. If one of these is of noiinal size, it

seems, the other must be abnormal. The room

itself is greatly distorted, as seen in the Ap-

pendix. In this section we consider some of

the bases of such perceptions.

The retinal image, unless \"er\' small, is

curved to conform to the curvahne of the

eyeball. But this cun-ature is of the same

natine as the cun-ahne that we might impose

upon a photo b\- bending it. It invohes no

real deptli.

If there is no depth in the retinal image of

objects at different distances from the eye, how

do we perceive the third dimension?

It is well to recognize, at the outset, that
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14. lO How our Eyes Can Deceive Us. When the man and the boy change places, the

man looks very large and the boy looks very small. The room (see one like it in the Appendix,

p. 492) is actually very much distorted, yet it seems normal as viev/ed here. (Photographed by Eric

School, Life, © Time, Inc.)

there is no inner person which looks at the

image on the retina. Nor is the image trans-

mitted, as a picture, to the brain. What happens

is that the hght pattern on the retina arouses

nerve impulses which find their ultimate locus in

the visual area of our cerebral cortex. There is

reason to believe that the pattern of such im-

pulses is correlated with the retinal pattern in

some orderly way, yet without having the

characteristics of a picture. It is the reaction of

the cerebral cortex to this pattern of stimulation,

rather than our reaction to the image on our

retina, which gives us our perception of the

external world.

.AJthough the retinal image is without depth,

there is nevertheless some correlation between
certain of its aspects and the "surfaces, slopes

and edges of the world" about us. Likewise, al-

though there is no picture transmitted to the

cerebral cortex, the cortical pattern is a counter-

part of that on the retina."

In Figure 14.14, B, an artist has portrayed

the typical visual field of one eye. His pict^ue

is flat, yet the spacing of the horizontal lines

is so arranged as to give the impression of a

floor, or something of the kind, receding into

the distance. The artist has not draN^Ti a

picture of anything in particular, yet he has

a spacing arrangement which correlates with,

or is a counterpart of, an actually receding

space. Photographs as well as drawings illus-

trate similar principles. Thus, in Figure 14.14,

A the apparent size of the clods of earth, their

detail, and the shadows cast by them are

correlates of what was photographed and give

us, when we look at the picture, an impression

of increasing distance from the bottom up. The
picture in Figure 14.14, C is also flat, yet the

lines and angles are drawai to represent certain

aspects of a real object with depth. In this

case, in fact, the lines and angles are drawn so

that they may be regarded as correlates of dif-

ferent objects. They are ambiguous, hence we
percei\'e now one object, and now another.

Patterns of ner\e impulses doubtless correlate

in some way \\ith the retinal image and thus

with aspects of the external world. They are

not replicas of the things perceived, nor do they

picture them, yet they mediate appropriate re-

sponses to the tridimensional aspects of space.

Psychologists are particularly interested in

the cues which allow us to perceive depth and
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distance. The retinal image itself may contain

several cues, as we have already suggested.

Some of these are as effective when we use one

eye as when we use two, hence we say that

they are monocular. A cue which necessarily

involves both eyes is designated binocular.

Cues depending upon correlates in the visual

image are designated psychological while those

arising from the stiaicture and movements of

the eyes are called physiological.

A question which arises in connection with

all of these is whether or not we must leam

to interpret them. The question is by no means

setded. Some psychologists maintain that, at

least to a certain extent, our perceptions of

space are given to us directly by visual cues,

even from the beginning of life.'''- Recent

research involving a visual cliff (Figure 14.15)

shows that, at least by the time they are able

to crawl, infants avoid going over a visual

"drop off."

Some maintain that visual cues come to

have meaning only as we leam about the world

through our other senses. They claim that we
learn to interpret these cues through associated

tactual and muscular processes. Thus it is

claimed that an object comes to look round

because it feels round; to look nearer than

another because the muscular effort in reaching

it is less than in reaching the others. '*•' This is

!|i|i|' 'I'llHII

Nil

I '4-. 1 4 Some Correlates of the External

World Which Give Rise to Perception of the Third

Dimension. For interpretation, see text. A, from

Gibson, J. J., The Perception of fhe Visual World.

Houghton Mifflin, 1950, p. 60; B, ibid., p. 68; C, from

Osgood, C. E., Method and Theory in Experimental

Psychology. Oxford University Press, 1953, p. 255.
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14. lO Infant on a Visual CllfF. Infants crawled along a heavy sheet of glass toward the

mother. Underneath was a textured piece of linoleum. Halfway across, however, the linoleum

dropped 3'/2 feet below the surface of the glass. In a group of 36 infants 6V2 to 14 months old,

only 8 per cent ventured beyond the visual drop-off. The others either crawled in the opposite

direction or refused to proceed, even with coaxing from their mother. Similar results have been

found in testing white rats on a visual cliff. The study with infants was described by Walk, R. D.,

and E. J. Gibson in a report to the Eastern Psychological Association (April, 1959) entitled "A

Study of Visual Depth Perception in the Human Infant with a Visual Cliff." The study with rats is:

y/a\k, R. D., E. J. Gibson, and T. J. Tighe, "Behavior of Light- and Dark-Reared Rats on a Visual

Cliff," Science, 1957, 126, 80-81. (Photo by William Vandivert from Gibson, Eleanor J. and

Richard Walk, "Visual Cliff," Scientific Americon, April, 1960, p. 65.

not an "either-or" proposition, however, for

innate organizations and acquired meaning are

perhaps both involved. It has been shown

(pp. 410-413) that certain primitive organi-

zations as well as habit factors contribute to

our knowledge of the world around us.

Psychological cues

Since the psychological cues are just as

effective whether we use one or both eyes,

they are also examples of monocular cues. They
comprise the following cues, all represented
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by correlates in the retinal image: size of im-

age, interposition, linear perspective, aerial

perspective, shadows, and relative movement.

Size of image. The retinal image is larger

for nearby than for distant objects. If the dis-

tance is sufficiently great, so that size con-

stancy (p. 414) is not involved, we perceive

the object as smaller, hence as more distant,

when its retinal image is smaller. But we must

be acquainted with the actual size of the ob-

ject. A certain kind of bird is of a fairly con-

stant size, hence when the image is small,

we judge the bird to be at a greater dis-

tance than when the image is large. In the

case of unfamiliar objects, however, the size of

the retinal image is of little or no help. Take

clouds, for example. These could be of almost

any size. What we see might be a large cloud

far up or a small cloud near the earth.

Interposition. This is a rather obvious dis-

tance cue. The object represented in the ret-

inal image as partially obscuring our view of

another object is of course judged to be closer.

The essential cue is related to the contour lines

of the overlapping objects. '' The object whose
contour is continuous at the point of overlapping

is seen as closer; the object whose contour is

lost at the point of overlapping is seen as more

distant. Note in Figure 14.16 that the upper

rectangle has continuous contour lines at c,

hence looks closer. At d, however, its contour

line is lost while that of the lower rectangle

is continuous. Now the lower rectangle seems

nearer.

Linear perspective. The decrease in the size

and separation of objects as they become more

distant is often used by artists to represent dis-

tance. Lines converging as the horizon is ap-

proached give the impression of increasing dis-

tance. Trees, telephone poles, and other ob-

jects are decreased in size as they recede into

the distance. The upper part of the picture

always represents the horizon; the lower part

the ground, or floor, nearby. The decreasing

size of the clods of earth in Figure 14.14A

as they approach the upper region of the pic-

ture is also illustrati\'e of linear perspective.

Aerial perspective. When \\'e do not know
the actual distance of objects, an important

cue is provided by the clearness of perceived

detail. A mountain, a building, or any other

object which stands out from its surroundings,

seems closer on a clear dav than on a smokv

c

d

14.10 The Interpositional Cue. This figure

is ambiguous. At c the lower rectangle appears

more distant; at d the upper rectongle. (From

Ratoosh, P., "On Interposition as a Cue for the

Perception of Distance." Proceeciing of the National

Academy of Science, Washington, 1949, 35, p. 258.)

or foggy one. In fact any familiar object seems

closer when we can make out its detaOs. This

is exemplified every time we use binoculars or

a telescope, or take photographs with a tele-

scopic lens. It is likewise illustrated by the

clods of earth already referred to. The nearer

ones are pictured in greater detail than those

more distant.

All psychological factors so far considered

are given interrelated representation in Figine

14.17. Observe that the road seems to go

down hiO, then up. This is because the rate at

which the lines are converging in the lower

part of the picture changes. The decreased

rate of convergence near the end of the fence

represents an uphill slope while the continued

convergence of these lines represents increas-

ing distance. Nearby objects fill more of the

picture, as they would the retinal image. In-

terposition is represented by tire fact that some

buildings partially obscure others. Aerial per-

spective is, in a sense, also represented. The

nearby trees and buildings, for example, show

more detail than those pictured as in the

distance. In a fog or haze, less detail would

be evident and these objects would be per-

ceived as at a still greater distance.

Shadow.s. Depth cues also come from shad-

ows. Note in Figure 14.18, for example, that

the impression of depth may actually be re-

versed if the picture is turned upside down,

thus making the shadows slope in the opposite

direction. Note, also, how contours and

shadows give depth aspects to the object pic-

tured in Figure 14.19.
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I 4. I / How Many Depths or Distance Cues are Represented in This Drawing? Observe

that the road seems to go down hill, then up as it recedes into the distance. At the top it seems to

go down again. What other tridimensional cues are evident? (Adapted from Buckley, H. Perspec-

tive. London, Sir Isaac Pitman and Sons, Ltd., 1947; and by Gibson, J. J., in his The Percept/on of

the Visual World. Houghton Mifflin, 1950, p. 139.)

Movement cues. The relative movement of

objects is sometimes important in judging dis-

tance. Other things being equal, the object

which seems to move by us rapidly is judged

to be closer than that which moves by slowly.

If we ourselves are moving, objects nearby

seem to go past in the opposite direction to

that in which we are traveling, but distant ob-

jects appear to move with us.

There is evidence that individuals with only

one eye depend upon clues derived from head
and eye movements as well as mo\'ements in

the environment. This is especially true for

judgment of near distance, as when retrmi-

ing a spoon to a sugar bowl.

Some movie cartoons utilize a combination

14.18 The Influence of

Shadows on Depth Perception.

This is a volcano crater in Robaul.

Turn it upside down, however,

and a mound is seen instead of

a crater, life once printed a pic-

ture of the moon inverted, in

which the craters appeared to

be mounds. Photographers often

obtain a marked enhancement of

depth by an appropriate ar-

rangement of shadow. (Photo

from Whites Aviation, Ltd.)



14.1 V Contours, shading, and Depth. Note

how differences in shading, with resulting differences

in contour make a flat picture have depth. (Courtesy

Surface Combustion.)

of psychological cues, including relati\'e mo\e-

ment, to give a very realistic impression that

one is viewing a tridimensional picture.

Works of art like that reproduced in Figure

14.20 provide a further illustration of how
impressions of depth may be created by use

of relative size, interposition, linear perspective

and shadows. What one sees is illusor\-, for

the picture is perfectly flat. Those sitting in

the lounge of the ship in which this mural

appears in color seem to see a butterfly some
inches from the wall, and ladders, ropes, and

other objects as real instead of flat representa-

tions.

Physiological cues

Here we have three generally recognized

cues: accommodation, convergence, and retinal

disparity. The first is monocular, the second

may be monocular or binocular, and the third

is binocular.

Accommodation. The lens of the e\e

changes its curvature (accommodates) as we
fi.xate nearby objects. This adjustment is medi-

ated by muscles and ligaments and it is thus

possible that resulting nerve impulses provide

the brain with cues as to the relative distances

of the object fixated.

Convergence. The eyes converge (turn in-

ward) more when we fi.xate nearb\' objects

than when we fixate those at a greater distance.

These reactions are controlled by muscles at-

tached to the eyeball, hence ner\'e impulses

generated in the course of this adjustment

might ser\e as distance cues. The same turning

movements are made when a person has only

one eye. But convergence is of doubtful \'alue

as a spatial cue unless the objects fixated are

fairlv close.-'"'

I4.^U An Example of "Trompe-I'oeil" art. This painting, from the lounge of the RMS

ORSOVA, is reproduced with the kind permission of the artist, Mr. Humphrey Spender and the

Orient Steam Navigation Company, Ltd. The picture is discussed in the text.

f7!ff fl" 'n
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14.^1 The Principle of the Stereoscope.

Observe that the prisms of the stereoscope throw the

images toward the outer part of the retina, where

they would fall if the object were straight ahead.

The subject then sees the picture, with depth, at a

point between the actual pictures, the point where

the dotted lines meet. The small partition prevents

the right eye from viewing the picture designed for

the left eye, and the left eye from viewing the picture

designed for the right eye. Some modern sterescopic

devices for viewing 3—D colored transparencies are

described in the text.

Retinal disparity. Each eye gets a somewhat

different picture of the same object or situation.

In looking at an object the right eye sees

around the right side a httle more than does

the left eye. On the other hand, the left eye

sees a bit farther around to the left. This dif-

ference in the view obtained with each eye is

referred to as retinal disparity. That it pro\ides

important cues concerning depth is well known

to anybody who has viewed such pictures

through a stereoscope.

The principle of the stereoscope is illustrated

in Figure 14.21. Observe that the right eye

sees only the picture taken with the camera

on the right, and the left eye only that taken

with the camera on tlie left. The screen pre-

vents either eye from being stimulated in any

way by the noncorresponding picture. The
function of the prisms is to throw tlie disparate

images on the same regions of the retina which

would be stimulated were the original scene

viewed by the two eyes under normal cir-

cumstances. The tridimensional image, pro-

duced by some fusion process in the brain, is

projected, as it were, along the dotted lines.

These lines are Olustrated as extensions of the

lines from prisms to retina.

The well-known Viewmaster accomplishes

the same result without use of prisms. A stereo

camera takes two pictures simultaneously, one

from the position of each e\'e. In looking

through the Viewmaster, or a comparable

\'iewer, we place the right-side picture over the

right eye and the left-side picture over the left

eye, with the result that an extremely realistic

depth effect is produced.

You have perhaps obser\ed another appli-

cation of the retinal disparity principle, for it

is sometimes used in store-window advertising

and in the moving pictures. The pictures used

are printed in two colors, usually red and

blue. Instead of being printed as separate pic-

tures, however, they are superimposed. But

\\hat would be seen with the right eye is

printed in red and what would be seen with

the left eye in blue. You now look at the still

picture, or movie, through spectacles having a

red and a blue filter. The red filter over the

left e\e pre\ents you from seeing the red pic-

ture (appropriate for the right eye). Likewise,

the blue filter o\ er the right eye enables you to

see the red picture but not the blue one (ap-

propriate for the left eye ) . Under these con-

ditions you observe depth, much as in a stereo-

scope. The result is so realistic in movies of a

man pitching a ball tovs'ard the camera that

luost members of the audience "duck, as the

ball comes toward them." It appears that the

ball leaves the screen and is about to hit one

between the eyes. These representations of

the retinal disparity principle are known as

anaglyphs.

A similar principle is involved in the so-

called "3-D" movies shown in theatres. In

these pictures, however, two separate images

are projected upon the screen by a double

projector. A polarizing system and polarized

filters are used to prevent the right eye from
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seeing the left eye's view and the left eye from

seeing the right eye's view."

Depth perception based upon retinal dispar-

ity can be demonstrated in children as young

as one year.'"' A doll, for example, is seen

between us and the screen. The child with

polaroid glasses reaches for the doll where we
see it, hence must have ".3-D" vision.

Whether 3-D vision is inborn or based upon

acquired interpretations is not known. It seems

likely, however, that it is another example of

"primitive organizations" like the geometrical

illusions, illusions of motion, etc., discussed

earlier in the chapter.

The principles of stereoscopy have many
military uses. Stereoscopic cameras take recon-

naissance pictures which make it possible to

tell not only that a building stands at a particu-

lar spot, but also its height, and many other

characteristics. Visual range-finding instru-

ments likewise make much use of retinal dis-

parity and the stereoscopic vision based on it.

AUDITORY SPACE PERCEPTION

Our ears provide us with certain cues con-

cerning both the distance and direction of ob-

jects, but judgments based upon these cues are

in most instances quite crude, especially com-

pared with judgments based on visual cues.

If a sound is familiar, we can usually judge

its distance in terms of loudness, since we as-

° The two pictures, one for each eye, are pro-

jected upon a special metallic screen. In coming
from the projecting lenses, the light from each pic-

ture is polarized in a different direction. The light

from one picture vibrates in one direction; that

from the other, in a different direction. Looking
at the screen without special glasses, the \iewer
sees confused double images. But his polaroid

glasses provide filters for the respecti\e eyes which
allow only the appropriately directed vibrations to

pass through. Thus the right eye sees only what
was photographed with the right hand lens of the

camera and the left e\-e only what was photo-
graphed with the left-hand lens. The result is a

marked impression of tridimensionality. Cinerama
produces depth effects in a very different manner
from that described. A \'ery wide, cur\'ed screen

leaves much of the picture in peripheral vision

and judgments of depth come from interpretation

of what we ha\'e referred to as "psychological

cues."

sociate increasing distance with decreasing

loudness. Complexity is another possible dis-

tance cue. The sound of an airplane motor is

far less complex at a distance than when near-

by. When it is close, we hear a great variety

of sounds. At a distance, however, only the

low hum is audible. Likewise, the relatively

faint higher overtones of musical instruments

become inaudible with distance. Near-by

sounds also have greater volume than more

distant ones. The boom of a cannon a few

yards away seems to fiU all space. From a dis-

tance of several miles, however, the same

boom appears to take up relatively little space.

Moreover, it is heard as but one of several

sounds. It does not drown out everything

else.

Our ability to locate sound sources is par-

tially dependent upon previous knowledge.

We know, for example, that those traffic sounds

are coming from the road over there, that the

airplane is overhead, and that the cheering

comes from the stadium. Vision also provides

us with cues which aid in auditory localization.

We hear a woodpecker, for instance. Looking

up in the trees and seeing the bird pecking,

we locate the source of the sound. It happens,

of course, that vision sometimes deceives us.

We "hear" sounds issuing from the mouth of

the ventriloquist's dummy because we see its

mouth moving at the same time as words are

spoken. Likewise, we seem to see and hear

an actor speak on the screen, even though the

loudspeaker may be several feet abo\e, below,

or to the right or left of his mouth.

Under such circumstances as the above, only

one ear is necessary for localization. All we
need do is hear and recognize what we hear.

When previous knowledge and vision are elim-

inated, however, two ears are necessary for

localization. This is because we are not able

to localize sounds in terms of auditory cues

alone unless they stimulate each ear differently.

In a typical experiment on auditory localiza-

tion the subject sits with closed eyes, his head

in the center of what is, in effect, a large

sphere. This is illustrated in Figure 14.22.

A click may be presented at any position on

the surface of the sphere. As soon as he hears

the click, the subject must name or point to
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\A-.Z.Z. Schema Illustrating a Situation In-

volved in Auditory Localization Experiments.

The subject may localize by naming the position of

the sound or by pointing to it. For further explana-

tion, see the text.

the place from which the chck came. His

error of localization is measured in degrees.

We find that he is able to localize the click

fairly well so long as it is at a different distance

from each ear. When it appears at a, the

click is much closer to the right ear than to the

left. The subject usually says that it is directly

to the right. Suppose that the click is pre-

sented at ii— that is, to the front on the left

side. It is closer to the left ear than to the

right. Again the subject has good success in

localizing the source of the click. Suppose,

however, that we present the click directly in

front at a position equidistant from the ears

— that is, at c. Now the subject ma>- sa>' that

it is up, back, down, to the front, or in an\'

position in the median plane, which cuts

through the head direcdy between the ears.

His accuracy of localization within this plane

is no better than could occur by chance. This

is because, at every position, the ears are stim-

ulated identically.

What differences in stimulation at the cars

are provided by a sound to the right or left

of the median plane? There are three im-

portant possibilities. These are: (1) a dillcr-

ence in time of arrival of the sound wave at

the ears; (2) a difference in the phase of the

cycle activating both ears; and (3) a differ-

ence in the intensity of the stimulus at the ears.

The sound wave, of course, reaches the nearer

ear first; it may be in a different part of its

cycle when it strikes the nearer ear than when
it strikes the farther ear, and it may have a

greater intensity at the nearer than at tlie

farther ear.

Under conditions of everyday life, time,

phase, and intensity differences are often

simultaneously present, and we may use now
one and now anotlier, or all three combined, in

localizing unfamiliar and unseen sounds. When
the locus is familiar, or the sound source seen,

these cues are not necessary, and they are prob-

ably not used. When a noise, such as a click,

is involved, time is the most important clue

as to direction. But when a tonal stimulus is

involved, phase also becomes important, es-

pecially if the sound wa\e is of low frequency,

hence relatixely long. A long wave has a bet-

ter chance of stimulating the two ears in a dif-

ferent part of its cycle than a short wave. One
ear may be stimulated by the crest (condensa-

tion), and the other by the trough (rarefac-

tion ) . In the case of high frequencies, or short

waves, on the other hand, one ear may be

stimulated b\' the crest of one wave and the

other ear by the crest of the next wave. As

far as phase is concerned, this is equivalent

to stimulating both ears with the crest of the

same wave. E.xperiments ha\'e shown that

some individuals localize in terms of phase dif-

ferences, but others do not.

Intensit\' is an important cue only at rela-

ti\el\' high frequencies, above five thousand

c\'cles per second. This is because intensity

is not greatly reduced by small differences in

the distance of a sound source from the ears.

Significant differences in intensity are asso-

ciated, rather, with the shadow of the head.

A sound wave coming from the right must pass

around the head to get to the left ear. Long
waves (those of low frequency) bend easily

and show little loss of amplitude. On the

other hand, short waves (those of high fre-

quency) are so gready reduced in amplitude

that the sound may be thirty db louder at the

nearer than at the farther ear. When com-

plex sound waves are involved, this bending

around the head not onlv reduces their loud-
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I4.^v5 Young's Pseudo-

phone. A tube conveys to the

left ear sound waves which would

normally stimulate the right ear,

and to the right ear those which

would normally stimulate the left.

ness, but it also decreases their compIexit\-.

Timbre is thus different at the two ears and

may provide a locahzing cue.

When one wears an apparatus hke that

shown in Figure 14.23, all the auditory localiz-

ing cues are reversed. If the eyes are closed,

sounds actually coming from the right are heard

coming from tlie left, and vice versa. If the

eyes are open, however, and the sound source

is within view, the sounds are properly local-

ized. In other words, visual cues take prece-

dence over auditory ones.'"

It is only under laboratory conditions that

we are able to present one of these localizing

cues while holding the others constant, and

thus discover the relati\e importance of each.

Auditory perspective

In any complex situation, some sounds ap-

pear near and some distant; some appear to the

right, some to the left, and some straight

ahead. Not only this, but certain sounds move
in relation to other sounds or appear on a

background of constant sounds. Radio en-

gineers have had some success in reproducing

such stereophonic effects by radio. One
method is to place two microphones on a

dummy, one microphone in the position of the

right ear and the other in the position of the

left ear, maintaining the actual distance v*'hich

separates the ears. The right-hand microphone
is connected to the right earphone of a listener

in another room. The left-hand microphone is

likewise connected to the left earphone. Now
someone walks toward or away from the

dummy, around it, and so on, while talking.

The listener widi earphones has the illusion

that someone is walking toward him, around
him, and so forth.''** Similar stereophonic ef-

fects are sometimes produced in movie theafres.

Several sound tracks may be used, each re-

corded from a sound source in a different

position and each with its loud speaker ap-

propriately located in the theatre.

Musical programs have been broadcast in

such a manner as to utilize stereophonic ef-

fects and stereophonic records have become
commonplace. In each instance, there is a simul-

taneous pickup from differently placed micro-

phones, and a playback from differently placed

loudspeakers. The principles are similar to

those of the above-mentioned experiments.

INTERSENSORY CONTRIBUTIONS

\\'hat one perceives of space inx'olves con-

tributions from se\eral senses, separately at
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times but often complexly integrated. \'isiial

and auditory information has been stressed.

Nonetheless, it has been necessary to recognize

(p. 417) that perceiving the depth of seen

objects may be dependent upon earlier tactual

and kinesthetic experiences. In discussing cer-

tain aspects of distance perception (p. 421), it

was learned that cues from the muscles \\'hich

move the e>'es and others which change the

curvature of the lens ma>- play an important

role. We were referring, in this connection, to

kinestlietic cues. The interplay of vision and

hearing was cited (p. 42.5) in describing how
visual cues may take precedence over the

auditory in "auditory localization." Two other

senses also provide information which helps

us locate sources of stimulation not in contact

with the bod>' surface. One of these is olfac-

tion. Although more useful to animals like the

dog than to us, it does facilitate the localizing

of odorous objects— as when a skunk is in the

vicinity or something is burning. Tempera-

tiue is tlie other sense which provides spatial

information. This is limited to such relatively

simple things as locating tlie direction of a

draft, or of warmth.

The tactual and kinesthetic senses, often in

combination, tell us about the size and shape

of objects that we handle without looking at

them. This sort of information has important

application in some work situations. Tactual-

kinesthetic information is of course ciTicially

significant to the blind.

Our discussion of static sensiti\it\' (pp. .'382-

383) dealt with mechanisms involved when
we discern tlie direction of bodily movement
— up, do\\'n, right, left, fonvard, back, clock-

wise, or counter clockwise. Tliis is also relevant

in the context of space perception because

much information that is important for spatial

orientation comes from the static sense. Nor-

mally, this is combined with other information,

especially visual and kinesthetic. It is the com-

bination of these three senses which makes it

possible for a cat to land upright when dropped.

These senses do not serve us as well, in this

sort of situation. Nevertheless, they do facili-

tate our locomotor activities. When visual

cues are absent— as in some diving and flying

operations — one is thrownr back almost entirely

upon his static sense. This alone can teU him,

whether he is upright or upside dowii. We
do not mean to imply, however, that this is an

infallible guide. The use of instruments in

"Hying blind" suggests that it is not too de-

pendable as a means of spatial orientation.

An interesting series of experiments has dem-
onstrated that perception of one's position in

space is to a measurable degree dependent upon

visual surroimdings.'^'' Some of these e.xperi-

ments used an apparatus that was illustrated

in Chapter 2 (p. 41). With this the body
as a whole could be tilted forward or back-

ward or to the right or left. Likewise, the

entire visual environment of the subject, who
was supported more or less rigidly in the

padded chair, could be tilted in the same di-

rections, either with or independently of the

bod>'. Individuals differed greatiy in their re-

actions. But most of them had the impression,

when the room alone was tilted, that they had

themselves changed position. On the other

hand, their body could be tilted, in a visually

upright environment— the environment also

mo\'ing so as to correspond — w^ithout this

moN'ement being perceived.

The apparatus was constructed so that the

subject could readjust the \'isual surroundings

and also his own position. Such readjustments

were accomplished witli variable success, some
subjects doing very well and others very

poorly.

What is of special interest to us here is this

further demonstration of the interplay of dif-

ferent senses in space perception. In a dark

room or completely foggy environment— that

is, with no visual detail to guide him— one's

static sense, combined with tactual and kines-

thetic stimulation, might be expected to tell

him that he was upright, or tilted. In the

latter instance, if he were sitting in a chair,

there would be unusual pressure against his

side— for example, the right side in a tilt to

the right. In a tilted \isual environment, how-

ever, such cues may be ineffective because the

visual ones predominate, a finding reminiscent

of the alread>-mentioned predominance of vis-

ual cues in localizing sounds.
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Summary

Attending and perceiving are in some re-

spects indistinguishable, but we have con-

centi'ated upon attending conceived of as a

preperceptive set— an anticipatory perceptual

adjustment.

The act of attending in\olves receptor ad-

justments, postural adjustments, muscle ten-

sions associated with the latter, but not al-

ways overtly observable, and central neural

adjustments, including those of the reticular

formation and cerebral cortex. Central nevual

adjustments are generally considered to be in-

tegrally in\'ol\'ed in receptor and postmal func-

tions, but contro\ersy has centered around the

idea that there may at times be a central con-

trol independent of, or in addition to, the

peripheral adjustments. The possibility of such

a cental control must be recognized, but re-

search has so far failed to provide conclusive

evidence of it.

Three varieties of attending may be dis-

tinguished, i.e., invokmtary (such as is pro-

duced by an unexpected shot), voluntary (as

in attending at somebody's request or from a

sense of duty), and habitual (exemplified b\'

continuing sets like the mother's readiness to

hear her baby's cry)

.

Determiners of attention may be differen-

tiated into two broad but somewhat related

groups— namely, external and internal. To the

degree that they contrast \\'ith their surround-

ings or with what is customar\', external stimu-

lus patterns gain in attention-getting value.

Internal determiners are continuing sets which

stem from motives.

From tlie standpoint of experience, perceiv-

ing is s\Tionymous with observing differences,

relationships, organizations, and meanings.

From the standpoint of behavior, it is synony-

mous with acting differentially, in terms of re-

lationships, organized properties of the envi-

ronment, and meaning. Perceiving, considered

from either standpoint, involves receptor proc-

esses and it may also involve symbolic and

affective processes.

Instructional sets facilitate percei\ing of

items relative to the set. So also do motiva-

tional sets which the individual himself brings

to a situation. The research on \alues and per-

ception of related words has so far had no

clear outcome.

Past experience is especially important in

determining the meaning of what we perceive.

Any familiar object has acquired a variety of

meanings because of its association with other

objects and events in the past. Thus, per-

ception of an apple is eventually possible in

terms of any one of its aspects (such as color,

odor, taste), and any one of these is likely

to arouse symbolic processes which represent

former experiences or activities in which ap-

ples have played a part. Growth of meaning

is also related to our tendency to interpret the

new in terms of the old. Think of the girl

who called the caterpillar a "kitty bug" when
she saw one for the first time. That the same

object may have different meanings for differ-

ent individuals, even though it stimulates them
identically, can be illustrated by use of any

object not familiar to all. The influence of set

in perceiving is another example of the role

of past experience, for the set is itself usually

determined by what has happened previously.

If \\-e had to examine every object or situa-

tion carefully before perceiving it, we should

be greatly handicapped in reacting to our en-

vironment. What we do, characteristically, is

to react in terms of reduced cues. Some as-

pect of former experience, or some part of a

present familiar object or situation, arouses

symbolic processes which, as it were, "fill out"

the experience.

In order to perceive stimulations as differ-

ent, it is necessary tliat the difference between

them be a certain fraction of one, which is re-

ferred to as the standard stimulus. This is the

essence of Weber's law. If you are to discrim-

inate an increase in brightness, tlie increase in

intensit)' of light must be about one hundredth

of the intensity that you started with. This in-

crease is necessary to bring the difference abo\'e

the threshold of discrimination, or to produce

a just noticeable difference (j.n.d.) in bright-

ness. In hearing, taste, and the other senses,

different ratios apply. In every field of recep-

tion, they apply only to the middle range of
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intensities, they vary somewhat from one in-

dividual to another, and they vary under dif-

ferent experimental conditions. Similar ratios

apply to certain aspects of the environment
other than intensity— for example, length of
lines. One of the methods used to obtain
Weber ratios is that of just noticeable differ-

ences.

Some aspects of perceptual experience and
behavior appear to be inborn rather than
learned. These have been referred to as primi-
ti\e organizations. Among the examples pre-
sented were primitive groupings, some geomet-
rical illusions, the illusion of apparent motion,
perceptual constancy and relational discrimina-
tion. In some instances, as in the illusions,

we actually perceive as aspects of our environ-
ment certain phenomena which have no ob-
jective existence. Thus, we may see movement
where none occurs, and we may see straight
lines as bent, or lines of equal length as dif-

fering in length. Since the same illusions are
experienced b>' persons who have never before
been presented with such situations, and since
animals react as though subject to the same
illusory effects, there is good reason for be-
lieving that the organizations involved are in-

dependent of previous experience.

Illusions, and possibly other forms of primi-
tive organization, are apparently imposed upon
us by the organism. The external situation
activates certain receptor and neural processes,
but what we perceive corresponds with these
processes and not with the external situa-

tion. Thus, in the phi-phenomenon, we per-
ceive movement because of some process witli-

in the eye or nervous system, not because of
some external movement. A large amount of
research is being focused upon primitive or-

ganizations with the aim of finding out what
receptor and neural activities are responsible
for them.

Although the image on our retina lacks
depth, it contains certain cues, correlated with
aspects of the external world, which enable
us to discern depth and distance. Some of
these cues are monocular, requiring only one
eye. Among monocular cues are those desig-
nated as psychological. They are so named
because it appears that we must interpret
them. Whether these cues give us any aspects
of space perception prior to experience or

whether we must learn to interpret them is an
unanswered question. It appears likely that
a certain amount of "primiti\e organization" is

supplemented by acquired interpretations.

Important among psychological cues are
the following, all of them monocular: retinal

size, interposition, linear perspective, aerial

perspective or clearness of detail, shadows,
and relative movement.
Among the physiological cues of depth are

accommodation of the lens (monocular), con-
\ergence (monocular and binocular) and ret-

inal disparity (binocular). Accommodation
and convergence are of doubtful value except
at close distances. Retinal disparity, however,
is of obvious importance. It is illustrated ex-

perimentally by use of the stereoscope, ana-
glyphs, and other so-called "3 D" pictures.

In each instance, tvvo slightl\- different pictures,

taken with lenses separated by the same dis-

tance as the eyes, are fused to produce a tridi-

mensional effect simulating what we see with
both eyes.

Depth perception based upon retinal dis-

parity is perhaps another of the "primiti\e or-

ganizations" referred to earlier. It may be
clearly demonstrated in children as >-oung as
one year.

A sound source equidistant from the ears

gives no auditory clue as to its location.

When the source is at a distance from one ear
different from that from the other, however,
the wave (1) reaches the nearer ear first,

(2) may lead in phase at the nearer ear, and
(3) may be more intense at the nearer ear.

These differences enable us to localize the
source, but the significance of a particular clue
depends on the nature of the sound wave.
Time is important for localization of noises,

phase for localization of tones, and intensit\-

for localization of high tones.

Space perception, rather than being visual,

or auditory, is an intersensory affair. In many
instances it is, so to speak, audiovisual. But
other senses also provide spatial information:
olfaction, the temperature sense, and the static

and kinesthetic senses. When visual cues are
in conflict with auditory or static cues, the
\isual may predominate. Examples of this were
seen in auditory localization and in perceiv-
ing the body position in a tilted visual en-
vironment.

(References and notes for this chapter are on page 566 of the Appendix.

)
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Communication

and Language o
Limitations of animal communication Linguistic origins • Speech mechanisms

Learning to speak • The communication process • The meaning of words •

Nonverbal communication Summary

Communication is an integral feature of interaction between organisms. It occurs

whenever the behavior of one organism acts as a stimulus for the behavior of another.

Sometimes the behavior of one organism is informative. It may indicate that danger

approaches, that food is to be found in a particular place, or, at a level of much greater

complexity, that a friend is expected to reach New York on Wednesday. In its barest

essentials, communication goes something like this: The behavior of one organism acts

as a stimulus. The second organism, because of the inborn make-up of its nervous

system or because of neural changes that have resulted from learning, responds

appropriately to the stimulation provided. At the human level, stimulation may be

transmitted through various intermediaries, including telephone wires or cables, not

to mention deliverers of the message. Even so, the fact remains that a message is

understood only because the stimulation involved arouses appropriate processes in the

recipient. In short, there is no transfer of information except in such terms.

Most human interaction involves language, which may be defined in the simplest

terms as communication with gestures or with spoken or written words. Speech

symbols (gestural, spoken or written) are conventionalized, which is to say, bound

by rules. They involve stimuli which signify something that is understood, more or

less, by both the person who initiates them and the person for whom they are in-
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tended. A message "gets across" because the sender encodes his message according

to custom and the receiver decodes it in the same terms.

It is well to recollect, in diis connection, what has already been said about symbolic

processes. Linguistic stimuli are s>mbols in that they represent something other than

themselves. When one wishes to convey a message, in conversation or otherwise, he

encodes it, so to speak, in the signals he has learned to make. The recipient decodes the

message. He reacts to the symbols in terms of the meanings he has learned to attach

to them. This encoding and decoding process is usually quite automatic, unless the

code used is a secret one that must be deliberately deciphered.

Speech sounds and gestures, as well as written words, are therefore not just sounds,

or movements, or scratchings on paper. They are symbols that represent objects or

events with which communication is concerned. One who knows the language reacts

to them as having conventional meanings. He knows the code, hence he can decode

them. The printed symbols, HAT, are generally accepted as meaning a certain kind

of headgear. You "get" what is encoded because you know the convention. But take

the following symbol: HASESAH.'^ What is printed provides visual stimulation. But

no message is transmitted, and for the simple reason that you have not learned what

this stimulation means. It happens to be Mayan. Thus it arouses no appropriate symbolic

counterpart in you, such as a student of this ancient language might have. In short, you

cannot decode whatever "message" might be said to be imbedded in the word.

Communication at an elementary level involves no more than the stimulation of one

animal by another in such a manner as to produce a similar response in the latter. Thus

the chirping of a cricket, or the croaking of a frog, starts up similar activity in others.

At a somewhat higher level of complexity, communication may have a signaling func-

tion. A response in one animal may signal danger to its less perceptive companions. One
antelope, say, reflexly raises its tail and the others, reacting to this reflex as signaling

danger, depart hurriedly from the vicinity. At a still higher level, one animal stimulates

another to do something positive, like going in search of food or helping it do something.

We will see presently that communication at this level is sometimes assumed to involve

language. Language in its fully developed form, however, is a purely human accomplish-

ment.

Some will doubtless question the statement that only human organisms communicate

linguistically. Tliey will point to the parrot that "talks" or to the dog that learns to

"speak" for a cooky. This chapter answers them by calling attention to very real

differences between animal and human communications, differences which do not

justify application of the term "language" to the former.

Human beings at times communicate as animals do. Communication may involve

signals, and even reflex ones, as when somebody screams and people look or rush in

that direction. On the other hand, most human communication is mediated by language.

Some is merely non\erbal, as when conventionalized gestures rather than words are

used. More of it is verbal, involving spoken, written, or printed words. Here we are

interested in language from the standpoint of the principles involved in its acquisition

and how it functions as a means of communication.

We begin with so-called "animal language." This discussion brings out the basic

characteristics of linguistic as compared with other forms of communication. Attention

is then focused upon vocal mechanisms and how they produce speech sounds. Acquisi-

tion of verbal skills is considered next, although with some recognition of the fact

that word meanings are simultaneously acquired. Basic speech functions are described.
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Then we examine some informational aspects of language. The processes within the

organism that underlie the meanings of words — or which, in a sense, link the name
with what it represents — are also considered. Finally, we outline some nonverbal

forms of communication in man.

LIMITATIONS OF ANIMAL
COMMUNICATION

All but the simplest animals, through their

own behavior, stimulate the behavior of others

of their kind. They do this, sometimes by

exuding odors, sometimes by emitting sounds,

and sometimes by assuming postures. These

acts are essentially reflex, as, also, are the re-

sponses to them. Certain odors may signal

that a female is sexually receptive. Vocaliza-

tions may have a similar function. Birds, for

example, vocalize to call a mate, challenge an

enemy, or proclaim their territorial rights.

-

The howler monkey vanquishes its enemies by

literally "howling them down." * By assuming

a certain posture the baboon warns others

from approaching his food or his females. A
female chimpanzee, by assuming a mating

posture, may divert the otherwise dominant

male from a food supply, thus getting more of

it for herself.^ Indeed books have been writ-

ten about these and other ways in which ani-

mals communicate with each other.

The "language" of the bees

A highly elaborate form of communication

occurs in bees. It is so elaborate as to have

been called the "language" of the bees.^

Upon returning to its hive from a successful

foraging trip, the bee brings with it nectar

and pollen. The latter, by itself, may signal

the kind of flower visited, possibly through its

odor. But more is signaled by a dance which

the bee performs. If the food source is nearby,

the dance assumes a circular pattern. A more

distant source is signaled by a dance which,

in its pattern, resembles a figure eight. The

bee runs forward, circling now to the right

and now to the left. Meanwhile its tail end

wags from side to side. The rapidity of cir-

cling and tail-wagging signals the distance of

the food source. The direction in which the

bees must go is indicated by the direction of

the run between turns.

How bees decode such information is not

definitely known, although certain detaOs have

been discovered. For one thing, other bees

imitate the dance of the informant, no doubt
instinctively. Then they, too, fly off in the

proper direction.

Remarkable as it is, there are marked limita-

tions in this communication between bees. As
one commentator says, "You and I can have
endless conversation about all sorts of subjects,

but bees are able to discuss one thing only —
food and where to find it." *

Communication among chimpanzees

Communication at a much higher level of

complexity— at a higher level because it seems

to be intentional" rather than reflex and be-

cause it has symbolic significance approach-

ing that of human communication — is found

in chimpanzees. Take, for example, an experi-

ment on cooperative behavior. Chimpanzees

were taught, one at a time, to pull in a box

containing food. Then the box was made too

heavy for an animal to pull it in unaided.

Now there were two ropes (Figure 15.1) and,

in order to get the food, cage mates were re-

quired to puU at the same time. This was

quite a problem. One animal pulled, found

that the food box would not budge, then gave

up. The other animal pulled, and also failed

to obtain the food.

After special training, which called for joint

pulling on command, the animals learned to

pull at the same time. Finally, without the

experimenter's command, the chimpanzees

" We qualify this statement by saying "seems

to be intentional" because there is never any ab-

solute proof of intention. A human being can of

course tell us that he intends to do a certain thing

(whether or not he actually does it) and he can

tell us that he did or did not intend to do some-

thing that he has done (like committing a crime)

but the limitations of animal communication are

such that we can do no more than infer the

presence of intentions, hazardous as that may be.
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took up the ropes and by watching each other,

pulled in unison. Sometimes, liowxner, one

animal was more eager than the other. His

problem, then, was how to get his partner to

cooperate. It is here that gestures appro.ximat-

iug language came into play. One animal

solicited cooperation by putting its hand on

the partner's shoulder and turning it around

or by touching it in \'arious ways. When suc-

cessful, these motions oriented the parhier

toward the rop-^. The observer of such be-

havior cannot escape the impression that the

chimpanzee is all but saying "Help me do
something."

"

If the chimpanzee pointed at the rope or

handed it to the partner, this could be even

more effective, provichng, of course, that the

partner knew enough to perceive the signifi-

cance of such acts. Chimpanzees have ac-

tually never been known to point, nor to

solicit cooperation more directly than by tinn-

ing another animal in a relevant direction.

They come very close to language, yet can do
no more than signal, in the most general way,

the need for help.

In an experiment on moiphine addiction in

chimpanzees the addicted animal sometimes
took the experimenter's hand and pulled him
toward the dispensary. There, at times, it

handed him the syringe and bent over for its

injection,^ Here, again, the best the animal

could accomplish was to sa\' in effect, "Do
something for me."

In short, a chimpanzees behavior cannot

tell another precisely what to do. Nor can it in

an\' way describe an object or an action.

Teaching a chimpanzee to "talk"

An orang-utan ° and a chimpanzee i" ha\e

been taught to sa>' a few \\'ords. Howc\er.
their accomplishment is far from true speech.

The "talking" chimpanzee, trained b>' Keith

and Cathy Hayes and subject of the latter's

book. The Ape in Our House, is sho\\Ti iir

Figure 15.2. She was treated as a child and

called "Viki." At the beginning Viki made no

sounds beyond those which chimpanzees nor-

mally make when excited. She did not babble.

Except when emotionally aroused, she was

silent. The initial problem, therefore, was to Bottom: Bula and Bimbo pu

get her to make nonemotional sounds. This Crawford, 7, p. 59.)

I O.I Communication in Chimpanzees. Top:

Bula touches Kambi near the mouth and turns her

head toward the grille. Middle: Bula's hand Is on

top of Kambl's pushing It down toward a rope,

together. (From M. P.
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seemed hopeless. Efforts to induce Viki to

"speak" for her milk by making sounds were
also, at first, in vain. Accordingly, milk was
withheld in the hope that Viki would "say"

something. But Mrs. Hayes and Viki looked

at each other, or at the milk, and Viki made
no sound. When the milk was about to be
taken away, Viki let out worried litde "oo oo's,"

typical reflex vocalizations. For making such

sounds, emotional though they were, she

was given a sip of milk. In the excitement over

getting milk, Viki made some reflex barking

sounds, and was given more mOk. Then, as

her appetite wore off, she was silent again.

When urged to "speak" she said nothing. The
threatened departure of Mrs. Hayes brought

more "oo oo's," and more milk was given.

And so it went.

Viki was not speaking on command. Noises

were, so to speak, "tricked out of her." This

continued for five weeks. Then with face con-

torted, and obviously with great effort, Viki

began to make a sound like "ahhh." When
she did so, she reached for the milk. Now,
at long last, it appeared that she was vocaliz-

ing intentionally. Viki then made the "ahhh"

sound when she was asked to speak, and also

initiated it herself in "asking" for things.

By pressing Viki's lips together as illustrated,

and moving them as she said "ahhh," Mrs.

Hayes eventually taught her to say something
approximating "Mama." Finally she said this

without aid, although only on command or

under obviously relevant circumstances, as

when it would bring a reward. "Papa" was

similarly acquired after Viki had learned to

imitate a "Bronx cheer." The word "cup" was

a combination of the sounds "k" and "p," one

quickly following the other. Viki also learned

to click her teeth, signifying that she wanted

to go for a ride."

Although Viki learned a few words, we are

not justified in crediting her with language.

When parrots, chimpanzees, or other animals

leani to "speak" they do so only under human
tuition. Without this tuition, and the patterns

set for them by their trainers, like the move-

ments Viki was induced to make by human
manipulation of her lips, they never acquire

anything resembling speech. To call Viki's

few acquired vocalizations "speech" would, in

any event, be purely academic. The sounds

did not, and probably never would, function

like speech. As one writer has pointed out,

after reviewing the extensive literature on

"animal language," animals do not use their

acquired vocal skills to communicate as hu-

man beings do. Their vocalizations are stereo-

typed and closely tied to the situations in

which they were conditioned. They are used

only in the presence of human beings; not to

communicate with another animal. Even more

significant is the fact that no animal combines

its acquired vocalizations, as words are com-

° Unfortunately, the experiment was ended with

Viki's death from what seemed to be a virus in-

fection.

lO..^ Teaching Viki to

Say "Mama." As described in

the text, the lips were first moved

while Viki was making an "ahhh"

sound. Then, as the lips began

to move without aid, touching

with a finger was sufficient.

(Courtesy The American Philo-

sophical Society.)



hined, to form plirascs and sentences. It is

also noteworthy that animal vocalizations re-

fer to the present (or possibly the future as in

anticipation of milk). They never refer to the

past. 11

When animals learn to respond appropri-

ately to speech, as many do, they are influ-

enced by the pitch, loudness, or pattern of

sounds— not by their symbolic content, nor

their meaning in a human sense. Perhaps the

best example of this was given by Thomdikc,
who trained cats to run to a bo.x when he

said, "I must feed those cats." After this con-

ditioning had been accomplished, he said, "My
name is Thorndike." The cats ran to the box

as before. They did this, also, when he said,

"Today is Tuesday." In fact, any vocalization

that he used had an equi\alent effect.'^

The role of insight

Even when animals learn to vocalize with

apparent intent, as Viki did, they still lack

insight into the significance of the sounds

the>' arc making. This difference between

animals and hiunan beings is interestingly

exemplified !)>• the blind and deaf Helen

Keller. One moriu'ng during her seventh year,

Helen patted Miss Sullivan's hand and pointed

to running water, signifying in this wa\' that

she wanted its name. The word w-a-t-e-r

was spelled out on her hand in the manual

alphabet. Later, while filling a cup at the

pump, Helen had the word w-a-t-e-r spelled

out again. This time the cold water was ()\er-

flowing on her hand, and the spelling of the

word at the same time had a remarkable

etteet. This is described by her teacher. Miss

Sullivan:

Tlie word, coming so close upon the sensa-

tion of cold water rushing over her hand
seemed to startle her. She dropped the mug
and stood as one transfixed. A new light came
into her face. She spelled "water" several

times. Then she dropped to the ground and

asked for its name and pointed to the pump
and trellis, and suddenly tinning romid she

asked for my name. I spelled "teacher." Just

then the nurse I)rought Helen's little sister

into the pump-house and Helen spelled "bab)"

and pointed to the muse. All the way back to

the house she was highly excited, and learned

the name of every object she touched, so that

in a few hoius she had added .30 new words

to her vocabulary.
1'

Helen had discovered that everything has a

name. After this, she began "to see the world

in a new light. " She had "learned the use of

words, not merely as mechanical signs and

signals, but as an entirely new instnmient of

thought." 1^

Where are animals lacking?

It is somewhat of a mystery why animals

fail to develop languages in the human sense

and why under hvmian tuition, an animal as

intelligent as a chimpanzee fails to achieve

insight into the significance of words. The
difficulty does not appear to lie in the vocal

mechanisms. Parrots and chimpanzees, for

example, have a wide vocal range and even

do a fairly good job of imitating human
vocalizations.

Some writers feci that a necessary prelude

to de\elopment of speech is the vocal play, or

babbling, in which human infants engage.

They feel that, since animals do not vocalize

spontaneoush', but only in a reflex manner
when emotionally aroused, an important step-

ping stone to language is missing.'-'

The absence of vocal play could itself be

due to the failure of animals to develop an\-

tliing eoircsponding to a motor speech area,

a region of the left motor cortex which, in man,

controls speech movements."'

A deficiency that is every bit as important

as absence of babbling or the lack of a motor

speech center is the low level of symbolic

functioning in animals. Symbolic processes

were discussed earlier (pp. 312-.314) in rela-

tion to the delayed reaction test. There we
obser\ed that, whereas some animals recall

absent stimuli after a delay, hinnan beings do

much better on such tests — recalling after

a longer delay and under conditions of greater

complexity. Such recall is possible becau.se

persisting neiuological changes, referred to

earlier (p. 310) as engrams, can be reactivated

when a proper new stimulus situation arises.

As we said in eailier discussions, the reactiva-

tion of such "neural traces" is basic to all

s\mbolic processes that an individual acquires.

The prelinguistic symbolic processes of ani-
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mals and children seem to possess "all the

functions of language except tlie social charac-

teristic of interstimulation and response." Tnie
language, it may be maintained, "grows out of

the symbolic processes used by some animals in

the solution of the types of problems repre-

sented in the delayed-reaction experiment."
'"

What this means is that the symbolic processes

of animals are insufficiently evolved to make
the transition from nonlinguistic to linguistic

symbols. The reason perhaps lies in their

brain structure, especially the small propor-

tion of the brain that is given over to functions

of association, as compared with sensorimotor

duties. The frontal lobes, which are so

prominent in man and possibly of particular

significance for symbolic functions, are also

much less pronounced in animals. This is true

even at the chimpanzee level.

Such deficiencies as we have mentioned are

doubtless interrelated. That is to say, the ab-

sence of vocal play and a low level of symbolic

functioning are tied in with such featiues of

the animal brain as its smallness; its associa-

tive insufficiency, particularly in the frontal

regions; and its lack of specialized motor

structures corresponding to the motor speech

area in man.

In stressing symbolic processes at the level of

recall (as in the delayed reaction experiment)

we must not overlook one other extremely im-

portant fact: the appearance of language re-

quires much more than ability to recall. It

requires insight and reasoning as well. It calls

for the sort of understanding that came to

Helen Keller when, in a flash, she discovered

that things may be represented by names and

followed up this insight by seeking the name of

everything around her.

Nor must we overlook the fact that our re-

mote forbears didn't merely discover language.

They invented it. In fact they invented many
languages, in different parts of the world, and

apparently in complete independence of each

other.

Each individual who is born today has a

relatively easy task, compared with that of his

remote human ancestors. Instead of starting

from scratch as the earliest human beings must

have clone, he is handed a language which is,

so to speak, ready made for him. All that he

has to do is leam it, difficult as this may be

for some.

LINGUISTIC ORIGINS

How man made the transition from non-

linguistic to linguistic communication is un-

known. This "whole day of creation" or "whole

chapter in evolution," as one philosopher has

called it, is perhaps forever beyond our com-

prehension.^** The reason is that primitive

men, although they left relics of their tools

and other implements, and paintings on the

walls of caves, could not, until writing itself

was invented, leave any information about

their speech. However, absence of informa-

tion on the earliest forms of verbal behavior

and how they were invented has not pre-

vented scholars from theorizing. There are,

in fact, many theories about the origin of

speech, but this is not the proper place to

consider them in detail. It will be sufficient

for our purposes to sketch two interrelated

theories which psychologists have put forth,

not with the implication that these are cor-

rect, but only to indicate a line of reasoning

that recei\es some support from what is knoxMi

about human learning today.

It may be said at the outset that the onl\-

essential condition for the development of a

new language is isolation of a group of indi-

viduals with no ready-made means of com-

munication. One way or another, the>' will

soon acquire means of communicating with

each other. ^^ One speech theory comes from

Judd, who calls attention to the fact that

children sometimes chance upon (or invent)

expressions and then use them to represent

objects. For example, one child was heard

calling pebbles pocos. a term which did not

come from its environment, hence must have

been made by chance (or invented) and then

adopted to represent pebbles. Judd says:

When the world was young, the opportunity

for inventing new words must have been

unlimited. Even in that far-away age, how-

ever, the inventor's task was less than half

accomplished when he emitted the new sound.

Before he could regard his task as complete,

he must induce his neighbors to use the sound

as he had used it.-"

The other theory, proposed by Thomdike,

stresses chance associations between babbling

sounds (say i(g) and objects perceived at the

same time. Thomdike says:
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Consider a child of early man playing with

a large shell. . . . Let us take the state of

affairs least favorable to connecting the sound

ug with that shell. . . . Let his prattling

possibilities consist of a thousand syllables

all equally likely to occur in any one situation

or in any other. Then the chance that he

will utter ug as he puts a pebble in the shell

is 1 in 1000 if he prattles at all.-^

Should the child, out of all these possibilities,

happen to make the tig sound, more will

be needed to establish this as representative

of the shell (or pebble, or act of dropping

the latter). The ug-shell association will need

considerable strengthening, otherwise some
new sound, or none at all, will next time

accompany dropping of the pebble into the

shell. In this connection, Thomdike says that

there are forces which tend to cause progress

away from purely misceUaneous vocal play.

First of all the child who puts one pebble

in the shell is likely to put another in then

and there. His enjoyment of the act makes

him repeat it, that is, strengthens its connec-

tion with the mental set in which he did it

first. Now that mental set happened at that

time to evoke also the vocal play of saying ug,

and the confirming reaction which the enjoy-

ment of the manual play set in action tends to

spread or scatter so as to strengthen also the

connection of the situation with the utter-

ance. ... In the second place, saying ug to

the shell and pebble may be itself enjoyable

and the connection may thereby be strength-

ened. Consequently, the probability that the

child will drop a second pebble is substantial

and the probability that he will utter ug

therewith if he utters anything is far above

1 to 1000.2-

Note that both of these theorists refer to

children vocalizing. This is perhaps because

children, more than adults, engage in random
vocalizations. Here, as earlier (p. 435), we
observe an emphasis upon babbling as a

significant stepping stone to speech. It is inter-

esting to note, moreover, that Frederick the

Great is reported to have begun an experi-

ment (thought to be of possible Biblical im-

port) in which children were reared in isola-

tion with a view to seeing whether they would

naturally speak Hebrew. The experiment

ended, so it is said, with the death of the

children.-^

Whether the first words were chanced

upon, or invented, and by children or adults,

there was still the problem posited by Judd:

namely, that of having the sounds adopted

by others as symbols for the objects (or events)

which they represented for the discoverer. It

is unlikely, unless they had unusual insight,

that adults would have taken over the sounds

from children. It is possible that preverbal

adults themselves engaged in spontaneous

vocalizations— that they pratded to themselves

and that associations like those suggested by

Thomdike took place at the adult level. But

how did such sounds receive acceptance from

the group, so as to become conventional sym-

bols for the things represented? No doubt

prestige was an important factor. It is not

uncommon today for people to adopt some
saying or gesture because the person who
initiates it has prestige.

Once man attained the idea of using sounds

to represent objects or events, there must
have been a marked acceleration of verbal

behavior. A human child today, after it be-

gins to talk, soon adds new words at a rapid

rate. Helen Keller, when verbal insight came
to her, began a greatly accelerated linguistic

development. In the case of primitive man,

the initial idea, however it occurred, was prob-

ably followed by the inverition or search for

new vocalizations to represent the various

facets of his world.

Gestures probably have an origin corre-

sponding, in many respects, to the beginnings

of speech. Whether conventionalized gestures

preceded or followed speech, or whether they

developed concurrendy, is a controversial

point— and again one that is apparently be-

yond solution.

It is rather generally agreed that writing

followed the development of speech. Its special

virtue is that "it makes possible the trans-

mission of cultural acquisitions in a manner

much more extensive and permanent than that

rendered possible by either gestures or vocali-

zations, which depend, of course, upon per-

sonal contacts." -*

The first written language that we know any-

thing about used pictures to represent ob-

jects or events. In time the representations

became increasingly sketchy, as in Figure
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15.3. Quite often, only a fragment of the orig-

inal picture was retained to represent the ob-

ject. Then, even this departed more and more
from the original. A word (or letter) now bore

little or no resemblance to the picture from
which it originated. The representations had
indeed become symbolic. This process was
notably important in that it fostered the asso-

ciation of sounds with written symbols. Ex-

cept in a few instances, as when the sound

buzz might be used to represent \vhat makes
it, sounds bear no resemblance to the things

represented." Pictures do bear a resemblance.

But with neither the written nor the spoken

sign resembling what was symbolized, it was
a relatively short step to the use of written

symbols as representing sounds, or vice versa.

Thus the written symbol for eye also repre-

sented the sound /. Take, as a further ex-

ample, the letter M, already illustrated. Tliis

originated in the Egyptian picture of an owl.

The spoken word for owl began with the

sound "M." Finally the M, now not looking

at all like an owl, came to represent the

sound "M."

The final stage in evolution of writing came
when the separate "M's," "i's," etc., were com-
bined in the same order as the sounds of oral

speech to form written words.

This very short sketch of the antecedents of

man's verbal behavior prepares us to examine
his speech mechanisms and to describe how
speech sounds are produced.

SPEECH MECHANISMS

Looked at from one standpoint, speech in-

volves many motor skills. It reqmres that

the diaphragm, the lungs, and the musck's <il

the chest as well as the vocal cords, mouth,

tongue, and lips (Figure 1.5.4) be manipu-
lated in ways which are very complex. The
motor skill aspect would be even more ap-

parent if we had to activate these structures

with our hands, as a violinist, say, manipulates

the strings and bow of his instrument. Be-

yond motor skill there are such factors as the

sort of information which the vocalizations

° This is known as onomatopoeia, and it is in-

\olvecI in a theory of speech origins which sup-

poses that the first words were sounds like tfiosc

made by the objects represented.

lO.O From Picture to Letter. Tfie Egyptian

hieroglyptiic for owl looked very much like this

bird. It was, in fact, a stylized picture. Successively,

in the Egyptian, Phoenician, and Greek it approxi-

mated our letter M below. The significance of this

transition is discussed in the text.

transmit and, related to this, their meaning

for the person who produces them and the

one who listens. These aspects are considered

later.

Let US look at the \'ocal cords, two mem-
brani'S stretched acioss the inti'rior of the box-

like larynx at the level of the Adam's apple.
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I0.4 Speech Mechanisms. Note the position of the larynx and vocal cords. Drawing B

gives a view of the area in blue from above.

Withor.t the.se it is still possible to speak, but

only in a whisper. The voeal eords ackl

"voice" to what is said.

We normally cause our vocal eords to

vibrate by forcing air up the windpipe, using

the lungs as a bellows. When the opening

between the vocal cords (the glottis) is only

a small slit, which means that the membranes
comprising the vocal cords are tightly drawn,

there is rapid vibration, resulting in tones of

high pitch. A larger opening, with die mem-
branes under less tension, produces lower tones.

With a wide open glottis there is no more
than whispering. This is true, also, when
disease necessitates removal of the larynx.

To produce high tones one also raises the

larynx itself, while to produce lower tones

he lowers it. This fluctuation of pitch with

the position of the lar>'nx can be observed

while feeling one's owai Adam's apple. Tonal

quality is modified by resonance cavities within

the chest, head, and nose — as when we say

that someone speaks with a "nasal tw;mg."

Vowel sounds are produced by the vocal

cords with relativeh' little obstruction or

modification by the other speech mechanisms.

Consonants, on the other hand, are produced

b>- various changes imposed upon the expelled

air. There are fricative consonants, like th,

sh, and ;, which are so named because fric-

tion resulting from lip, tongue, teeth, and

palate is required to produce them. In mak-

ing these sounds we can note how it is done.

There are also explosive consonants, like p, f,

and ch. In gi\ing attention to one's own pro-

duction of these it will become evident why
they are called explosive. Consonants like m
and n involve resonating cavities of the nose,

hence are said to be nasal.

The mechanisms so briefly described are of

course under nervous control. Messages are,

as it were, "encoded " by the brain and sent.

\ia the motor speech area, the brain stem,

and peripheral nerves to the vocal muscula-

ture. Association areas in the brain are of

major importance for speech, for it is in these

areas that engrams are laid dowm and inter-

connected to produce the so-called "association
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of ideas. " Feedback from the auditory recep-

tors, as when we hear ourselves speak, is also

of the utmost importance for speech. Ex-

periments in which the auditory feedback is

delayed produce stammering, stuttering, and,

as mentioned earlier (p. 185) a great deal of

fiTistration. We will see presently that audi-

tory feedback is a necessary condition in the

development of babbling, an early step in learn-

ing to speak. Kinesthetic feedback is likewise

important, but perhaps to a lesser degree than

the auditory.

An infant's initial vocalizations are reflex

reactions, but emitted rather than under the

control of external stimuli. Such reflex sounds

are, so to speak, the basic ingredients of hu-

man speech. It is out of these, as well as others

that make their appearance as the infant ma-
tures, that the words of the language are built.

The child's motor task is to combine such

sounds in ways which make them have repre-

sentative significance for himself and those who
listen to him. That is, he must learn to encode
a message— and also to decode similar mes-

sages initiated by others.

Although speech is learned there is always

the limiting factor of maturation. The increas-

ing production of new soimds as the infant

gets older is probably due to maturation of

vocal mechanisms. Babbling may be delayed

until the third month or later because the

motor cortex is not sufficiently developed.

Even after words are spoken, we obser\'e

limitations usually attributed to immaturit>' of

the vocal mechanisms — for example, the in-

ability of an infant to say "light" instead of

"r/ite." No doubt maturation and learning pla\'

an interdependent role in speech development;

so interdependent, in fact, that it is often im-

possible to disentangle their respective influ-

ences.

LEARNING TO SPEAK

One may look upon tlio infants initial

vocalizations (or phonemes) as operants

which, if and when they are reinforced,

"gradually assume forms -which produce ap-

propriate consequences in a given verbal com-

munity." These "unpatterned vocalizations,"

these "raw responses from which verbal be-

havior is constructed" are not produced by

any known stimuli. In terms of our earlier

discussion of operants (p. 276), they are

"emitted." -^

Since we cannot control the stimuli which

underlie these early vocalizations, we must,

if we are going to reinforce them, wait until

they occur. It has been suggested, however,

that such vocalizations become, in time, self-

reinforcing.

The infant of course hears the sounds that

he makes and, through kinesthetic feedback,

perhaps also senses the motor aspects. He
thus engages in a form of self-stimulation

that may, in and of itself, be rewarding. Sec-

ondary reinforcement may also supplement

whatever reinforcement is inherent in the

vocalizations per se. This might come initially

from the mother's voice. In caring for the

infant's needs she usually speaks to it.

Through this association with feeding, chang-

ing diapers, and so forth, her voice perhaps

becomes a secondary reinforcer. Then, through

the process of stimulus generalization (p. 275),

the infant's own \'oice may acquire the prop-

erties of a secondary reinforcer. After this,

the sounds that he makes, as well as those

of the mother, may have rewarding values.

They perhaps "sound good" to the baby.-''

Babbling

An important stage in learning to speak is

marked by the transition from indiscriminate

\ocalizing to babbling, where a particular

\ocalization is repeated, as in da-da-da . . .

and lal-lal-Ial. . . . Babbling becomes prevalent

around the fifth month. Deaf babies, although

the\' make noises, do not babble.-" This is

probably because tliey do not obtain the audi-

tory feedback and reinforcement which infants

with normal hearing enjoy.

On the surface, babbling is a form of self-

imitation. But how is it established? Accord-

ing to one widely accepted theory, it is a

conditioned sequence, with the sounds made
by the infant himself serving as conditioned

stimuli for their repetition.-^ The theory sup-

poses that some sort of stimulation, presum-

ably internal, leads to emission of the initial

response, such as da. Then, once the da re-

sponse is made, it becomes an external stimu-

lus, the sound "da. " Since the response and
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II

Initiol situation ,\

Unknown stimuli

Auditory stimulus

—> do

—> ?

After conditioning

do do do do

/ / / /
Unknown / Ai / \/ / \ / etc

stimulus ^ Aud. S. Aud. S. Aud. S.

15.5 The Reflex Circle Concept of Babbling. The child, in making the sound "da,"

stimulates himself in two ways. He hears himself say "da" and at the same time kinesthetic

impulses from the vocal musculature feed into his nervous system. Finally a reflex circle (left) is

established, with the sound "da" serving as a stimulus for its re-arousal. The diagram at the

right amplifies this process and is elucidated in the text. (After F. H. Allport.)

the associated sound occur close together in

time, this contiguity may be all that is needed

to make the sound a conditioned stimulus for

the response, thus producing the sequence

da-da-da. . . . This possibility is presented

in the diagrams of Figiu'e 15.5.

Our diagrams take no cognizance of rein-

forcement, although there is the additional

possibility that each sound emitted by the

baby reinforces the response which produced

it. That is to say, circular connections like

those described "may be stiengthened by the

rewarding \alue of the child hearing him-

self produce a sound similar to that produced

by his mother." -^

When the baby starts a chain of \ocaliza-

tions like da-da-da . . . this runs its course

until fatigue sets in, or until some other stimu-

lus gets the right of way.

Acquiring words

The ne-xt important step in learning to speak

is copying (or attempting to copy) the verbali-

zations of others. Having learned to imitate

himself, the child now attempts to copy others.

If someone says "da," for example, the child

who has learned to imitate his own "da" may
copy this response. If the word happens to

be "door," or "doll," the child, if he attempts

to copy it at all, will do the best he can,

which may well be "da." A closer approxima-

tion comes in time. The trial-and-error proc-

ess in\()l\ed in learning to sa\' words as others

say them was described earlier (p. 287). This

requires considerable motor skill, involving the

\'ocal cords, tongue, and other speech mech-
anisms.

Acquiring the motor skills of speech is one

thing; learning the meaning of what is said

is another. This is true e\cn though skill

and the appreciation of meanings ma>', to a

certain extent, develop concurrently.

."^t an elementary level, the acquisition of

\\ord meanings may be accounted for on a

conditioning basis. The child says "da-da," let

us say, and the father appears. This happens

a few times, perhaps with unusual attention

(picking the child up, fondling it, etc.), and

shortly the father, or anyone resembling him,

is represented by the vocalization "da-da."

The situation may be diagrammed as in

Figure 15.6. At this stage of development,

anything presented repeatedly while the in-

fant is emitting a particular vocalization may
come to be represented by the latter. The
psychologist, John B. Watson, arranged for

a milk bottle to be brought whene\er his child

said "da-da." Subsequently the milk bottle

became "da-da" and "da-da" apparenth" meant

the milk botdc."»

Analysis of verbal behavior

The first words acquired are usualK' nouns.

This is to be expected in view of the fact
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^^S - da - da

Before conditioning

Unknown stimuli > da-do

Visuol stimulus > ?

(father)

After conditioning

Visual stimulus ^__^ do-do

(father)

Is^.O Learning a Word. By association with the sound emitted by an infant, an object

may come to be represented by that sound. (After F. H. Allport.)

that the most obvious aspects of an infant's

environment are objects. At 18 months, when
the vocabulary averages 145 words, about 80

per cent of them are nouns. Nouns continue

to predominate. Next to nouns, the most pre\-

alent words are verbs. Adjectives come next.

By the third year, as the child is beginning

to pick up the rules of syntax, the parts of

speech come to have a frequency more in

line with their relative prevalence in his cul-

ture. ''i We will have more to say about this

when statistical aspects of language structure

are considered.

Skinner's analysis distinguishes between
verbal habits in terms of their functions rather

than their grammatical classification.-'- He
differentiates, for example, between what he

calls mands and tacts, and he sees a some-

what different origin for each.

The term mand has been adopted b>'

Skinner to designate words, phrases, or sen-

tences which have an element of demand or

request— like "Up," (meaning "Lift me up,")

"Give me," or "Go!" It is noteworthy that

mands are emitted, presimiably under the in-

fluence of some internal motivating condition.

They are reinforced by the favorable response

of the person addressed. Although mands are

regarded as operants (as emitted rather than

externally elicited responses) external stimuli

may come to provoke them, as in the case

of a child who, seeing candy in a window,
asks for some.

Tact is a term invented to represent verbali-

zations which name, symbolize, or represent

aspects of the environment. The term sug-

gests the idea of "making contact with" the

things or events represented. To quote Skin-

ner: "In very general terms we may say that

behavior in the form of the tact works for

the benefit of the listener by extending his

contact with the environment, and such be-

ha\ ior is set up in the verbal community for

this reason." •'* The origin of a tact may be

envisaged somewhat as follows: A doll, let

us say, is presented. The child at first has no

name for it. He hears the word "doll " or is

perhaps urged to say it himself. He may, as

in our earlier illustration (p. 441), say "da,"

the best he can do. But this response is rein-

forced by what follows — e.xcitement, praise,

fondling, and so on. Gradually, through

what appears to be a trial-and-error process

(p. 287), the child develops enough skill to

say the word in a manner completely accept-

able to those around him. The names that

we have for aspects of our world and the

phrases and sentences that we use to convey

information about them conform with Skinner's

concept of the verbal tact.

Although words are learned in ways already

described, many are acquired in other ways.

People point at things while naming them.

They hand the child various objects and name
them while doing so. The child asks for the

names of things, as Helen Keller did in the
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incident cited earlier. Names arc picked up

from overhearing conversations, from being

read to, and from formal education in the

classroom. The meaning of many words diat

are new to the chOd is learned through their

verbal context.^''

In this process, there is what was previously

referred to (p. 292) as "learning to learn."

The child is soon "using language in order to

learn language." Indeed language becomes

so much a part of the indi\'idual and every-

thing he does that its general utility is taken

for granted. As one noted psychologist has

put it, "teaching of the ability to use language

correctly and with grace is probably as gen-

eral a 'training of the mind' as it is possible

to carry out," and "in a most important sense,

the development of language in an indi\ idual

is tlie growth of the human mind in that

person."^^

Nothing has been said about the meaning

of words beyond the fact that the object

named may be considered the "meaning" of

tlie word used to represent it. But there is

of course much more to meaning than this.

Many words are conceptual in nature. They
represent not particular things, but categories

— like animals, people, trees, and houses. These

words and meanings are acquired read\-

made in some instances and in others through

a reasoning process in which abstracting

and generalizing (p. 351) play an important

role. Quite ob\iously, many conceptual words

(like life) are used, even by adults, with onI\'

a limited imderstanding of what they mean.

The problem of word meanings recei\es

further attention as we discuss the communi-
cation processes. Later we will have some-

thing to say about the origins of meaning
and ho\\' it is represented \\ithin the organism.

THE COMMUNICATION PROCESS

Communication in\'ol\'cs a chain with at

least three major links— a sender, a commu-
nication channel, and a receiver. The sender

encodes a message. That is to say, he puts

what he wants to eommimieate into the appro-

priate signals. These may be puffs of smoke,

drum beats, dots and dashes, or some other

conventional representations of letters, words.

iHMtMumliittiMiiammMttitimiimiiuiuit

SH OE

10./ Representation of the Auditory Stim-

ulus. The words encoded here are "Joe took

father's shoe bench out." (From Licklider, J. R. C,

D. Bindra, and I. Pollock, "The Intelligibility of

Rectangular Speech Waves," American Journal of

Psychology, 1948, 61, 2.)

or mmibers. Thus encoded, the signals are

transmitted via a communication channel— for

instance, air, wires, or printed pages. When
a person receives such signals he decodes

(transforms) them so as to get the message.

Thus the person who witnesses a deaf-and-

dumb sign message translates the gestures

into words, the reader of a Braille message

transforms into words what he feels with

his finger tips. The reader of this page, al-

though he nia\' not realize that he is doing so,

actually translates the printed signs into words.

If the signals are carried by conventionalized

sound-wave patterns, like those in Figure

15.7, the recei\'er likewise decodes them to

get a \'erbal message.

Telephone engineers are naturally interested

in the encoding, transmission, and decoding

of messages, and especially the most efficient

\\a\s of transmitting information. It should

not be surprising, tl:erefore, to learn that in-

\estigators at the Bell Telephone Laboratories

and other research centers ha\e introduced

a type of study, knouii as information theory,

which involves the detailed anahsis. often

mathematical, of all aspects of the transmis-

sion process. What may be surprising, how-
e\er, is that information theor\- has extended

its influence far beyond the practical issues
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of transmitting information over cables or tele-

phone wires."

It should perhaps be made clear at the

outset that this type of study uses the term

information in a highly restricted sense. The
term has reference only to the encoding, trans-

mission, and decoding of signals in a message.

There is, for example, no attempt to deal

with what a message means to the recipient.

The word democracy, let us say, could be

encoded, transmitted, and decoded perfectly,

but still mean different things to different peo-

ple, depending upon their particular back-

ground. Information theorists are concerned

with meaning indirectly, however. Suppose

that a message becomes distorted during

transmission — humming in telephone wires,

static on radio, poor picture or sound trans-

mission on television, or even typographical

° Information theory has had broad ramifica-

tions in various fields of science. In neurology it

has influenced concepts of how receptors encode
information, how tlie neurons transmit this to the

brain, and how the brain decodes it. In the general

area of automation it is influencing the design of

the so-called "electronic brains." A chess-playing

machine has been invented and some success has

been achieved in designing machines to translate

languages. In the general field of linguistics ( the

scientific study of languages ) this approach has

focused attention upon certain statistical ( or prob-

abilistic ) cliaracteristics of language structure, such

as tlie greater probability that one letter will be
followed by a certain specified letter than by
others. Examples of this occur later in the text.

In psychology, the information approach has in-

fluenced research on learning and the thought

processes as well as the area under discussion here,

where linguistics and psychology overlap. The
present discussion attempts no more than to sketch

this approach to communication in its broadest

outlines. The details are formulated in mathe-
matical terms which we shall not attempt to

present, but which the interested reader may find

in such references as the following: Shannon, C. E.,

and W. Weaver, The Mathematical Theory of

Communication. University of Illinois Press, 1949;

Quastler, H., (Ed.), Information Theory in Psy-

chology. Free Press, 1955; Cherry, C, On Human
Communication. Wiley, 1957; and Attneave, F.,

Applications of Information Theory in Psychology.

Holt-Dryden, 1959. Also see Locke, W. N., and

Booth, A. D., Machine Translation of Languages.

Wiley, 1955, and " 'Brain' Translates Russian,"

Science News Letter, June 27, 1959, p. 406. This

cites the need for participation of editors after

the machine has finished.

errors or smudging on a printed page. In this

event, the receiver might lose the meaning

intended because he failed to get the signals

clearly. Distortions of any sort which are ir-

relevant to, or interfere with transmission of

messages are referred to by information

theorists as noise.

The information approach has another pecu-

liarity beyond its failure to consider mean-

ing, and this is basic to the entire undertaking.

It is the idea that information reduces uncer-

tainty in the mind of the receiver. Let us

suppose that you pronounce a letter of the

alphabet and I hear you, but not well enough

to make it out. In this event, I can do no

better than guess that it was any one of the

26 letters. The only thing I know definitely

is that you spoke. It is clear that my un-

certainty here is a function of the number of

possibilities. If you had merely tossed a penny,

my uncertainty as to whether you would say

"heads" is much less than in the above ex-

ample, namely a function of two rather than

of twenty-six possibilities. Thus "the word in-

formation relates not so much to what you do

say, as to what you could say. That is, infor-

mation is a measure of your freedom of choice

when you select a message." ^^

The bit

When there are only two possible messages

— like "heads" or "tails," "yes" or "no," "true"

or "false," or "good" or "bad"— it is said that

the selection of one of these transmits a uni-

tary amount of information, or one bit." This

does not have the usual meaning of "bit,"

such as "a small piece." It has meaning here

only in terms of how much one's uncertainty

is reduced by selection of the alternative. One
bit is thus any amount of information which

reduces uncertainty by one half. Saying "yes"

when one could have said either "yes" or "no"

reduces uncertainty by one half, or provides

one bit of information. In fact the number
of bits in a communication is assumed to be

the logarithm to the base 2 of the number
of possibilities from which the choice might

be made. With four possibilities, the trans-

mittal of one provides two bits of information,

" An abbreviation of binary digit, the 1 or

so widely used to encode information in computers.
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lO.O Some Features of Information Theory.

In the text we have said that information reduces

uncertainty. This fact, together with on understand-

ing of the bit as a unit of information, is illustrated

here. Note that there ore eight consecutive letters

A—H. As the experimenter, I have in mind, let us

say, the letter C. The subject is asked to discover

the letter I hove selected, and with the fewest

possible guesses. If he adopts the most efficient

strategy, he will begin by asking something like

this: "Is it among the upper four?" The answer I

give is, of course, "Yes." He has, in this move, re-

duced his uncertainty by one half. He has one bit

of information. Now, if he is wise, he will ask

something comparable with: "Is it one of the upper

two?" The answer being "No," he has reduced

the preceding uncertainty (upper or lower pair) by

half. Another bit has been gained. Only one more

bit is necessary to solve the problem. He gets this

by asking, for example: "Is it the third?" The

answer is "Yes" and his information is complete.

By asking questions at random, the individual

might get the answer quickly or he might not. The

chances are that a random guess would yield less

than one bit, as defined in information theory. The

bit, OS we said in the text, is a contraction of binary

digit. Such digits, as illustrated here, ore often used

to code information. Yes could be encoded by 1,

No by 0; True by 1, False by 0; On by 1, Off by 0;

and so on. Morse code (dot-dash) and punched
cord systems of storing information also use binary

encoding. (From material in Cherry, C, 6, 170-171.)

with eight possibilities, three bits, and so on.

By looking up 26 in a log2 table we find that

the hearing of one letter of the alphabet, as

in our earlier example, would provide 4.7

bits — providing that the speaker is as likely

to use one letter as any other. The concept

of information as reduction of uncertainty

and use of the bit as an inde.x of this is

amplified in Figure 15.8 and the accompany-
ing legend.

Statistical characteristics of language

We ha\'e said that the above considerations

apply if all possible signals have an equal

probability of occurrence. It is an interesting

fact, howe\er, that linguistic sequences have
contingent probabilities. Putting it otherwise,

the appearance of one letter depends to a

certain extent upon the letter that preceded
it. Thus there is a greater probability that

;/ will follow q than that /, or p, or .v will

follow it. By the same token, if q is in an

English message, ti will almost certainly follow.

In this event, the appearance of the 1/ adds
little or no information beyond that given by

q. The same considerations apply to words.

Some are used much more frequendy than

others. In fact the appearance of any word in

a message is highly predictable from a knowl-

edge of those which preceded it. It is un-

likely that the word dear will be followed

by water, make, or sky but very likely that

it will be followed by words such as Sir,

Madam, friend, sweetheart, lover, or a person's

name.

Information theorists and other students of

linguistic behavior are therefore very much
interested in the statistical characteristics of

language. For one thing, if the probabilib,'

of occurrence of certain sequences were known,
this could also enter the mathematical formu-

lae which represent the informational aspects

of communication. The search for knowledge
concerning these aspects of our language

has revealed some interesting facts.

If all twenty-six letters of the alphabet

were put in a hat and drawn blindly, one at

a time, with what had been drawn replaced,

we would get some such sequence as the

following: rxkhrjffbzl. This is zero approxi-

mation to the contingent probabilities of Eng-

lish sequences and it doesn't look at all like

English. But suppose we draw one letter

and have an individual use it in a word, then

select the following letter in this word, again
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having another person use it in a word, and

so on. By this procedure we obtain a first-

order approximation to the sequential cliarac-

teristics of Enghsh." To make this point clearer,

let us suppose that the letter p was drawn.

The person to whom we gave it wrote the

word pin. We have p and ;. The letter /

is given to another person who, let us say,

writes the word life. This gives us p, /, and

f. The person given / perhaps writes fall,

which adds a to our sequence. This procedure

gives us some such series as pifaota ....
which is obviously more like English than our

first example. For a second-order approxima-
tion, we take two letters at a time. Suppose
that the letters selected first are g and /.

Our first subject, instructed to use these in

a word, writes gland. The next subject is

given the letters a n and asked to use this

combination in a word. Suppose he says

anvil. The next subject is given v i and
perhaps writes viper.'!. The next subject gets

;) e and may write peach. And so on, with

" There are as yet no probability tables for letter

or word sequences, hence the present method.
There are, however, other ways of getting the
same kind of data. These are discussed in the
previously mentioned books on information theory.

the next subject being given a c. This will

give us a sequence like glanviac. . . . Following

this general procedure, but taking three letters

at a time, then four letters, one comes to the

point finally, when he has something much
more recognizable as English, even though
it is scrambled. The following passage, with a

space introduced between each approximation

to a word, represents a third-order letter ap-

proximation: in no ist lat whey cratict froure

birs grocid pondenome of demonstratiires.'-^'

The same general procedure may be fol-

lowed with words instead of letters. One
word is selected. A subject makes a sentence

invoking this word. The next word in his

sentence is given to another subject, and so

on. In higher approximations, word pairs,

triads, and so on, may be given for the start

of a new sentence. One such investigation

yielded many sequences from which we have

chosen the examples in Figure 15.9. From
the top down, they represent zero to fifth-

order approximations of English word se-

quences. The last line is from actual text.

Redundancy

Another interesting featine of linguistic com-
munication, and related to what we have just

1^'' The Statistical Structure of English. The upper example, obtained as described

in the text, shows zero approximation to statistical properties of word sequences in English. Ap-
proximation to English is successively closer in lower lines until, in the bottom one, we have on
example from actual English text. (From Miller, G. A., and J. A. Selfridge, "Verbal Context and
the Recall of Meaningful Material," Americon Journal of Psychology, 1950, 63, 184-185.)

byway consequence handsomely financier bent flux cavalry

abilities with that beside I for waltz you the sewing

was he went to the newspaper is in deep and

tall and thin boy is a biped is the best

saw the football game will end at midnight on January

they saw the play Saturday and sat down beside him

the history of California is largely that of a railroad



been discussing, is known as redundancy. In

everyday language, this refers to the tendency

to indulge in verbiage— to use more words
than are necessary to convey our message.

In the preceding sentence, for example, the

words following verbiage are redundant.

Then, why write them? The justification in

this instance is that for some readers, they

make the point of the first part of the sentence

clearer than it would otherwise be. Generally

speaking, however, redundancy is frowned

upon. It is beheved that one should get his

point across in as few words as possible.

In information theory, on the other hand,

the term redundancy, like information itself,

is used with a special meaning, a meaning

within the context of the idea that information

reduces uncertainty. This special use of the

term is not unlike its general use except that

it places redundancy in a somewhat more
favorable light.

Linguistic sequences, as we have just ob-

served, contain certain letters (like u) which

almost inevitably follow other letters (like q)
Thus, with q in the message, u is excess

baggage. Redundancy is almost 100 per cent.

Nevertheless, if q should be garbled in trans-

mission (due to noise), the presence of the

u, as well as the general context of the message,

might enable one to fill in the missing letter.

Many letters are, of course, less redundant

than u in the example cited. The letter h

follows t with a high frequency, but a, i, o,

and other letters may follow it, although

probably not k or x. The same principle ap-

plies to words and phrases. Their sequential

probabilities introduce redundancy, but this

reduces uncertainty in cases where noise inter-

feres with transmission. Dear, before Sir is

redundancy of this kind, as is Sincerely after

Yours.

It has been claimed that redundancy in

English is about 50 per cent— that "about half

of the letters or words we choose in writing

or speaking are under our free choice, and

about half are really controlled by the statis-

tical structure of the language, although we
are not ordinarily aware of it." ^^ One of

course leams this structure as he acquires

the letters and words and phrases of the

language, quite often as rules of good usage.

Even apart from the redundancy in linguis-

tic sequences, that introduced on a purely

individual basis has certain merits. One may

use more words than are essential to get a

message across, but at the same time this in-

creases the probability that it will actually

make the intended impression. Thus, "a

magnetic storm can garble the telegram T love

you' into 'I hate you' but the message could

be sent as T love you, darling'." ^^ In this

event the word "darling," although redundant,

guards against such a marked error in trans-

mission as to change the overall meaning of

the message.

Without involving ourselves in the mathe-

matical details of information theory we have

outlined its major concepts and shown some-

thing of what it reveals about linguistic com-
munication and the structure of our language.

An important topic with which information

theory does not deal wOl now receive atten-

tion. This, as we said earlier, is the prob-

lem of meaning.

THE MEANING OF WORDS

One of the greatest impediments to effec-

tive communication is the fact that many of

the words used are insufficiently conventional-

ized in meaning. Words which merely de-

note, or "point to," an object do not give us

too much trouble. Take the word pencil. It

means much the same thing to all of us and

has little meaning beyond "an elongated object

containing lead and used in writing." Con-

notative words, on the other hand, are often

troublesome semantically. This is because, in

addition to signifying particular objects or

events, they can have additional implications.

As an example of this the word pig wiO serve.

It represents what we might otherwise call a

hog, but it has also come to signify unclean,

greedy and obese. What is worse, it is some-

times applied to human beings!

Certain other connotative words are much
more troublesome than those which designate

an object. These include words like equality,

freedom, and democracy. The meanings of

words in this category are especially difficult

to pin down. Moreover, they are often used

with connotations which their origin does not

justify. Our difficulties with them are high-

lighted in international communication.

Sometimes the intended meanings cannot be

translated readily into another language.

Even when words are translated the inter-
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pretation placed upon them may be different

from om- own. For example, an English-speak-

ing member of the United Nations "says 'I

assume'; the French interpreter renders it 'I

deduce'; the Russian interpreter 'I consider'.

— By that time the assumption idea has gone

with the wind!" ^^ Problems of this nature

fall within the general area of semantics, "the

systematic study of meaning.
"

Lewis Carroll, in Through the Looking Glass,

tells how Alice ran into a semantic problem;

".
. . . There's glory for you!"

"I don't know what you mean by 'glory,'
"

Alice said.

Humpty Dumpty smiled contemptuously.

"Of course you don't— till I tell you. I meant
'there's a nice knock-down argument for you!'

"

"But 'glory' doesn't mean 'a nice knock-down
argument,' " Alice objected.

"When I use a word," Humpty Dumpty
said in a rather scornful tone, "it means just

what I choose it to mean — neither more nor

less."

"The question is," said Alice, "whether you
can make words mean so many different

things."

"The question is," said Humpty Dumpty,
"which is to be master— that's all."

The semantic problem also receives attention

in George Orwell's Animal Farm, where the

commandment "All animals are equal" is

finally changed to read, "All animals are equal

but some animals are more equal than others."

It is easy to give examples of semantic

difficulties but quite another to arrive at a

solution. In general, there are three facets to

linguistic meanings: (1) a word's meaning as

derived from its history, (2) its meaning to

the individual in terms of his own experience,

and (3) the bodily process which represents

the relation between words and the things

(or events) that they symbolize. Let us con-

sider each of these in turn.

Cultural and personal origins

It is always interesting to learn where a

word came from and how its meaning grew
(or changed) with the passage of time.

When he learns this word, however, the indi-

\idual usually knows nothing of its history.

Much of its potential meaning is therefore

lost upon him. One writer puts it this way:

Every word is a heritage from the past,

and has derived its meaning froTn application

to a coundess number of particulars differing

among themselves either much or little. When
now I utter such a word, I throw at the

listener's head the entire residue of its previous

applications. ... In uttering a word, the

speaker necessarily offers to the listener the

whole range of its meaning.*'

This does not imply, of course, that the

speaker himself necessarily knows the full

range of a word's meaning.

Despite the broad historical meaning that

a term may have, both the speaker and the

listener are limited in their understanding

of it by their individual pasts. To the child

who was given a milk botde every time he

said "da-da" (p. 441) this expression came
to mean something quite different from what it

means to a child whose conditioning has asso-

ciated "da-da' with a certain man. We have

cited a very simple case. Moreover, the first

child wlU later leam the "proper" meaning

of da-da. But many denotive meanings are

acquired on this level. The actual meaning

acquired depends, as in this example, upon
the patterns set by the child's elders. These,

although in a limited sense, are carriers of the

historical meanings of words. Moreover,

there is much more to it than this, as we
indicated earlier in discussing how a child

acquires words and how, in time, he uses

particular words to categorize aspects of his

world, like dog, life, and so forth. Also, as

a person grows older, he learns the meanings

of words from their context, and also from

dictionaries, which define them in terms of

other words.
"

" Many scientific words are coined as knowledge
develops— words such as radium, x-ray, neuron,

synapse, penicillin, and cybernetics. Then, too,

the scientist sometimes redefines terms so as to

give them more limited meanings in scientific dis-

course than in everyday life. E.\amples are words
like energy, information, and intelligence. There is

also a disposition in scientific circles to "pin down"
the meaning of a word so that it denotes no more
than the operation required to reveal the phenom-
enon in question. A purely operational meaning of

intelligence therefore is merely "what one meas-
ures with an intelligence test." Also see, in this

connection, the discussion on pp. 79 and 82.
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In acquiring words which categorize aspects

of our world — and particularly words like

capitalist, unionist. Republican, Democrat, and

oriental — we often acquire a semantically er-

roneous tendency. This is the tendency to

assume, for example, that orientals are a class

and that any oriental is like every other

oriental, any capitalist like every other capi-

talist, and so on. Korzybski was particularly

concerned with such problems in what he

called "general semantics." *~ The sort of

difficulty involved is well illustrated by the

following quotation from S. I. Hayakawa, also

a leader in general semantics.

In spite of the fact that my entire educa-

tion has been in Canada and the United States

and I am unable to read and write Japanese,

I am sometimes credited, or accused, of having

an "Oriental mind." Now, since Buddha, Con-

fucius, General Tojo, Mao Tse-tung, Syngman
Rhee, Pandit Nehru and the proprietor of

the Golden Pheasant Chop Suey House all

have "Oriental minds," it is hard to imagine

what is meant. The "Oriental mind," ... is

purely and simply a fiction. Nevertheless, I

used to note with alarm that newspaper
columnists got paid for articles that purported

to account for Stalin's behavior by pointing

out that since he came from Georgia, which

is ne.xt to Turkey and Azerbaijan and there-

fore "more a part of Asia than of Europe," he

too had an "Oriental mind." ^''

The solution, of course, is to be much more
discriminating in our use of conceptual terms

than we normally are. One important aim of

general semanticists is to make people more
cautious in their use of words.

The meaning of meaning

What is the meaning of "meaning?" Put

otherwise, what is the nature of the engram
which links a symbol and the object sym-

bolized? We know that word meanings are

learned. It is generally agreed, also, that

meaning must be somehow represeiited in

the nervous system. Beyond this, however,

there is nothing but theory. ^^ Some theories

stress subjective processes. For e.xample, an

image represents the object named. Others

look for behavioral forms of representation.

— Group I (N: 20) -"Polite"

-- Group II (N: 20) -"Polite"

lO.IU The Meaning of "Polite." Observe

how closely two separate groups of college students

agree in the meaning that they attach to the word

"polite." This illustrates one use of the semantic

differential, described in the text. (After Osgood,

C. E., 46.)

Osgood'''' stresses the idea that meaning is

mediated by "some fractional part of the total

behavior elicited by the significate." In other

words, the meaning of dog for me is represented

by abbreviated forms of such reactions to dogs

as stroking them, pushing them away from
me, jumping back from them, and being afraid

of them. Thinking of certain actions and ob-

jects, as well as words, is associated with action

currents in the muscles involved (p. .349) . What
the above quotation implies is that such highly

abbreviated reactions, if aroused in the past

by an object (or event) may come to repre-

sent it within the organism. Our discussion

of the completely paralyzed man (p. 350) may
have some relevance here. According to the

present theory, words and events could have
no meaning to him during his paralysis, un-

less, possibly, they were emotional meanings
mediated by his autonomic ner\'ous system.

Unfortunately, the data do not offer evidence

on this point.

Before theories of meaning can be evaluated

one must have some way to measure a word's

meaning and represent it in quantitative terms.

Osgood and his collaborators have made a

move in this direction. It involves a technique

called the "semantic differential."
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The semantic differential

We are already familiar with .sDiiiething

very imieh like the semantie differential. The
proeedure is similar, in some respects, to that

used to discover the feelings associated with

a particular emotion, such as fear. One ma\'

recall, from the discussion on page 179, that

fear was designated unpleasant, tense, and so

on. This was the meaning of fear to the

individual who offered the report. Likewise,

facial expressions of emotion (p. 180) were
rated on a scale with pleasant at one extreme

and unpleasant at the other.

In using the semantic differential to repre-

sent word meanings, one asks the subject to

rate a word within various dimensions, like

weak-strong, angular-rounded, rough-smooth,

and so on. Each dimension covers a se\'en-

step scale, as indicated in Figure 1.5.10. Here
we see what the adjective polite means in

terms of such semantic analysis. Note how it

is rated with respect to each dimension. Also

observe that two groups of college students

gave the word a very similar semantic profile.

For all of them it meant rounded, strong,

smooth, active, and so on, and to approxi-

mately the same degree in each dimension.

One is not to conclude, howe\'er, that polite

means no more than these things, even to the

subjects of this experiment. Osgood himself

says that this procedure pins down only part

of a word's meaning. In Figure 15.11 it ma\'

be observed that the adjectives eager and
burning have certain meanings in common
(strong, active) and others in which they

differ (bad-good, dry-wet.)'*"

Analysis of data obtained with the semantic

differential shows that tliree major factors are

involved. These have been designated

activity, potency, and evahiation. The acti\ity

factor includes such meanings as fast-slow,

active-passive, and e.xcitable-calm. Within

the potency factor are included such mean-
ings as hard-soft, masculine-feminine, and
strong-weak. Evaluation involves meanings

like good-bad, kind-cruel, and beautiful-

ugly.47

The semantic differential represents the first

systematic effort to quantify word meanings.

One of its weaknesses has already been men-
tioned — it does not embrace every aspect of

meaning. A related weakness is that it places

more emphasis upon the emotive or feeling

aspects of meaning than upon the referent

of a word. Thus the word dog refers to an

animal with certain categorized features, and

it means this to any two persons with the

same cultural background. Nevertheless, one

may rate it on the semantic differential as

active, the other as passive; one as good, the

other as bad; one as weak, the other' as strong,

and so on, these meanings in each case de-

pending upon personal experiences with respect

to dogs.

Despite its limitations, the semantic differ-

ential has been useful in many areas of re-

search, including aesthetics, attitude measure-

ment, and mass communications. According

to Osgood and his collaborators, "there is noth-

ing surprising about this. Meaning is one of

the most significant pi\'otal variables in hu-

man beha\'ior, and e\en a crude and very

provisional measure of it, such as tlie semantic

differential now is. readiU' finds uses."
^'^

NONVERBAL COMMUNICATION

An>' stimidus can be said to communicate

something to the person who responds to it.

However, the term nonverbal communication

refers to transmission of cultmally significant

information, and without using words.

Atigulor

Weak

Group I (N: 20) -"Eager"

Group II (N: 20) "Burning"

lO.I I Semantic Differentiation of Two Ad-

jectives. One can see that to the 20 students here

represented, "eager" and "burning" are alike in

some dimensions of meaning but different in others.

(After Osgood, C. E., ibid.)
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Nonverbal communication seems of small

importance, compared with verbal communi-
cation, until we look into it closely. Then
we discover that it is extremely prevalent,

subtle, and informationally efficient. In many
instances, as the authors of a recent book

on this subject have shown, a nonverbal act

may convey meanings that words are not

adequate to convey and, where words may
be adequate, if we use enough of them, the

nonverbal act conveys the same information

much more quickly.''" All that we attempt

in the following discussion is to suggest the

extent to which nonverbal communication

exists and to give a few examples.

Gestures provide a good starting point.

But we must exclude gestures which have the

same significance as words — like the gesticula-

tions of a person "speaking" the deaf-and-

dumb language and the stock exchange clerk

sfgnaling an order (Figure 15.12). These mo-
tions are verbal— hand talk. They are ways

of expressing words which would otherwise

be encoded vocally, or in writing. And they

are conventionalized to the same extent that

vocal and written expressions are.

Nonverbal gestures, while they do not

represent words, must also be conventionalized.

If they were not, they would lack communica-
tive significance. Any well-acted pantomime
conveys meaning because it uses gestures, in

their appropriate setting, with which we are

all familiar. In every society there are many
conventional gestures. Some of these are

stylized in the dance, as in Bali, Japan

(Kabuki). and in Hawaii (hand motions).

Isolated examples are gestures like head-nod-

ding, head-shaking, nose-thumbing, thumb-
jerking on the highway, traffic signals with

the hand, and others of the kind illustrated

in Figure 15.13. Most people in a given cul-

ture know when such gestures are appro-

lO.I.^ Gestures Which Encode Verbal In-

formation. In many situations where oral signals

may not be heard, a conventional hand talk has

been adopted. These pictures show some of the

signols used at the Americon Stock Exchange. Top:

signal means that 500 shares ore wanted at best

offer. Middle: A clerk signals an order to buy 700

shares. The same finger combination given with a

downward sweep, would be on order to sell 700.

Bottom: A specialist flashes a -'s bid (bent fingers)

and '2 offered (upright finger). Signals range the

alphobet and give fractions down to ^114. (Courtesy

Peter White and the New York Times Magazine.)



lO.IO Nonverbal Communication. Do you "get the message" encoded in these

gestures? If not, see the explanation in the appendix.

priate, how to make them, and what they

signify when seen. And we should not, in

this connection, overlook such vocal yet non-

verbal signs as "wolf whistles" and "Bronx

cheers."

In addition to the gestures which have con-

ventionalized significance only within a partic-

ular culture, there are others of almost uni-

versal significance. Some emotional expres-

sions, but not all of them (p. 176), are of such

a nature. This is quite evident when one

looks at the photographs in Edward Steichen's

The Family of Man.'''^ There we see that

certain situations in the life of all men arouse

similar expressions— smiling in happiness, em-

bracing in love, weeping at loss of loved ones,

and dancing in exuberance. In their respec-

tive settings, these expressions are nonverbal

avenues of communication.

Another feature of gestures is worth our at-

tention and that is their use as an adjunct

to verbal communication, not only in public

speaking and acting but also in ordinary con-

versation. Here they may be used to punctu-

ate what is said, or to give added emphasis.

Some national groups notably use their hands

as well as their mouths while communicating. "'^

Most of us do this to a certain extent, but

not always in a conventionalized manner. The
conventionalized use of such adjuncts to

speech is seen in pointing, slapping the fore-

head with the palm of the hand, snapping

the fingers, and pounding the table with the

fist to emphasize a statement.

How one walks may also have communica-

tive significance. A person may walk "as

though he is master of all he surveys" or he

may walk in a manner which indicates utter

despair. He may have an effeminate gait,

although what this signifies is not always cer-

tain. Sailors and farmers often have their gait

as an unintentional "trade mark." The sounds

made by an individual in walking may also

serve as signs of his imminent appearance.

More removed from gestures we have such

nonverbal signs as "the old school tie," the

Phi Beta Kappa pin, the sort of clothes a

person wears, the kind of car he drives,

whether he eats lunch at a restaurant or

carries a tin lunch box. What is often signified

by such signs is social status. Status of a

sort is also signified by wearing beards in a

predominantly beardless society, or a certain

kind of jacket and long sideburns.

A recent book calls attention to additional

aspects of what its author calls the "silent

language." He particularly notes the utiliza-

tion of time in nonverbal communication — as

when, in our own culture, being late for an

appointment is taken as a sign of disrespect

and keeping a person waiting in your outer

office for an hour may signify his unimportance,

if it is not an intentional insult. ^-

Some nonverbal communication originates

without the direct involvement of other peo-

ple. A barrier across the road indicates that

we have gone as far as we can go and a car

with its front end bashed against a broken
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telegraph pole tells us that there has been an

accident.

The reader need only look around him to

discover many other instances of nonverbal

communication and to appreciate their im-

portance in human interaction.

Summary

Animals have neither gestures nor sounds

which are sufficiently conventionalized and

flexible to warrant the claim that there are

animal languages. Even the chimpanzee, al-

most human as it is, has no language. Some
chimpanzees come close to language in their

efforts to get others to help them. But the

best they can do is no more specific than a

gesture implying, "help me do something."

The chimpanzee taught a few words learned

these only after intensive training. When ani-

mals learn words, these have very limited

significance, they are not combined as words

normally are, and there is no effort to use

them in communicating with other animals.

Language involves conventional signals.

Conventionality is crucial, for both the initiator

and the recipient of a message must under-

stand the rules that apply, otherwise nothing

is communicated. Words, as well as gestures

used for linguistic communication, are sym-

bols. Encoding, decoding, and appreciation

of their meaning require the use of symbolic

processes.

Why man alone developed language has

been the basis of much speculation. The
following are probably of great importance

in this connection: the size of his brain,

the preponderance of associative tissue, and

the presence of a speech area. Related to

such features of the brain are man's high

level of insight and his tendency to engage

in spontaneous vocalizing. We pointed out,

in the latter connection, that animals do not

vocalize except when emotionally aroused.

Although human beings invented language,

how they did so is unknouTi to us. Theories

mentioned in this chapter stressed the idea

that chance vocalizing in the presence of an

object may have led to adoption of the same

sound to represent the object. After someone

had achieved the insight that objects could

be represented by sounds, the development

of language must have undergone marked
acceleration. Attention has been called to the

evolution of writing, which began with pic-

tures and ended with symbols which repre-

sented the sounds of speech.

The vocal cords add voice to what would

otherwise be whispers. Verbal habits are com-

plex motor skills which involve, in addition

to the vocal cords, the diaphragm, the tongue,

the lips, and other structures of the mouth
and throat. The nervous system is of basic

importance in this connection, for messages

are encoded in the brain and then transmitted

to the vocal musculature via the motor speech

area, the brainstem, and peripheral nerves.

Feedback is also important. This comes from

hearing oneself speak and from kinesthetic

impulses originating in the peripheral motor

mechanisms.

TTie initial vocalizations are operants. They
are reinforced by the reactions of others to

them and also, possibly, by the resemblance

of the auditory feedback to sounds made by
the mother. Babbling, generally regarded as

an important stage in the development of-

speech, is apparently a conditioned response,

with the self-initiated sounds becoming stimuli

for their repetition.

Objects presented while an infant is vocal-

izing may be represented later by particular

vocalizations, as in the case of da-da and

the milk bottle. After having learned to imi-

tate his own sounds, as in babbling, the child

attempts to copy sounds made by others. With
increasing maturation and practice, these

sounds come to approximate those of adults.

\'erbal behavior may be analyzed from the

standpoint of grammar (parts of speech and

syntax) and from the standpoint of how it

functions in communication. With regard to

its functions. Skinner has invented the terms

mand and tact. Mands are such functions

as demanding or requesting. Tacts name
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objects or events and impart information. Al-

though early mands and tacts are conditioned

reactions, later acquisition of such functions

is based, among other things, upon the fact

that language is used to leam more language.

Information theory is concerned with the

communication process, but it uses the term

mformction in a highly restricted sense; viz.,

as reduction of uncertainty. An amount of

information which reduces uncertainty by half

is called one bit. A message may be inade-

quately transmitted, even garbled, by extra-

neous factors referred to, in general, as noise.

Redundancy is the inclusion in a message of

unnecessary, hence noninformative, items. The
sequential structure of English involves a high

degree of redundancy. Given a certain letter

or word (or a sequence of letters or words),

the next unit in a message is to a large degree

statistically determined. Thus it is possible,

in terms of sequential probabilities, to com-
pose combinations of letters (or words) which,

while they are meaningless, resemble English.

Although very much concerned with the

transmission of messages, information theory

pays only indirect attention to meaning. The
latter aspect of communication falls in the

general area known as semantics. There are

three basic problems here.

One semantic problem has to do with the

cultural history of word meanings. The point

made is that neither the speaker nor the listener

is necessarily aware of the full historical mean-
ing of what is said.

The second semantic problem involves the

question of how an individual acquires word
meanings. This occurs in various ways. At

the beginning, an infant is conditioned so that

the sounds made mean the objects or events

for which they stand. Later he learns many
meanings from verbal contexts, in listening and

reading. The learning of concepts (or of cate-

gories) is an important part of this process.

One erroneous use of categorized meanings is

found in the indiscriminate application of

labels, like "oriental," without due regard to

the varied meanings such words may have in

different settings.

The third semantic problem— what proc-

esses within the organism represent the mean-

ing of words— has not been solved. Some
theories stress images. Others present the idea

that reponses made to an object are somehow
retained in abbreviated form as a link between

that object and its name. One thing is cer-

tain— that the ultimate basis of meaning is

represented in the nervous system.

The semantic differential is used to define

word meanings in terms of how they are rated

in certain polar dimensions — like weak-strong,

good-bad, active-passive. Not all of a word's

meaning is represented in this way. Neverthe-

less, the semantic differential has proved itself

a useful instrument in research.

Nonverbal communication is of course

communication without words. Much of it

utilizes gestures, but we have called atten-

tion to a distinction between gestures which

represent letters (as in the deaf language)

and gestures which, while conventionalized,

have no such reference. Pointing would be

an example of the latter. Clothing and other

objects may also have communicative signifi-

cance.

(References and notes for this chapter are on page 567 of the Appendix.
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Social Behavior

Q
Some elementary forms of social behavior • Social facilitation, competition,

and cooperation • Status and role • Studying behavior in small groups •

The study of "social climates" Effects of group participation Group pres-

sures on individual judgment • The study of rumor • Broader aspects of

collective behavior • Summary

Man is so much a social organism that any discussion of his behavior which neglected

the social aspects would be seriously deficient. But we have not been completely

negligent. Consideration of social aspects has entered our discussion at various points,

although from a somewhat restricted standpoint. The socially determined nature of

behavioral processes has been considered, and language, which is by its very nature

social, has had a chapter devoted to it. However, we have not dealt with the interaction

process as such. We have not considered how individuals influence each other— as in

face-to-face groups and crowds. Now we move to correct this deficiency. Among the

topics to be discussed are elementary forms of interaction which characterize the social

life of animals, some of which carry over into human social behavior; the status character-

istics of human society and the roles that persons play in their social dealings; the

behavior of small groups as studied experimentally; group pressures on individual

judgment; problems involved in communication of the kind designated as rumor; and

broader aspects of social life, including crowd behavior and social movements. In

several of these discussions we will also be concerned with problems of leadership.

This is a very broad field which only a course in social psychology could really cover.

All that we shall attempt, therefore, is to spotlight a few major issues and representative
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experimental investigations. The function of this chapter is thus to provide preliminary

orientation in the area of social psychology.

The simplest form of social interaction occurs when the behavior of one organism is

stimulated by that of another, as when one animal bares its teeth and the other runs.

Imitative behavior (p. 290) is more complicated in that the imitatee sets a pattern which

the imitator copies, or attempts to copy. However, the behavior with which we are

particularly concerned in this chapter involves reciprocal stimulation and response.

That is to say, behavior in which one organism stimulates another and is, in turn,

stimulated bv the other's reaction.

SOME ELEMENTARY FORMS OF
SOCIAL BEHAVIOR

A prime necessity for social behavior is

the proximity of two or more organisms.

Nevertheless, individuals may be drawn to-

gether for nonsoeial reasons. And when they

are together, they may still not interact. Of
many examples that might be given, consider

the swarming of insects around a lamp.

These organisms are positively phototropic.

Their make-up forces them to fly to a source

of light. They are individuaOy drawn to this

region, and the aggregation is thus purely

incidental. Whether the insects influence each

other's reactions while in the vicinity of the

light is problematical.

At the level of bird life there are further

complications. Physiological and climatic

changes activate each bird to migrate to its

accustomed location. In migrating, however,

flocks are formed in which a particular bird

may take the lead and in which the behavior

of each bird is influenced by that of others.

It is in this respect that behavior becomes
social." In schools of fish and in herds of

mammals the same sort of interaction is ob-

served, i

To take a further example of how animals

may congregate for other than social reasons,

think of the various mammals that come to-

gether around a water hole in some such place

as the African veldt. What brings them to-

gether is thirst and the proximity of a water

hole. Once there, however, they interact in

numerous ways— for example, by mating,

fighting, and protecting their young.

It is perhaps unnecessary to point out that

° An example given in our second chapter dealt

with penguins, whose social organization and inter-

action is quite complex. ( See Figure 2.3, p. 35.

)

all vertebrates and many invertebrates are

bom into a social situation where they receive

care from one or both parents and in which

they interact with their parents and others.

Indeed, numerous naturalistic studies of social

life in the animal world are largely pre-

occupied with such forms of interaction as

mating, care and provisioning of the young,

education of the young, and family organiza-

tion.

Imprinting and socialization

One of the most obvious observations about

social behavior is that those of a kind usually

stay together— that they have a seeming at-

tachment to (or preference for) others like

themselves. It is also clear that this begins

very early in life. Consider, for example, such

socialization as is evident when ducklings or

other young animals follow their mother

around.

Under normal circumstances, ducklings and

goslings follow their mother soon after hatch-

ing, perhaps stimulated by her movements, her

vocalizations, or both of these. There is

nothing very remarkable about this following

behavior, and it would receive no more than

passing mention were it not for the fact that,

under certain circumstances to be described

shortly, the same behavior may be elicited

by models, or by almost any perceptible ob-

ject which moves, including a human being,

as illustrated in Figure 16.1. Konrad Lorenz,

the German student of animal behavior

shown in the illustration, coined the word

"imprinting" to designate this sort of attach-

ment of young animals to members of their

own or other species, or to models.^ In one
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16.1 An Example of Imprinting. These gos-

lings, which had been isolated from their mother,

have learned to follow a human being, in this case

Konrad Lorenz, the famous naturalist. (Photo by

Thomas D. McAvoy, Life. © Time Inc.)

of his most interesting demonstrations of im-

printing, Lorenz took a group of goslings that

had been imprinted upon him and a group

that had been imprinted upon their mother.

They were intermingled and placed under a

box. The mother and Lorenz stood nearby.

Then, as the mother moved away, the box was
lifted and Lorenz ualked in another direction.

The outcome was quite clear, for the goslings

imprinted upon Lorenz followed him and the

others followed tlieir mother.^

It became evident that imprinting upon a

substitute for the mother usually occurs only

during the first day, and even then, only if

the bird has been out of contact with its

owir mother. Under normal conditions this

"critical period" is probably that in which the

bird is imprinted upon its mother and other

members of the brood.

Once tlie duckling has come to follow its

mother, or anything else on which it is im-

printed, the attachment is irre\ersiblc. That

is, a bird imprinted on a human being docs

not subsequently imprint upon its mother, or

a model, e\'en when opportunities arc gi\en

to do so. The original attachment thus pvi-

sists. Moreover, it generalizes to other acti\'-

ities, including sexual approaches toward the

imprinting object.^

Imprinting has aroused much interest. In-

\estigators have observed something compar-

able in numerous animals, including sheep.'"'

Some have undertaken laboratory investiga-

tions designed to reveal the detailed nature

of this phenomenon. One such research is

tUscribed in Figure 16.2 and the accom-

pan\ing legend, which also summarizes the

outcomes.*'

Some of the interest in this social beha\ior

stems from the possibilit}' that it may ha\e

relevance for our understanding of initial stages

in human socialization. One investigator" says

that a child will not dc\elop normally unless

it has "a certain amount of attention and

handling during a critical period of its in-

fancy. This period is doubdess not as sharply

defined as the imprinting period in birds, but

it ma\' lie within the first six months of life."

The reader will no doubt recall, in this con-

nection, oiu' earlier discussion (p. 149) of the

so-called "need for affection" in infants and

the attachments of infant monkeys (p. 150)

to mother substitutes. All such studies appear
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lO.^ An Experiment on Imprinting. The decoy duck (male mallard) moving around the

circular runway is fitted with a loud speaker and emits the man-produced sounds "goc/t, gock,

gock, gock, gock." During the imprinting period (usually less than one hour) the duckling is

token from a box in the incubator and allowed to make a certain number of turns around the

runway before being returned. At a later time, in tests for imprinting, it is released halfway be-

tween a mole and a female decoy model four feet opart. The mole is that used during the

imprinting period. One minute is allowed for the duckling to respond to either decoy, then sound

is turned on in both. The "male" mokes the sounds described. The "female" gives the coll of a

real female. Various responses ore recorded — to silent and calling models, stationary and

moving models, and so on. If the duckling gives a positive response to the male decoy in all

such tests, imprinting is said to be complete (100 per cent). With different groups of ducklings,

imprinting is attempted at different times. In general, the results show that imprintobility im-

proves until it reaches its peak at 13-16 hours after hatching. Then it declines rapidly with in-

creasing age. At its peak, imprintobility is represented by an overage score of approximately

85 per cent. For these birds, tested under the conditions described, the "critical period" is thus

toward the middle of the first day after hatching. (From Hess, E. H., 6, p. 134.)

to have much in common, but whether the

resemblance is superficial or real remains to

be discovered.

Imprinting is generally conceded to be a

learned response, but of a somewhat special

kind. The investigator whose work we have

illustrated regards it as

a rigid form of learning, differing in several

ways from the usual association learning

which comes into play immediately after the

peak of imprintability. In other words, im-

printing in our experiments results in the ani-

mal learning the rough, generalized character-

istics of the imprinting object. Its detailed

appreciation of the specific object comes as a

result of normal conditioning— a process

which in the case of these animals takes a

much longer time and is possible days after

the critical period for imprinting has passed.*

Other aspects of socialization have already

received attention. We indicated in earlier

chapters how basic drives come to be ex-
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pressed in socially approved ways, how tlie

child develops a concept of self (ego) and a

conscience (superego), how children learn to

compete and to cooperate, and how they ap-

proach social matinity.

An aspect of socialization not yet discussed

is social status. E\en in animal groups,

there may be a struggle for status, with some

individuals dominating others. We say "dom-

inate" because such individuals satisfy their

needs at the expense of others and, in face-

to-face situations, induce submissive be-

havior. A good example of such a social rela-

tionship is the so-called "dominance hierarchy."

Dominance hierarchies

The fact that barnyard hens are socially

organized was first called to scientific atten-

tion by Schjelderup-Ebbe, a Norwegian
investigator." He observed that after a group

of chickens had been together for some time,

a pecking order became established. The most

dominant chick pecked all others in the group

and was pecked by none in return. The next

in line pecked all other chicks except the most

dominant, which of course, pecked it. This

social order was extended downward until,

at the botto"m of the hierarchy, there was a

chick pecked on by aU and pecking none.

A pecking order observed in a repetition of

some of Schjelderup-Ebbe's experiments is

represented in Figure 16. 3. ^'^

The pecking order is learned, but how
long it takes for a stable hierarchy to develop

depends upon the number of chickens in-

volved. One study showed that it took .'36

weeks for a group of six to develop a hierarchy

like that illustrated.^' In general, the dom-
inant chicken is the largest, speediest, most

aggressive, and most intelligent, as measured

by tests of learning abilit\'.'- This chicken

learns that it can win every fight. The one

at the bottom of the social ladder finds that

it loses every fight. The others, after

weeks of fighting, learn which to peck and

which to avoid, if possible. As one would

expect, the introduction of a new member of

the group disrupts the established order. A
new hierarchy then develops.

Studies of mammals (including mice, rats,

and dogs) show that dominance relations

based on fighting are quite common, but that

a perfect straight-line dominance like the

pecking order of hens is rare.^^

The author of a recent book on aggression

says that children of three and older who ha\'e

not learned to avoid strangers tend to

lO.O A Dominance Hierarchy. Observe that YY pecked on all others. Blue pecked on all

but YY, and that W was pecked by all. This straight-line dominance took 36 weeks to develop.

All of the birds represented here are barnyard roosters. (Diagram from Murchison, C, 10, p. 22.

Photo © Life.)

^^^^^m^^^t^^p^^^^B.^^^^



engage in considerable playful aggressiveness.

In many children this is a standard method

of getting acquainted with a new chOd. If

unchecked or unsupervised it should theoreti-

cally lead to a dominance order based on fight-

ing. From the viewpoint of the cultural ideal

of our society, it is desirable that no strong

relationships of dominance and subordination

be built up between children. No one wants

his child to be at the bottom of a dominance

order and become the chOd who is always

picked on.i^

There are doubtless many situations where

something approximating a dominance hier-

archy based upon fighting (or fear and intim-

idation) develops among human beings.

Notorious examples are found in teen-age

gangs. 1^ By and large, however, the indivi-

dual's status in a human group is based upon

something more subtle than physical domina-

tion — for instance, money or education. In

some countries, social status rests upon one's

origin. Tradition is also influential. i^ With

respect to this. Lady Bowley's prayer, de-

signed for the "lower classes," comes to mind.

O let us lo\e our occupations.

Bless the squire and his relations.

Live upon our daily rations.

And always know our proper stations.

Charles Dickens in The Chimes

constant state of organizational turmoil. Simi-

larly among nations, relative quiet exists when
the international order of dominance is fairly

firmly established and generally accepted. . . .

Sooner or later, however, on the international

stage as among our groups of mice, or fish,

or hens, or other animals, a subordinate al-

ways seriously challenges the alpha individual

or nation. Although the challenger may be

beaten back, often many times, eventually

alpha rank is taken over by a new despot,

and the cycle starts again. i'

But this writer renounces the peck order solu-

tion of international problems by saying,

in so far as any international organization,

formal or informal, is based primarily on the

hierarchy of power, as are the peck orders

of the chicken pens, the peace that follows

its apparent acceptance will be relatively short

and troubled. Permanent peace is not to be

won by following the precedents established

by the dominance orders of vertebrate ani-

mals. i*

Analogies like these are interesting to contem-

plate, but human societies are different in

many important respects from those of animals,

even the higher ones. There will be ample

evidence of this as we proceed with our dis-

cussion of human social behavior.

Interesting as comparisons of dominance be-

havior in animals and men may be, one needs

to observe due caution. The similarities that

exist are no more than suggestive. Neverthe-

less there are some who note the dominance

hierarchy in hens, then expostulate on interna-

tional affairs with this as a basis. Thus a distin-

guished zoologist, writing on the topic of "The

peck order and international relations," had

this to say:

. . . much can be said for an established

order of dominance and subordination, whether

within groups of non-human animals or

among nations. There is growing evidence

that with hens, again as an example, well

organized flocks, in which each individual

knows and is fairly well resigned to its partic-

ular social status, thrive better and produce

more eggs than do similar flocks that are in a

COMPETITION AND COOPERATION

One of the most widely observed effects of

a group situation on the individual organism is

called social facilitation. It is often competi-

tive in nature; cooperative behavior is a much

higher development.

Social facilitation

This term is applied when an organism

does more in a social situation than when

alone. For example, fish eat more when in a

group than when eating alone. Ants which

dig their nests excavate more dirt, per unit

of time, when they work in the group than

when they work by themselves." Rats tested

alone and in group situations eat and drink

more in the latter. It has been shown, how-

ever, that facilitation of eating and drinking
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occurs only when the situation is competitive

— where rats have to take turns at a water

spout or where there is a hmited supply of

food.-" Social facilitation is also evident in

children.-' Its presence in small adult groups

is discussed later.

One can observe competition in many
organisms and, as higher levels of animal life

are approached, cooperation also enters the

scene. These processes are worthy of a more

detailed discussion.

In highly organized insect societies, like

those of bees and ants, there is no competi-

tion. A seeming cooperation is universally

evident. Every animal contributes to the

common good by performing its special

tasks. But this is a cooperation of necessity.

Because of its makeup and the situation in

which it finds itself, each individual is des-

tined to perform certain tasks and no others.
-'-

At the vertebrate level of life, however, there

is much greater "individual freedom." Here

an organism is less bound, socially, than is

an ant or bee. It competes with others for

the necessities of life, thus eats and drinks

more in a group situation.

A truly cooperative type of behavior— one

not predetermined biologically, as in insects

— is sometimes observed in laboratory experi-

ments with rats and higher mammals. Nat-

uralists have reported man\' examples of

"mutual aid" among animals ranging from

birds to the higher apes, -* but we will con-

fine our attention to some typical laboratory

investigations.

Experiments on cooperative behavior

Something suggesting cooperative behavior

emerged from an experiment in which rats

were trained to operate a lever, each move-
ment of which caused a small pellet of food

to become available, as in the operant condi-

tioning situations with which we are already

familiar (pp. 276-277 ).-'^ After this response

had been established, the experimenter placed

the lever and the food trough at opposite ends

of the experimental box. This meant, of course,

that the operator had to travel a short dis-

tance before he could get his reward. The
next step was to place three appropriately

conditioned rats in the same box. In this situ-

ation the operator usually failed to get his re-

ward. When the food trough was reached,

another animal had already eaten the pellet.

Initially all three animals did some pressing

and the operator, upon reaching the trough,

fought with the others for food that was no

longer there. Finally, one rat found a solu-

tion. It pressed the lever several times in

rapid succession, so that there \yas usually

some food left when it reached the trough.

On the other hand, its associates eventually

learned that they needn't work at all. They
stayed near the food trough and ate food

pellets as these became available. A "class

society" consisting of one worker and two

parasites thus emerged. We cannot say, how-

ever, that one rat actually cooperated with

the others. The worker had merely solved

its own problem — how to get food in this

situation. Benefit to the others was purely

incidental.

What appears to be a genuine example of

cooperative behavior occurred in another ex-

periment, also with white rats.-'' These rats,

unlike the above, did not need to compete.

The general situation is illustrated in Figure

16.4. It comprised a box with an electrified

floor, a platform which turned the shock off

when a rat held it down, and a crock with a

plentiful supply of food. The platform was

located away from the food supply. Each

rat first learned, individually, to eat food from

the crock; then, when the floor was electrified,

to turn off the current by stepping on the

platform. Finally, rats were paired, as illus-

trated. Would they leam to cooperate, with

one depressing the platform while the other

ate? At first the rats either ate at the same
time, both getting a shock while doing so, or

they sat on the platform together with neither

of them getting anything to eat. In the case

of some pairs, however, cooperation eventually

developed. Their behavior became directed

toward each other. One rat fed while the

other was on the platform, then the latter made
various responses toward the feeding animal,

such as biting its tail or pulling on it until this

animal returned to the platform. Eventually

the rats shuttled back and forth, both getting

food and both avoiding most of the shock.

Cooperative behavior of a high order has

been demonstrated in chimpanzees. In an ex-

periment already described (p. 433), pairs of

chimpanzees learned to puU together so that
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16.4 Device Used to Study Cooperative Be-

havior in Rats. As described in the text neither

rat received a shock while the other was on the

platform. They learned to take turns at the food

crock and the platform. (Adapted from Daniel,

W. J., 25, p. 362.)

food was brought within reach. When one

member of a pair failed to get needed coopera-

tion, it touched the other animal on the shoul-

der, turned it around, and, in fact, seemed to

be "sa>'ing" something like "Help me." Simi-

lar results were found in a situation of still

greater complexity.-'' Here two chimpanzees

were in separate cages. Each cage contained

two colored panels — for example, one cage a

yellow and a red panel and the other a green

and a blue. Food became available only when
the panels were operated in a given sequence
— say, yellow, green, red, blue. This meant
that one subject, after pushing yellow, had to

wait until its partner pushed green. This ani-

mal, in turn, had to wait until red was pushed.

When blue was pushed, both got the reward.

Some chimpanzees watched their partner and
solicited when he was slow to respond. They
reached through the bars, turned him in the

right direction, or pushed him. However, there

was no pointing toward the correct panel.

Cooperative behavior in human beings is of

course greatly facilitated by pointing and by
speech. In a situation which somewhat resem-

bled the chimpanzee experiment, one pre-

school child got the other to help her by
pointing or by saying "Look at that," or "Pull

that string." -' Another experiment required

each child of a pair to put a stylus in a cor-

responding hole at the same time.-^ When
each put his stylus in the proper hole, a jelly

bean was obtained. This part of the experi-

ment was relatively easy. But one jelly bean

could not very well be divided. So the ques-

tion arose as to which child was to get the

jelly bean for their coordinated efforts. This

dilemma was setded verbally, usually by a de-

cision to alternate— "The first jelly bean is

mine, the next is yours," or something com-

parable. This sort of cooperation foreshadows

the "deals" which follow childhood and which

play so important a part in human affairs at

e\ery level of activity.

The preceding discussion of elementary

forms of social behavior has served three pur-

poses. In the first place it has given explicit

meaning to the term "social interaction." Sec-

ondly, it has demonstrated some of the tech-

niques used by psychologists and others to

investigate social behavior in animals and chil-

dren. Finally, it has provided a background

against which we can project our discussion

of social interaction in adult human society.

STATUS AND ROLE

An individual's status is his position in a

social system. In a barnyard, this is simply a

matter of relative position in the pecknig

order. Human society is so complex, however,

that status varies, depending upon the particu-

lar angle from which we view it. From a

broad political standpoint, there is the status

of President, cabinet member, congressman,

governor, and so on. OveraO, our society has

a discernible "class structure." We speak of a

person's status as being, for example, upper.
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middle, or lower class.' Overlapping this

structure, but with a somewhat intellectual

reference, a person may be referred to as

"highbrow," "lowbrow," or somewhere in be-

tween these levels. Another frame of refer-

ence is socio-economic. One's status, from this

standpoint, may be professional, business,

skilled laborer, and so on. Some have a de-

gree of status as "white collar workers." There

are frequently status implications in being of

a certain race, nationality, or religion. Within

a much narrower scope are such statuses as

infant, child, adolescent, college student,

female, wife or parent. There are also status

positions within small established groups,

such as a club or athletic team.-^

But there is much more to status than we
have suggested. With a given status there is

usually a certain "style of life." Class status,

for example, has associated with it certain so-

called "status symbols," involving the kinds of

cars driven and clothes worn. Class status is

also related to the educational level attained

and the content and manner of speech.^"

According to Kinsey, such differences extend

into the sex life.^i Of greater interest, from a

psychological standpoint, is the fact that dif-

ferent statuses require the playing of different

roles.

The analysis of social behavior from the

standpoint of roles is worthy of special atten-

tion. There are many definitions of the term

role and there have been many theoretical

discussions and practical applications, such as

role-playing in psychotherapy and in the

training of business and industrial leaders.

Here we can consider no more than a few

basic aspects of this concept.
'''-

The role played by an actor has no refer-

ence to his status, except that of "actor." In

everyday life, on the other hand, role and

status are inseparably linked. As one writer

has so succinctly phrased it, "the term role

centers around the organized actions of a per-

son coordinate with a given status or posi-

tion." ^•> This writer and others have pointed

out that the person in a particular status situa-

tion is expected to act in certain ways and,

in turn, expects others to reciprocate.

* Vance Packard's The Status Seekers ( McKay,
1959) is concerned with what we are discussing,

but from the standpoint of the devices which in-

dividuals use to enhance their status.

Acquiring roles

An important aspect of every instance of

role acquisition is learning to "put oneself in

the place of others " — to identify with them
— and, as Robert Burns put it, "to see oursel's

as others see us!"

A child learns to identify by role-playing,

copying the behavior of others, and receiving

instructions as to the proper behavior for "little

girls," "little boys," and so on. The little girl

plays with her dolls— now the role of mother,

now that of doctor or nurse. She may also

take the part of her doll in conversation, as

when, after telling her "baby" to stay in its

crib, she steps into the other role and says,

"But Mummy, I don't want to stay in my crib."

A comparable process is often involved in the

development of conscience. A boy may even

step into the role of father and admonish him-

self for doing what his father has forbidden.

In time we normalK' become adept at

changing from one role to another, as each new
situation arises. In each instance, the role is

one dictated (in part, at least) by status. Thus

the teacher plays a different role in the class-

room from the one he enacts on the golf

course, or in his home. In the classroom a

student, in accordance with the teacher's

status and his o\\ti, expects the former to lec-

ture, for example, while he takes notes, and

to give examinations while he answers them.

If the teacher is also a graduate student, he

will, on appropriate occasions, play the student

role. And so it is with the many interlocked

roles which people play in everyday life. As

one's situation (and his status) changes, he

may be said to assume different roles. Some
would say that he exhibits different "selves,"

for there is a very close relation between

one's self (p. 250) and the well-established

roles of his everyday life.''^

The shift from one role to another, or the

actions involved in a particular role, are usu-

ally not calculated, nor is an individual neces-

sarily aware of his role-playing, as a stage

actor is. But there are instances, as everyone

knows, where a person "tries to make an im-

pression, " and so obviously that we refer to his

behavior as an "affectation" or to him as

"affected." In most instances, however, each

of us becomes so conditioned as to play

appropriate roles unthinkingly.
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An interesting sidelight on the interplay of

status and roles is the modem tendency (in

our society) to upgrade roles of low status

by giving them a face-saving label. Thus the

janitor may become a "custodian" and the

street cleaner a "sanitary engineer."

In addition to well-established roles there

are others that may be thrust upon us. The

hero's role is of such nature. In a group situa-

tion where there are problems calling for

solution, an individual emerges as the leader.

Some of the OSS tests described in an earlier

discussion (p. 243) involved leaderless groups

that were given a problem to solve. In these

tests, individuals were observed to see what

role each would play. Roles which emerge

in such face-to-face situations are involved in

later discussions.

Role conflict

Although each of us plays multiple roles in

this complex society of ours, role conflicts,

even when they exist, seldom bother us. The
person whose religious affiliations are in con-

flict with a role he plays in everyday life

tends to rationalize the discrepancy, so that the

inconsistency that others may observe, causes

him little concern. During the last war, by

contrast, many young men experienced an in-

tense conflict between their role as followers

of the "Prince of Peace" and their role as

loyal citizens of a country at war. This role-

conflict could not be solved by any such

formula as "Praise the Lord and pass the

ammunition."

Studies of behavior in situations involving

disaster have shown that, under such condi-

tions, one role may take priority over others

with which it is now (perhaps for the first time)

in conflict. Following a disastrous explosion

in Texas City, for example, people whose duty

it was to stay on the job and fight the fire

rushed to their families instead, to see if these

were safe, or to help them. A clergyman, who
started to aid in rescue work, realized that it

was more important for him to comfort the

families of those who were killed, so he re-

solved to fill the latter rolc^^ What is in-

volved in all such situations is a conflict not

merely of roles, but at the same time, and

from a somewhat different slant, a conflict of

obligations and loyalties.

STUDYING BEHAVIOR IN

SMALL GROUPS

Early experimental studies with small groups

of human subjects dealt with social facilita-

tion, the phenomenon already referred to as

evident in animal behavior. The human sub-

jects of experiments in this area engaged in

activities like crossing out letters (e.g., every

e on a page), tapping as fast as possible, and

adding or multiplying. Sometimes they

worked alone and sometimes as members of

a co-working group. The latter was not, how-

ever, a cooperating group. We will discuss

such groups later.

In one type of comparison, more subjects

made their highest scores in the group situation

— as compared with that in which they were

merely working by themselves. Another type

of comparison revealed a higher average out-

put in the group than in the isolated situation.

Further research of this nature showed the

facilitating effect of group activity to be due,

in large measure, to conscious or unconscious

rivalry. For example, when individuals work-

ing in groups were told that their scores would

not be compared, the facilitating effect of

group situations failed to appear. In other ex-

periments each person worked alone, but was

told that his score would be compared with

the scores of others working at the same time

in separate rooms. Now the amount accom-

plished did not vary from that found in a

group situation. Thus, as in the case of animal

studies, social facilitation was reduced to "com-

petitive effort." ^^

Studies like the above also demonstrated

certain adverse effects of group situations,

especially where competition was keen. There

were individuals who became flustered and

incoordinated under group conditions, hence

did more poorly than when working alone.

An example of this can be seen in the simu-

lated horse race where wooden horses on in-

dividual tracks are pulled with strings wound

onto fishing reels. At the signal, an individual

starts winding on his reel as fast as possible.

In a practice situation, working alone and

noncompetitively, there is normally a smooth

performance. But in the "horse race," under

keen competition to have one's horse come in

first, there is often a marked incoordination.
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such as reversing the reel and tangling the

line.^'

Another adverse effect often noted in com-

parisons of individual and group performance

is an excess of errors under the latter condi-

tion. This is prone to show up in arithmetical

work. Thus the speed-up in a group situation

may be offset by a lower quality of work than

when individuals work alone.

Current research on small groups is not so

much concerned with the output and quality

of performance as with the nature of social

interaction; i.e., with interpersonal relations.

We are ready to consider now some typical

studies in this general area, which is often re-

ferred to as "group dynamics," a term intro-

duced by Lewin (p. 209) to stress the

dynamic, as opposed to static, characteristics

of groups. This viewpoint is well represented

by his statement that

The essence of a group is not the similarity

or dissimilarity of its members, but their inter-

dependence. A group can be characterized as

a "dynamical whole"; this means that a change

in the state of any subpart changes the state

of any other subpart. The degree of interde-

pendence of the subparts of members of the

group varies all the way from a "loose" mass

to a compact unit.'*''

Many methods are used to study inter-

personal relations, but we confine our atten-

tion to four. The first of these is a social

field analysis of the type which led Lewin to

speak of "group dynamics ' before this term

came to be more generally applied. Next we
illustrate how intergroup relations may be

studied by sociometric procedures. We then

describe a method now widely used to record

interaction in small groups while it is in proc-

ess, the procedure referred to as interaction

process analysis. Finally, we consider studies

of collective problem-solving, some of which

compared the efficiency of different communi-
cation networks.

Social field analysis

This involves concepts which defy an ade-

quate brief discussion. Nevertheless we give

them in essence and then discuss their use by

Lewin in analyzing a relatively simple group

situation, involving a husband and his wife.*"

The concepts in question are life space, social

field and locomotion. **>

Life space refers to the individual and his

environment as perceived by him. Lewin and

others have pointed out that there is a marked

difference between the environment (geo-

graphical) as a physical scientist might view

it and the environment (psychological) as the

behaving person views it. We had such a dis-

tinction in mind when we said in an earlier

discussion (p. 73) that two individuals in the

same objective environment could be in very

different environments psychologically.

The social field has reference to other peo-

ple, or to what was referred to earlier as the

"social environment." However, Lewin's con-

cept of social field involves not only the actual

presence of other persons, but also their

symbolic presence, as when thinking of your

mother's reaction to what you are contemplat-

ing either encourages or discourages you from

going ahead with your plans. In the following

example of social field analysis, the wife pic-

tures her husband as doing certain things

even though he is not present. Although ab-

sent, he is still part of her social field, as this

is conceived of by Lewin. The life space in-

cludes the social field (as the individual per-

ceives it) as well as the broader environment

(again as the individual perceives it.)

In ordinary terminology locomotion is

merely moving from place to place. As Lewin

uses the term, it includes symbolic (expected,

anticipated, intended, imagined) locomotion

as well as an objective change of position.

Now we are ready to consider the type of

social field analysis represented in Figure

16.5. The complete outer boundary of each

diagram represents the limits of the individual's

life space at the moment; i.e.. Time 1 and

Time 2 as indicated. The inner regions are

conceived of, not as different parts of ob-

jective space, but as possibilities of action,

even at the symbolic level, as when a person

reaches a decision, moves from one attitude

to another, and so on. First the life space of

the husband (H) is analyzed; then that of

his wife [W] . In the first diagram we see the

respective positions of (H)_and [W] In

terms of their situation as (H) views it (in-

cluding what he knows, or thinks he knows

about [w] ) he intends, let us say, to move
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Life space of husbond at Time I

(b)

Life space of wife of Time 1

Expected locomotion

(t)

Social field at Time 2

Intended

locomotion

^Actual locomotion

(d)

Life space of husband at Time 2

~~^Jr^;;^--T

Life space of wife at Time 2

Intended

locomotion
^Expected locomotion

Intended

locomotion

lO.O A Marriage Problem. These diagrams represent the life space of, respectively, a

man and his wife as conceived by Kurt Lewin and described in the text. (From Lev/in, K., 39, p. 196.)

from legion A to region B. It is iissmned,

fiere, that the .social analyst has enongh in-

formation abont (H) and his situation to

predict this. Likewise, in view of the situa-

tion as (H) perceives it, he expects his wife

to move from D to C. All of this is represented

in diagram a. Diagram /; involves a com-

parable analysis from the wife's point of view,

that is to say, from the standpoint of her own
life space. Again it is assumed that enough

is known about these two people to fill in

the details which represent this. Note that her

life space shows a marked contrast with that

of her husband. It is quite differently struc-

tured. Moreover, her expectation, in terms of

what she knows (or thinks she knows) about

her husband is that he will move from A to G.

She intends to move from region E to region

F. Actually, as shown in diagram c, (H) does

moNc to B (which means that he may reach a

certain decision, change from one attitude to

another, or even move physically from one

place to another— a d ifferent house, for ex-

ample). Likewise, [w] is shown in the same
diagram as having moved to F. Lewin says.

Neither husband nor wife had expected

their partner to behave as he or she actually

did. Obviously, the next step will depend
largely on how each will react to this surprise,

how each will interpret the conduct of the

other, or, more generally speaking, how each

will "perceive " the new situation.

The husband who has expected his wife to

move from D to C and now sees her moving
in the opposite direction, to F, may interpret
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this to mean that his wife has "changed her

mind." In this case he may expect her next

move to proceed in the same direction, nameh'
toward G [as in diagram d]. Furthermore,

the behavior of his wife is hkely to change
for him the meaning of C, that is, the cognitive

structure of the situation. The wife who sees

her husband move to B rather than G may
perceive this to be an excursion to an activity

which would be completed in a certain time

after which he would return to A [diagram
e]. She therefore decides to join her husband
in B, whereas her husband, having a different

perception of the situation [diagram d], in-

tends to move on to F, which he perceives as

being closer to his wife.

Obviously, husband and wife will soon be
in trouble if they do not "talk things over,"

that is, if they do not communicate to each
other the structure of their life spaces with
the object of equalizing them.^'

Enough has been said about social field

analysis to illustrate how it goes at the task

of trying to understand and predict social

interaction. To an investigator well versed in

its use, this type of analysis no doubt helps

to clarify his thinking about the intricacies

of particular interaction problems. Lewin
and others have found it of practical \alue in

industrial and other situations. ^^ what we
can get out of this discussion is an apprecia-

tion of the fact that interactions are not based
upon the objective facts alone (as, say, a

motion picture, even with sound track, might
portray them) but upon how they are per-

ceived (or interpreted) by interacting indi-

viduals, and each in his own way. This type
of analysis is an attempt to unravel a basic

human relations problem, but a problem that

is extremely difficult to study. Beyond indi-

vidual relationships, as in the relatively simple
illustration that we have used, the same sort

of problem arises in intergroup relations —
labor and management's view of each other,

the Russian view of us, and our aims, and our
view of them and their intentions.

Sociometric procedures

The sociometric study of interpersonal re-

lations also has reference to how interacting

individuals view each other, but in a somewhat

more limited sense than the approach already

considered. There are several procedures,

but they have in common the fact that indi-

viduals are asked to nominate, from among
other members of their group, the member
with whom they would most (or least) like to

live, go on a mission, or carry out some proj-

ect.*^ The individual who nominates is as-

sured that his selections are confidential.

Among a group of children, for example, each

might be asked to tell, in private, the name
of the child he would most like to have with

him on a hike, or to share his tent. Military

personnel, on the other hand, may nominate

members of their group to accompany them
on a combat mission. College students have

been instructed to "Indicate the person whom
you would most like to have as a loyal friend"

and to "Name the person with whom you
would most like to attend a formal affair."

Sometimes the individual nominates whom he

would most or least like to have associated

with him in one or more activities and that is

all, but some procedures require him to rank

members of his group from the most to the

least preferred.

The sociogram is a graphic representation of

interpersonal preferences. It shows the status

of each member of the group in terms of his

acceptance or rejection by other members. A
somewhat simplified sociogram for a group of

ten persons is shown in Figure 16.6. Observe,

for example, that A and B are attracted to each

other— i.e., each chooses the other. I chooses

G, E, and F, but is, in turn, chosen only

by G. The numbers represent votes received,

as described in the legend. E, who received

more votes than anybody else, is the "star."

J, who received no votes, is an "iso-

late."

Sociometry of the kind described has been

widely used to select indi\'iduals for certain

group projects, to discover isolates with a view

to improving their social relations, to identify

leaders, and to study group morale, which is

likely to be high when members of the group

are mutually congenial, as in the case of A,

B, and D of our illustration.

Since the usual sociometric analysis involves

a relatively simple procedure and an outcome
which lacks very precise quantification, efforts

have been made to improve upon it. One ex-

ample is an extensive study of social relations
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lO.O Sociogram of a Group of Workmen.

Each person, represented here by a letter, was

asked to vote for the three men most desired as

working companions. Numbers represent votes.

Thus E received 8 and J received no votes. Solid

lines represent mutual choices. A and B, for ex-

ample, voted for each other. Broken lines indicate

one-way choices. J, for instance, voted for E, G,

and C, but they did not select him. The person

voted for by most (that is, E) is designated in socio-

metric research as a "star." J, on the other hand

is on "isolate." (From Maier, N. R. F., Psychology

in Industry, 2nd Ed. Houghton Mifflin, 1955, p. 130.)

and morale in nine fraternity groups at

Syracuse University.** The procedure and

the quantification of results are too detailed

for adequate presentation here. Nonetheless,

the general approach can be indicated.

Cognizance was taken of the fact that an

individual might select different associates,

depending upon his psychological need at the

time. For e.xample, a need for moral support

in a difficult situation, for someone to have a

good time with, or for someone to confide in.

Therefore, each student made his nominations

with reference to particular needs, which

were indicated and elaborated upon by the

investigator. The data were gathered in

private interx'iews during which each student

was assured that the investigator would hold

his selections in strict confidence. He was

asked not to tell anybody else about them. A

normal distribution curve (Figure 16.7) was

shown, but without the names that appear in

our figure, the meaning of which will soon be

indicated. The curve was explained and the

student asked to think of it as representing all

males he had ever known. The subsequent

instructions were:

Let us suppose that among your acquaint-

ances there are people with whom you like to

maintain a loyal friendship. You may be un-

certain as to why you are attracted to such

persons, but you know that being in their

company on almost any occasion tends to give

you a good feeling.

The interviewer then pointed to the cur\e and

said:

Choosing from this group of people and

with this situation in mind, tcho BEST fits

this description? That is, with what person

would you most like to maintain a loyal

friendship? What is his name? ^^

The answer may have been, "Egan." Egan's

name was then put at the extreme right of the

cune, as illustrated. Following the same gen-

eral procedure, it was ascertained that .'\dams

least fitted the description, that Clark would

be average, that Drake would fall half way

between Clark and Egan, and so on. All of

this was to establish reference points so that

the student could rate his fraternity brothers

in a comparable fashion.

Without going into details of the procedure,

we can note that each fraternity brother was

placed in one of eight categories, defined

bv divisions on each side of the midpoint of

the distribution curve, as indicated in our

figure. It was in terms of these segments

that scores (ratings) were assigned. Thus Bill

Smith, being placed in the same segment as

Egan, would be scored 8 and John Jones,

falling in the same segment as Adams, would

receive a score of 1.

With their data quantified in this way, the

inx'estigators were able to obtain information

on how well an individual's social needs are

satisfied within his fraternity, the social-rela-

tions status of particular fraternity men, and

the level of morale in one fraternity as com-

pared with another. Sociometric data were
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also studied in relation to such outside indices

as general satisfaction or dissatisfaction with

fraternity accomplishments on the campus.

This refinement of sociometric procedure has

been demonstrated to have value in studying

one type of small group, namely, a fraternity.

It will no doubt now be extended to other

small groups, possibly in industry and the

armed services.

Interaction in process

Interaction process analysis focuses upon
individuals interacting in a temporary prob-

lem situation, hence it deals with interaction

that is much more casual than that discussed

in the preceding sections. This approach has

nevertheless revealed some interesting facts

about interaction during cooperative problem-

solving.

Observations are carried out in a laboratory

setting, with a small group of students work-

ing in a room while being observed through

a window with one-way vision. Each mem-
ber of the group is informed that reactions

are to be observed and that a sound record-

ing of everything said will be made.*^ The
general situation is shown in Figure 16.8.

Observers who are trained for their task use

Least

t

ADAMS

A

f

BAKEK

t

CURK

c

t
DRAKE

D

t
EGAN

E

Most

lO./ Normal Curve with Anchoring Points.

The use of this figure has been described in the text.

Clark is in the position designated "average."

{Modified from Gardner, E. F., and G. G. Thompson,

44, pp. 32-33.)

a code to record every act (verbal or other-

wise) on the moving tape of a special record-

ing device. Thus the acts of each individual

(and their timing) are recorded. The code

involves twelve response categories which in-

vestigators have found to be adequate for

the purpose. These are: shows solidarity,

shows tension release, shows agreement, gives

suggestion, gives opinion, gives information,

asks for information, asks for opinion, asks

for suggestion, shows disagreement, shows

tension, shows antagonism.

Different observers show a high degree of

correspondence in what they record. The
reliabilit\' of the data obtained has thus been

established.

The standard task was to resolve a prob-

lem in human relations. Each member was
given an identical written report of the facts

in the case, but without knowing that his

partners had the same information. These re-

ports were read prior to the beginning of the

group session and returned before it began.

The nature of the interactions taking place

in such a session as we have described, as well

as an idea of how trained observers categorize

different individual acts, may be gathered

from the following:

Member 1: I wonder if we have the same
facts about the problem? [Asks for opinion.]

Perhaps we should take some time in the be-

ginning to find out. [Gives suggestion.]

Member 2: Yes. [Agrees.] We may be

able to fiU in some gaps in our information.

[Gi\es opinion.] Let's go around the table

and each tell what the report said in his case.

[Gi\'es suggestion.]

Member 3: Oh, let's get going. [Shows
antagonism.] We've all got the same facts.

[Gives opinion.]

Member 2: (Blushes) [Shows tension.]
'"

The relative frequency of the twelve types

of interaction, derived from 24 different

groups which varied in size from two to seven

members, is shown in Figure 16.9. This com-
parison is based upon problem-solving of the

sort described above.

It is apparent that the giving of opinions

occurred most frequentiy, comprising 30 per

cent of the acts recorded. About 56 per cent

of the total reactions were classifiable as
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problem-solving attempts; that is, "gives sug-

gestion," "gives opinion," and "gives informa-

tion."

One interesting outcome of investigations

like that described is what they reveal about

leadership in such small problem-soKing

groups. A member's talkativeness is one im-

portant leadership variable. Two others are

ratings by the group members of each indi-

vidual's task-ability (how well they think he

contributed) and his likeability.

It has been found that relatively few indi-

viduals rate high on all three variables. More
have high ratings for talkativeness and task-

ability and a lower rating for likeability. This

type of leader is referred to as the "task

specialist." Still more familiar is the so-called

"social specialist," the individual who rates

high on likeability but relatively low on the

other variables. A person who is high on

talkativeness, but low on task-ability and like-

ability, is referred to as an "overactive devi-

ant." He attempts to dominate rather than lead.

Then, of course, there are those who rate low

in all three respects— the so-called "underac-

tive deviants," or "scapegoats." *^

What we have described is actually an over-

simplified version of the findings on leadership

in small groups. It has been observed that

while some individuals rather generally ex-

hibit the same sort of leadership in differently

composed groups, in groups of different size,

and in groups focused on different kinds of

problems, others show considerable variability

from one setting to another. Some lead in

certain situations and not at all in others. In

short, as one investigator has put it, observa-

tion of behavior in small groups

strongly supports the contention that leader-

ship is not an attribute of personality or of

character. It is a social role, the successful

adoption of which depends upon a complex
of abilities and traits. But even more, the

adoption of a leadership role is dependent
upon the specific situation. The same individ-

ual in the same group may alternate between

the role of leader and follower as the group

goal changes. Most frequently the individual

is propelled into a position of leadership by
virtue of his capacity for interpersonal contri-

bution in a specific situation. '^^

Here we have focused upon the method
known as interaction process analysis and il-

lustrated how it is used to study the emergence

of leadership in small problem-solving groups.

What has been emphasized is the interaction

process— not the efficiency of group versus

individual problem-solving nor the question

of how group problem-solving can be most

efficient. We now consider collective problem-

solving from these standpoints.

Collective problem-solving

Outcomes of studies on differences between

collective and individual problem-solving ha\'e

varied, depending upon the nature of the

problems, the amount of information avail-

able to each individual, and the composition

of the groups. In the abo\e studies on inter-

lO.O observing and Record-

ing Interaction in Process. Ob-

servers trained to record interaction

in terms of the twelve categories

described in the text observe a

small problem-solving group through

a one-way vision mirror. In this in-

stance the task is a chess problem.

(Courtesy Dr. Robert F. Bales.)



shows Solidority

Shows Tension Release

Shows Agreement

Gives Suggestion

Gives Opinion

Gives infonnoHon

lO.V Types of Acts Studied in one Type of

Research with Small Groups. Observe that the

act "gives opinion" comprises about 30 per_ cent

of the total acts in the type of conference group

with which we ore concernecj. (From Bales, R. F.,

"How People Interact in Conferences," Scientific

American, 1955, 192, 33.)

action process analysis, every individual had

all of the information available. The main ad-

xantages of this group situation were: (1) some
individuals had more ideas than others and

(2) any individual's ideas were subject to

criticism from others. Any idea thus received

an evaluation which the individual (working

alone) might not have given it.

Problems of the "brain teaser" variety have

also been used to compare collective and in-

dividual performances. In some studies the

group has achieved more solutions; in some,

the individual; and in others, there has been

no difference.5" A recent review of such

studies leads to the conclusion that, in gen-

eral, collective problem-solving is relatively

inefficient. This means that, in terms of time

per person to achieve a solution, the individual

does better to work by himself. ^^

Our discussion of collective problem solving

so far has dealt with problems involving in-

formation available to every subject, whether

working in a group or alone. But how about

problems which require a pooling of informa-

tion, only part of which is known to each in-

dividual? Under these circumstances, several

heads are obviously better than one. This may
also be true when solution calls for creativity

and some individuals in a group are more crea-

ti\e than others."

Whenever individuals have specialized in-

formation and attempt to solve a problem by

pooling it there are communication problems.^"

This fact led to the following relatively simple

investigation. In a given experiment there

were five subjects, each with information that

the others did not have. This appeared on a

card containing five symbols of which those in

Figure 16.10 are typical. Note that six

symbols were involved in the problem. One
subject, designated "White," had the triangle

missing and his five symbols included a cross.

"Red" had no diamond, but his card contained

a cross. The asterisk was missing from

° The so-called "brainstorming" procedure is

relevant here. °2 This is a group discussion de-

signed to generate creative ideas. Its originator

( an advertising executi%e ) claims that brainstorm-

ing produces more ideas than come to individuals

working alone. But an experimental investigation ^3

with Yale University students has shown that this

is true only if each individual is compared with

a group (of four in this case). When the com-
parison is between four indi\iduals working alone

(nominal group) and a comparable group of four

indi\iduals working as a group ( actual group ) , the

former have more ideas and better ones. It has

nevertheless been claimed that "The theory under-

lying brainstorming seems, in the light of a\ailable

evidence, to be sound. The general purpose is to

produce intercommunication of as wide a range of

ideas as possible. The main procedural rule is that

criticism and evaluation of both one's own ideas

and those of others are to be withheld ( until some
time later). A 'free-wheeling' attitude is encour-

aged as is also 'taking off' from other persons'

ideas." '! In the negative research with college

students there was apparently a tendency for the

brainstomiing procedure to inliihit creative think-

ing. Moreover, the subjects often fell into similar

trains of thought, thus reducing the number of

unique ideas. It may be argued, of course, that

college students are more sensitive to criticism b>

their peers and thus greater conformists than busi-

ness men. On the other hand, it has been demon-
strated tliat special training of college students in

"brain-storming" techniques leads to significant in-

crements in creative problem-solving. See Meadow,
A., and S. J. Fames, "Evaluation of Training in

Problem Solving," /. Appl. Psychol, 1959, 43,

189-194,
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Six Symbols Used, OAOn + *

Triol No.

Symbol Missing From; Common

SymbolWhile Red Brown Yellow Blue

1 A O * o n +
2 O o D A + *

3 + * D A o o
4 o A * + o

lO.IU Typical Symbols of the Problem on

Communication Networks. It will be seen that

each subject, in a given trial, had one symbol

missing. This was a different one for each of the

five subjects. The missing symbol was, in each

case, replaced by one which they all had in com-

mon. (From Leavitt, H. J., 56, p. 40.)

"Brown's" card, which also had a cross. Thus
every card included among its five figures one

that was common to all. The problem was;

"which is the common figure?" Quite obvi-

ously, the members of a group had to share

their special information.

In separate experiments, with different sub-

jects each time, the five communication net-

works shown in Figure 16.11 were tested. In

the circle, any individual could give informa-

tion to the person next to him. This was done
by writing on a slip of paper and passing it

along the communication channel symbolized

by the connecting line. In this way, informa-

tion passed around the circle until some sub-

ject named the common figure. In the wheel,

on the other h&nd, A could pass information

to C, but to nobody else. C could pass it on

to B, E, or D as he saw fit. These could pass

it on only by sending it back to him.''^

The outcome of this experiment was quite

clear. A wheel network was consistently shown
to be most efficient and a circle least efficient.

The wheel groups, for example, obtained cor-

rect solutions in the shortest time, required

the fewest total number of messages, and
made the fewest errors.

The individual in the center of such a net-

work has a position of leadership from the

start. Upon receiving information he can de-

cide where it will do the most good, hence

where to send it next. This no doubt con-

tributes to the greater efficiency of the wheel
network.

"

We now continue our study of interpersonal

relations in small groups. Leadership is again

in\ol\ed, but a leadership imposed upon the

group rather than one emerging within it.

° These results cannot be generalized to all situ-

ations. Communication networks in business and
industry involve special problems and each must
be evaluated in terms of specific situations. The
investigator whose research we have discussed has

written a book dealing with these special problems.

See Leavitt, H., Managerial Psychology. Univer-

sity of Chicago Press, 1958.

16.11 Some Communication Networks. As described in the text, each individual could

communicate only along the channels represented by solid lines. In the wheel pattern, for example,

nobody could communicate with anybody else except through C. (From Leavitt, H., Managerial

Psychology, p. 42.)
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THE STUDY OF "SOCIAL CLIMATES '

One of the most widely known types of

experimentation in the general area of "group

dynamics" is that in which small groups are

subjected to different kinds of leadership and

their subsequent behavior analyzed in terms

of group productivity, morale, and attitudes of

members toward the leader and each other.^"

Experiments of this nature have been carried

out with boys formed into after-school clubs

for specific projects requiring group participa-

tion. In one set of experiments, for example,

papier maehe theatrical masks were made.

Several groups, each composed of five ten-

year-old boys, were used. The groups were

equated in terms of socio-economic status and

other variables, including previous inter-

personal relations, as determined sociometri-

cally. Leadership was given by adults who
were trained to lead in three ways — authori-

tarian, laissez-faire, and democratic as called

for by the experimental design. The leadership

was so designated, not in terms of political

structures thus categorized, but from the

standpoint of the specific roles assumed by
the leaders. The authoritarian leader, for ex-

ample, determined all policies, dictated the

nature of every project, and criticized but re-

frained from active participation. The laissez-

faire leader was that in name only. Each
member of the group was given complete free-

dom to do anything he wished and the adult

neither participated nor gave information, un-

less this was requested. The democratic leader

called for a discussion of policies. He suggested

possible goals and procedures, but these were

actually selected as an outcome of group dis-

cussion. This type of leader also participated

as a member of the group and commented upon
activities from time to time, but in an objec-

tive or "fact-minded" manner. Each group

worked on similar projects under different

kinds of leadership and the same adult ro-

tated from one group to another, in each case

assuming the leadership role which the design

of the experiment called for. Thus, in a par-

ticular experiment, one group might begin

with a democratic leader, six weeks later work
on a comparable project with an authoritarian

leader, then, after another six weeks, change

to a comparable project with a laissez-faire

leader. Another group would reverse this

process, beginning with an authoritarian

leader. The rotation procedure assured that

each club would work under each kind of

leadership, and with a different leader each

time a change occurred.^*

The "group climate" or "group atmosphere"

differs considerably depending upon the sort

of leadership involved. Little of a favorable

nature can be said for laissez-faire leadership

as compared with the other two types, hence

we win compare only the democratic and

autocratic "climates." In some respects the

autocratic situation tended to be superior —
the boys who accepted it submissively worked

for longer stretches, and of course got more

done. But this was only while the leader was

present. When he absented himself "the boys

in democracy kept right on working . . . while

in autocracy when the leader left, the boys

stopped working as if glad to be relieved of

the task they 'had' to do." •'"' There appeared

to be more originality in the democratic situa-

tion and also less hostility (toward the leader

and other boys), and less aggression.

Recent research along similar lines has

verified the findings described and has re-

vealed additional details.^" One of these is

the fact that authoritarian leadership is con-

ducive to apathy in some groups and aggres-

sive resistance in others. We see in Figure

16.12 that the detailed outcomes of an imposed

autocracy differ, depending upon the passive

or aggressive reaction to it. Note, for example,

that groups reacting aggressively to autocratic

leadership were more discontented than those

reacting passively. They also made more
demands for attention and asked for more in-

formation. On the other hand, both the pas-

sive reactors and the democratic groups en-

gaged in more work-minded conversation

than the aggressive reactors. Other compari-

sons will be evident in examining the figure.

EFFECTS OF GROUP PARTICIPATION

An important thing to be learned from the

experiments on "social climates" is that a situa-

tion which provides opportunities for individ-

uals to become involved in what is going on—
to participate in decisions as weU as actions —
has decided advantages over one which pro-

duces either apathy or aggressiveness. Two
practical examples can be cited. The first
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Critical Disconlent

10 20 30

Behovior to leodgr

(Percent Scale]

^^ Aggressive Reaction to^^ Autocratic leoder.

I

1 Apathetic Reaction to

'

' Autocrotic Leader.

Reaction to Democratic

Leailer.

lO. I.il Reactions to Three Kinds of Leader-

ship. Those subjectecj to autocratic leadership re-

sponcjecj aggressively or apathetically, with resulting

cJifferences in specific reactions. Reactions to cJemo-

cratic leadership are also shown. (Derived from

R. K. White in Moccoby, E. F., T. M. Newcomb, and

E. L. Hoilley (Eds.), Readings in Social Psychology,

3rd Ed. Holt, 1958, p. 501.)

has to do with the relative effectiveness of a

lecture and a group discussion and the other

shows how group participation in decision

making may influence industrial output.

Lecture versus group discussion

During the last world war choice cuts of

meat were scarce, hence it was decided to

see whether housewives could be induced to

make greater use of less preferred animal

organs, like beef hearts, kidneys, and sweet-

breads. Accordingly, the following pilot study

was undertaken by Lewin and his associates

for the Food Habits Committee of the National

Research Council. "^^

Three Red Cross groups were given a 45-

minute lecture on the need to aid the war
effort by using such products, their nutritional

value, how to overcome the odors associated

with cooking them, how to make them palat-

able, and so on. Recipes were distributed and

the lecturer told how she prepared these

"delicious dishes" and how well they were

received by her family. This was the lecture

approach.

Three comparable groups were subjected

to the "group-decision" approach. After some

details were given, such as the need to utilize

such food and its nutritional value, a discus-

sion designed to produce group participation

was started. The women were induced to dis-

cuss the problems which "housewives like

yourself" might experience in using such food

and how they might overcome these. During

this session the various remedies and recipes

given in the lectures were introduced, but

only as the discussion turned in these direc-

tions.

Early in each meeting the women who
had previously used the meats indicated this

by raising a hand. At the end, all who wotild

be willing to try them during the next week
indicated this by a show of hands.

The in\estigators checked later to see which

of the women who had not previously used

these meats did so during the week following

the lecture or discussion. The outcome is

illustrated in Figure 16.13.

A similar advantage of group decision as

against lectures has been found in the case of

other products— for example, increased use

of powdered milk. Group decision has also

been more advantageous than individual in-

struction" in persuading mothers to gi\'e their

* This does not mean that class discussion should

replace lectures in a classroom, even if this were

practicable. What we are concerned with here is

the relative effectiveness of lecture and discussion

in inducing people to make decisions and foUow

them with appropriate action.
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Group Decision

lO. lo The Relative Effectiveness of Lecture

Versus Discussion. Of those who had never be-

fore served the foods involved in this experiment,

about 3 per cent served them after hearing a

lecture and about 32 per cent after group dis-

cussion, (From Lewin, K., 61.)

infants cod liver oil and orange juice. •'-

Lewin attributes the superioritv' of group
decision to several factors. The most impor-
tant of these is no doubt the individual in-

volvement which group discussion brings, as

compared with the relative passivity which
characterizes lectures and indi\idual instruc-

tion.

An example from industry

The problem investigated was how to o\er-

come decreased production which followed a

change in work procedures. Women workers

in a pajama factory were paid in terms of

work units, with the standard level of effi-

ciency being 60 work units per hour. When
it was necessary to transfer operators to new
jobs, rated in a comparable fashion with their

former ones, there was usually a drop in effi-

ciency. This represented a decrease of 10 or

more work units per hour. During the re-

training period a bonus compensated for what
would otherwise be a loss in pay. Neverthe-

less, the work rate usually faOed to return to

its former level. Many women became dis-

couraged and either gave up trying to im-

prove, or left the job. The investigators,

interpreting this situation from the standpoint

of group dynamics, regarded it as an outcome
of resistance to change."-' They felt that

resistance might be reduced by procedures

similar to those just described. Accordingly,

women to be transferred were formed into

separate groups, each of which was intro-

duced to the changeover in different ways.

Only two procedures (the least and the most

effective) will be described. They involve, re-

spectively, no participation in the decision to

change (control group) and total participa-

tion in this decision.

Members of the nonparticipating group

were subjected to the usual factory routine in

which the change-over was introduced with

a statement that it was necessary to meet

competitive conditions and that a new piece

rate was being set, a rate explained by the

time-study man. The participation procedure

was very different. Workers met in small

groups. The need to reduce costs was dra-

matically illustrated by having the women ex-

16.14 Effects of Participa-

tion and Nonparticipation in De-

cision Making. Whereas both

groups had comparable production

records (60 units per hour) prior to

transfer, the nonparticipation group

decreased its efficiency and did not

return to the former level while the

participation group, after a brief

decline, actually increased its efFl-

ciency. (After Coch, L., and J. R. P.

French, 63, p. 522.)

I

^— Portitipolion

— — —No Participation
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amine two garments which, despite a large

difference in cost of production, they could

not distinguish. Under these conditions,

many suggestions were made by the members
and a plan of operation was approved by the

group.

The different outcome of these approache.s

is graphically demonstrated in Figure 16.14.

Note that the control group made little re-

covery after the change-o\er whereas the

experimental group not only reached the for-

mer level of 60 units per hour, but exceeded

this b\' a large margin. There was also general

satisfaction with the job in the latter group,

and no turnover during a subsequent period

of observation.

Enough of this experiment and its outcome
has been described to indicate that, here

again, the group d\namics approach success-

fully supplanted the usual procedure.

GROUP PRESSURES ON INDIVIDUAL
JUDGMENT

We are all subjected to group pressures —
daily, in fact, from the time of birth and for

as long as we live. Socialization, referred to

so frequently in earlier discussions, is one ex-

ample of this. In adult life we are also in-

fluenced, sometimes positively and sometimes

negatively, by what others in our immediate

vicinity are doing and saying. As a result,

we ma\- change our tastes, our attitudes, our

opinions, and our judgments. The two experi-

ments about to be described show how even

a small temporary group may influence the

perceptual judgments of one of its members.

The autokinetic experiment

The first experiment involves what has been

called an autokinetic effect. If \ou were put

into a completely dark room and a small fixed

spot of light were exposed, you would see

it move in different directions as though moved
here and there by the experimenter. This

illusory movement is the autokinetic effect.

A subject entered the dark room with the

experimenter, who pointed to a response key

and said:

When the room is completely dark, I shall

:
lO.IO Individual Conformity to Group

Norms. These are the averages for three indi-

viduals. In the initial series, where each reported

the amount of movement individually, there was

marked divergency. In a succession of tests with

the three reporting in each other's presence, there

was the illustrated funneling effect. Finally, all were

giving similar reports. (From Sherif, M., 64, p. 33.)

gi\e you a signal READY, and then show you

a point of light. After a short time the light

will start to move. As soon as you see it move,

press the key. A few seconds later the light

will disappear. Then tell me the distance it

mo\ed. Try to make your estimates as ac-

curate as possible.^'*

Two seconds after a subject pressed the key,

a shutter closed and the light disappeared.

Then another trial was given. In all, 100

judgments were obtained from each subject.

With isolated subjects working in this wa\

the in\estigators established individual norms.

Although there was no actual movement, each

subject settled dov\'n, after a time, to judg-

ments which, while they differed from those

of other indi\iduals, were more or less stable

for him. Thus one subject reported an average

movement of 7.5 inches, another of 2 inches,

and still another of .5 inches, as indicated at

the left of Figure 16,15.

To test for a group influence, the same sub-

jects were subsequently placed in the dark-

room together. Now they heard each other's

reports, with the result illustrated in the
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graph. One can see that, in three snccessive

sessions, their judgments converged. Two
were influenced to raise their estimates sHghtly.

One lowered his until it conformed with that

of the others. This happened in other groups,

but not always with changes as marked as in

the case of the latter subject.

Some subjects were tested in the group

situation for three sessions, then alone. These

carried the former judgment into the indi-

vidual situations, as illustrated in Figure 16.16.

The group influence, which became apparent

earh' in tlie first session, led to a marked
similarity of judgment and, as one might well

expect, this carried over to the last session,

where the individual gave his judgment in

isolation.

Later research ^' suggests that some of

this group effect is due to the way a subject

views (or structm-es) the situation. Although

the movement is purely subjective, and there

is therefore no positive answer to the question

"How far did the light move?" one usually as-

sumes that movement has actually occurred and
that his judgment, as compared with the

judgments of others, must be faulty. There-

fore he tends to make a correction. This was
confirmed in a repetition of the above experi-

ment with college women. In some of the

later experiments, however, the subjects were

lO.IO Effect of Earlier Group Experience

on Individual Judgments. This figure Is to be

compared with the preceding one. It shows ab-

sence of the funnellng effect often found when

individuals ore first tested alone. (From Sherif, M.,

64, p. 33.)

-" " —"—"="

pI^^^^^^^IWip IIRIUP IRDIVIBUr

told that mo\ement was illusory and that no-

body was necessarily more accurate than any-

body else. Each subject was paired in the

darkroom with another who was, so to speak,

"fixed." The latter had been instructed to

give reports within a certain narrow range re-

gardless of what she actually experienced.

Now the convergence of reports observed in

earlier experiments did not so often appear.

In a group of ten naive subjects tested in this

way, only four showed the usual convergence,

and these either forgot about the illusory na-

ture of the movement or did not believe what

they had been told concerning this.

One against a majority

The second type of group-pressure experi-

ment that we wish to consider differed in cer-

tain important respects from the one just de-

scribed. First, it dealt with a real difference

(Figure 16.17) rather than an illusory one,

hence actual errors could be measured and

their magnitude compared for the different

conditions of the experiment. Second, as il-

lustrated in Figure 16.18, it involved a larger

group and a more natural situation than that

of the first t>'pe of study. Finally, it placed

the individual in a situation where there was

a decided conflict between the evidence of

liis senses and what other members of the

group were reporting. This was because

(unknown to him) each of the others had

been instructed to give the correct line on

certain trials and, on all other trials, to respond

imaiiimously by naming a certain incorrect

line. The correct estimates were interpolated

so as to mislead the subject. Estimates were

given, in order, by individuals 1 to 7. Table

16.1 makes the situation very clear. There

were 18 trials. On the first of these the stand-

ard line was 10 inches long. The comparison

lines were (1) 8?4 inches, (2) 10 inches,

and (3) 8 inches. The correct line was ob-

viously No. 2, and tlie group, beginning with

the first member and proceeding in succes-

sion to the subject, and one beyond him, all

gave this as their estimate. On the next trial,

the line was 2 inches long. Now, in order,

the comparison lines were 2, I, and IV2

inches. Again there was unanimity, all in this

case designating No. 1. On the third trial,
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however, the other members of the group

unanimously gave a response that was incor-

rect. The hne was 3 inches long; the three

other lines were, in order, 3%, iVi, and 3

inches long. The correct line was No. 3, but

everyone except the naive subject said that

it was No. 1. The error was thus % inch. On
the next trial the group again differed from

the naive subject. On the next they agreed

with him. And so on, as shown in the table.

Table 16.1 Lengths of Standard and Comparison Lines

Length of
Comparison lines Majority

Trial standard line (in inches) Correct

response

Group
response

error

(in inc}ies)
1 2 3

(in inches)

1 10 8% 10 8 2 2 —
2 2 2 1 1^2 1 1 —
3 3 3% 4^4 3 3 1

° + %
4 5 5 4 6y2 1 2 ° - 1.0

5 4 3 5 4 3 3 —
6 3 3% 41/4 3 3 2 ° -f-m
7 8 61/4 8 6% 2 3

- -iy4
8 5 5 4 6V2 1 3

" + 1%
9 8 61/4 8 63/4 2 1

' -1%
10 10 8% 10 8 2 2 —
11 2 2 1 m 1 1 —
12 3 3% 4y4 3 3 1

" + ¥,

13 5 5 4 614 1 2" - 1.0

14 4 3 5 4 3 3 —
15 3 3% 41/4 3 3 2* + lVi

16 8 51/4 8 6% 2 3
" -ly*

17 5 5 4 6% 1 3° + m
18 8 61/4 8 63/4 2 1

' -1%

Starred figures designate the erroneous estimates by the majority. ( From Asch, 66, p. 6.

)

Some subjects found this a disturbing ex-

perience. To use the investigator's words:

"one individual found himself suddenly con-

tradicted by the entire group, and this contra-

diction was repeated again and again in the

course of the experiment. . . . He faced, pos-

sibly for the first time in his life, a situation

in which a group unanimously contradicted

the evidence of his senses." ^^ Very few sub-

jects suspected the nature of the experiment.

Data for those who did were discarded.

The investigator sought to discover how in-

dividuals in such a situation would react.

Would they resist— sticking to what they per-

ceived to be true— or would they yield to

the majority? As the reader can perhaps

anticipate, there were marked individual dif-

ferences. In a group of 50 subjects, about 25

per cent reacted in complete independence

of what others said. The remainder showed

varying degrees of change in the group-sug-

gested direction. The subjects of a control

group gave their judgment in writing and

without a group influence. They averaged

0.8 errors. On the other hand, those subjected

to group pressures, as described, averaged

3.84 errors. The range was from to 11

errors out of a possible 12.

Even those subjects who had no errors were

16.17 Sample Cards of the Judgment Ex-

periment. The first line was shown and covered.

Then the individual was to say which of the lines

on the second cord equalled it in length. (From

Asch, S. E., 66, p. 7.)



lO.IO The Group Pressure Situation. As described in ttie text, all but a naive student

had been instructed to give unanimously incorrect judgments about the length of lines on cards as

shown in Fig. 16.17. Reports started with man 1 and ended with man 7. The naive subject (6)

found his judgments to be in conflict with those of the group. (Courtesy Scientific American.)

at times disturbed. Some became "doubt
ridden and experienced a powerful impulse;

not to appear different from the majority." ^~'

[The reader might refer, in this connection to

what was said earlier (p. 167) about the urge

to conform.] After each subject had completed

the experiment, he was told that he had been
misled, and why.

Other experiments of this nature placed

two nai\e subjects in the group. Some in-

cluded a member instructed to agree w^ith the

naive subject. Under both of these conditions,

as might be expected, the influence of the

majority' was greatly reduced. In research de-

signed to discover the influence of the size of

the majority lined up against a single person

it was discovered that the a\'erage amount
of yielding (average departure from accuracy)

becomes greater as the majority increases from
one to four, but then remains about the same
as more persons are added to the group. ''^

"Brain-washing"

The experiments that we have described

dealt with relatively simple attempts to ap-

ply group pressures. So-called "brain-washing"

is an extreme effort in the same direction. As
the Chinese Communists are reported to have
practiced this during and after the Korean

War, it included the pitting of individual be-

liefs against what appeared to be o\'er-

whelming contrary evidence. Take, for ex-

ample, the germ-warfare propaganda that

was designed to turn prisoners against their

own countrymen:

Of particular importance were the germ-

warfare confessions extiacted from a number
of Air Force officers and enlisted men. The
Chinese made a movie of one or tvvo of the

officers giving their testimony to the "inter-

national" commission which they had set up
to in\estigate the problem and showed the

mo\ie in all the camps. Furtliermore, one or

two of the officers personally went from camp
to camp and explained how United Nations

forces had used these bombs; this made a

powerful impression on many men who had,

until then, dismissed the whole matter as a

Chinese propaganda project. Tlie great detail

of the accounts, the sincerity' of the officers,

the fact that they were freely going from camp
to camp and did not look as if they were then

or had previously been under any duress made
it difficult for some men to believe that the

accounts could be anything but tme.''^

There was much more to this "brain-washing"

procedure, including enforced group discus-
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sions in which the leaders kept the focus on

Communist ideas, or on ideas derogatory to

the United States and the United Nations.

Moreover, the individual prisoner was cut

off from any sort of communication from

outside which would lend support to beliefs

already held. Under such pressures, some
prisoners, including the above-mentioned offi-

cers who supported the germ-warfare story,

became indoctrinated in the desired direc-

tion. There were social pressures of other

kinds, like punishing the group in retaliation

for individual misdeeds and rewarding a de-

sired response while punishing others. This

is not to mention such background factors as

isolation from loved ones and a condition of

semistarvation. We cannot discuss the whole

issue of brain-washing, but it is cited as a

form of group pressure applied in a real-life

situation.

THE STUDY OF RUMOR

Rumor may be defined as "an unverified

report or account of an event that circulates

chiefly by word of mouth." ~" The account

may have an element of truth, but it is almost

certainly inaccurate, especially if much detail

is involved. The rumor that Professor X
dropped dead in the classroom (if this ac-

tually happened) is a mere statement of fact

and not as likely to suffer distortion as the

rumor, for instance, that the faculty is contem-

plating a "clamp down" on fraternities. In the

latter instance there are no student witnesses

to what the faculty is considering, student

interests are involved, various possibilities of

action may enter the story, and it could well

be a complete fabrication."

Rumors are especially evident in times of

public crisis (war, famine, natural catastrophe)

where human welfare is involved and where,

quite often, reliable information is lacking.

Take, for example what followed the bombing
of Pearl Harbor.

The affair was important because of the po-

tential danger it represented to all of us, and

° The reader not yet acquainted with Lady
Gregory's one-act play, "The Spreading of the

News," will get both enjojTnent and some insight

into the transmission of rumors from reading it.

because its aftermath of mobilization affected

every life. It was ambiguous because no one
seemed quite certain of the extent or reasons

for, or consequences of the attack. Since the

two conditions of rumor— importance and
ambiguity— were at a maximum, we had an

unprecedented flood of what became known
as "Pearl Harbor rumors." It was said that

our fleet was "wiped out," that Washington
didn't dare to tell tlie extent of the damage,
that Hawaii was in the hands of the Japanese.

So widespread and so demoralizing were these

tales that, on February 23, 1942, President

Roosevelt broadcast a speech devoted entirely

to denying the harmful rumors and to reiterat-

ing the official report on the losses."'

While it is possible to make field studies of

rumor, the process itself can best be studied

under the controlled conditions of a laboratory.

The reader may recall that some studies de-

scribed in earlier chapters are very relevant

in this context. There were those dealing with

memory for stories (pp. 316-318). A sub-

ject read the story and then told it to another,

who told it to still another, and so on, until

se\'eral had relayed it. We pointed out how
the story became greatly abbreviated, with

many details dropped, some details added,

and other details distorted in various ways.

This was not a study of rumor. It dealt with

memory. But memory is important in the

transmission of rumors. We also studied the

inaccuracies which creep into testimony

(pp. 318-319). Here our focus was on an in-

dividual who witnessed an event, then testified

about it. This is comparable in some respects

with the transmission of a rumor, for what
the original observer tells another, in getting

the rumor started, is subject to the same kinds

of error that we described in the case of

testimony. Moreover, what any person per-

cei\es of the story, as told to him, and what

he passes on to the next person, is also sub-

ject to errors of testimony.

While these studies on memory and ac-

curacy of testimony are relevant in the present

context, and lead us to expect comparable in-

accuracies in rumors, the latter have been

subjected to specific investigation with small

groups, usually of college students. Only one

such study can be considered here.

The experiment took place before an au-
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16.17 A Picture Used in

Experiments on Rumor. Typi-

cal reports are reproduced in the

text. Only the person who
started a "rumor" actually saw

the picture. (From Allport, G.

W., and L. Postman, 72, p. 71.)

dience from which six or seven volunteers had
been selected to serve as subjects. These left

the room and, after they did so, a picture

was projected. One such picture is shown in

Figure 16.19. It was visible to all in the audi-

ence, but not to each subject as he returned

to the room, since a partition blocked his

view. When the first subject entered, a mem-
ber of the audience previously selected for

this purpose, described what was on the

screen. He had been asked to describe

twenty details of the picture. After this, the

next subject was admitted. He stood beside

the first, who described from hearsay what
was on the screen. After this, the first subject

took a seat in the audience while the second

subject told the third about the picture. This

procedure continued until all had been told,

and had been given an opportunity to tell

about the pictured event. A record was kept

of everything said.

The observer's description was usually quite

detailed and it had a high degree of accuracv.

But the story became less detailed and in-

creasingly inaccurate as it went from one sub-

ject to another. Take, for example, the report

of this subject, who was first to hear the story:

This scene is on a streetcar or a train.

There are seven adults and one child. There
is a woman sitting in one seat holding a baby
and there is an elderly chubby man sleeping.

Two of the adults are a colored man in a

zoot suit and a white man having an argu-

ment. The white man has a razor in his hand.

There are four ads, one is for "Lucky Strikes,"

one is for some soap, one for some sort of

hotel. '-

This report is less than half as long as the

original and it includes several inaccuracies,

which the reader may check for himself.

The subsequent reports become progressively

less detailed and increasingly erroneous. Take,

for example, the fifth and sixth reports from

the particular session we are describing.

This is a trolley car with seven persons on

it. There is a woman with a baby. Some-

body is flashing a razor. There are some

signs and some colored people.

Picture of a trolley car with seven people.

There is a woman with a baby. There are

some colored people. Someone is flashing a

razor blade."-*

Two processes are quite evident in these

experimental studies and in detailed rumors

of every kind. The first process has been

called leveling. This is the reduction of de-

tails. The other process is known as sharpen-

infi. It is evident when, as certain details

drop out (leveling), others are increasingly

emphasized, or made more pointed. Empha-
sis upon the razor, which is finally "flashing,

"

is an example. There is also a sharpening of

the color angle, even to the extent that there

are "some colored people " instead of one. It
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was not unusual for subjects to tie together

tlie razor and the colored aspect, by having

the colored man threaten the white man
with the razor.

The latter illustrates another feature of ru-

mors, the process of assimilation — "the power-

ful attractive force exerted upon rumor by

the intellectual and emotional context existing

in the listener's mind." "^ How does the re-

port of a colored man threatening with a

razor illustrate assimilation? For one thing,

it is a prejudiced view of Negroes that they

carry razors. By the same token, one does

not expect to see a white man in a street car

with a razor in his hand. Another prejudiced

view is that Negroes are hot-headed. Thus a

prejudiced person hearing the story in ques-

tion may fit it into the framework of his preju-

dices, making it more understandable, more
plausible, or more consistent with what he

already knows, or thinks he knows, about the

persons or situations with which a rumor deals.

Assimilation is also very evident in the trans-

mission of humorous stories. One forgets most
of the jokes he hears, but those which "ring

a bell" in terms of his interests — sexual,

medical, legal— are likely to be retained,

and repeated whenever he has a listener.

There is a close affinity between the origin

and transmission of rumors and the origin and
transmission of legends. The latter are gen-

erally assumed to have had a basis in fact,

but there is no doubt that the original details

have been gready reduced (leveled), that

certain details have been gready emphasized

(sharpened) and that the legends in question

(including particular details) have persisted

because of the support that they give to values

which the group wishes to perpetuate. Any
story not so assimilated could not long persist.

BROADER ASPECTS OF COLLECTIVE
BEHAVIOR

We have confined our discussion, in the

main, to research on small groups, and to ex-

perimental research at that. But how about

social behavior in the large? Nothing very

specific has been said about the behavior of

crowds and the development of social move-
ments. To discuss these broader aspects of

social life in detail would require at least

another chapter and take us too deeply into

sociology and social psycholog)'. What fol-

lows, therefore, is only a brief introduction

for those who may wish to pursue these

topics on their own initiative.

Crowd behavior

The term "crowd" needs some clarification,

for, as Figure 16.20 indicates, it co\'ers groups

of various kinds. However, all have in com-

mon the fact that there is a temporary ag-

gregation, with the individuals who compose
it focused in a particular direction. In a mob,
behavior may be directed toward destroying

a building, lynching a person, or escaping

from the scene of a disaster, but in an audi-

ence attention is focused on a speaker or a

performer and there is litde or no action from

the group. What we shall be chiefly con-

cerned with in the following discussion is

mob behavior.

Historically there have been two widely dif-

ferent interpretations. One has emphasized

the group itself, as though this were inde-

pendent of the individuals who compose it.

The other interpretation has emphasized the

behavior of the individual who finds himself

in a crowd.

The first of these interpretations is particu-

larly associated with the name of Gustave Le
Bon. In his book. The Crowd, Le Bon speaks

of the crowd as having a "group mind" which

supersedes the minds of the individual partici-

pants. '^ For illustrative material he draws

largely upon aggressive mobs of the French

Revolution. He notes that the individual in

such a crowd is "swept up" so that he loses

his individuality. The crowd is viewed as ir-

rational and uncivilized. A participant, no

matter how rational he might be as an indi-

vidual, and no matter how civilized, is re-

duced to a bestial level of action. Le Bon

said, in fact, that this person "descends sev-

eral nmgs in the ladder of civilization." Other

proponents of a "collective mind" have dealt

with organized groups like political parties

and nations rather than crowds.'^ Those

who today speak of the "Russian mind," the

"French mind," and the "Southern mind" are

either speaking in a purely figurative manner

or under the influence of group mind concepts.

The opposing concept stresses the be-

havior of individuals (acting as individuals)
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Crowds

_J_

r
Mobs

Aggressive

T I I
Escape Acquisitive Expressive

I
Audiences

Casual Intentional

I I I I I r
Lynchings Terrorizations Riots Panics in Panics in Recreational information

unorganized organized seeking

crowds crowds

lO.^Vy A Classification of Crowds. This classification is given, not with the idea that

anybody should memorize it, but only to indicate the broad meaning of the word "crowd" as

used by sociologists and social psychologists. Roger W. Brown uses this as the organization of

his chapter on "Mass Phenomena" in Lindzey's Handbook of Social Psychology. We have

omitted two varieties of crowds which Brown gives as subdivisions of lynching mobs. (From

Gardner Lindzey, Handbook of Social Psychology, 1954, Addison-Wesley, Reading, Moss.)

but with recognition of the fact that an indi-

vidual's behavior changes in certain respects

when he finds himself in the presence of other

people. One influential advocate of this view-

point is Floyd H. Allport, whose Social Psy-

chology did much to further its wide accept-

ance."" Allport asked such questions as

"What happens to the group mind when the

individuals go their separate ways?" He
pointed out that the person in a crowd acts

as an individual, and that he may react even

more so; by which he meant that there is a

permissiveness about a crowd situation that

may induce the individual to react in a less

inhibited wa>' than when he is in other situa-

tions. The individual would normally not

think of looting a store, let alone do it. But

when others are looting he may join them.

The idea that "everybody's doing it" and the

feeling that he cannot be singled out and

punished for his acts are in part responsible

for this change. A similar interpretation may
be placed on lynching.

A great deal has been written about the

heightened suggestibOity of individuals in

crowd situations. It is not uncommon to find

writers speaking, in this connection, of "mass

hypnosis" and "mass hysteria."
"'* The reader

may recall from an earlier discussion (p. 16)

that hspnosis, an extreme form of suggestibil-

ity, has at times been linked with hysteria.

Some have used the concept of social facilita-

tion (p. 461) to account for certain features

of crowd behavior. Many writers have stressed

man's imitativeness (p. 156) which, as we
said in an earlier discussion, is a common so-

cial habit (coenotrope) acquired early in

life."" Imitation is often invoked to account

for uniformities of behavior in panics. The
individual, seeing others nm, may unthink-

ingly copy their behavior. Another interpreta-

tion of the same phenomenon is that every

individual, being similarly motivated to es-

cape, does what others are doing without

necessarily imitating the others.*" In any

event, the behavior is that of individuals (as

Allport maintains) and there is no need for

the concept of a collective mind.
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Some crowds are led and others leaderless.

The emergence of a leader is of considerable

importance, for he focuses attention and

brings unanimity to what might, without him,

be unconcerted action. He often sets the goal

and the ways to accomplish it. His influence

may, of course, be either constructive or de-

structive.

Social movements

It has been said that a social movement is

people "going somewhere." *i As the term

is customarily used, it refers to large masses

who are more or less rapidly changing their

way of life, or some aspect of it. Another

designation is "mass movement." Such move-

ments may be economic, political, or religious.

Sometimes they are all of these combined.

Take, for example, the abolitionist movement
which preceded the Civil War.

A social movement may involve a relatively

small segment of the population (like the re-

ligious movement known as "The Kingdom of

Father Divine") *- or it may involve many
or even most members of an entire nation, like

the Nazi movement in Germany.
Nazism will serve as an illustration of how

a social movement develops and how depend-

ent it is upon leadership.

All social movements begin with dissatisfac-

tion. The group involved feels that "the times

are out of joint." Germany, for example, had

been beaten in war. There was economic

chaos. Moreover, the Versailles Treaty

"aroused unequivocal and furious resentment

among the people. It was a final insult to the

hard-won German nationalism." Germans ex-

pressed such sentiments as; "We prefer to

sacrifice everything and fight to the last man
rather than accept as cowards a peace that is

against our honor." *' For these reasons, and

others that need not concern us in this dis-

cussion, there was widespread insecurity, un-

rest, and hopeless frustration. There was a

felt need for leadership. It was here that

Hider entered.

The Nazi movement began in a small way.

As Cantril puts it in his The Psychology of

Social Movements,^*

In 1919, a handful of disgruntled men were

holding weekly meetings in a run-down

Munich beer hall. They discussed the plight

of Germany, the remedies needed, the pos-

sibilities of Germany's rebirth. Like so many
other groups of that period, they formed a

political party. By 1933, this apparendy in-

significant band of beer-mug philosophers

had been transformed into a mass movement
that swept its leader into power.

Hider emerged as the leader of this small

group, and finally of the German nation, be-

cause his program and his personal charac-

teristics, as revealed to the masses, held out

some hope of resolving their individual frustra-

tions.

What were the characteristics which gave

Hitler leadership? And why did he, rather

than someone else, assume this role? It was

because

he was astute enough to guess what would

be an appealing program, because he so

clearly saw the weaknesses of his enemies,

and because he possessed the capacity, the

energy, the oratorical ability, the cunning,

and the apparent sincerity to convince others

and to organize among his followers a po-

litical instrument of enormous efficiency. He
concentrated his attacks on enemies that were

either weak or disorganized. Domestic ene-

mies, such as the Jew or the Communist,

were liquidated before opponents from indus-

try or the army were taken on; small coun-

tries were swallowed up before the bout with

England and France was risked. . .

.*"'

To frustrated and disillusioned people, the

picture of Germany as a nation of supermen

must have be«n especially appealing. Their

membership in the so-called "Nordic race,"

and their symbols and slogans welded them

into a closely knit ingroup. Consolidation was

fostered by giving them outgroups to hate—
Jews and the Marxists. Frustrated people tend

to look for scapegoats, and here they were.

After Hitler gained sufficient power, he con-

trolled the mass media of communication —
press and radio. Thus his program could be

promulgated in the broadest possible way

and without opposition.

Hider's role as Der Fiihrer was enhanced by

his "almost hypnotic" influence over the

crowds which heard him speak. As the follow-

ing statement by a psychological observer of

his speeches points out, this was a two-way
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process. 88 Hitler not only got a response, but

he was quick to capitalize on this feedback.

His audience at a mass meeting was carefully

selected: tickets of admission were obtainable

at local Party headquarters and were generally

given only to those who had already demon-

strated sympathy for Nazism. These were

the people, therefore, who possessed the pre-

dispositions that were likely to make them

respond enthusiastically to Hitler's words. The

audience generally awaited Hitler's arrival for

many hours, and in the interim they listened

to dull speeches by Party hacks. As a result.

Hitler's opening words released temporary

tension that had been gradually mounting

within them. At the outset his voice was

scarcely audible through the hall: people had

to strain to grasp his sentences and to be-

come accustomed to his Austrian accent. He
himself looked subdued and weary. Sud-

denly a phrase or an idea would evoke some

applause that was not necessarily engineered

by a claque. Hitler then seemed stimulated

by his listeners. He would begin to grow

excited and would repeat the same thought

in almost identical fashion. If the audience

ever grew a trifle restiess, their "leader" would

rather quickly abandon his theme and grope

for one that would produce cheers for Nazi

principles and practices and jeers for those of

his enemies.

The personal qualifications and tactics that

we have cited served to broaden Hitler's

leadership. Finally his role changed from

that of leader to dictator. Now the people

had no choice.

This sketch of the Nazi movement and

Hitler's rise to power serves to re-emphasize

something that was said earlier (p. 471)

about leadership— the situation and the char-

acteristics of the leader are integrally related.

Without the stage being set for a role such

as Hitler's, he might have been a complete

nonentity. On the other hand the stage could

have been set, there could have been a role to

play, but someone with the necessary qualifica-

tions could have been missing. The fact that

this type of leader led Germany to disaster is

beside the point.

How did individual Germans become in-

volved in the Nazi movement? They were the

frustrated ones, each frustrated in his own
spheres of interest. Hitler offered a way out.

He specifically addressed himself to interest

groups (professional, industrial, and so on),

and he played upon their hopes and fears.

But once the movement had assumed immense

proportions and the individual not only saw

Nazis all around him but had Nazi principles

and promises drummed in his ears via radio,

and placed before his eyes in print and on

the screen, he found himself in the midst of

great social pressures. Members of his own
family — via the Nazi Youth Movement —
were also part of this. We saw in an earlier

discussion (p. 480) that an individual against

a unanimous majority, in even a small tempo-

rary group, may have his judgments sub-

verted by this pressure. Our discussion of

"brain-washing" (p. 480) is also relevant to

what we are saying. It should be remembered,

also, that some highly respected and influen-

tial non-Germans were persuaded by Hitler's

acts and words that Nazism was the "wave

of the future." Finally, of course, the indi-

vidual German could not openly resist, unless

he wished to lose everything he had, and pos-

sibly also his life.

This is but one social movement. Every

movement has its unique setting and a leader-

ship attuned to the peculiarities of the situa-

tion, A religious movement, for example, may
have in common with Nazism only the fact

that it begins with a desire for change and in-

volves leadership attimed to the desires of

those who are dissatisfied.

Summary

Social behavior implies interaction of two latter, a relatively simple instance of one-way

or more individuals. Sometimes it is one-way, interaction, is evident in goslings and other

with one organism being stimulated by the birds, as when the recendy hatched bird fol-

other, as in socialization and imprinting. The lows its mother, or a mother substitute. There
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is a critical period during which this learning

occurs. In goslings it occurs during the first

day. Once formed, response is persistent and
irreversible.

Most of the behavior dealt with in this

chapter involves reciprocal (two-way) inter-

actions. One organism stimulates another and

is stimulated (in turn) by the resulting be-

havior. In other words, there is a social feed-

back. We see elementary examples in the

dominance relations of animals, in social facili-

tation, and in competitive and cooperative be-

havior. Our discussions of comparative social

behavior demonstrated some resemblances be-

tween animals and human beings and sug-

gested that caution is necessary in interpret-

ing our social life as comparable with, for ex-

ample, the dominance hierarchy of barnyard

hens.

Status in human societies refers to the

individual's relative position in the group stiTic-

ture. Familiar status designations are: upper

class, middle class, and lower class. Socio-

economic status is represented by such terms

as "professional," and "unskilled." Status desig-

nations are always relative to the social setting.

Role and status are closely related, since the

individual of a certain status is expected to

behave in ways which are more or less speci-

fied by his position. The status of "father,"

for example, brings with it certain obligations

and responsibilities in the family situation.

Each of us plays many roles in his daOy life.

These are learned, from infancy on, as we take

our place in various groups.

One important approach in the study of

small groups is "social field analysis" or what
is known, in broader terms, as "group dy-

namics." It stresses such concepts as life space,

social field, intragroup tensions, resistance to

change, and so on. An individual's life space

is, in general, his perception of his world, him-

self, and others. The social field represents

other persons, whether actually or symbolically

present. The term "locomotion "

is used in its

usual sense and in a special sense— as a shift

in attitude, or making a decision. Overall em-

phasis is on the "subjective" world— the world

as perceived by the individual in terms of

his own interests and problems — rather than

the objective world as viewed in terms of phy-

sical science. The husband-wife interaction

discussed in this chapter exemplifies the "group

dynamics" approach to interpersonal relations

as well as other aspects of group behavior.

Other examples dealt with "social climates" and
participation in decision-making,

Sociometric procedures deal with interper-

sonal relations, but without probing as deeply

as social field analysis. There are several dif-

ferent sociometric techniques. They all re-

quire members of a group to nominate, or

rate, other members for certain preferred posi-

tions. Persons are asked, for instance, to indi-

cate whom they would "most like " or "least

like" to serve as "roommate." Those selected

by none are "isolates" and those selected by all

are "stars." A refinement of the usual proce-

dures utilizes the normal curve concept and re-

quires individuals to nominate their peers in

terms of specific needs, such as for loyal friend-

ship. This method has been used, in fraternity

situations, to obtain information on, for ex-

ample, morale and leadership.

Studies of interaction in process involved

small problem-solving groups and a twelve-

item classification of acts which individuals

were observed to make, acts like asking for in-

formation, giving an opinion, and showing

tension. The item "gives opinion" was most

frequently observed and comprised about 30

per cent of the total number of acts. In dis-

cussing this type of study we emphasized

leadership and, in doing so, pointed out that

this depends upon both the situation and the

personal characteristics of the individual who
leads— a point reiterated in the later discus-

sion of social movements and their leaders.

Collective problem solving depends for its

effectiveness upon the nature of the problem,

the constitution of the group, and the informa-

tion available to individuals. Where the infor-

mation is parceled out to different individuals,

collective problem solving is the only kind.

However, its efficiency depends upon the na-

ture of the "communication network." In our

illustration, a wheel network was most and a

circular network least effective. "Brainstorm-

ing" was given footnote mention. It appears

of doubtful value unless preceded by special

training.

Different kinds of leadership imposed upon

groups is conducive to the creation of corre-

sponding social climates. In most respects,

democratic leadership is superior to other types.

Laissez-faire is least effective. When subjected

to autocratic leadership, some individuals re-

act aggressively and others with apathy. Their
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reactions to the leader differ accordingly.

Group decision-making is more effective

tlian lectures and the imposition of changes, as

in the food-acceptance study and that con-

cerned with changing to new work methods in

a factory.

Experiments on group pressures have in-

volved judging the extent of illusory movement
(autokinetic effect) and reporting on the actual

length of lines. Both experiments demonstrated

group-instigated changes in judgment. The
latter experiment pitted one naive individual

against a majority that was instructed to give

false reports. About 25 per cent of the naive

subjects completely resisted such pressure, al-

though some were disturbed by it. The
others conformed to varying degrees. Brain-

washing is an example of extreme group pres-

sure.

Rumors, unverified stories transmitted ver-

bally, are prevalent during crises, and par-

ticularly when facts are unavailable or ambig-

uous. An experimental investigation of rumor
was described and the concepts of leveling,

sharpening and assimilation were discussed.

Leveling is the reduction in details as a story

passes along. Sharpening refers to the point-

ing-up of certain details, their relative impor-

tance in the story as other details drop out. By

( References and notes for this chaptt

assimUation is meant the reception given the

story, in terms of prevailing beliefs, prejudices,

and so on. This predisposition to accept, or

reject, or modify the story is an important

determining factor in the leveling and sharpen-

ing process.

There are various kinds of crowds, includ-

ing sub-classifications of mobs and audiences.

The concept of a "crowd mind" has particular

relevance to mob behavior, where individuals

often act in a manner different from what is

customary when they are alone, or in other

situations. Opposed to the crowd mind con-

cept is that which conceives of the person in a

crowd situation as an individual reacting to

a particular type of social situation. He may
be reacting even more individualistically than

in the above situation because of his social

conditioning and a realization of the fact that

his behavior cannot so readily be singled out

for criticism.

Social movements occur when people are

dissatisfied with their way of life. As an ex-

ample we described Nazism and Hitler's rise

to power as its leader. Every social movement
has its special background and leadership

comes from individuals whose personal char-

acteristics are consonant with the situation that

exists.

are on page 569 of the Appendix.
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Answers and Solutions

Figure 3.2, page 54:

Neurology, ( 1

)

Figure 4.5, page 91:

CoiTect sequence of pictures is:

D, F, C, A, E, B

Figure 4.7, page 93:

Correct answers are:

C, E, E, B, D, A, A, D, A, E

Page 118: \'ulnerability, D.

Figure 5.13, page 133:

The picture at the right is better.

Figure 7.1, page 176:

Left column — sorrow, suiprise, grief.

Right column — delight, horror.

The situations were: her team lost, surprise

part\', members of family drowned, conversing

with a senator, encounter with masked figiue

while crossing a field.

Figure 7.3, page 180:

The order should be from unpleasant to pleas-

ant: A, F, C, G, H, E, B, I, D

490



FiGunE 11.5, Photogruplis for rccognitiun test

Indicate by number which twelve of the above faces appeared on page 322. Then turn back to

that page and check \our acciuac>'.

Photographs used through courtesy of the Brunswick, Maine,
High School and Pierce Studio

^
' >y 251"^ a



Figure 12.6, page 345:

A. The six matches should be arranged as

here illustrated:

Figure 14.7, page 408:

B. Tlie area of the square is 16 units.

C. The tinnor is treated by ra>"s coming from

different directions but coming to a focus

at the tumor.

Figure 12.7, page 347:

Begin at the top:

Figure 14.1, page 394:

The darkened area sho^^'s the location of tlie

motorcycle policeman.

^wB^m^^^^^kSM

^^1m^^K^SK^

mm
Figure 14.13, page 416:

An exterior view of a distorted room similar

to that shown on p. 416, showing how it is

constiucted to create the deceptive illusion.

{Photographed for Life by Eric Schaal.

© Time, Inc.)

Top row, left to right: trilobite, transistor, sand

dollar; bottom row, left to right: scarab, spark

plug, coral.

Figure 14.6, page 407: Figure 15.13, page 452:

Man on horse, man taking picture with graflex From left to right, the signals mean: OK, stop,

camera. squelch him, give me a ride.



Glossary

Our glossary defines all technical terms used

in this textbook, but the meanings given are

only those relevant to the present subject mat-

ter. Many terms have additional meanings,

relevant to other contexts. For these, and for

definitions of additional psychological terms

which the student may encounter in his out-

side reading, the following dictionary will

prove especially helpful: English, H. B., and A.

C. English, A Comprehensive Dictionary of

Psychological and Psychoanalytical Terms,

Longmans, Green, 1958.

ability Present skill, as in riding a bicycle or

reciting a poem. Contrasted with capacity

in that it refers to what an individual does

do rather tlian what he might do if given

appropriate training.

abnormal Ab (away from), hence diverging

from the normal.

abscissa The horizontal (or .v) axis of a

graph.

abstracting Discerning the common elements

in situations which are otherwise differ-

ent.

abstract thinking Thinking in terms of con-

cepts and general principles, as contrasted

with thinking of specific things,

accommodation Changes in the lens mecha-

nism of the eye which focus it for dif-

lerent distances.

achievement motive Ego involvement such

that the person desires to make a good

impression on others by positive accom-

lishment.

achievement test A test which, as distin-

guished from aptitude and intelligence

tests, measures what has been accom-

plished in specific areas, as in mathematics,

history, or French.

achromatic A (without) chroma (color) , hence

without hue as in a black and white pic-

ture.

ACTH (Adrenocorticotropic hormone) The
hormone from the anterior pituitary which

stimulates the adrenal cortex.

acquired Developed or learned during an

individual's lifetime,

action current An electrical disturbance which

traverses the nerve fiber after stimulation.

Also electi'ical voltage shift accompanying

other activity of living cells.

activity cage One with a device to record

the running or other activity of an organ-

ism placed within,

activity cycle Rhythmic fluctuations of ac-

tivit>', as in the two-hour hunger and four-

day sex rhythms of rats.

adaptation Adjustment. Sensory adaptation

involves a change in the characteristics of

experience as a result of prior stimulation,

as when we gradually see more clearly in

a darkened room or taste something as

especially sour after eating sweets.

adjusted learning The situation is arranged

so that fast and slow learners acquire equal

amounts and without the chance to o%'er-

learn.

adjustment Accommodating or fitting oneself

to circumstances, as when we say that an

animal is adjusted to its environment or

that a student is adjusted to, or gets along

well with, the group in which he finds

himself.

adrenal gland An endocrine gland, about the

size of a pea, located above each kidney.

The central part (medulla) secretes ad-

renin (adrenalin) , and nor-adrenalin, while

the outer part (cortex) secretes cortisone.

adrenalin (adrenin) A secretion of the ad-

renal medulla. Also see nor-adrenalin.

aerial perspective Clearness of details under

different atmospheric conditions. Objects

with clear details appear nearer.

aesthetic preference A preference based upon

feeling, as in the case of pleasantness or

unpleasantness commonly used in judg-

ments concerning art.

affective process One which underlies or in-

volves feeling or emotion.

afferent Sensory (leading in).

aggression Hostility which may involve actual

attack or pushing around of other people.
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alarm reaction Referred to by Selyc, in his

concept of stress, as a "generalized call to

arms of defensive forces in the organism."

alcoholic psychosis Mental illness broiight on

by use of alcohol.

alerting mechanism One which makes the

organism attenti\e to things and events.

all-or-nothing principle A nerve fiber, or mus-

cle fiber, if it responds at all, responds

completely.

ambivalence Being pulled in opposite direc-

tions, as in both loving and hating the

same person.

ambivert One who has neither pronounced

introvert nor extravert characteristics; a

person between these extremes.

amnesia Loss of memory, as after a blow on

the head or an emotional upset.

amplitude The extent to which a \ibrating

body is displaced from the resting position.

ampullae The enlargements at the base

of the semicircular canals.

anaglyphs Pictures in two colors which, when
\iewed binocularly with suitable filters,

gi\e a tridimensional effect.

androgens The male sex honnones (testoste-

rone) .

anecdotal method The collection of stories

about the doings of animals and babies.

anesthesia Partial or total loss of sensitivity,

especially used in relation to skin sensi-

tivity, as when one's sense of pain is dull

or absent.

animal hypnosis See tonic immobility.

animal magnetism What Mesmer believed

hypnosis to be.

animism Attributing life to inanimate things.

anterograde amnesia Forgetting of what took

place during or after a disturbing event,

presumably because what was happening

made no impression. See amnesia and

compare with retrograde amnesia.

anthropomorphism The attributing of human
traits to animals.

anticipation method. In memory experiments,

one item is given and the subject attempts

to recall the next, and so on, until the

whole list can be recalled without prompt-

ing.

anticipatory response One in terms of a pres-

ent stimulus which signals a stimulus to

come, an expectant response.

anvil Small bone in the middle ear located

between the hammer and the stirrup.

anxiety Apprehension, dread, uneasiness. The
emotion stems from fear, but it is more a

fear of what might happen, or what has

happened, than of a clearly apparent fear-

provoking situation. An important term in

psychiatry with shades of meaning

which differ depending upon the school

of psychoanalysis followed.

anxiety neurosis Mental illness characterized

by anxiety with insufficient cause.

aperiodic Without a rhythm, or cycle.

aphasia Literally, without speech. A disor-

der involving loss of linguistic meaning,

such as loss of the ability to understand

what is heard or what is read. Motor

aphasia is loss of the ability to articulate.

apparent motion Sec phi-phenomenon.

appetite Readiness to eat, but sometimes also

used with reference to sex, as in so-called

sexual appetite.

aptitude The capacity to learn readily and

achieve a high level of skill in some specific

area, such as music, mathematics, or me-

chanics. Contrasted with ability in that it

refers to potential rather than actual ac-

complishment.

aqueous humor Watery substance behind the

cornea of the eye.

Army General Classification Test (A.G.C.T.).

Used to measure intelligence and aptitude

for various aspects of military service.

aspiration Striving to reach a certain level of

performance, hence the term level of aspi-

ration.

ascending paths Those rising to the brain

from lower levels of the nervous system.

ossertiveness The tendency to master, to

"push" or to be aggressive.

assessment Evaluating an individual with re-

spect to his various traits. See holistic as-

sessment.

assimilation To absorb, or adapt to one's own
needs or purposes. With reference to

rumor, the reception and modification of a

story in terms of the recipient's beliefs,

prejudices, or values.

association The function of relating, bringing

together, or connecting. Association neu-

rons connect other parts of the nervous

system; the association experimetit is one

in which the subject recalls items previ-
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ously connected \\ith or related to the stim-

uli presented,

associative strength The strengtli oi an S-R

association as measured b>' the tre(iuenc\'

with which a gi\en stimulus elicits a par-

ticular response. Thus the stimulus word

white more often brings the response

hiack than the response green (is more

likely to bring the response black than

green). We can say, therefore, that the

ivhite-hlack terms are more strongly associ-

ated (or have greater associative strength)

than the terms tchitc-grcen.

asthenic physique Thin, slender, ectomorphic.

ataxia Muscular incoordination,

athletic physique Muscular, strong,

attending Getting ready to perceive, as in

listening or looking, or defining the center

of clearness in perception. Focusing of

sense organs sometimes in\olved.

attitude A predisposition to react in a certain

way, a readiness to react, a determining

tendencx'.

audiogenic seizure A behavior disorder, re-

sembling an epileptic attack, but produced

by auditory stimulation, usually of a ver\'

high pitch,

audiovisual ln\()l\ ing both hearing and sight.

audition Hearing,

auditory labyrinth Part of inner car concerned

with hearing,

auditory localization E\idcnced In' al)ilit>' to

name or point to positions from which

sounds emanate,

authoritarian An authoritarian is one who acts

in a dictatorial fa.shion in his relations

with others. We ha\-e used the word as

an adjective, especially with respect to the

role of a leader in social situations. Thus,

the authoritarian leader is one who dic-

tates what others must do, thus creating

what Lewin has called an "authoritarian

climate" within the group. This is in con-

trast to situations (climates) calling for

group decision. See democratic leader-

ship,

autokinetic effect The apparent drifting move-

ment of a small fixed spot of light in a dark

room,

automation The use of machines to replace

men in tlie control of industrial and other

operations. See electronic brain.

autonomic nervous system The relatively inde-

pendent system, comprising the sympa-

thetic and parasympathetic systems, which

regulates the various inner organs of the

body, like the heart, stomach, and glands.

aversion A tendency to avoid, to dislike.

avoidance training Where tlie organism avoids

punishment by making an appropriate an-

ticipatory response. Compare escape train-

ing.

axon That part of the neuron which carries

the nerve impulse away from the cell body

and into the end-brush. The motor axon

carries the ner\e impulse into the mus-

cle fiber; the sensory axon into synaptic

connections with the dendrites of a motor

or an association neuron.

babbling The repetitive vocalizations of a

bab\-, as if in self-imitation,

ballisto-cardiograph There are different kinds

of ballisto-cardiographs, but these have

in common the fact that they record heart

activity indirectly, through movements of

the body (very delicately balanced on a

stabilimeter-like table) that are produced

by the propulsive force of the flow of

blood. One such instrument was used to

study emotional stress. Figure 7.8 re-

produces some of the ballisto-cardiograph

tracings obtained in this experiment.

Compare electro-cardiogram.

Bard-Cannon theory Idea that the feeling as-

pect of emotion as well as the pattern of

emotional behavior is controlled by the

hxpothalamus.

barriers Tlie more or less insurmountable ob-

stacles which interfere with need-satisfac-

tion. They may be environmental (social

or non-social) or within the individual.

Barriers function psychologically only

when the individual recognizes their exist-

ence.

basal age The Mental Age (M.A.) credited

for passing all items of the Stanford-Binet

Test at the level just prior to that at which

some items are failed.

basilar membrane Membrane at the base of

the cochlear canal which has an important

function in hearing.

behavior Anything that an organism does or

sa\'s.
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Behaviorism School of psychology which

stresses an objecti\e natural science ap-

proach to psychological problems. Obser-

vations are confined to behavior. Conscious

experience, because of its subjectivity, is

considered outside the scope of a scientific

ps\-chology.

behavior tests Those which rate or otherwise

measure obsen-ed reactions to actual life

situations.

belittling A compensatory reaction in which

the individual increases his owai self-esteem

!)> disparaging what others do, or have

done.

Berkeley Growth Study A longitudinal study of

mental growth carried on at the University'

of California in Berkeley.

bimodol Refers to a frequency distribution

with two modes.
binary digit A digit utilizing the symbols

and/or 1. Used in information theory and

in so-called digital computors, where, for

example, is zero, 1 is one, 10 is two, 11 is

three, 100 four, 101 five, and so on.

Binet-Simon scale The forerunner of other

individual intelligence tests like the Stan-

ford-Binet. It was de\eloped in France by

Binet and Simon.

binocular Invoh'ing both eyes at the same

time.

biographical method Tracing the development

of behavior by recoimting incidents which

occurred at various age levels. Also re-

ferred to as the life history method.

biological memory Sheer retentivity under-

lying recall and other aspects of memor\'.

See engram.

biosocial In\olving the interplay of biological

and social influences.

bipolar cells Cells with two poles as in the

case of those in the retina which connect

s\naptically with both the rods (or cones)

and the ganglion cells of the optic nerve.

bit A contraction of binary digit. It has a

meaning peculiar to information theory,

where it is used to represent an amormt of

information (not necessarily small) which

reduces uncertainty (the alternatives

relevant to a situation) by one half. Also

see binary digit and Information theory.

blaming others Excusing oneself for failure on

the grounds that others are responsible.

borderline intelligence Between two classes, as

between moron and a\'erage.

brain A term which embraces the large mass of

nerve tissue above the spinal cord, includ-

ing the brain-stem, cerebelliun, and cere-

bral hemispheres.

brain stem The part of the brain which would

remain if the cerebral hemispheres and cer-

ebellum were removed. However, some
brain-storming A term coined to represent a

group problem-solving situation where

members of the group contribute any ideas

which seem relevant to them. It is a special

kind of situation, fimctioning under certain

rules designed to foster creative ideas.

brain-washing Inducing people to modify their

attitudes and behavior in certain directions

through various forms of social pressure

and perhaps, also, physical torture.

brightness The intensity aspect of light; the

%'isual dimension represented by the black-

white continuum. The term is also used to

represent a high le\el of intelligence, in

contrast with dullness.

Broca's area A region in the left motor area

of the cerebral cortex which plays an im-

portant, if not crucial role, in the articula-

tion of speech sounds. Named after Broca,

who discovered it.

caffeine Fatigue-alleviating drug in tea, coffee

and cola drinks.

capacity Similar to aptitude. It implies poten-

tial, as compared with actual, accomplish-

ment. The individual's capacity to learn

some skill, for example, might be inborn,

it might depend upon prior learning, or it

might, and probably would, depend upon

a combination of these.

cardinal number One of the principal num-
bers, such as one, two, three, four, and so

on.

case history Assembling of data which recon-

structs an individual's past, the aim being

to understand his problems and aid in his

adjustment.

catatonic A form of schizophrenia (or a per-

son with schizophrenia) characterized by

such symptoms as extreme negativism and

holding of bizarre postures.

categorizing Placing different items in a

particular category (class) in terms of some
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common property or in accordance with

some principle. See concept formation.

cell body The compact central portion of a

nenron; that is, the neuron e.\clusive ol

its projections.

central nervous adjustment Adjustment involv-

ing the brain and spinal cord without nec-

essary involvement of the receptors and

effectors.

central nervous system The brain and spinal

cord.

central theory Theory which stresses central

nervous adjustment as defined above.

cerebellum Brain structure, connected to the

brain stem via the pons, whose function

is primarily that of motor coordination.

cerebral cortex The greatly invaginated outer

layer of cerebral gray matter and the center

for many comple.x neural adjustments.

cerebral hemispheres The two structures,

joined at the corpus callosum, which to-

gether comprise the cerebrum.
cerebrotonia Temperament characterized by

such features as restraint, shyness, hyper-

sensitivity, and reflection.

cerebrum The cerebral hemispheres.

character Personality viewed from the stand-

point of the ethical or the moral, as in the

case of honesty; ordinarily has reference

to relatively fixed traits.

chlorpromazine One of the more potent tran-

cjuilizing drugs.

choroid coat The middle, pigmented layer of

the eyeball whose prime function is to ex-

clude light.

chromatic vision Vision which involves hues,

as in a technicolor picture.

chromosomes Structvues within the nucleus

of a cell which contain the hereditary deter-

miners, or genes.

chronic Persisting over a long period.

chronological age Actual age from birth.

chronoscope A device with which speed of

reaction is measured. A signal is given, the

chronoscope starts, and the subject's re-

action stops it.

ciliary muscle Muscle which regulates the cur-

vature of the lens, hence focuses the eye

for clear vision.

circumvallate papillae Structures toward the

back of the tongue which contain recep-

tors; generally credited with mediating

bitter tastes.

classical conditioning As in the experiments of

Pavlov and Bechterev where the uncondi-

tioned stimulus followed the conditioned

stimulus whether or not the animal re-

sponded to the latter.

clearness An aspect of attending, in that what
we attend to becomes clear, in focus. See
attending.

client-centered therapy The client does most
of the talking, makes his own diagnosis,

and finds a solution with minimal guidance

from the counselor. See non-directive ther-

apy.

clinical procedure Having to do with the diag-

nosis and treatment of an individual case.

clinical psychology Concerned with diagnosis

and psychotherapy of the milder behavior

disorders, like speech defects, school diffi-

culties, and neuroses. Many clinical psy-

chologists work in collaboration with

psychiatrists, especially where more serious

behavior disorders, like the psychoses, are

involved.

cochlea Coiled structure of the inner ear

which contains the receptors essential for

hearing.

code As used in this book, a system of symbols

(like Morse code or Braille) for trans-

mitting information. See encoding and
decoding.

coefficient of correlation A statistic which rep-

resents the degree of relationship between
two variables, or how closely variations in

one series of measurements are concomitant

with variations in another paired series.

coenotrope A common habit, one which most

members of a group have acquired. Distin-

guished from many habits in that the lat-

ter tend to differ from one person to another

and from instincts in that tliese are inborn

rather than acquired.

collective behavior Group behavior, behavior

of interacting individuals.

color blindness. A weakness or defect in sensi-

tivity to hue as in the case of red-green

blindness where the individual has diffi-

culty in distinguishing red and green from

grays of the same brightness level.

color vision Response to the wave-length prop-

erties of light, i.e., what we experience as

hue.

color zones Regions of the retina which are
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especially . sensitive to particular wave
lengths of the visible spectrum.

common social motive One widespread with-

in a particular cultural group and which

originates in social influences to which

children are subjected. Distinguished from

a motive which has its origin in the physio-

logical makeup of the organism.

communication A form of interaction in which

the behavior of one organism acts as a

stimulus for the behavior of another. In

verbal communication, a spoken (or

written) word serves as the stimulus to

arouse relevant symbolic processes in the

hearer (or reader). It is often said, in

this instance, that information has been

transmitted from one person to the other.

comparative psychology Often used as syn-

onymous with animal psychology. More
strictly, the comparison of behavior at dif-

ferent levels of development in order to

discover development trends— as in the

evolution of intelligence from, say, ant to

man.

compensation Counterbalancing some change

(such as a lowering of temperature) or

some defect (such as a feeling of inferior-

ity) . The term has somewhat different im-

plications depending upon the different

schools of psychoanalysis.

compensatory movement Movement such that

a balance is reestablished, as when the

speed of a car is regulated so that the

speedometer does not go far above or be-

low, say .50 miles per hour or when, losing

his balance, the individual regains it. The
first example is an instance of compensatory

tracking. See tracking.

complex An emotionally toned group of ideas.

complex coordinator Apparatus used to select

pilots which requires rapid, coordinated

adjustments, to complex arrangements of

stimuli.

complex indicators Indicators of a complex,

like repeating the stimulus word, becoming

confused, or taking a long time to react.

complex learning processes Those which call

for use of symbolic processes, as in reason-

ing.

compulsion An irresistible urge to perform

some act, such as stealing, lighting fires,

or repeating a ritual.

concept Idea or conclusion based upon a gen-

eralization such as "anything burning is

hot."

concept formation Learning to respond in

terms of concepts.

conception Fertilization of the ovum.
conceptual Pertaining to concepts, as in con-

ceptual (or abstract) thinking.

concrete thinking Thinking in terms of partic-

ular things (like pears, apples, bananas)

in contrast to thinking in terms of

categories (like fruit). The latter is abstract

( or conceptual ) thinking.

conditioned response A response aroused by

some stimulus other than that which natu-

rally produces it, like salivation in response

to a tone, or, as in operant conditioning, a

response that has become more frequent

imder reinforcing conditions.

conditioned stimulus One which, through pres-

entation with another stimulus which natu-

rally arouses a response, itself comes to

arouse the response, or some aspect of it.

conditioning Sometimes used, as synonymous

with learning. More specifically, the proc-

ess through which conditioned responses

are developed.

cone Receptor for color vision.

configuration See Gestalt.

conflict The tension or stress involved when
satisfaction of needs is thwarted.

congenital Present from birth, but not neces-

sarily inherited. Congenital syphilis, for

example, is not inherited but contracted

through contact with the mother. Con-

genital idiocy, on the other hand, is some-

times the result of an hereditary defect in

the nei-vous system and sometimes the re-

sult of a defective prenatal environment.

conscience A self-attitude assumed by the in-

dividual when he fails to conform to the

moral or ethical ways of his group, or when
he is tempted to behave in other than the

approved ways; the superego.

conscious experience Experience of which the

individual is aware, as distinguished from

past experience of which he may or may
not be aware at the moment. Conscious

experiences may be considered as those

which the individual can verbalize, or de-

scribe, such as sensory experiences and

feelings.

consciousness Awareness, the sum total of sub-

jective experiences at any moment.
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consolidation Bringing togethci, unifying, or

interrelating different things.

constancy phenomenon Tfie tendency for

briglitness, color, size, or shape to remain

relatively constant despite marked changes

in stimulation.

constant factors Those held constant in an ex-

periment, as distinguished from the inde-

pendent variable.

construct Basically an inference concerning

things or processes underlying the ob-

servable. Motives, for example, are con-

structs. Many theoretical terms in science

are constructs. The id, the sitbconscious re-

garded as a region of the mind, and in-

sight are psychological constructs.

context The general setting in which an event

occurs, the surroundings.

contiguity Being together in space (spatial

contiguity) or time (temporal contiguity).

contingent probability Probability dependent

upon some preceding event, as when use

of a particular letter (or word) determines

to a certain degree what will follow in a

word (or sentence). Thus in English q is

almost always followed by ti.

control group One comparable with the experi-

mental group in all respects except the

condition under experimental investigation.

controllecJ Varied or held constant, according

to certain specifications, by the investiga-

tor.

conventionalized In accordance with estab-

lished rules, as in the case of grammar and

etiquette.

convergence The turning inward of the eyes,

as in fixating a nearby object.

cornea The transparent front portion of the

eyeball. v
correlation A relationship between variables

such that changes in one are accompanied
by changes in the other, either positively

(as when weight tends to increase with

height) or negatively (as when increasing

weight tends to go with decreasing speed

of locomotion )

.

cortex Bark, outer layer, as in respect to the

cortex of the adrenal gland and the cerebral

cortex.

Corti, organ of Structure above the basilar

membrane of the inner ear which contains

hair cells important in activating the audi-

tory nerve.

cortical Having reference to the cortex.

cortical localization The attributing of a cer-

tain function to some particular region of

the cerebral cortex, like hearing in the

temporal lobe.

cortical rhythm See brain waves.

Cortisone One of the hormones secreted by

the adrenal cortex.

cotwin control The use of identical twins to

control the hereditary contribution to be-

havior. One twin is subjected to experi-

mental conditions while the other is not.

covert See implicit.

cranial nerves Those emerging from the cran-

ium (skull).

creative thinking Thinking with novel, in con-

trast with routine, outcomes.

cretinism An abnormality of structure and be-

havior which results from insufficient thy-

roid secretion during early growth.

cristae Small structures in the ampullae of

the semicircular canals whose hairs are

bent by rotary motion.

criteria Those standards against which tests

are validated — like grades or sales rec-

ords.

critical cut-off score The score an individual

must achieve in order to be admitted to a

certain job, a school, or a branch of the

Armed Services. The minimum acceptable

score.

critical period This has special reference to

imprinting. It is the period of maximum
imprintability or, as sometimes used, the

period before and after which imprinting

is difficult or impossible to obtain. See

imprinting.

critical ratio The difference between two

means divided by the standard error of the

difference.

cross-sectional method A developmental method
involving the comparison of groups of in-

dividuals at different age levels. Con-

trasted with the longitudinal method,

where the same individual is observed as

he grows older.

crowd A temporary group of people inter-

acting with each other, and having some

common focus of attention. An audience

has many features of a crowd, but it is

usually more passive. Many kinds of

crowds are recognized, such as aggressive

crowds, lynching crowds, acquisitive
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crowds, and so on. The latter are often

referred to more specifically as mobs bent

on aggression, lynching or looting.

cueing function A stimulus is said to have

such a function when it produces guidance

concerning an appropriate response. We
have used the term with respect to moti-

vation, where a particular drive state (like

hunger) makes an organism especially re-

ponsive to food and food-related stimuli,

like the odor of milk. Here it could be said

that both the internal drive stimuli and
the external food-related stimuli have
cueing functions.

culture Traits, implements, beliefs, and prac-

tices which characterize a particular group
of people, as their ways characterized the

Aztecs.

curare A drug which has a paralyzing effect

on muscles.

cutaneous Pertaining to the skin.

cycle Rhythm: in auditory stimulation, one
fuU double vibration, often recorded in

number of such vibrations per second.

dark adaptation Increasing visual sensitivity

which is a function of time in darkness, or

in low illumination.

daydreaming Fantasy engaged in while

awake.

decode To translate signals so that they

convey a message. Thus dots and
dashes are translated into words. It is

sometimes said that the cerebral cortex

"decodes" the nerve impulses which reach

it in such a manner as to give them par-

ticular meanings (visual, auditory, and so

on.)

decrement Decrease, diminution, decline.

d6|a vu The feeling that a new situation is fa-

miliar— that one has been there before.

delayed matching in terms of a sample Tech-
nique whereby the subject is shown a sam-
ple object and is required, after a delay,

to select it from an assortment of new ob-

jects.

delayed reaction experiment A stimulus is pre-

sented and removed before the organism is

released. This stimulus may be a light in

one of three doors, to the lighted one of

which the organism has been trained to

respond. After an interval the situation is

again presented, but without the differenti-

ating stimulus; in our example, the light. If

the organism now responds as it did for-

merly, by going to the door in which the

light had appeared, and if it does this

consistently in a series of tests with the

light in different positions, we say that it

has demonstrated ability to perform this

delayed reaction. What bridges, the gap

must be something in the organism which
represents the stimulus (say the light) dur-

ing its absence. This is a symbolic process.

See symbolic process.

delusion A false judgment or conclusion, as

when a mentally ill person believes that

people are putting ground glass in his food.

dementia proecox Name formerly given to

schizophrenia. It means "vouthful insan-

ity."

democratic leadership That which uses group

discussion as a basis for action. It is said

to establish a democratic group climate.

dendrite Part of the neuron which carries the

nerve impulse toward tlie cell body.

dependent variable The variable (some aspect

of behavior or experience) which goes with

(depends upon) changes in the independ-

ent variable. Example, speed of reaction as

dependent upon the intensity of the stim-

ulus to which the response is made.
depression A low point, such as low spirits.

As applied in abnormal psychology—
a melancholy mood, a feeling of hope-

lessness, an attitude of dejection. In seri-

ous cases, a symptom of grave mental ill-

ness.

deprivation A lack of something which the

organism needs, as when a hungry animal

is deprived of food, or a thirsty one of

water.

depth perception Perceiving depth (tridimen-

sionality) or distance.

depth psychology That which probes into the

motivational or so-called dynamic aspects

of personality, especially those of which an

individual is not aware or, in Freudian ter-

minology, of which he is unconscious.

descending paths Tracts beginning at upper

levels of the nerv'ous system and terminat-

ing at lower levels.

determiners of attention The various conditions

which influence attentiveness— like the

size of a stimulus or the interest of an indi-
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vidual in what is before him. The former

would be an external and the latter an

internal determiner.

determining tendency An attitude which pre-

di.sposes the organi.sm to react in a certain

way.
deterrent Something which repels the indi-

vidual, as contrasted with an incentive,

which attracts him.

detour problem One in which the organism

must approach the goal indirectly, by a

roundabout way.

development Growth, as when an organism

approaches matinity. Also used to repre-

sent growth of language, of understanding,

or of some skill. Development resulting

largely from hereditary factors is often re-

ferred to as maturation. This may be con-

trasted with development resulting largely

from the learning process.

developmental psychology The studv of psy-

chological development. Also referred to

as genetic psijchology.

deviation I.Q. A statistically derived I.Q. of

the same order as a standard score. In

contrast with the conventional I.Q.

(M.A./C.A. X 100), it is determined by

the standard deviation of the distribution

of M.A. scores at a given age level and

the deviation of the individual score from

the mean of this distribution.

dexterity Skillfulness, expertness, versatility.

The person who uses both hands equally

well is said to be ambidextrous, to possess

ambidexterity.

diastolic blood pressure That associated with

the dilatation of the ventricles of the heart.

It is lower than the systolic pressure, as-

sociated with heart contraction.

difference threshold The smallest perceptible

difference between two stimuli. See j.n.d.

differential aptitude test A special test, based

upon factor analysis, which measures

several aptitudes at the same time. Abbre-

viated DAT.
differential conditioning Conditioning in which

the organism discriminates between stim-

uli, giving a conditioned response to one

and not to the other which has been paired

with it.

differential forgetting Selecti\'e forgetting, es-

pecially of erroneous responses faster than

correct ones.

difFerential response One that is discrimina-

tory.

differentiation The change from generalized

to specific structures or functions as when
what was once a budlike structure becomes
a hand with its integral mechanisms. Also

used as synonymous with discrimination as

when what was once reacted to as a whole,

or in a nondescript way, is reacted to in

terms of its constituent parts. In condi-

tioning, the change from an overall re-

sponse to a specific response (like lifting the

foot instead of merely struggling) or re-

sponding differently (differentially) to two

tones which were at first each reacted to in

the same way.

digit span The memory span for digits. See

memory span.

direction set A continuing attitude or assump-

tion which leads the associations of the

thinker to follow a certain line.

direction of conditioning The tendency for

the conditioned response to be congruent

with the total situation, or with the needs

of the organism. For example, it is sali-

vation and not pricking up the ears which

comes to be associated with a sound pre-

sented with food.

directional cues External stimuli which pro-

vide guidance as to the direction of food,

escape, and so forth.

discrimination Responding differentially, as

when an organism makes one response to

a reinforced stimulus and another response

to a stimulus that is not reinforced.

disparity, retinal The difference in the retinal

images when an object is viewed with the

left and with the right eye.

displacement Emotional; anxiety focused upon
something other than its real cause. Also

aggression toward a person or object other

than the one causing the anger— e.g., the

man, angry with his wife, who "picks on"

a child, an underling, or even an inani-

mate object (kicking or breaking it) . The
anger (or aggression) is then said to be

displaced.

dissociation Separation of ideas or of responses

normally associated; like being unable to

recall one's name; being able to write, yet

without awareness of what one is writing;

having two or more different personalities,

e.g.. Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
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dissociation by varying concomitants The in-

dividual confronted by man>' different

things (like different kinds of dogs) comes
to overlook (dissociate) the differences and

to discern something which all, despite

their differences, have in common. Basic to

dcNclopment of concepts.

cJistraction Having attention diverted from

what one is doing.

distributee! effort Learning with small units of

work and/or interpolated rest periods. Con-

trasted with massed learning, where the

individual works continually until the skill

is mastered.

dominance In heredity, a trait is said to have

dominance when it depends upon the pres-

ence of one gene (the dominant) which
suppresses the effects of its partner (the

recessive). Cortical (hemispheric) dom-
inance refers to the dominance of one side

of the brain (usually the left) in control

of handedness and speech.

dominance hierarchy A social situation in

which one organism dominates all below

it, the next all below it, and so on down
to the organism dominated by all. A peck-

ing order in barnyard hens.

dominant gene See dominance, above.

dorsal columns Those toward the back.

double alternation problem One in which the

organism is required to make a rrll, or some
comparable sequence of turns, in a tem-

poral maze.

dreaming The fantasy which, as distinguished

from that of day-dreams, takes place while

one is asleep.

drive A physiological condition which impels

the organism to become active. Distin-

guished from a motive in being initially

indiscriminate, without an appropriate di-

rection.

drive reduction Alleviating tensions associated

with drives.

dual personality What is apparendy two per-

sons in one, as in Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.
duplicity theory The theory (now accepted as

fact) that there are two kinds of visual

receptors, the rods for achromatic and the

cones for color vision. See rods and cones.

dynamics This term is used in psychology to

refer to the underlying and changing bases

of behavior such, for instance, as motives.

A dynamic approach is one which deals

with change (or with changing forces)

as in group dynamics. See group dynamics

dynamometer An instrument with which we
measure the force e.xerted in the perform-

ance of some act. A hand dynamometer
measures strength of grip.

ectomorphy Dimension of body build charac-

terized by predominance of skin and nerv-

ous mechanisms.

educational psychology The field having to

do with application of psychology to edu-

cative processes, such as the teaching of

the school subjects.

effectors Muscles and glands.

efferent neuron That with motor functions.

ego The individual's conception of himself.

Also, in psychoanalysis, that part of the

personality which, as an outcome of real-

itv-testing, restrains the expressions of the

id.

ego-defensive Compensatory, maintaining self-

esteem under conditions which threaten it.

ego-involvement Being personally wrapped
up in some person or situation, as when
the parent feels that his child's triumphs

or defeats are his own or that his own per-

formance in some situation will raise or

lower his status in the group.

eidetic imagery Imagery of such clearness

that the objects represented appear in

some respects to be present. Similar to

hallucinations but believed to be normal

in many children at early age levels.

Electro complex A term used by Freud to

represent the erotic attachment of a

daughter for her father, with concomitant

jealousy of the mother. This attachment

may be repressed and disguised in various

ways. See complex and also Oedipus

complex.

electric-shock therapy Also referred to as

electroconvulsive therapy (abbreviated

E.C.T.) and electroshock therapy. Attempt-

ing to relieve such symptoms as extreme

depression by passing a weak electric cur-

rent through the brain from electrodes ap-

plied to the scalp. Passage of the current

through the brain produces widespread

convulsions.

electronic brain A highly complex machine,

utilizing electron tubes, which stores and
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utilizes information in such a manner as to

siiggest some of the functions of the hu-

man brain. A "thinking machine."

electrocardiogram A record of the various

phases of heart activity derived from elec-

trical concomitants of this activity'.

electrocjermal changes Changes in the elec-

trical conductivity of the skin.

electroencephalogram (EEG) A record of

electrical rhythms associated with some

brain activities. Recorded with an electro-

encephalograph.

emitted response Coming without an external

stimulus, i.e., spontaneously.

emotion A condition underlying such experi-

ences and actions as occur in fear, rage,

and the other so-called emotions. In its

most obvious manifestations it is an acute

condition characterized by disruption of

everyday experiences and activities.

emotional maturity Being gro'wii-up emotion-

ally, not being swayed by childish motives.

Sometimes referred to as social maturity.

encapsulated end-organs Skin receptors en-

closed in a capsule-like structure.

encoding Transforming a message into a code

(or set of signals) from which it can sub-

sequendy be translated to convey informa-

tion. For example, putting a message into

Braille, into electrical impulses as in Morse

code, and so on. See decode.

endocrine glands Those which pour their

products (hormones) directly into the blood

stream. The ductless glands.

endolymph Liquid contained in the semi-

circular canals and vestibule of the inner

ear.

endomorphy The dimension of body build

characterized by predominance of fat, es-

pecially in the abdominal region.

engram Altered state of living tissue respon-

sible for memory. Sometimes used as a

synonym for neurogram.
environment Everything which surrounds the

units of inheritance. There is the intra-

cellular environment (that within the cell)

the intercellular environment (that in-

volving the effect of cell upon cell ) , the

prenatal external environment (that sur-

rounding the embryonic or fetal organism)

the internal environment, that within the

organism, such as the blood; and the ex-

ternal environment, which is what we usu-

ally think of as tlie environment, and

which includes the social or cultural en-

vironment as well as the purely physical,

like light and air. Fsijchological, in terms

of what it means to the individual.

epilepsy Disorder characterized by convul-

sions and loss of consciousness.

equilibrium See static sense.

eroticism Sexually derived pleasure. The
Freudians extend the term to cover pleas-

ures derived from anal and oral as well

as genital stimulation.

escape training This occurs in the situation

where, by making a certain response (i.e.,

pressing a lever), the organism terminates

punishment. Compare avoidance train-

ing.

estrin A secretion from the ovaries which

plays an important role in female sexual

dex'elopment, including the sex drive.

estrogens Hormones from the ovaries. See

estrin.

Eustachian tube A tube connecting the mid-

dle ear with the throat and which has

much to do with maintaining normal air

pressure in the middle ear.

excitability Property of organisms which en-

ables them to respond to stimulation.

exercise, in learning. Repetition of learning ac-

tivity.

experience Used to represent what has been

referred to above as conscious experience

(like awareness of the world about us)

and also to represent what has happened

to an organism in the past, in the sense

of pa-it experience.

experimental extinction Elimination of a

learned response b>' arousing but failing

to reinforce it.

experimental introspection Describing one's

experiences under controlled conditions of

the laboratory.

experimental method Variation of environ-

mental, physiological, or attitudinal factors

in order to observe dependent changes in

aspects of experience and or behavior.

experimental neuroses Behavior disorders pro-

duced experimentally, as when an organ-

ism is required to make a discrimination of

extreme difficulty and "breaks doxsTi" in

the process.

experimental psychology Experimental investi-

gation of psychological problems.
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explicit Directly expressed, observable, ob-

jective. Overt.

exploratory drive The urge to explore, to ex-

amine, to probe in strange situations.

Perhaps comparable, in apes and men,

with curiosity.

external ear The outer ear as far in as the

eardrum.

external environment The environment which
surrounds the individual, that external to

him.

external response A response of the muscula-

ture which is readily observed without in-

struments, like walking, typing, or speak-

ing.

extinction, experimental Eliminating a learned

response by arousing but failing to rein-

force it.

extroversion Term which represents the ten-

dency to be outwardly expressive, as in

talking a lot, being excessively active, and
engaging in social activities. The other

extreme from introversion.

extrovert Person with a high degree of extra-

version.

face validity Apparent validity as distin-

guished from statistically estabhshed valid-

ity.

facial vision Alleged ability of blind people

to avoid obstructions through tactual stim-

ulation of the face by air currents.

facilitation Process of making something pos-

sible of accomplishment or easier than it

might otherwise be. Neural— making
more ready the passage of impulses across

a s>iiapse.

factor analysis A statistical procedure aimed
at discovering the constituent irreducible

traits in what is complex, as in the case

of intelligence or personality.

factors Component or constituent parts or

conditions. In intelligence or personality,

the constituent aspects revealed by factor

analysis.

false recognition Seeming to recognize or to

remember somebody or something actu-

ally seen for the first time. French, dejii

Vll.

fantasy Imagery that is more or less coherent,

as in dreams and daydreams, yet without

due regard to reality.

fear An emotion characterized by unpleas-

ant feelings, tension, and, where possible,

avoidance or flight. There is also marked
in\olvement of the autonomic nervous sys-

tem.

feeblemindedness A level of intelligence rep-

resented by an I.Q. of 70 or less.

feedback The return of impulses to a control

center where they play a part in further

control, as in the case of impulses pro-

duced by muscular activity returning to

the brain, informing it of the posture of

the muscles, and thus contributing to

further control of these muscles. It is

comparable, in a sense, with the functions

of a governor on a steam engine, which
feeds back the information that more or

less steam is needed.

feeling Affective experience reported by the

individual as pleasantness, unpleasantness,

excitement, calm, tension, sadness, happi-

ness, and so forth.

figure and ground Where one part of a situa-

tion is seen as a shape with the rest of the

situation as background, like an airplane

seen against the sky.

fistula A tube inserted into an opening in the

body. As we used the term, a tube

through an opening in the stomach so

that liquid could be inserted directly.

fixated response One that has been so firmly

established that it is difficult to eliminate.

See fixation.

fixation The becoming firm or stable or inflex-

ible of some aspect of behavior— like the

firm acquisition of some habit. Used in ab-

noiTnal psychology to refer to the retention

to a later age of some infantile trait, like

oral eroticism.

fixed interval reinforcement A schedule which
makes the reward available at the end of

consecutive intervals; say every 20 seconds.

See reinforcement.

fixed ratio reinforcement A schedule which
rewards the last of each of a given series

of responses; say, every fifth or every

tenth response regardless of the intervals

involved. See reinforcement.

flight of ideas An incoherent succession of

ideas such as often occurs in mania, where

the person's verbalizations go off on any

tangent which suggests itself.

fluctuation of attention, or of perception Pe-
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I'iodic changes in clearness, as when what

was figure becomes ground, and vice

versa, and what was heard is no longer

heard.

force of habit Habits which might have been

changed persist with such force that the

person seems "in a rut." There is strong

motivation to hold onto habits already

present rather than to change them.

forgetting Loss of ability to recall; extinction

of what has been learned.

formal discipline The doctrine, now rather

generally discredited, that the study of

certain difficult subjects like mathematics

and Greek improves the intellect more
than the study of other subjects in the

curriculum. These subjects were assumed

to "discipline the mind." Actually, dili-

gent study of mathematics, Greek, and
similar subjects, often provides .skills of

value in other studies.

formboard A test device which calls for fit-

ting blocks of various shapes into their

proper holes, or into proper relationship,

one with the other.

fovea A small depression in the retina which

is also the area of sharpest vision. It con-

tains only cones.

foveal vision That involving the fovea.

fraternal twins Distinguished from identical

twins in that they have different hereditary

characteristics and may also differ in sex.

Derived from different ova, hence bin-

ovular twin.'i.

free association of ideas Letting thoughts or

words come as they may, as contrasted

with controlled association, where cer-

tain directive tendencies are introduced.

free-floating anxiety Anxiety focused upon
nothing in particular.

free nerve endings Branching ends of afferent

fibers which are not embedded in recep-

tors. Contrasted with the encapsulated

nerve endings also found in the skin. They
mediate pain and some aspects of pres-

sure sensitivity.

frequency, as a factor in learning. The idea

that, other things (including motivation)

being equal, the more often a response is

made to a situation the greater the

tendency for this situation to arouse it in

the future. Same as principle of exer-

cise.

frequency distribution A distribution of data

showing the number of times (frequency)

that each consecutive score is made.
frequency principle This is based upon the ob-

servation that, within certain limits, an

increased intensity of stimulation increases

the number of impulses which travel

along a nerve fiber in any given time inter-

val. Within limits, then: An increased in-

tensity of stimulation produces more fre-

quent nerve impulses. This is the fre-

quency principle. It is assumed to under-

lie the intensive aspects of experience —
brightness, loudness, and so on. But also

see the frequency theory of hearing, which

attempts to correlate the frequency of

nerve impulses not with an intensive as-

pect of hearing (loudness), but with a

qualitative aspect (pitch).

frigidity Extremely weak sexual motivation in

women.
frontal lobes Those at the front of the brain,

just behind the forehead.

frustration State of organism resulting when
the satisfaction of motivated behavior is

rendered difficult or impossible.

frustration tolerance Ability to withstand a

great amount of frustration without de-

veloping inadequate modes of response,

like "going to pieces" emotionally, or be-

coming neurotic.

fugue Literally, a flight. Applied to neurotic

behavior involving some episode (leaving

home, a crime) which the individual,

when he recovers, is unable to recall.

functional autonomy The tendency of habits

to continue even though the motivation

which led to their acquisition is no longer

present. Different from force of habit in

that the original motivation has ceased to

exist.

functional disorders Those with no known or-

ganic basis; dependent upon prior experi-

ence rather than structural defects.

functional psychology The school which ar-

gued, against the Structuralists, that psy-

chology should concern itself with what

the processes of mental life do, and not

merely with their conscious "structures,"

like sensations, images, and feelings.

fungiform papillae Structures at the sides

and tip of the tongue which contain taste

receptors.
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galvanic skin reflex (GSR) Lowered resistance

of the skin to passage of an electrical cur-

rent following emotional and other forms

of stimulation. Recorded with the psycho-

galvanometer.

ganglion A nerve cell. Plural ganglia.

Groups of nerve cells.

ganglion cells Retinal cells of the fibers

whose axons become the optic nerve.

gastrointestinal Pertaining to the stomach

and intestines.

general intelligence The overall intelligence of

a person as represented by his general flexi-

bility of adjustment. The term was also

used by Spearman (in his concept of g)

to represent an alleged general ability, or

capacity, which expresses itself through

special skills, like the social, mathematical,

mechanical, and so forth. Sometimes re-

lated to the individual's ability to deal with

abstractions.

general paresis See paresis.

general psychology The Study of psychology

in the large without emphasis on animals,

children, adults, or special processes like

the sensory processes, learning, etc. Often

used to mean an introduction to the prob-

lems, methods, and principles as repre-

sented in textbooks for the beginner.

generalization A general conclusion, theory,

hypothesis, or concept based upon certain

facts or observations.

generalized response An overall as compared

with a specific response.

generalizing Reasoning in such a way as to

arrive at a generalization.

general adaptation syndrome A term coined

by Selye to represent certain compensatory

(homeostatic) reactions of organisms to

organic and mental stress. By sijndrome

is meant a particular group of symptoms
characterizing a disease or other condi-

tion, in this case characterizing adapta-

tion to stress. According to Selye, the

anterior pituitary and the adrenal glands

are important factors in this syndrome

(abbreviated G.A.S.)

genes Determiners of inheritance located

within the chromosomes.
genetic method Studying development by ob-

serving the growth of an organism con-

tinuously or through comparison of stages.

genetic psychology Psychology which studies

the evolution or growth of psychological

processes, using the genetic method.

genius A person with exceptionally high intel-

ligence. The person is said to approach

this level if his I.Q. is 140 or above. Also

an individual with some veiy unusual

talent or ability that is recognized by so-

ciety.

Gestalt Form or configuration.

Gestalt psychology The school which dispar-

ages the analytic approach to experience

and behavior and argues for emphasis

upon wholes which, Gestalt psychologists

say, are more than the sum of their parts.

In learning, this school emphasizes insight

as oppo.sed to trial-and-error; in percep-

tion it stresses the organizations, which ap-

pear to be independent of past experi-

ence, such as figure-ground relationships

and the phi-phenomenon. The word

Ccstalt is often translated as configuration

or form and the school is sometimes re-

ferred to as configiirational, i.e., as em-

phasizing configurations rather than their

constituent parts.

gifted Persons with special talents. Used,

also, to represent individuals with an I.Q.

of 130 or above (i.e., Terman's gifted chil-

dren )

.

glands Secreting organs, like the tear glands

(duct) and the adrenal glands (ductless,

or endocrine)

.

glottis The opening between the vocal cords,

at the upper end of the windpipe.

glycogen Sugar released by the liver.

goal objects Incentives to motivated behavior.

goal orientation Behavior directed toward a

goal.

gonads. Sex glands, ovaries in females and

testes in males.

graphology The attempt to assess personality

and character through handwriting.

grasping Reflex gripping of an object widi the

hand such as occurs in infancy; also the

later-appearing prehensile variety, where

the individual reaches for and takes hold

of an object.

gray matter Neural substance of the spinal

cord and brain composed largely of cell

bodies; the cerebral cortex is almost en-

tirely gray matter.

gregoriousness The tendency to associate with

others.
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grooming Exploring the skin and hair for for-

eign objects, as practiced by monkeys

and apes.

group behavior Activities characteristic of

congregations of organisms, such as family

behavior, crowd behavior, and behavior

in an audience.

group dynamics A term used by followers of

Lewin and others to represent the study

of underlying features of group behavior,

such as field forces, motives and the like.

It is concerned with group change rather

than with static characteristics.

group mind concept The idea that something

emerges in a group situation which is

more than the reactions of individuals as

such. This is referred to as the "group

mind" or the "collective mind."
group tests Those designed to be administered

to more than one individual at a time.

group therapy Having the patient discuss

his problems with others and with the psy-

chiatrist or counselor, all of whom meet
in a group.

guidance Used to differentiate vocational

guidance from vocational selection. In

guidance, the individual is given ad\ice

concerning vocations for which he may
best be fitted.

guided performance The organism is put

through some performance to be learned

rather than left to its own resources.

gustation The sense of taste.

gustatory Pertaining to taste.

habit An acquired mode of behavior, such as

a motor or verbal skill, a way of doing

things, or a way of thinking. The learning

process is sometimes referred to as habit

formation.

habit hierarchy A complex learned response

(like typing) which involves an integra-

tion of simpler habits (like letter habits,

word habits, etc.)

.

habit interference Otherwise known as nega-

tive transfer, where the acquisition of one

habit interferes with the later learning of

another.

habitual Derived from what one has learned;

also, customary. Habitual set, for exam-

ple, is a customary or usual set derived

from earlier experience.

hallucinations False perceptions which differ

from one individual to another (as distin-

guished from illusions, which are typically

alike in all) and which have the appear-

ance of reality. For example, one alco-

holic sees red devils coming at him, an-

other sees snakes, another hears accusing

voices, and another feels bugs crawling

on his skin.

hammer Small ossicle of middle ear attached

to the eardrum.

hebephrenia A variety of schizophrenia char-

acterized by silliness.

helicotremo An opening in the basilar mem-
brane at the apex of the cochlea, where

the ascending and descending canals con-

nect.

Helmholtz theory of audition The auditory

theory which correlates pitch with the

region of the basOar membrane maximally

activated by a sound frequency. Also

known as a place theory, piano theory,

and resonance theory. (For Helmholtz

theory of vision, see Young-Helmholtz

theory of vision.)

hereditary Referring to that which is inher-

ited, or dependent upon the genes.

heredity What is passed on from parents to

offspring biologically through the genes.

Social heredity refers to nonbiological

transmission of habits and ideas, through

cultural contacts.

hierarchy Organization of habits, concepts,

or the like, in which simpler components

are combined to form increasingly complex

integrations.

hieroglyphic writing The type of picture writ-

ing used by the Ancient Egyptians,

where a picture (sometimes quite abbre-

viated) represented an object and some-

times merely the syllable or sound which,

with others, composed a word.

higher-order conditioning Stimuli already

made effective through conditioning are

used to condition further responses, much
as unconditioned stimuli are used.

histogram A series of rectangles represent-

ing a frequency distribution. The height

of each rectangle indicates the frequency

of a particular score — i.e., the number

of times that this score occurred.

holistic assessment Emphasis upon the entire

person functioning in social situations;
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contrasted with a piecemeal or analytic ap-

proach in terms of traits.

homeostasis The compensatory mechanism

whereby a constant state is maintained.

Physiologically exemplified by sweating

and other processes which maintain a

constant body temperatin^e when the ex-

ternal temperature is high. Psychological

homeostasis may be illustrated by main-

taining one's self-respect (in the face of

failure) through such compensatory de-

vices as rationalizing, blaming others, etc.

It is also exemplified when the output of

a fatigued person is maintained at a high

level through closer attention or increased

effort.

horizontal plane That which, like the horizon,

runs at right angles to the vertical.

hormones Chemical products of the endo-

crine glands, like adrenalin and estrin.

hue The characteristic of visual experiences

related especially to the wave-length char-

acteristic of light waves— e.g., red, green,

yellow and blue; i.e., color in the every-

day sense of the word.

human nature Those overall characteristics of

human beings which depend upon their

inheritance of human genes. Biological as

distinguished from acquired nature.

hunger Motivation and experience associated

with delayed satisfaction of the need for

food.

hunger pangs Otherwise known as hunger

pains, the painful contractions of the stom-

ach musculature during intense hunger.

hybrid An organism resulting from a sperm

and ovum differing in one or more gene

pairs, like rw, or Bb. Also the result of a

cross between two species, e.g., the mule

resulting when a horse and a donkey are

crossed.

hydrocephalic Pertaining to excess fluid in

the brain which causes the skull to become
greatly enlarged and which interferes

with normal brain development, usually

leading to feeblemindedness.

hyper- Above.
hypnosis A trance-like state brought on

through suggestion that the individual

is to relax his muscles, sleep, and carry

out various acts under the control of the

hypnotist. Literally a "nervous sleep."

hypo- Below.

hypoglycemia Lower than normal blood

sugar level.

hypothalamus The under side of the thalamus

containing neural mechanisms which

play an important role in emotion, .sleep,

and other physiological functions.

hypotheses Ideas, suppositions, tentati\'e con-

clusions.

hypothyroidism Condition in which .there is

a less than normal secretion of the thyroid

hormone, thyroxin.

hysteria General term for functional disor-

ders characterized by anxiety without suf-

ficient cause, and such forms of dissocia-

tion as amnesia, fugue, functional anesthe-

sia, functional paralysis, and multiple per-

sonalitv.

id Freudian term representing the uncon-

scious (or subconscious) primitive urges

which underlie behavior.

idea The term is variously used, but always

with reference to some implicit representa-

tion of things or relationships; synonymous

with what we have called symbolic proc-

esses. It may mean something of which

one thinks— like getting tlie idea to look

up something in a book— or an image, as

when a person thinks of his mother. Con-

cepts may also be referred to as "ideas."

identical twins Those derived from the same
ovum; hence sometimes called uniovular.

Identification The process whereby an individ-

ual becomes ego-in\'olvcd with persons or

things— their problems are his problems,

criticizing his school is criticizing him.

Idiot Person in the lowest intelligence bracket

— with an I.Q. lower than 25.

Illusion Name given to a perception which is

considered as mistaken because it does

not agree with some other experience, such

as objective measurement, which is taken

as more fundamental.

Image An implicit (internal) representation

of past experience; in optics, figure of an

object formed by light rays; in sensory

psychology, the impression which re-

mains after an external stimulus has been

removed, i.e., a positive or negative after-

image in vision.

Imagery The reviving of past experiences im-

plicitly, i.e.. in the form of images.
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imbecile Person in the middle range of feeble-

mindedness, with an I.Q. het^veen 25 and

50.

imitation Copying (perfectly or imper-

fectly) some act that has been witnessed.

immobility (tonic) Remaining perfectly still,

as in a so-called "death faint" or in what

is otherwise called "animal hypnosis."

impairment Deterioration of function, de-

creased efficiency.

implicit response One not directly observable

but inferred from relevant facts. Brain

processes are implicit because we do not

observe them directly; thought processes

are, for the same reason, said to be im-

plicit. Contrasted with explicit, or directly

observable.

impotence Want of strength or vigor, as in

sexual impotence where sexual vigor is

lacking. In females the term frigidity is

more often used.

imprinting A learning process observed in

some birds, and possibly other animals,

that occurs with extreme rapidity and at

an early "critical stage" of development.

It involves the socialization of an instinc-

tive response; such, for example, as follow-

ing a moving object. In our example, the

subjects were goslings. The imprinting

object would normally be the mother. In

her absence, however, the goslings came
to follow a man, or a model of a goose.

Imprintability reached a maximum during

the first day after hatching. Responses ac-

quired in this way are apparently persis-

tent and irreversible. Thus, the gosling

imprinted upon its mother never follows a

man (or model) and vice versa.

incentive An end or object of motivated be-

havior. That which is sought after— like

food, a sex object, or money. Contrasted

with deterrent. Could also be a consum-
matory act, e.g., to copulate, urinate, exer-

cise, or play.

incidental learning Sometimes referred to as

passive learning, i.e., learning inciden-

talK', without trying. Also see latent

learning.

indepencJent variable The variable manipuV
lated by the experimenter— e.g., the

tensity of light, the hunger of an animal,^

or the presence or absence of a rest-pause

in learning.

index of difFerentiation One representing the

discrepancy between a personal attitude

(expressed in a projective questionnaire)

and an overt attitude (as revealed in di-

rect responses to questions)

.

individual differences Deviations of individ-

uals from the average or from each other.

individual tests Administered to one person at

a time.

inference Suggestion, guess, hypothesis, or

judgment based upon certain data but not

directly evident, as the inference (to be

tested ) that one's car has stopped because

it is out of gas.

inferential Based upon inference.

information Knowledge, however acquired,

including such things as clues in problem

solving and cues in a learning situation.

However, this term has a very different

meaning in information theory, where it

means reduction of uncertainty in a par-

ticular situation. The measure of this is

the hit. See bit and information theory.

information theory Not really a theory, but

a system for studying the communication

process. It involves the detailed analysis,

often mathematical, of all aspects of the

process which involves the encoding,

transmission, and decoding of signals.

It is not concerned, in any direct sense

with the meaning of a message, with

what it means to the recei\er. Of all pos-

sible signals which might be transmitted,

relative to a particular message, those

which reduce uncertainty by one half

are assumed to convey one bit of informa-

tion. See bit, redundancy, and noise.

informational feedback See knovvledge of re-

sults and feedback.

infrahuman Below the human level.

infra-red Below the frequency of red light, or

of greater wave length (over 700 millimi-

crons )

.

ingroup The group to which one belongs.

One's family is an ingroup, one's club,

one's nation.

inhibit Check, hold back, or prevent.

inhibition The complete or partial arrest of

an activit)' or process.

innate Inborn, or inherited.

inner ear The innermost part, which contains

the cochlea and the semicircular canals.

insanity Legal term for mental illness of such
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severity that the individual cannot be

held responsible for his acts. The psychi-

atric term is psychosis.

insight Sudden understanding, as when one

"sees through" a situation or "gets the

idea." Also inferred from sudden im-

provement in learning.

inspiration Similar to insight; a sudden grasp-

ing of the solution to a situation, the sud-

den occurrence of an idea. Dealt with as

a stage in creative thinking.

instinct A descriptive term for a complex un-

learned adaptive response; or an un-

learned pattern of reflexes. If the ad-

justment were learned the behavior pat-

tern would be called a habit.

instinctive Originating in instinct.

Instructional set One that is verbally induced,

as in telling a subject that he will see pic-

tures relating to animal life, or that he is

to respond to red but not to green

instrumental conditioning That in which the

conditioned response is instrumental in

achieving some end, like obtaining food

or escaping punishment.
instrumentation Learning which involves the

invention or utilization of instruments, as

when a chimpanzee solves a problem by
joining sticks and using them.

insulin A secretion from the Islands of

Langerhans (in the pancreas) that is nec-

essary for carbohydrate metabolism. An
imdersecretion is responsible for diabetes

and the related symptoms. Hyperinsu-

linism (an oversecretion of insulin) can

produce hypoglycemia. See hypogly-

cemia.

insulin shock therapy Injection of insulin in

sufficient quantity to produce a coma,

from which the patient recovers through

administration of glucose. Used in treating

certain psychotic conditions.

integrate To bring together diverse things .so

that they form a functional whole.

integration A bringing together in some
meaningful or workable relationship; the

process of coordinating, as in neural inte-

gration.

integrative process The process of integrating,

as when the cortex brings together differ-

ent kinds of information (visual, auditory,

and so on) so that the resulting reaction

is consonant with the circumstances that

exist.

intelligence Flexibility or versatility of adjust-

ment, especially exemplified in ready ad-

justment to new situations.

intelligence quotient In its original meaning,

the ratio of a subject's mental age (as

determined by a standard comparative

test) to his actual age, and multiplied

by 100 — i.e., M.A./C.A. X 100. But also

see cJeviation I.Q.

intensity The quantitative as contrasted with

the qualitative aspect of stimulation or

experience; for example, the magnitude,

amount of pressure, or amplitude of a

sound wave as distinguished from its

frequency, and the brightness of a color

as differentiated from its hue.

intensive Having to do with intensity. Quan-

titative.

intention The aim or purpose to do something.

intentional Done with intent, purposefully.

interaction process analysis Analysis of small

group behavior in terms of twelve cate-

gories— viz., shows solidarity, shows ten-

sion release, shows agreement, etc.

interest An attitude favorably disposing one

toward some object, situation, or idea.

intergroup relations Relations of one group

with another.

internal environment That within the organ-

ism, especially as represented by charac-

teristics of the blood.

internal stimuli Those orginating within the

organism.

interpersonal relations Relations of individ-

uals interacting with each other. For ex-

ample, the relations which exist between

husband and wife, employees and the

management, and so on.

interpolated activity That which, as in the

retroactive inhibition experiment, comes

between the original learning and recall,

or releaming.

interposition A monocular (and psychological)

cue in visual space perception involving

the overlapping, or partial obscuring, of

objects as seen.

intersensory Involving more than one sense.

interstimulation A reciprocal social relation

where what one person does stimulates

another, whose behavior in turn serves as

a stimulus. Observed in any conversation
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where what one person says is the stimu-

his for a reply from the other and that for

a further response from the one who ini-

tiated the conversation.

interval scale Like that of the temperature

scales, where the intervals are equal, but

there is an arbitrary zero point.

intervening variable An event inferred to oc-

cur within the organism between the mo-

ment of stimulation and that of response

in such a way as to determine or influence

the response. This could be an in-

ferred neural response (such as neural

inhibition ) or some psychological response

(like the expectation that the act will

have certain consequences).

intrasensory Within the same sense.

introspection Looking inward, so to speak, and

describing one's experiences.

introversion A tendency to be overly con-

cerned with one's thoughts, to be inwardly

reflective or introspective rather than overt-

ly expressive. The opposite pole from

extraversion.

Introvert One with a high degree of introver-

sion.

invagination Tinning or folding inwardly, as

on the surface of our cerebrum.
involuntary Without intention, without per-

sonal control.

involutional melancholia Psychosis sometimes

associated with the menopause (involu-

tion) and characterized by depression.

iris The flat circular muscle which controls the

amount of light admitted to the retina. It

is situated in front of the lens and is re-

sponsible for the eye's color.

irradiation Spreading of the effects of stimula-

tion such as Pavlov assumed to underlie

stimulus generalization in conditioning.

Ishihara test A series of charts designed to de-

tect the color weak or color blind.

isolate A person who, in a sociometric study,

is chosen by nobody. He stands alone in

a sociogram.

J-curve A frequency curve often found when
data for situations in which one is expected

to conform are plotted. Instead of re-

sembling a normal distribution, the plot

is one in which most indivduals are repre-

sented to the left and fewer and fewer

toward the right. The graph thus looks like

a reversed J ( L ) . Our example in this

text dealt with conformity in children's

attitudes. Public expressions of attitude

gave a J-curve while private opinions (as

revealed projectively) gave something

closer to a normal curve.

James-Lange theory The theory that the feel-

ing aspect of emotion is an experience of

bodily changes, like the activities of the

viscera and of the .skeletal muscular struc-

tures.

job analysis Studying a job in such a way as

to discover its components and its psycho-

logical and other requisites.

iust noticeable difference (j. n. d.) The smallest

discriminable (or perceptible) difference

between stimuli.

kinesthesis The muscle or movement sense,

mediated by the receptors in the muscles,

tendons, and joints. See proprioception.

knee jerk A reflex kick of the foot following a

blow on the tendon just below the knee

cap.

Krause end-bulbs Structures in the skin as-

sumed at one time to mediate sensitivity

to cold.

Kuder Preference Record An inventory de-

signed to discover the degree of interest

that an individual has in various areas of

everyday life— like the mechanical, the

scientific, and the social.

kymograph Apparatus designed to record vari-

ations in activity as a function of time. The
most common form is a rotating drum con-

taining a strip of smoked paper on which

marks are made by a recording stylus.

laissez-faire situation One in which each in-

dividual does as he pleases. Its relevance

here is with respect to the study of social

climates, one of which was laissez-faire.

Compare authoritarian and democratic.

language Communication through conven-

tionalized gestures or spoken or written

symbols.

larynx The upper part of the windpipe— a

cartilagenous box containing the vocal

cords. The "voice box."

latency The period of apparent inactivity be-
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tween the time that the stimulus is pre-

sented and the moment that a response

occurs.

latent learning That not evident to the ob-

server at the time when it occurs. It is in-

ferred from later performance in which
learning is more rapid than would be ex-

pected without an earlier acquisition of

relevant information. See incidental learn-

ing.

lateral plane From side to side, including the

positions right, down, left, and up.

learning A more or less permanent modifica-

tion of behavior which results from activ-

ity, special training, or observation.

learning curve Changing skill or ability, plot-

ted as a function of trials, or practice.

learning sets Learning "know how." Learning

how to learn. Exemplified when an organ-

ism learns each successive problem (of e-

qual or greater difficulty than earlier ones)

in fewer trials.

lens A structure behind the iris of the eye

which is involved in changing the focus

of light on the retina. Known as the

crystalline lens.

leptosome Thin, slender, asthenic, ectomor-

phic.

lethargy Inertness, apathy, lack of motivation.

leveling Reduction in the content of a rumor
as it passes from mouth to mouth. The
mentioning of fewer items.

level of aspiration The level of performance
which the individual desires to reach, or

which he feels that he can achieve.

libido According to Freud, sexual energy —
an erotic force motivating behavior.

lie detector Device for recording changes in

respiration, blood pressure, and the elec-

trodermal response while the person is

questioned about some crime or asked to

give associations for relevant and irrele-

vant words.

life goal What one wishes to become; his am-
bition.

life space The individual and his environment

at any moment, as he perceives it. See
topology.

linear perspective Perception of the distance

of objects through an apparent conver-

gence of lines and a decrease in size with

increasing distance.

linguistic Having to do with language.

lobes Main divisions of the human brain, like

the frontal and temporal lobes.

locomotion Moving from one place to another.

In Lewin's topological psychology it also

refers to imagined or anticipated change
and even to change in attitude or change
in status.

longitudinal study A study which follows the

same individual from early to later age

levels. Contrasted with cross-sectional

studies, in which different groups repre-

sent each age level.

loudness The intensity aspect of auditory ex-

perience scaled in decibels.

love A feeling of attachment or affection for

some person or thing, not necessarily sex-

ual.

maladjustment Adjustment that is faulty,

poor, inadequate, abnormal. See adjust-

ment, also abnormal.

mammals .\nimals that carry tlieir young in

the uterus and suckle them after birth.

malingering Feigning sickness or disability.

mand The function of certain words is that of

demanding or requesting something. A
v\ord, phrase, or sentence serving this func-

tion is called by Skinner a mand, from
demand.

mania An e.xceptionally excited state found in

manic-depressive psychosis.

manic-depressive psychosis A grave functional

mental illness characterized by periods of

mania and depression which alternate in

different ways, depending upon the person

afflicted.

manipulation Moving things around, as

with hands or mouth.
manual Pertaining to hands — manual dexter-

ity or skill and manual labor refer to func-

tions performed primarily with the hands.

The manual alphabet used by the deaf and
dumb is a system of signs made with the

hands.

mass activity Overall activity, generalized.

mass media Communication media like news-

papers, magazines, radio, and television.

mass movement A change, or attempted

change in social life that involves many
people. Large numbers of people going in

a new social direction, as in the case of the

Nazi movement in Germany.
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massed learning Learning without interpo-

lated rest periods.

mastery motive The urge to be assertive, to

stand out in the erovvd, to be dominant.

maternal drive The urge to care for the young.

maternal instinct An unlearned stereotyped

pattern of caring for the young which is

found in some animals.

maturation Development depending solely

upon biological conditions which charac-

terize the race, as distinguished from learn-

ing which, although it is somewhat
dependent upon the level of maturation

attained, requires exercise, practice, or ob-

servation of the performance of others.

maze Often used in the study of learning.

Device with a more or less complex path-

way having blind alleys in which the sub-

ject can get lost, or at least expend un-

necessary time and energy.

mean, arithmetical The average score; the

sum of the scores divided by the number
of cases.

meaning The significance of something to the

subject; such as its use, its origin, its asso-

ciation with other things.

mechanical comprehension test Designed to

measure one's familiarity with and under-

standing of mechanical facts and prin-

ciples.

median The middlemost score in a series ar-

ranged in rank order.

median plane That which cuts vertically be-

tween the ears.

medical psychology Methods and procedures

of psychology having applications in the

field of medicine and aspects of medicine

relevant to psychology.

Meissner's corpuscles The so-called "touch

corpuscles " in the skin which are believed

to be receptors for light pressure.

memory Retention of what has been learned.

It is evidenced by later recall or reproduc-

tion, recognition, or relearning with a sav-

ings. Also see biological memory and en-

gram.

memory drum A rotating drum designed to

expose, one unit at a time, and for a con-

trolled intei-val, what is to be memorized.

memory span The maximum number of items

(words, syllables, digits) recalled after a

single presentation, whether auditory (au-

ditory memory span) or visual (visual

memory span )

.

memory trace A term representing the

neural modification inferred to underlie

memory. An engram.

menopause The end of menstrual or reproduc-

tive life.

mental In its original sense, pertaining to the

mind. Now used with reference to the

adjustments of organisms to their environ-

ment, and especially those adjustments

which involve symbolic functions and of

which the individual is aware.

mental age (M.A.) The degree of intelligence

exhibited by an individual in relation to

others of his age group. He is said to have

an M.A. of 8, for example, if he does on

standardized intelligence tests, what the

average child of 8 can do. His actual age

(C.A.) might be greater or less than his

M.A.
mental hygiene Concerned with the preserva-

tion of mental health. Emphasis is given to

child training and to education concerning

normal methods of adjustment.

mental philosophy Branch of philosophy deal-

ing with psychological problems.

mental set An implicit readiness to perceive

some particular thing, like the geologist's

readiness to notice rock formations of

which others are oblivious.

mental tests General term sometimes used for

all psychological tests, and especially for

those measuring intelligence.

mesmerism Early name for hypnosis, as prac-

ticed by Mesmer.
mesomorphy Tendency toward muscularity.

microcephalic A person with an especially

small head, usually at the idiot level of in-

telligence.

mind A general term representing the sum-

total of all intelligent behavior, including

memory, thought, and perception. Often

used as synonymous with conscious expe-

rience.

minimal cues abbreviated aspects of a total

situation, reduced cues, hints.

Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory

(M. M.P.I.) Statements pertaining to as-

pects of personality are placed in one of

three categories; True. False, or Cannot

Saij. Answers are then evaluated in terms

of psychiatric categories.
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Minnesota Paper Formboard A test of mechan-
ical aptitude which requires the subject to

tell which bits go together to make up
each of a series of patterns.

mob A large number of people showing great

excitement and bent on some antisocial act,

such as looting or lynching. Not always

distinguished from crotvd which, however,

is not necessarily so highly excited and
anti-social.

mode In statistics, the most frequent score of

a series.

monetary incentive The inducement to work
for money as a reward.

mongolian Feebleminded person resembling a

mongoloid.

monochromatic light Light tliat is relatively

pure, approximating a single wave length,

e.g., a pure red.

monocular cues Those obtainable with one eye,

as distinguished from binocular cues.

monomaniac Mentally deranged person with a

fixed idea or a "one track mind."
morale Signified by individual or group perse-

verance in performance of the work at

hand. Also a cheerful, or confident, or

satisfied attitude.

mores The group ways, social customs.
moron The highest grade of feebleminded-

ness, represented by an I.Q. ranging from
50 to 70.

motivation The inner control of behavior as

represented by physiological conditions, in-

terests, attitudes, and aspirations.

motive An impulsion or urge to attain some
goal-object (like food when hungry) or

some goal (such as being an engineer).

Similar to drive except that, in the case of

a drive as such, there is no clearly defined

incentive.

motor area The region of the cerebral cortex,

which controls voluntary motor activity.

motor neuron Nerve cell and fiber (efferent)

which carries impulses to the motor organs

( muscles and glands )

.

motor set A muscular readiness to respond.
motor speech area Region, in the left frontal

lobe, which controls speech. Destruction

of this area is followed by motor aphasia.

Otherwise known as Broca's area.

Muller-Lyer illusion A line of a given actual

length is made to appear longer or shorter

by the addition of lines such as enclosing

arrowheads or arrowheads extending out-

ward from its end.

multiple-choice problem The subject is con-

fronted with doors, keys, or other objects

which, at each setting, differ in number and

position. He selects one in each setting

and, if this is correct, it is related to the

others in terms of some principle, such as

the middlemost, the second from the right

end, and so on.

multiple-choice test Any test in which state-

ments or questions are given, each followed

by two or more alternatives from which

the subject must select the most appro-

priate. Thus: Psychology is the scientific

study of: (1) organisms, (2) behavior,

(3) the soul.

multiple personality The same person ex-

presses several personalities. Two person-

alities (dual personality) is exemplified by
Dr. JekyU and Mr. Hyde. Some people

have been known to express as many as

four personalities.

muscle tensions Tightening of muscles; or a

shift in muscle tonus.

myelin sheath The fatty covering of some
nerve fibers. Also called a medullary

sheath.

natural selection theory The idea (Darwin's)

that variation naturally occurs in structure

and behavior and that, in the struggle for

existence, those having the most adaptive

characteristics will survive and reproduce

their kind.

naturalistic observation Observation in the

field without manipulation of the situation

by the experimenter.

needs Requirements for optimal adjustment to

the environment, like the need for food,

water, and so on.

negative conditioning Conditioning in which

the individual learns not to make an ac-

customed response.

negative correlation Correlation of less than

zero, as when one series of paired meas-

urements decreases while the other in-

creases.

negative reinforcement Punishment or reproof,

especially in relation to learning.

negative transfer Habit interference, as when
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learning one skill makes it harder to learn

another.

nerve A bundle of nerve fibers.

nerve fiber Threadlike structure, extending

from the cell body of a neuron, which

transmits the nerve impulse.

nerve impulse A successive release of energy

along a nerve fiber.

nerve net A network of nerve fibers in which

there are no synapses and the impulse

thus goes indiscriminately through all

fibers.

nervous breakdown A blanket term referring

to the onset of a neurosis or psychosis.

nervous system General term referring to all

neural structures and mechanisms.

neural circuits The courses followed by nerve

impulses in transversing various parts of

the nervous system.

neural trace See engram. Also referred to

as a neurogram.

neurasthenia A functional behavior disorder

characterized by abnormal fatigue and

bodily complaints. Means literally, a nerve

weakness. One of the neuroses.

neuron A nerve cell and its fibers.

neurosis A functional behavior disorder which,

while troublesome, is seldom sufficiently

severe to require institutionalization. Also

referred to as a psychoneurosis.

neurotic Pertaining to neurosis. Sometimes

used to designate a person who has a

neurosis. Also, as in neurotic behavior,

behavior involving the symptoms found in

a neurosis.

night blindness Unusually poor visual sensitiv-

ity under low illumination, a result of slow

or absent dark adaptation.

noise Auditory result of aperiodic vibrations.

This term is also used in information theory

and related areas to represent anything

which interferes with transmission of a

message (distortion in the communication

channel) as well as any diverting or con-

fusing element in what is received. An
ambiguous message involves noise in this

sense. In a categorization experiment

where, say, the elements of importance to

the development of a concept are size and

brightness, the irrelevant inclusion of hue

would lead to the designation of hue as

a "noisy attribute."

nonauditory labyrinth The semicircular canals

and vestibule.

nondirective therapy Otherwise known as

"client-centered." It is characterized by

relatively little direction or suggestion from

the therapist. Insight as to the nature of

the problem and its solution is not given

directly by the therapist but must come
from the client himself.

nonsense syllables Three or more letters which

do not make sense, which have little or no

meaning for the subject.

nonspecific projection system This is made up
of collaterals from the ascending nerve

paths. Whereas the specific projection fi-

bers from these paths go on to the thala-

mus and then synapse with fibers going

to the so-called "projection areas" of the

cerebral cortex, the fibers-of the nonspe-

cific system enter the reticular formation,

activating it and alerting the organism.

See ascending paths, reticular formation,

and thalamus.

nonstructured Subject to \arious interpreta-

tions, like ink blots. Structured situations

tend to produce sterotyped outcomes.

nonverbal communication Communication
without words— by gestures, pictures,

the wearing of certain uniforms, and so

on.

nor-adrenalin A secretion of the adrenal

medulla (along with adrenalin) and ap-

parently also of nerv'e-endings in the sym-

pathetic nervous system. According to

Hall (The Functions of tJxe Endocrine

Glands, Saunders, 19.59) this recently dis-

covered hormone is particularly involved

in the maintenance of normal blood-

pressure levels.

norm Having reference to normal in terms of

average.

normal Approximating the average.

normal personality Conceived statistically, as

the average or the most usual. Generally

speaking it is characterized by pursuit of

worth-while goals and the enjoyment of

life.

normal probability curve The SO-called

"chance curve" which is symmetrical

(more or less bell-shaped) with most of

the measurements bunching up near the

middle and the rest tapering off to the two

extremes.
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normative study One which estabhshes norms

such, for example, as the average or

median age at which children stand alone,

walk, say their first word, and so on.

nurturance Parental attention or control.

nymphomania Unusually strong sexual desires

in a woman.

objective approach One that is social, in that

all can confirm the observation for them-

selves; contrasted with subjective.

objective tests Those scored with a prescribed

key— may be machine scored.

observational learning Learning by looking a

situation over and figuring it out. See

insight.

observer Term used by experimental intro-

spectionists to represent the person who
observes and reports on his own experi-

ences— the person who introspects under

these circumstances. Now largely re-

placed by the term subject, which has no

introspective connotations.

obstruction method Testing the persistence of

motivated behavior under conditions

where, in order to reach the incentive, the

organism must submit to an electric shock

or some other impediment.
occipital lobe That at the back of each cere-

bral hemisphere which is concerned pri-

marily with vision and related perceptual

and associative functions.

occupational therapy Attempting to alleviate

mental illness or other disorders by having

the individual engage in interesting work
— use of work for its remedial effects.

Oedipus complex A Freudian term to repre-

sent the sexual attachment of a son for his

mother. This is regarded as usually re-

pressed and disguised in various ways.

Going with this complex, according to

Freud, is jealousy of the father because

he can have intimacies with the mother
that the son is denied. Also see Electro

complex and complex.

old brain The part which preceded the cere-

bral cortex in evolution.

olfaction The sense of smell.

olfactor i urn An odor-free enclosure used for

studying olfactory sensitivity much as a

dark room is used to studv visual scnsiti\'-

ity.

olfactory bulbs The two small bulblike struc-

tures below the frontal lobes and imme-

diately above the olfactory epithelium.

They give rise to the nerve fibers which

mediate olfactory sensitivity.

olfactory epithelium Cells in the upper ends

of the nostrils which contain the receptors

for smell.

onomatopeic words Those which sound like

the object represented, such as bow-wow
for dog. According to those who hold an

onomatopoeic theory of linguistic origins,

our primitive ancestors imitated the sounds

of natural phenomena and used these imi-

tations as symbols representing the

phenomena in question.

ontogenetic study That dealing with develop-

ment in the individual organism. Compare
phylogenetic.

operant Any response that is instrumental in

producing certain consequences— like a

food reward or an electric shock. It, so

to speak, "operates" on the environment.

operant conditioning A type of instrumental

conditioning which involves the modi-

fication of an operant. A response which

the organism emits is reinforced in certain

ways, in accordance with certain sched-

ules, and resulting changes in its rate of

occurrence are studied. The rat's pressing

a lever and the pigeon's pecking a disc are

operants widely used in studies of op-

erant conditioning. The reinforcement is

usually food, although a secondary rein-

forcer (say a click previously associated

with food) may be used.

optic chiosma The partial crossing of optic

nerve fibers.

optic nerve The tract carrying all nerve im-

pulses from the eye to the brain stem.

optic radiation The system of fibers projecting

visual impulses into the occipital lobe.

oral Referring to the mouth.
oral eroticism Pleasure derived from stimu-

lation of the mouth, as in sucking.

ordinal scale One which deals with the rel-

ative position of individuals (rank order)

with respect to some characteristic, such

as first, second, third, fourth. Contrasted

with scales involving physical units (ratio

scales). See ratio scale.

ordinate The vertical (or i^) axis of a graph.

organ of Corti Structure on the basilar mem-
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brane of the inner ear where energy of

sound waves stimulates receptors and in-

itiates nerve impulses.

organic Having to do with the organism, with

structure as opposed to function.

organic sensitivity Sensitivity of organs within

the body cavity, hke the viscera.

organism The entire living creature.

ossicles The three small bones in the middle

ear which amplify and convey soimd vibra-

tions to tlie inner ear.

otoliths Small grains in the labyrinth of the

ear which play a role in perception of

movement and maintenance of equilib-

rium.

outgroup The group to which one does not

belong. Compare with ingroup.

oval window Membranous opening of the

cochlea against which the ossicle known as

the "stirrup" vibrates.

overcompensation More than balancing a de-

ficiency.

overlapping distributions Those falling partly

within the same range.

overlearning Learning more than is necessary

for one correct performance.

overt behavior Observable by others. Social

rather than private. Compare with im-

plicit (covert).

Pacinian corpuscles Specialized end organs in

the skin which are responsive to heavy

pressure.

paired associates Words, syllables, digits, or

other items learned in pairs so that, when

one is given, its associate is recalled.

pancreas A large gland, situated near the

stomach, which secretes gastoic juices and

also contains the islands of Langerhans,

which secrete insulin. See insulin. Only

the latter is an endocrine secretion (hor-

mone) .

paralysis Loss of ability to move some part of

the body.

paranoid Pertaining to a type of mental illness

in which the person has delusions, espe-

cially of reference, such as imagining that

people are doing things to him or saying

things about him.

parasympathetic nervous system The part of

the autonomic system which functions in

opposite relation to the sympathetic sys-

tem,

paresis General paralysis of the insane, an or-

ganic psychosis usually originating in syph-

ilitic infection,

parietal lobe That situated between the fis-

sure of Rolando and the occipital lobe. It

plays a special role in somaesthetic sensi-

tivity,

partist strategy A procedure (in experiments

on concept formation ) which bases in-

ferences on part of the situation rather

than the situation as a whole (upon all

possible available cues). Compare wholist

strategy,

passive learning Learning without the inten-

tion to learn, incidental learning. Also see

latent learning,

pecking order See dominance hierarchy,

pencil-and-paper tests Those requiring written

answers and usually scored with a key.

perceiving Discriminating, differentiating, ob-

serving, grasping the meaning of things,

percentile The rank position of an individual

in a serial array of data stated in terms of

what percentage of the group he equals or

exceeds,

perception The process of perceiving.

perceptual constancy The tendency of aspects

of our world to be perceived as constant

(in brightness, color, size, etc.) despite a

certain degree of change in their stimulus

characteristics,

perceptual-motor habit Any skill involving

overt reactions based upon perceptual

cues. See sensorimotor,

performance tests Those requiring litde or no

verbal instruction or verbal response by

the subject.

periodic vibration The oscillations come in

definite cycles and give rise to tonal expe-

riences, as distinguished from aperiodic

vibrations, which give rise to noise,

peripheral adjustments Those of the sense or-

gans and muscles,

peripheral-central theory Concept of thinking

which supposes that it involves an inter-

play between peripheral (sensory and

motor processes) and central (i.e., brain)

processes,

peripheral nervous system The spinal and cra-

nial nerves, including the autonomic sys-

tem. The nervous system which connects
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the brain and spinal cord with the recep-

tors and effectors.

peripheral retina That outside of the foveal

region.

peripheral vision In the periphery, out of the

"comer of the eye."

permissive attitude One which avoids direct

or implied criticism of what another says

or does. The attitude ideally assumed by
a psychological counselor in listening to

his client's recounting of experiences, even

those which might bring censure from

parents, teachers, or others in an author-

itarian position. This does not mean, how-
e\er, that the counselor approves of the

conduct in question.

perseveration The continuance of a process

after the stimulus has been removed, like

the rimning of a tune through the head.

persona The mask worn by an actor in ancient

times to indicate his role— possible origin

of the term "personality."

personal equation A term used in the early

days of reaction-time studies to represent a

difference in the rapidity of response of

equally competent observers, as when
astronomers differed in their reporting of

the exact moment a star crossed a line as

\iewed in the telescope. See reaction time.

personal motives Those which originate in

unique individual experience as contrasted

with those that are inborn (the physiolog-

ical) and those common to members of a

particular culture (the coenotropes)

.

personal-social motives Those that are indi-

vidual (rather than universal or widely

prevalent) yet, in their origin and expres-

sion, dependent upon cultural and other

social influences.

personality The most characteristic integra-

tion of an individual's structures, modes of

behavior, interests, attitudes, capacities,

abilities, and aptitudes— the whole per-

son as others see him.
personality profile A graph which shows the

scores (or percentiles) made by the indi-

vidual on a series of personality tests or

inventories.

perversion Acts that are unnatural, not accept-

able to the group.

phase In audition, two or more sound waves
are said to be in phase if they go through

the same cyclical fluctuation in unison, as.

for example, when their crests or troughs

coincide.

phenomena Any obser\'able objects or events.

A phenomenon, as used in psychology,

means no more than something observ-

able.

phenomenology Systematic study of immedi-

ate experience, or of the world as it ap-

pears to the observer. Contrasted with an

analytic approach like that of Wundt and

his followers.

phenylpyruvic feeblemindedness An enzyme
necessary for the oxidizing of a substance

in protein known as phenylalanine is

missing. Consequently, phenylpyruvic

acid accumulates in the tissues and in-

terferes with normal fimctioning of the

brain.

philosophy General discipline concerned with

the ultimate nature of the world and of

man.

phi-phenomenon Apparent movement, as in

motion pictures and certain electric signs.

phobias Apparently unreasonable fears, as

when one fears a mouse, fears that he may
be buried alive, or fears to stand on a high

place.

phonemes The distmguishable vocalizations

out of which speech develops— the sepa-

rate vowel sounds are phonemes and also

the separate sounds in consonants. The
sounds which make up the International

Phonetic Alphabet.

photochemical reaction One involving chemi-

cal reactions initiated by light, as in a pho-

tographic film and in the retina.

phrenology The attempt to discern character

and other aspects of personality from

"bumps" on the cranium.

phylogenetic psychology That which studies

development of psychological processes in

organisms ranging from the lowest to the

highest. It is thus concerned with psycho-

logical evolution. Compare with ontoge-

netic psychology.

physiognomy The attempt to discern person-

ality traits, including character and apti-

tudes, from such facial conformations as

the shape of the nose and the set of the

jaw.

physiological cues Those, in space perception,

which come from biological makeup, like
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the distance between the eyes and accom-

modation of the lens.

physiological drives Impulsions which stem

from the biological needs of the organism,

like the need for food and for sleep.

physiological limit This, with reference to

learning, is the maximum proficiency at-

tainable in view of the individual's makeup
(the maximum speed at which he can

work) and the nature of the situation (the

maximum number of correct responses

possible)

.

physiological needs Those determined by our

biological makeup.
pitch The qualitative aspect of sounds in

terms of which they may be described as

high or low.

pituitary gland A structure at the lower end

of the hypothalamus which has extremely

important endocrine functions. Secretions

from the posterior lobe of this gland have

certain metabolic functions which are as

yet far from clear. Its anterior lobe se-

cretes hormones which play a role in

sexual and general bodily development

(giving rise to dwarfism if insufficient and

to giantism if excessive) . The anterior lobe

also secretes hormones which play a key

role in metabolic processes. Among these

is ACTH. Prolactin, important in moti-

vating maternal behavior in animals, is

likewise secreted by the anterior pituitary.

The pituitary is generally regarded as the

pacemaker of the whole endocrine sys-

tem.

place learning Learning a place— i.e., where
food is located, where to escape. Com-
pare response learning.

place theory of pitch The theory that the

pitch of a sound is determined by the

place in the basilar membrane maximally

activated by a sound wave of a particular

frequency.

placebo Literally, something to please. A
pill of no medicinal value given to a pa-

tient to please him, to make him think

that he is taking medicine. LTsed in dnig

experiments to prevent subjects from

knowing whether or not they have been

given the drug. They all think that they

are taking it, because the pills or capsules

look alike, but the control subjects are get-

ting the placebo.

plateau A period of litde or no progress fol-

lowed by further learning.

play therapy Play designed to help the pa-

tient (usually a child) release tensions or

learn adequate adjustments to the

situations which disturb him.

pleasantness A feeling associated with re-

duced tension; objectively manifested by

a tendency to seek further contact with

the instigating objects or situations.

pleasure principle The tendency of organisms

to seek satisfaction of their urges.

plethysmograph Instrument with which

changes in blood supply to a part of the

body, like a limb, are recorded.

pneumograph Instrument placed around the

chest, and sometimes the waist, to record

respiratory changes.

polarized light Light passed through some

medium which makes it vibrate in only

one direction, say verticallv or horizon-

tally.

Polydactyly Having more than five fingers.

polygraph Apparatus for recording several

responses concurrently, as in a lie detec-

tor where changes in respiration, blood

pressure, and the G.S.R. are recorded on

a moving tape.

positive correlation Changes in one variable

are concomitant with and in the same di-

rection as those in the other, as, for

example, in the relation betsveen the level

of intelligence and school grades.

post-hypnotic suggestion After being awak-

ened, the subject follows suggestions given

during hypnosis.

postnatal After birth.

postural changes With reference to emotion;

gross changes in bodily attitudes, like

crouching, running, and striking.

postural set An overall motor readiness to re-

spond, as in the case of a runner on the

mark.

practice As distinguished from training, a

more or less blind trial-and-error attack on

a learning problem.

precocity Development far in advance of that

usually found at a given age.

preconscious Anything which may readily be-

come conscious is said to be in the pre-

conscious. Thus I may become aware of

some obligation at this moment of which

I was oblivious a few moments ago. Dia-
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grammatically pictured by tlie Freudians

as a region between the conscious and the

unconscious.

predisposition Being aheady set (in terms of

heredity or learning) to react in a certain

way. See set.

prejudice Pre-judgment, an attitude or opin-

ion prior to or independent of an examina-

tion of the facts in the case.

prenatal Prior to birth.

preparation stage In creative thinking, gather-

ing, and attempting to integrate, relevant

information.

preperceptive set Attending, as in looking or

listening.

prestige High reputation, great influence,

glamour.

primary mental abilities The abilities dis-

closed by factor analysis to be the basic

components of intelligence. There are

differences of opinion as to the number
and nature of primary abilities.

primary needs Those that are basic, like the

need for food, water, warmth, and so on.

Needs that are inborn, dependent upon the

inherited makeup of the organi.sm. Com-
pare with secondary needs. Also see

drive.

primary reinforcement Satisfaction of physi-

ological needs (or drives) like the need
for food and sleep. See primary needs.

primitive organization A patterning of percep-

tion prior to, or independent of, learning.

principles, in transfer. Formulations of the na-

ture of a problem which then aid in the

solution of other problems involving the

same or similar principles.

private information Subjective, that which
only the experiencing individual can ob-

serve. See introspection.

private attitude One not overtly expressed,

but sometimes indirectly revealed by use

of projective procedures. See projective

methods.

proactive inhibition A type of negative trans-

fer observed in memory experiments and

other learning situations. It occurs when
an item preceding that to be learned in-

terferes with learning of the latter, or its

subsequent recall. Compare with retroac-

tive inhibition. Also see negative transfer.

probability curve. See normal probability

curve.

problem box One with latches, strings, or

other devices which the subject must
manipulate in an appropriate way in order

to get in, or out.

problem solving Adjusting to a situation by
acquiring new modes of response. The
term is used especially to represent learn-

ing in which a certain amount of insight

or reasoning may be displayed, as in learn-

ing a problem box or finding the solution

to a verbal problem.

product-moment correlation Procedure which
yields the coefficient of correlation, or r.

profile A graph which represents the varia-

tion, within the indivickial, from one type

of performance to another as, for example,

his relative rank in each of several skills

or on each of several personality tests.

projecting The act of perceiving one's own
characteristics in another or, in fantasy,

interpreting situations as though one is

part of them and that they reflect one's

own situation, problems of adjustment,

and so on. Akso see projection.

projection Attributing one's own motives or

thoughts to others as when a cheat sup-

poses that others cheat or that the evU
which he knows exists in himself is dis-

cerned by others.

projection areas of cerebral cortex Those to

which sensory impulses are "projected"

from the thalamus and from which motor

impulses are sent downwards.
projection paths Those carrying nerve im-

pulses up the spinal cord to the thalamus

and subsequently to the projection areas

of the cerebral cortex. See above.
projective methods TTiose which require the

subject to interpret situations susceptible

to many different interpretations, or to

different perceptual organizations. The
person's interpretation (of ink blots, pic-

tures, etc. ) is then taken as a projection of

his personality structure.

prolactin Hormone from the anterior pitui-

tary gland which stimulates milk secretion

and contributes in other ways to maternal

beha\ior.

proprioception The type of sensitivity medi-

ated by receptors (proprioceptors) in

those organs which, through their own
activity, stimulate themselves. The two

proprioceptive senses are the static and
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kinesthetic. Proprioception is one impor-

tant basis for feedback within the organ-

ism. See kinesthesis, static sense, and

feedback.

protective reflex Withdrawal in response to

painful stimulation.

pseudo-affective Merely simulating reactions

indicative of feeling or emotion. Sham
emotion.

pseudophone Instrument with which sound

stimulation of the ears is reversed, sounds

normally going to the left ear now going

to the right, and vice versa.

pseudopsychology False or fictitious psychol-

ogy, ps>'chological quackery.

psyche Ancient Greek word for the soul or

what, today, we call the mind.

psychiatrist A medical doctor who special-

izes in mental (or behavior) disorders.

psychiatry Branch of medicine concerned

with mental (behavior) disorders.

psychoanalysis A psychotherapy which typi-

cally involves reverie and the analysis of

dreams. The patient's difficulties are inter-

preted for him by the analyst and he is

advised what to do to alleviate them.

The data made available through psy-

choanalytic procedure are usually inter-

preted in accordance with psychoanalytic

theory. The original theory, that of Freud,

placed great emphasis upon repressed

(subconscious) sexuality. There are now
several schools of psychoanalysis, some of

which differ from Freud's in placing con-

siderably less emphasis upon sexual mo-

tivation. Some of these emphasize the

social as well as the biological bases of

human motivation.

psychoanalyst One who is qualified to use

psychoanalytical procedures in dealing

with behavior disorders.

psychodrama Having mental patients act out

(dramatize) situations relevant to their

difficulties.

psychogalvanic response A change in elec-

trical resistance in the skin which results,

among other things, from sweat gland

activity elicited by emotion-provoking

stimuli. Otherwise referred to as the

galvanic skin reflex (GSR) or the elec-

trodermal response. One of the responses

involved in lie detection.

pyschogalvanometer Device for recording the

psychogalvanic response.

psychograph Another name for a psycho-

logical profile. It is a graph which repre-

sents the degree to which various traits

differ within the individual.

psychological clinic A place to which people

come for help with psychological prob-

lems.

psychological cues In space perception, those

which depend for their interpretation

upon previous experience in comparable

situations.

psychological environment That to which the

person responds in terms of its meaning

for him.

psychology The science of behavior, or of the

adjustments of organisms to their environ-

ment. The study of mental life in its most

inclusive sense.

psychomotor tests Those which, while based

upon other psychological processes (sen-

sory, perceptual ) , call for a motor reaction

such as pressing a key, holding a stylus

as steady as possible, or manipulating con-

trols.

psychoneurosis One of the milder behavior

disorders otherwise known as a neurosis.

See neurosis.

psychopathic personality A character disorder.

The individual with this type of disorder,

referred to as a psychopath, is defecti\e

in that he fails to observe the rules which

govern conduct in his society. He has

failed to develop a normal superego. He
may steal, lie, murder, and commit otlier

offenses without the qualms of conscience

which other people would have under

such circumstances. See superego and con-

science.

psychophysical methods Those used in psy-

choph>'sics as defined below.

psychophysics Quantitative measurement oi

the relation between experienced aspects

of stimulation (brightness, loudness, etc.)

and the characteristics of the stimulus,

usually its intensity.

psychosis The most serious type of mental dis-

order. It is known, legally, as insanity and

it usually requires treatment in a mental

hospital. The person is said to be psy-

chotic.

psychosomatic medicine That branch con-
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cerned with physical disorders (like some
allergies, high blood pressure, and ul-

cers) which originate in, or are aggravated

by, emotional difficulties.

psychosurgery Brain surgery carried out to

alleviate mental illness, as in the case of

prefrontal lobotomy.
psychotherapy Any procedure designed to al-

leviate behavior disorders (mental illness,

adjustment problems) by psychologi-

cal means— suggestion, psychoanalysis,

counseling interviews, play therapy, and
so on.

psychotic Deriving from a psychosis; the

person who has a psychosis; an idea like

the illogical (or insane) conclusion that

people are putting ground glass in the

food, or that the patient is God.
puberty The time at which menstruation be-

gins in girls and seminal emission in boys.

The onset of adolescence.

puberty praecox Puberty at an unusually early

age.

pugnacity Wanting to fight, quarrelsomeness,

aggressiveness intended to injure others.

punishment Any form of stimulation imposed
upon the individual which he finds dis-

tasteful, or which he normally tries to

avoid.

pupil Opening in the iris through which
light enters the eye.

pupillary response Contiaction or dilation of

the pupil, as when light strikes the eye

or is withdrawn.

pyknic physique Rotund, endomorphic body
build.

qualitative Having to do with the estimation

of qualities — like good, reliable, dishon-

est. Contrasted with measurement that is

quantitative. See quantitative.

quality A term sometimes used to represent

the most distinguishable aspects of experi-

ence— sour, blue, middle C, and so on.

These are called "qualitative" aspects of

experience or merely "qualities." This con-

trasts them with the intensive or "quanti-

tative" aspects, such as the sourness of

what is sour, the brightness of blue, the

loudness of middle C.

quantify To deal with something in terms

of measurable quantities, such as amount,

extent, duration.

quantitative Having to do with measurable

quantities. Psychophysics is quantitative

in that it deals with measurable stimuli

and measurable responses. Compare quali-

tative.

quantitative ability Ability to deal with num-
bers as in solving mathematical problems.

Distinguished, in some tests, from so-called

verbal ability, where there is facility with

words and related concepts.

r The coefficient of correlation.

racial history The history of one's race. As

we have used the term, our human in-

heritance and its evolution.

radiant energy That transmitted by radiation,

such as in light and heat.

rage An intense degree of anger, often giv-

ing rise to aggressive behavior.

range The difference between the highest and

lowest scores in a series.

range of hearing The number of double vibra-

tions between the lowest (about 20 in

man) and the highest (about 20,000)

that can be heard. Roughly 20,000 cycles

in man.
rank difference correlation (Rho) Correlation

between two series of paired measure-

ments each ranked according to magni-

tude.

rate of manipulation test One in which the

individual turns over small circular blocks

as quickly as possible and in a particular

sequence.

rate of response Its frequency (how often it

occurs) per unit of time. Studies of oper-

ant conditioning are especially concerned

with changes in response rate.

rating Representing the degree to which

some b"ait is present as judged from

observation, like judging whether a child's

play is very constructive, moderately con-

structive, or lacking in constructiveness.

ratio scale One that uses physical units, so

that we can say, for example, that one

person is two times as quick as another,

only one-half as strong, or one-tenth

heavier. Compare interval scale and
ordinal scale.

rational elaboration of ideas Evaluating infer-
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ences mentally before accepting or reject-

ing them.

rationalizing Finding what are apparently

good reasons for actions. Making what is

irrational appear to be rational. Excusing

one's actions on irrational grounds. See

also sour grapes reaction.

reaction Any movement resulting from stimu-

lation.

reaction mechanisms The structures of the

body (sensory, neural, and motor) which

underlie response to the environment.

reaction time Speed of reaction.

reality principle The demands of the id (pleas-

ure principle) are adapted to actualities

in the physical and social environment.

reality testing A term used by Freud to re-

fer to the exploratory or probing be-

havior which informs the individual of the

consequences of commerce with the en-

vironment. Basic to development of the

ego.

reasoning Solving some problem implicitly,

using symbols to represent objects or situ-

ations. Thinking one's way through the

problem rather than making an overt at-

tack upon it.

recall Revival of past experience.

recapitulation theory The theory that each

individual, during his early development,

recapitulates (repeats) certain stages

through which his race passed in its

evolution from lower forms of animal life.

The human embryo, for example, has

gill slits at one stage and a tail at another.

It has also been claimed, without ade-

quate foundation, that the monkey-like

antics of young children are attributable

to the fact that human beings passed

through an ape-like period in their evolu-

tion .

receptor Specialized end organ which re-

ceives stimulation. The receptors of the

eye, for example, are the rods and cones.

receptor-effector system The system which
connects receptors and effectors, which

of course includes the central ner\'ous sys-

tem.

receptor set The readiness of a sense organ,

like the eye or ear, to receive stimulation,

as in turning the head or eyes in a par-

ticular direction to see or hear something.

recessive gene One which plays a noticeable

part in the development of an organism

only when paired with one like itself (i.e.,

not dominant)

.

recitation As a learning procedure: trying to

recall what one is memorizing, as opposed

to merely reading it repeatedly.

recognition Perceiving something as having

been experienced before, as being familiar.

rectilinear In a straight line.

redintegration Recalling a whole experience,

or making an appropriate reaction, in terms

of some fraction of the original circum-

stances.

reduced cues Weaker, or less evident, or only

a fraction of former stimulating circum-

stances. Minimal cues.

redundancy In ordinary usage, this means

more words than are necessary to convey

a message (mere verbiage). Information

theorists, however, use it in a somewhat
different sense. For them, u after 17 is

redundant in English because it is almost

certain that, given q, the next letter will

be II. Likewise, yours after sincerely is re-

dundant because, with sincerely given,

yours adds nothing to the message.

re-education The recovery of lost functions

through special training; replacement of

inadequate modes of adjustment with

newly acquired habits.

reflectance The property, possessed in dif-

ferent degrees by various surfaces, of

throwing light waves back (reflecting in-

stead of absorbing them). See absorption

curve.

reflex An initially unlearned response of a

particular part of the body, like the knee

jerk to a blow on the patellar tendon, or

the contraction of the pupil in response

to light.

reflex arc The essential neural mechanism
involved in a reflex, i.e., the sensory, motor,

and association neurons which provide a

link between the stimulus and the re-

sponse.

reflex circle A t\'pe of feedback which occurs

when contraction of a muscle, through

stimulation of kinesthetic receptors in

that muscle, provides stimulation for a

further contraction. Believed to play a

part in babbling and the grasping reflex.

refractory period That (immediately following

stimulation) during which a neuron is in-
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capable of further excitation. This is

the absolute refractory period. The rela-

tive refractory period is that, after the ab-

solute, during which only a stronger than

normal stimulus can excite the neuron.
regression Going back to an earlier, and usu-

ally less adequate, mode of response.

reinforcement Reduction (or satisfaction) of

a drive; reward; used by Pavlov to refer

to the following of the conditioned by
the unconditioned stimulus, as in the case

of food coming after the bell. See
negative reinforcement, primary reinforce-

ment, secondary reinforcement, verbal rein-

forcement, and schedules of reinforcement.

Reissner's membrane Wall between the vestib-

ular and the cochlear canal of the inner

ear.

relative movement, in distance perception. Ob-
jects that move rapidly in the opposite

direction are judged to be nearer than

those which move more slowly, or seem
to move with the observer.

relearning Attempting to regain a skill that

has been partially or wholly lost. The
savings involved in relearning, as com-
pared with original learning, give an index

of the degree of retention.

reliability of tests Their dependability as

measuring instruments. This is indicated,

among other things, by a high correlation

between scores on a test and on a retest

of the same individuals.

reliability coefficient An index of the con-

sistency with which a test measures.

Often based upon the correlation between
scores obtained on the initial test and a

retest (test-retest reliability). Also obtained

to discover the consistency of ratings, as

between two or more obsei-vers. See re-

liability of tests.

reminiscence Improved recall of incom-

pletely learned material after an inter\'al,

as when the subject recalls 80 per cent of

a list of words at the end of practice and
85 per cent after a short interval.

repression Putting unpleasant things "out of

mind" or into "the unconscious."

reproducing Performing something that one
has learned, like a tiick, a poem, or a

picture that is redrawn.
reproof As a factor in learning. Scolding or

criticism.

research Critical investigation as in the pur-

suit of knowledge. The basic method
used in the increase of scientific-knowledge

or scientific understanding.

respiratory changes Those invohed in breath-

ing.

response An action such as doing or saying

something, commonly involving the action

ot a muscle or a gland.

response learning Learning to make certain

mo\ements as such, contrasted with learn-

ing to find a certain place, or follow a

certain principle.

response-response (R-R) laws Those dealing

with the correlation of one type of activity

with another — for example, responses

on a test (test score) and performance on

the job (perhaps as rated by a supervisor).

retardation Unusually slow or stunted psycho-

logical development.

retention Holding onto what has been

learned so that it can be utilized later,

as in recall; or, if retention is partial, in

relearning.

reticular formation A network of intricately

interconnected nerve-cell groupings which
runs through the center of the brain stem

from the level of the medulla to the lower

part of the thalamus. It receives impulses

through collaterals of the projection path-

ways (nonspecific projection system)

and also from the upper brain structures,

including the cerebral cortex. Its main

function appears to be that of alerting the

cerebral cortex in readiness for incoming

information. Its lower part has an in-

hibitory influence on certain motor activi-

ties. See nonspecific projection system.

retina The innermost coat of the eye which
contains the rods and cones and is thus

photosensitive.

retinal color zones The regions of the retina

which respond to particular colors, like

the center to red and green and the more
remote region to yellow and blue.

retinal disparity Slight difference between ret-

inal images of an object viewed with,

respectively, the right and the left eye.

retinal image The picture projected onto the

retina by light rays; analogous with the

pictme projected on a photographic

film,

retrograde amnesia Forgetting of things ac-
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tually known before the amnesia-pioclnc-

ing event, like forgetting the identity of

the opposing player in a football game
who was responsible for the blow

that produced the unconsciousness. See

amnesia and compare anterograde amne-

sia.

retroactive inhibition The partial or complete

obliteration of what has been learned

which results from some more recent event

— like an emotional shock or new learning.

reverberating circuits Feedback mechanisms

within the nervous system, as when a

nerve impulse, once started, traverses the

same circuit repeatedly.

reverie A dreamlike state in which one lets

his thoughts wander; a form of free asso-

ciation. Differentiated from daydream-
ing in that the associations have no recog-

nized goal.

revolving drum Device which records an ani-

mal's running activity in terms of revolu-

tions of the drum.
reward training Reinforcing a response (op-

erant) so that it occurs more frequently.

See operant conditioning.

rewards Incentives, positive reinforcements.

See also drive reduction.

reversible configuration A picture perceived

now as one thing, then as another, as in

the case of the pictme seen both as a vase

and as two facing profiles.

rho (fi) The coefficient of rank difference cor-

relation.

rivalry Competition between individuals, or

groups, or processes. See retinal rivalry.

rods Rod-like retinal sti'uctures containing

visual purple and serving to mediate achro-

matic vision.

role The part played or the function per-

formed by a person in a particular group

situation, like the role of teacher, presi-

dent, secretary.

role playing The acting out of certain roles in

simulated situations, as when a person

being trained for a foreman's role in

industry acts the part of foreman with

others playing the part of workers.

Rorschach test A series of inkblots used as

a projective personality test.

round window Round, membrane-covered,

separation of the middle ear from the tym-

panic canal of the cochlea; located just

below the oval window.
Ruffinlan cylinders Structures in the skin

which were once thought to mediate sen-

sitivity to warmth but whose actual func-

tion is unknown.
rumor Any unverified report or account of an

event that circulates freely by word of

mouth.

saccule A small sac-like structure making up
part of the \estibule of the non-auditory

labyrinth.

sadist One who gets pleasure out of hurting

others.

salivary response Secretion of saliva by the

parotid and other glands of the mouth.

saturation, color The degree to which color

of a given hue is present, i.e., different

from gray of the same brightness level.

A highly saturated red, for example, is very

red and a poorly saturated red only

barely distinguishable from gray.

satyriasis Exceptionally strong sex drive in

men

.

savings method Estimating the degree of re-

tention in terms of the reduction in time

or trials to relearn as compared with those

required in original learning.

scapegoating The process of finding a per-

son or group (scapegoat) on which to

blame some real or imaginary wrong.

Finding a substitute object for one's ag-

gressive tendencies, as when the man who
is angry with his wife "takes it out" on

his children, or employees. Also see dis-

placement.

scattergram A graph which illustrates the ex-

tent to which two series of paired measure-

ments are correlated.

science The systematic, impersonal, search

for verifiable knowledge.

scientific method That which has the char-

acteristics cited for science.

schedule of reinforcement Scheme in accord-

ance with which an operant will be rein-

forced. Thus, in a lever-pressing sitiiation,

every displacement of the lever may bring

a pellet of food (continuous schedule);

the pellet may come every five seconds,

regardless of how many displacements

occur earlier (fixed interval schedule);
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the pellet may come at every tenth dis-

placement {fixed ratio schedule); or the

pellet may come in accordance with a

\'arying interval or varying ratio (varia-

hJe interval or variable ratio schedule).

See reinforcement.

schizophrenia Literally, a splitting of the

mind, or of personality. A form of men-

tal illness characterized by extreme with-

drawal from reality. Since it invokes

marked mental deterioration (dementia)

and often appears relatively early in life

(adolescence or early adulthood) it has

also been gi\en the name dementia prae-

cox.

sclerotic coat The outermost covering of the

eyeball.

secondary needs Those not related to physio-

logical makeup; for example, the need for

an auto, a fashionable dress, etc.

secondary reinforcement Reinforcement through

something which, while it does not satisfy

a need directly, has been associated with

such satisfaction. Thus a sound associated

with food (primary reinforcement) may
come to have reward value in itself — to

serve as a secondary reinforcer.

secondary sex characters Aspects of the

body which differentiate the sexes but

which have no direct sexual functions,

such as body build, voice, distrib\ition of

hair.

second-order conditioning The use of a con-

ditioned stimulus as the basis for further

conditioning, i.e., as secondary reinforce-

ment.

seizures Spasms or convulsions of all or part

of the body.

self The individual (the I) as represented in

his own awareness, and in the setting of

those things with which he identifies. The
ego and its involvements.

self-assertion The motive to dominate, to mas-

ter, or to stand out in comparison with

others.

self-consciousness Awareness of self, espe-

cially in social relations, where such

awareness may have embarrassing effects.

self-excitation Stimulation of an organ by its

own activity, as in the case of muscular

contractions producing stimuli which cause

the muscle to contract again. See also

reverberating circuits and feedback.

self-repudiation Disparagement of the in-

dividual by himself.

selves Actions at different times suggest that

different personality integrations exist

within the same individual, as in the dual

selves (or personalities) of Dr. Jekyll and

Mr. Hyde. The normal person, since he

reacts differently in different situations, is

sometimes said to have a "social self;" a

"religious self." a "fraternity self," and so

on.

semantics The study of word meanings.

semantic difFerentiol An index used in an at-

tempt to quantify word meanings. It is

based upon the rating of words in terms

of such dimensions as good-bad, active-

passive, and so on. What one gets, fi-

nally, is a profile which represents a

word's rating on each dimension. Profiles

for different words can then be com-

pared.

semicircular canals The three canals of the

inner ear which mediate sensitivity to ro-

tation.

senescence Old age. The aged are referred

to as senescent.

senile psychosis A mental illness associated

with, but not a necessary concomitant of,

old age. It may take many forms, includ-

ing mania and depression.

sensation Theoretically an irreducible sensory

experience such as might exist the first

time a particular receptor is stimulated —
i.e., a receptor process as such, devoid of

meaning.

sense organ One, like the eye or ear, which

contains receptors.

sensitivity Susceptibility to stimulation.

sensorimotor Designation of any behavior that

is considered in terms of its afferent (sen-

sory) and efferent (motor) compo-

nents. Any overt act initiated by receptor

processes is sensorimotor. Also see per-

ceptual-motor habit.

sensorium A term sometimes used to repre-

sent the sensory structures and functions

of the cerebral cortex. The sensory cor-

tex.

sensory adaptation Adaptation of some sen-

sory function, as in dark adaptation,

where objects not observed at first, gradu-

ally become visible. See adaptation.
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sensory habits Those learned as aspects of

sensory discrimination.

sensory neuron One connected with a recep-

tor and responsive to sensory stimulation;

otherwise known as an afferent neuron.

serendipity Accidental discovery. Finding

one thing while looking for something

else, as in the discovery of penicillin

by Sir Alexander Fleming.

serial learning Learning a sequence of respon-

ses, where one response sets the stage, as

it were, for the elicitation of the next in

the series. Examples are running a maze

or reciting a poem.
set A readiness to perceive or to respond in

some way; an attitude which facilitates,

or predetermines, some outcome. See

instructional set.

shaping behavior Molding an organism's re-

sponses, as in experiments involving suc-

cessive approximation, where each further

approximation to a desired response

(like pecking a disk) is reinforced. The
same term is sometimes applied to so-

called "brain-washing." See successive

approximation and brain-washing.

sharpening A term used in discvissing rumor.

It represents the tendency to distort a

story so that, while overall details drop

out (leveling) certain others are brought

into prominence, making the story more
pointed. Thus, if the person involved in

the rumor is disliked, the teller is likely to

emphasize derogatory details. See as-

similation, leveling, and rumor.

shock therapy The production of therapeutic

convulsions by passing an electric current

through the patient's head or by in-

jecting him with large doses of insulin or

convulsive drugs. Used in the alleviation

of certain mental illnesses.

Sigma (a or S.D.) The standard deviation of

a distribution. In a normal distribution,

68 per cent of all cases fall between plus

and minus one sigma.

skeletal muscles Those on the outer body

which, when stimulated, move parts of

the skeleton, like an arm or leg.

skewecJ distribution A frequency distribution

in which measurements are much
more frequent toward either end than

toward the middle. Compare normal

curve.

skill Proficiency developed tlirough learning.

May be motor (as in riding a bicycle),

verbal ( as in reciting ) , and both ( as in

typing).

social behavior That which is influenced by

or influences the behavior of others; be-

havior involving interaction of individuals

or groups.

social climate Used in various ways to repre-

sent such features of group activity as

overall morale, feeling of togetherness or

its lack, the general psychological atmos-

phere that prevails. Different social cli-

mates were produced in studies of small

groups subjected to democratic, authori-

tarian, and laissez-faire leadership. The

term is sometimes used as synonymous

with cultural or social environment. See

social environment.

social conditioning Learning in a social con-

text.

social environment That involving influences

from others. These do not, however, need

to be present in person. They may influ-

ence us through what they have written

or recorded in some other way. See so-

cial field.

social facilitation This is said to have occurred

whene\er the indi\idual in a group sit-

uation exceeds the performance le\'el

characteristically present when he works

alone. It does not necessarily mean that

he is more efficient in the group situation,

for he may have an increased output but

make more mistakes.

social field Sometimes used as synonymous

with social environment. However, Lewin

and his followers have given it a special

meaning, which was involved in our dis-

cussion of social field analysis. This mean-

ing broadens the term to include not only

others present at the time, but also those

symbolically present— like parents or

teachers who, though absent, exert an in-

fluence as, for example, when one thinks

of what they might expect him to do under

the circumstances. The "great cloud of

witnesses" with which the writer of

Hebrews (12:1) felt himself surrounded

(the prophets, Christ) was, in this sense,

part of his social field.

social heritage What has been transmitted to
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us from earlier generations, but through

social rather than biological avenues.

social intelligence The ability to get along well

in social situations.

social interaction The interplay between indi-

viduals or groups; social behavior.

social maturity The degree to which the in-

dividual has attained independence of

parental and other adult ministrations.

social motives Those originating in what one
learns from others.

social movement See mass movement.
socialization Learning to conform to group

ways; acquiring a specific culture.

socio-cultural influences Social influences de-

rived from, or dictated by, the culture.

sociogram A graphic representation of the re-

sults obtained with a sociometric question-

naire.

sociometric questionnaire One dealing with in-

terpersonal relations. For example, the

person tells with whom he would most like

to carry out certain activities and with

whom he would least like to carry them
out.

sojiometry See sociometric questionnaire.

somaesthetic Pertaining to body feeling, or to

sensitivity originating in the skin, muscles

and body cavity.

somatic Pertaining to the body.
somatotonia Temperament characterized by

marked vigor, directness of manner, com-
petitiveness, need for action.

somatotypes Types (or dimensions) of phy-

sique according to Sheldon's system in

which the somatotype 1-1-7, for example,

is low in the endomorphic, low in the meso-

morphic, and high in the ectomorphic

dimension.

soul The psyche of the Greeks. Originally an

ethereal presence manifested in behavior

and experience and synonymous with

what was later called n}ind; in its later

(religious) meaning, the disembodied

spirit. Also closely related to our present-

day concept of the self.

sound v/aves Air vibrations which, when they

activate auditory receptors, give rise to

tones and noises.

sour grapes reaction A form of rationalization

in which the individual expresses satisfac-

tion that he did not do what he really

wanted to do, or that the things he really

wants are not worth the getting.

space perception Perceiving or otherwise re-

acting to the size, distance, or depth as-

pects of the environment.
spatial maze A labyrinth (the most common

type of maze) in which different turns oc-

cur at different places; contrasted with a

temporal maze, where different turns are

made in only one place— the bifurcation

at the end of the central alley.

specific hunger Hunger for such specific food-

stuffs as fat, protein, or salt.

spectrum The spread of colors perceived when
white light is passed through a prism. It

has red at one end and violet at the other.

speech Verbal language, as represented in

talking and in writing. A form of commu-
nication.

sphygmomanometer Instrument such as the

doctor uses for finding blood pressure,

which is part of a lie detector, and which
is used for studying blood-pressure

changes in feeling and emotion.

spinal cord The part of the central nervous

system which runs up the spine as far as

the medulla.

spontaneous movement Movement without

apparent stimulation. Behavior "emitted"

by the organism. See emitted response.

spontaneous recovery Return of a conditioned

response after apparent extinction.

standard deviation (S.D.) A statistical index

of the variability within a frequency

distribution. Also known as sigma.

standard error of a difference A statistical in-

dex of the probability that a difference

between the means of two samples is a

true difference, i.e., greater than zero.

standard error of a mean A statistical index

representing the probability that a sample
mean is truly representative of the true

mean; i.e., that of the total population from

which the sample was drawn.
standardization of tests Developing definite

procedures and methods of scoring and
evaluating tests.

Stanford-Binet test A widely used individual

verbal test of intelligence— an American
revision (Terman and Merrill at Stanford

University) of the Binet-Simon test.

star In sociometry, the person chosen by all

(or most) of the group. Compare isolate.
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startle pattern The overall and partially un-

leanied bodily reaction immediately fol-

lowing onset of sudden stimulation, like a

pistol shot.

static sense That involved in maintaining equi-

librium through stimulation of non-audi-

tory receptors of the inner ear.

statistics Mathematical procedures for analyz-

ing and interpreting groups of measure-

ments.

status One's standing in the group. Also see

prestige.

status symbol Something that indicates a

person's status. An expensive car is, for

example, taken by many as a status sym-

bol. Low status may be symbolized by

such things as wearing shabby clothing

and carrying a lunch box to work.

stereophonic effects Artificial reproduction of

sounds, and presentation of these to the

two ears, so that they simulate the spatial

aspects of the sounds of everyday life, as

in cinerama and other specialized types of

motion picture projection, as well as

stereophonic records.

stereoscope Instrument with which tridimen-

sional effects are produced by stimulating

each eye with a picture representing what
it would see under normal binocular condi-

tions.

stereotyped behavior That which follows sub-

stantially the same pattern whenever elic-

ited.

stimulus Any factor inside or outside of the

organism, but external to the living cell

groups under consideration, which initiates

acti\ity of some kind.

stimulus generalization When a response has

been conditioned to a particular stimulus,

say a tone of 256 cycles, or vibration on a

particular part of the skin, it is also elicited

by other somewhat similar stimuli.

stirrup Small stirrup-shaped ossicle of the in-

ner ear, attached to the oval window.
strategy The procedure adopted in an effort

to achieve some goal, like the solution of a

problem. See partist strategy, wholist

strategy.

stress Tension or conflict.

stress interview One designed to discover an

individual's ability "to take it." He is

placed on the defensive by, for example,

reflections on his character.

stressor Anything producing stress, bodily or

mental. See general adaptation syndrome

and stress.

stroboscope Device on which a moving pat-

tern seems to stand still, or to reverse its

direction, depending upon the speed of

movement and the rate at which the light

with which it is viewed is flashing on and

off.

structural disorders Those with an organic

basis, like destruction of nerve tissue or

defective glandular functioning. Contrast-

ed with functional disorders, which have

no apparent organic basis.

stylus maze A labyrinth threaded with a pen-

cil or stylus.

subconscious Generally speaking, what is be-

low the level of awareness. As Freudians

use this term, it refers to a hypothetical

region of the mind which serves as a re-

pository of repressed and other experiences

which, while influencing behavior in im-

portant ways, seldom (if ever) comes into

consciousness ( awareness ) . Experiences

which readily come to awareness are said

to be in the preconscious. See precon-

scious. The term unconscious, merely

referring to that of which we are not

aware at the moment, is more widely

used. See unconscious motivation.

subject The organism on which an experiment

is performed and whose responses are the

dependent variables of the experiment.

subjective Known only to the individual him-

self; not directly observable by others;

private. Contrasted with objective, or

socially observable. How a pain feels to

me is subjective, but my cr\-, since others

may witness it, is objective.

sublimation Satisfying a motive indirectly but

in a socially acceptable manner.

subliminal Below the level of awareness, be-

low the threshold of stimulation, as when
an auditory or visual presentation is too

weak to have an effect, or at least an ef-

fect of which the individual is aware.

substitution learning Learning to substitute

one symbol for another as in deciphering

a code.

subvocal speech Talking silenth" to oneself,

as in thinking with words.

successive approximation method The method

of reinforcing every response (operant)
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which more closely approximates a de-

sired response than the one which just

preceded it. Thus a pigeon may be

rewarded whenever its pecking comes

closer to the disk which the experimenter

wants it to peck. See shaping behavior.

suggestion Something which prompts an in-

dividual to react in an uncritical manner.

Usually of a verbal nature, as in hyp-

notic suggestion. See hypnosis.

superego Internal control (or self-criticism)

derived from parental and other early in-

fluences. See conscience.

surface traits Those personality characteris-

tics which are readily apparent, like an

individual's sociabilit>' or his shyness.

suspensory ligaments Fibrous tissues holding

the lens of the eye in place.

symbolic processes Those which represent, or

can substitute for, aspects of past experi-

ence. Images and words are thus symbolic.

Thought processes are symbolic in that

they involve the implicit manipulation of

external objects, situations, and relation-

ships.

sympathetic nervous system The division of the

autonomic system which plays a predom-

inant role in emotion and which functions

in opposition to the parasympathetic sys-

tem.

synapse The junction where nerve impulses

pass from one neuron to another.

syndrome A group of symptoms which charac-

terize a particular disorder.

syntax The order in which words, phrases,

clauses and so on are put together in the

language. Rules governing sentence con-

struction.

system of psychology A way of ordering the

facts of psychology so that they have mean-

ing in relation to each other. A theoretical

model which embraces as many relevant

facts as possible and serves as a framework

to be filled in as new information is ob-

tained. The various schools of psychology

were designed to systematize psychological

knowledge and point the way for further

research. The newer miniature systems

focus upon particular fields of psychology

(like the field of learning) rather than

attempting to embrace everything psycho-

logical.

systolic blood pressure That correlated with

the contraction (systole) of the heart.

Compare diastolic blood pressure.

T-maze A maze pathway constructed of T-

shaped units. A multiple-T-maze has

several such units.

tabes dorsal is Injury to the dorsal columns of

the spinal cord, ordinarily by syphilis and

resulting in a motor incoordination known
as locomotor ataxia.

tabetic gait A jerky gait associated with ad-

\'anced tabes. Locomotor ataxia. See

above.

tabula rasa Locke's concept of the mind as

analogous, initially, to a blank sheet on

which experience makes its impressions.

tochistoscope Any device which exposes

visual material (pictures, digits, letters,

words, etc. ) for brief controlled time in-

tervals.

tact A term used by Skinner to represent

verbalizations which name, symbolize, or

otherwise represent aspects of the individ-

ual's world. It comes from the idea that

these verbalizations form, so to speak, a

type of "contact with" the things or events

symbolized. Compare mand.

taste Specialized chemical sense whose recep-

tors are in the tongue.

taste buds Receptors for taste stimulation on

the surface of the tongue.

tectorial membrane Structure in the cochlear

canal of the inner ear into which the hair

cells of Corti project.

temperament Such aspects of personality as

joviality, moodiness, tenseness, and activity

level are referred to rather loosely as ex-

pressions of a person's temperament. The

term has an emotional connotation.

temperature senses Those of warmth and cold,

from which heat is perhaps synthesized.

temporal lobes Those of the cerebrum below

the fissure of Sylvius (adjacent to the tem-

ples). They contain auditory and auditory

association areas.

temporal maze One in which the subject is

required to make different turns in the

same place, like two to the right followed

by tvvo to the left. Used in the double

alternation test of reasoning ability.

tension The state of being stretched or under

pressure, as in the case of muscular con-
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traction. Also used to represent experi-

enced strain, as when needs are not sat-

isfied, frustration is present, or one waits to

hear the outcome of some critical event.

test An examination designed to reveal the

relative standing of an individual in the

group with respect to intelligence, person-

abity, aptitude, or achievement.

test battery A group of tests combined for a

particular purpose.

testimony test The subject views a pictured

or actual situation and then tells from

memory what he has witnessed.

testosterone Secretion from the testes impor-

tant for the sexual development and moti-

vation of male organisms. The male sex

hormone.
thalamus Structure between the brain stem

and cerebrum which serves as a switch-

board mechanism to relay sensory im-

pulses to the appropriate regions of the

cerebral cortex and which, in itself, medi-

ates a primitive level of sensitivity and
modifiability. Usually regarded as the

upper part of the brain stem.

thematic apperception test (T.A.T.) One which
requires the subject to make up stories ap-

propriate to a series of pictures and, from
these themes, gives an indication of basic

personality structure.

therapy A procedure designed to cure or alle-

\iate some disorder.

thinking Manipulating aspects of past experi-

ence implicitly, as in recalling (thinking of

something), daydreaming, and reasoning.

In large measure, at least, a form of sub-

vocal speech.

thirst The experience or condition associated

with inadequate intake of liquids.

thought processes See thinking.

threshold In the most general sense, this is the

point at which an experience (or response)

just barely occurs. A more specific term

is absolute threshold. A stimulus of

threshold strength is one which, if it were
weaker, would have no typical effect. A
difference threshold (or threshold differ-

ence) is one just barely perceptible, the

just noticeable difference, or j.n.d. The ter-

minal threshold is the upper limit of sensi-

tivity, the point beyond which further in-

creases in intensity have no typical effect.

By "typical effect" in these definitions is

meant no increment to the sense being
studied. If increasing the intensity of

light stimulation brings pain, that is not

a visual effect, hence not typical for this

kind of stimulation.

thwarting Placing barriers in a person's way so

that he cannot satisfy some motive, or so

that he has unusual difficulty in satisfying

it. Frustrating him.

thyroid gland Endocrine gland situated near

the windpipe. Its secretion (thyroxin)

is important for metabolism. A marked
deficiency in early life may produce the

form of feeblemindedness known as cretin-

ism.

thyroxin The secretion of the thyroid gland,

or a synthesized product of the same. See
thyroid gland

tic A nervous twitch of a muscle or muscle

group,

timbre Sound quality, as in the difference be-

tween a piano and a 'cello playing the same
note. A function of the complexity of

sound waves, i.e., the overtones produced.

token rewards Secondary reinforcers, like

coins or poker chips which can be used to

"purchase primary satisfactions.

tone Periodic sound to which a particular

pitch can be assigned, as compared with

noise, which is aperiodic.

tonic immobility Animal hypnosis, an immo-
bility of the body brought on by some sud-

den emotion-provoking stimulus or by
certain other stimuli which render an or-

ganism motionless.

tools Devices through which the organism ex-

tends the range of its senses, or increases

its strength and dexterity in coping with

its environment.

topological psychology That which considers

the behavior of the individual at any mo-

ment as a function of the attracting and

repelling forces (positive and negative

valences) in his psychological environment

(or life space). See socio! field, valences,

vectors.

tracking behavior Behavior controlled by a

moving target. In compensatory tracking,

one attempts, through compensatory move-

ments, to keep the "target" stationary, as

when the speedometer is kept as close as

possible to 50 miles per hour. Pursuit

tracking is that in which the aim is to keep
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on the target. A gunner trying to hit a

moving object is pursuit tracking.

training This involves observing others who
are skilled in the performance to be

learned and or following instructions.

Compare practice

traits Relatively constant aspects, character-

istics, or dimensions of behavior. Usually

applied to personality and exemplified by
such terms as introversion, dominance,

sociability, persistence and honesty.

tranquilizer Anything which makes a person

more tranquil, quiet, or relaxed. The so-

called "tranquilizers" much in evidence

today are drugs which have the above

as in two-dimensional pictures which have

a tridimensional effect,

tympanic canal The descending canal of the

cochlea at the lower end of which is the

round window.
tympanic membrane The ear drum,

typology The attempt to classify persons into

types— such as in terms of physique,

temperament, and introversion-extraver-

sion.

ultraviolet light That with a wave length

shorter than 400 millimicrons (violet),

hence invisible.

effect. The more potent tranquilizers arew^linconditioned response The original, or inborn

used to relax the mentally ill. Milder tran-

qualizers are often prescribed for release of

tensions in othenvise normal people.

transfer A carry over from one habit to an-

other. This may be positive in effect, as

when learning one thing facilitates the

learning of something else; or its effect

may be negative, as when the first habit

interferes with acquisition of the other.

tremor A limited muscular spasm like the

trembling or qui\ering of the hand.

trial One run through the maze, one reading

of something to be memorized, and so on.

A practice period.

trial-and-error Term used to represent the ap-

parently random, haphazard, hit-or-miss

exploratory activity which often precedes

the acquisition of new adjustments. It may
be overt, as exemplified in a rat's running

here and there in a maze, or implicit, as

when one thinks of this and then that way
of coping with a situation. Contrasted with

planned or insightful behavior.

tridimensional vision That involving discern-

ment of depth or distance. Present artifi-

cially in the stereoscope or in a 3D motion

picture.

tropism An unlearned orienting movement of

the whole organism which causes it to

move toward or away from the stimulus.

Examples are a moth flying into the flame

(positive phototropism) and a cockroach

running toward the dark (negative photo-

tropism).

trompe-l'oeil art That which "fools the eye"

response, like salivation stimulated by food

in the mouth, withdrawal from an injurious

stimulus, or the contraction of the pupil to

light, ordinarily reflex in character.

unconditioned stimulus The stimulus which

arouses an unconditioned response, as de-

fined above.

unconscious Below the level of awareness.

Compare subconscious and preconscious.

unconscious motivation Urges of which the in-

dividual is not aware.

universality The characteristic of being uni-

versal, present in all normal members of the

species. Not a sure criterion of innateness

because all normal members of a culture

may have certain learned responses in com-

mon.

unlearned response One that, rather than

being acquired (i.e., dependent upon the

learning process), is inborn, innate, in-

herited; dependent upon maturation for

its appearance.

USES test battery That used by the United

States Employment Service to screen ap-

plicants for jobs. An aptitude battery.

utricle Part of the vestibule, just below the

semicircular canals. It plays a part in

static sensitivity.

vagus nerve The 10th cranial nerve. Literally,

the "wandering nerve" which constitutes

an important part of the parasympathetic

system. It connects with most of the vis-

cera.
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valences Attracting and repelling "forces" in

the individual's psychological environment.

validation Determination of the validity of

tests (see below), usually with correlation

procedures.

validity A test is said to be valid (or to have

\alidity) when it actually does what it has

been designed to do, such as predict suc-

cess in school or in some vocation or avo-

cation. It is valid to the degree that test

scores correlate with criteria of success.

values, as aspects of personality. Things that

the individual holds as good, worthwhile,

or important. The aspects of life to which

he gives most weight, as in the Allport-

Vemon-Lindzey Study of Values, where
the relative weight given to things eco-

nomic, religious, aesthetic, etc., is dis-

cerned.

variable interval reinforcement See schedule of

reinforcement.

variable ratio reinforcement See schedule of

reinforcement.

variables What we can manipulate or meas-

ure, as in the case of independent and de-

pendent variables in an experiment.

variability The degree to which individuals,

or measurements in a frequency distribu-

tion, differ from the average. The standard

deviation is a measure of variability.

vectors In topological (or vector) psychology,

direction of psychological forces resulting

from the interplay of attracting and repell-

ing factors (positive and negative val-

ences) in an individual's psychological en-

vironment. See topological psychology.

ventral root The location of cell bodies of the

motor (efferent) di\ision of a spinal nerve.

Designated ventral because it is toward the

front (belly) of the organism.

verbal Pertaining to language.

verbal behavior That involving language;

speech, written or spoken.

verbal community The group which sets the

pattern for our verbal behavior and rein-

forces conformity with this pattern.

verbal skills Linguistic habits, as in speaking,

writing, reading, or reciting.

verbalization In relation to problem solving—
figuring out the solution to a problem and

putting it into words, as when the person

saNS, "the solution is to go twice to the

right, then twice to the left."

verification stage In creative thinking— test-

ing out one's invention to see if it really

works.

versatility Facility or ease in accomplishing

a variety of things. A versatile person is

one who can do many things well. The
ability to vary in desirable directions in-

stead of bing stereotyped. Flexibility.

vertebrates Animals with backbones.

vestibule Structure at the base of the semicir-

cular canals which functions especially in

perception of rectilinear motion.

vestibular canal The ascending canal of the

cochlear at the origin of which the oval

window, with adjacent stirrup, is located.

vigilance Alertness, being wide awake, paying

attention.

viscera Organs of the body cavity, like the

stomach, spleen, and intestines.

visceral afferent fibers Those which carry

nerve impulses from the viscera to the cen-

tral nervous system, hence sensory.

visceral reactions Stomach contractions, secre-

tion of adrenin, and other responses of

visceral organs. Visceral reactions underlie

such experiences as nausea and "butter-

flies " in the stomach.

viscerotonia Personality dimension character-

ized by preoccupation with the viscera

(especially the stomach); viz.. unusual en-

joyment of eating.

visible spectrum That region between 400 and

700 millimicrons which is perceived by the

human e> e as a series of hues ranging from

violet to red.

visual accommodation Change in the lens so

as to focus light from sources at different

distances from the eye and thus to form

sharp images on the retina.

visual clifF An apparent, but not actual, drop

off in a situation designed to test the depth

or distance discrimination of infants. They
crawl on a plate of glass the under side of

which is backed with linoleum for a certain

distance. At the "chff" the linoleum is

dropped some distance below the glass, and

most infants refuse to go beyond this point.

visual purple A photochemical substance in

the rods uhich is otherwise kno\\'n as

rhodvpsin.
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vitreous humor The transparent jelly-like sub-

stance between the lens and the retina of

the eye.

vocal cords Membranes in the larynx, vibra-

tions of which produce voiced sounds.

vocal play Vocalization as in babbling.

vocality A characteristic possessed by tones

that sound like vowels.

vocalization Sound made with the vocal

mechanisms; not speech, however, until it

has communicative significance.

vocational guidance Telling the individual, in

terms of his intelligence, aptitudes, in-

terests, etc., as well as job opportunities,

the fields in which he is most likely to

succeed.

vocational interest blank An inventory devised

by Strong which reveals the person's

liking for, dislike for, or indifference to

activities associated with many vocations

and avocations. The pattern of interests

thus revealed is evaluated in terms of the

pattern of interests of people successful

in various vocations.

vocational selection Picking out, in terms of the

requirements of a job, the people best

fitted to do it. Selection of such people is

done with aptitude tests and perhaps other

selection devices, including interviews.

voice As the terni was used in this text, it

referred to any sound made by the vocal

cords. These are voiced sounds. Whispered
sounds are without voice.

volley theory The theory tliat the pitch of

sounds (at least between 1000 and 5000
cycles) is determined by the frequency of

the volleys of nerve impulses reaching the

brain. These volleys are carried by groups

of nerve fibers, not by a single fiber. In-

tensity, according to this theory, is deter-

mined by the number of impulses per

volley. Also see frequency theory of hear-

ing.

voluntary Done with intention, as compared
with involuntary acts, over which the in-

dividual has no control.

wave length The distance between two corre-

sponding positions in a wave, as from
crest to crest.

waxy flexibility Found in some forms of hys-

teria and in catatonic schizophrenia. The
patient's arm, hand, or some other part of

his body can be placed in a certain posi-

tion, and it is held there for what is, at

times, a considerable period. It appears

that he is being molded "like wax."
Weber's law This holds that, whether or not

an increase or decrease in intensity of stim-

ulation is discriminated depends upon the

ratio of the change in stimulus intensity

to the intensity of stimulation existing

prior to the change.

Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS) An
indi\idual test designed for adults. It in-

cludes both verbal and perforaiance items.

(Formerly called the "Wechsler-Bellevue

Scale.")

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC)

Much like the adult scale in content but

graded downward in difficulty and sepa-

rately standardized for use with children.

white matter Found in the outer regions of the

spinal cord and in other areas in the cen-

tral nervous system which appear white.

It gets its name from the prevalence of the

white fatty sheath (myelin) of the nerve

fibers in these areas.

wholist strategy That of proceeding in accord-

ance with an inference, hypothesis, or

principle based upon all available infor-

mation, as in experiments on categorizing

(concept formation) where all relevant

stimuli (possible cues) rather than only

some of them are utilized. Compare
partist strategy.

will power Infened from persistence in fol-

lowing out some line of activity despite

barriers or distracting influences and also

from decisiveness in making difficult

choices.

will to learn The intention to learn.

will to power The mastery, or self-assertive

motive.

word blindness The aphasia (otherwise known
as alexia) in which an individual loses

ability to understand the meaning of writ-

ten words, or in congenital alexia or dys-

lexia is born with a brain condition which
makes learning to read unusually hard.

word deafness Like word blindness except

that the meaning of spoken words is lost.

worry An anxious state characterized by un-
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certainty and unpleasantness. Also see Young-Helmholtz theory of color vision This

anxiety. theory assumes that there are three primary

„ , r^ f .J 1 colors (red, green, and blue) with cones
X-chromosome One or the sex cliromosomes. . n i , , r

„, , , , lU r 1 i_ especially receptive to the wave lengths ot
I he male has only one, the remale two. , ,, ,, . , , ,

each. Yellow is assumed to result irom

Y-chromosome One of the sex chromosomes, simultaneous activation of the "red" and

possessed only by males. "green" cones.
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Statistics

The reader who turns to this appendix

knows how to make a frequency distribution

and plot a frequency distribution curve. He
is also acquainted with certain characteristics of

such curves and with what these reveal about

the distribution of individual differences. Here

we delve a little more deeply into statistics,

showing how to do some simple calculations.

Further use is made of the memory span data.

MEASURES OF CENTRAL
TENDENCY

When we ask, "What is the typical memory
span?", the mode of 6.00, with which we are

already familiar, may be given. More com-

monly, however, either of two other measures

of central tendency is given. Most frequendy,

this is the average or mean.

The mean

Calculation of the mean is illustrated below.

One may either add all scores and divide by

the number, in this case 100, or he may use

grouped data, as illustrated. Here each score

(s) is multiplied by its frequency (/), the sum

(2) of the products is obtained, and this is

divided by the number of cases (N).

Score / /X;
9 1 9

8 4 32

7 24 168
6 36 216
5 28 140

4 6 24
3 1 3

N •"» ^^ =1=-
The mean, as calculated, is 5.92. In an ex-

periment like ours, however, where the sub-

ject could not make a fractional score, it

would be better to regard the mean as 6.00,

the nearest whole number.

The median

The median is, by definition, the middlemost

score, the score on each side of which 50 per

cent of the cases in the distribution fall. Its

calculation is given below. Observe that, in our

distribution, the 50th score from the top or

bottom is assumed to fall within the interval

5.5 and 6.5. Starting at 5.5 we go up 50-35

(or 15) cases to reach the 50th. Since the

interval includes 36 cases, we add 15/36ths to

5.5, which gives the median score as 5.92.

Starting from the other end of the distribu-

tion and subtracting from 6.5, we get the same

result. As in the case of the mean, a median

of 6.00 would be considered most represen-

tative for our data.

Score

9

8

7
6.5

6
5.5

5
4
3

/

11

4

24

36

28^

6[

100

29 cases

35 cases

Mdn = 5.5 +

5.5 +

50 - 35

36

5.5 + .4167 = 5.92

Mdn = 6.5 -
50 -29

36

= 6.5 -
21

36

= 6.5 - .58 = 5.92

In a completely normal distribution the

mode, median, and mean are identical. It

is very rarely, however, that actual measure-
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ments more than approximate a normal distri-

bution. Hence the three measures of central ten-

dency, although often of similar value, are sel-

dom interchangeable.

When a distribution is skewed, the mode,

mean, and median may differ considerably.

Then the investigator has to decide which

measure is most representative. For further

statistical analysis such as we are about to de-

scribe, however, the mean is customarily used.

VARIABILITY

In the text we considered variability only as

it could be presented graphically; that is, as

represented by the spread of the total distribu-

tion. This is essentially the measure of varia-

bility known as the range, which is the dif-

ference between the highest and the lowest

score in the distribution. In statistical analysis,

however, a more accurate measure of variabil-

ity is desirable— one which represents not

merely the spread of the distribution but the

degree to which scores are clustered around

the mean. TTiis measure is known as the

standard deviation of the distribution. It is

referred to as the S.D. or merely as a-(Sigma).

A standard deviation is found, as illus-

trated below, by obtaining the deviation (D)

of each score from the mean, by squaring these

deviations (D-), by adding them (2D-), by

dividing by the number of cases (N) and by

D D2
Deviation Deviation

Score f from Mean Squared p2.

9 1 3.08 9.4864 9.4864

8 4 2.08 4.3264 17.3056

7 24 1.08 1.1664 27.9936

6 36 .08 .0064 .2304

5 28 .92 .8464 23.6992

4 6 1.92 3.6864 22.1184

3 1 2,92 8.5264

2/D2 =

8.5264

100 109.3600

M = 5.92

109.3600 /-

100 ~ ^(T = -\ 1.094

= .045 (approx.)

extracting the square root I Our cal-

° Note that, instead of taking the deviation of

each separate score, we took the deviation of one

score of each magnitude and multiplied it by its

frequency.

culation shows a for the memory span data to

be approximately 1.045, or 1.05.

The standard deviation is represented graph-

ically as a distance along the abscissa (the

score dimension) of the distribution curve. It

is not properly used, however, unless there are

many scores distributed symmetrically. Only

to the degree that our distribution of scores ap-

proximates a normal distribution, are we justi-

fied in speaking of the probable location of

given scores or percentages of scores within a

given range. This is because, when we mark

off 1(T on each side of the mean of a normal

probability curve, 68 per cent of all scores fall

within this range. When we mark off 2(r

on each side of the mean, approximately 95

per cent of the cases fall within these limits.

Plus or minus 3a takes in over 99 per cent of

the cases. It should be clear, then, that if a

is large, the scores are widely scattered from

the mean. If it is very small, however, scores

are piled up, or concentrated closely around

the mean. Thus, if we had found a signif-

icantly smaller o- for women than for

men, we could have concluded that women
are less variable, with respect to memory span,

than men. Comparison of their respective

sigmas could also tell us such things as what

per cent of men exceeded the highest score

made by women.

STANDARD SCORES

When we know the cr of a distribution we
can also place the individual better than by

saying merely that his score is above or be-

low average; or even better than by stating

its percentile position. We can now derive

what is called a standard score. This is ob-

tained by dividing the individual's deviation

from the mean by a. Thus the person with a

memory span of 8 has a score 2.08 points above

the mean (5.92). The a is 1.045. Thus he

has a standard (Z) score of approximately

+ 1.9 (see Figure).
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Stanford-Binet

Scale

Wechsler Scale

A Normal Distribution Curve. This curve shows the per cent of coses uncJer segments of the

curve (morkecJ off in terms of sigmo) oncJ also percentiles and standard scores.

One advantage of standard scores, when

raw scores are similarly distributed, is that

they are comparable from one test to another.
°

Under these circumstances, the person whose

standard score on two tests is 2.5 has com-

parable status on both tests.

Another advantage of standard scores is that

they may be averaged for different tests to

show the individual's overall standing. This is

because they reduce all measurements to a

common scale of units — i.e., deviation units

° Sometimes, in order to remove minus signs,

testers multiply standard scores (Z) by 10 and
add 50. T scores are thus derived. This has the

effect of making each S.D. = 10 and the Mean =
50. Thus a Z-score of 1.9 becomes a T-score of 69.

based upon properties of the normal distribu-

tion curve. It would be nonsense to add scores

on arithmetic, science, and reading in order

to derive an average measure of school per-

formance. If such diverse measures were re-

duced to standard scores, however, it would

be quite sensible to average them. Thus a per-

son with a Z score of 1.2 on one test, of

2.3 on another, and of 2.5 on another would

have overall status indicated by a Z score of

2.0.

In the test we did not consider the reliability

of a mean, or of any other measure of central

tendency. The meaning of this concept and

its significance in statistical analysis is given

brief consideration in the following discussion.
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THE RELIABILITY OF A MEAN

How closely did the group of students who
took our memory test represent college stu-

dents in general? The only way we could an-

swer this question with assurance would be to

test all college students. This would, of course,

not be possible. However, if we were care-

ful to select our subjects randomly from the

larger student population, we could estimate

the probable amount of error involved in using

a limited sample rather than the whole popula-

tion. This is because we know that chance

errors of sampling tend to be distributed ac-

cording to the normal curve of probability.

As we have seen, the mean memory span

of our sample of subjects was 5.92. In another

sample taken from the same total population,

we might obtain a mean of 6.0, or of 5.8.

Were we to continue taking random samples

and finding their means, we would discover

that these sample means form a normal dis-

tribution. The mean of this distribution could

be considered the true mean— that is, the

mean of the larger population from which the

samples were taken. The standard deviation

of such a distribution of means is called the

standard error, to distinguish it from the a

of a sample. It provides a measure represent-

ing the reliability of the mean.

The size of the standard error of the mean
(SEji or (jji) tells us how much variability we
might expect to find in repeated samplings

from the larger population. It tells us, in other

words, how reliable our mean is. We shall see

that this reliability can be estimated from our

particular sample. We shall also see how ( 1

)

the size of the sample taken, and (2) the varia-

bility of the subjects in this sample, both in-

fluence the degree of confidence we can place

in our mean.

The formula for ajj takes into consideration

the two chief factors, other than errors of

measurement, which would affect the relia-

bility of the mean. One of these is the number

of cases. Obviously, the larger the group

tested, the greater the probability that the ob-

tained mean is representative of all college

students. It can be shown that the square

root of the number, rather than the number it-

self, is significant here. One hundred subjects

give not 100 times the reliability obtained with

one subject, but V 100, or 10 times. The other

factor which influences reliability is o-. It will

be recalled that o- shows how closely scores

cluster around the mean. One can readily see

that, if the a of our memory span results were

small, which would signify that scores were

closely piled up around the mean, our

measure of central tendency would be more

likely to be representative of students as a

whole than if the scores were widely scattered

— that is, if a were large.

The ctm of our data on memory span was

found to be .1045. This was obtained by di-

viding a (1.045) by the square root of the num-

ber of the subjects (\/ 100). A aj, of .1045, or

approximately .10, allows us to say that the

mean memory span is 5.92 ±.10. Reference

to a table giving the properties of the normal

probability curve shows that we are warranted

in saying that the chances are 68 in 100 that

the true mean (for an infinitely large sample

of college students) would not be likely to

fluctuate from the obtained mean more than

plus or minus .10. In repeated samples, that

is to say, we will be correct 68 times in 100,

or 68 per cent of the time, in assuming that

the population mean (the true mean) will

fall between 5.82 and 6.02. Again referring

to the characteristics of the normal probability

curve, we note that the chances are over 99

in 100 that the true mean will be within the

limits of 5.92 plus or minus three times o-jj,

or between 5.62 and 6.22.

Precisely why ctm makes possible such deter-

minations will not be apparent until one has a

greater knowledge of statistics than can be

presented in an elementary course in psychol-

ogy. At this stage it is necessary only to get

some idea of the kind of information which

statistical analysis provides concerning the re-

liability of the mean.

RELIABILITY OF A DIFFERENCE
BETWEEN MEANS

Suppose an investigator wished to discover

whether there is a difference in the learning

ability of males and females, or of rats de-

prived of vitamin B, and rats fed a normal diet.

He would apply a comparable test to a large
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number of comparable individuals from each

group. His next step would be to calculate

the mean for each group. Suppose that the

mean of one group were 95 and that of the

other 105. Is this difference of ten points a

reliable one? Perhaps in a repetition of this

experiment, the difference in means would dis-

appear or even be reversed. Statistical analysis

tells us the probability that the true difference

is greater than zero.

The measure used here is the standard

error of the difference between two means, or

a Diff. It makes use of (tm. The reason for this

is rather obvious, for the more reliable the two

means, the more probable is it that the differ-

ence between them is also reliable.

Suppose we found the standard errors of the

means of 95 and 105 to be respectively, .6

and .9. Then, as calculated below, a Ditt. would

be 1.08. The ratio of this to the actual dif-

ference (known as the critical ratio or CR)
would be 10 over 1.08, or 9.26.

O-Diff. = V'(0-M,)2+ (<^Mo)2

= V.36+ .81

= VOY
= 1.08 (approx.)

The CR is interpreted in relation to the prop-

erties of a normal distribution. Thus inter-

preted, it tells us the level of confidence we
may have in making certain assumptions about

the difference obtained. Psychologists com-

monly talk about the "1 per cent level of con-

fidence" and the "5 per cent level of confi-

dence." If the CR is more than 2.58, as in

our example, a difference as great as that found

would occur in repeated sampling less than 1

time in 100. This is another way of saying that

99 per cent of the time we would be correct

in assuming that there is a real difference be-

tween the two means; the means of the sexes,

or of the rats fed a normal diet and those

deprived of vitamin Bj. Such an assumption

would be at the 1 per cent level of confidence.

A lesser level of confidence is illustrated when,

for example, we get a CR of 1.96. This tells

us that, if errors due to random sampling alone

were present, we would be correct 95 per cent

of the time in assuming the existence of a true

difference. Here our assumption would be

lowered to the 5 per cent level of confidence."

This is only one of several methods for test-

ing the significance of a difference between

groups. In a particular research, the method

used will depend upon such things as the size

of the groups, and how well they are matched.

Such methods are considered in courses on

statistical analysis and experimental method-

ology.

CALCULATION OF CORRELATIONS

There are several methods of calculating a

coefficient of correlation. All give similar re-

sults, although, under given conditions, certain

of them are more conveniently used than others.

The product-moment method is most widely

used. It is preferred when one has a large

number of cases (over 30)

.

One formula for this method is:

2x1/

No

where r is the coefficient of correlation calcu-

lated by the product-moment method; x and

(/, the deviations of X and Y scores from their

respective means; N, the number of subjects,

and CTj; and o-,. the standard deviations, respec-

tively, of the * and y series of deviations.

The application of this formula is as follows:

Subjects Errors Deviations Calculation of ctj.,(t„

X Y X 1/ *!/ x2 i/

A 12-2-24 4 4

B 2 3-1-11 1 1

C 34000
D 4 5 1 1 1 1 1

E 56224 4 4

15 20 ^xy = 10 ^x~ = 10 2(/- 10

M 15 ^ ,. 20 _ lio _ /lO

10

5(v'2xV2) (5x2)

" Books on statistics have tables from which

such evaluations of critical ratios may be made.
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As already indicated by inspection, r is 1.00.

By reversing the figures in either X or Y and

following the same procedure, one comes out

with - 10/10 or — 1.00. As calculated by this

method, the r between X and Z scores is ap-

proximateFy —.52.

We shall illustrate the rank-difference method

by correlating the X and Z columns. This

method gives a rough estimate of r and is easier

to calculate. The formula for calculating a

rank-difference coefficient, Rho (p), is

p=l
62D-

:V(N2- 1)

where 2D- is the sum of the squared differ-

ences between the ranks of scores in the two

series and N the number of cases. It is first

necessary to determine separately the ranking

of individuals in each of the performances to

be correlated. The computation is as follows:

Subjects Errors Ranks D D-'

X X
A 1 9 1 5 4 16

B 2 6 2 3 1 1

C 3 3 3 1 2 4

D 4 8 4 4

E 5 4 5 2 3 9

The coefficients r and p are seldom identical,

although they are usually similar. The differ-

ence occurs because the formula for p, unlike

that for r, ignores the differences in actual

magnitude of the scores, dealing with them

mereh' in terms of rank. Tables have been

worked out so that one can read off the value of r

for a given value of p. The value of r for

a p of —.50 is, for example, —.518.

The more closely r approximates plus or

minus one (±1) the higher the relationship

between the variables correlated. But a co-

efficient of correlation does not mean per cent

of relationship. Percentages of dependence of

one variable on another, or of both on some

third variable, can be calculated from r, but

except when r is very high, these percentages

are much lower than r.

For greater detail on statistics the reader

might consult Blommers, P., and E. F. Lind-

quist. Elementary Statistical Method~s. Hough-
ton Mifflin, 1960. Also see the Study Manual

fnr Elementary Statistical Methods in Psychol-

ogy arid Education by the same authors, like-

wise published by Houghton Mifflin Company.

5 D- = 30

1 - 6(30)

1 -

1 -

1 -

5(25-

180

5(24)

180

120

- 1.50

- .50
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Ability (see Aptitude; Intelligence)

Abnormality, 15-19, 70-71
Abnormal psychology, 15-19, 98-103, 251, 255-256
Abscissa, 57-58
Absolute refractory period, 370
Absolute units, 53
Abstracting, 351-358
Accommodation, 376, 421
Achievement imagery, 219—220
Achievement motive, 156-157, 219-220
Achromatic vision, 375
Acquired behavior (see Habits; Learning)
Acquired motives, 154—160
Acquisition curve, 278—279
ACTH, 240-241
Action current, 369
Activity cage, 140—141, 145
Adaptation, dark and light, 378
Adrenal glands, 239-241
Adrenalin, 240-241
Affection, 192, 201, 202; need for, 149-151
Affective processes in perceiving, 401—402
Affects, 178 ( see also Emotion

)

Afferent nerve fiber, 371
Afferent neuron, 368
AFQT, 92
AGCT, 92, 118-119
Aggression, 199; fantasy, 217-218; from frustration,

213
Aggressiveness, 157
Alarm reaction, 214
Alcoholic psychoses, 262
All-or-nothing principle, 370, 378
Allport-Vernon-Lindzey Study of Values, 248
Alternatives in conflicts, 209—211
Ambivalence, 211
Ambiversion, 236
Amnesia, 257
Amoeba, 366-367
Amplitude, 379
Ampulla, 383
Anaglyphs, 422
Androgens, 145
Anechoic chamber, 43
Anger, 192, 199
Animal psychology, 10-13, 34-37, 73-76, 79-80
Animals: communication, 432—436; reasoning, 339-

343; in research, 13
Animism, 358
Anterograde amnesia, 326
Anticipation, 181
Anticipation method, 316
Anvil, 379, 380
Anxiety, 197-199 (see also Conflict; Stress)

Anxiety neuroses, 257—258
Aphasia, 375
Apparent motion, 412—414
Apperception, 246
Approach-approach conflict, 209—210

Approach-avoidance conflict, 211
Aptitude, 115-136, 236; artistic, 132-133; factors,

124; and general intelligence, 117—119; and
interests, 119—122; nature and origin, 116—117;
patterns, 127; tests, 54, 122-133

Aqueous humor, 376
Armed Forces Qualification Test ( AFQT ) , 92
Army Alpha intelligence test, 92
Army Beta intelligence test, 92
Army General Classification Test (AGCT), 92, 118-

119
Artistic aptitude, 132-133
Aspiration levels, 159—160
Assimilation, 483
Association areas, 374—375
Association neuron, 369
Associative functions, 373
Associative reflex, 273
Associative strength, 310, 316, 323, 326
Astereognosis, 375
Asthenic physique, 237
Athletic physique, 237
Attending, 391-400; central control, 397; deter-

miners, 398—400; perceiving and, 392; postural

adjustment, 393, 395—396; recepetor adjustment,
393-395; and set, 392-393; value, 394; vari-

eties, 398
Attitude, 164-170 (see also Set)

Audiogenic seizures, 74—75
Auditory canal, 379
Auditory localization, 423—425
Auditory nerve, 379, 383
Auditory reception, 379-382
Auditory space perception, 423—425
Authoritarian leadership, 474—475
Autocorrectivism, 216
Autokinetic effect, 477-478
Autonomic nervous system, 189—190
Average {see Mean.) •

^Avoidance-avoidance conflict, 210—2
Avoidance conditioning, 276
Avoidance motive, 18L
Axon.

Babbling, 435-437, 440-441
Backward conditioning, 274
Bard-Cannon theory of emotion, 187
Bar graph, 59
Barriers, 207-209
Basal age, 88
Basilar membrane, 380-381
Bees, communication, 432
Behaviorism, 21—24
Behavior tests, 243
Belittling others, 221
Bennett, Seashore, and Wesman Mechanical Reason-

ing Test, 122
Berkeley Growth Study, 103, 104
Bimodal curve, 60
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Binar>' digit, 444
Binet-Simon intelligence tests, 84—85
Biological memory, 309
Birth order, 253
Bit, 444-445
Blaming others, 221
Blind, obstacle perception, 35—36
Blind spot, 376
Brain, 82-83, 371-375
Brain stem, 187, 371-373
Brainstorming, 472
"Brain-washing," 480-481
Brain waves, 184
Brightness, 375, 378

Candle-blowing problem, 348
Case history, 32-33, 242
Catatonic schizophrenia, 264
Cell multiplication, 67—69
Central control in attending, 397
Central nervous system, 187, 367; mechanisms, 371—

375 (see also Brain; Cerebral cortex; Spinal

cord)

Central-peripheral theory of thinking, 350
Central tendncy, measures, 537—538
Central theory of thinking, 349-350
Cerebellum, 371-373
Cerebral cortex, 187-189, 371-375, 397
Cerebral hemispheres, 371
Cerebrotonia, 238
Cerebrum, 187-189, 371-375, 397
Character, 235
Child psychology, 13-15, 32-34; gifted child, 94-98
Chimpanzees, communication, 432—435
Chlorpromazine, 260, 266
Choroid coat, 376
Chromatic vision, 375—378
Chromosomes, 65—67
Chronological age ( C.A. ) , 85
Chronoscope, 9
Ciliary muscle, 376
Circuits, 373
Circumvallate papillae, 385
Classical conditioning, 274, 304
Class intervals, 57—59
Clerical aptitude, 122
Client-centered therapy, 258-259
Clinical psychology, 15, 19-20, 32
Cochlea, 379-381
Cochlear branch, 379
Cochlear canal, 380
Coefficient of correlation, 47, 63—65, 541
Coenotrope, 156
Collective problem-solving, 471—473
Color blindness, 376-378
Color vision, 375-378
Communication, 430—455; animal, 432—436; net-

works, 473; nonverbal, 450—453; process, 449—

Compensation, 216—217
Compensatory tracking, 286, 299
Competition, 461—463
Complex coordinator, 286
Computer, 343—344
Concept, 350-358
Concept Mastery Test, 96
Conditional reflex, 272
Conditional stimulus, 272
Conditioned reflex, 22-23, 271-272

Conditioned response, 271—272 (see also Condition-

ing)

Conditioning, 271-283; classical, 272-274; instru-

mental, 274, 276-283; operant, 274, 276-283;
sequence and time relation, 274

Cones, 375-377
Configurationalist psychology, 25
Conflict, 207-232; consequence, 214-216; experi-

mental, 226-228; indirect reactions to, 216-
226; involving alternatives, 209-211

Conformity, 170, 477-481
Connector neuron, 369
Conscience, 250 ( see also Superego

)

Consciousness, 11—12
Constancy phenomenon, 414—415
Contiguity in learning, 303
Control condition, 40—43
Control group, 45—46
Convergence, 421
Cooperation, 461—463
Cornea, 376
Correlation, 47, 55-56, 62-65, 541-542
Cortisone, 240-241
Cortone, 241
Co-twin control, 45
Counterbalancing, 42—43
Covert response, 39
Cranial nerves, 372
Creative thinking, 358-362
Cretinism, 100
Crista, 383
Critical ratio (CR), 541
Cross-sectional studies, 103
Crowd behavior, 483—485
Cytoplasm, 65—66, 69

Dark adaptation, 378
Deid vu experience, 321
Delayed reaction, 312-315
Delight, 192
Delirium tremens, 262
Delusions, 260, 346
Dementia praecox, 263
Democratic leadership, 474—475
Dendrites, 368
Dependent variable, 40, 46
Depression, 262
Depth perception, 415—423
Depth traits, 234
Detour problems, 289
Developmental "psychology, 31-32 x
Developmental schedules, 14
Deviation, 538
Deviation I.Q., 88
Differences: perceiving, 409—410; reliability, 47,

451
Differential Aptitude Test (DAT), 125-127
Differential conditioning, 275
Direction perception, 423—425
Direction in reasoning 346—349
Discrimination: apparatus, 10-11; learning curves,

293; relational, 415; threshold, 409
Disgust, 192
Displacement, 258
Dissociation, 256-257
Dissociation principle, 355
Distance perception, 415—423
Distress, 192
Distributed learning, 299-302, 321-322
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Distribution, 538-539; of individual differences, 57-

61
Dominance hierarchy, 460-461
Dominant gene, 73
Dorsal root, 371
Double alternation problems, 341-343
Doubt, 255-256
Dreams, 218-219, 338; analysis, 258
Drives, physiological, 138-141
Drive state, 140
Dual personality, 257
Dynamometer, 53

Ear, 379-381
Eardrum, 379, 380
Ectomorphy, 237-238
Educational psychology, 8

Education of the gifted, 97-98
Efferent nerve fiber, 371
Efferent neuron, 368
Effort, 164
Ego, 139, 162, 250
Ego-defensive reactions, 216—217

,

Ego-involvements, 160
Eidetic imagery, 319-320
Elation, 192
Electra complex, 203
Electroconvulsive shock (ECS), 330-331
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT), 262, 266
Electroencephalogram (EEC), 184
Emotions: development, 191-195; as energy source,

177-178; evolution of, 177; and feeling, 178-
186; as function of whole organism, 186—190;
and motivation, 174—206; physiology, 182-186

Endocrine glands, and personality, 239—242
Endolymph, 383
Endomorphy, 237-238
Engram, 310-311
Environment, 69-76, 105-108; control of, 40-43;

effect on intelligence, 83-84, 110-112
Equivalent groups, 45
Escape from conffict, 216
Escape training, 278, 282
Estrogens, 145—146
Eustachian tube, 379
Evolution, 9-13
Excitement in infants, 191—192
Exercise in learning, 305
Exhaustion in stress, 214
Experience, and meaning, 405—407
Experimental condition, 40—43
Experimental groups, 45—46
Experimental introspection, 7
Experimental neurosis, 226-228
Experimentation, 34—46
Explicit responses, 39
Exploration need, 152—154
External environments, 70
External stimuli, 38
Extinction of conditioned response, 275, 279—280
Ex-traversion, 235-236
Eye, 375-377; movements, 394-395
Eye-hand coordination, 123-124, 286

Facial vision, 35—36
Facilitation, 461—462
False recognition, 321
Fantasy, 217-221, 338
Fear, 191, 192, 196-197

Feeblemindedness, 18-19, 70, 71, 98-103
Feeling and emotion, 178—186
Eels growth study, 102-103
Fertilization, 69
Finger dexterity test, 123
Fixation, 228
Fixation (eye), 394-395
Force of habit, 161
Forgetting, 325—333 (see also Memory; Retention)

Formal discipline, 295
Fovea, 376
Fraternal twins, 67, 72
Free association, 18, 258, 320, 338
Frequency: in audition, 379; in learning, 305
Frequency distribution, 57—59
Frequency polygon, 57—59
Frequency principle, 370—371
Frigidity, 146
Frontal lobe, 374-375
Frustration, 199, 207-232; and aggression, 213;

and goal orientation, 212; realistic reactions to,

213-214; severe, 211-213; tolerance, 212
Fugue, 257
Functional autonomy, 160—161
Functional psychology, 12, 21
FuncHonal psychoses, 16, 260, 262-266
Fungiform papillae, 385

Galvanic skin reflex (GSR), 182
Gelb, Goldstein, Weigl, Scheerer Object Sorting Test,

353
General adaptation syndrome (G.A.S.), 214
General Clerical Test, 122
General intelligence ( g ) , 94
Generalizing, 351—358
General paresis, 261-262
Genes, 66-67, 73
Gestalt psychology, 24-25
Gestures, 436, 451-452
Gifted child, 94-98
Glands, 145, 187, 239-241
Glottis, 439
Goal orientation, 212
Gonads, 145, 239-241
Goodenough Draw-a-Man Test, 108
Graduate Record Examinations Aptitude Test, 118
Graphic art aptitude, 132—133
Gray matter, 372
Gregariousness, 156
Gross response, 39
Group behavior ( see Social behavior

)

Group dynamics, 466
Group participation, effects, 474—477
Group pressvues, 477—481
Group tests, 89, 91-94
Group therapy, 259-260, 265

Habit hierarchies, 291
Habit interference, 292, 295-296
Habits, 147, 161, 270
Habitual attending, 398
Hair cells, 380
Hallucinations, 260, 320, 411
Hammer, 379, 380
Happiness, 200-201
Healy puzzle box,- 81, 288
Hearing, 379-382; limits, 378
Hebephrenic schizophrenia, 264
Helicotrema, 380-381
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Heredity, 65-69, 70-76; effect on intelligence, 110-
112

Higher-order conditioning, 275
Histogram, 58-59
Holistic asessment, 243—244
Holistic studies, 25
Home influences on personality, 250-251, 252-253
Homeostasis, 141-142, 216
Hormones, 143, 145-146, 197-198, 240-241
Horn Art Aptitude Inventory, 133
Hue, 375
Humor, 200
Hunger, 142-144; as drive, 140
Hydrocephalic, 99
Hypnosis, 16-17, 162-163, 258, 398
Hypothalamus, 187-188
Hypotheses, 345; in concept formation, 355—357
Hypothyroidism, 99-100
Hysteria, 16-17, 257

Id, 139, 162, 250
Identical twins, 45, 67, 72, 83-84
Identifying, 217, 464
Idiot, 89, 99
Illusions, 411-414
Imbecile, 89, 99, 100
Imitation, 290-291
Implicit responses, 39
Impotence, 146
Imprinting, 457—459
Inactivity, in forgetting, 327—328
Incentives, 164
Indecision, 255—256
Independent variable, 40, 46
Index of differentiation (ID), 169
Individual, as concern of psychology, 15—19; status

of, 61-62
Individual differences, 8—9, 51—78; correlation, 62—

65; distribution, 57—61; effect of environment,
69—76; effect of heredity, 65—76; measurement,
53-56; in mental growth, 103; statistical an-

alysis, 56-65, 537-542
Individual tests, 89
Inferences, 345—346
Information theory, 443—445
Inhibition, 331-332
Initiation of action, 229-230
Insanity {see Psychoses)
Insight, 289, 290, 293; in language, 435
Inspiration, 361
Instincts, 11, 147, 148, 154, 270
Instructional sets, 402—403
Instrumental conditioning, 274, 276-283
Instrumentation learning, 289—290
Insulin shock therapy, 265, 266
Integration, 17
Intelligence, 79-114, 233; age changes, 103-105;

and aptitude, 117—119; effect of environment,
105-108; factors, 94; meaning, 79-84, 94;

racial comparisons, 108—110; tests for animals,

79-80; tests for humans, 9, 80-81, 84-94
Intelligence quotient (I.Q. ), 85; changes, 102-103;

distribution, 96 (see also Tests, intelligence)

Intention, 230
Interaction process analysis, 470—472
Intercellular environment, 69
Interests, 164-165, 233; and aptitudes, 119-122
Internal environment, 69
Internal set, 39

Internal stimuli, 38-39
Interpersonal relations, 466; methods of study, 466—

473
Interval scale, 55
Interviews, 243—244
Intracellular environment, 69
Introspection, 7

Introversion, 235-236
Involuntary acts, 229
Involuntary attending, 398
Iris, 376
Irradiation of excitation, 275
Isolate, 468

J-curve, 169
James-Lange theory of emotion, 187
Jealousy, 192, 202-203
Job analysis, 129
Joy, 192
Just noticeable difference (j.n.d. ), 409

Kinesthesis, 365, 383-384
Knowledge of results, 298-299
Krause end bulbs, 387
Kuder Preference Record, 120-122

Laissez-faire leadership, 474
Language, 430—455; origins, 436—438; statistical

characteristics, 445; and thought, 349; in volun-

tary control, 230; word meaning, 447—450 (see

also Speech)
Larynx, 439
Latent learning, 297, 304
Laughter, 200
Leadership, 471, 473-475, 485-486
Learning, 8, 270-308; acquiring skUls, 283-288;

basic conditions for, 302—305; conditioning,

271-283; in emotional development, 193-194;
foundations, 296; by imitation, 290-291; by in-

sight, 289-290; of mazes, 283-285; problem'^

solving, 288-290; procedures comparison, 299—
302; role of motivation, 296-299; speed, 322-
323; work and rest periods, 299-302

Learning ability { see Intelligence

)

Learning box, 328
Learning curves, 284-285, 293, 297, 299, 300, 301
Legends, 483
Lens, 376
Leptosome physique, 237—239
Leveling, 482
Level of aspiration, 159—160
Level of confidence, 541 ,

V,
Lie-detector, 182
Life goals, 158-160
Life space, 466—468
Light, 375
Light adaptation, 378
Linear perspective, 419
Linguistic ability, 117-118
Locomotion, 466—468; in mice, 73—74
Longitudinal studies, 103
Lorge-Thorndike Intelligence Tests, 92—93
Loudness, 379
Love, 191, 201-202

Maladjustment, 15-16, 255-266
Mand, 442
Mania, 262
Manic-depressive psychosis, 262
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Manipulation need, 152—154
Manipulatory aptitude tests, 123
Manual dexterity tests, 123
Massed learning, 301-302, 321-322
Mass movement, 485
Mastery motive, 156—157
Matched groups, 45—46
Materialism, 24
Maternal drive, 140, 147-149
Mating, 147
Maturation in emotional development, 192-193
Maze learning: animal, 11, 74-76, 79-80, 283-285;

animal vs. human, 341-343; human, 284—285
Mean, 47, 537; reliability, 540
Meaning: and experience, 405-407; of words, 447-

450
Measurement, 37
Mechanical aptitude, 122
Median, 537-538
Medical College Admissions Test, 118
Meier Art Judgment Test, 132-133
Meissner's corpuscles, 387
Memorizing, 287
Memory, 7-8, 309-336; growth with age, 31; and

original learning, 321-325; recall, 315-321;
recognition, 321, 322; training, 333-335

Memory apparatus, 8

Memory drum, 288
Memory span tests, 315
Memory trace, 310-311, 330-331
Mental age (M.A.), 85
Mental conflict, 212 (see also Conflict)

Mental growth, 103-105
Mental hygiene, 16, 266-267
Mental illness, 15-18, 255-260, 346
Mental retardation, 98-103
Mental set, 393 (see also Set)

Meprobamate, 260
Mesmerism, 16
Mesomorphy, 237—238
Microcephalic, 98—99
Migration, 457
Minnesota Multiphasic Personality Inventory ( MMPI )

,

247
Minnesota Paper Form Board, 122
Minnesota Rate of Manipulation Test, 123
Mirth Response Test, 200
Mob behavior, 483-485
Mode, 60, 537
Mongolianism, 99
Moron, 89, 99, 101
Mother machine, 150
Motivation, 137-173; emotional, 174-206; in learn-

ing, 296-299, 304; personal-social, 154-160;
physiological, 138—154; unconscious, 162—164

Motivational sets, 403—405
Motor cortex, 374
Motor habit, reproducing, 311-312
Motor impulses, 372
Motor learning, 8

Motor nerve fiber, 371
Motor neuron, 368
Motor skills, 271, 286; retention, 312; transfer, 292-

293
Motor theory of thinking, 350
Miiller-Lyer illusion, 411—412
Multimodal distribution curve, 60
Multiple-choice problems, 340—341
Multiple personality, 257

Muscle tension, 393, 396
Musical aptitude, 132
Mutations, 70
Myelin, 369

Naturalistic observation, 34—36
Natural selection, 10
Nazi movement, 485—486
Needs, physiological, 138—141
Negative correlation, 62—64
Negative valence, 209
Negro-white comparisons, 108-110
Nerve, 369
Nerve fibers, 368-369
Nervous system, 368-375
Nest-building drive, 140
Neural circuit, 369
Neural mechanisms in emotion, 187
Neurasthenia, 255
Neurogram, 310-311
Neuron, 368
Neuroses, 16-18, 255-260; experimental, 226-228
Night blindness, 378
Nine-dot problem, 347
Noise, 379, 444
Nonauditory labyrinth, 382-383
Nondirective therapy, 258
Nonhomeostatic drives, 149—154
Nonsense syllables, 7, 287
Nor-adrenalin, 241
Normal distribution curve, 539
Normal personality, 254—255
Normal probability curve, 59—60
Normative research, 14
Nose, 384
Nucleus, 65—66
Nymphomania, 146

Obliterating memory traces, 330-331
Observational learning, 290
Observer, 9
Occipital cortex, 377
Occipital lobes, 374
Occupations, developing aptitude tests for, 128
Oedipus complex, 203
Olfactorium, 42
Olfactory bulbs, 384
Olfactory epithelium, 384
Olfactory sensitivity, 384—385
Only child, 253
Onomatopoeia, 438
Ontogenetic approach, 31
Operant conditioning, 274, 276—282; in education,

282-283
Operant conditioning box, 277—278
Optic chiasma, 377
Optic nerve, 370, 376-377
Optic radiation, 377
Ordinal scales, 54—55
Ordinate, 57-58
Organic psychoses, 16, 260-262
Organic sense, 366
Organic sensitivity, 386
Organ of Corti, 380
Otoliths, 383
Oval window, 379, 380
Ovary, 240
Overcompensation, 221—222
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Overlapping distributions, 60—61
Overlearning, 323-324
Overt responses, 39
Ovum, 65—66

Pacinian corpuscles, 387
Pain, 179-182
Pain receptors, 386
PapUlae, 385
Paranoid schizophrenia, 265
Parasympathetic nervous system, 189—190
Parathyroid glands, 240
Parent, in personality development, 250—253
Paresis, 261—262
Parietal lobes, 373
Pecking order, 460
Pencil-and-paper aptitude tests, 122
Perceiving, 7, 391-429; analysis, 400-402; auditory

space, 423-425; clearness, 393, 396-397; con-

text, 407-409; of differences, 409-410; effect

of experience, 405—407; primitive organization,

410-415; reduced cues, 407; set in, 402-405;
visual depth and distance, 415—423

Percentiles, 61-62, 539
Perceptual constancy, 414—415
Perceptual curiosity, 152
Performance tests, 89-91
Peripheral nervous system, 368
Peripheral theory of thinking, 350
Perseveration, 361
Persistence, 228-229
Personal equation, 8

Personality, 233—269; assessment, 242—248; develop-

ment, 248-252; and endocrine glands, 239—
242; normal, 254-255; and physique, 236-239;
prevention of disorders, 266—267; psychoneu-
rotic, 255—260; psychopathic, 251; psychotic,

260-266; situational influences, 252-254; traits,

233-235; types, 235-239
Personal motives, 157—160
Personal-social motives, 154-160
Personal-social needs, 139
Perspective, 419; auditory, 425
Phenylpyruvic feeblemindedness, 101
Phi-phenomenon, 413
Phobias, 162, 257
Phylogenetic approach, 31
Phvsiological aspects of feelings and emotions, 182-

186
Physiological drives, 138-154
Physiological limit, 284
Physiological needs, 138—154
Physique, and temperament, 236—239
Pitch, 379
Pituitary gland, 187, 239-241
Placebo, 39
Place theory, 381-382
Plateau, 285
Play therapy, 267
Pleasure principle, 179—182
Polydactyly, 70
Population mean, 540
Positive correlation, 62—64
Positive valence, 209
Post-hypnotic suggestion, 162-163
Postural adjustment in attending, 393, 395-396
Preconscious, 162
Prejudices, 165—166
Prenatal external environment, 70

Pressure receptors, 387
Primary traits, 234
Proactive inhibition, 331—332
Probability distribution, 59
Probability in language, 445
Problem boxes, 288-289
Problem-solving, 271, 288-290; individual and

group, 471-473
Product-moment method, 541
Projection, 222-223
Projective tests of personality, 244—246
Prolactin, 197-198
Propagated disturbance, 369
Psychiatry, 19-20
Psychoanalysis, 14-15, 17, 25, 258, 265
Psvchodrama, 259
Psvchologv: abnormal, 15-19, 98-103, 251, 255-

266; animal, 10-13, 34-37; child, 13-15, 32-
34; clinical, 15, 19-20, 32; history, 3-27;
scope, 5-9; social, 34, 456—488; systems of

20-26
Psychoneuroses, 255—260 (see also Neuroses)
Psychopathic personalities, 251
Psychophysics, 409—410
Psychoses, 15-16, 260-266
Psychosomatic medicine, 216
Psychosurgery, 266
Psychotherapy, 258-260, 265
Puberty praecox, 241
Pupil, 376
Pursuit tracking, 286
Puzzle boxes, 81
Pyknic physique, 237

Quantitative ability, 117-118

r. 63-65
Racial comparisons of intelligence, 108—110
Rage, 191
Range, 61,538
Rank-difference method, 542
Rank standing, 61—62
Rational elaboration of ideas, 346
Rationalization, 223
Ratio scales, 53
Reactive inhibition, 302
Reality testing, 153, 250
Reasoning, 338; in animals, 339—343; evidence for,

339-343; process, 344-349; test, 339 (see also

Thinking)
Recall, 338; of narratives, 316-318; of paired as-

sociates, 316-321; stimuli in, 320; verbal, 315-
316 (see also Memory)

Recapitulation, 14
Receptors, 187; auditory, 379-382; cutaneous, 386-

387; kinesthetic, 383-384; olfactory, 384-385;
organic, 386; static, 382-383; taste, 384-385;
visual, 375-378

Receptor processes; in attending, 393—395; in per-

ceiving, 400
Recessive gene, 73
Reciprocal stimulation and response ( see Social be-

havior )

Recitation, 302, 322, 323
Recognizing, 321, 322
Redintegration, 321, 407
Reduced cues, 320, 321, 407
Redundancy, 446-447
Reflex, 138, 147, 270, 272
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Reflex arc, 368, 369, 372
Reflex circle concept, 441
Refractory period, 370-371
Regression, 223-225
Reinforcement, 273, 276; in learning, 296, 304-305;

primary and secondary, 280-281; schedules, 279
Reissner's membrane, 380
Relative refractory period, 370
Relearning, 312
Reliability: of difference between means, 540-541;

of mean, 540; of measurements, 55—56
Reliability coefficient, 55-56
Remembering ( see Memory

)

Reminiscence, 324—325
Repetition, in learning, 304—305
Repression, 225-226
Repressive forgetting, 328-329
Reproduction of forms, 318
Resistance in stress, 214
Response, 38-39
Response-response relationships, 47—48
Rest and work periods, 299—302
Retardation, 98-103
Retention: nonverbal evidence, 311-312; and original

learning, 321—325 {see also Memory)
Reticular formation, 187-188, 372-373, 397
Retina, 375-377
Retinal disparity, 422
Retroactive inhibition, 331-333
Retrograde amnesia, 326, 329
Reverberating circuits, 373
Reverie, 338
Reversible configurations, 397-398
Revolving drum apparatus, 140
Rewards in animal learning, 296-297
Reward training, 278
Rho (p),542
Rods, 375-377
Role, 464-465
Rorschach test, 245-246
Round window, 379, 380
R-R relationships, 47—48
Ruffinian cyclinders, 387
Rumor, 481-483

Saccule, 382-383
Salivary response, 272-273
Saturation of colors, 375
Satyriasis, 146
Saving method, 312
Scatter diagrams, 63
Schizophrenia, 260-261, 263
Scholastic aptitude, 117-118, 125
Science, nature of, 4—5
Scientific method, 4-5, 29-32
Sclerotic coat, 376
Seashore Tests of Musical Talent, 132
Self, 250, 464
Self-assertive motive, 156-157
Self-repudiation, 221-222
Semantic differential, 449-450
Semantics, 448—450
Semicircular canal, 379, 382-383
Senile psychoses, 262
Sensations, 6, 7 (see also Receptor processes; Sensitiv-

ity)

Sense organs ( see Receptors

)

Sensitivity, 366-369
Sensorimotor skills, 283

Sensory impulses, 372
Sensory nerve fiber, 371
Sensory neuron, 368
Sensory stimuli, 38, 366
Serendipity, 361
Set: and attending, 392-393; control of, 39, 43-45;

and experience, 405; in perceiving, 402—405; in

reasoning, 338
Sex drive, 140, 145-147
Sharpening, 482
Shock therapy, 262, 265, 266
Siamese twins, 67
Sigma (<j), 538
Significant differences, 541
Simple recall, 287
Simple schizophrenia, 263
Skewed curve, 60
Skills, 271; acquiring, 283-288 (see also Motor

skills; Verbal skills)

Skin senses, 386-387
Sleep, in forgetting, 327
Smelling, 384-385
Smiling, 200
Social behavior, 34, 456—488; elementary forms,

457-461; large groups, 483-486; methods of

study with small groups, 465—473
Social climates, 474—475
Social environment, 466
Social facilitation, 461—462
Social field, 466-468
Social heritage, 70
Social intelligence test, 200
Socialization, 457—460
Social motives, 156—157
Social movements, 485—486
Social status, 460, 463-465
Sociogram, 468-469
Sociometric procedures, 468—470
Sociometric questionnaire, 244
Somaesthetic receptors, 373 (see also Kinesthesis)

Somatotonia, 238
Somatotype, 237-239
Sour-grapes reaction, 223
Space perception: auditory, 423—425; intersensory,

425-426; visual, 415-423
Spatial maze, 342
Specific ability (s), 94
Speech: development in child, 287, 440—443; mech-

anisms, 438-440; symbols, 430 (see also Lan-

guage)
Spinal cord, 187, 371-372
Spinal nerves, 371
Split-litter control, 45
Spontaneous recovery, 275
Standard deviation, 538—539
Standard error; of difference between means, 540; of

mean, 540
Standard score, 62, 538-539
Stanford-Binet intelligence tests, 86-89, 91

Star, 468
Startle pattern, 181
Static sense, 365
Static sensitivity, 382-383
Statistical analysis, 46-48, 56-65, 537-542
Status, 460, 463-465
Stereophonic effects, 425
Stereoscopy, 422
Stimulation drives, 149-154
Stimulation need, 151—152
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Stimulus, 6, 38, 366
Stimulus generalization, 275
Stirrup, 379, 380
Stress, 214 (see also Anxiety; Conflict; Frustration)

Stress interview, 243-244
Strong Vocational Interest Blank, 120

Structural psychology, 21

Stylus maze, 284-285, 341-342
Subconscious, 162
Subject, 9
Sublimation, 219
Subliminal advertising, 400
Superego, 139, 162, 250-252
Surface traits, 234
Survival of the fittest, 10
Suspensory ligaments, 376
Svmbolic process, 313-314, 431, 435; in perceiving,

400-401 (s<?e aiso Thinking)

Symbols, 337
Sympathetic nervous system, 189-190
Sympathy, 203-204
Synapse, 368
Syndrome, 214

Tabes dorsalis, 384
TabuJo rasa, 19
Tachistoscope, 402
Tact, 442
Taste buds, 385
Taste receptors, 385
Taste sensitivity, 384-385
Taylor Scale of Manifest Anxiety, 198

Teaching machine, 282
Tectorial membrane, 380
Temperament, and physique, 236-239
Temperature drive, 140
Temperature receptors, 387
Temporal lobes, 374, 381
Temporal maze, 341-342
Tensor tympani, 380
Testimony, 318-319
Testis, 240
Tests: aptitude, 54, 122-123; group, 91-94; indi-

vidual, 89; intelligence, 9, 79-81, 84-94; per-

sonality, 242-248; Rorschach, 245-246
Thalamus, 187, 372, 377, 381
Thematic apperception, 217, 246
Thematic Apperception Test (T.A.T. ), 246
Thinking, 337-364; creative, 358-362; and language,

349; theories of, 349-350 (see also Reasoning)

Thinking machines, 343-344
Thirst, 144
Thyroid gland, 239-241
Thyroxin, 241
Timbre, 379
Time, in forgetting, 327
Tone, 379
Tongue, 385
Tracking, 286, 299
Traits, 53, 233-235 (see also Individual differences;

Personality

)

Tranquilizers, 260, 262-263, 265-266
Transfer of learning, 292-296
Trial and error, 283, 284, 288-290, 293; in concept

formation, 355
Tropisms, 138, 270
True mean, 540

T-score, 539
Twins, 67, 72-73, 83-84
Tympanic canal, 380
Tympanic membrane, 380

Ulcers, 215-216
Uncertainty, in information theory, 444-445
Unconditioned reflex, 272
Unconditioned stimulus, 272
Unconscious, 17—18, 162
Unconscious motivation, 162—164
Unconscious traits, 234
USES aptitude test, 127
Utricle, 382-383

Valences, 209
Validity, 128-129
Variability, 61, 538
Variables, 40
Vector psychology, 209
Ventral root, 371
Verbal ability, 117-118
Verbal learning, 8

Verbal recall, 315-316
Verbal reports, 32
Verbal skills, 271, 283, 287; retention, 312; transfer,

293—294 ( see also Memory

)

Verbal tests, 89
Vestibular branch, 379, 383
Vestibular canal, 380
Vestibule, 382-383
Vigotsky Test of Conceptual Thinking, 354
Viscera, 187
Viscerotonia, 238
Vision: brain in, 373-374: depth and distance, 415-

423; reception, 375-378; stimuli, 366
Visual purple, 378
Vitreous body, 376
Vocal cords, 438-439
Vocational guidance, 116, 134 (see also Aptitude)

Vocational selection, 116, 134-135 (see also Apti-

tude)

Volley theory, 382
Voluntary acts, 229-230
Voluntary attending, 398

Warden Y-maze, 284
Weber's law, 6, 409-410
Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale (WAIS), 89-90
Wechsler-Bellevue intelligence scale, 89
Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC),

89-90
White matter, 372
"Will power," 228-229
WiU to power, 159
Withdrawal, 263
Words: acquiring, 441—442; meaning, 447—450
Work and rest periods, 299-302
Worry (see Anxiety)

Written language, 437-438

Yerkes Multiple-Choice Problem, 340
Young's pseudophone, 425

Zero correlation, 62
Z-score, 539
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